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also have the painful duty

of informing you of

another sad loss.
Last week we learned of the death of another of our
colleagues, Mr Spillecke, who had been a Member of
our Parliament from l9 January 1977 and during this
short period was a member of the Committee on the
Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protection, the Committee on Energy and Research and the
Committee on the Rules of Procedure and Petitions.

Pre sident

(Tbc sittittg tt'tts opcntd
President.

-

at

5.00

pn)

The sitting is open.

1. Rc.ttmftion ol tbe

Jessioa

I

declare resumed the session of the
European Parliament adjourned on 22 April 1977.

President.

2. Apologies

Born on 15 May 1924 in Homberg, Hermann Spillecke was a member of the German Socialist party
from September 1955 after holding various posts in
the city of Duisberg, including that of Mayor from
July 1957 to November 1969. After becoming a
member of the Nordrhein-\Westfalen Landtag, our

An apology for absence has been
rece ived from Mr Notenboom who regrets his

deceased colleague entered the Bundestag

inability to attend this

sympathy

President.

part-session.

On behalf of

Parliament,

I

in

1955.

have sent telegrams of

to the family of the

deceased

and the

Socialist Group.

3. Tributc
Ladies and gentlemen, during the
President.
night of 4-.5- May Professor Ludwig Erhard died in
Bonn at the age of 80.
Born on 4 February 1897, Ludwig Erhard played an
active part in the political life of the Federal Republic
as representative of the Christian Democrat party.
He entered the Bundestagin 1949 and on 15 October
t95.1 became Federal Chancellor and remained in this
post, previously occupied by Konrad Adenauer, up to
I December 1966. His name is associated with the
intense economic development of modern Federal
Germany through the contribution which he made by
his knowledgc and his administrative ability.

This Assembly had many opportunities to hear him
in his capacity as President-in-Office of the Council.

On behalf of Parliament, I have sent telegrams
sympathy to President Scheel and Mr Kohl.

of

In homage to the memory of these two departed statesmen, I would ask you to join in I minutes' silence.
(Tbe A.t:vnbl.1' .rtood

to obsrrrc I ninutcs'

siltncc.)

4. Alr\ointn,cnt o.f nttntbtr.t
President. On 2 May 1977 the Folketing of the
Kingdom of Denmark appointed Mr Erik Holst as
Member of the United Kingdom appointed Mr Geoffrey Rippon as Member of the European Parliament to
replace the late Sir Peter Kirk.
The credentials of these Membcrs will be verified after
the Bureau's next meeting, on the understanding that,
under Rule 3(3) of the Rules of Procedure, they will
provisionally take their seats with the same rights as
other Members of Parliament.

I

welcome the new Members.

Sitting of MondaY, 9 MaY 1977

5. Election of tbe cbairman of a polithal grotp
The Christian-Democratic Group
Mr Klepsch
as its new chairman.
I congatulate Mr Klepsch on his election.
President.

9. Documents
has

elected

(Applause)

President.
Since the session was adjourned
received the- following documents :

l.

have

received from the Group of
- I haveDemocrats
European Progressive
a request for the
appointment of Mr Xavier Hunault as member of the
Committee on Development on Cooperation and the
appointment of Mr Michel Inchausp6 as member of

the Committee on the Environment, Public health
and Consumer protection to replace Mr Hunault.

-

This document has been referred to the Committee

on Budgets;
2. the following proposals from the Commission : regulation (EEC, ECSC, EURATOM) introducing the European Unit of Account (EUA) into the Staff Regulations
of Officials and the Conditions of Employment of

Other Servants of the European Communities, and
into other Council Regulations applying to officials
and former officials and to other servants of the

As there are no objections, these appointments are ratified.

Communities (Doc. 65177)

7. Petitions
have received
- I Beaumont
from Mr

President.

de

This document has 6een referred to the Committee

on Budgets;

and others a petition on

the threatened closure of 'Usinor' in Thionville.
from Mr Berri a petition on the request for
approval, with amendments, of the proposal for a
Council Directive on the conservation of Nos

These petitions have been entered under Nos. 4/77
and 5177 respectively in the general register provided
for in Rule a8 Q) of the Rules of Procedure, and
pursuant to paragraph 3 of tfiat same rule, referred to
the Committee on the Rules of Procedure and Petitions.

Petition No 17176 on the systematic glorification of

the Hitler era in the Pederal Republic of Germany.
No 19176 on European minority groups. No l/77 on

a supranational stamp to commemorate direct elections. No 2177 on the reuniting of families and No

-

of information on the election of the
Buropean Parliament by direct universal suffrage,
which had been referred to the Committee on the
Rules of Procedure and Petitions, haye, at the request
of that Committee and pursuant to Rule 38 (3) of the
Rules of Procedure, been referred to the Political
Affrirs Committee for its opinion. Petition No 18/76
on pollution in the Toul region, which had likewise

-

tion for its opinion.
8, Statement by tbc Presi,lent
Prcsident.
5 April l977,the representatives of
- On of
:he governments
the Member States decided on
Luxembourg as the provisional seat for the Court of
{uditors of the European Communities.

regulation amending Regulation (EEC) No 2727175
on the common organization of the market in cereals
(Doc. 73177)

This document has been referred to the Committee
on Agriculture as the committee responsible and to
the Committee on Budgets for its opinion;

-

regulation on the application of the provisions of
Protocol No I to the Cooperation Agreements
concluded with Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia (Doc.

8U74

This document has been referred to the Committee

on Budgets as the committee responsible and to the
Committee on External Economic Relations and the
Committee on Development and Cooperation for
their opinions;

-

regulation opening, allocating and providing for the
administration of Community tariff quotas for certain

wines

been referred to the Committee, on the Rules of Proce-

dure and Petitions, has also, at the request of that
committee and pursuant to Rule 38 (3) of the Rules of
Procedure, been referred to the Committee on the
Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protec-

regulation amending for the founh time Regulation

(EEC) No 1163176 om 'granting of a conversion
premium in the wine sector (Doc. 721771

This document has been referred to the Committee
on Agriculture;

3177 on the European Parliament's contribution to the

dissemination

the initial list of requests for the carry-over of
appropriations from the 1976 to the 1977 financial
(Doc. 64177)
year (non-automatic carry-overs)

President.

-

I

(a) from the Council, requests for an opinion on

6. lllembersbip of committees

-

receiaed

of

Tariff, originating
86t74

of origin, falling within
C of the Common Customs

designation

subheading ex 22.05

in

Algeria (1977178)

-

(Doc.

This document has been referred to the Committee
on External Economic Relations as the committee
responsible and to the Committee on Agriculture and
the Committee on Budgets for their opinions;

-

the amended proposal from the Commission of the
European Communities to the Council in accordance
with Articles 149 of the EEC Treaty and ll9 of the
ECSC Treaty for Title VII
Special Provisions applicable

to the Research and-Investment Appropriations

Debates

of the European

Parliament

President
European Communities to the Council on the
review of the rules governing the tasks and operation of the European Social Fund (Doc. 84177);

of the Council Regulation (ECSC, EEC, EURATOM)
amending the Financial Regulation of 25 April 1973
applicable to the General Budget of the European
Communities (Doc.

87 177)

This document has been referred to the Committee

-

on Budgets;
(b) from the committees, the following reports

-

-

:

Report by Mr Nyborg on behalf of the Committee
on External Economic Relations on the proposal
from the Commission of the European Communities to the Council for a regulation setting uP a
European Export Bank (Doc. 66177);

Report

by Mr

Martinelli

on behalf of

the

Committee on External Economic Relations on
the draft regulation of the Council of the Euro-

pean Communities concluding an Additional
Protocol to the ASreement between the European
Economic Community and the State of Israel and
a Financial Protocol (Doc. 67177);

-

-

Report

by Mr

Notenboom

on behalf of

the

Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs on
the proposal from the Commission of the European Communities to the Council for a directive
on the harmonization to the Council for a directive on the harmonization ol provisions laid down
by law, regulation or administrative action relating

to the rules governing turnover tax and excise
duty applicable in international travel (Doc.

-

Report

by Mr

Kaspereit

on

behalf

of

the
Committee on External Economic Relations on
economic and trade relations between the Euro-

-

-

-

Report

by Mr

Klepsch

on

behalf

of

-

-

pean Communities to the Council for a regulation

-

-

Report by Mr Adams on behalf of the Comminee
on Social Affairs, Employment and Education on
the communication from the Commission of the

Mr Guerlin on behalf of the Committee

Environment, Public Health

and

Consumer Protection on the proposal from the
Commission of the European Communities to the
Council for a directive relating to the quality
requirements for waters favourable to shellfisch
growth (Doc. 96/77);

Report by Mr Shaw on behalf of the Committee

83/77);

-

Report by Mr Cointat on behalf of the Committee
on Budgets on the proposal from the Commission
of the European Communities to the Council for
a regulation amending the Staff Regulations of
Officials and the Conditions of Employment of
Other Servants of the European Communities

by
- Report
on the

(Doc. 82177);

Parliament on the budgetary and financial policy
of the European Communities for 1978 (Doc.

Interim by Mr Bangemann on behalf of the
Committee on Budgets on the proposal
concerning the settlement of Parliament's

(Doc. e5/77);

Report by Mr Bangemann on behalf of the Legal
Affairs Committee on the Conference on the Law
of the Sea as it affects the European Community

- on Budgets on the guidelines of the European

Report by Mr Schuiit on behalf to the Political
Affairs Committee on the European Community's
information policy, with particular reference to
the Commission information programme in preparation for direct elections to the EuroPean Parlia-

-

on the opening, allocation and administration on
the opening, allocation and administration of a
Community tariff quota for certain eels falling
within subheading ex 03.01 A II of the Common
30 June 1978)
Customs Tariff (l July 1977
(Doc. 80177);

-

accounts lor the 1976 financial year (l January
3l December 1976) (Doc.94l77l;

the

the proposal from the Commission of the Euro-

Report by Mr Radoux on behalf of the Political
Affairs Committee on the Mutual and Balanced
(Doc.
Force Reduction negotiations (MBFR)

ment (Doc. 93177)i

on the modernization of farms (Doc. 79174;

Committee on External Economic Relations on

Report by Mr Radoux on behalf of the Political

Affairs Committee on the preparatory Conference

erl77);

for a directive amending Directive 72ll59lEEC

-

Report by Mr Johnston on behalf of the Political
Affairs Committee on the protection and defence
of human rights (Doc. 89177);

15 June 1977 in Belgrade as provided for by
the Final Act of the Helsinki Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (Doc.90177);

pean Communiry and the People's Republic of
China (Doc. 76/77\;
Report by Mr Laban on behalf of the Committee
on Agriculture on the proPosal from the Commission of the European Communities to the Council

Report by Mr Cointat on behalf of the Committee
on Budgets on measures to combat fraud and irregularities relating to the common agricultural
policy, with reference to the third report by the
Special Committee of Enquiry on beef and veal
(Doc. 88177); I

of

68177);

-

Report by Mr Cointat on behalf of the Committee
on Budgets on the proposal from the Commission
of the European Communities to the Council for
a directive on the inspection by Member States of
transactions forming part of the system of
financing by the Guarantee Section of the European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund
(Doc. 85/77);

-

Report by Mr Pintat on behalf of the Committee
on External Economic Relations on the draft reSulations of the Council of the European Communities concluding cooperation agreements between
the European Economic Community and the
Arab Republic of Egypt, the Hashemite Kingdom
of Jordan and the Syrian Arab Republic (Doc.
99177\;

Sitting of Monday,
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President
(c) the following oral question, with debate

:

by Mr Fellermaier on behalf of the Socialist
- Group
to the Foreign Ministers meeting in political cooperation on the protection of human
rights in Europe (Doc. 69172);
by Mrs Kruchow on behalf of the Liberal and
- Democratic Group to the Commission on the
Communiry's energy policy (Doc. 74177) ;

-

by the Committee on Economic and Monetary
Affairs to the Commission on Italian control of
domestic and foreign currency in cash form (Doc.
77177)

-

;

ture and the Committee on Development and Cooperation for their opinions.

10. Texts of treaties forwarded by the Council
President.
I have received from the Council certi- of the following documents
fied true copies
:

-

by Mr Coust6 on behalf of the Group of European
Progressive Democrats to the Council on the
Multifibre Agreement (Doc. 78177) ;

Mr Fellermaier on behalf of the Socialist
- by
Group to the Commission on the disappearance

-

of 200 tonnes of narural uranium (Doc.106177);

tion Policy (Doc. 7A/77)
This document has been referred to the Committee
on Economic and Monetary Affairs;

-

-

the Tenth General Report of 'the European Communities in 1976: Report on the Development of the
Social Situation in the Communities in 1976

-

-

Protection for their opinion
(f) from the Council :

-

-

;

t97s (Doc. 97/77).

This document has been referred to the Cornmittee

on

Budgets.

-

draft regulation of the Council of the European
Communities concluding cooperation agreements
between the European Economic Community and

the Arab Republic of Egypt, the

Hashemite

Kingdom of Jordan and the Syrian Arab Republic
(Doc. 98177)

This document has been referred to the Committee

on External Economic

Relations as the committee
responsible and to the Political Affairs Committee, the
Committee on Budgets, the Committee on Agricul-

of an exchange of letters
of the Interim Agreement

between the European Economic Community and
the Portuguese Republic and to Article 4 (3) of the
additional protocol;
agreement in the form of an exchange of lettes

relating

to Article 3 of the Interim

Agreement

agreement in the form of an exchange of letters
relating to Article 3 of Protocol No 8 to the Agreement between the European Economic Community
and the Portuguese Republic;
exchange of letters between the President of the
Council of the European Communities and the Plenipotentiary of the President of the Democratic Republic of Sao Tome and Principe on the advance imple-

of certain provisions of the

ACP-EEC

Convention of Lom6 ;
agreement on the accession of the Democratic Republic of Sao Tome and Principe to the ACP-EEC
Convention of Lom6 ; final act;
exchange o{ letters between the Presient of the
Council of the European Communities and the Plenitentiary of the Head of State of Papua New Guinea
on the advance implementation of certain provisions
,of the ACP-EEC Convention of Lom6;
agreement on the accession of Papua New Guinea to
the ACP-EEC Convention of Lom6 ; final act;
exchange of letters between the President of the
Council of the European Communities and the Plenipotentiary of the President of the Republic of Cape
Verde on the advance implementation of certain provisions of the ACP-EEC Convention of Lom6
agreement on the accession of the Republic of Cap
Verde to the ACP-EEC Convention of Lom6; final
act

a letter on the decision concerning the discharge
in respect of the implementation of the Budget of
the European Communities for the financial year

on the

Community aid

,

This document has been referred to the Committee
on Social Affairs, Employment and Education as the
committee responsible and to the Committee on
Economic and Monerary Affairs, and the Committee
on Public Health, the Environment and Consumer

relating to Article a (3)

mentation

-

Tenth General Report of the European
- the
Communities in 1976: Sixth Report on Competi-

signed on ll July 1975;
agreement in the form

of

tional protocol;

mann,

Rules of Procedure (Doc.92177);
(e) from the Commission:

Financing and Administration

between the European Economic Community and
the Portuguese Republic and to Article 3 of the addi-

(d) oral questions by Mr Nyborg, Mr Leonardi, Mr Bange-

Mr Krall, Mr Zywietz, Mr Hamilton, Mrs
Kruchow, Lord Bessborough, Mr Price, Mr Caillavet,
Mr Pistillo, Mr Veronesi, Mr Kavanagh, Mr Coust6, Mr
Terrenoire, Mr Frtih, Mr De Clercq, Mr Brown, Sir
Brandon Rhys lTilliams, Mr Seefeld, Mr Evans, Mr
Normanton, Mr Cifarelli, Mr Broeksz, Mr Leonardi,
Sir Geoffrey de Freitas, Mr Hamilton, Mr price, Mr
Coust6, Mr Pisoni, Mr De Clercq, Mr Normanton, Sir
Brandon Rhys l7illiams, Mr Seefeld, Mr Hougardy,
Mr Dalyell and Mrs Kruchow for Question Time on
l0 and ll May 1977 pursuant to Rule 47A ol the

agreement amending the Internal Agreement

:

These documents will be placed in the archives of the
European Parliament.

ll. Autborization of reports
purcu6n1 to Rule 38 of the Rules of
President.
Procedure, -I have authorized the Committee on
Regional Policy, Regional Planning and Transport to
draw up a report on the current state and the future of
the common transport policy.
The Committee on Agriculture, at its own request and
pursuant to Rule 38 (3) of the Rules of Procedure, has
been asked for its opinion on the present state of
multilateral GATT negotiations, a subject on which
the Committee on External Economic Relations has
been authorized to draw up a report.

Debates

of the European Parliament

12. Order of business
President.

-

The next item is the order of business.

Pursuant to Rule 27A (5\ of the Rules of Procedure,
the following Commission proposals has been placed

on the

agenda
without report :

-

for this sitting for

consideration

regulation opening, allocating and providing for the
administration of a Communiry tariff quota for fresh
or dried hazelnuts, shelled or otherwise, falling within
subheading ex 08.05 G of the Common Customs
Tariff, originating in Turkey (Doc. 32177)

This proposal had been referred to the Committee on
External Economic Relations as the committee respon-

sible and to the Committee on Agriculture for its
opinion

;

Unless any Member asks in writing for leave to speak
on these proposals or amendments are tabled to them
before the opening of the sitting on Friday, 13 May
1977, I shall declare these proposals to be approved.

At its meeting ol 2l April 1977 the enlarged Bureau
authorized me to submit to Parliament, pursuant to
Rule 12 of the Rules of Procedure, the draft agenda
which has been distributed. The report drawn up on
behalf of the Committee on Budgets on the draft
supplementary and amending budget No I of the
European Communities for the financial year 1977
was included on the agenda for Monday, but we have
not yet been consulted by the Council. The report will

not

therefore

be

debated

by

Parliament

for

the

I held a meeting of the chairmen of
the political groups to consider certain urgent requests

This afternoon

On the

which I personally deprecate, and if I had realized
what was happening I would have said so at the
meeting earlier on with you, Sir, this afternoon.

it is strange that Mr Fellermaier has in the past
always said that matters of general interest with no
particular political content should not be raised as oral
questions with debate by one political group. And yet
he himself is guilty of doing it now. \7hat I therefore
suggest on this point of order is that the oral question
with debate should indeed be included on the
Tuesday, as has been proposed, but instead of being in
Also,

the name of Mr Fellermaier and the Socialist Gioup,
since it has already been tabled by -y honourable
friend, it shouid be in his name and the name of the
Conservative Group. !7e will link it if you wish. !7e
will not obiect to Mr Fellermaier and the Socialist
Group joining in with us, but I do think this business
of lifting other people's questions is completely
wrong.

from the Socialist Group)

President.

agenda.

basis of the conclusions reached

of that meeting, I

The point at issue is quite obvious. If there is a question by an individual on the order paper for Question
Time, is it right that another group should be able to
lift that question and put it down as an oral question
with debate in their name alone ? This is a procedure

(Protest

moment.

for changes in the

to you, Sir,
Mr Scott-Hopkins.
- I must apologize
and to Mr Fellermaier and the others who were at the
previous meeting, because I did not realize that at that
time there was already a question on the order paper,
tabled by Mr Normanton, on exactly the same subject
raised by Question No 22, which is now being tabled
by Mr Fellermaier on behalf of the Socialist Group.

in the

propose that we include

course

on

the

agenda for lU7ednesday, after Question Time, the statements by the President-in-Office of the Council and

Mr Normanton.
- I call

Mr Normanton.

In view of the

fact that my

honourable friend,-Mr Scott-Hopkins, has actually
raised the point which I wished to raise as a point of
procedure.

I think I will

Communities on the outcome of the London summit.
These statements will not be followed by a debate,
since it will be possible to hold a fuller discussion, if

President.

- I

considered desirable at a later part-session.

colleague, Mr Scott-Hopkins,

leave the matter there.

the President of the Commission of the European

On behalf of the Socialist Group, Mr Fellermaier has
tabled an oral question with debate to the Commission of the European Communities on the disappearance of 200 tonnes of uranium in transit from
Rotterdam to Genoa (Doc. 106177).
In accordance with an agreement reached between the
I propose to include
this oral question as part of the debate on energy
chairmen of the political groups,

problems on the agenda for Tuesday morning, on the
understandinS that the speaking time allocated for

this debate will not be

I

changed.

call Mr Scott-Hopkins.

call Mr Fellermaier.

Mr Fellermaier.

of the

(D) Ulith all due respect to my

I

cannot understand the

European Conservative Group.
This is not the Olympic Games
we are not in a
- first
race to see who is going to be the
to ask something. The fact is that on the first day of its group
meeting in Bonn last week the Socialist Group dealt
with this question without being aware that another
Member of this House had, in an individual capacity,
tabled a similar question. My group decided to make
use of this House's powers of contlol to ask the
Commission why it had for so many yean kept all
knowledge of this appalling affair from the House and
from the Committee on Energy, which is responsible
nervousness

for these matters.
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Fellermaier
Furthermore, we took too serious a view of the subject
devote no more than one question in Question
Time to it, and for this reason we decided to have
recourse to an Oral Question with debate pursuant to
Rule 47 of the Rules of Procedure. It would have been
to the European Conservative Group's credit if it also
had chosen this method of exercising the Parliament's
powers of control. In addition, we immediately noti-

to

fied the Commission of the European Communities
from Bonn that we had asked the President of Parliament for this debate, but that we were aware that we
were actually two days short of the period of notice
laid down in Rule 47 of. the Rules of Procedure, and
so we asked the Commission to allow us to cut this
period short. tl7hile the group meeting was still going
on in Bonn, the Commission notified me that it was
prepared to answer these questions from our Group

tion was, we would certainly have taken account of
this in our deliberations, since nobody insisted on
combing these questions with the debate. However,
now that it is clearly understood that an initiative was
taken on this matter by our colleagues, Mr
Normanton and Mr Osborn, I feel that we should
simply allow the joint debate decided upon by the
group chairmen to take place. Of course, we cannot

made to stand up

incorporate questions from Question Time into this
debate, and Mr Normanton and Mr Osborn themselves will be well aware of this. I think that the only
point they want to bring home to us here is that they
see the difficulties that arise from the fact that this
Parliament will have already discussed the matter with
the Commission on the previous day. I feel therefore
that we should close the discussion on the Rules of
Procedure at this point and that we should abide by
the decision to have a joint debate. In any case, we
have only 4llz hours at our disposal, and we badly
need this amount of time.

more subtle in this kind of argument than my group,
so let us just simply say that a truce has been restored.

President.

and thus the debate could take place. In Parliamentary

is no kind of copyright that can be
in a court of law, but there is no
doubt, Mr Scott-Hopkins, that your group is even
practice there

-

I

call Sir Derek !flalker-Smith.

(Laughter)

Sir Derek rValker-Smith.

President.

-

I

call Mr Osborn.

Mr Osborn.

Mr

even more mysterious.

President, there is something
I tabled a question too which

is not unrelated to the factors that we have overlooked, that is President Carter's declaration and

contacts with the OECD. This does not even appear
to be on the order paper. !7hen questions like this fall
by the board when we are discussing these very relevant issues, I think it is reasonable to have an explana-

tion.

President.

-

I

call Mr Klepsch.

Mr Klepsch.
(D) Reference has been made to the
- the group
discussion with
chairmen. As far as I can
see from this discussion on the Rules of Procedure,

the point is that we were completely free to choose
whether we would combine the Socialist Group's Oral
Question with the general debate, or whether we
would place it on Friday's agenda..All the members
were prepared to accept one or other of these two solutions.

The problem, as I

see

it, is that the question tabled by

Mr Osborn and Mr Normanton will probably have to
be answered in the Question Time that comes after
the joint debate, and thus these colleagues will naturally feel that their initiative has been fruitless, since
there is no point in answering their question once
again when the Commission has already given its
views upon the matter. However, that is how these
things happen. Had we seen in advance how the posi-

Mr
if I
- fromPresident,
might just broaden out the matter
the particular
to the general for a moment, the question here does
raise an interesting and perhaps important point
concerning the interpretation of our rules. If you
would be good enough to look at Rule 47, which
governs oral questions with debate as already referred
to by Mr Fellermaier, the fourth subparagraph of Rule
47 (l) reads thus:
Oral questions with debate shall not be included in the
agenda of a part-session if that agenda already provides
for the subject to be discussed with the participation of
the institutions concerned ;

The point for interpretation of course, is the application of that paragraph to the provisions of RulC lZ A.
There can be no doubt that an oral question under
474 is on the agenda. There is no doubt that it is to
be discussed with the participation of the institutions
concerned because 47A specifically says that these
questions shall be addressed to them. So the point for
decision is whether the exchanges at Question Time
under Rule 47 A do or not come within the ambit of
the term discussed in Rule 47. lt they do, then Mr
Fellermaier is clearly wrong; if they do not, improbable as it may seem, he may be right, but this is a
matter of the interpretation of the rules, and I would
respectfully request you, Mr President, to give consideration to this matter in consultation with the SecretaryGeneral and your other advisers, and to rule on it
not at this moment of time because I do not think-it
should be ruled on without consideration
but
- or toat
give a considered ruling on it either tomorrow
such time as may be convenient to yourself.

President.

- I call Mr Prescott.

Debates
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of the European Parliament

I have heard of lawyers interpreting
I think that, if Sir Derek
in that way he may be

laws as best suit the case, and

l7alker Smith interprets

it

giving us one interpretation, but as a non-lawyer may
I suggest to him that the subject of the rule he refers
to is Oral Questions with Debate. Nfle have a procedure for questions in this House. This is a Question
with Debate. An exchange of views on a question is
not a debate: we distinguish bet'ween Question-Time
I am putting a point of view and debates, and
-that is one of the reasons why we- had this procedure
of oral questions with debate. Quite frankly, sir, if you
are to offer an interpretation of that, clearly I would
argue that an oral question with debate is an entirely
different thing from the questions that we have in the
procedures

of this

House.

Frankly, the real issue is this : an individual Member,
not acting on behalf of his group, has taken the initiative to put a question down on a matter which is of

fundamental importance and on which we are all
agreed that this House should air its views and quesMr Normanton,
tion the Commissioner concerned
but there
on his initiative, has tabled the question
were those in my group who saw that vital- issues were

in this question and felt it far more important to seek advice within that group and indeed to
ask the group if they could support that view and to
ask for a special emerSency debate. Now that
apprbach meant that our question was perhaps tabled
somewhat late, because, first, it needs time for people
to agree in a group and, secondly, as Mr Fellermaier
has pointed out, to enquire from the Commission
involved

whether they would answer within the time still
remaining. This agreement was sought and given, and
therefore it may well be that the initiative came from
individuals in each group at the same time using
different procedures. The procedures that were used in
the Socialist Group take a longer period of time, but I

All of us, as Members of this House should be
able to express our concern over this matter.
second.

President.

-

I

Mr Hamilton.

call Mr Hamilton.
One interpretation of Rule 47 has

- Derek \Talker-Smith. My interpretabeen given by Sir
tion is entirely different. I do not think this case is
covered by Rule 47 as explicity as it might be, though
I think the Committee on the Rules of Procedure and

Petitions might look into the matter to see if there is
any futher clarification required. But I think it must
be abundantly clear that, whether or not the missing
uranium issue is covered formally by the debate
tomorrow, it will in fact be referred to in greater or
less detail. I think we are quibling on this and in so
far as this issue will be referred to, Mr Normantons'
question will be pre-empted in any case. I do not
think we need bother too much about this matter but
I hope that you, Mr President, and the House, might
see fit to refer this whole matter to the Committee on
the Rules of Procedure and.Petitions because I think
there is a certain undesirablJ element in that no question put on the paper should be pre-empted by any
subsequent action by an individual or by a group. I
think that if the question is there, then that question
and the answer to it ought to take precedence over
subsequent action by any other group or individual.

President.

-

I

call Mr Fellermaier.

(D) Mr President, the crucial
Mr Fellermaier.
seems to me to be that
point in this discussion
neither the political groups nor the Members of this
House have been informed of the content of the oral
questions for Question Time when they meet for this
part-session. So, Mr Scott-Hopkins, there can be no
question of any competition here because no-one in

be put down, then it would be better that groups limit

the House knows the questions. If Mr Normanton's
request were to be met, a completely different procedure would have to be proposed, i.e. at least the
chairmen of the political groups would have to

themselves

informed of all the questions

would put it to this House that it has been suggested
before that if there are oral questions with debate to

to one or two per part-session. If it is

a

matter of who gets it down on the order-paper first,
then each individual Member, whenever he sees an
isiue, will seek to flood the order-paper with all sorts
of questions rather than attempting to get it in the
proper order of priority by asking his group to do it. If

that is the case, the Tory group could have done
exactly the same thing : Mr Normanton could have
taken it to his group and followed the procedure that
we did.

I thihk we have followed the proper
procedures. The issue is absolutely important, it does

So, Mr President,

not deny Mr Normanton the opportunity to join in
that debate, as I am sure he will, and I think we
should therefore adopt the recommendation you first
will allow all parties to this issue to take
part in the debate, and not quibble who is first or

gave, which

in the week preceding
part-session. The questions would have to be
placed on the desks of each of the chairmen and it
the

would then be possible to determine whether it was
necessary for an initiative to be taken on particular
questions. Since this has not so far been the case, my
group's request is legitimate. So too, of course, is Mr

Normanton's question

in

Question Time.

It

is

however rendered absurd by the fact that we shall be
discussing it tomorrow. Now I know Mr Normanton
is an excellent and combative parliamentarian.

I

am sure that tomorrow he will have his name
in the list of speakers
and he should be grateful to the Socialist Group
because he will be able to say much more than if he
had been confined to putting supplementary quesentered promptly by his group

tions during Question Time.
(Laughter)

,
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President.

-

I call Lord

Bessborough.

Lord Bessborough.
Mr President, could you tell
me exactly when it is- proposed that Mr Fellermaier
would himself be speaking to ask his question with
debate on the loss of uranium ? If you take the list on

this has been sufficiently ventilated in the discussion
and history will judge who was first, and who took
most trouble to recognize the importance of the
problem.

will not, for example, be able to question the Commissioner separately on item No 63, on the accident on
the 'Bravo' oil rig and that any question we ask on

If, on the other hand, we are concerned with a matter
of substance, then let me tell you that tomorrow we
shall all find the means to discuss the 200 tonnes of
uranium, quite independently of the questions which
might have been tabled. I, for instance, have prepared
my very modest intervention in expectation that time
will be available for such a question, since it comes of
course within the scope of the energy debate.

this would have to be put forward during the course of
the speeches by the members of the group. I ask all
this because, of course, I have to make a report during
the course of this debate and I would particularly like
an answer on the exact order in which the items will

I should now like, therefore, to formally propose that
the discussion be closed and that proper importance
be accorded to questions of substance, while we leave
aside questions relating to party affiliations and public
prestige because in this case they are of absolutely no

page

4 of the draft

agenda, would

it

be after Mrs

Kruchow or after me ? One other thing is this: from
wl.rat you, Mr President, have said, it seems that we

be taken.

relevance.

(Apltlause)

President.
In my opinion, Mr Fellermaier's question should -become item 65a on the agenda and form
part of a joint debate on all aspects of energy.

I

call Mr

Yeats.

Mr President, I can quite see the
Yeats.
problem that- has arisen for Mr Fellermaier in that he
would like to discuss this matter at somewhat greater
length than is possible in the ordinary procedures of
Question Time. The difficulty would appear to be that
the procedure that he suggests, just will not work.
'Whatever the interpretation of the paragraph read out
by Sir Derek, it does seem quite clear from the third
subparagraph, of Rule 47 (2) that any oral question to
the Commission must be put down at least one week
before the opening of the sitting. The fact that the
Conrmission have very kindly said to Mr Fellermaier
they arc willing to reply, does not enable us to break
our own rules. I am afraid the rules are there and we
must observe them. But I would suggest, Mr President,
that this matter can be dealt with very simply. I would
suggcst that we leave this questioni in Question Time
and, at the end of Question Time, in accordance with
the provisions of paragraph 1 of Rule 47B, Mr Fellermaier's group or the Conservative Group or any other
group should ask for a one-hour debate to be held
inrmediately thereafter. If you, Mr President, accept
that request we would have an hour's debate on this
matter and it would appear that everybody should be

Mr

happy.

President.

-

I

call Mr Veronesi.

(l) Mr President, may I draw attenMr Veronesi.
of this debate ? '!7e must get
tiorl to the pointlessness
orr and not spcnd time on casuistic hair-splitting. If
thc question we have to settle is one of antecedence,

President.

Mr
- I call Scott-Hopkins.

I am delighted to follow the
Mr Scott-Hopkins.
Member who has just-spoken, because I was going to
say that I think perhaps we have debated this matter
enough and I know my honourable friend, Mr
Normanton, will agree with me when I say that as
and it is going to be
long as the matter is raised
that is the most
raised in the debate tomorrow
important thing.
The point that was raised by Mr Hamilton is also very
important, namely that almost for sure this will preempt Mr Normanton's question. Therefore, by the
Rules of Procedure, this would probably mean that the

Commission will not answer Question No 22 so I
would support the suggestion that this whole issue
should be referred to the Committee on the Rules of
Procedure and Petitions to consider in depth whether
or not any changes should be made, and if so what
changes, in our Rules of Procedure. For this part-session we accept the situation as it is, unsatisfactory
though it may be, and, as Mr Fellermaier has said, I
am quite certain that when Mr Normanton intervenes
on behalf of the Conservative Group he will be able to
make all the points that are necessary.

President.

Mr Normanton.
- I call

Mr President I have no intenMr Normanton.
tion of detaining -the House but I would like to
remind the House, if I may, that I raised this matter
purely as one of procedure and not in any way
or political opportunism. I
am sure there are others who are far better fitted to
because of. amour lrroPrc

competing in that game than I.

to bow to those who are

I am always

experts.

delighted

l0
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Normonton

All I would ask Mr President is this : having tabled
Question No 22, I had to withdraw another question
which I had proposed to include ; in view of the rules

I

placed the matter before the meeting of the chairmen

of the political groups and obtained the approval of
the other chairmen. Fourthly, we have now formally
of the Commission whether

could not include two questions and I wonder
whether it is asking your indulgence too much to

asked the representative

allow me to table another question to replace my orig-

shorter time-limit. He has said that he agrees to this.

inal question ?
(Laugbter and
President.

-

cries

I

-

I

call Mr Fellermaier.

Rules of Procedure.

call Mr Tugendhat.

Mr Tugendhat, hlentber of the Commrssion. Yes,
we have already agreed, I am pleased to be able- to say.
President.

-

I

call Mr Yeats.

\7hy not do it

?

(Protests)

President.

for some of our colleagues. I received an oral question

with debate and a request for consideration by urgent
procedure.

I

was unable to consult the Bureau but

on an informal basis
I consulted the group
chairmen and I am now-consulting Parliament.
If urgent procedure is agreed, it is obvious that Mr
Normanton's question for Question Time will fall.
Tomorrow, however, during the four hours set aside
for the debate on energy, Mr Normanton, like anyone
else who wants to do so, can speak within the time
allocated to each group. I have allowed the question to
be discussed as fully as possible because it is clear that
many groups are interested in this important problem

I therefore put to the vote the proposal to include in
tomorrow's agenda, as part of the ioint debate on
energ'y problems, Mr Fellermaier's oral question with
debate for which the adoption of urgent procedure has
been requested. The adoption of urgent procedure is
agreed. The proposal is agreed.

During this discussion a nice problem was raised
which will certainly be mulled over in the appropriate
quarters, namely whether questions for Question
Time should be considered as items on the agenda or
not.

-

I

I

call Mr Fellermaier.

Mr Fellermaier.
(D) I regret that I must formally
and emphatically -contradict a vice-president of this
House on his all-too-free interpretation of the Rules
of Procedure. The text of the Rules of Procedure is as
follows

President.
I think this matter should be looked at
in this light,- even if it has unfavourable consequences

of the 200 tonnes of uranium.

Mr Yeats.
President, that still does not get
- Mr
round our own
Rules of Procedure. !7e all agree on
what we want to do. Can we not do it under Rule 14
as an urgent matter, and comply with the rules ? No
matter what the Commission may say, the rules say
quite clearly that under no circumstances may such
an oral question be put on our agenda less than six
days before the beginning of the part-session. But we
can do this in accordance with the rules under Rule
14.

a

The Rules of Procedure have thus been fully respected
and I would ask you, Mr Yeats, not to maintain what
you have just said since it is not compatible with the

from the left)

Mr Fellermaier
(D) Mr Yeats has now compelled
- to Rule
me to have recourse
47 and ask the Commissioner formally whether the Commission agrees to the
Socialist Group's question with debate being included
in the agenda in accordance with Rule 47A of the
Rules of Procedure. The approval of the Commission
of the European Communities is necessary for this
purpose. This is the only blocking regulation which
our Rules of Procedure contain. I would ask the
Commission to answer this question.
President.

the Commission is prepared to answer within

:

Mr

(NL) Mr President, Item 372 on
Mr Lautenschlager.
As you know, I shall be deputizing for Mr Lautenschlager who has left the European Parliament. Two
Broeksz.

- is the report by
Tuesday's agenda

months ago this report was referred to the Committee

In urgent cases, the President may propose direct to Parliament that a question whrch could pot be placed before
the enlarged Bureau under the foregoing conditions be
placed on the agenda.

That is perfectly clear. There is no getting round that.
The text goes on:
Such questions, together with any that could not be noti-

fied within the time-limits specified above, may be
placed on the agenda only with the agreement of the
institutions to which they are addressed.
Firstly, we submitted the question, secondly we asked

the President to adopt urgent procedure, thirdly

call Mr Broeksz.

we

on Social Affairs which has not yet been able to give
an opinion on it. That committee has said that its
opinion is not yet ready. Mr Santer of the ChristianDemocratic Group is the draftsman but his opinion
has not been dealt with yet. I would therefore request
Parliament

to defer discussion of the Lautenschlager

report until the opinion of the Committee on Social
Affairs is ready. It will probably be ready by the next
part-session.

President.

Mr Santer, can you say whether you

- to present the opinion ?
in a position

are

ll
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Mr Santer.
(F) Mr President, as Mr Broeksz has
- months
just said, two
ago, this report, which was
presented to the House, was in fact referred to the

Social Affairs, Employment and Education was in fact
contrary to the Rules of Procedure, but Parliament

Committee on Social Affairs, Employment and Education for is opinion. It concerned a specific problem
that of protecting the interests of wqrkers within
-the economic
cooperation grouping.

compromise. As a result, it cannot now be said that
the Committee on Social Affairs, Employment and
Education has considered this matter, since it has
done so contrary to the internal Rules of Procedure.

The Committee on Social Affairs, Employment

and
Education has been unable to complete its considera-

tion of this matter in view of its extremely full
programme: we have been asked for an opinion on a
of questions of far more current political
significance than the economic cooperation grouping.
For this reason and in view of the fact that the
committee was only asked for its opinion six weeks
ago, whereas other committees, in particular the Legal
Affairs Committee and the Committee on Economic
and Monetary Affairs, have had three years to deal
with this matter, in my capacity as draftsman of the
opinion I too should like to request that the report be

number

deferred

until the June

part-session.

to it as an

exception and

by way of

Third argument: Since the Committee on

a

Social

Affairs, Employment and Education was asked for its
opinion on this report on 8 February 1977,it has had
all the time it needs and if this matter is deferred yet
again, a new committee might be formed tomorrow
which in four years' time would also ask to deliver its
opinion on the grounds that it was particularly eligible to consider the matter.

Fourth and final argument : On 8 February 1977 the
group chairmen agreed that this matter should be
included on the agenda for the May part-session and
now this decision is being questioned.
These, Mr President, are my reasons for requesting
that the report be retained on the agenda for this partsession.

President.
A proposal for this report to be held
- made.
over has been
I will call one speaker for and
one against.

I

agreed

call Mr Klepsch.

President.

- I call Mr Giraud.

(F)
Mr Giraud.
President, we should settle
- all Mr
once and for
the question of referrals to
committee, since problems are constantly being raised

(D) I am in favour. I support the
postponement, -but only for a fixed period. My group
takes the view that we should ask for the opinion of
the Committee on Social Affairs but we cannot of
course postpone consideration of the Lautenschlager
report indefinitely. This is not the first time that we
have waited for the Committee on Social Affairs and I
would therefore ask Mr Broeksz to specify this timelimit in his request for deferment. This item can now
be dropped but we insist that it must be dealt with in
June and the Committee on Social Affairs must
deliver its opinion by then.

Mr Klepsch.

President.

-

I

call Mr Cointat.

(F) Mr President, I should like to

Mr Cointat.

- proposal.
speak against this
favour

I

have four arguments in
agenda, as was

of keeping this report on the

arranged,

First argument

by one committee or another. If we applied the Rules
assuming they are sound
or if we
on the basis that they -,
are not
then this point -would not be constantly coming -,
up

of Procedure

amended them
for

discussion.

President.

:

Parliament frequently criticizes the
I must point out that the
Legal Affairs Committee was asked for its opinion on
this matter in October 1974. lt it is deferred yet again,
I think that Members will feel bound never again to
criticize another institution for its speed or slowness.
Second arSument : On 8 February 1977 Parliament
already considered the referral of this matter to the
Committee on Social Affairs, Employment and Education. This was not done according to the rules, Mr
President. Rules 25 and 29 of the Rules of Procedure
were quoted and the referral to the Committee on

agree that this question should be

into our work.

I

call Mr Broeksl.

Mr Broeksz.
NL) Mr President, I would point out
that the Rules -of Procedure clearly state that if amendments are moved at a plenary sitting, such amendments shall be referred back to committee. That is
precisely what has happened in this case. I shall not
comment on what Mr Cointat said. The Rules of
Procedure are quite clear on this point.
(Protests

Council for its slowness but

I

given some -thought in order to bring more discipline

frorn

.l[r

Cointat)

President.
Mr Broeksz' request for deferment falls
in with that- of Mr Klepsch who wants discussion of
this report to take placi at the June part-session.

I

therefore put to the vote the proposal to defer this

rePort.

That is

I

agreed.

call Mr Normanton.

Mr Normenton.
Mr President, regarding item No
- Gibbons,
79, the report by Mr
which is due for debate

on

Thursday afternoon,

as a member of

the

t2
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Normanton
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs, I am
if the chairman himself were here, he would
want me to tell the House that the opinion of that
committee has been requested, but the report has still
not been before the committee for consideration. In
sure that

view

of the fact that the

MCAs have far-reaching

economic implications, may I earnestly request that
this House not deal with the Gibbons report until this
opinion of the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs has been presented, so that the two can be
considered together 7 I think that opinion has far-

reaching implications we would be ill-advised to
ignore.

deferred twice, on the application of this committee,

for their opinion. I would really suggest, Mr President,
that under the circumstances they ought not to be
given any further time. Vhere they have not, for
whatever reason, had time to produce an opinion, they
are perfectly entitled, under the rules, to give an oral
opinion, and I would suggest, Mr President, that we
should ask them to do this, and not allow these interminable delays to continue.

President.

-

it.

I gather

you are opposed to deferring

(Laughter)

- I call Mr Scott-Hopkins.
Mr Scott-Hopkins. On the Lautenschlager

I therefore put to the vote the proposal to consider
this item at the June part-session.
That is agreed.

report, there were two proposals. Mr Broeksz proposed
it should be referred back to the committee. At
the same time you said that, on Mr Klepsch's proposi-

I

President.

that

tion, there should be limited time. You haven't put
that to the House yet, Sir. I accept that the House
voted to refer the report back to committee, but will
you now, Sir, before you move on to the next item,
put to the vote Mr Klepsch's proposal that we should
come back to this item at the next part-session,
whether the committce has been able
not

to report

or

?

The question you raise has

President.

already

been settled -inasmuch as the House has just voted on

the proposal to defer the report.
shall now consider the other matter. There must
bc one speaker in favour and one against.
$(ze

I

call Mr Klepsch.

Mr Klepsch.- (D) On behalf of my group I should
like to support the proposed deferment for the same
reasons, but also on the same conditions. We agree to
deferment provided that the Committee on

thc

Economic and Monetary Affairs is required to deliver
its opinion by the next part-session in June and that
the whole issue is then dealt with in June.

President.

-

I

call Mr

Yeats.

Mr President, I would suggest that this
Mr Yeats.
matter from the previous applicais quite a different
tion from the Committee on Social Affairs, who were
ablc to put up a reasonable case that they had not had
sufficient time to consider this matter. I think I must
point out that, while one can respect the ambition of
thc Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs to
dcal wrth this matter, they have not really been very
rapid in their deliberations. They were given this
rcport for their opinion on 30 November 1976.They
have had more than .l months. The Committee on
Agriculture approved its report on 27 January. I would

also point out that this matter has already

been

call Mr Laban for a procedural motion.

(NL) Mr President, I put my hand up
Mr Laban.
- as vice-chairman of the Committee on
merely because
Agriculture I wish to support Mr Yeats' proposal. The
Committee on Agriculture would have agreed to the
deadline being brought forward. It seems to me that
in such cases you should ask for the opinion of the
chairman of the committee concerned. My lntention
was to come to your assistance.

Mr Laban, I am sorry you used the
procedural motion
to speak on a matter on which a
vote has already been taken.
President.

I

call Lord

Bruce.

Mr President, in the
Lord Bruce of Donington.
light of the decision that has -been made on item 79
on the agenda, may we take it, please, that when the
item next appears on the agenda, reference will be
made to the opinion of the Committee on Budgets
that has already been given on this subject ? Otherwise a reader of the agenda would come to the conclu-

sion that there was only one report on the subiect,
without the opinion of the Committee on Budgets.
Now the second point of order I have to raise, Mr President, arises from your initial statement about item
No 58 on the agenda, which was due for today, and
which you said was going to be postponed because the
opinion had not yet been received from the Council.
There is a consequential amendment, Mr President, to
your decision, to which I would respectfully draw your
attention. It is that item No 58 falls on Wednesday I I

M.y.
President.
debated,

it

Since Mr Cointat's report will not be
will be no vote. I call Lord

is- obvious there

Bruce.

The next time the
Lord Bruce of Donington.
- it be noted that thc
item is put on the agenda, can
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Lord Bruce of Donington

for the 1977 supplementary budget
to be myself, and not Mr Cointat ?

rapporteur

completed. Thursday's agenda

happens

loaded.

President.

I

-

supplementary budget is discussed,

I

would point out
that Lord Bruce is general rapporteur for the 1977
financial year, and that I am rapporteur only on the
appropriations of the European Parliament, the
Council of Ministers and the Court of Justice. Having
said that, Mr President, the Committee on Budgets
has noted that the normal budgetary procedure was
not observed and that we have not officially been

for our opinion on the draft prepared by

the

Council of Ministers ; it cannot therefore be included
on the agenda for this part-session.
President.

-

I

call Mr Howell.

Mr Howell.
Mr President, it appears that no provi- made for Vice-President Gundelach
sion has been
to
make a statement to Parliament following the finalization of the annual price review. This is a departure
from previous practice. Can I ask that a statement be
made

to this House ?

it has been made.
I call Mr Howell.

Mr President,

I

have just made

a

- a statement, and I would like to know
request for such
why we are departing from previous procedure.
President.

-

I

call Mr Tugendhat.

Mr Tugendhtt, lllember of the

|

Commission.

- I
cannot, of course, draw on previous procedures, but
will convey the message to Vice-President Gundelach.
He is going to be here in the middle of the week.
President.

-

I

call Mr Scott-Hopkins.

Mr Scott-Hopkins.
am delighted to hear
- Sir, I of
that Vice-President Gundelach
the Commission is
going to be here in the middle of the week. I hope ro
meet him at 5 o'clock on l7ednesday in committee,
but when are we going to have this statement ? If you
look at the agenda
you have already drawn our
- lrednesday
attention to it
on
we are up to our
eyebrows. Is

Friday's sitting.
(Applause

I

from oarious qilarters)

call Mr Tugendhat.

Mr Tugendhat, Member of tbe Commission,
|
cannot commit Vice-President Gundelach to doing
that. The order of business has been published; the
Commission has endeavoured to react to that order of
business. Vice-President Gundelach cannot guarantee
to be here, and I cannot guarantee his presence. He
will, of course, be appearing before the Committee on

Agriculture, but I think it is very important, certainly
from the Commission's point of view, if the Commission is to cooperate as fully as you would wish, that
the order of business should be adhered to.

Mr Scott-Hopkins.

- the intention, Sir to take the stateit then

ment from Mr Gundelach, should he be so kind as to
make it, on Thursday ?

President.
!flednesday's
is so
- doubt as toagenda
there is some
whether it

full

that

will

be

It

is very unfortunate the way

things are. There has- got to be a request from the
commission to make a statement, not from us !
President.

President.
So far there has been no request in
connection -with the statement to which you refer.
Obviously such a request can only be considered after

Mr Howell.

over-

It would seem opportune for Mr Gundelach to make
the statement on behalf of the Commission during

call Mr Cointat.

Mr Cointat.
(F)Mr President, Lord Bruce is right :
a slight error.- has slipped into the agenda. If the

asked

is also equally

-

I

call Sir Derek \Talker-Smith.

Mr President, I am
fully conscious, as we all are,- of the exigencies and

Sir Derek !/alker-Smith.

I am, I hope, the last
to wish to add to your difficulties. But it is my duty to
inform you that at a meeting of the Legal Affairs
Committee this afternoon, concern was expressed at
the limited proposed allocation of time under Rule 28
for the debate on human rights on rVednesday, a

difficulties of the timetable and

subiect which is exciting lively and sympathetic
interest and anxieties among all the citizens of the
Member States and many outside. A total of less than
two hours, with only l0 minutes for the smaller
groups, is really a very short measure of time in which

to hope to deal adequately with these great questions

of human and fundamental importance. So may

I,

very respectfully, Mr President, and very conscious of
the difficulties with which you and your advisers are
faced, ask for sympathetic consideration to see, if at all
possible, whether some extension of this time could
be made available.

the debate on human rights the
- For
Bureau set aside
a period of two hours, which does not
include the speaking time of the rapporteur or of the
authors of the questions nor that allocated to the
President.

Commission, the Council and the President-in-Office

of the foreign ministers. Neverthelcss, in view of the
fact that Mr Lautenschlager's report has been held
over, it will perhaps be possible to have a small
amount of extra time but I do not think we can do
more than that.

I

call Mr Howell.
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Mr Howell.
Mr Presiden! I wish to protest about
the fact that -there will be no Commission Statement
on the agricultural price review. !7e have a meeting of

the Committee on Agriculture tomorrow and it

-

Nyborg report on a regulation amending the Staff
Regulations of Officials

Nyborg report on the setting up

of a

European

Export Bank

appears that Mr Gundelach is not even going to make

a statement on the price review to that committee.
Now it does seem very odd that after all the time we

Tuesday, 10

have spent discussing this matter we are not going to
have a report after it is finalized. Surely this is not in

9.30 a.m.

I

ask you to request that Mr
Gundelach does attend this Parliament and make a
order and could
statement

lllal

1977

and 3.00 p.m.

on a ststement by the Commission on
on the'Bravo' oil rig, three oral questions to the Commission on energy (questions vhich
debate

-,Joint
the accident

had been moved at the previous part-session), an oral
to the Commission on energy, the Bessborough report, also on energy, and an oral question
to the Commission on the disappearance of uranium

?

question

President.

-

I

call Mr Fellermaier.

(D M, President, I would ask
Mr Fellermaier.
you not to request- Mr Gundelach to make a statement. An individual Member of this House cannot
ask the President to request the Commission to make
a statement. This is covered by the Rules of Procedure
which state that the Commission and Council may
make statements at any time. If a political group or
sections of the House are unhappy because no provo-

sion for a statement by the Commission has been
made, they should enforce the holding of a debate by
urgent procedure on the basis of Rule 14 of the Rules

of

Procedure, but they should not use Monday
evening to raise a point which has nothing to do with

the Rules of Procedure. If this debate is desired it
and I direct this
should be dealt with in the groups

- Group
comment at the European Conservative

the

- we
be consulted and
should proceed accordingly. Otherwise it will look as
if we are holding a seminar on Rules of Procedure
Rules

of

-

Statement by the Council and the Commission and
Shaw report on budgetary policy for 1978

-

Vlalz motion for a resolution on licence

-

Question Time

lVednesdal, 11 fulay 1977
10.00 a.m., 3,00 p.m, and possibly,

Question Time

-

Statement by the Commission on the economic situa-

-

Statement by the Council and the Commission on
the London Summit

tion in the Community
Joint debate on an oral question to the Commission,
the Council and the Foreign Ministers meeting in
political cooperation, an oral question to the Foreign
Ministers meeting in political cooperation and the
Johnston report on human rights
Radoux repoft on securiry and cooperation

-

tion

If I have a request to that effect by part
President.
- groups, or if the Commission itself
of one or more

-

Oral question with debate
Multifibre Agreement

I shall submit to the deci-

-

(Scattered applause)

asks to make this statement,

sion of the Assembly any change in the agenda.
As a result of the changes already made, the order of
business for this part-session will therefore be as
follows:

-

Statement by the commission on the action taken on
the opinions of Parliament

the

ment

10.00 a.m.

and 3.00 p.m.:

Adams report on the European Social Fund

Lezzi report

of living

improvement

and

Cointat report on fraud relating to the common agri-

-

operations

-

Bangemann inierim report on Parliament's operating
expenditure lor 1976

-

-

Cpintat report on a regulation amending the
Regulations of Officials

-

of financing by the

on the

working conditions

EAGGF

Staff

to the Council on

Schuijt report on elections to the European Parlia-

cultural policy

Cointat report on the system

Europe

Radoux report on Mutual and Balanced Force Reduc-

-

-

in

Thursday, 12 1Va7 1977

-

Tbis afternoon

in tbe euening:

-

Procedure should

rather than preparing a parliamentary part-session.

fees

3.00 p.m.

Laban report on the modernization

of

agricultural

Oral question with debate to the Commission

on

Italian control of currency in cash form
Notenboom report on turnover tax
travel

in

international
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need for innovation and research policy
to be taken by the Community in the near
future in those areas in which Member States derive a

on the

Friday, 13 May 1977
9.00 a.m.

-

measures

to 12 noon:

Proeedure

low revenue from the granting of licences and have to
pay substantial licence fees to third countries (Doc.

witbout report

Klepsch report on eels (without debate)

7

possibly, continuation of Thursday's agenda
Bangemann report on the Law

of the

Sea conference

Martinelli report on the Additional Protocol to the
EEC-Israel Agreement

Pintat report on the EEC-Egypt, EEC-Jordan

-

and

EEC-Syria cooperation agreements

Since there are

no

objections,

the agenda is

sl77)

This document has been provisionally placed at the
end of the agenda for the sitting of Tuesday, 10 May.

I shall consult Parliament on the urgency of this
motion for a resolution at the beginning of tomorrow's sitting.

thus

agreed.

15. Action taken by tbe Commission on

the opinions of Parliament
13.

Limit on speaking tirne

On 21 Aprll 1977, the enlarged Bureau
decided to -allocate speaking time as follows for the
debates on energy and on the rights of man :
President.

Dcbatc on enugl problems

:

30 minutes
l0 minutes
l5 minutes
55 minutes
45 minutes
25 minutes

Commission

20 minutes
20 minutes
20 minutes
l0 minutes

Democrats
European Conservative Group
Communist and Allies Group
non-attached

Debate on buman rights
35 minutes
30 minutes
15 minutes

Socialist Group

Christian-Democratic Group
Liberal and Democratic Group

Group of European Progressive

l0
l0
l0

minutes
minutes
minutes
5 minutes

Democrats
European Conservative Group
Communist and Allies Group
non-attached

For all other reports and motions for resolutions on

the agenda I propose that as usual speaking time be
limited as follows:
15 minutes for the rapporteur and for the spok- esmen of the political groups ;

l0

minutes for all other speakers;

3 minutes for speakers on amendments.
Since there are no objections, that is agreed.
14. Tabling o.f

a

rnotion

proposals

of Parliament.

Mr Tugendhat,
President,

Mrs Kruchow
Lord Bessborough
Socialist Group
Christian-Democratic Group
Liberal and Democratic Group
Group of European Progressive

-

The next item is the statement by the
President.
- on action taken on the opinions and
Commission

for a

resolution

I have received from Mrs '\)Valtz,
President.
chairman of the Committee on Energy and Research,
a motion for a resolution with request for urgent
debate pursuant to Rule 14 of the Rules of Procedure

in

member of tbe Commission.

recent weeks

amended a number

the

Commission

Mr
has

of proposals in line with amend-

by the Parliament and accepted
during debate. !7e have amended three transport
policy proposals concerning the tariff system on
which Mr Schwabe, Mr Mursch and Mr Albers
presented reports. In two other cases the procedures
for amending our initial proposals are in progress.
ments requested

They concern the harmonization of social provisions

in

transport, on which Mr Seefeld and Mr Osborn
prepared opinions. In the light of your amendments
the Commission has also altered fwo proposals in the
environmental policy field. These concern the limits
of sulphur dioxide in the urban atmosphere and the
use of fuel oils with the aim of reducing sulphur emissions. Mr Miiller was the rapporteur on these two proPosals. The Commission is also in the process of
amending its initial proposal to take account of the
amendments which it accepted in Mr Shaw's report
on the application of the European unit of account to
legal acts adopted by the European Community institutions. All these modified texts are being sent to the
Parliament in order that it may be kept fully informed

of the situation.

Mr Kofoed's report on fisheries, however, has raised
some problems for the Commission. As you know, Mr
Gundelach agreed to a number of changes which the
Commission was prepared

to

incorporate

in

an

amended proposal. Subsequently, however, in the light
of the work being done in the Council, the Commission has decided to present a revised proposal which
is both more wide-ranging in its scope and also more
closely in line with the ideas expressed by Parliament.
I am sure that Parliament will agree in these circumstanies that there is no point in amending the original proposals to take account of the numerous but
minor amendments to which Mr Gundelach agreed in
the course of the debate on the report by Mr Kofoed.

Debates
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of the European Parliament

say how grateful I am to Parliament for the support it
has given the Commission on this proposed directive
which we certainly regard as an essential instrument

of

16. Directiae on tbe slstem

financing by tbe EAGGF

in the control of EAGGF expenditure.

IN THE CHAIR: MR MEINZ
Vice-President

President.
The next item is the report (Doc.
85177) by Mr- Cointat on behalf of the Commimee on
Budgets, on the
inspection by Member States of transactions forming part
system of financing by the Guarantee Section of

of the

the European Agricultural Guidance and

Guarantee

Fund.

I

Mr Cointat, rapporteur.
(F)Vle can only welcome
the desire to exercise greater
control over the aid
granted by the EAGGF, Guarantee Section. Subject to
a number of amendments the Committee on Budgets
unanimously approved the text submitted to it and
asks Parliament to approve it also. As a result, Mr President, I may perhaps add a few remarks when we
come to the amendments but I have nothing further
to say for the moment, for this text is of considerable
technical interest.

President.
I call Mr Lange to speak on behalf of
the Socialist- Group.

Mr Lange.
(D) I should like to comment on the
interpretatiod- of the terms 'strict' of 'flexible' application of the regulations. The Socialist Group believes
that such designations should wherever possible be
avoided because in certain circumstances the flexible
application of certain things might give the impres-

sion that one is trying to deal with the

matter
concerned in a slightly irregular way. According to Mr
Cointat's report, however, the exact opposite is the
case. It might be a good idea
though no formal
amendment is intended here -if Mr Cointat were to

comment briefly on this problem.

President.
I
to speak on behalf of
- call Mr Martens
the Christian-Democratic
Group.
congratulate

(NL) Mr President,

Mr

Cointat

I

should like to

on his report. As

the

Committee on Budgets and the Committee on Agriculture have unanimously approved this report, I can
be very brief. My group welcomes this directive. !7e

hope that it will contribute to tightening up inspection. Above all we trust that all Member States will
cooperate to ensure that the inspection is carried out

thoroughly.

!7e also hope that fraud will

closest scrutiny.

- I call Mr Tugendhat.

Mr Tugendhdt,

having the possibility to vary the numbers inspected
annually while keeping up the same avarage number
of inspections. The text, as negotiated so far in the
Council, already reflects this flexibility. Furthermore, a
suitable note has been prepared which it is expected
will be inserted into the minutes to ensure such an
interpretation by the Member States.

The committee proposed the strengthening of

the

wording on mutual assistance between Member States

in cases where control of a single undertaking is
shared between two authorities. However, the Council
is considering a proposed regulation on mutual assistance as such. I7e feel we do not need to duplicate
the detailed mechanisms proposed here and that the
reinforcement suggested in Article 7 is therefore
unnecessary.

The scale of inspections will be reduced during an
introductory period. The committee asked for a shortening of this proposed introductory period from
three years to one year. I welcome that proposal and
can tell you that it will be introduced into the Council

negotiations. I do not think, however, that the
Member States' authorities will agree to accept a
shorter period than the two years already agreed
during negotiations. Most authorities will have to
recruit and train inspectors to carry out the new provisions and they take the view that a transitional period
as short as twelve months is quite simply impossible.

!flith this

explanation

I

hope that Parliament will

adopt the resolution how before it.

President.

- I call Mr Cointat.

be

thoroughly eliminated and that confidence will be
restored. The EAGGF must be able to stand up to the
President.

The committee wished to see greater flexibility in
laying down a financial limit to determine the
number of persons and companies that should be
inspected each year. They wanted to see small traders
as well as large ones being visited and Member States

call Mr Cointat.

Mr Martens

The
Committee on Budgets has proposed amendments to
three of the articles. As the Council has already started
negotiating the proposed directive I am happy to
announce that some of the committee's demands have
already been met in the version now emerging from
the deliberations of the Council's working party.

menrber of tbe Commission.
Mr
- to
President, after this very brief debate I would like

Mr Cointat, rapporteun (F) Mr

President,

following Mr Martens' speech I should like to say that
the Committee on Budgets noted of the opinion of
the Committee on Agriculture, in particular as regards

the gradual extension of control to include small
than 100 000 u.a.
from the EAGGF each year. The Committee on

undertakings, which receive less
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Coinat
Budgets therefore supports the Committee on Agricul-

ture in requesting that after the trial period provided
for in the directive, control should be gradually
extended to include all undertakings.
My reply to Mr Lange is that we did not want a more
flexible control ; on the contrary, the Committee on
Budgets wants it to be effective and more thorough.
Its aim, as proposed in the amendments (in particular
the amendment to Article 2), is that these controls
should not be carried out systematically every two
years but that they should be carried out at random
throughout this period, to increase their effectiveness.
The Commissioner has informed us of the broad similarity of opinion between the Committee on Budgets
and the Council. However, I should like to say to him
that we strongly urge that this directive be implemented as quickly as possible and that in our view, to
say 'a period of four years' would mean that the directive would not be fully applied until 1983. !7e should
like it to be applied in 1980 and I feel that the
Member States will be able to recruit and train their
inspectors during the next two years.

That is our only comment, for although we say under
Article l0 'in the year following tLar in which this
directive is put into effect', this will only take place in
two years' time, which brings us to 1980. That is the
only point on which we differ from the statement by
the Commissioner, whom I thank most sincerely.

President.
no-one else wishes to speak, I
- Since
put the motion
for a resolution to the vote.
The resolution is

My purpose in raising this point is to prod our consciences in respect of financial and budgetary policy.
!7e should not incorporate excessive reserves in the
budget; on the contrary
and I say this not only to
- but in particular
my colleagues in this House
to the

Commissioner responsible for the Community's
budget
our estimates should be made in such a

way that-we are not continually obliged to suspect that
all the institutions are using excessive margins in

respect of the budget and are in so doing not
obsewing what we understand by budgetary veracity
and transparency. The final decision concerning the
discharge which is eventually given will be taken at a
later date. This is, as I said, an interim report which
gives the Commission the chance to take the neces-

in respect of the presentation of the
accounts of the Community as a whole, including the
budget or the presentation of the accounts of Parliament. I therefore ask Parliament to approve Mr Bangemann's report and to adopt the motion for a resolusary steps

tion.

President.
no-one else wishes to speak, I
- Since
put the motion
for a resolution to the vote.
The resolution is adopted.r
18. Regulation amending tbe Staff Regulations

of fficials
next item is the report (Doc.
- The
95/77) on behalf
of the Committee on Budgets by Mr
President.

Cointat on the

adopted.r

proposal from the Commission of the European Communities to the Council for a regulation amending the Staff

of officials and the conditions of employment of other servants of the European Communities.
Regulations

17. Operating expenditure of Parliament

for

197G

President.
next item is the draft report (Doc.
- The
94177) on behalf
of the Committee on Budgets by Mr
Bangemann, on the
operating expenditure of the European Parliament for the
period January to
Decembet 1976 (financial year
1976). I call Mr Lange.

I

Mr Lange, deputy

3l

rapporteur.
Mr President,
- (D)
this is an interim report of practical
relevance for the
presentation of the accounts of the Communities.
This interim report covers the financial year 1976 and
sets out estimates and actual expenditure. Ladies and
gentlemen, if you consider actual expenditure for the
financial yeat 1976 as shown in the report drawn up
by Mr Bangemann, you will notice that actual expenditure remained l2o/o below estimates in 1976. That
means that either the forecasts were not quite as
accurate as they should be for a budget, or we have all
been slightly overgenerous and must make better use
of this experience when adopting future budgets,
including the budget for our own institution, i.e. this
Parliament.

I call Mr Cointat.
Mr Cointat, rapporteur.
(F) Mr President, I shall
speak even more briefly -than before. This is purely
and simply a question of applying the rules on the
Staff Regulations of Community officials to future officials

of the

European Court

of Auditors, which

is

currently being set up.
Since we now have a new institution, it is natural that
the Staff Regulations should apply to irs members and
officials. The Committee on Budgets has no comment
to make and requests yott to approve the proposed
text.

President.

- I call Mr Tugendhat.

Mr Tugendhat, lllember of tbe Commission.
Mr
- my
it is an important subiect,
contribution is also very brief. I wanted to speak
simply because I should like to welcome this as a
further important step towards the rapidly apPresident, although

proaching establishment of the Court of Auditors.

'

OJ C

ll3

of 6. 6.1977.
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Tugendhet

As the Parliament is no doubt aware, the necessary
procedures for the ratification of the treaty under
which the Court is created have now been virtually
completed in all nine countries. The only remaining
stage is that in both Ireland and ltaly the President of
the Republic has yet to sign the finalized document.
However, they are expected to do so very shortly.
President.
Since no-one else wishes to speak, I
- for a resolution to the vote.
put the motion
The resolution is adopted.

1

very important field, particularly

in the light of

the

unequivocal judgment handed down on I I November
197 5 by the Court of Justice of the European Communities specifying that matters of export financing fell
exclusively within the Community's sphere of competence. The committee therefore discussed the Commission's proposal with great interest and in considerable
detail at eight meetinSS, use also being made of
written questionnaires and oral hearings of the parties

directly affected in the business community. As
regards the technical details I would refer to my
report and the accompanying documents and to the
opinions delivered by other committees of the Euro-

I should like to confine myself here
to dealing with the most important findingp of our
pean Parliament;

19. Regulation setting up

a

European

discussions.

Export Bank

President.

The next item is the report

(Doc.

66/77) by Mr- Nyborg on behalf of the Committee on
External Economic Relations on the
proposal from the Commission of the European Communities to the Council for a regulation setting up a European Export Bank.

I

call Mr Nyborg.

Mr Nyborg, rapporteur. (DK) Mr President, ladies
- for the Committee on
and gentlemen, as rapporteur
External Economic Relations I have the difficult task
of submitting to you on behalf of the committee our
report on the Commission proposal for a regulation
setting up a European Export Bank. The Commission
sees this bank, particularly in view of the economic
difficulties of the Member States, as an important
factor in the promotion of exports and in boosting the
international competitiveness of the Community. The
main task of the proposed European export bank will

hence be to offer both to Community exporters and

to

foreign buyers

of

capital goods and

services

produced within the Community credit and insurance
on terms comparable to those available to major

competitors on the world market, i.e. the USA and
Japan. In addition to export promotion however, the
proposed bank is also to make a major contribution to

the harmonization of the national policies of the
Member States in the field of external trade financing.
As the House will be aware, the absence of a Community policy in this field has, despite a certain measure
of progress in recent months,'given rise to a number

of

marketing difficulties for national undertakings
with maior proiects when seen in relation to their
competitors on the world market, and has led to
damaging competition between Community undertakinSP'

Our committee has already referred to these shortcomings on several occasions and welcomes any action by
the Commission to speed up harmonization in this

'

OJ C i33 of 6. 6.1977.

Firstly, there is the question of whether the European
Export Bank could contribute to the harmonization of
export financing and insurance within the Community, or whether the proposed bank would only be
able to operate properly after further headway had
been made towards harmonization in the areas under

discussion. Cogent arguments were adduced in
support of both theories. As is clear from paragraph 2
in the motion for a resolution, we agreed on the
formula that, although the bank could make a contribution to competiveness in the Community, it was at
the same time of vital importance to ensure that the
Commission pressed for more rapid harmonization.

A

second question of major importance is whether a
European export bank is needed. This question
figured at the centre of our discussions and was the
very area in which it proved absolutely impossible to
find a satisfactory answer. It was pointed out to us by
the Commission's representatives and by business
circles as well that it was virtually impossible to make
any forecasts or estimates of the need for the promotion of export ventures on account of the complex
nature of the matter and of fluctuating demand. I still
take the view that it ought to be possible to produce
some figures within the Community based on the
experience gained by financing institutions, which
have already been operating for many yeani in the
USA and Jipan, and on past trends in the export of

multinational investment proiects. These figures
would then provide the European Parliament and,
above all, the taxpayers

in our respective countries,

with the information which we need in order to establish the possible volume of business together with
the accompanying administrative costs, and in particular administrative expenditure.
Even though our committee is in principle in favour
of setting up a European Export Bank, it cannot at the
present time, on account of the unsatisfactory replies
received to date, advocate that the proposal be put
into practice. Indeed, it is difficult for us parliamentar-
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ians on the basis

of a

Commission proposal to

endorse a project, in respect of which the Commission is at present unable to supply us with any infor-

mation concerning the expenditure that will be
involved and, most important of all, the amount that
will nced to be charged to the Community budget,
over which it is our duty to exercise supervision. I
would like to point out in this connection that the
Council also seems to have taken advance note of

it has made only a token entry
in the Community budget against the item originally
set aside for this purpose, viz. l00m u.a. as initial
these objections since

European export bank impose on the Community
budget and, hence, indirectly on the taxpayers in our
respective countries

?

Quite apart from the other points of detail which have
either not been answered at all or only in an unsatis-

factory manner, this crucial shortcoming has
prompted us to ask the Commission to re-examine
the proposal for a regulation and to revise it accordingly; I hope that the ,iuropean Parliament and my
fellow Members will be able to endorse these conclusions.

capital for the European Export Bank.

Of the many questions relating to matters of detail
which remain open or which have not been answered
satisfactorily, I should like to mention, in addition to

President.

I call Lord Brimelow to speak on

behalf of the- Socialist Group.

the two major points already referred to, the following

points for the sake of completeness

:

-

since the bank is only intended to provide supplementary
financing, it will in many cases simply, result in more
paperwork, causing considerable delay;

-

the absence of basic guidelines for the European Export
Bank and the necessary coordination of such guidelines
with Community policy in other fields;

-

the absence to date of criteria for the selection, where
appropriate, of export proiects by the European Export
Bank

;

-

the Commission's proposed right of intervention which,
in the view of the committee, would create difficulties in
the course of normal banking operations;

-

the total lack of even so much as conjectures as to the
amount of budgetary expenditure which a European
export bank would entail. After all, we cannot just sign a
series of blank cheques !

In spite of the many detailed and sometimes controversial discussions in committee, we were not able to
find satisfactory solutions to any of these points.

Lord Brimelow.

Mr

President,

within

the

Socialist Group there have been, and still are, differences of opinion on the desirability of setting up a
European Export Bank. The same might be said of
the committees of this Assembly which have considered this question. This diversity of views should not,
however, be regarded as an obstacle to the adoption of
the final paragraph of the motion for a resolution
submitted by the Committee on External Economic
Relations on the basis of Mr Nyborg's painstaking and
very complete report. That resolution does not claim
that a solution has been found to the difficulties and
the lack of information which have led to conflicts of
opinion. On the contrary, in the light of the objections that have been raised since the Commission's
proposals were first put forward in August 1975, it
calls for a re-examination of the problems which are
still unresolved, and it asks that the Commission's
proposals be revised accordingly. This is, in the
opinion of the maiority of the Socialist Group, the
right approach and I hope that it will meet with the
approval of this Assembly.

In conclusion I would therefore like to say once more
that the Committee on External Economic Relations
considers that a common commercial policy should
be defined as a matter of urgency, particularly in the
field of export financing and insurance. \U7e have not

This recommendation differs from the opinion of the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs as
drafted by Mr Erwin Lange and adopted with 4 absten-

been convinced that a European export bank would in
this respect be able to make a major contribution to
the process of harmonization. In fact, one cannot help
feeling that, after many years of ineffectual efforts at

proposals

harmonization, the Commission would like to achieve
at least some measure of debatable success by means

would request a second opportunity of discussing the
proposal in detail. If further consideration is to be

tions on 27 February 1976. That opinion expressed
the hope that the Commission would withdraw its

for the setting up of a European Export
it then went on to add that if the Commission was not willing to withdraw its proposals, then
the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
Bank, but

of an institutional part-solution. !7e take the view

given to the establishment of the European Export

moreover that the creation of new institutions and the

Bank,

fragmentation of Community activities cannot contribute to European integration. \Ufle have not received a
satisfactory answer to the fundamental question of
whether there is really a sufficiently great need for a
European export bank in the Member States. This
being so, we also lack the essential data for answering

invite the Commission to revise its proposal than to
withdraw it. In support of this opinion I would quote
from the opinion of the Committee on Development
and Cooperation, adopted unanimously on 19 May
1976. ln the final paragraph of its conclusions that
committee expressed the hope that the Commission
would shortly submit a revised, more detailed and

the follow-up question : how great a burden will

a

it

is snore reasonable and more expeditious to
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more thorough proposal. That is exactly what the
majority of the Socialist Group would wish.
The opinion of the Committee on Budgets sets out in
its conclusions a number of criticisms of the Commission's proposal and asks that these criticisms be met ;
but its general opinion is favourable. I should like to
emphasize the reasons for which that committee's
opinion is favourable. It is because the Committee on
Budgets would regard the establishment of a European Export Bank, provided it had the right terms of
reference, as one of the means of improving export
credit facilities for the Member States. This, I submit,
is the crux of the problem. The level of unemployment within the Community is regarded by the
Socialist Group as unacceptably high. If, as seems to
be the case, the Community is losing large-scale multinational export business owing to the lack of a Euro-

pean Export Bank able to compete on terms of
equality with the facilities offered by the Exim Bank
of the United States and the Exim Bank of Japan,
then the creation of such a bank with adequate
resources and businesslike terms of reference is a
matter of urgency.

One year and nine months have passed since the
Commission's proposal was made. The delay in
calling for the revised, more detailed and more
thorough proposal requested by the Committee on
Development and Cooperation has already been excessive. To reject the Commission's proposal outright, or
to invite the Commission to withdraw its proposal,

would be to add to the delay which has already
occurred. To invite the Commission to proceed at
once to the improvement and refinement of its proposal is by far the better course.

The Commission has cited only two examples of
export orders which have been lost for lack of a European Export Bank. That in itself would be a small
foundation on which to build a large enterprise. But
the enquiries conducted by Mr Dalyell, on behlaf of

the Committee on Budgets, were extensive, and
showed that belief in the potential usefulness of a

well-constituted European Export Bank is widespread
in responsible banking circles and among governments. The question is : in what respect will the
Commission's proposal have to be modified in order
that the proposed European Export Bank might be
regarded as well-constituted ?

The findings of the Committee on Economic

and

Monetary Affairs, of the Committee on Budgets, of the
Committee on Development and Cooperation and of
the Con.rmittee on External Economic Relations have
drawn attention to a long list of problems requiring
further consideration. Some additional points may be
found in a report on the subject of the European
Export Bank made in my own country by the select
conrmittee of the House of Lords on the European

Communities in its 47th report, printed on l3 July
1975. As a member of that committee, I support its
conclusion that expert working groups should be set
up without delay in order to help the Commission in
the preparation of an improved proposal. Only when
the problems have been examined in detail and the
revised proposals submitted

will it be possible to

reach

a judgment whether or not to proceed, but the work
necessary to improve the proposal should, in my
submission, be commissioned without further delay.

Mr Martinelli to speak on behalf
President.
- I call
Group.
of the Christian-Democratic
(1,)
of the rather lively
Mr Martinelli.
-as theEchoes
rapporteur, Mr Nyborg, has
debates which
iust told us - occured on this important question of
the establishment of a European Export Bank in the
committees, can now be heard in this House. Having
listened to Mr Nyborg in the Committee on External
Economic Relations, and having refreshed my knowledge by reading his report, I must say that despite the
exemplary integrity of the latter in presenting the arguments for and against, and despite the accurate exposition which offers the reader a broad and detailed view
of the subject matter, one cannot help feeling
doubtful as to the criteria whereby the conclusion was
reached that it would be better at this stage not to set
up the European Export Bank.

Before embarking on a detailed analysis of the arguments propounded by Mr Nyborg I should like to
point out that in the report itself it is admitted that
exports to third countries are a Srowth sector. '!7e thus

come upon the first internal contradiction that

between the recognition that the question is a topical
one and the postponement of the setting up of the
Bank. The conclusions of the Nyborg report are based
substantialiy on three points: (l) the economic
experts and business circles approached were not
unanimous in their opinion (paragraph 4 of the resolu-

tion) ; (2) no information was obtained of the likely
volume of business and its probable cost (paragraph .5
of the resolution) ; (3) no criteria for the selection of
projects to be handled by the European Export Bank
were available (paragraph 7 of the resolution).

Let us consider briefly these arguments. First : there
has been no agreement between the experts and the
economic circles concerned on the need to set up this
bank. But it could be asked : Are we going to make a

new rule of unanimity for the world

in which

the

Community has to live ? And, talking of unanimity,

has anyone ever seen

a

committee

producing a unanimous opinion

of

experts

?

The proper way to put the question would be : \Was
there a majority of opinion among the experts and
among the economic circles in favour of the establishment of a European Export Bank ? And the answer to
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this question must be yes. The overwhelming maiority

of the bodies concerned
speak about the
- I shall
opinions of this Parliament's
committees later
pronounced in favour. The Economic and Social

Committee said yes, UNICE said yes, the European
Centre for Public Enterprise said yes, the Savings
Bank Association of the EEC said yes. The Standing
Conference of Chambers of Commerce and industry
of the EEC was against. I would urge those colleagues
who have not yet had the opportunity to do so, to
read this opinion which contains very little technical
justification and turns mainly on the argument that so
far no major difficulties had arisen in multinational
export transactions. But Lord Brimelow has iust told
us that, on the contrary, difficulties do exist. In fact,
from my modest personal experience, I can also tell
you that these difficulties exist. One wonders from
which chamber of commerce the author of this

opinion has drawn his experience

tion's opinion you will find there statements essentially in favour of the proposal, statements such as that
the European Export Bank could help to standardize
export credit insurance and financing systems ; or that
the bank could improve cooperation between the
existing institutions of the Nine. Are we to consider
this answer, then, as totally negative, or should it not
be rather seen as at least moderately in favour ?

The other reason adduced for referring the proposal
back to the Commission sine die is that it has not
been possible to obtain any practical indications of
the likely volume of business of the European Export
Bank. I have taken the trouble to read the replies of
then vice-preisent of the Commission, Sir Chriitopher
Soames and they are, in fact, as I have already seen
stated in one of the opinions, fairly laconic. But I am
entirely in agreement with his statements. In these

still totally

applicable

with

economic

today, it is pointed our that projects requirirlg large
amounts of capital for which transnational solutions
offer the best perspectives, are growing in number.
This is a fact which is of relevance also in our efforts
to raise the level of employment. It is an incontrovert-

ible fact and

anyone concerned

it well. But as for quantifying the
need for the proposed banks services, we should
perhaps bear in mind that businessmen are not
matters must know

guided by theories, and until this,Community bank is
created, businessmen

another speaker

has

the problems
of business transactions outside
-the to
Community by firms and undertakings within the
Community would

be much more

sensible than

forcing our exporters into a continuous battle with our
national systems which are all different and often very
divergent.

...

We are told in the report that the EEC Banking Federation, which, however, let us be clear-does not include
the savings banks, who were in favour, has given a
negative opinion. But if you read the Banking Federa-

answers, given last July, and

not have to remind you

- two main economic
already done so
that the
competitors of the Community (the United States and
Japan) already have such institutions and they are
much used by exporters. Just take a look at their
balance sheets. You may say that it is a different
set-up there. Partly this is true. \U(/e are neither the
United States nor Japan. But why should a similar
institution not be useful in the Community ? Does
anyone believe it would be harmful 7 To whom ? It
seems to me that to create the possibility of Communiry solutions
I emphasize the Community aspect

will continue to operate within

the existing system. After all, if they want to put their
plans into effect they have to use what is there !

!7hat is certain is that current opinion is that a European Export Bank would be meeting a real need.

I

do

rU7hat we should do is create a new situation
and see
what the response is within the framework of broad
cooperation with national bodies. It would not be a
question of eliminating or surpressing anything that is
already in existence, but simply of coordinating and

harmonizing.

Now as regards the budgetary charge, you Mr Nyborg,
have said that the Commission was asking for a blank
cheque. I do not see it like this. In any event I am
convinced that even if that were its intention, which I
do not believe is the case, it would be for Paarliament,
with its sense of responsibility, to lay down from the
start limits to the volume of the transactions and the
administrative costs.
U7e have recently received
I was able to read it a
- interesting
week ago
an extentive and
communica-

tion from- the

Commission on the Community's
budgetary problems. Forty-eight pages of excellent
stuff. It says that the role of the Community's budget
has been steadly growing in importance in respect of
the objectives of the various sectors of activity, that it
has been expanding in scope and depth
and it is in
the light of these developments that I -consider that
this is the moment to give consideration to the European Export Bank question.

In regard to the bank it was pointed out that criteria
for the selection of projecrs to be handled by it are
not available. That is a valid point : such criteria must

be formulated, examined and

assessed

and parlia-

ment's request to this effect should be given attention.
This will also settle the question of whether the European Investment Bank should be entrusted with the
tasks. which would go to the Export Bank. In my
opinion this question is incorrectly posed and implies
a confusion of competences. Export credits are a
matter of trade policy and thus should be handled by
Community institutions concerned with this policy.
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The European Investment Bank's functions are quite
different. It is an instrument of social and economic
policy and should retain this specific and distinct funcas we know, it enjoys a special kind of
independance that no-one would dream of according
to the European Export Bank. Cooperation between
the two institutions in those sectors where their resPective activities overlap would, of course, be possible, but
should not derive from an identiry of tasks. And this
principle is imbodied in the right of veto which the
Commission can exercise in the Community's
interest, as laid down in Article 9 of the bank's statute.
I agree that this should be very strictly defined to
ensure that the Export Bank's management retains
substantial freedom of action, but to me it is perfectly
clear that in certain, well defined important cases the
exercise of this veto would be in the interest of the
Community.

tion, in which,

Before concluding I should like to mention the high
standard of the opinions of the Parliamentary commit-

tees.

I

apologize

if my comments

of the principle of the establishment of this bank, and
thus to postpone the drafting of a new regulation that
would take account of the comments made by the
Parliamentary bodies

?

My time is running out. I see a contradiction between
the desire for improvement in the sector of export
insurance and finance which emerges in all the
reports and opinions and the clamping down on the
establishment of the bank. The bankers themselves
have said that this institution could promote coordination and harmonization of various existing provisions.
Parliament, which with each year becomes more conscious of its role and of its duties, in reiecting the proposal for the banks establishment would be preventing
a positive development in a sector of major importance. This is something we should clearly understand.

appear rather

peremptory.

The opinion of the Committee on Budgets, drawn up
by Mr Tam Dalyell, whom I wish to thank, is highly
favourable. I warmly congratulate the committee on

its attitude.
The opinion of the Committee on Development and
Cooperation, drawn up by Mr Deschamps, turns on
the possible harm
I underline 'possible' - to
any
development policy- that might result from
conflict with trade policy. The report states in conclusion that a European Export Bank as conceived in the
Commission document is not essential. The
Committee on Development and Cooperation is not
therefore able to deliver a favourable opinion. To me
it seems that this opinion, closely and very objectively
argued by Mr Deschamps in five pages is more of an
interim than a negative opinion. It is entirely based, I
repeat, on fears of harmful consequences, the reality
of which has in no way been demonstrated.

And finally we have the opinion of the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs, drawn up by Mr
Lange, which considers that the need for a European
Export Bank is not sufficiently proved and recommends the Committee ofl External Economic Relations to request the Commission to withdraw its prop-

on External Relations,
spurred by this recommendation, calls on the Commission to exert'forcefully' its authority over the Member
States in the matter of export financing and insurance.
osal. So, the Committee

Just 'forcefully' . .. As far as the Commission is
concerned we are preaching to the converted. \U7e
must, then, hope that the Council, for whom it is
intended, get the message. But, in the face of the
and how many objectives have we yet to
realize in -the Community !
and harmon- of rational
ized management by the Commission
of export credit

obiective

insurance and financing, is this sufficient reason to
block at this point the establishment of a European
Export Bank, to postpone the adoption by Parliament

I call Mr Baas to speak on behalf of the
President.
Liberal and-Democratic Group.
(NL) Mr President, first of all I should
Mr Baas.
- the
rapporteur for his excellent r6port. I
like to thank
am particularly grateful to him for bravely assembling
all the arguments for and against the establishment of
a European Export Bank, a difficult task which took
over eighteen months. However, despite the many

discussions, talks with experts and hearings, the
committee was not able to come out clearly for or
against the setting up of the Export Bank. Thus while
it is desirable, in view of existing difficulties, for the
outstanding questions to be investigated further, I
think Parliament should ask itself by what criteria
such a proposal should be appraised. Taking a look at
those criteria the most important one seems to me to
be the promotion of exports. Otherwise there is no
point in setting up an export bank.
Secondly, there is the problem of getting together the
technical know-how available in the Communiry. This

is an important question. !7e live in a time of highly
specialized skills. Are the industries of the various
Member States of the Community really in a position

to compete with one another ? No, they are

not.

Despite the high degree of specialization I do not
think that they are each individually able to assemble
all the know-how and compete effectively with
proiects by the United States or Japan.

The third criterion which merits special attention in
my opinion is employment, the need to find iobs for
people in the Community. Any contribution, any
efforts we make to achieve this goal must, I believe, be
seen in a positive light. !fle must not at the same time
start counting the cost and wondering what the results

are going to be. Those are pertinent questions but
they cannot easily be answered. Are not ivlembers of
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Parliament also expected to show imagination ? Are
we prepared to take certain risks ? If we are not
prepared to take any risks the answer is simple. !7e
oppose the setting up of the EEB and that is the end
of the matter. But that means that we shall certainly
find ourselves in an extremely unfavourable position
vis-a-vis the United States and Japan.

The European Export Bank does not have any capital
at its disposal and cannot provide credit on favourable
terms. Mr President, I have no objection td the discussion being continued but the first question which we
as Members of Parliament must ask is this: what
criteria should be applied to decide whether this bank
should or should not be set up ? This is a fundamental
question which I do not think Mr Nyborg and the
Committee on External Economic Relations have
answered. The purpose of course is to provde a system
of export financing. As we all know, hardly any
progress has been made in the harmonization of trade
policies and this is something we have not had the
courage to denounce. Your initial reaction, Mr
Nyborg, was therefore not necessary. But that is not
the question which we must deal with today. The ques-

tion is whether there should be an export bank or not.
It does not need to be repeated that the European
Community is scarcely making any more progress and

Mr Nyborg is of course right.

An export bank is an instrument of trade policy

millions we need the ingenuity

of the French

constructor, the imagination of the Italian designer
and the reliability of the German. Europe will be able
to compete only if it achieves some such combination
and breaks free from the present restricted framework
in which each of the countries operate.

I attended the hearing with the banks and, to be
frank, I must say that I came to the conclusion that
they are worried at the prospect of having a competitor. That's what it all boils down to. The talks went
on for two whole hours and at the end the banks said
that the European Export Bank's role should be
merely complementary and confined to cases in
which the commercial banks and credit insurers were
totally unable to carry out transactions satisfactorily.
Of what use is that ? Are we going to set up an export
bank to carry out tasks which are scarcely feasible or
which yield next to nothing ? If we were to do that
the European Export Bank would certainly be a
failure. If we Members of Parliament do not realize
this, if we are not prepared to prevent this from
happening, our final verdict will be an unsound one.
It would be Utopian to hand over a few multinational
projects to the European Export Bank. That is no way
to begin. But if we only give credits in cases in which
others say that they consider the risks too high we

shall never get started.
and

major commercial factors play an extremely important
role in this area. At the purely commercial level it is
of course extremely difficult for an export bank to
operate in the European Community. The Liberal
Group supports the Commission's objectives. S7hether

this is the right time to put this plan into effect is
another matter. None of us needs an institution which
does nothing for two or three years. Doubts may arise
as to the circumstances necessary to permit an export
bank to operare but these are are linked to different

factors from the ones mentioned by Mr Nyborg.
These are the balances of payments of the various
countries of the Community, the divergences between

thc exchange rates of the various currencies, which
can have very far-reaching effects, especially for longterm supply contracts at fixed prices over a period of
several years.

So far there is no evidence that multinational export
projccts have been lost for European industry. You are
a sufficie ntly shrewd businessman, Mr Nyborg, to
know that there is no way of knowing what industry is
losing. You can never know why you have failed to
obtain an order. There is no way of knowing that. All
you know is whether you get it or not. It is impossiblc, or at least extremely difficult, to find out why.

I personally believe that European industry has indeed
lost a large number of projects. This must be acknowledgcd. The various Member Srates are individually
cach too small. For the really big orders worth

On the other hand, however, I cannot understand the
conclusions drawn in the opinion drafted by Mr
Deschamps on behalf of the Committee on Develop-

If there is a possibility for the
European Community of taking risks, additional risks,
for the sake of certain developing countries, provision
for any such political risks involved might be made in
the statutes of the Export Bank and the Community
ment and Cooperation.

could offer the necessary guarantees.

Mr

President, the Liberal Group considers that we
must be prepared to re-examine all these problems. In
doing so, however, a different approach must be used

from the one employed by the External Economic
Relations Committee. I have the greatest repect for Mr
Nyborg but I hope that he will take a somewhat wider
view in assessing this project. I am fully aware that
certain national objections, which have not yet been
mentioned, can be made against the project. But our
main concern here is with the European Community
and this project would promote its integration. I therefore think that Parliament should adopt a somewhat
more positive, imaginative and courageous attitude
towards this proposal.

President.
I call Mr Cointat to speak on behalf of
- European
the Group of
Progressive Democrats.

Mr Cointat.

-

(F)Mr President, as usual Mr Nyborg

has submitted an excellent report, and

in complimenting him on

it.

I

have pleasure
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It is true that the setting up of a European

Export
Bank raises numerous problems which have yet to be
resolved, leads to doubts and uncertainty in some
circles and that there are many questions still unanswered, such as, what will be the turnover ? How will
the bank be administered ? How much will it cost ?

Vhat will be the cost to the Community budget ?
\(zill it help to further harmonization in the fields of
financing, insurance and export promotion or, on the
contrary, will it have to wait until such harmonization
has been completed ? In my opinion this explains the
extremely cautious conclusion by the rapporteur and
the Committee on External Economic Relations. On
the other hand, everyone agrees that the present situation is unsatisfactory and that far-reaching measures
must be taken to remedy it.
Someone said that not all the experts were in agreement. But they are never all in agreement and if you
want to draw up a good law or a good regulation, I

urge you never to consult too many experts or else
you will never change anything. In my opinion the
setting up of a European Export Bank therefore rePresents a first step. It is a means of attaining an obiective which we all approve and in this connection I fell
that the Commission has shown considerable courage
in taking this initiative. Since this is not always the
case, I congratulate the Commission : I should like it
always to show the same courage in every field and to
embark on proiects of this kind, which we approve in
principle.

I shall not repeat what has already been appositely
and thoroughly dealt with by the previous speakers. I
agree with the substance of their remarks and I shall
merely repeat that as far as exPorts are concerned, we
cannot at present hoPe to comPete with countries
such as the United States and Japan, which use the
Exinrbank system, and that as a result the setting up

Community of a similar, if not identical not
idendical system can but benefit Europe. Indeed, I
be licve that the European Export Bank may well

in the

incrcase rhe chances of

joint European tenders,

with the difficult task of matching

faced

international

competition.

I also feel that exporters should submit proiects in a
singlc currency to Protect themselves against
cxchange fluctuations. This factor is extremely important for our exports and perhaps more so for small
countries than large ones, as Mr Baas said iust now.

Oi course this raises the serious problem as to
whether the setting up of a European Export Bank
will further a common commercial policy or whether,
on thc contrary, it will stand in the way of such a
policy. I fcel that the guarantees provided by the
Comnrission's plan are sufficient to enable us to say
that thc setting up of this body is a move in the right
dircction and that
Europc.

it will further the building of

First and foremost the Commission will have the right
to intervene in the bank's management committee. It
will therefore be able to influence the action taken by
this body and, above all, there is provision for control
to be exercised by the Community institutions and in
particular the European Parliament. Speaking as a
member of the Committee on Budgets, I have absolutely no doubts that the appropriations needed for
this bank will be entered in the budget and although
the initial allocation of 100 m u.a. seenls to rePresent
only a partial budgetization, I trust that Parliament,
the Commission and Council will ensure that the
lending and borrowing operations of the European
Export Bank are also included in the budget.

Mr President, I shall conclude by saying that we
welcome this new venture which reflects the wish
repeatedly expressed by this House, by enabling it to
exercise more fully its right of control and to assume
all its responsibilities.
So,

I call Mr Spicer to speak on behalf of
President.
- Conservative Group.
the European
Mr President, may I, on behalf of my
Mr Spicer.
- general support to this report and to
group, give very
the directive to which it refers ? Those of us who have
served on the Committee on External Economic Rela-

tions for some time know that Mr Nyborg,

in

preparing this report has had a very long, hard slog
with a good deal of opposition, a gteet deal of amendment in the process. I would like to thank him,
certainly personally, for the very great patience which
he has shown with all the various ways in which we
have put amendment and views forward to him, and
which he has very kindly incorporated in his report.

The Commission view on this is quite simply laid
down. If I may I would just like to quote from the
explanatory statement of Mr Nyborg's rePort :
The Commission sees this bank, particularly in vrew of
the economic difficulties of the Member States, as an
lmportant factor in the promotron of exports and in
boostrng the rnternationaI compettttveness of the

Communrty. 'lt seemed desirable to create a European
Export Bank which, as lts main task, would be able to
offer both to Community exporters and to forergn buyers

of capital goods and servlces produced within

the

Community, credit and insurance on terms comparable
to those available to the exporters of other major trading
cou

n

tries.'

That is a simple statement, and it would at first sight
seem difficult to understand how anybody could
possibly quarrel with that as an argument for the
setting up of a European Export Bank. Yet it is fair to
say that in the beginning there were a large nunlber
of people who did have reservations and, indeed, obicctions to the setting up of this bank. For my Part ovcr
the last year I have slowly seen those rescrvatiotrs
lct us say in thc
disappearing, as many people
banking world, and in the merchant-banking worltl ir.t
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particular

ings that -they may initially have had.

have come to clear up the misunderstand-

tion that should be posed to a political assembly such
as ours. And this is why I should like to explain the

I think the view expressed by UNICE when they
came before our committee a general view

Communists, to support the proposal while
reserving, of course, the right to criticize details of the

reasons

expressed now

by bankers

would run roughly

as

- credit, insurance and
follows: they now accept that
finance for multinational contracts through one
channel would inevitably simplify matters compared

with the present system. Under the present system,
each member of a multinational consortium conducts
his own negotiations through indigenous institutions.
That must be wasteful, it must be clumsy and in my
view it must be wrong. Therefore I would agree with
Lord Brimelow that the right answer is that we want
to move to a conclusion on this, but there are of
course areas of doubt, there are reservations still on
many sides in this discussion, and what is required is
that the Commission should certainly not withdraw
their proposals, but that they should take them back
to be reconsidered and amended.

If I

may iust make one final point, Sir. Sometimes
when the suggesrion is made that proposals should be
taken back for reconsideration and amendment, that
is a very happy way of suggesting that they are taken
back, lost, and never reappear again. That is not my
view. I think there are areas of doubt that must be
cleared up, but my own personal hope
and that is
- we can set
why I have tabled an amendment
is that
- to come forward
a definitive date for these proposals
again. I am attempting, with the support of my group,
to say that we will not countenance a very long delay.
Mr Baas has made it quite clear that he agrees with
that view as well, and I think that will be the generally
accepted view of this Parliament. Ife have been with
this long enough. 'S7e have the proposals ; they may
need amendment, but for heaven's sake let's get those
amendments down, let us have a reconsideration of
views, and let us have them back before this Parliament at the earliest possible opportunity.

President.
I call Mr Leonardi to speak on behalf
of the Communist
and Allies Group.

of

principle which induce us, the Italian

project.

The fundamental reason why we are essentially in
favour, is that in recent years the Community as a
whole and its individual member countries have had
to make an increasing effort to adapt to a profoundly
changed world situation: there have been changes in
the prices of raw materials, there have been changes
in political and economic relations with countries
whose situation at the time of the Community's creation was very different from today's. Hence the need
for the effort I have mentioned : an effort on a scale
we did not foresee, but which historic developments
force us to undertake.

This process of continuous adaptation requires ever
new instruments to be put into effect : we cannot
hope to pursue new policies with old instruments. It
has already been pointed out that opportunities are
multiplying for large proiects involving large investments and high risks which can only be tackled on a
multinational basis. This basic situation affects indi-

in different ways : for the
smaller or weaker ones this effort of adaptation is particularly onerous, while for the stronger it is less diffividual Member States

cult. But, in our view, one of the gravest dangers
facing us is that individual countries, particularly the
stronger ones, might think they are able to tackle
these tasks single-handed in disregard of the profound
changes going on in the outside world. I think many
of the doubts and hesitations which the proposal
aroused are not related to technicalities nor to justifiable fears, but reflect national attitudes, and particularly the illusion cherished by the stronger Member
States that they can strive for privileged treatment
from the countries undergoing transformation and
that they can perform this effort of adaptation alone,
with their own industrial and financial structures, with
their own resources, so much bigger than those of
their remaining partners ; that then thus have no need
proposed collective institution, within which
they would be obliged to make allowances for the
needs of the smaller and weaker ones as well.

of this
Mr Leonardi.

(I) Mr President, I too should like
- on this proposal going
to say a few words
back now to
April 1976. k raised a number of doubts and before
coming to be discussed by us here it went through
several committees.

As a nuntber of speakers have pointed out, one cannot

presume to ensure absolute safety, completeness,
perfcction in a body such as that proposed by the
Conrmission. Much of this must be achieved oh the
basis of cxperience. This is why the question we must
answer is whether this body broadly meets the needs
which we think should be satisfied. That is the ques-

This illusion of the stronger partners seems to me the
fundamental reason for all the hesitations that have
been expressed in various ways. It is a dangerous illusron not only for the weaker partners but also for the
strong.

Here you have succinctly the reason why we are in
principle in favour of the establishment of this new
body, the proposal for which is open to a number of
observations at thd technical level.
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Reading the various reports

I

realized that many of

our colleagues would like to see a body that was
complete and perfect in these technical terms. But do
you think that when similar institutions were set uP
in the United States or Japan they were complete and
perfect from the start ? They were set uP to meet
certain definite needs and, under proper control, and
in the light of experience, have come to fulfil their
appointed roles. !7hat we should be asking ourselves

is simply whether in our Present situation we
need for an institution of this kind.

have

The Commission itself in its document is at pains to
emphasize that this is an initial proposal and for this
reason is presented in highly restricted terms. For
instance, the bank's mixed capital structure seems to
be intended to provide maximum flexibility at a stage
where it is still difficult to forecast the volume of business, while enabling both the Council and Parliament
to have control over all the transactions. The body as
now proposed certainly cannot be the final answer,
but it does represent an innovation of considerable
which
importance. It provides for a form of control

admittedly can be by-passed, as all parliamentary
but which in terms of principles reprecontrol can
sents a step forward, because

it subiects transactions of
not only economic but also political importance to
the control of bodies such as this Parliament.
Another comment that has repeatedly been made is
that in effect all these tasks arc already being
performed by public and private bodies and that
finance can always be obtained in the Eurodollar
market. This is very true, but do you think it is altogether satisfactory ? The Eurodollar market has been
iriticized in this House more than once, and rightly
so, as a market over which there is Practically no
control. Those, therefore, who put forward arguments
of this sort are either trying to shelve the issue or to
preserve the -rtatur quo, to the benefit not only of the

stronger countries but also of course, of the stronger
business undertaking, including the giant multinationals which only a few day ago were discussed and
critized in this House. These undertakings, having at

their disposal financial and operational resources
adequate to the large-scale, high-risk projects, obviously have a gteat advantage over the smaller firms
which, however, represent the maior part of the

opinion needs to be further considered and discussed
but not shelved. Let us not try to delay its imple-mentation by asking for too many refinements,
because this would be sheer waste of time both for us
and for the citizens we rePresent. Despite our general
approval, we find we can supPort Amendment No 5

where, although improvements to the statute are
requested, a definite time-limit is set, so that excessive
delays and hence the inevitable shelving can be
avoided.

I call Mr Dalyell to Present the opinion
President.
on Budgets.
of the Committee

Mr Dalyell, draftsman of an opiniorl, - Mr President, at the end of his short and concise sPeech, my
colleague Lord Brimelow came to the Suts of the
issue, which is: Should the European Parliament in
effect

kill this proposal ? I

started as a scePtic,

but I

must say that, to that question I would now give a definite'no', as would the maiority of the Committee on
Budgets.

The Committee on Budgets has given serious consideration to the question of creating a European Export
Bank. Indeed, with the committee's approval I sought
to consult as wide as possible a selection of authorities
in ,the export-credit sector, and I would like to take
thii opportunity of thanking officials of central banks
and merchant banks and also individuals for the help

that they gave the committee.

The aim of these contacts was to ascertain whether
there was a general consensus on the necessity of the
proposed European Export Bank and whether or not
its functions should be undertaken by existing institutions, in particular the European Investment Bank.
Most of the respondents have welcomed the proposal,
as they believe that a European Export Bank could
contribute to solving the problems of export finance.
Some made minor criticisms, but others, including

one national bank, actually the Belgian, made a
detailed and critical analysis of the Commission's

proposals. These points were answered in detail by the
Commission, and this dialogue was used as a working

economic structure of all our countries and which do
6eed bodies such as that proposed by the Commis-

document by the committee' I ought also, perhaps to
say, that my own thinking was influenced greatly by a
long conversation with an old friend, Marcus Vianna,

sion.

governor

I shall not trouble to answer at any length the arguments of those who claim that the new body would be

of the Brazilian National Development
Bank, and also by the Governor of the Bank of Brazil,
who outlined in some detail and with specific cases in
mind how Europe was at a disadvantage with regard

contrary

both to the United

to the principles of transparency or free
competition, because such charges seem to me totally
irrelevant in relation to this particular proposal.
conclusion I repeat that the Italian Communist
Party is in favour of this initiative, which in its

In

States and

to the

Japanese.

we believe that only the creation of a
Community instrument could provide a catalyst for
Basically,

the harmonization of exPort credit, and in this connection we look at the disappointing, if not lamentable,
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record

of the

Community and the

advantages

provided qfor other countries, such as America and
Japan, through their excellent banks.

On the budgetary points, the Committee on Budgets
welcomes the budgetization of the initial endowment.
Indeed, it will be recalled that, in its preliminary draft,

the Commission included 100 million units of
account for the initial capital of the bank ; but it was
agreed to delete this and replace it by a token entry
pending a decision on the setting up of the bank. The
principle of budgetization, as for all Community

borrowing or lending activitres, should be reiterated.
The Committee on Budgets has reasserted that
expendtiture arising from the Export Bank must be
considered as non-compulsory. The amount for this
capital should be decided by budgetary means
that
is, through the budgetary procedure, and not -by way
of regulation. !7e regret that the adminisrrative expenditure that would be generated by the setting up of an
export bank had not been costed out, and indeed little
idea of the administrative structure had been given.
Now, I am bound to say that in my own conversitions
with Liliana Archibald, to whom a great deal of the
credit for this ideal ought to be given, I was relatively
happy myself ron these points. In the view of thi
Committee on Budgets, the employees of the bank
should be assimilated into the category of Community
officials, and should be covered by rhe Staff Regulations of the Community.

in the Council's working parties, where the exact
nature of the functions of the bank could be
stage

examined. This clearly ilnplies an acceptance in frinciple, and I speak as a strong convert to acceptance in
principle. In the examination that tfre Commission
will make of the Parliament's opinion, the Committee

on Budgets would wish to underline the following
points, which it considers hecessary to ensure budgetary transparency with adequate financial control:

(l) the full
arising

budgetization of expenciiture and revenue

;

(2) the classification of the initial capital endowment
and any other expenditure as not compulsory;
(3) the determination of any appropriation by budgetary decision;
(4) the presentation of reliable estimates for administra-

tive expenditure

;

(5) the presentation to Parliament of the annual report

of the finance activities of the bank;

(6) the assimilation of the staff into the

sysrem

governed by the Staff Regulations for Communiry officials.

The terms of Article 199 of the Treaty are clear ; all
revenue and expenditure should be budgetized. This
means that Parliament will have some direct say in
the controlling of that expenditure, and this in itself

will give Parliament a say over the bodies and organizations set up to pursue policies such as a European
Export Bank.

It will be noted that the Committee on Budgets'
-the

conclusions

do not

coincide

with those

of

Committee on External Economic Relations, nor with

those of the other committees consulted for an
opinion. S7e did not hesitate to examine the
substance of the proposal, because it is clearly the
duty of the Committee on Budgets to consider the
feasibility of new projects and to make sure that the
European taxpayer's money is not wasted. In particular, it is difficult for the Committee on Budgets to
accept certain paragraphs of the motion for a resolution, because we do accept the need to set up a Euro-

pean Export Bank. Furthermore, given that need,
which is urgent, as Lord Brimelow pointed out, the
committee could not accept any proposal that would
result in yet further delays. It will be recalled that the
consultation of the European Parliament took place
on 17 March l976.This proposal has been with us for
a year. To send it back to the Commission now,
accompanying it with a request for a complete re-examination of the central idea involved, would amount

to the virtual killing off of the

I think I ought to say something about
the amendments that Mr Nod has given us, and I
think that, in doing so, colleagues will not take it
amiss if I say how nice it is to see Mr Noi restored
among us after his recent bout of sickness.
Mr President,

(Applause)

On Amendment No l, Lord Brimelow and I would
like to see the reference to 'the harmonization of the
terms for financing and ensuring experts' taken out :
we think that there are problems that arise with
ernphasis in this respect. On Amendment No 2 :
Notes that, after extensive consuttations between experts
ciicles

from the Commission and the economic

all the parties have agreed as to the
to set up a European Export Bank;
concerned, not

!7e don't think that is

Notes that, in view of the fact that there are at present no
ol reference for the European Export Bank,
no specific information is available on the possible
volume of business of the Bank, thus making it impossible to estimate likely cosrs, and hence the amount t; be
charged to the Communiry budget;

clear terms

Our views,

further examination should take place at the technical

necessary.

Amendment No 3 we accept:

proposal.

expressed , in the conclusions to the
opinion of the Committee on Budgets, are as follows.
Parliament should give a favourable opinion and

need

This is true, and it is possibly a good thing to put this
ln.
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On Amendment No 4:

and

Calls, in the light of the above remarks, for the problems
that are still unresolved to be reexamined and for the
Commission's proposal to be amended accordingly;

Lord Brimelow and I have no objection to this going
in. On Amendment No 5, we again have no objection

:

[This] should be revised accordingly and published in the
form of a detailed draft statute as soon as possible, but
not later than September 1977.

\7e think that Mr Spicer and Mr Klepsch have made a
considerable addition by putting in a date.
those few remarks, I bring the opinion
Committee on Budgets to a close.

\flith

President.

-

I

of

!fle are all

-

I

call Mr Guldberg.

(DK) Mr President, I am not
I disagree with the representative of my group ; I am perhaps a shade more

faced

with the responsability of solving and helping to solve
this problem. It is a Community problem and no
longer a problem between the Community or certain
Community countries and the Third \7orld and
important trading partners. It seems to me that this

a task which the Export Bank proposed by

is

the

Commission might undertake to perform, even if
other people claim that our present banking system is
capable of dealing with it. In this respect we take an
extremely positive view of the project.

A second point is the question whether the Commission can give us a speedy and satisfactory answer. This
seems extremely doubtful to me. The fact is that there
are still substantial differences between the Community countries on matters such as the promotion of

exports, export financing and credit insurance. I
would sound a warning against the illusion that a new
institution will solve this problem. !7e must solve it
first at national level and achieve faster progress than
hitherto towards harmonization in these important
areas. A new institution cannot do this alone. I urge
the Commission
and naturally the Council too
- achieve
to step up efforts to
this harmonization. Otherwise we shall be running the danger of attempting to
tackle minor problems without making any progress
on the key issues. This seems to me to be sorlething
which we are all concerned about in this Parliament.

My

President.

Mr Guldberg.

My first point is that one of the Community's maior
and depressing problems is the
in some cases
- deficits of a
considerable
balance of payments
countries.

On that note I should like to conclude.

- because
getting up to speak

(D) Mr President, Mr MartiMr Miiller-Hermann.
- the views of my political
nelli has already expressed
group. I iust have rwo brief comments to make,
directed primarily at the Commission. Firstly, I wish
to reaffirm our support for the proiect and secondly I
would reiterate our reservations.

number

it

groups have approved this suggestion that the
Commission be asked to make a more concrete proposal by September.

the

call Mr Mtiller-Hermann.

of Community

without taking too much time over

- a new proposal, together with a concrete propsubmit
osal on the bank's statutes, in September and at the
same time ,reply to the commens made on this
subject froml various quarters. I think that would be a
possible solution and I am very thankful that all the

conclusion therefore is that the Commission
should again give consideration to the doubts
expressed by Parliament and the various committees

positive in my attitude but that is all. However, I am a
member of the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs which adopted a fairly negative attitude to
the proposal and I would like to take the opportunity
of saying that I do not share this view. I would also
say that, as a Dane, a number of observations which
have already been made by smaller countries ought to
be included aomong the arguments put forward. I had
difficulty in understanding whether the rapporteur

for or against the proposal he was
do not intend to prolong this debate by
explain the reasons for this, but I did

was actually
presenting.

I

seeking to
notice that the rapporteur overplayed his hand, as it
were, with his reference to blank cheques. This is in

my opinion an exaggeration and

it

would otherwise have been the

I

I can only interpret

as an attempt to create more toing and froing than

consider

case.

the proposal an improvement on the
of affairs and I see no reason for

existing state

doubting the Commission's intentions. I feel that on
the occasions on which we have had an opportunity
of meeting the Commission it has in fact clearly
displayed its readiness to remove intemal discrimination between the various countries (a process to which
this proposal will be able to contribute) and has
clearly shown a constructive attitude towards strengthening our Community in relation to the rest of the
world ; consequently, I cannot see that the objections
that have been raised are sufficient to give rise to
misgivings.

\(hat

does worry me a little however is the very
detailed consideration to which this proposal has been
subiected, and I ask myself whether it is right that we
in this House should concern ourselves to such an
extent with details and administrative matte$ as we
have done, although this is presumably a reflection of

our working procedure and perhaps a reflection as
well of the fact that too often we are remote from
political decision-making and end up considering a
particular issue more from the purely administrative
angle than is actually right and proper.
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In truth, the fact of the matter is that here in the
Community our economic relations with the world
aroundl us are beginning to reach a point at which we
in this Parliament might very easily be obliged to deal
with, something far more fundamental tfian a few
details concerning an export bank. I7e might well
reach the stage at which the Community has to

it is willing to salvage free trade in the
internal market at the expense of iti relarions with the
outside world. I fefrain rfrom using unpleasant words
to describe the situation as it really is, although this is
nonetheless the reality of the matter ; howevel, one of
the sound methods
incidentally, I very much share
Mr Miiller-Hermann's- misgivings
of avoiding a situ_
ation of this kind is in fact to step- up our exports and,
this being so, I can see nothing dangerous about the
policy instrument proposed here and would welcome
Parliament giving it its unequivocal support.
choose whether

Ip is possible that there are technical considerations in
connection with the Investment Bank and it is also

possible

to

consider investments as exports of
feel however that these are details and I do
not intend to deal with them. I will confine myself
instead to saying that, in my view, the risk of too
much happening too quickly in this field and, for that
matter, in the Communiry as a whole is agonizingly
services;

I

small.

President.

- I call Mr Tugendhat.

Mr Tugendhtt, lllember of tbe Commission.
- Mr
President, I must say it has been a great pleasure
to
me to listen to this debate, because I came here armed
with a number of arguments in support of the idea of
th.e.

European Export Bank, a number

which

I

of

arguments

hoped would convince people *f,o *...
putting forward counter ideas, that this was the right
way to proceed. But after listening to the debate I ian
only say that I have been exrremily heartened by the
fact that support has come to the idea from every
a hemicycle, I suppose, doesn't have corners
from every angle of the House, and I can't
-remember an occasion in my brief period as
a
Commissioner when a proposal has in fact been
supported from every point in the spectrum to the
same degree as this.

I should

like, however, to deal with a number of the
issues which have been raised and also to go a little
bit wider from time to time in the debatJ itself in
order to try to put this proposal into the context of
the issues that face us.

I would of course
Nyborg and the

also like to begin by thanking Mr
-Exteinal
Committee on
Economic

Relations, who have drafted the proposal for which

the Commission is seeking rupport.

I

would very

much like to thank him for the work that he and hii

committee have done.

Clearly, there has been a strong view expressed from a
number of quarters that we must move-quickly and I
agree very much wiih the pressure that has bien put

on us from Mr Spicer and Mr Baas among others, that
there should not be a long delay. I fiel, however,
despite what Mr Dalyell says about deadlines, that it
would be very difficult for us to complete the necessary work by September, and I am always a little hesitant to adopt deadlines which, at the time that they
are adopted, seem to me likely not to be fulfilled. So I
would like to give the House an assurance that we do
wish to more ar quickly as possible, lnd we will aim
for the end of the year. The work done by the committees of this House, and that done by Mr Nyborg this

evening with his introduction as well as with his
report will help us in that direction, and the encouragement which we have received from Members will
also, I hope, speed us on our way.
The arguments, as I said a moment ago, for this proposal have been very well put during the course of the
debate, and as the hour is late it would seem to me to
be doing a disservice to those Members who have
stayed, if I recapitulate them all now. I agree, of
course, with the need to put Community companies
on a more equal footing with those from other parts
of the world, and that is one of the main reasons why
we so much support this particular proposal. That is a
theme which ran through the speeches of a number

of those who

spoke.

I also agree_ very much with the point about unemployment which was made first of all
although ii was
made by others as well
by Lord-Brimelow-. I belive
that this is Lord Brimelow's
maiden speech in the
House, and if I was correctly informed, I would like to

congratulate him on it, and to say that I accept
certainly very much that particular aspect of his
speech.

The proposal we have put forward must,
seen not just

I think, be
in the light of putting Community

companies on to a better competitive footing with
those from the rest of the world.

It must also be placed, as indeed it is by this motion,
in the context of our broader aims, and by that of
course I mean the export credit rates in international
trade and the harmonization of national exporr

credits. The Commission remains firmly commiited

to

harmonization

believes that this

of

is

export credit insurance

;

it

absolutely essential, but as Mr
Miiller-Hermann said in the course of his speech,
national practices do vary very considerably and they

in the past. Indeed, export
old as the Florentine bankeri of
the l4th century, and quite apart from the different
traditions that have grown up over a period as long as
that, they are of course also a refleciion of the q-uite
different economic situations in our member coun_
tries. Change
not easy and enlargement introducing
.is
a further variety
in national praitices has certainl!
made the initial approach of drawing up identical policies even more cumbersome that it would otherwise
are

_

deeply imbedded

credits are,

have been.

I think,

as
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Since 1973, therefore, the Commission has been
trying to secure agreement on broad principles,
leaving the individual national insurance organizations
and their authorities to decide how to apply these prin-

ciples through suitable national tests. Our working
proposals have already been discussed widely with
member governments, with credit insurers and with
industry. \7e are now on the point of making a formal
proposal to the Council of Ministers. I can assure the
Parliament that the creation of the bank will not
lessen our resolve to achieve harmonization and,
indeed, as Mr Guldberg said in his speech, it may well
relp towards that end. I hope very much that this
:xplanation of our approach will

go some way towards

'eassuring Mr Miiller-Hermann on the doubts that he
:xpressed and that he directed to the Commission.

{s to the export credit rate itself,

I

think there

has

)een progress made on that front as well. The House
vill remember the discussions that took $lace at the
neetings of a number of governments at Rambouillet
rnd Puerto Rico, the opinion of the Court of Justice
n the autumn of 1975 and the Commission's decision
o start infraction procedures against some Member
itates in 1976. The result of these various factors was
n agreement in the Council on guidelines for export

'redit terms, minimum interest rates, maximum

ength of credit and the maximum proportion of the

'ontract price eligible for credit financing. This was
he first malor occasion on which the Communiry has
dopted a clear position on the substance of export
redit arrangements in a global context. The Commurity is now engaged in preliminary discussions with
he governments of several other maior industrial
ountries who have also adopted these guidelines with
view to negotiationg the extension and consoliilation
rf this extremely important agreement' Once again
here is no conflict with the proposed bank, which
vill, of course, not add to competition because it will
emain very much within the intemationally agreed
;uidelines.

should now like

to turn to some of the specific
in the parliamentary

>oints which have been raised

:onsideration of our proposal for an EEB.
and
fhe first point to which I would like to refer
ndeed it is one that Mr Nyborg drew attention to at
is the lack of information
:he outset of this debate

rbout the possible scale of operations of the bank and
its cost. I tend to feel that this is an inevitable lack at
this stage in the operation, because we are dealing
with the means of creatinS a new business and export
opportunities which are very hard indeed to measure.
!7e could, of course, have produced estimates that
would have looked very accurate ; there would
certainly have been a lot of figures. But I doubt very
much whether Mr Nyborg would have been taken in
by spurious estimates of that kind and certainly I
would not wish to be the one to try to take him in

that way. I do not think either that comParisons with
the United States or Japan are strictly relevant on this
occasion since circumstances there are so different :
I mean they are not
they are economic unities
whereas
unities
are
economic
political unities they
we, of course, are still only getting used even now to
working together. We felt that it would be better not
to put forward spurious estimates of costs, but rather
to say that we will ensure the control of costs to that
whicir seems to be correct in the light of the bank's
needs and the needs of other priorities.

I know that it is unsatisfactory to answer a request for
specific information with a general reply of that sort,
but I do feel that at this stage it would be misleading
to go further than I have done by putting forward
more specific replies.
I would also like to say, in resPonse to a point made
by Mr Dalyell, that the Commission does believe that
the bank's scale of operations should be established by
means of the conventional budgetary procedure. I
listened with great care to what he said on this point;
there are, in the view of the Commission, a number of
areas in which more work needs to be done, and this
is certainly one of them. In doing that work we will
take what he and others have said about this particular
point very much into account. The imPortant thing I
think however is that the bank's scale of oPeration
will be established by means of the conventional
budgetary procedure and it is very much the Commissionjs desire that as much of the Commission's activities should indeed be covered in that way.
Another cause of concern is the question of whether a
new body is needed or whether the European Invest-

ment Bank itself could undertake the activities
proposed. The Commission quite understands the

concern over the proliferation of institutions and gave
very careful consideration to this point. !fle feel there
are strong arguments against making the EIB
primarily iesponsible and I welcome Mr Martinelli's
support for this view and also Mr Leonardi's argument
that we must adjust ourselves to changing circum'
stances and that changing circumstances sometimes
require changing institutional structures. However, the
Commission completely agrees that the Export Bank
must not be allowed to cut across other Community
policy. I do not believe, in fact, that that is a real risk.
Indeed, I believe that the creation of the bank should
make a positive contribution towards achieving the
objectives of our policy in the commercial and other
fields. The Commission's proposed limited rights of
intervention in the management of the bank would
help towards this end, as well as helping to cnsure
that the bank's operations were in full conformity

with the Community's international obligations.
This, Mr President, brings me to a rather difficult

in my speech. As the debate progressed,
became apparent that there was, as I said earlier,
point

it
a
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rather greater degree

of

for the proposal
*"r'p.ih.p,
for a resolution, and I wondir
support

before us than we had expected and than

evident in the motion
how best to conclude the debate. The motion for a
resolution is, I feel, a little unclear and the Commis_
sion should,regard the principle of the bank as having
been agreed by Parliament. This was a point which
was made by so many of the speakers that I hope I
am not presuming too much, but it did seem to me
that the principle was something that parliament
would wish to agree to. Now, as I said earlier, I do not
want to jump to conclusions. !7e entirely accept that
more work has to be done, but the work will have to
be done as quickly as possrble ; we will aim for the
end of the year. IUTe will also keep parliament fully
informed and make sure that it has another chance to

comment on the proposal.

In conclusion, I would like to refer back to something
which Mr Baas said. He said that we should give thi
bank the vision of the Italians and the soliditv of the
Germans. Perhaps he will appreciate it if I say that I
hope we may also be able to invest it with the pragmatism of the British and also with the eloquenci of the
French. Above all, perhaps, rf it is to be successful, it
will need the tenacity in defending its own interests
against the depradations of other larger powers that
sometimes do not wish to take account of them that
some of the smaller members of the Community have
recently had to display.

(Ldughter and applanv)
President.

-

I

call Mr Nyborg.

Mr Nyborg, r.tpl)ortcilr. -- (DK) Mr

president,

in some quarters as to the
In my introductory speech, I

doubts have been raised
committee's intentions.
said

:

Even though our committee is in principle in favour of
a European Export Bank it cannot at the
present time, on account of unsatisfactory answers
received to date, advocate that the proposal be put into

setting up

practice.

However, the committee has also stated that, in principle, it is in favour of tlie idea.
Several Members have mentioned that both the USA
and Japan benefit from similar institutions. \0fe in the
committee are in fact fully aware of this
I would by

- we
the way say that of the arguments which

have

heard here today, there are hardly any which we have
not heard in committee more than once and dealt

with in detail.
In the US.\ one currency is used,
which is common
to the whole federation, thus
making the system relativelv easy to operate. The
samc applies in the case of Japan ; only one country is
involvcd, as also one currency In the Community, we
have many currencies fluctuating in a constantly

shifting relationship to one another, etc., etc. No
direct comparisons can therefore be made. Furthermore, widely differing interest rates apply in the
Member States of the Community.
Mention was also made of organizations which were
in favour of a European Export Bank, although linle
was said about which organizations were op[osed to
the idea, and neither do I intend to weary ttre House
with a long speech at this juncture
after all, it is

- long ago as
late and we should have had a meal-break

far as

I

recall.

However, some members have voiced the view that I
overplayed my hand on behalf of the committee by
referring to blank cheques, since no such thing had
been mooted and nor was it the Commission's wish.

But this was the Commission's wish. I7hen

the

Commission wishes Parliament to give an undertaking
in advance to cover the cost both of setting up and
running a new institution without beforehand giving
us any idea of the amount involved and of the ceiling
on expenditure, in my view they have asked for a
blank cheque. \Ufe, in the committee, opposed this
move and accordingly said to the Commission : please
examine the various aspects a little more closely, then
come back to us with some relevant figures, some
proposals, some estimates, something tangible. Then
we can start talking again.

I should incidentally like to point out that Mr Klein, a
director at the Commission, also stated at a committee
meeting that he understood the arguments put
forward by the committee and that he accepted that
further work needed to be done on the proposal. He
agreed to come back to Parliament and say to us : we
now have better information than we had previously
and we can now submit something to you which you
can all take with you back to your respective countries
saying that you had a part in it
all, we do also
- after
have a responsibility to those back
home.
Finally, I would say to Mr Spicer, regarding the amendment specifying a deadline, that I view this as a very
hazardous step: I feel that it is hazardous to say to th;
Commission: you must finish work by the end of
September and then return to us with your proposal,
since this gives the Commission the opportuni!
this might event turn out to be the case I of coming
and saying : here is the same proposal once again ai
we.have not completed the work which is necesiary in
order to produce an improved proposal.r I thereiore
feel that if anything of the kind is to be mentioned at
all then the phrase 'as soon as possible' ought to be
used. This matter is not the sort of thing for which
one can fix a deadline.

President.

a resolution.-

$7e shall now consider the motion for
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President

I put the preamble and paragraph I to the vote.
The preamble and paragraph I are adopted.
On paragraph 2 I have amendment No 1 by Mr Nod,
aimed at the replacement of this paragraph by a new
text :
'2. Believes that the European Export Bank should make

a significant contribution to the harmonization of
the terms for financing and insuring exports and to
the competitiveness of Communiry exPorts on the
world market;'.

I

Before I put Amendment No I to the
Presidenn
vote, could -you give an explanation, Mr Noi ?
stages.

- could vote on my amendment in the
First, the House
version that has been distributed to Members, as this
differs from the text submitted by Mr Nyborg. Afterwards we could vote on the second idea, put forward
by Mr Dalyell and reiterated by Mr Nyborg, against
which

I

have no objection.

President.

call Mr Noi.

(I) This could be done in two

Mr Noi.

Mr Dalyell.
- I call

The suggestion of Lord Brimelow and
myself was to delete lines 2/3 of Amendment No I :
tbe harmonization of thc tenns .fbr financing and

Mr Dalyell.
(I) My amendment to Paragraph 2 of the
Mr Noi.
to despel any doubt as to what the
otion is intended
European Export Bank's contribution would be.
Having said that, I should like to thank Mr Dalyell for
his kind words and tell him that I have no obiection
to retaining that part of the paragraph which urges

of national exPort credit facilities. If I did not include it in my amendment it is
only because in the following paragraph, paragraph 3,
the motion calls on the Commission to make rePresentations to the national governments for the strengthening of its own competences in this matter. Implicitely this paragraph meets the points raised by Mr

greater harmonization

Dalyell. Nevertheless

I

confirm that

I

accept the text

proposed by the rapporteur.

insuring exportr and to. So it would tbcn read:
Belieues that the European Export Bank sbould
mahe a significant conlribution to tbe contptlitiut'
ness oJ' Comrnunitl exlrorts on thc world narhtt. I
hope that clarifies

President.

Mr Aiello.

-

Mr Nyborg,

(DK) Mr President, this

to continue to press for further

harmonization ;
although these endeavours have been under way for a
fair number of years without any conspicuous success.

The committee wanted to take this opportunity of
putting on record that the very fact that a European
Export Bank was even being contemplated was not
tantamount to an invitation to cease working towards
harmonization. I feel that it was an excellent move to
have this spelt out in this document and accordingly,

President.

-

I

cannot accept the amendment'

I call Mr Nod.

1l) The idea iust put forward by the
rapporteur,- Mr Nyborg, and indeed propounded
carlier by Mr Dalyell, could constitute the second part
of the amcndment. If the House wishes to keep it, I
agree. \,)flhat I would ask my colleagues is that they
vote for my amendment modifying the first part of
paragraph 2 to make it more positive. After a semicolon, itr" wording of the second part of Mr Nyborg's
text could perfectly well follow.

Mr Nod.

call Mr Aiello.

(I)

I

agree.

could therefore first vote on
and then on the second part of

rUfle

Amendment No I
call Mr Ajello.

?

very vigorously and
is something which was discussed
in great detail in committee, and the committee took
the view that it was right to instruct the Commission

as rapporteur,

a bit.

paragraph 2.

Vhat is the rapporteur's position
rLtPporteur.

-

I

President.

I
President.

-

it

Mr Aiello. - (I) | am sorry, Mr President, but I
think this point needs further clarification.
we vote on Mr Nod's amendment in its present
form we shou,d also be voting on the phrase

If

concerning the harmonization of the terms for
financing and insurance. But Mr Nod's amendment
should read as follows : 'Believes that the European
Export Bank should make a significant contribution
to the competitiveness of Community exPorts on the
world market'. This means that the words : 'to the
harmonization of the terms for financing and insuring
exports and' should be omitted, because otherwise

they will conflict with the Part that immediately
follows for which we are going back to the original
text.

President

-

I

call Mr Ripamonti.

(I) | rise to confirm that I agree
Mr Ripamonti.
which does not seem to me
with Mr Nod's wording,
to conflict with the second Part.
'What Mr Noi is doing is making it clear that the
European Export Bank, in addition to' raising the
world competiveness of Community exPorts also represents a step towards harmonization of credit and insurance. In any case, as regards the first desideratum, the
report itself makes it clear that the Export Bank by its
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Ripamonti
activities will also help to harmonize the problems of
credit availability and insurance. Anybody with a
minimum of experience of multinational projects
knows perfectly well that national measures sometimes present ob:tacles to the joint management of

Paragraph

On

therefore ask that an addition be made to the
text asking the Commission to continue its efforts to
achieve harmonization. Besides, the following paragraph, paragraph 3, it is made clear that the Commission should strive for this and it is urged to strengthen
further its powers in the matter.

-

(I) Mr President, I think I can accept
both Mr Dalyell's
and Mr Ajello's proposals. This will

Mr Noi.

considerably simplify matters and enable us to come
to a conclusion.

President.
The proposal is therefore to delete
from the amendment
the phrase: 'harmonization of
the terms for financing and insuring exports and to

.' and to add to the amendment the second part of
paragraph 2: The Commissron must at the same time

paragraph

facilities.

Since Parliament has no obje ction to the oral modifica-

tion of the amendment, I l)ut Amendment No I so
amended to the vote.
Amendment No I so amended is adopted.
I put paragraph 3 to the vote.
Paragraph 3 is adopted.
On paragraph 4, I have Amendment No 2 by Mr

Noi:

'4. Notes that, after exterrsive consultations

between

experts from the Commission and the economic
circles concerned, not all the parties have'agreed as to
the need to set up a European Export Bank i.

I call Mr Noi.
Mr Nod.

| withdraw it, Mr President, because I
- @ is right in saying
think Mr Dalyell
that it does not add
anything new.
President.

-

drAwn.

Mr Pisoni.

Amendment No 2 is therefore with-

(I)

|

should like to explain my vote

- time urge Members to recognize that
and at the same
paragraph 4 in fact weakens the expression of Parliament's desire to see the Export Bank set up.
In

order, therefore, not to weaken our proposal, I
would ask Members to delete paragraph 4 from the
text of the resolution.
President.

-

I call Mr Guldberg.

Mr Guldberg.
(F) Mr President, I entirely agree
with the last speaker.
This paragraph is absolutely
su

perfluous.

have Amendment

No 3 by Mr

in

view of the fact there are at
of reference for the European

Export Bank, no specific information is available on
the possible volume of business of the Bank, thus
making it impossible to estimate likely costs, and
hence the amount to be charged to the Communiry
budget

i

call Mr Nod.

Mr Noi.

(I)The
of this amendment is simply
- the ideaaim
to substitute
of difficulty for that of impossibility in the estimation of the bank's likely costs.

It seems to me more realistic to say that such estimates are difficult to make rather than to totally deny
that they could be made.
President.

.

.....

5I

present no clear terms

I

call Mr Nod.

vote.

4 is rejected.

'5. Notes that, that,

I would

I

put paragraph 4 to the

Nod:

projects.

Preisident.

- I

President.

rUThat

-

is the rapporteur's position

?

Mr Nyborg, ralr|lrteur.
(DK) Mr President, I do
not feel that there is -any appreciable difference
between the orginal text and the version proposed by

Mr Nod in his amendment. I would therefore like to
say that I have no objection to Mr Noi's amendment
being adopted nor do I have any objection to letting
the existing text stand as
President.

- I

it is.

put Amendment No 3 to the

vote.

Amendment No 3 is adopted.

I

call Lord Brimelow.

Lord Brimelow.
Mr President, I should wish to
make a reservation- on paragraph 8, and therefore I
hope it will not be taken together with paragraphs 5
and7.

President.

-

separate vote

I

Lord Brimelow is therefore asking for

on

a

paragraph 8.

put paragraphs 5 and 7 to the

vote.

6 and 7 are adopted.
I put paragraph 8 to the vote.
Paragraph 8 is adopted.
Paragraphs

I

call Lord Brimelow for a procedural motion.

Lord Brimelow.
Mr President, I did say I wished
to express a reservation
on paragraph 8, and you did
not give me the opportunity of speaking before
proceeding to the vote.

President.

-

as you wanted.

I put paragraph 8 to the vote

separately
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I did say explicity, Mr President,
Lord Brimelow.
that I should have- some reservations to express.
President.

standing, but

has been a misunderthe vote has now taken place.

President,

I

amendments.

to be allowed to make our

reservations.

The proposal is therefore to replace
in the text of the amend-

Amendment No 5 so amended is adopted.

put paragraph 9 so amended to the

Paragraph

I

9 is

vote.

adopted.

call Lord Brimelow for an explanation of

vote.

:

Lord Brimelow.
Mr President, I need not detain
I -was not happy with the use of the
word 'minimal' in paragraph 8 as applied to the right
of intervention of the Commission. It seems to me

in the light of the above remarks, for the
problems that are still unresolved to be re-examined
and for the Commission's proposal to be amended

that the Commission's interventions should be appropriate and well-iudged, which does not necessarily
mean that they should always be minimal. I would
hope that, on occasions, they would be decisive. It
seems to me that the right of coordination and polit-

Lord Brimelow.
a8ree.

President.

-

Reluctantly,

Mr

President, I

the House long.

On paragraph 9 I have 2 amendments

-

Amendment No 4 by Mr

Noi:

9. Calls,

accordingly.

Amendment No 5 tabled by Mr Spicer on behalf
of the European Conservative Group, and Mr
Klepsch, on behalf of the Christian-Democratic
Group aimed at adding the following words to this
paragraph

:

... should be revised accordingly and ltublisbed in the
lorn o.f a dctailed draJt statute at soon as possible, but
not ldter thctn SQttember

1977.

These two amendments can be considered together.

call Mr Nod.

Mr Noi.
(I) | withdraw my amendment, Mr President, and -associate myself with the ideas embodied in
Mr Spicer's and Mr Klepsch's amendments.
President.
drawn.

-

Amendnrent No

4 is

therefore with-

call Mr Spicer.

Mr Spicer.

Mr President,

I am in some

difficulry

on this amendment
now. The Commissioner has explicitly stated
and certainly we would not wish to
argue with -him on this
that it would be quite
impossible

- to be completed by
for any revision

September. So with your permission, and

I hope with

the full support of Mr Dalyell, we will not ask the
impossible. I hope that this House would accept that
Scpttntbcr 1977 should be amended to read Decentbcr
I 977.

am prepared to accept the

As Parliament has no objections to the oral modification of the amendment, I put Amendment No 5 so
amended to the vote.

I

President.
Lord Brimelow, you can still give an
explanation -of vote when the whole of the motion for
a resolution is put to the vote.

I

I

?

ment.

same impression as my colleague that we were going

I

(DK)

-

President.

I think there has been a genuine
- because I was certainly under the
misunderstanding,

-

is the rapporteur's position

'september' -by'December'

must protest.

Mr Dalyell.

-

rU7hat

-

Mr Nyborg.

I am sorry if there

Mr
Lord Brimelow.
(Cq' ol 'Hcar !, bear !)

President.

ical supervision which will fall to the Commission,
should be exercised with due regard to the promptitude and commercial efficiency of the bank's operations. I would not wish the Commission in any way to
abdicate those duties in accordance with the use of
the word 'minimal' in paragraph 8. If I had been
given the opportunity to speak, Mr President, I would
have proposed the deletion of paragraph 8. It seems to
me that this question of the scope of the Commission's intervention is one of the many problems to be
given further study and to be the subiect of recommendations from the Commission as a result of that study.
President.

-

I

call Mr Dalyell.

Mr Dalyell.

Mr President, I would like
- views of my colleague, andtoIassociate
myself with the
think it
is actually more than simply a pedantry. I suspect that
the word 'minimal'was introduced in order to please
those who were in some way critical of the proposal as
a whole. Now, I think it is quite a serious matter,
when we are discussing these things, to allow words in
which, in fact, take away from the strength of the
proposal. I go along very strongly with what Lord
Brimelow said.
President.

-

Mr Guldberg.

I

call Mr Guldberg.

(F)

I think this is a mistake in

- the word does not appear
translation because
Danish text.

in

the
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President.
I must say that no amendment aimed
- correction
at a linguistic
has been received.
I call Mr Dalyell.

Mr Dalyell.

I, like

many others

do not

Danish and if -there really is a discrepancy in the text,
could we have a statement tomorrow or the next day,
at the convenience of the chair, as to what the position actually is ? If Mr Guldberg is righq
and I am

sure that he
consequence.

is

-

- of
this is a matter

, OJ C 133 of 6. 6.1977.

Tuesday,

ncxt sitting

The next sitting will be held tomorrow,
1977, at 9.30 a.m. and 3 p.m. with

l0- May

the following agenda:

-

Vote on the urgency of the \Valz motion for a resolution on licence fees

-

Joint debate on various energy matters

some

In any case, before the final text is
- linguistic
published, any
discrepancies between the
different texts will be corrected.
Subiect to this reservation, I put the whole of the
motion for a resolution to the vote.
The resolution is adopted. I
President.

20. Agcnda .fbr

President.
read

35

-

Statement by the Council and the Commission and
Shaw report on the budgetary policy lor 1978

- At 3 p.m.: Question

Time.

The sitting is closed.

(Tbe sittittg wds closed

at

9 p.n.)
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which Member States derive a low revenue from the
granting of licences and have to Pay substantial
licence fees to third countries (Doc. 75177).

IN THE CHAIR: MR COLOMBO
President

(Tbe sitting was opened

at

I

now consult the Assembly on the adoption of urgent

procedure.

9.30 a.m)

Are there any obiections
President.

The sitting is open.

l.

Approual of tbe minutes

The minutes of proceedings of yesterPresident.
day's sitting-have been distributed.
Are there any comments

I

Urgent procedure is adopted.
I propose that this motion for a resolution be taken
the last item on today's agenda.
Are there objections ?
That is

?

3. Energ problems

Mr President,

I

do not want to make

- of molehills, but as draftsman for the
out

mountains
Committee on Budgets on the proposal on the Export
Bank, and on behalf also of Lord Brimelow, who is
the spokesman for the Socialist Group, I would like to

ask whether some time today or tomorrow, at the
convenience of the Chair, there could be a statement

on the misunderstanding, which

I

believe is rather

President.

-

a

Commission

Subject: Pollution

(a) place a serious burden on the environment,
(b) can have serious effects on human health.
The Commission is' therefore asked the following
questions

l.

evaluate

the level of

pollution

by new power

?

2. Does it feel thaf the existing environmental protec'
tion measures introduced by the Community and
the Member States in connection with coal and oilfired power-stations (desulphurization, air-filters,
etc). are sufficient to meet present or future environmental and health Protection standards ?

3. Is there evidence to show that present

safery-mea-

sures in connection with radiation Protection in
existing nuclear power-stations are inadequate ?

4.

The

Iflhat conclusions have been reached by

the
responsible authorities as regards the need for satisfactory disposal of nuclear waste ?

5. !flhat practical measures does the Commission feel
it should propose with a view to achieving the goal
that all thinking people must desire of ensuring
adequate energy supplies while at the same time
providing proper environmental protection, and
when are any such proposals likely to be made ?

of

resolution

The next item is a vote on the request
President.
in respect of the motion for a
for urgent procedure
resolution, tabled by Mrs Walz, on the need for innovation and research policy measures to be taken by
the Community in the near future in those areas in

it
in

(a) coal,
(b) oil,
(c) nuclear energy

Thank you very much. I think it is a
Mr Dalyell.
- a matter of semantics, because it is a
little more than
point of substance, but thank you very much.

a notiort for a

:

How would

figures) produced
(expressed
stations using

find that answer satisfactory.
I call Mr Dalyell.

respect

energy

the general public over the past few months suSSests
that adequate energy supplies

I know that Vice-President Meintz is
President.
- into this matter and has stated that
already looking
linguistic difficulties will be dealt with as appropriate'
At all events I take note of your statement, and I hope
that will help to get this matter cleared up. I hope you

in

of the environment from

The passionate debate which has developed among

a ruling from the Chair at

2. Decision on urgenq)

:

sources

Bank. It is a matter of some substance and, as both
committees have gone to a great deal of trouble on
this whole issue, it would seem sensible that it should
be cleared up at your convenience today or tomorrow.

?

with debate (Doc. 25177), by Mr

Oral

Jahn,
Question,
- on behalf
of the Committee on the Environment,
Public Health and Consumer Protection, to the

English, which
does not appear apparently in the original Danish text
or in the Dutch text. As will be fnown to the Secretariat of the Parliament, there was ir good deal of discussion on this late last night in relation to the ExPort

President.
Are there any further comments
minutes of -proceedings are approved.

The next item embraces:

Continuation of debate on:

in the resolution in

Perhaps there could be
your discretion.

-

Statement by the Commission on the causes and
effects of the accident on the 'Bravo' oil-rig;

substantial molehill, that has arisen on the use of the

word 'minimal'

as

agreed.

call Mr Dalyell.

Mr Dalyell.

?

-

by Mr Fellermaier,
Mr Adams, Mr Brown, Mr Dalyell,
Edwards, Mr Ellis, Mr Giroud, Mr Kavanagh,

with

debate (Doc 29177),

Flamig,

Mr

Mr
Mr
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Laban, Mr l*zzi, Mr !7illi Miiller, Mr Knud Nielsen,
Mr Schwabe, Mr Seefeld and Mr Spillecke, on behalf

of the Socialist Group, to the Commission of
European Communities

years inspire confidence as to the future public
interest in continuing with this form of electricity

the

:

Subject: Community Nuclear Power Programme

On 3 February, 1977, Commissioner Brunner issued a
statement on the energy situation in the Community.

generation

question, with debate (Doc. 3ll77), by Mr
- Oral
Dalyell, on behalf of the Commirtee on Energy and
Research, to the Commission of the European
Communities:

Referring to the Community's energy guidelines for
1985 (laid down in 1974), he said that the target for
nuclear energy of 13 % of the Community's energy
requirements could not be reached and that a more
realistic figure for 1985 was now only 9 %. He stated
that at present in the Community there were

Subject

stability and social progress in the Community, the
Commission is asked

programme

3. Have such

measures by these or other third countries involved breaches of existing agreements and
contracts or have such agreements and contracts
merely expired and not yet been renewed ?

osing

being

the development of nuclear energy,
Commission please state :

expressed over

situation

5.

?

2. To what extent would a ban on similar light-water
nuclear reactors, at present under construction in
the Community, further reduce the contribution
which nuclear energy could make to fulfilling the
Community's energy needs by 1985

.
-

?

3. !flhat additional reduction would be caused by the
closing down of similar light-water nuclear reacoperation

-

how far would the Communiry's

Oral question, with debate (Doc. 74/77), by

Mrs

Kruchow, on behalf of the Liberal and Democratic
Group, to the Commission of the European Colnmu-

2.

:

-

5. To what extent do other types of nuclear reactor
exist or are in the process of development, the
risks of which are less rhan those in the !flyhl
light-water reactor, and what additional capital and

running costs would the operation of such power?

5. In general, how far does the safety and accident
record of the nuclear-power industry in the
Community and elsewhere over the last twenty

\7ill

state how

it

reached this

?

the Commission draw up proposals making it

possible to save energy without reducing the
amount our societies need ?

dependence
increased and at

?

stations involve

adopt immediately with a view to broadening the
scope of existing possibilities for the supply of
nuclear fuel within the Community ?

conclusion

?

on outside energy sources be
to the Community's balance of
Payments

situation, what
common measures can and must the Community

l. !7ill the Commission

?

how far could alternative energy sources be
found by 1985 from inside the Community

what cost

?

In its communication to the Council of 30 September
1976, the Commission states that 'energy saving is
cheaper than energy investment, which already
absorbs some 25 % of the total industrial investment
of the Community'.

how far could energy-saving compensate for
- the
loss of nuclear power, particularly as

and at what capital cost

?

Subjeet: Community energy policy
due

to such a loss of nuclear capacity and given current
targets for economic growth :

regards electricity generation

present situation

In the light of the prevailing

nities

?

4. In order to avoid an energy shortage in 1985

in the

5. !7hat conditions stipulated by the supplier countries must be met to ar.uie the exiension or
renewal of contracts which have expired or are
about to expire without giving rise to a monopoly

How far it considers the !7yhl nuclear power-station, if completed and put into operation, would
constitute a threat to the safety ol the surrounding

in

nuclear-energy

?

4. !7hat remedial action is the Commission prop-

In view of the great public concem at present

tors already

still supplying the

have on the Community's

radio-active material.

region

Canada

2. What repercussions would such a discontinuation

of Frei-

burg (Baden-I7tirttemberg) imposed a ban on the
construction of the I 350-megawatt light-water
reactor planned to be built at !7yhl, on the grounds
that a nation-wide catastrophe might result in the
event of damage being caused to the reactor's pressure-vessel, which would result in the release of much

l.

:

l. Are the USA and

Community with adequate quantities of nuclear
fuel, or have they discontinued their deliveries ?

14 March 1977, the administrative court

will the

: Supply of nuclear fuels to the Communiry

In view of the importance of a secure supply of
nuclear fuels for economic growth, emptoyment

49 nuclear reactors in operation,
37 nuclear reactors in construction,
37 nuclear reactors planned.

On

?

-

Report by Lord Bessborough, on behalf of the
Committee on Energy and Research, on the proposal
from the Commission of the European Communities
to the Council for a regulation on Community financial measures to promote the use of coal for electricity generation (Doc. 45177).

Oral Question, with debate (Doc.

106177),

by Mr

Fellermaier, on behalf of the Socialist Group, to the
Commission ofthe European Communities :
Subject: Disappearance
uranium

of

200 tonnes

of

natural
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According to reports in the international press, 200
tonnes of natural uranium disappeared in 1968 while
being shipped from Rotterdam to Genoa. Following
this incident several Euratom officials are reported to
have resigned.

l. Are

these reports true

?

The Commission therefore

?

\7hat action has the Commission taken

including action in collaboration with the authorito clarify
ties in the Member States concerned
the circumstances of the incident ?

5. Vhat steps has the Commission taken and what
claims has it asserted in order to recover the

President.

?

it inform of the

incident

?

7. Vhy did rt not inform the European Parliament,
or its appropriate committee, if only on a confidential basis
8.

?

Vhat conclusions has the Commission drawn
with regard to staffing, technical and securiry
arrangements in order to prevent similar incidents

?

-

I

call Mr Fl2imig.

(D) Mr President, I wish to put a
Our agenda indicates that this is
procedural question.
a joint debate. '1tr7e have decided to discuss lointly all
the relevant items entered on the agenda. But if we
now start taking each point separately there will be no
joint debate. \Would it not therefore be better to hear
the Commission's answer at this stage on the other
question, namely that of the lost uranium, and then
open the joint debate ? That would corresPond to the

Mr Fliimig.

agenda.

9. Have there been any other
of a srmrlar nature ?

cases

of this nature or

10. !flhat precautions has the Commission taken to
prevent the recurrence of such incidents ?

All these sub-items will
I call Mr Natali.

be dealt with iointly.

(I)
Mr Natali, Vicc-President of tbe Comm.ission.
Mr President, the Commission has followed closely
and with great concern the accident on the platform
'Bravo' in the Ekofisk field.

It notes that the incident occurred during production
activities undertaken by a private company in an oilfield located in the area of the North Sea where the
Norwegian authorities are responsible for exploiting
the resources of the

the

earliest possible opportunity certain measures which
will be proposed to the Council of Ministers responsible for the environment, which is due to meet on l5

June next.

5. \7hom did

that in

would be appropriate, in the light of experience
gained during this recent incident, to adopt at the

4. Has the Commission established the whereabouts
of the uranium ?

uranium

believes

specific case of hydrocarbon discharge into the sea, it

2. lUho was the original owner of the uranium
3.

pheric precipitation ; the scale of these phenomena is
growing. In addition to the legislative measures now
in preparation at Community level, a whole ranSe of
practical action is also needed.

sea bed.

The Commission was concerned by the scale of this
rncident, whose serious consequences are still difficult
to evaluate at this stage. The Commission is of the
opinion that the Community should have powers and
means of effective intervention in such circumstances
reflection of solidarity between the Member States
themselves and in their relations with third countries
hit by a disaster of this kind. The Commission
belreves that protection of the seas is a duty for all
as a

countries belonging to the international community,
in the intercsts of future gencrations.

In the Commission's view, the Ekofisk incident highlights the need for a more effective policy to combat
pollutron of the seas ; the Commission has never
ceased to strive for the achievement of such a policy.
Tl.rc sea rs threatened not only by hydrocarbon
products but also by a wide variety of waste materials
discharged from the land and polluted forms of atmos-

Mr Fliimig, I would remind you that
President.
this item is- subject to the same procedure as was
followed the last time.
Authors of questions will first make a statement on
their questions, and that will be followed by a general
debate, for which two hours are allowed.
During the debate each group will be allowed to
speak, for the amount of time allocated to it, on any
of the matters being debated.
I call Mr Dalyell.
Mr President, since Mr Natali has
Mr Dalyell.
will there be any opportunity for
made a statement,
asking him factual questions on his statement at an
and I do not mean this in a
early stage, because
-there are certain things that are
derogatory sense
- expansion ? Could we have an
ambiguous and need
opportunity for factual questiorls, because the debate
would be more meaningful if we could ascertain from
and it was a very short statethe short statement
- the Commission does have in
ment
exactly what
mind

-

?

You will be able to put all the quesPresident.
- during the debate, and the Commistions you wish
sioner, Mr Natali, will give such answers as he feels
are appropriate at the end of the debate.

\7e shall now proceed with this item.
I call Lord Bessborough.

Lord Bessborough, r.t\Porttttr. - I Present my
report to this Parliament and, as will be seen in paragraph 2 of my explanatory statement, nuclear capacity
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will in 1985 barely achieve half of the objectives set in
1974. Now this, Mr President, coupled with the fact
that an environmental lobby is opposing the building
of further nuclear power-stations and reprocessing
whether they are successful or not we don't
plants
know - and with the fact that it is estimated that
North -Sea oil is likely to run out by the turn of the
century, that alternative sources such as solar, wind,
wave and geothermal power are only likely to provide
a small percentage of the Communiry's total energy
requirements and that nuclear fusion is still far in the
future, makes an increase in coal production of the

very first importance.
The major producers of coal in the Community are, of
course, the United Kingdom and Germany, smaller
quantities being mined in France, Belgium and
Ireland. The United Kingdom has reserves sufficient
for at least 200 years' production at a rate of 250
million tonnes annually and the Federal Republic is
estimated to possess 150 to 200 years'worth of coal at
an annual production of 90 million tonnes. Coal is

therefore still the Community's largest energy
resource and currently amounts to 20 o/o of total
energy supplies. The Community is faced now with
the problem of improving indigenous energy production at a time when the depressed economies of
Member States have led to a fall in demand for energy
and therefore for coal. The age of plentiful energy is
past and with it the logic that coal-generated energy
should be set aside gradually on account of its labourintensive character and the higher cost of coal-fired
plant relative to oil-fired electricity generation. To a
large extent the ability of the world's major oil-producers to determine ever higher prices for all has
resulted

in

oil-generated electricity costing almost

as

Three types of investment are envisaged : the construction of electricity-generating installations capable of
operating wholly on coal as a primary fuel : secondly,
conversion of installations incapable of operating on
coal to enable them to operate wholly on coal as

primary fuel; thirdly, modernization

of

Senerating

installations which are more than 25 years old in 1980
in order to make them capable of operating on coal as
a primary fuel. In any one year the maximum expenditure will be 50 million European u.a. This commitment, I would emphasize, is complementary to, and
indeed supplements the aids available under the European Coal and Steel Community Treaty and through
the general loan facilities of the European Investment
Bank. As the proposed aid is expressed in European

units of account, its value is to a certain extent
protected from inflation and this, like the Committee
on Budgets, your Committee on Energy and Research
aPProves.

The Community will retain a sanction over the beneficiary undertakings in that 70 % of the total grant will
be paid in seven equal instalments after completion of
the project. It would, Mr President, undermine the
objective of the Community's policy to promote the
use of coal if the installation for which this finance is
being made available were to possess capability to
burn other hydrocarbon fuel. Those enterprises, of
course, which wish to insure themselves against industrial action affecting coal supplies should take appropriate measures by investing in nuclear equipment.
Let those who gain their livelihood by mining coal
understand that here there is a positive measure by
the European Communities to secure that livelihood.
It is one of a number of measures the Communities

are taking to enable a stable market and therefore

to exist. I hope

much as coal-generated. Of course, nuclear-generated

stable labour conditions

target.

Coal stocks stood at almost 29 million tonnes at 28
February this year. These stocks will be the subiect of
other proposals. This fact emphasizes the importance
of the proposal to promote the use of coal in electri-

electricity retains its cost advantage but as I say,
nuclear energy is not coming near to meeting its
recognizes the environmental
problems which can result from the production and
utilization of coal. It nevertheless feels that with
careful planning and in modern mines with modern

Your committee

this
equipment the environmental disadvantages
- to a
'dirty job' as it is called
can be reduced
minimum.

The purpose of the present proposal is therefore to
promote the use of coal in electriciry generation, and
on behalf of the Committee on Energy and Research I
commend it to this House. It is an endeavour to place
coal on its own, on a competitive level with oil, by
applying Communiry funds to support the difference
in capital cost of coal plant over oil plant, which is
estimated at 20 o/o. To do so, Article 235 of the Treaty
is invoked. It is proposed to make non-repayable

grants totalling 500 million u.a. over l5 years to
Community electricity producers. The grants would
be made available on a case-by-case basis to cover
l0 % of that part of capital investment which contributes directly to the installation of the plant capability
to burn coal.

in

consequence that we can count on stable Production.

city generation.

I would say that the present
the unanimous approval of the

Finally, Mr President,

proposal has

on Energy and Research and also the
approval of the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs and the Committee on Budgets. \7e
believe that at least 20 % of the proposed aid should
be allocated solely to electricity suppliers committed
Committee

to the

use

of

Community fuel.

To this end

the

committee proposes, as you will see, an amendment to
Article 5 of the proposal. !7e strongly believe that the

of Community coal, rather than imported coal,
should be emphasized and that priority should be
use

given to the use of Community coal, although we still
envisage some cheap coal being imported from
outside the Community.
Mr President, I commend this Commission proposal

to this

House.

(Applause)

President.

-

I

call Mrs Kruchow.
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(DK) On various occasions since
Mrs Kruchow.
1973, the Commission
has produced comprehensive
reports, not merely on Member States' energy-supply

information to put before this House an express view
about a development on which there has been considerable press speculation this week and of which this

problems, but also on the world situation and growing

House should rightfully concern itself
taining the facts.

difficulties

in the

industrialized countries. The
Commission's communication to the Council of 30

September 1975 states that energy savings are cheaper

with

ascer-

than energy investments, which already account for
25 0/o of the Communify's total industrial investment.

'$7e

Can the Commission put forward proposals for saving
energy without reducing the energy resources our
society needs ? As was stated during today's debate

into nuclear technology it may in itself be harmless,
but it has been pointed out with justified concern that
this amount of uranium ore can be converted into
something like 30 nuclear bombs. This circulation of
raw materials in ever-increasing amounts around the
world naturally causes considerable concern. It is the

and at the last part-session, the Community is very
dependent on imported energy, and although agreement was reached tn 1974 on common energy-policy
objectives, very little progress has been made as
regards dependence on imported energy and oil. The
Community is scarcely less than 50 % dependent on

them for the time being. Despite hopes of an
of sources of energy other than oil, oil
will continue to be our main source of energy for
some time. It is estimated that the Community will
need 12 million barrels of imported oil a day in 1985;
today we import l0 million barrels. These additional
amounts are to come from the Middle East and in
particular from Saudi Arabia. It is, however, most
unlikely that Saudi Arabia will increase its production
or that we shall increase our imports as estimated. It is
therefore essential to know how the Commission

are concerned about press accounts of the disappearance of 200 tons of uranium fuel. It is said, of
course, that without the process which transforms it

responsibility of this Assembly to ascertain the facts,
and indeed to ask the Commission to give us a statement in order that we may make a correct assessment
of the allegations made in the press.

increased use

thinks regular and important energy savings can

in

be

industry, public administration or private
households without seriously reducing our standard of
made
living.

The Commission's communication to the Council
states that energy savings are cheaper than energy
investments. 'W'e must therefore have a satisfactory
answer if at all possible. Let us have more and more
detailed information than we have had so far on how
that conclusion was reached in the communication on
energy savings and on what large-scale energy-saving
measures can generally be introduced in the Member
States. It is not enough to know, as we have done for
several years, that we have taken the wrong turning:
we must force ourselves to change the direction we
have taken.

President.

-

I

call Mr Prescott.

I
all Parliamentarians at some
- think
Mr President,
after the debate yesterday have an

Mr Prescott.
stage,

understanding of when they might come on and then

begin to write the speech for that occasion, only to
find yet again that it's not that way ; so I shall attempt,
in what is an extremely difficult exposition of a difficult problem, about which there is little confirmed

This is important for a number of reasons. One is that
the world decided through the United Nations to establish an international atomic energy agency, based in

in which all movements of such ores would
be controlled by international legislation. All move-

Vienna,

ments of such ores from one country to another were
agency. Naturally this was a
requirement for very understandable security reasons.
The Community requested a derogation from this
responsibilify, arguing that it did not want to report
movements of such ores within the Community to the
United Nations, apparently for the reason that Russia
and other Eastern-Bloc countries were members of the
United Nations. It was decided, as I understand it
from the documents I have been able to get, thanks to
the information services of this Parliament, that we
should therefore report all movements of uranium

to be reported to this

ores

to Euratom.

\7hat is at question here today is whether the procedures and controls imposed by Euratom are sufficient
to guarantee the security needed in the movement of
such ores. I note in the Official Journal of the European Communities a Commission Regulation
(Euratom) dated l9 October 1976 concerning the

application of the provisions on Euratom safeguards.
It is made clear in this document that the agreement
contains an undertaking entered into by the Commu-

nity concerning the application of safeguards to
source and special fissile materials on the territory of
those Community Member States which have no
nuclear weapons of their own. This makes it clear that
we have a direct responsibility, and giving that assurance in treaty form, presumably at that stage in 1976,
so many years after this incident, may well have more
to do with reassuring people like America, particularly
as she has apparently agreed, from what I understand
of President Carter's statements, to provide enriched
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It therefore is all the
more essential to assure the rest of the international
community that the institutions we have set up on a
European basis are equal to the task of controlling the
movement of such ores.
uranium to European countries.

I

am bound to say that if we are to believe what is said
statements by officials of

in the press, and, indeed,

these organizations who are not employed by these
organizations at present, about an incident in 7969, ot
which, I believe, so far there has been no denial, then
there are considerable grounds for concern as to
whether our checks and controls are sufficient to meet
even that obligation which we entered into with the
United Nations to control such movements in the
European arena. It is true that we are increasingly
concerned about the movement of such ores, particularly with the development of nuclear technology and
the proliferation of nuclear weapons which we have
seen and which is highly critical at the present stage
in world affairs. The implications, therefore, of this
and particularly
incident are important. It is for us

from all the
this Assembly, which has representatives
nations in the Community
to establish in our own

- not bring in further
minds whether we should
changes in order to satisfy ourselves that such an incident, supposed to have taken place in 1969, will not
occur again.

I do not wish to reiterate published explanations of
what this incident in technical terms is about, but the
principle involves the movement of some ore bought
by a company in one of the Community countries (in
this case $7'estern Germany) from another country (in
this case Belgium) and sold to another company in
another country (in this case ltaly) of the Community.
Three Community countries, therefore,

namely
'l7estern
Germany, Belgium and ltaly, are, as I understand it, all involved in one way or another, whether
through the activities of companies or the registration
of ships, in the incident. It is assumed that this cargo
disappeared, but no one is saying publicly where the
cargo went. The ship is still about, apparently ; the
press was able to find out where the ship is now, and

even showed photograhs of it in the British papers.
Admittedly, it has changed its name and ownership,
but that is one of the peculiar features of this incident.
It is quite clear, however, from the statements that

have been made, that

a

number

of

European

companies have been involved in the transfer of
uranium outside the existing control regulations.
Secondly, when

the incident was

discovered and

reported to the Euratom control, the intergovernmental agency responsible, they themselves did not
apparently have sufficient resources to find out where
exactly this cargo went, even though they had the
responsibiliry to record where the ore was purchased,
where it was being delivered, and to ensure that it was
passing into responsible hands. In this case, it seems

that a cargo goes from A to B, the Euratom body
which has the responsibility sends inspectors to find
out where the vessel went, and they can find no trace

of the cargo. Now, quite frankly, however we look at
and this is not denied, I think, by the Commisthat
sion -

there are misssing resources, there is a breach

- obligations and responsibilities under these
in our
Treaties, and what this Assembly should be
demanding to know is: how far has the Commission
in ascertaining where the cargo went ? There
have been speculations that it may have gone to Israel
and also that it may have gone to an Arab country. I
do not seek to make that political point as to where it
went. The real responsibility of this Assembly is that
it disappeared, and the body that is given the responsibiliry to investigate has some direct responsibility to

gone

report to this Assembly.

Now I have attempted to look into the responsibilities
these commissions to the Assembly. Under the
Treaty, as I understand it, the Euratom Commission
has the responsibility to report to the Council of
Ministers and give an annual report to this Assembly.
Now, of the annual reports that I have tried to look
through, unfortunately only one is in English and two
I am doing my best to learn some
are in French
I am not able to give them
French, but unfortunately
the proper examination. But it does seem quite clear
that no mention was made of this incident in any of
the reports to this Assembly. \7hat we would like to
know is: was any mention of this incident made to
the Council of Ministers ? If the Council of Ministers
did receive a report, presumably it was given in secret.
If the Council of Ministers were not given the information, then quite clearly the issue is : who made the

of

decision that the incident should not have been
reported, either to this House or to the Council of
Ministers ? Now clearly that would be a political decision, however we look at it, made by a body that is
not, in any way, democratically accountable and
which should be under an obligation to give some

kind of statement to this
Now, it is true
Euratom in this

and

I

House.

have some sympathy with

that they may not have

the

- operation like this, to find out
in a devious
what happened to the cargo. So they appealed, as I
resources,

understand it, to the intelligence agencies of the
various countries involved who, they believed, has the
resources to be able to make the investigation. Now, if
those intelligence organizations then made a report, to
individual
whom did they make the report ?
- to theand having
States, to the Euratom Commission ?

not, in
received that report, who made the decision

fact, to make any public disclosure about this matter, a
matter which involves a breach of the responsibilities
of this House, the responsibilities of the Euratom
Commission and the responsibilities of Europe, under

its Treaty obligations, to the United Nations

?
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Now what I am seeking to find out, and what my
group wishes the Commission to make clear, is: can
they tell us whether there was a cover-up by securiry
agents, by the intervention, possibly, of certain states
in this case, at a time when the incidents in America
in 1969 and 1970 left a lot to be desired, as we have

in the last few months ? Did somebody
make a decision that, although they knew where the
cargo went, for political reasons, they were not going
to disclose it ? If so, that is a decision in breach of the
obligation on every nation under the Euratom Treaty,
and what the Commission have a responsibiliry to do
today, on behalf of the Euratom Commission as signatories to the report to this Assembly, is to make clear
to this House exactly what the facts of the situation
are. My group and I will listen carefully to what the
Commissioner says. We believe, quite frankly, that a
found out

committee

of this

House should investigate the

circumstances of this incident. An American Senate
committee is looking into the intelligence activities of
its own organization in this affair. The very least that
the first democratical!y accountable body, namely this
Assembly, should do is to investigate the facts. \U7e
cannot simply leave it to the Commission to make
this kind of decision. It is our responsibility now to
investigate ...
(Crics oJ 'Hcar

...

!

bcar !)

to ascertain the facts and to

assure the world that

the controls that we impose on the movements of ores
are adequate and are subject to democratic accountability. Do not let us have Vatergate overtones in a
matter of such an essential nature. I hope the Commission can assure us here this morning that they can tell
us exactly what happened in the affair, and how it will
be prevented from happening again.
(Applau.tc)

President.

-

I

call Mr Brunner.

Mr Brunner, lVe ntbar o.f tbe Conmission.
- (D)Mr
President, I shall begin with a brief answer
to Mrs
Kruchow's question. I take it that we shall be able to
look more closely in the debate at the subject of energy-saving and coal
I am grateful to Lord Bessborough for raising.-I shall be brief because I want

to

consider the matter raised by Mr Prescott,
which also relates to the Socialist Group's question.
also

On the subject of energy-saving : we have set ourselves
an ambitious target.

l5

o/o

on

IUTe

have said that we want to save
our energy consumption by 1985. To some

extent this energy can be saved without new investments. This is particularly true if we maintain correct
speeds in our motor-vehicles, and also decide to travel
to work together wherever possible, so that not every
car taking people to work in the morning has only
one passenger. These are all possible measures which
cost no extra money and would in fact save money.

!7e have made a number of recommendations to the
Council of Ministers. They were adopted by the
Council in May 1976. There were five recommendations in all, relating to the more economical use of
energ'y, e.9., the improvement of road transport and
the more rational use of motor-vehicles. But we want
to do more in this area. We cannot be content with
these recommendations alone. We must now issue
directives as well.

Other measures are also possible, and Mrs Kruchow
rightly pointed out that they will cost money. They
include the insulation of old buildings and the
development of better thermal insulating materials for

new buildings. They include every single

measure

capable of contributing to better thermodynamic efficiency. These measures all cost money. But the expenditure is justified because in the long term it results in

on oil
imports. It is also worthwhile because it may lead to
the creation of new jobs. Ve have calculated that
simply by introducing a rational thermal insulation
process it would be possible to create 700 000 lobs in
the Community by the mid-80s. That is particularly
important under the present conditions.
energy savings and reduced dependence

I believe that we can look at the details later on in the
debate, if Mrs Kruchow agrees.

I turn now to the questions by Mr Prescott and
the Socialist Group ?
My

Let me make

it

clear from the outset that

these

matters should be discussed in a calm frame of mind.
Unless we do that it will not be possible to determine
the facts and the legal situation clearly. But we must
do so especially as these events occurred in I 968
that is to say, several years ago. 1tr7e must therefore
look carefully at the situation as it was in 1958, and I
want to draw a distinction between the facts and the
legal situation as it then was. You are all pretty
familiar with the facts from newspaper accounts : in

1968 a German firm. ASMARA-Chemie of Hessen,
acting as agent for a client which it did not name,
ordered 200 tons of oxidized natural uranium from a
Belgian company, the Soci6t6 G6n6rale des Minerals
Belges. These 200 tons of oxidized natural uranium
were purportedly to be used for were purportedly to
be used for the manufacture of catalysts in the petro-

chemical industry. The declared purpose was thus
non-nuclear. The material was to be processed by an
Italian company, which is why the 200 tons of natural
uranium were to be shipped from Antwerp to Genoa.
After some time, in answer to enquiries by the
Commission's services, the Italian company reported
that the material had not arrived. The Commission's
services then informed the responsible security depart-

ments in the three countries concerned, which set up

an investigation. At the same time the Conrmission
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informed the Council of Ministers, through a confiden-

tial communication to the permanent
Later, when the ship was traced,

representatives.

it was established

not by the Commission but by the national criminal

police services to whom the case had been referred

that the ship's log-book did not contain the pages
relating to this voyage. It was further found that the
crew had changed and that the vessel was sailing
under a different flag than when it had put out from
Antwerp. It was then established that oil had been
poured over the pages of the engineroom log-book
relating to the voyage ; an attempt was made to read
these pages by applying chemical agents to them. The
200 tons of natural uranium were not found again ;
those are the facts.
(Lcrugbtcr)

You can laugh if you like, or say that this is a disastrous security system. That is the impression that
some people are trying to give ten years after the
event. They are making a big mistake . . . .
(Intcrruption

:

'Thc autbors

o.f.

the question certainly

are not.)
..

. No, the authors of the question surely are not.
I suppose that they are

How could

authorities were also successful within certain limits.
They were able to reconstruct to course of events in
some detail and then notified the Commission of
their finding ; but they demanded strict secrecy and
gave no information in writing. In order to reach a
verdict on the whole incident, I think we must now
look again at the legal situation as it then was, because
I believe that Mr Prescott's remarks, which are useful
in that they draw attention to certain areas where
there is room for improvement, also introduce a
measure of confusion, perhaps through a lack of legal

information.
Firstly, the non-proliferation pact was not yet in force

at the time, i.e. in 1958. All the controls accompanying that pact did not therefore apply. Secondly, the
Vienna Atomic Energy Agency, a UN body, existed

but did not have any very considerable or extensive
control system. Thirdly, Euratom was not competent
to deal with the inspection of transport on the high
seas. At the time, transport and intermediate storage
were not included in the Euratom control system. In
other words, the system prevailing at the time was
fairly rudimentary and the special aspect of physical
protection had not yet received much attention.

?

Let us not then make the mistake of viewing events of
The fact of the matter is that at that time the transport
of this material was not governed by any particular
safety precautions anywhere in the world. That was
the situation at the time. Oxidized natural uranium is

not a material from which a bomb can easily be
constructed. Let us not delude ourselves ! Recent
discussions have left me with the impression that
some people believe that any fourteen-year-old can
knock a bomb together at home simply because he
lives near a light-water reactor.

1958 from the standpoint

of the

situation as

then. Transport of that ore was not subject to any security regulations anywhere in the world at that time.
The problem was not one of safeguards within the
meaning of the non-proliferation pact, but in reality a

problem which was not felt to be important until
much later : that of protection in transit and protec-

tion of installations.
In technical parlance this is called physical protection.
The need for greater physical protection was only
recognized much later, some time after the entry into
force of the non-proliferation pact. In this particular
instance the Commission's services, with the modest

means at their disposal, functioned extraordinarily
well, because they detected the loss of a material
which was not subject to special controls at the time.
They did everything that was necessary. The informed
the national security authorities who were responsible
for investigating such incidents. The national security

is

attention to that.

If you say that this control

system is worthless,

only answer that you are mistaken.

Let us keep these matters in their true perspective.
The material concerned was not plutonium or highlyenriched uranium, but simply mineral ore. All right

it

today. It would be quite wrong to do that. The fact is
that, given the legal situation as it then was, Euratom
functioned remarkably well. The Euratom control
system is probably the most complete in existence
anywhere in the world. I wanted to draw Mr Prescott's

In

I can

Europe, with
Euratom, we have approximately the same number of
inspectors responsible for inspecting and controlling
civil installations in the nine Community countries, as
the Vienna Atomic Energy Agency has for the whole
world. Let no one, therefore, try to tell me that our
system is not thorough. The system was already good
when this incident occurred, and it has since been
improved substantially. At the time, the system was
not responsible for following and controlling transport
incidents on the high seas. Nevertheless, the incident
was detected and the necessary measures were taken.
Itr7e

do not have any police officers. You cannot
expect Euratom to open detailed investigations in
such cases. I know that you did not say it should, Mr
Prescott, but I must explain the situation
- I shall be
coming to the report in a moment
because I am
not only there to reply to your pointsand I know
- me
that you have no intention of criticizing
today, or
the Commission or even the system as a whole
- but
also to analyse the whole matter in detail, because
we
shall otherwise give a mistaken impression to the
public.
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The system detected the incident, as I said, and undertook the necessary action. The question might well

then have arisen
perhaps it did arise
as to the
- informed.
extent to which -the Parliament could be
That could certainly not have been done in the
general report presented by Euratom to the European

But I can give you no guarantee that the
national authorities conducting the investigation
would say to me before its completion : yes, you may
give that information. And if they refused such authorization, I should have to examine the legal situation
secrecy.

most carefully, because we are then on shaky ground.
I should be giving confidential information on a matter for which the Community itself is
no longer responsible. I presume that the Commission was faced with the same situation back in 1958.

Parliament on its activities. You will understand that if
these security problems are given detailed publiciry,

The fact is that

ously draw attention to the loopholes, and people who
are only too keen to use the loopholes will learn a
great deal about them through publication.

I

the only result will be a loss of security. If you
describe such occurrences in detail, you simultane-

To some extent that applies to our debate, even after
so many years. I should like to report to you on the
innovations which we have made, but hope you will
bear with me if I do not, do so in detail.
IU7e

might have considered at the time
and perhaps
- the Presidid so, I was not there to know
whether
dent of Parliament or one of-its bodies could be

informed confidentially. Politically that would
certainly have been desirable ; But I do not wish to
criticize the people who decided othervrise, and I shall
tell you why. The second stage of the affair, the
enquiry, was conducted by the national security
authorities. From that point on the whole matter was
no longer a Euratom secret, because the investigation
into the incident was certainly not, in law or in prac-

tice, something for the European Communties to

am therefore inclined to say:

Firstly, the system worked

-

the loss was

detected.

Secondly, the national security authorities were not

completely successful. They were not able
where the uranium had been landed.

to

find

Thirdly, we learned a lesson from this incident. How
did we learn ?

From that time on, we included both carriers and
intermediate handling agents in the Euratom control
system, and a supplementary regulation on the matter
was issued with the approval of the Council of Ministers. We also learned a lesson because transport movements had from then on to be reported in advance,
instead of after the event, to the Euratom controllers.
There, too, we learned. And I should like to make a
further point which was not known previously to you.

carry out. Here the difficult question arose
it
- orissonot
seems to me with hindsight : can a secret which
one's own
namely the investigation by the national
security authorities
and the results achieved by them
be divulged ? That is a very difficult question to

A few months after the incident, the same intermediary, ASMARA-Chemie of Hessen, ordered 200 kilogrammes of natural uranium from a different firm.

-answer....

The Euratom control authority noted this order. The
material was on its way to ASMARA-Chemie and the
Euratom control authorities demanded its return to
the consigning company. In other words, no further

Mr Fellermaier.

deliveries were made through ASMARA-Chemie. That
is a further development. This was a second incident,

Commissioner, if you had to
- (D/ in
take a decision today
such a situation as the
Commissioner responsible for nuclear questions,

would you live confidential information to some body

of

Parliament, as

is the

practice

at national level

between governments and parliaments

?

Mr Fellermaier, the next time you wish
to speak I should
be grateful if you would first ask the
Chair for permission, so that the Chair can have the
President.

pleasure of granting it.

I

call Mr Brunner.

Mr Brunner, tVcnrbcr o.f. thc Conntission.
(D)Mr
President, with your permission I shall answer
Mr
Fellermaier's question. In a similar situation today, I
would approach the Member States whose criminal
authorities were conducting the investigation, and I
would ask them for authorization to make a verbal
statement, with no written record, to a body of Parliament in complete confidence and under very strict

with different

material, and

the Euratom

control

system reacted effectively and with great speed.

A word now about the two officials who were involved
int this matter at the time. They were both ltalians,
Mr Cancellario d'Alena and Mr Jacchia. Both of them
behaved honourably and proved their worth in this
matter.

The suggestion that they left the Community services
in connection with this incident is absolutely untrue.
Neither of them left until several years later and they
did so for personal reasons ; afterwards they became
very successful and respected figures. I think we all
owe it to them to say rhat publicly here.

I have told you what happened, and I repeat that we
must make a careful distinction between the facts of
the case and the legal position. rVe must look back
over 8t/: years. At that time conditions were different
everywhere in the world, but a lesson was learned. In
my view, however, we cannot learn enough about
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these matters. That is why it was a good thing for this
question to be put. You see, we cannot learn enough
because we still need common Community norms for
the protection of installations
for physical protection.

\fle have tried to gain acceptance for such common
norms in the Council of Ministers, so far without
success. These matters are still dealt with solely at

Mr

am not, of course, asking for Euratom to have its

own police force and security authority. But it would
be desirable for our standard security norms to be
harmonized and accepted by the Council of Ministers
as minimum norms for all the Community countries.
That would be a step in the right direction. If all this
were to result in an impetus for action by us in the
Commission and by the Council of Ministers, that
would be a most welcome development.
(Applause)

President.
I call Mr Fliimig to speak on behalf of
the Socialist- Group.

Mr Fliimig.
(D) Mr President, we are holding a
- six
joint debate on
different topics, ranging from the
accident on the Bravo oil-drilling platform to environmental pollution, lost uranium, security problems,
common energy policy and even coal policy
all
matters which involve many problems and opposing
views. rU(hich of us politicians could stand up and
say : all this is clear to me, I can see no problems, I
have no questions to be answered ? In reality, the wide

of the topics under

discussion in this joint
debate shows that the energy-policy problem has to
be considered from many different angles.

variety

For us, the first problem is that no political decision
can be taken ori energy policy without reference to
the technical factors and influences. A modicum of
technical knowledge would be desirable, but the situation can only be clarified in reality by the experts. Let

me illustrate this by an example:

Commissioner

Natali said that the Community must take action and
would seek advice before doing so. This is enough to
show the helpess position of the administrative apparatus, if I may put it like that, and the unavoidable
constraints. \7hen the green light has been given for a
particular technical development such as drilling in
the North Sea, technical risks must obviously be taken
into account. And when a decision is taken to build a
nuclear power-station, effects, risks and problems right

through to the question of waste disposal must be
allowed for. One of my colleagues wilL be giving our
views on this incident in the North Sea. I just want to
say this : when we hear that a valve was wrongly fitted,
that raises at once the question of the need for proper
technical supervision of such dangerous installations.
It probably also raises the legal question of liability.
Europe's tax-payers must not be expected to foot the

bill

here.

with

another

(Applause)

national level.

I

Brunner's remarks provided us

example of political decisions and effects in the energy-policy sector. Mr Brunner, may I, on behalf of the
Socialist Group, thank you first of all for the frankness
with which you replied. It takes some courage to say
that we have to learn and have indeed learned...

..

. You say that we should look at

these matters

calmly. Mr Brunner, we are willing to do so. I07e know
that the non-proliferation pact was not in force at the
time and we know, too, that uranium oxide is not in

itself a bomb, because you explained

to us in

an

earlier statement how enormous installations and electricy consumption are needed to enrich uranium.
Remembering that in 1968 only the gas diffusion
method was used and that there were not yet any gas
ultra-centrifuges or separator nozzles, it is quite clear
that no bombs could have been produced at that time
with the uranium oxide. Today, however, the situation
is quite different, Mr Brunner, and you have not yet
had occasion to go into one aspect of it, although you
will perhaps do so later in the debate : why is this incident suddenly being made so much of nine years later
if the facts are as you described them ? Vho is

making so much
victims

of it and who are the intended

7

'$7e want

the security provisions to be

strictly

respected; v/e owe that to the citizens of Europe. you
say that joint norms are necessary, and we agree ; we
hope that these joint norms will be worked out very

soon, since the risk potential in the whole circuit of
enriched and fissile material is far too great for any
loopholes to be left.

My position on the first problem is that there can be
no political decisions in the energy policy sector
without technical feedback. Mr President, the second
problem is that the experts contradict each other. I
remember being told that offshore oil drilling was
safe, because everything was fully under controi. But
then a major accident occurred in the Gulf of Mexico ;

there was a big fire, and an American expert had
already said before the North Sea accident occurred:

it

was bound

to happen one day. The

always telling us that nuclear energ.y is safe

experts are
in environ-

mental terms and brings no problems, unlike coal and

oil, which liberate sulphur, etc., into the atmosphere.
Later we learned gradually

the time, Mr Brunner

w€, too, are learning all
- that
crypton and argon,

- even tritium in the fusion
yenon and strontium and
process are released, while there are also problems in
that the cooling-water temperature is raised. The

experts therefore contradict one another, and it is very
difficult for us as politicians to find out the real truth.

The third problem is that energy policy cannot be
viewed in isolation from social policy in the broadest
sense, including social security. There are problems
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here, and we shall be going into them in the course of
Mr Giraud will be speaking on them.
- do we need economic growth to mainTo what extent

this debate

tain our standard of living ? To what extent do we
need it to perform our social tasks in the European
Community ? To what extent do we need it to meet
our obligation to assist the third world and, in particular, what links exist between economic growth and
energy supplies ? tU7hat are the constraints in this
area

?

Problem number four is that energy policy must be
viewed globally and cover a long period of time.
Energy supplies must not merely be secured for a few
years; our grandchildren and great grandchildren are
also entitled to adequate supplies of energy to main-

tain their standard of living.
Our grandchildren and their children are entitled to

find adequate supplies of hydrocarbons, coal, natural
oil for their pharmaceutical and chemical
industries. \fle must not have depleted those supplies

gas and

beforehand.

Problem number five is that Europe is not self-sufficient. It cannot be self-sufficient, however much oil is
brought out of the North Sea and however many coalfired power-stations are built and additional coalmines
opened. This means that we are inevitably faced with
the task of reducing the dependence of the European
Community, the dependence on OPEC oil and the
dependence on uranium supplies, since the European
Community has few uranium mines of its own.
'What conclusions do we in the Socialist Group draw
from this ? Our first demand
and we are pleased
- raised it is to save
that the Commission has already
energy. Mr Brunner, you were only able to touch on
this subject and said that we might return to it later.
and this quesThe aim of saving must be set, but
what
tion will have to be considered most-carefully
legal possibilities do we in fact have in the Community for adopting directives which will actually be
respected ? Appeals for economy are not enough, as
we have seen in the case of speed-limits for cars, to
give just one example.

lVe agree with you that there must be new building
regulations, that the technical provisions require
changing and that statutory provisions may be needed

to counteract the waste of petrol or oil for transport
purposes and in the heating of buildings. A particularly rmportant task in the area of energy-saving will
be to do something about the waste of electricity,
which is not basically suited to use for heating rooms
and water.

Thc next demand of the Socialist Group is for the
development of alternative energy sources. We want
nlcasurcs to promote the development of heat-pumps,
solar energy, waste-heat utilization, and we should like

a further study to be made to determine whether the

Community is already making full use of the potential

of

hydro-electricity

and pumped storage power-

stations.

The Socialist Group further considers that safety must
take precedence over economy. \Ufle originally called
for this debate after the \Uflyhl judgment. I remember
the question by -y colleague, Mr Fellermaier, who
which raised the question
took the !(tyhl judgment
of the safety of nuclear power-stations
as an opportuniry to ask the Commission what in- fact was being
done about safety. Are there really progressive differepces between specific types of nuclear power-station 7 What do the terms 'inherent safety' and
'residual risk' mean 7 To what extent can genetic
damage be expected ? Are the statistics of Gofman
and Tamplin

in the USA

correct or faked

?

further conclusion, Commissioner, is this : we
believe that nuclear energy should be used as little as

A

possible or, to put it differently, only just as much as
is unavoidable, because we have now learned that we
cannot manage without nuclear power. \We want lightwater reactors to be examined critically in order to

determine how the waste disposal problem can be
solved. $7e maintain, not that plutonium should be
disposed of, as suggested by President Carter who, in
his own country, has a gigantic potential of uranium
(incidentally, we recently learned that the gigantic
overkill capacity of atom-bombs can be used to make
an enormous quantity of nuclear fuel for light-water
reactors), plutonium should not be finally disposed of
but be used further in light-water or fast-breeder reactors. \Ufle also maintain, unlike the Americans, that
fast-breeder reactors are necessary in the Community
because they give sixty times the utilization of nuclear

fuel. Very seriously, however, we wonder, Commissioner, whether, when choosing the sites of fastbreeder reactors, very stringent security measures
should not be taken ; in other words, whether these
reactors should not preferably be sited at points where
and in partithe least damage to the environment
can be expected.
cular to the population

-

Finally, we also want to see the development of hightemperature reactors. We note with some regret that

only the Community, and only one country in the
Community, is working seriously on such reactors.
We also understand, and this, too, is a safety aspect,
high-temperature reactors work with 90 o/o
enriched uranium, so that the proliferation question

that

comes

into play. Ve should

therefore

like

the

Community and you, Commissioner, to consider once
again to what extent the British model of advanced
gas-cooled reactors might be an alternative ; and this
also applies to the Canadian CANDU reactor.
Outside in the lobby, someone has set up a model of
perhaps you were responsiblc,
the JET system
Commissioner, in -which case we are grateful to you.
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This shows how gigantic would be the

machine

planned by the Commission as a step towards a solution of the problem how fission can be replaced by
fusion, thus imitating the process which takes place

on the

sun.

Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
may I end by noting that my comments have only
given a general summary of energy-policy problems.
A joint debate of this kind cannot bring the results
Commissioner,

which we in the Socialist Group want to see. \Ufle therefore welcome the fact that further specific debates are
planned over the next few months. \7e have heard
that another debate is to be held in the autumn on
the problems of waste disposal and removal of spent
nuclear power-stations. !tr7e are convinced that great
attention must also be given to the subject of coal,
raised in Lord Bessborough's report, and in particular

on our oil and uranium supplies. In this connection. I
have some criticisms to make of President Carter's
energy programme, which is of vital importance to us
in Europe. It was no accident that this topic was
omitted from the economic summit and left to bilateral negotiations ; the new French uranium-enrichment process was no doubt a contributory factor to
this decision. In the final analysis, security of supplies
to the Western industrial nations and to Japan, which
are poor in raw materials, is at stake here.

I shall be brief on the Bravo incident. This was a case
of human failure and better safery regulations would
no doubt have prevented the accident from occurring
at all. But we must be clear about one thing : if safety
is to be increased to the necessary degree, very high
costs will result for the extracted oil. And before

to the aspects of safety and safeguards
which are
- course of
not identical. I hcpe now that in the further
this debate other members of the Socialist Group will
have an opportunity to comment on specific matters.
May I end by thanking you, Mr Brunner, once again
for your readiness to give us such frank and full infor-

dents

mation.

enough, while small production incidents have gener-

(Applan;c)

ally been overlooked. However, the Bravo incident

IN THE CHAIR: MR

YEATS

Vicc-President

President.
I call Mrs \(alz to speak on behalf of
the Christian-Democratic
Group.

Mrs Ylalz.
(D) Mr President, ladies and
as spokesman for the ChristianDemocratic Group, I shall be commenting on items

gentlemen,

63, 24, 25, 26 and 64 on the agenda, while my
will be speaking on Lord Bessborough's excellent report, which was approved by all

colleague, Mr Zeyer,

the committees concerned.

The report and the oral questions, like the Commission's communications on the Bravo drilling platform
incident and on the disappearance of natural uranium
we for our part somewhat regret that the latter
-rather delicate
question was put at all
all lead back

to three basic questions.

-

Firstly, how safe are our energy supplies in general ?
Secondly, how good are the safety provisions for the
various sources of energy, and, thirdly, the closely-related question already put by Mr Jahn : what loads on
the environment and on man are reasonable and tolerable if we are to protect the environment as far as
possible while at the same time maintaining and
increasing the number of jobs ?

Let me now look very briefly at the individual questions, before making a number of general comments

reaching

the conclusion, often put about by

our

popular magazines, that offshore drilling should cease
altogether before the seas are completely ruined, let us

remember that 20 7o of world oil production is
effected offshore. So far attention has focused on acci-

to

super-tankers,

which have been serious

shows clearly that stronger safety-measures must be
taken. These measures will increase the price of oil.
However, we cannot abandon offshore drilling, just as
we cannot give up nuclear energy unless we wish to
return to a pre-industrial society.

rVe particularly welcome the question put by Mrs
Kruchow and the Liberal Group. Mr Carter, too, has
appealed to his nation to save energ'y and tried to
shake us all out of our torpor. Ve in Europe have not
made use of the energy crisis, even though it has
resulted in a two-year recession and growing unemployment. \tr7e felt as though we had escaped once
again and that we did not really need to take any
measures even though an end to the use of fossil-energy sources, apart from coal, could already be foreseen and, with the increase in world consumption, a
worldwide struggle for available oil resources is likely
to begin as early as 1985. America is the Western
world's biggest consumer. The American consumer
takes about twice as much energy as his German coun-

terpart, and industry in America consumes 38 0/o
more per unit of production than in Germany. In this
respect the ratio is even more unfavourable between
America and Sweden.
Research into energy-saving techniques must be continued, but is not all-important. No exaggerated expecta-

tions should be placed in it, since fundamental physical and technical factors reduce the room for savings
considerably. Research is needed above all into better

of available energy. Energy losses in conversion
and consumption are estimated at some 54 o/o of.
primary energy supplies. Here the possibilities for
uses

saving must be considerable.
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Mr Jahn's worthwhile question about environmental
pollution by energy sources unfortunately overlooks
the principal source of pollution of the environment
namely, man himself with his household waste and

-cars. Every industry,

especially the chemical industry,
also creates specific environmental pollution. It must
be clearly recognized that every form of environmental pollution results in the increased use of
enerSy.

The energy committee's questions, put with

such

vigour and eloquence by Mr Dalyell, seem to have lost

their immediate topicaliry after the latest developments, especially in the USA. They do still apply to
Canada, however, and extreme cauiion is called for
here. President Carter has given a commitment that

America

will continue to supply uranium,

enriched

uranium and highly-enriched uranium for research
reactors whose activities would have had to be
suspended

in the near future without such a promise.

However, Mr Carter has reserved for himself the deci-

sion on supplies of amounts of highly-enriched
uranium in excess of 15 kg. So far an end to the
embargo has been announced, but no actual deliveries
have been made. At his press conference ol 2 May,

President Carter did, however, give the following
answer to the question whether fuel elements from

the USA could be reprocessed by third countries:
'Now and in the future'. I hope that President Carter
had carefully considered the implications of those
words: now and

in the future.

'![e must all be grateful to President Carter for his
enerS'y message to the nations, which made it
perfectly clear to the whole world that our fossil fuel
reserves are exhaustible. That messaS€ was particularly
meritorious in that it was given in a country which is
so rich in raw materials and accustomed to waste. May
he succeed where Presidents Nixon and Ford failed, as
we did, too, after the oil-crisis ! The programme will,
however, require considerable amendment. Carter's
programme is not applicable to Japan and the EEC,
which are short on raw-material resources. According
to a recent forecast published in the OECD's 'tY'orld

Energ Outlook', a rise in world mlneral-oil consumption of close on 50 % may be expected,in the next
few years. Given the increasing demand and tight
supply situation, increasing stresses must be expected
to develop on the world petroleum market in the
1980s. Some 700/o of all oil reserves are to be found
in the OPEC bountries, which thus maintain their
I say
dominant position in the world. The possible
- the
possible
misuse of oil as a political weapon,
possibility- of a controlled oil shortage, the understandable reluctance of the OPEC countries to increase
their production by a further 70 o/o
all these factors
- for substitute
make it necessary for us to look around
enerSy sources; here nuclear energy is a possible solu-

tion in addition to solar, wind, water and geothermal
energy ; nuclear energy, with all its risks but also with
the possibilities offered by reprocessing and fastbreeder reactors ; here, too, we agree with the Socialigt
Group. President Carter, with his warning about the
plutonium industry in Europe, may have been misunderstood to mean that he wanted to limit the use of
nuclear enerS'y as such. That is certainly not the

'We

welcome the questions put by the Socialist Group,

which remain valid even though ITyhl did not set a
precedent. Since, however, nuclear energy certainly

by the turn of the century and the USSR has a similar
figure in mind, according to President Brezhnev, viz.,

power-stations

Carter's observation on the prevention of plutonium
proliferation must be taken very seriously, and we are

energy supplies that had been expected, we
wonder what the consequences will be for employment in our countries. In the Economic Affairs
Ministry in Bonn we once made the following calcu-

: if the

construction

of nuclear

were totally suspended at the current level of 6 500
megawatts, power-cuts would have to be made as early
as 1980. Assuming completion of the still undisturbed
power-stations and of those at Brokdorf and lryhl,
giving 21 000 megawatts by 1985, there would still be
o/o. That would mean a loss
on the gross domestic product ol lYz o/o and an unem-

an energy shortfall of. l0

ployment level of 8 %. !7hat is the Commission's
view of these calculations ? Have similar calculations
been made in other countries, and is the relationship
between energy availabiliry and unemployment really
as close as assumed in the Economic Affairs Ministry ?
Mr Flnmig has put that question.

I now make a few remarks going beyond the
specific questions on the problems of our energy
supplies, in particular in the area of nuclear energy.
May

between 300 an 500 light-water-reactor power-stations

total
must

will not be able to provide the percentage of

lation

case.

to the

latest declaration by the Carter
administration, the United Sutes is planning to have

According

a further 500 new light-water reactors in each country.

horrified at the thought that there might be new
nuclear powers. But developments cannot be turned
back twenty years. Nine countries already have their
own uranium enrichment potential, and fourteen
countries have large or small processing facilities for
irradiated fuel elements. For several years, a great
many countries have been operating large research
reactors and thus already have sufficient fuel to manufacture nuclear weapons. The methods of fuel reprocessing have been published in technical journals for
a long time now. In a recentlly-published study, the
American Ford Foundation reached the fatal conclu-

sion that the production

of

nuclear weapons

is

possible today even without the operation of power
reactors and even substantially cheaper. The Pandora's
precisely because of
box has been opened long ago

reactors and
the supply of American light-water
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nuclear technology throughout the world. American
pressure would only strengthen the efforts of countries

which have not signed the non-proliferation treaty to
become nuclear powers in their turn. Yugoslavia is
already raising its voice, and what about India and

!7hat then is to be done ? The answer
not total refusal but better control.
Pakistan ?

is

It cannot be denied that the non-proliferation treaty,
with is clear distinction between nuclear weapon
production and the peaceful uses of atomic energy,
has been to some extent overtaken by recent technological developments, although several non-nuclear
states were only persuaded to sign by the promise of

unimpeded peaceful utlization of nuclear energy. It
may have to be recognized that new and perhaps
more reliable methods of control will need to be
found, while the supplying countries will probably
impose new constraints.
The supplier countries in the West, although certainly
not those in the East, are rightly aware of their responsibility to the world, even if their own energy reserves
make this easier for them and they have, too, the possibility of fast-breeder reactors. An international
consensus must be reached, not only on the pluto-

nium industg, but also on the control of existing
stocks and uses of plutonium ; exemplary controls are
effected by Euratom and the International Atomic

Energy Agency, but presumably further improvements
Mr Brunner has already referred to
this possibiliryin order to persuade the uranium

can be made

supplier countries

to

respect the treaties. In an
is not possible for one side to

Atlantic community, it
insist fully on its sovereign right to decide on deliveries despite agreements entered into by it, while the
other side is thus placed in serious economic and

social difficulties. Those difficulties would only
rebound on Canada and the United States. Incidentally
and this is the irony of the whole atlair
this problem
does not exist in the Eastern bloc, where
the satellite countries are dependent on the Soviet
Union. Here a plutonium potential is being built up
without extensive controls,

give the reprocessing and disposal plants an internacompanies

in the

European

EEC, under the responsibiliry of

Euratom.

!7e hope that the Commission and the

(Applause)

Hougardy.

(F) Mr President, ladies and

However,

I

should like to stress President Carter's

recent statements

on united

states energy policy,

which have made the problems of energy supplies a
topical issue. The broad intentions of Mr Carter's
programme are to place an embargo on the 'sensitive'

export technologies (fuel enrichment and reprocessing), to postpone plutonium recycling indefinitely
and to place the US breeder protorype in cold storage.
But I think it is too soon ro say which of President
Carter's proposals will be accepted, since, if I have
rightly understood the various communiqu6s, the
London Summit decided to set up a special
committee to look into energy problems. On behalf of

the Liberal Group, I should like to say that

the

breeder option must be left open, since it makes a
100 % use of uranium, while in other types of powerstation the figure is only 2 %. I7ith breeder reactors,
world uranium stocks can be increased 50 times, thus
guaranteeing secure world energy supplies. This point
was stressed by the participants in the conference on

nuclear technology transfers held

in

Persepolis last

April, which is the source of my information.
Although the energy situation in which each country
finds itself varies widely, there are a number of factors
at work in Europe which command our attention :
first, there is the problem of the medium-term exhaustion of hydrocarbon supplies, given the present rate of
consumption, and hence steadily rising prices, even
without political blackmail; secondly, there are limits
to the large-scale use of coal as an alternative fuel. !7e
must realize that there are difficulties in mining and
readily switch to it. The decision to go nuclear is therefore justified and has been effectively taken in most
cases. The United States, for instance, take the view
that conventional reactors help them in an essential
way to maintain their dependence on outside sources
at a level compatible with their superpower status ; for
the same reason, the Soviet Union has embarked on
the same course, despite the enormous resources of
Siberia, although these are admittedly located at some
distance from the centres of consumption. The same

holds true for the OPEC countries (lran, Algeria,

individual

will meet with complete success in their
negotiations with the uranium-supplying countries.
Alliances presuppose compromises and that holds
good for both sides.
governments

Mr

gentlemen, this is- a highly interesting debate and I
shall try not to repeat what previous speakers have
said ; the conclusions which Mrs lValz has just drawn
will make this easier for me.

using coal and that a good many consumers cannot

In this situation, there is every reason for the EEC to
reach a common position and speak with a single
voice to America and Canada on the matter of
supplies and in the security sector by harmonizing
safeguard provisions. I agree with Mr Brunner's earliei
remarks on this point. It might also be possible to

tional status! eg, by making them

President.
I call Mr Hougardy to speak on behalf
- and
of the Liberal
Democratic Group.

Libya, Kuwait), who are concerned to make sure that
their development lasts. I believe we made a mistake,
for which we are all to blame, in doing nothing to
inform public opinion of this necessiry. Most diveloped or nearly developed countries, particularly those
of Eastern and Western Europe, Latin America, India
and Japan, have to import the bulk of their energ.y.
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country's standard of living is generally measured
by its per capita GNP and is a direct reflection of
economic activity. Statistics show in every case
without exception that in a given country and in a
given economic situation, increased standards of living
always go hand in hand with higher per capita energy
a
consumption. !7hen it comes to energy savings
moment ago, Mrs lValz drew a comparison between

are wide
Germany and the United States
- there
disparities between countries : each American, for
instance, consumes twice as much energy as a European with the same standard of living. This shows that
the energy savings programme advocated by the
United States could not be applied in exactly the same
way as in Europe, where conditions are different.
Commissioner Brunner made the clear and firm point

that the introduction of nuclear energy in Europe

was

vital to the energy supply, the balance of payments,
employment and the protection of the environment.
Since Europe does not have large enough deposits of
natural uranium to cover its requirements, the nuclear
option clearly cannot give us complete energy independence. However, uranium differs from other energy
products in that it must be treated in a number of
stages from enrichment, manufacture of the fuel
elements, and reprocessing to the storage of waste.
Europe has, or shortly will have, the capacity to carry

out all the stages in this 'fuel cycle' provided that
research continues uninterrupted in order to allay the
fears and suspicions of public opinion, which, I
repeat, has always been

ill

informed.

As to what Europe is doing, I should like to stress
something which has not so far been mentioned. I
refer to the progress of the European uranium enrichment programme, which is the responsibility of
Eurodif. Eurodif was set up for the purpose of

uranium enrichment, and

its

programme

will

be

2 300 000 separarion units in 1979,6 500 000 in 1980
and 8 400 000 in l98l ; the figure for 1982, when
Eurodif will reach its maximum capaciry, will be
10800000 separation units. To give you an idea of
what this means, I would point out that on average
100 000 separation units are required to recharge a
I 000 MrUf reactor. This will show you the extent of
the effort which Eurodif has made in this field.

The Community would like to produce 50 % of its
electricity from nuclear sources in 1985; this would
mean an increase of 15 % in the nuclear contribution
to total energy supply, which seems far from excessive. But what I would like to hear is a clear statement
from the Council and Commission on the state of
implementation of the 1975-85 plan.
The replacement of conventional by nuclear Power-stations in Europe would mean net savings in foreign
exchange. Vith nuclear power, the k!7/hour costs
roughly 25 0/o less than with oil-fired stations. But

from the social point of view (employment), it is most
important to note that where oil is used, rwo-thirds of
kNTh production costs go abroad, mainly to the Arab
countries, for the purchase of crude petroleum,
whereas with the k\(h supplied by nuclear powerstations, the bulk of production costs goes on the
construction of the power-station itself. Such investments remain almost entirely in Europe and provide
work for our factories. The construction of a
I 000-MIf nuclear power-station employs 2 500

people

for five years. Apart from the cost level,

nuclear-generated electricity thus enioys a substantial
additional advantage deriving from the type of costs
involved, since it promotes employment and eases our
balance of payments.

The protection of the environment is a concern which
we all share and that none of us can claim as his own.
and obiectivity
But if we are to remain obiective
- be added that
it must
seems difficult in this area
is entirely without
no form of energy production
danger either for man and the environment. However,
a number of recent studies and more than twenty
years' operating experience have shown that nuclear
power-stations are perfectly 'clean' and extremely safe.

The electricity is produced without oxygen being
burned, no carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide or
sulphur dioxide is given off and there is no dust. It
should be remembered that normal radioactivity in
the proximity of a power-station is so low that it is
generally impossible to distinguish between the increment due to the power-station and fluctuation in
natural radioactivity. As for the elimination of highlevel waste, to which repeated reference is made, this
problem is on the verge of solution, thanks to vitrifica-

tion procedures and

storage

in

stable geological forma-

tions.

But this does not mean that research into the problem
of radioactive waste should not continue to be pushed.
Parliament should keep this under review and insist
that the Council and Commission keep it regularly
informed.

As for the risk of accidents, the Rasmussen Report,
covering 100 reactors operated under American conditions, showed that the chances of thousands of people
dying as a result of a nuclear accident were as high as

with the fall of a meteorite.
I should also like to point out that reactor

safety stand-

in

Europe arc extremely stringent when
compared with those in force in the United States and
even more so with those applicable in the Soviet
Union, where, for the first time, a European-type
confinement belt has been planned in the construction of a I 000-M!7 power-station at Novo-Voronezh.
This is a point which has to be made, since it is one

ards

which the opponents of nuclear power often raise. We
must also be wary of the false rumours spread by
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certain groups of people whose obiect is not always to
defend the environment but rather to transform our
society.

To sum up, if we compare the impact on the environment of the various types of energy production in
general and electricity production in particular, we
can clearly see that the electronuclear option is the
least damaging.

If government indecision were to result in a widespread freeze in planning and operation permission
procedures for nuclear power-stations in Europe, the
consequences would be extremely serious. In the short
term, large sums would have to be paid to manufacturers in compensation for breach of contract. Furthermore, tens of thousands of jobs would be put at risk :
in Germany, trade-union estimates put at 150000 the
number of workers engaged in the construction of l8
nuclear power-stations. Finally, a number of power-stations already in operation would have to be temporarily shut down while improvements were made in
safety standards, automatically causing a power shortage.

The longer-term outlook would necessarily be rising
production costs, uncertain supplies, a deterioration in

the balance of payments and a growing economic
handicap in comparison with countries which
continue with the nuclear option and/or are blessed
with ample energy resources such as the United
States, the Soviet Union and the satellite countries.

To sum up, Mr President, the increase in the price of
all imported raw materials has caught Europe without
a common industrial policy and this has forced us to
reconversion in quite a few sectors of industry. Inflation has caught the Community without a common
economic and monetary policy. Let us hope that the
fourfold increase in oil'piices'and the .orrtro".rry to
which the nuclear issue has given rise will prompt
Europe to pursue a common energy policy-at tie

earliest possible juncture.

Unfortunately, the shilly-shallying and the time lost
over the choice of a site for the JET project do not

hgld out much promise for the common

energy

pblicy. Nevertheless, I have confidence in Commissioner Brunner and I hope that he will continue to
find the energy
right word I think
- oftheEurope.
- to
uphold the interesrs
(Apltlause)

President.
I call Mr Liogier to speak on behalf of
- European
the Group of
Progressive Democrats.

Mr Liogier.

(F) Mr

President, ladies and
gentlemen, on behalf of my Group, I should like to
thank those who tabled the oral questions before the
House, for they have furnished an opportunity to take
stock of one of the most serious problems with which

our society is and will continue to be faced
- thatandof
energy supplies and the related matter of health
envirorimental safety. I shall concentrate mainly on
the problem of electro-nuclear energy, which is seen
as playing an important part in meeting the Community's energy requirements over the next ten years.
The Community's energy programme, ambitious
perhaps but nonetheless necessary, drawn up in 1974
and styled'objective 1985', has been cut back several
times. Coal production, for instance, continues to

decline for lack of forceful action while
and this is
the paradox
stocks are rising because- of increased
Community imports.
This is what Lord Bessborough's
excellent report is saying.

The results of the energy-savings policy have not been
as satisfactory as originally anticipated. All that
remains of it is the hope that greater awareness of the
problem and the consultations now going on between
the most highly-developed countries will succeed in

putting a quick srop to unacceptable wastage. The
North Sea does not promise to be an Ali Baba's cave
and, just as with nuclear energy, public opinion has
grown suspicious and wary since the Ekofisk-Bravo

incident. Finally, there is the extremely serious threat
to the production of electro-nuclear energ,y, which is
one of the sources we are relying on during the next
ten years.
The policy of building nuclear power-stations is criticized by public opinion in most European countries
and the dangers are distorted or exaggerated, all too
often in the defence of unworthy causes. Has anyone
made out a list of accidents in conventional power-stations, of disasters when dams have burst as a result of
faulty construction or, more simply, of landslides or
unforeseeable weather conditions ? Has anyone ever
taken the sad toll of human lives lost in coal-mines
and were mines shut down as a result ? And we could
say as much of the risks of atmospheric pollution
caused by coal

or petroleum

processing.

Let us be quite frank about this. l7hatever group or
party we belong to in this House, we all feel
concerned with the need to protect nature in the
widest sense of the term. !7e are prepared to do everything we can to achieve this purpose and also to
protect ourselves against radioactivity. But the energy
problem
and that of raw materials in general
- for
has us, and
the immediate future will continue -to
have us, by the tllroat. !7e must find an answer otherwise we shall no longer be able to speak of .the
-progress'.
quality of life' or 'economic and social
At

it is understood by some people, icology, like
the tongue in Aesop's fable, can be the best but also
the worst of things and cause recession and revolution
least as

other words, human misery
it serves as
-an inunworthy
- when
pretext for political
subversion and
contestation.
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But construction programmes have already been held
up to an appreciable extent in certain countries, particularly Germany. Planning permission procedures
have become increasingly complicated. It can hardly
be wondered, then, that the target set by the Commission for the coverage of Community requirements by
nuclear energy is constantly called in question. Cut
back from 13 o/o to 9 o/o, even this lower target may
well not be reached. The time is long past when we
dreamt ahead to 1985 of meeting 50 % of our electricity requirements from nuclear sources ! And what
will happen to breeder reactors, which, mainly

of American opposition, are faced with difficult teething problems; with the avowed purpose of
controlling the spread of nuclear weapons, the United
States is bringing pressure to bear on Europe not to
because

export power-stations and reprocessing plant, chiefly
by halting supplies of enriched uranium. Most fortunately for us, we can hail the French discovery of a

so easy : we press a switch and we have light ; we turn
a knob and we have heating. Very few of us are aware
that energy is the key not only to economic prosperity
but, above all, as I said earlier, to social progress, and
it is energy that has freed man from slavery.

/

The oil-crisis has not been settled, despite appearances. And one further consequence of the delay in
the programme for the construction of power-stations
is the increase in capital costs. German manufacturers
are speaking of additional costs ranging from 150
million to 400 million DM, depending on the stage of
proiect completion, for each year's delay. Although
production costs per kilowatt/hour from nuclear
sources are lower than from coal or oil, or even
natural gas, capital costs per kilowatt/hour from
nuclear sources are the highest of all. Safety problems
must not, of course, be neglected and the strict regulations laid down in the various countries show what

way to enrich uranium sufficiently for use in
power-stations but not enough for direct military

close attention their governments pay

will give us the opportunity
to test the good faith of the United States Government, for its arguments will no longer stand up.

And yet the wave

purposes. This discovery

It still

remains true that conventional nuclear power-

in natural
in a proportion of no more than I o/o and

stations burn uranium 235, which is found

uranium

must be extracted. Breeder reactors use plutonium,
which is obtained as a by-product from the uranium
burned in conventional power-stations. They are thus
capable of transforming natural uranium into pluto-

nium and hence of producing more fuel than they
consume. This explains why France christened its
breeder reactor 'Super Phoenix' after the bird in
mythology which rose from its ashes.
As I said, the reason given by the United States for its
opposition to breeder reactors is the risk of a spread in
nuclear weapons. The fact of the matter is that while
the Russians have long been making maior efforts in
this field, the Americans are ten years behind. They
intend to make up the leeway and hope that, during
this time, the others will make no further progress.

But perhaps the problem is whether Europe means to
be at long last a genuine partner for the other major
powers or simply a vassal to one of them.
Behind the setback to nuclear power there is a sad
reality. lVhat type of energy can be used to bridge the
period until the introduction of new forms, such as
thermonuclear fusion

or

solar energy, that finally

answer the problem of the source fuel and also eliminate pollution ? lVhere can we find the additional

energy required for continued growth and reduced
dependence on petroleum ? For many people, these
objectives are growing less important as the oil crisis

and the spectre of cars without petrol and

houses
is

without heating recede into the distance. Everything

to

those

problems.

with occasional
in Germany has
gained strength
despite the efforts made by the
Member States to inform the public. In this repect,
the Group of European Progressive Democrats takes
violence

of ' protest
that we have witnessed

the view that the Commission has perhaps not done
enough to inform public opinion properly, despite
repeated warnings from this House. The blame
attaching to the Commission appears the more
substantial in that it is perhaps a bit too late in certain
countries for a genuinely effective and successful information campaign.

As a result of the delays or protests which have taken
place and are still taking place, the nuclear bridging
option will not bring throughout the Community the
full benefits expected in the matter of energy supplies
in 1985. Forceful action by the Community is therefore more necessary than ever if the situation is to be
redressed.

(Applause)

I call Mr Normanton to speak on
President.
behalf of the- European Conservative Group.
Mr President, the fact that this is
Mr Normanton.
an omnibus type -of debate is, I have to say, in my
opinion, unsatisfactory, if only for one reason in partiis
cular. By ranging far and wide
- and that certainly
one of the major characteristics of this type of debate
we are inevitably diluting the importance of each
-and every sector of the subject which is before us for
consideration. This is inevitable, but that is one of the
defects of this debate. I only have l0 minutes in
which to make my contribution on behalf of the European Conservative Group and I therefore propose to
cencentrate my comments under three headings
Carter, Ekofisk and uranium.
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On the first point, perhaps it may be of interest to the
House to know that during the Easter recess, I was in
NTashington, where I spent 5 days having meetings
with various departments and memebers of the Cartir
administration. And the one which interested me
most was the meeting with the Schlesinger energy
advisors, with whom I had deep and intensive discussions. I think it is appropriate to remind the House
that President Carter in his television broadcast made
two very powerful and telling points. He quoted two
sets of statistics and,

if I

proposals are simply these : firstly, that the United
States is facing the same dangers as we in the Commu-

nity are facing, probably on an even greater scale;
secondly, that the political leadership is facing up to
-

those selfsame dangers and preparing plins for
dealing with them; and thirdly
and I think this is
- political
the most import of all
thar the
leadership

of the United States, -in the form of the president
himself, is taking upon his own personal shoulders
the responsibility for giving a lead. And I only wish,
President, that we could see in Europe on a
Community basis, or even in any one of the nine

may, I will quote them to this
House to illustrate the significance of the message and

Mr

o!_1he energy policy which he was presenting. In
1972, the United States imported oil to the tunJof g
3 700 million
billion. By 1976 that figure
- $If t.Z
had risen l0-fold.
there is to be no errergy policy
for the United States, never mind about the rist bf the
world, then the cost to the United States will increase
a further l5-fold by 1985. In other words, between
1972 and 1985 a 150-fold increase in the cost of
imported oil and gas and energy. !(e are of course
facing a rise of 4, 5 or 5 times
that is the measure

Member States, any evidence of such recognition and
manifestation of leadership. It is the absence of it
which worries me and I am sure should worry every
single Member here in this Parliament today.

of the impact of the United-States on the

world

e1el8y scene. Inevitably, therefore, the consequences
of the energy policy in the United States are of the
greatest possible significance to the rest of the world.

The second point he made was to remind his audience

the American people

that the current

world-demand for oil is 50 million
barrels a day,
which is rising and has risen inexorably by 5 % pir
annum.

If this

increase continues unchecked, then all

known reserves of oil throughout the whole of the
world will be exhausted 12 years from now. To put
into correct perspective the Alaska output, the whole
of the reserves and the supplies which are about to
flow from Alaska will do no more than meet the
increase in demand for energy by the United States
over 2 years. Clearly, there is a lot we can learn from
that.

and I do not -noi
propose to list
them, Mr President, -because there is
sufficient
time
really fall under 6 particular headings, and it

The Carter proposals

may amuse
the House to note that at least 4 out of the
6 happen to fit in beautifully by alliteration, because
they all beg'n with 'C' : C for Carter, conservation,
consumption, coal and competition. The other two are

to have a great impact upon the European
Community. One is the proposal to establish within
this coming year a strategic oil reserve. perhaps
someone in Ifashington has been looking at the
proposals which have been drafted and impiemented
by the Commission in recent years) and thelast one is

g_oing

the proposal to introduce a new, entirely new
approach and policy in the field of nuclear power.
But the three lessons, Mr President, which I think that
we in the Community should draw from the Carter

As a group, we would make four brief points on the
Carter energy proposals. Firstly, I would stress rhe
great interest which the Community as such should
have and display in the successful implementation of

the policy within the United States. If they fail to
implement that plan, then we in Europe will share in
the cost
huge cost
a failure. And
- the
- ofit such
here I would
repeat that I think
underlines the ever
increasing importance of the Community's having an
effective and appropriate energy policy. !7e have ii on
paper, but we have not gor it in reality. And here
again I would repeat, for probably the tenth time, a
demand that the European Community must establish, as indeed the United States of America is now
establishing, a Community energy agency with teeth.
It's no good having a mechanism
is no more
"rhi.tr with power,
than on paper. \tr7e want an institution
with authoriry, with teeth, and nothing less than that
will be adequate to deal with the danger.
Secondly, the fact rhat the United States industries
have to pay world market prices for energy is
indeed going to have a significant impact upon us in
Europe, because in the process of stocking-up during
this coming year, there will inevitably be a Continual
rise in the price of oil, and we shall have to pay and
compete in that same market. And in view of their
nuclear policy, there will be an increase in the price
of uranium, and we who have no uranium in our ierritories will have to face up to that reality.

will

The third point I would make
it srands out
- and
loud and clear to me
is that
the Community

- agreements between rhe
should call for COST-rype
United States' administration and the Community, so
that new techniques in the field of energy conservation and in harnessing new and innovativi sources of
energy can be exchanged and commercialized effectively. Transatlantic cooperation becomes of

increasing importance as this energy programme of
President Carter's is brought into operati;n, and in
this connection, Mr President, may I add an appeal
that such a programme for agreement and technoiog-
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ical cooperation must, above all, be on a two-way
basis. For far too long, we in Europe have opted out of
this innovative collaboration.
The last point I would make on the Carter proposals
is that their effect on our own Community nuclear
programme should not be underestimated. Indeed, in
my discussions in Washington, the price of uranium
ore and the sourcing of it in particular was the subject
of quite an intensive dialogue. The fact that in the
yes, year or two, Mr President
next year or two
- on the world market may well -be
the price of that ore
as high as
maybe even twenty times
ten times

today

- our
will- have a distinct impact upon

own

nuclear programme. And of course, that reinforces the
view, expressed so far in this debate, that Europe must
concentrate even greater efforts in the field of fastbreeder reactors as one means of reducing the depen-

dence upon imported uranium ore and avoiding

repetition

of what occurred in

Europe's dependence

a

connection with

on imported oil.

My second heading is 'Ekofisk'. This highlights beautifully the continued vulnerability of European indigenous oil supplies. Six mini-submarines, Mr President,
can put out of action, almost in perpetuity, the lifeblood of industry in Britain, and by inference I also
mean damage the European economy. The inadequacy of the energy coordination mechanism is something which has been highlighted by that event.

To conclude, Mr President, four years ago, the enerS'y
crisis burst upon a sleeping Europe. Our economies
have been dangerously knocked off balance, but they
have not been destroyed. Europe, though, still sleeps,
and the responsibility for waking the peoples and the
governments of the Member States of Europe lies with
this Parliament. I only hope that this debate has made
a modest, but significant contribution to that obiective

of awaking Europe from its

slumbers.

(Applause)

for Community Europe in the light of economic and
ecological considerations. A gloomy future teeming

with uncertainties hangs over the Community.
From the economic point of view there are, in our
view, two disquieting symptoms. The first is the threat
of another early increase in the price of oil. On 5 May
this year, the Beirut journal al Anuar, quoting the

Arab oil minister without mentioning him by name,
wrote that Saudi Arabia had agreed in prinicple to
raise the price of crude oil by further 3 0/o in return
for an undertaking by Iran not to bring into effect the
5 o/o increase next July as decided at the Doha
summit in December 1975.

The second source of anxiety lies in the statements
made by President Carter on 7 April last with which,
after suspending deliveries of uranium from March
1977,he asked the countries of the

IUTest,

and particu-

larly Europe, to halt the development of fast reactors
a sector, incidentally, in which the United States

-are lagging well behind Europe

and to refrain from

selling plants and know-how -for the recycling of
nuclear fuel.
Since Canada, too, has put up obstacles to deliveries of
uranium, Europe has recently been forced to come to

terms with a situation which, though familiar to it, it
was experiencing difficulty in coming face to face
with openly
namely, the appalling inadequacy of
- Let it be said clearly, without dramits energy supplies.
atizing the situation, that those who have claimed that

there exists today, alongside an oil OPEC, a nuclear
OPEC appear to be in the right.

'!7e cannot brush aside some of the well-grounded

of the American President. Alongside the
production of energy in nuclear power-stations, there
is the production of plutonium, a raw material used
not only in fast-breeder reactors but also for the manu-

anxieties

facture of bombs. The peaceful atom, as it

ls

called,

with the military

President.
I call Mr Veronesi to speak on behalf
and Allies Group.
of the Community

seems now to be inextricably linked

Mr Veronesi. (I) Mr President, ladies and
I think it was a wise move to have held

be considered at the next Belgrade conference. On
various sides. however, both in Europe and in Japan,
the suspicion has been authoritatively voiced that President Carter has also other, less legitimate, aims in the
economic and commercial sectors.

gentlemen,

over till this part-session the joint discussion of the
questions and of the report relating to the problems of
the energy situation of the Community in the future.
This has enabled us to devote more time to the
debate,

to

consider the various complicated matters

within a simple framwork and to pay closer attention

to the definiton of the positions taken up. Moreover,
some light, even if still insufficient, has been thrown
on the whole question by the recent political events
that preceded, accompanied and followed the London
summit.

The questions, like Lord Bessborough's report, betray
a common anxiety : that of ensuring energy supplies

atom. The problem raised, therefore, exists and is
inveighed against. The solution can only be a political
one and must involve all countries. This is a matter to

The first aim would be to give the United States
control of the rates of development of the nuclear
programmes of the other countries, so as to enable it
to retain its superiority in that field and to remain the
exclusive supplier of enriched uranium after having
closed the door on plutonium.

The second aim would be to slow down the development of breeder reactors, a field in which, as I was
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saying, the United States is lagging behind. Let it not
be forgotten that the 250 MrUf 'Phoenix' is func-

tioning admirably, the results far exceeding expectations. The 250 M\7 reactor is in operation in the
United Kingdom, and the 300 MIUf reactor in the

German Federal Republic is under construction, while
the I 200-M!fl 'Super Phoenix', a product of international cooperation, is now in an advanced stage of

construction. Finally, the Community has set up
special group for the study

of breeder

Someone has said and written that

if

a

All this

smacks of blackmail. Fast reactors, it is said,
should be made either with the USA
that is, under

- pain of delivits domination
or not at all, under
eries of uranium being blocked. And ro think that
after the meering with UNIPEDE
International
- of
Union of Producers and Distributors

Electrical

Edison Electric Institute (associ-

ation of- electrical companies
in the USA)
March and April this year

held in

- a
in New York,

suspect, for while we would not deny the grounds on
it is based, its exasperating irrationality astonishes us. lVas it generated spontaneously, or was it the

which

of

moves unrelated

to public opinion ? Let it

not be forgotten that the campaign was started up
about eighteen months ago.

extensive debate

enough.

I

is takrng place, is

curious

must confess to astonishment at the reluctance and retrcence with which a problem of such
gravity has been discussed. We are not dealing with
poachers or with children who sneak jam from the
larder, [>ut with the theft of 200 tonnes of uranium
perpetrated by secret services with the tacit complicity
of Wcstern countries. That is the truth of the matter,
and it was known perfectly well where that uranium
was going to end up and to what use it would be put,
but nobody breathed a word. This is an extremely

rious matter, a responsibility which neither the
Community as a whole nor the individual governmcnts can shrug off in the face of public opinion.

se

But odclcst of all is the fact that the incident should
light only now, at a time so fraught with

Irave conrc to

of

several

ately aroused contrasting reactions among economists
and ecologists. During the study days in Persepolis
from l0 to 13 April this year
that is, the first
- that studied the
conference of Middle East countries
transfer of advanced technologies to the Arab countries
500 experts denounced, in the Charter of

Persepolis,
the United States' craving for monopoly.
President Jenkins himself, according to what rhe newspapers published on 2l April last, stated in Chicago

that he could accept the anxieties felt about plutonium but not the abandonment of breeders, which, as
is generally known, multiply by 50 to 70 the amount

of nuclear energy available.

Moreover, at the Trieste Congress on Plasma Physics,
which has just been concluded, the idea was considered of using the intense neutron flux of Tokomak
breeders to create plutonium.

Finally, on 5 May during the Salzburg conference, Mr
Giraud, official of the French Atomic Energy Commission, reported the discovery of methods of guaranteeing the innocuousness of plutonium or the impossibility of utilizing it for the manufacture of bombs. Ve
are very glad to hear it but must wait for the technical
and scientific details, as here again we fear there may
be some element

It

of

propaganda.

is true that the United States has mixed in a little

water with the wine, especially in view of the interna-

'We now come to the
uranium that vanished in 1968.
Thc fact that we hear of it only now, at a time when

this

disappearance

press

to the defence of
sodium-cooled fast-neutron breeder reactors ! The
suspicion is therefore not without foundation and
accounts for the doubts that arise on an impartial
examination of the facts. The ecological compaign is
release was issued devoted entirely

result

on the

thousand kilograms of uranium and plutonium,
which, it was alleged, had occurred in the United
States, and which was complained of in a report
submitted to the US government and aimed, once
again, at scaring public opinion.
The position taken up by President Carter immedi-

Europe persists

Communities.

and EEI

United States is that served up by the US-General
Accounting Office

reactors.

in its activities in the field of breeders against rhe will
of the USA, it will suffer yet another resounding
failure such as that experienced with the 'Concordet.
This was, for example, expressly stated at the Turin
meeting of. 26-29 April 1977 devoted to environmental policy and the energy crisis, a meeting also
supported by the Commission of the European

Energy

difficulties for nuclear projects. However, another item
of news more widely known in Europe than in the

tional and national protests made at the

I

Salzburg

It must be borne
in mind, however, that berween 1976 and l9{10
Europe will require, according to Community foreconference to which

have referred.

casts, about .50 000 tonnes of enriched uranium, while

consumption of electrical energy, which dropped
slightly between 1974 and 197.5, showed a rise
between 1975 ad 1976. ln the light of this, therefore,
any discussion in the past of independence rn the
energy sector loses its significance, because if it is true
that nuclear energy reduces depcndence on oil, it is
equally true that in recent events there has manifested
itself another form of dependence that is just as harsh
and dangerous from the political point of vicw.
Furthermore
and this we must rccognize
thc
credibility of -the plans announced in the Paris-agrcc-

ment oi l8 November 1974 for an international

energ-y prografnme to be entrusted to thc Intcrnational Agency has suffered a lrlow. Recent cvents havc
wiped out these hopes and these prospects.
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The problem of energy supplies, like many others, is
undoubtedly, a grave one, but there exist three
conflicting attitudes to the subject. The first is opti-

mistic and speculative and expresses itself

in

the

certainty that sources of energy are still far more
abundant than has been forecast and that it is
possible, and indeed essential, to press ahead with
nuclear programmes, relying on the emergence of
new energy sources in the furure.
The second attitude, on the other hand, is pessimistic
and renunciatory; it rejects technology and seeks
refuge in an unattainable Arcadia, dreaming of an
absurd return to societies long passed.
The third of these attitudes, at once more logical and
down-to-earth, is one the importance of which we
must bring home to a public which has so far not
recognized its true worth. This attitude displays full
awareness of the situation ; it takes note, without abandoning hope, of a state of necessity; it does not reject
out of hand any form of energy, but aims at making
use of every source and every possibility that presents
itself ; it makes a point of assessing the various

options in terms of economic and technological costs
and bases its own choices on a iudicious balance of
risks and benefits.

For us Communists this third approach is the right.
one and inescapable. lJfe realize that the terms
'economic' and 'ecological' have only a relative
meaning, and that their value is measured against the
benefits accruing to humanity as a whole. \flhat may
be economical in terms of profit is hardly ever desirable from the ecological standpoint. On the other
harrd, somthing that is economic in the social sense is
always ecologically desirable.

This, then, must be the basis for drawing any distinc-

tions. For, it is worthwhile repeating, no form of
energy is clean, and each harbours its peculiar risks.
The risks attendant on nuclear enerSy have been dealt
with exhaustively and there is no point in going over
them again. But the thermal energy of oil and coal
also presents the serious disadvantages of pollution by
not eliminasulphuric anhydride, whose reduction
tion
increases production costs -by 30 %. The
- energ'y of natural gas appears to fluctuate ;
thermal
moreover, it burns up a raw material which is precious
to the chemical industry. Geothermal energy can
make only a limited contribution. Even if we admit
that technology is moving toward the utilization of
the heat given off by hot, dry rocks, there is a risk that
the fissurizing techniques needed to extract heat from

Hydrogen has also been mentioned. Hydrogen is

a

form of energy dependent on the availability of large quantities of primary energy. It must
not be forgotten that it is a highly explosive gas (we
all remember from our childhood days the fate that
overtook the Zeppelin 'Hindenburg'), difficult to
handle and fraught with dangers. Even the producton
secondary

of

hydroelectric enerry, despite appearances, causes
pollution, beause it necessitates regulating the flow of
waters and diverting them from their natural beds a
procedure which often is in conflict with the needs of
dwellings, factories and farms. This is, in fact, subject
of open controvery, in my country at the moment.
Nuclear fusion, in which we have so much faith and
which we must support, suffered a number of blows at

the recent Trieste meeting on

plasma

physics.

it was wisely advocated there that these
researches
essential for verifying the soundness of
- scale
the laws of
should be continued, it was
- today
admitted that no one
can honestly forecast their
Although

success

with any degree of certainty.

This is why we see a need,

in the face of

these

problems, for a stricltly rational approach, intellectual
honesty and a deep sense of political responsibility.
And what can the Community do, Mr President, and
above all, what i' it doing ?

It

is difficult ot give an answer. As regards

awareness

of the problems that exist, of technical measures to
solve them and of the action necessary to cope with
the great difficulties arising, I think that the Commission, through its advisory bodies, has certainly laid
down sensible and praiseworthy guidelines. We want
to make it quite clear that we recognize this, so as to
prevent any misunderstanding. As far as political initiative is concerned, however, it must be said quite
bluntly that what few developments there may have
been are utterly insignificant. Moreover, the Council
and not only in this field
lives in a
of Ministers

- of paralysis in which the
- postponepermanent state
ment of decisions has become an almost daily routine.
'What are certainly difficult and complicated problems
are shelved for lengthy periods until, after hoping and
waiting for some miraculous and painless solution,
they become even more complicated.

and this
!7hat lies at the very roots of this situation
is the conviction
we would stress quite plainly
- political forces in and
political action of a number of
the
Community countries who insist on a fundamental
distinction between big countries and small countries,
who believe in Mr Tindemans' two-speed Europe and

the subsoil will spark off

hope to profit from a privileged bilateral relationship
with the United States.

certain regions and with results that have so far
proved to be marginal.

There is no suggestion of malicious criticism in this
overall judgement. It is based on an analysis of the
facts, on an impartial study of the situation. It suffices
to read the Commission's document No 508 of
September 1975, which does not even touch on the

earthquakes of serious
proportions, which is why current legislation on the
subject is proceeding with greater carrtion. Finally,
solar energy requires vast areas to be set aside for insolation purposes, and can be made use of only in
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two main objectives singled out

namely, the reduc-

- energy and security
tion of dependence on imported
of supplies of energy maerials, the importation of
which is inevitable three years after the energy crisis
of 1973. The report confines itself to saying that the

progress made to date is modest in relation to the
degree of urgency of the present situation. All this is

clearly confirmed by the Council's press release of 29
March 1977 on energy probems, which reaffirms the

intention

to help esdablish a

better world energymarket with the rapid introduction of a European
energy polcy
which implies that such a policy does
not as yet exist
and undertakes to proceed forthwith twice a year- to an exchange of opinions on the
energy situation. As can be seen, there is no major
decision here ; all that emerges is how little loint
consideration has been given to the problem.
Unfortunately, there is little time left. I would merely
add that we have constructive as well as critical
comments to make. !7e therefore regret all the more
that the speaking-time allotted to me does not permit

me to go into them at length.

or quality be

changed ? tUThat society is faced with
here is a choice in the deepest sense of the term. Do
we want to return to the caveman era ? Are we living
in a fool's paradise ? Or in a period of advanced technology ? It is for each of us to decide. The fact is that
there can probably be no growth without energy. Our
task is to establish what priority should go to one or
the other. The Socialist Group has long discussed the

problem without reaching complete unanimity, and
this will surprise no one. \7hat I wish to put to you
are not radical or comprehensive solutions but simply

a number of views which you may occasionally find
contradictory.

The first point on which there is general agreement is
that we must save energy and fight waste. But are our
fellow citizens prepared to make those savings ? How
far are they weighed down by what is known as the
consumer ethos ? Are they ready to accept certain
changes in their behaviour pattern ? A lot has been
said about this, but when it comes to brass tacks, I am
not so sure that they are.

(Applause)

I

come to the second point on which there is general
: diversification in energy sources, taking
into account their cost, effectiveness and, I would
almost add, their relevance. It is not its blades that
move a helicopter ; the most they can do is to keep it
in the air. The sun, the sea, the rivers of the earth and
its winds, the earth's heat, these are all fine words, but
what is there behind them ? In terms of efficiency ? In
terms of cost ? There is much talk of coal, of restoring
agreement

4.
President.

Before

lVelcome

I call the next speaker I

should

- to the official gallery the Council of
like to welcome
Elders of the Baden-lfi,irttemberg Landtag, which is
led by its President, Professor Ganzenmiiller. You

are

very welcome, gentlemen.

it to its

(Applause)

5. Energy problems (resurnption)

- I call M. Giraud.
Mr Giraud. (F) Mr President,
President.

gentlemen,

I

ladies

and

feel there is no need for me to stress the
seriousness, the importance and, I would add, the high
standard of today's debate. There is no need to be
sorry if certain things have been said more than once,
for this will show the Commission and the Council, as
representatives of our governments and, through
them, public opinion too, that there is some agreement, and even definite agreement, among the various
groups represented in this House, no matter how
muc\ they differ on other issues. I shall approach the
problem not as a technician for, despite ten years'
experience of energy problems in the French Senate, I

am not a technician but simply a politician with

sense

a

of responsibility.

The first point to deal with is the possible relationship
between energy and growth or, if you like, the quality
of growth. Is growth a vital necessity ? At what price
can it or sfuould it be sustained ? How can its narure

former eminence through gasification,

liquefaction or by some other means. There is much
talk of oil, and a previous speaker told us that Alaska
can provide what the United States consumes in two
years. There is much talk of the atom. But the
Socialist Group has not made a choice and repeats,
along with all of the previous speakers, that the full
range of options must remain open and that it is
neither for nor against the nuclear option, but sees it
simply as one link in the energy chain.

I

come

to my third

point

: it is said that power

corrupts. Energy is a form of power and, whatever its
form, it brings with it its advantages and its bundle of

risks, including that of pollution, for man and the
environment. Dams may burst but whole fields and
villages are swallowed up in the building of them ; the
winds are not particularly fair and cannot blow everywhere; the sun does not shine everywhere with the
same warmth and it is doubtful if the heat it provides
can be used effectively for certain purposes. As for
petroleum, the Torry Canyon accident or the more
recent and more serious disaster on the 'Bravo' oilplatform show what risks we run and how difficult it
is to cope with them. As for nuclear power, we can say
that it has caused no deaths so far. But who in this
House would dare assert that there will be none
tomorrow and that no nuclear incident or accident
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will claim a thousand, two thousand or ten
lives

thousand

\0flhat

I

mean to say is that we are trying to keep a
clear head and weigh up the advantages and the disadvantages. Someone earlier on mentioned the muchdiscussed Rasmussen Report, according to which the
dangers are not much more than negligible. But if
those very dangers took concrete shape tomorrow,
what blame would be ours ! I would therefore say that

the most expensive form of energy

-

and Professor
is the one that

Burgbacher has said it before me
cannot cannot be made available soon enough. And I
might perhaps quote Charles P6guy, who said of
Kant's moral philosophy : 'Kant's moral philosophy
has clean hands, but it has no hands'. The only
genuinely clean form of energy is one which, to all
intents and purposes, does not exist. It is with this in
mind that I shall briefly outline, on behalf of my
group, some of the ProsPects as we see them and
some of the conditions we should like to see fulfilled.
The first has already been mentioned. I refer to the
need to tackle the energy problem in an open and
democratic manner with maximum emphasis on cooPeration and the involvement of all shades of public
opinion. But, as was pointed out earlier, it is perhaps
too late for some forms of energy.
Ivly second point: safety first. Safety all along the line,
particularly in the case of uranium or similar products.

And this ties in with what Commissioner Brunner
said about the disappearance of a uranium consignment. Dangerous products must be monitored from
the time they are mined until nothing remains of
in other words, until the power-stations are
them
taken-out of service and dismantled or until the
by-products are stored or reused in some form or
an

other.

My third point is the absolute need for a Community
policy. \We talk too much about the Community and
do too little. And if there is one sector in which the
Community must do something, then it is assuredly
the energy sector. But what has happened so far
makes a sorry tale. Euratom was sacrificed

ests

in Germany, France and elseVhat would the reaction be if all sources of
atomic energy were closed down tomorrow ? How

statements were made

where.

?

in the inter-

of national research but, in the end, national

research was not genuinely promoted. The miserable
progress of the JET project, with which you are well
familiar, Mr Brunner, amply proves that, for really

sccondary considerations such as the choice of site,
Europe is incapable for want of genuine political will

of cashing in on the undisputed technological
advance that it enjoyed. There are some who will say
that giving up the nuclear option is in itself a bad
thing. Just recently, a number of trade unionists in
several Community countries, whose views are other-

wise at variance and sometimes even diametrically
opposed, issued authorized statements in which they
stresscd that social policy had no future in Europe
without some contribution from atomic energy. These

much would be said about the increasing numbers of
unemployed, the decline in the gross national product
is
and all that this would imply in a Europe which,lJ(/e
already powerless to cure its unemployment ?
cannot, therefore, give up this form of energy. And
here I should like to say what is perhaps a personal
for I have not consulted the members of my
word

group-

-

on the policy of the United

States.

I do not stand under the suspicion of rabid anti-Americanism. I am chairman of the French delegation to
the North Atlantic Assembly, and when I am criticized, it is generally for being too favourably disposed
towards the United States and not the contrary. But I
must make it publicly quite clear that Europe is not
the United States, that Europe cannot give way to the
United States on such a vital problem, for Europe's
energy situation is not that of the United States. The
circumstances in the United States and in Europe are
different. Mr Couve de Murville recently said, 'Puritans
confuse their interests with their morality', and Alexis
de Tocqueville, who was an authority on the United
States, said last century, 'ln the United States, virtue is
considered to have its uses', a well-made point that is
worth remembering.

I have been one of those who felt that President
Carter's policy was based on moral principles, which I
hold in the greatest respect and am sorry to see not

more often applied and turned to account in the
world's affairs. But one thing is certain, and that is
that Europe's energy future cannot be guaranteed
unless we assert our independence in this sector, not
'We
as an act of hostility but as a matter of necessity.
heard earlier of the recent discovery by my namesake
and friend, Mr Andr6 Giraud; I would say that this
French discovery can be seen as proof that we Europeans are anxious to push ahead with atomic energy
without in the least condoning the spread of nuclear
technology, which is not simply a potential but
already a present danger.

I shall conclude by saying that given our requirements, of which we are all aware, Europe must seek to
strike a balance between its energy requirements and
the need to protect man and society in its environment. And if Europe has a will, it will find a way.
(Altltlausc)

Mr Zeyer to sPeak on behalf of
I
President.
- call
Group.
the Christian-Democratic

Mr Zeyer.
- to put to the House the views of the
it is my task
(D) Mr President, Iadies and gentlemen,

Christian-Democratic Group on the Commission's
proposal for a regulation on Community financial
measurcs to promote the use of coal in power-stations.
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\Ve should first like to thank Lord
Bessborough for
his outstanding and comprehensive report,
*e

"nd
share the Commission's view that more iorceful
ener_
gy-policy measures are required to promote the use of
coal in electricity generation and to ensure a satisfac-

tory capacity for coal-fired power_stations. The
Commission's proposal is in lini with the Commu_

nity's long term energy strategy, as decided by the
Council in 1977, of reducing dependence on oil
imports. by.drawing on alternative ,ources of energy. It
is already clear, ladies and gentlemen, that the deuliop_

ment of nuclear energy between now and l9g5 will
fall far short of the targets set some time ago. The
debate on nuclear nergy is being conduct;d with
increasing passion and commitment in erery country
of the Community. Protests organized by private
.
citizens are holding up the consiruction oi nuclear
power-stations, and if appropriate steps are not taken
immediately, we are faced with the prospect of an
energy gap by the mid-eighties at the latest. This gap
can be partly closed by the increased use of coaf in
power-stations. I deliberately used the word partly, for
we are perfectly well aware that even with the
increased use of coal, a bottleneck is unavoidable.

reserves are exhausted ; the price policy of the OpEC
countries will do the rest. Technologies which are not
yet commercially marketable in the Community
_
might become economically viable in the eighties.
Coa.l liquefaction and other foms of processirig are
likely to acquire increasind importanci. The end of
the petrochemical era is in sight and liquefication,
both of soft and hard coal, might well be ihe answer
to the chemical industry's need for raw materials. In
the.electricity production sector, too, there are signs of

further opportunities for coal

in the form of a- new

technology for both conventional and nuclear power_
stations. tUThat we must do is improve traditional
methods, some of which have been in use for several
decades, and develop new ones. In the nuclear sector,
great hopes are being pinned on the high-ternperature
reactor, but we know that it will not be ready for

industrial use

until the nineties. This,

Iadies and

gentlemen, makes coordinated reserarch into coal-pro_
cessing methods absolutely necessary. rUTe take the
view that the Community must make common efforts
in this field and we urge the Commission to give this
task its full attention.
(Applause)

If more coal were used in power-stations, this would
also improve the sales position of the Communiry,s
coal industry. Under the Commission's medium_term
guidelines for coal, submitted in 1975, production is
to be raised and maintained in the long run at an
annual level of 250 million tons coal-equivalent. This
target already seems to be in jeopardy. Over the past

few years, Community coal produciion has fallen
appreciably while imports from third countries have
risen

.considerably, last year's figure being upwards of

45 million tons. Stocks at the pithead

have ixpanded

and now stand at record levels. The Commission has
the.refore submitted a proposal for Community finan_
cial measures q9 fynd pithead stocks of cyclicai origin.
IUTe

therefore find

it

most welcome that ihe propo-sed

regulation before us gives priority to projictJ that
involve the use of mainly Community c'oal. Ve also
realize that, in the nature of things, imported coal, too,
must be used and promoted.

President.

Mrs Kruchow.
(DK) I should first of all like to
- for
thank Mr Brunner
his answer. But the fact is that

we must be prepared to do something when we realize
that wasted energy is a disaster. Mi Brunner agrees

that we must have extensive building restrictions in
order to save enerlry, but it is tragic to look at the new
building we are sitting in. I wonder how much energy
it uses for heating, ventilation and light, whin
compared with the old building. The Europian parlia_
ment is the worst possible example to mankind with
regard to energy savings, when it agrees to hold meet_
ings in a building such as this, wheie energy is wasted
right, left and centre.

!flith

Finally, the Christian-Democraric Group shares the
Commission's view that the planned Community
promotion measures should not replace, but rathei

supplement and support, the efforts made by the indi_
vidual states. This is the only way in which the objec_
tives set. in the proposed regulation can be effectively
achieved.

Ladies and gentlemen, since this is a debate on
energy, allow me to conclude with a few remarks on

the opportunities for, and the
processing. The end of

prospects

of,

coal

oil supplies is aiready in sight.
According to OECD estimatei, the world's oll ,.r.*.,
will last for another twenty, thirty years. For this
reason alone we must expect rising price_trends until

I call Mrs Kruchow to speak on behalf

- and Democratic Group.
of the Liberal

regard to Mr Jahn's oral question on environmental pollution, I fully share his anxiety and agree
with. the views he expressed at the last part-sesrion.
Gradually, much is being learnt at the highest polit_
ical, economic and scientific levels about iire connec_
tion between polluion and energy production. But
how do we usually behave ?
of the time as
- Most
though we knew nothing. There
is no point in the
learned producing research results when we can get
neither ourselves nor others to behave in accordance
with them. Has the resolution in the \U7alz report on
nuclear power-plants, adopted by this parliament,
been implemented in any way, for instance ? \)7hat
have the Council or our national parliaments done
about that report ? It is over l5 monihs old. Could we
not be told something about it ? As far as I know, not
very much has happened.
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But irrespective of the type of power-plant, coal or
nuclear, we must draw up a pollution balance-sheet
and compare it with our investments in energy production. \(ill the Commission take the initiative ? !7e
shall certainly find out that savings could be much
more of a paying proposition than we have been told
so far. The air, water and land pollution balance-sheets
assume alarming proportions, not iust economic but
ecological too, when we think of what we know of the
foodchain.

thank the Commission for what it has said here
today about the Ekofisk disaster. But if, at the June

I

meeting, the Council merely discusses safety measures
for similar disasters in the future and does not immediately investigate the effects on the fauna and flora on
and above the seabed, then it is playing blind man's
buff with reality. Vill the Commission recommend
that a research project be started immediately so that
we can find out where all that oil has suddenly disappeared to ? I know that it evaporates in various ways,
but I also know that there are some large, thick,
unwholesome slicks left which will, they say, probably
sink down to the seabed. Perhaps a very small amount
will reach our coasts, but what about all the oil that is
quietly and peacefully sinking so that it can't be seen
with the naked eye ? The time has now come to stoP
playing blind man's buff and to face the facts. Our
national parliaments must must make an effort to get
the Council to set to and agree to do something. But
it would obviously help if the Commission took the
initiative and perhaps made some calculations that
would make a bigger impression than so far.
(Applause)

I call Mr Krieg to speak on behalf of
President.
- European Progressive Democrats.
the Group of
(F)Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
have- to say will certainly not be original, but
how could it be otherwise when we are told that one
of Europe's main weaknesses is its poverty in raw

Mr Krieg.

what

I

materials and energy

in particular ?

This explains why the first priority we set ourselves a
long time ago is precisely to ensure that our Community is satisfactorily supplied with energy. Our purpose
is to reduce our dependence on all forms of imported
energy and oil in particular; it is also to reduce our
energy dependence on a certian number of countries,
and, finally to diversify our sources of supply.

those purposes in mind, we have drawn up a
number of energy programmes over the years which

Vith

almost always
were often ambitious and very often
comprehensive. 'We have concentrated our efforts
-on the development of a few new sources of energy; I
shall sinrply mention electronuclear energy, North Sea

oil and also, although this is not a new source,
Conrmunity coal production. It is on this that I
should likc to offer a few comments.
Thanks to a certain number of Community incentives,
coal production in the Community over the last few

it is faced with
what is essentially a commercial problem : demand is
not strong enough, since the countries of the Commuyears has shown a favourable trend, but

nity prefer imported coal as it is cheaper. The
Commission proposal before us today sets out
precisely to reduce our dependence on imported oil
and to promote the use of coal and, more specifically,
Community coal in power-stations. Although sales of
coal within the Community were ten million tonnes
higher than a year earlier, stocks of coal and coke in

the hands of producers totalled more than fitty
million tonnes at the end of 1976. Imports rose from
30 million tonnes in 1973 to 42 million in 1976, and
the figure for 1977 may be as high as 47 million
tonnes. This shows that it is not enough to provide
aid for stocks but that the primary need is to stimulate
the demand for Community coal.
My group therefore welcomes the Commission's proposal, considering that it is necessary and has come at
the right time. The method chosen by the Commisnon-refundable aid covering 30o/o of invest'
sion
- in coal-fired power-stations, regardless of
ments

is
whether imported or Community coal is used
undoubtedly one of the best imaginable. And it is all
the better for being payable on top of the aid granted
by the Member States or from other Community

sources. As regards the Commission's proposal to allo-

cate a total

of 500 million

u.a. spread over

l5

years,

with a maximum of 50 million u.a. per annum, there
are two questions which immediately spring to mind.
The first is on what basis the overall figure of 500

million u.a. was decided, how it was calculated. The
second is whether it is really essential to set an annual
ceiling of 50 million u.a. or whether it would not be

it to requirements over the next few
As regards the choice of proiects, I feel that
although priority in the allocation of aid is to 8o to
electricity producers who decide to use Community
coal, it would be advisable not to withhold aid from
power-stations using imported coal. My group definitely approves the priority granted to users of
Community coal, provided that it is no more than a
better to adjust
years.

priority.
Furthermore, if this measure is to provide an effective
incentive, it is vital to make it as clear as possible how
this priority will work in practice. And here there are
a number of questions to which we should like an
answer, Vill the choice be left to the Commission's
departments ? If so, what objective criteria will they
apply ? \Will those who use only Community coal be
served first, with the others taking what is left, or will
there be some sort of breakdown ? And, if the first
alternative is adopted, how useful would a reserve for
consumers of Community coal be ?

In closing, I should like to say that the Members of
this House can be entirely satisfied with the oPPortuni-

ties for supervision afforded by the system of
payments by instalment and also with the Commis-
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Krieg
sion's commitment to submit regular reports to this
House. Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, it is for
those reasons that my group will shortly vote in favour

of Lord Bessborough's report.
(Applause)

President.

Before

I call the

next speaker, I should

- a problem with which we are faced in
like to discuss
the management of the business. It had been intended
to complete this debate this morning. It would now
appear from the way things are going that we shall
not be able to finish until perhaps 2.10 or 2.15 p.m.

\fle would then be faced with a very brief

adiourn-

Energy and Research of the Parliament, and I would
remind Commissioner Brunner of Mr Jenkins's undertaking to treat Parliament as if it were directly elected.

I return to one other issue of security, and that is the
question of Ekofisk. Extracting oil on continental
shelves will be costly and hazardous and needs the
utmost safety, and it is in the interests of all the operators that that safety should be practised. To what

extent, though, on rhe North Sea is it a national
interest or a Community interest ? I hope that consideration will be given to establishing a European firefighting force, obviously including the Norwegians as
well as the Community. There is also a need for all
those surrounding the North Sea, or any continental

ment before Question-time, starting at 3 p.m. I would
suggest therefore, unless there are any obiections, that
the most practical thing to do would be to adjourn at
I p.m. and continue this debate at 4.30 p.m., after
Question-time.

shelf, to have adequate powers of inspection given by
one government, several governments, or in our case
of the continental shelf, the Community. The United

Are there any objections

learn from them.

That is

I

?

agreed.

call Mr Osborn to speak on behalf of the European

Conservative Group.

Mr Osborn.

Mr President, this debate has been

really about energy
strategy, and as I come to speak
towards the end of it, the threads are a little hard to
follow: I very much hope Mr Brunner will pull the
strings together and let us look forward. Obviously we
are specifically interested in the strategy, as against
policy, for Europe and the Western world, although
this must be in the light of world energy requirements. We are interested, in the Community, in appreciating the new pressures, the new advantageJ and

for each Member State, of fursuing
certain policies and certain lines of development. Bui
more recently we have become more concerned with
environmental pollution, with safety in every sense,
and with energy conservation. In this connection I
have asked questions in my own country, and I shall
be tabling written questions here. President Carter has
used the phrase 'tax incentives'
and I don't mean
disincentives to using energy, I- mean incentives to
disadvantages

saving energy
and I believe that in this the
Community will- go along with the president.

Now turning to the motion by Mr Fellermaier, on
which Mr Prescott spoke, on the disappearance of 200
tons of natural uranium

in 1968, I think it

is wrong
for parliamentarians to pursue a witch-hunt, and I
rather regret that Mr Brunner spent so much of his
time explaining the situation. Nevertheless, this is a
vital issue, and I would stress the importance on
behalf of my group
and Mr Normanton did not
mention this
of -establishing the best reasonable
human and physical
control in order to establish the
confidence of the citizens of the Community in the
'Euratom
future, both suppliers and customerb. The
report should be examined by the Committee on

States obviously have more experience in safety
because they have been leading, and I hope we can

I come back to the importance of what Mr Carter said
and to the question that I would like to ask : what are
the views of the Commision on President Carter's
statement on energ.y policy and in the extent to which
this policy might be implemented in the Community,
and what would be the dependance on the non-Communist world of OPEC by 1985 ? I would suggest that
although President Carter's policy for the United
is based on good moral

reasons, as Mr Giraud
it will result in worsening the crisis as it
Europe, and if that is the case we should under-

States

pointed out,
faces

stand

it

and the reasons for it.

the most important step
and Mr
Normanton referred to this
is that- the United
- that it is consuming
States of America has recognized
too much of the world's oil and gas supplies too
rapidly and too extravagantly. President Carter is
taking steps, and bold steps, in his own country to
remedy this. Speakers have mentioned the nuclear
power programme, the problem of plutonium proliferation and the impact of a fast-breeder reactor, which
is very much at the heart of European development
for the future. Not only Britian and France, but also
Japan, have worked on the fast-breeder reactor and
Obviously

experience has been based

on

decades. Therefore,

what consultation is now taking place to ensure the
future ? I think we should note the statement by president Giscard d'Estaing on a solution which we should
know much more about in this Parliament.

I now come to Lord Bessborough's paper. First of all,
I want to mention Drax, because it is near the Selby
coalfield : Sir Derek Ezra and the Yorkshire Mps very
much hope that representatives of the Community
will come and see what is going on there.

One issue which

I will

not dwell on, although

it

has

been a cause of controversy, is the decision to use an
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order by the Government

or

instigated

by

the

on the electo impose rationalization
Government
tricity-generating construction industry.

But the other issue is the use of coal-fired Power-stations for electricity at a time when there is excess
capacity in one Community country. The CEGB
chairman, Mr Hawkins, had implied that it was
money wasted and would cost the consumers more to
install this extra electrical generating capaciry, even
though it may use coal. There is a case history to illustrate the excellent presentation put forward by -y
colleague, Lord Bessborough, and I would very much
like the Commissioner to comment on the need for
more coal-generated electricity, let alone nuclear-generated electricity and what we do when we have an
excess electrical capacity at the present time. As I
sense it, the Communiry, and for that matter the
world, should be moving to use uP that capacity as
quickly as possible and not depend on supplies that
are subject to exhaustion. In Britain we have new
reserves in Beaver and in the East Nottingham area
which could be exploited. It would be deep mining,

but with automation and modern techniques I

am

certain a contribution could be made, so that Britain
could export not only oil but coal, gas and perhaps
electricity to the Community. But Community funds
could be used as well as national funds to deal with

mental problems. The Community must take a lead
with national governments in reassuring the population that this must go on too. Our debate seems to
imply that energy is to be transmitted and used in the
form of electricity and that it will have to be nucleargenerated, but we are looking to coal and we are
providing the funds to have that coal-fired electrical
generating capacity.

Finally, I touch on the comments by Mr Giraud. He
talked about energy and growth. Energy is essential
for food and agriculture and for the fertilizers that 8o
with it, our warmth, our transportation, our productivity. Energy is not cheap and energy may be scarce.
If we work together we can do something about it.
Therefore

if I

say that the President

of the United

States's initiative may have embarrassed us, at least he
has made a proposal that we should listen to and we
should try and find out what is now best for Europe

and quickly.
(Applause)

President. The sitting will now be suspended. This

will be

resumed after Question Time.
The sitting is suspended until 3.00 p.m.
debate

(fhe sitting was
at 3.05 p.m)

susfiended

at

1.0) 1t.nt. and rc.sumcd

relevant problems.

IN THE CHAIR: MR COLOMBO

gas from the North Sea, the
Celtic Sea and the Continental Shelf. The decision to

I briefly want to touch on

raise prices was probably in accordance with what we
l.rave said in this Parliament and in the Committee on
Energy and Research, but is hotly resented in Britain,

President

President.

the country where the consumer has to pay. Natural
gas rouncl our shores obviously has limited life, and if
it is right for President Carter to increase the price of
oil, particularly imported oil, it is right for us not to
takc advantage of a cheap source of energy which is of
limitcd duration. Therefore what is the short-term
interest of the gas industry may not be in the long-

tcrm intcrest of the Community or the Community's
consunrcrs. !flhat rs essential is that the gas which is

incvrtably gorng to come out of the sea must be used.

dctest the flaring of gases, whether it is in the
Middlc East or on the North Sea, and we must ensure
that therc is no wastage there.

I

Turning to the future, I think we want to know more
about the future of fusion, because this will resolve
nrany of our anomalies of security and proliferation, if
wc can frncl a ftrm way ahead.

Thc Communrty must have a policy on fast-breeder
rcactors, bccause that is in a stand-by situation, and
that polrcy will rncvitably have to be changed to meet
thc suggcstion put forward by President Carter.

lrr tlritain, at

rJ(/indscale,

and in Germany,

lJrcnrcn, thcrc are problems about

near
builCinS rePro-

cessing anrl enrichnrent plants, and there are environ-

-

The sitting is resumed.

6. Question Time

The next item is questions to the
President.
Council and-Commission of the European Communities (Doc. 92/77), pursuant to the provisions of Rule
47A of the Rules of Procedure. \U7hen putting ques-

tions, Members should observe the

procedure

governed by these provisions.

Ve shall begin with questions to the Commission.

I
request the representative of the Commission to reply
to the questions, and to any qupplementary questions
that may be put.

Question

No l, by Mr Nyborg:

Sub;ect : Assistance

for the development of new methods

of fishing
Has the Commission, as promised earlier, started its investigations by trying out new fishing methods designed to
promote the fishing of hitherto unexploited fishery
resources, for example, species of fish living at some

depth

?

Mr Tugendhat, fuIunber of'the Conrn r.r.riorl.
- In its
proposal for a Community system for conserving and
managing fishery resoutces submitted to the Council

on 5 October

1975,

the Commission set out

to
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Tugendhat
encourage efforts to intensify the search for new
species or new grounds and research into techniques
for exploiting and improving the marketing of species

of fish not used or under-used for human consumption. These incentives, which would form part of a
comprehensive set of measures in the structural field,
are intended to divert excess Community fishing
efforts towards new or under-exploited resources, such

as blue whiting and blue ling. The Commission
within the confines imposed by the limited staff
resources in the fisheries sector, is continuing to
follow developments in this important field with great
attention. However, as the issue is part of the more
general problem of the reorientation of fishing efforts
within the 200-mile zone of the Member States, it will
be difficult to apply the above measures until the
Council reaches an agreement on the overall. fishing

policy to be pursued.

Mr Nyborg.

(DK)

I

am sorry to say that

the

Commission's -answer is very unsatisfactory. We have
raised this question before and discussed it in Parliament. We all know what grave problems there are in
the fishery sector. 'W'e known that there are quotas for
the well-known types of fish, and I have previously
asked the Commission whether it was doing, or
intended to do, something to find alternative rypes of
fish and how they could be caught
I am talking of
- near
fish that are to be found farther down
the seabed.
Has anything been done, is there any intention of
doing anything, to investigate further the use of these
types of fish as food, and is anything at all being done
for this type of fishing ? I do not think the Commission has given us an answer to this question today.

I7hile I appreciate the difficulty of
in view of the absence of a
decision on a common fishing policy at this stage,
perhaps the Commissioner could consider the possibility of financing special research into this matter by
chartering a boat and considering the possibility of
deep-sea fishing, which I think is the point Mr
Nyborg is making. That is a possibility. Secondly,
since we have the President of the Commission here,
could we have some comment from the Commission
on press reports in Britain that some secret deal was
done with Britain and Ireland about fishing in the

Mr Prescott.

resolving this -problem

50-mile Irish waterlimit

?

Mr Tugendhat.
So far as the latter part of the
- question is concerned,
honourable Member's
we have
no knowledge of a secret deal of that sort at all, and
there is nothing therefore that I am able to add to the
answer I gave that this is a major subiect and that the
points which the honourable Member raised at the
beginning of his question are exactly the sort of thing

it seems to me that the Community should
take account of, but we do face a very serious shortage
of staff ; people who are expert in fisheries are by no
means common, and we also, of course, have to
operate, as I am acutely aware, under a very stringent
financial r6gime.

which

Mr Corrie.
Can the Commissioner say whether
there is full -cooperation between all the nine countries on exploring for new types of fishing and new
fishing gear, whether this is done individually by countries or by the Nine as a communiry, and whether we
are looking at areas within EEC waters that we can go
to for new types of fishing

Mr Dalyell.
one who in the House of
- As
Commons has asked
about six successive questions on
the blue whiting research, having a constituent
involved, might I ask the Commissioner what r6le he
sees for the Commission on blue whiting
which I
-as opposed
can see might not be his special subject
- ?
to the work that is done in national states
Mr Tugendhat.

Honourable Member so
- As the
Mr President,
blue whiting has not been a
special subiect of mine until now, but it does seem to
me that where the Community is faced with a wholly
new situation, in regard both to the fishing limits
themselves and to the types of fish which it is now
envisaged should be brought out of the water, there is
a certain amount that can be done on a Community
basis in order to ensure that the immense capital
investment and the other preparations that are

rightly

Mr Tugendhat.
The answer to all the questions
by the honourable- gentleman is that there is a great
deal more that could be done.

Mr Nyborg.
(DK) Mr President, I am sorry to say
- not received
I have still
an answer to my question. In order not to surprise the Commission, let me
say now that I intend to raise the question again in
that

Jrly.

says,

required for a very substantial change of this sort are
undertaken in the most economical fashion-in order
to prepare the industry
indeed, to create the
- and,
market for something which
is at the moment quite
new.

?

Mr Tugendhat.

I

honourable gentlemen
President.

-

can only take note of what the
says.

Question No 2, by Mr Leonardi

Subiect: Stage reached

in the

:

integration of Europe

Twenty years after the signing of the Treaties of Rome,
does the Commission of the European Communities not
consider it the right time to draw up a critical survey
with supporting documentation, summarizing the results
of and pinpointing the stage reached in the construction
of the Community, to enable the European Parliament to
make a proper assessment of the work accomplished ?
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As the
Mr Jenkins, President of tbe Commission.
- already
honourable Member knows, the Commission
publishes a run1e of comprehensive material about
the work and development of the Community, most
notably the annual report of the Commission and the
presidental address that accompanies it. The Commission is always ready to add to the information there
provided. In addition, the regular publications of the
Commission and those planned in connexion with
direct elections will aim to give an overalll view of the'
history and achievements of the Community since its
inception. I do not believe these reports do, or should,
avoid balanced criticism of the development of the

Community. Taken together, I believe they will
provide the overall review which the honourable

Member has in mind, without a further special exercise being necessary.

spend a few months doing an analysis, one would get
a particularly illuminating document. I have no doubt
it would be well written and provide a lot of facts, but
it is a question of philosophical standpoint, and philosophical standpoints are a matter for us as individuals,
whether we be in the Commission or Honourable
Members. I am not in the least unsympathetic to the

I am not
be accomplished by the services
of the Commission working on a factual basis.
approach
sure that

of the Honourable Member, but

it can best

Mr Hamilton.
Does the President agree that an
- in the progressive development of
important element
the Community lies in increasing the effectiveness of
this Parliament and that involves a very quick decision on a permanent site for the Parliament instead of
roving around Europe as we do now ? This enormously increases the ineffectiveness

Mr Leonardi.- (I) I wish to point out to the

President of the Commission that my request was for a crit-

ical survey summarizing the activites of the

past

twenty years.

I am perfectly aware of the documentation published
by the Commission and the studies it has undertaken
but what I am
some of which are of great value
-requesting
- direct elections
today, and with an eye to
to the European Parliament, is a critical survey.
This document should take as its reference point the
Spaak report of April 1956, which represented the
doctrinal basis of the Treaties. It is from this particular

standpoint that I am asking for a survey of the
Community's activities over the past twenty years.

I think I understand very well what
Mr Jenkins.
- Member has in mind and I have
the Honourable
considered his question carefully. One should not
become too obsessed by anniversaries, but at the same
time 20 years is a good period after which to consider

what has been accomplished, the extent to which
hopes have been realized, the extent to which they
have been disappointed, the directions for the future.

I am not, however, totally convinced that an analytical
by the Commission is the right way to

document

approach this, and his own stress on the philosophical
aspect somewhat confirms me in this view. \U7hat I
think is that all of us ought at the present time to
look at the past and from the past try to learn for the
future ; but this, in a way, is inevitably a subjective
rather than an objective piece of work. I shall certainly
endcavour to do so myself in pronouncements I make,
and I have no doubt that many Honourable Members
of this House will do the same, but it already seems to
me something which, provided the basic facts are available, is best done by individuals, whether they be in

Commission of Members of this House or
nrembers of the public according to their standpoint. I

the

do not feel that it is something on which, if, say, one
were to take four or five officials and ask them to

of this

place,

which is not helped by the establishment of this new
building here in Strasbourg. The sooner we get out of
Strasbourg the better. Would the President not agree
with that assessment ?
(Laughter)

Mr Jenkins.
\flell, I have only arrived in Strasin the -last two hours. I hoped, having been
doing even more roaming than my Honourable
bourg

Friend in the past few days, that I might be allowed to
stay here for a few hours at any rate without immedi-

ately leaving again, but I take note of what he says.
Clearly there are difficulties and disadvantages to a
peripatetic r6le for the Parliament, but I do think that
this is a subject very much for the Parliament and is
certainly not a subiect to which it would be appropriate for the Commission in an analysis of the past
20 years to provide a solution, or, as it were, to
attempt to impose a solution so far as the Parliament

is concerned.

Mrs Dunwoody.

\flould the President of

the

Commission not under-estimate
the abilities of his
colleagues and draw up a very honest balance-sheet,
not only of the advantages and the gains of the last 20
years but of the disadvantages and the failures ?
Would he not feel that that might show in which
areas there was an urgent need for very considerable
changes in policy, particularly, for example, in the agricultural field ? Should he not feel, running up to the
direct elections, that it is that kind of honest assessment that might persuade more people that there is a
future in the European Community and not the other
way about

?

in favour of an assessment, and
Mr Jenkins.
- I am
certainly an honest
one, of all the policies, including
the Common Agricultural Policy, but I think the intervention

of the Honourable

Lady, my Honourable

Friend, indicates that this is not necessarily a matter
of purely objective analysis. ri(ere the Commission in

,/
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Jenkins
its wisdom to produce a report, I am not sure that it
would necessarily command her support, and if it did,
I am sure it would not command the support of a
great number of other Members of this House. There
is nothing wrong with this : the House exists in order
to have clashes of opinion; but it does illustrate the
point I am making that where one is dealing with
fundamental, philosophical questions it is a mistake to
think that a factual analysis conducted by an organization can provide the answers to our philosophical aspi-

would be useful in one of our publications to provide
an attempt at an analysis of how far we have advanced
and how much of those objectives have been achieved.

I would gladly do that, but I think that the short
debate which we have had
the short exchange we
- say
have had
which, if I may
I am grateful to
- Member for havingso,
the honourable
provoked, has indicated that this does necessarily raise wide-ranging
philosophical questions on which there are bound to
be different views. But if there is any factual information, any careful analysis which will help the honou-

rations.

Sir Brandon Rhys Villiams.

!(rould the

rable Member and this House, the Commission will
be ready to provide it.

Presi-

- years Europe's r6le
dent not agree that in the past 20
has been to create an economic Community but that

President.
order.

in the next 20 years what we have to achieve is the

call Mrs Dunwoody on a point of

Mrs Dunwoody.

creation of a democratic Community, and that in this
the Commission has a special part to play, showing
the electors of Europe that the Community is not just
a matter for governments, officials, big companies
even, but for the voters themselves, and that the
Commission has a particular r6le to play in clarifying
the issues which will be the subject that the voters will
have to decide upon ?

grateful

if

Mr President, I would be very

- give us some indication as to
you would

whether this is, in fact, Question Time, and
many supplementary questions one has ?

President.
Mrs Dunwoody,
exactly the -same point myself.

I

if

was about

so, how

to

make

Obviously, the whole purpose of Question Time will
be lost if, instead of confining themselves to putting
supplementary questions, Members begin to make

Mr Jenkins.
My view, Mr President, is that in the
past 20 years- Europe has sought to achieve certain
fundamental political ends by economic means and
this indeed, I have always seen as being the broad
direction of Europe. I hope that will continue to be
the case, but I agree with the Honourable Member
very strongly that one of the next phases in this

independent,statements.

I

call Mr Spicer.

Mr Spicer.

Further to that same point of order, Mr
I give you an assurance that you will
support of this House if we return to

President, may
have the

full

making this Question Time and do not engage in
what has already been termed 'short debates'. That is
not what we want. We do not expect, as Parliamentar-

progress is a concentration upon the strengthening of

the democratic element, which is precisely why the
Commission, as I believe, this House, as a whole,
attaches such importance to urgent progress with

ians, all of us to be called if our names are on your
list. \U7e expect you to act as the arbiter in this, and to
cut short on a question and to move on to the next
question when you feel that we have exhausted the
subject, and we give you our full support on that.

direct elections.

Mr Leonardi.
Q) Obviously, I am not asking the
of the- Commission to indicate what political ideology or philosophical concepts should be
President

Mr Evans. Surely, Mr President, it is not in order
- to have two supplementary questions ?
for a Member

adopted. That is evidently not his dury.

Vhen referring to the Spaak report

- I

the funda-

mental document of the Community - my wish was
not to obtain from the Commission a-list of mutually
indistinguishable statistics, but that, as custodian of
the Treaties, it should set out information
on
which we can each put our own interpretation - on
the extent to which solutions have been found -to the
main theoretical problems raised in the Spaak report,
such as economy of scale, the elimination of disparities between the various Member States, employment
for young people, agriculture and so on.
I

Mr Jenkins.
I can assure the honourable Member
- any
that if he wishes
information from the Commission, and will put down questions, we shall do our
best to provide that information. I will also consider
whether, when lc,oking back at the Spaak report, it

J'

President.
Question No 3, by Mr Bangemann,
- No
and Question
4, by Mr Krall, are both on the
same subject, geothermal energy, and

I

shall therefore

call them together:
Question No 3:

Can the Commission indicate what progress has been
made in the exploitation of geothermal energy and what
are the prospects for using it on an industrial scale ?
Question No 4:

Can the Commission state what importance is attached
in its research policy to the exploitation of geothermal
energy

?

Mr Brunner,lVember of tbe

Commission.

(D)The

- accounts
Community's energy research programme
for 59 million u.a. Of this, 13 million u.a. is being
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Brunner
spent on geothermal energy. We are aware of the
importance of this sector, but doubt whether it will be
possible to derive more than I o/o of. the energy

in the Community from geothermal
by 1985. Our feeling is that account must be
taken, in the case of this form of energy, of the fact
that the sources in the Community are scattered over
consumed

sources

an extremely wide area. There are geothermal reserves
in the Paris Basin and in Larderello in Italy. A great
deal of progress has already been made in this sector
in Italy. Of the I 300 megawatts produced in the
world with geothermal energy, 420 megawatts is
accounted for by Italy. Bearing in mind the specific
situation which we face in the Community, therefore,
we will press ahead with our research efforts in this
field.

Mr Noi.

(I)\tt/hat progress has been made in

the
the only technique likely to

utilization -of dry rocks
make a significant contribution
to what extent
- and
is the Community kept informed
of research carried
out in this field in the United States ?

Mr Brunner.- (D) It is quite

true to say rhat the
United States has made considerable progress in this
field. The United States uses this method to produce a
major part of its geothermal energy. In all it produces
.500 megawatts with geothermal energ'y. The Joint
Research Centre has close contacts with the research
institutes concerned, and we will also be trying to
master these difficult techniques as time goes on.

President.

Since its author is absent,

Question No
5, by Mr Zywietz,
will receive a written answer.

Question No 5, by Mr Hamilton
Sub;ect

: Vorkrng condrtions of

:

seamen.

Vhat steps have been taken by the Commrssion in
recent weeks to urge member nations of the EEC to
ratify ILO conventions concerning wages and working
condrtrons of seafarers

in the last part-session on the disgraceful episode of
the oil-tanker 'Globtik Venus', when I specifically
referred to a very important ILO Convention of 1976.
Commissioner Burke then indicated that it was too
early to expect ratification of that convention by the
governments concerned, and I would like to be reassured by the Commission that they are bringing
proper pressure to bear on the relevant national states
to expedite ratification of what is a very important,
very fundamental convention.

(NL) The European Parliament
Mr VredelinE.
held a thorough-going
exchange of views on the
Convention and its ratification by the Member States
at its last part-session. On that occasion, on behalf of
the Commission, I was able to promise that we would
make contact with the ILO to determine in general
how the Community could make better use of the

ILO Conventions. Ve shall seek ways and means to
get the Community as such to subscribe to these
important conventions. 1Ve want to leave the individual countries to play their rightful r6le in this
matter. I am able to inform you that I shall be
meeting the General Secretary, Mr Blanchard, at the
beginning of July at the ILO Conference in Geneva.
This matter is due to be discussed. So much for the
conventions in general. As regards the convention on
seamen in particular, I should also like to state with
reference to the incident
the case of piracy

which the Commission also- looked into, that this sort
of unlawful activity must be countered.,Matters of this
nature should therefore be kept constantly under
discussion.

Mr Prescott.
Could the Commissioner confirm
- that the European seafaring trade
that he is aware
unions have called for harmonization of wages of the
seafarers in Europe, particularly in view of the fact
that freight-rates are harmonized through freight-rate
conferences

?

?

Mr Vredeling.
Mr Vredeling, Vtcc-Prttident o.f tbc Cttnntission.
(NL) ln rccent weeks, the Commission has had
wrth
contacts
the seamens' representatives from the
counrrics of our Community. The ILO Convention on

scamcns wagcs and working conditions was also
discusscd. It was agreed that the representatives of the
scamcns' organizations would submit an action
programme to the Commission and the Council. On
the basis of this and of the results of a similar study
on thc work and rest-times and salaries of seamen in
tlrc Mcmbcr States' merchant fleets, the Commission
will the n detcrmine what practical steps can be taken.
It is ccrtarnly also nccessary to work out how we can
perstrade our Mcmbcr States to ratrfy the

ILO Conven-

tron on seamcns' pay and working conditions.

Mr Hamilton.

The Commissioner will recognize
that thrs qucstion- ariscs from the debate that we had

(NL) The Commission is indced

- I mentioned

aware of that fact.

have been

to by Mr

a moment ago that we
contact with the organizations referred
Prescott. The Commission will probably

in

shortly be calling a conferencc of employers and
employees in thrs field. I have every hope that we
shall succeed
President.

in bringing the

-

parties together.

Question No 7, by Mrs Kruchow:

: Contaminated foodstuffs outsrde the immediate
vicinity of Seveso.
Subject
Srnce

it

appears from the darly press

(Lt rllondt and

the

Inttrnttiontl Htrall Trihtnq both of 2l April) that

high concentratrons of the dangerous porson dioxin havc

now been found outside the closed-off area around
Seveso, in ltaly, can the Commissron state what steps arc
berng taken

to

prevent contaminated foodstuffs, for

example vegetables and trurt, from being solcl,
and elsewhere ?

in

Italy
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Mr Natali, Vice-President of tbe Commission,
(I)
The Commission is aware that a recent survey showed
a high level of dioxine pollution in an area situated
within the commune of Cesano Maderno, near Seveso.
The inspections which were immediately carried out
by the competent authorities failed, however, to
confirm these findings. Given the possibility of
isolated pockets of pollution, the findings of the

inspection analyses would seem to reflect the statistics
previously given in respect of zone B, where the level
of pollution is lower. The area in question covers part
of zone B and borders on part of the isolated zone.

In

respect of both zone A, where the level of pollution
is higher, and these other areas, the competent authori-

ties took various measures, including a ban on the
production and use of agricultural products. These
measures are

still in

force.

(DK) I would like to

Mrs Kruchow.

know

whether we can -expect the Commission to let us
know what the results of these analyses show in three
months' time. Could we not at least have a list of the
investigations being carried out by various groups and

be told how they are being coordinated ? When
leading international newspapers announce on the
same day that contamination is high outside the A
zone, can we not be assured that sporadic checks are
being made over a much larger area than previously ?
lVhen the story is splashed in the way it is people
become alarmed, and as I have not received an answer
to my question, I repeat it : how do we ensure that
exported vegetables are not contaminated ? Are spot
tests taken of the crops in these areas ? I would like to
be sure of that. There are different degrees of contami-

nation

;

some can

be latal and others are

less

dangerous, but we must know for sure. It is a matter
of concern to all the peoples of Europe.

Mr Natali.
(t I have already explained that agricultural production
is prohibited in the areas
mentioned in the press.
As regards the wider issue involved, the local authorities are drawing up an environmental protection
programme. In addition, the Commission is taking

part

in a series of studies in

collaboration with the

national authorities. I shall, of course, be happy to
publish the results of these studies once they irave
been completed.

President.
Question No 8, by Lord Bessborough
Subiect : Electric vehicles

:

Firms in Member States are known to be developing a
variety of electric vehicles. Has the Commission considered purchasing electric vehicles for use as vans, minibuses and taxis in the Brussels area with a view to

in their development of these vehicles
to demonstrating their acceptability ?
assisting firms

and

Mr Tugendhat, Mernbtr o.f rhe Contntissiott.

Firms in a number of Member States are known to -be

developing

a

variety

of

electric vehicles, but the
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Commission itself does not intend to purchase electric vehicles for its own fleet in the immediate future.
Ve shall wait until vehicles of this kind have been
further developed and then consider acquiring them
in the light of the Commission's needs. However, the
Commission is extremely interested in the potential
contribution of electric vehicles to Europe's energy
and environmental problems, and is currently engaged
in discussions about the establishment of an electrical
vehicle association of Europe.

Lord Bessborough.
While thanking the Commissioner for that reply, -which is to some extent encouraging, in view of the importance of these vehicles in
reducing the Community's dependence on oil, would

the

Commission encourage Community firms to

develop high energy-to-weight-ratio storage batteries,
particularly those, of course, which are capable of
being recharged during off-peak periods ? Vould the

Commission include a suitable project within the
Community's multiannual research programme ?

If Mr Tugendhat feels he cannot answer that question,
I gather it would be in order if Mr Brunner did, especially the last part of it.

Mr Brunner, Member of tbe Conntission.

- (D)In|
in answering my friend.
the last few years we have systematically tried to
encourage the research efforts of industry in this
sector. How have we done this ? !fle have endeavoured
to bring the companies concerned together.'We have
the impression that research is quite far advanced.
Industrial competition is already playing its part. \U7e
feel that it would not be appropriate to intervene with
Community funds at this stage. It is better for the
market, for natural competition, to ensure progress is
made on these projects.
always take great pleasure

Mr Normanton.
Mr President, I wonder if the
Commissioner will -allow me to remind him of at least
two occasions on which this House, in the form of
supplementary questions, has drawn to his attention
the growing need for the production of a suitable
petrol-driven or electrically-driven
- either
for invalids
and handicapped persons. And may I
-suggest to the Commission that this is one area in
which the funding of the design and development of
vehicle

such a vehicle could very profitably and desirably be
promoted, and at low cost by Community funds ?

in

(Altpla usc .f'rom

cc

Mr Osborn.

Mr President, this unsatisfactory reply

-

rta

qild rters)

needs further thought. The fact is that

it is in the interof the Community that there should be more electric vans and cars. In many circumstances, they are
uneconomical. Is there not a need not only to develop
the car but to develop storage and storage systems and
to fund them whilst they are being used at a loss ? If
we can have schemes for electric power-stations, why
can't we have similar funds for electric cars ?
ests
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Mr Brunner.

-

of the European Parliament

(D) \7e cannot do everything. Our

research projects, which are somewhat removed from
industrial competition, cannot now be transformed
into projects that encourage the production of specific

If we did this, we would have to change the
whole concept of the Community's research policy.
This research policy is laid down on a medium-term
basis. It is designed to avoid the duplication of work.
\We should not, therefore, be doing what it is more
useful for the Member States to do. Our scant funds

goods.

If that is not done, we
shall lose the thread, and the result will be fragmentation of our research efforts, the outcome of which will
not be very pleasing.
must be budgeted carefully.

ask Mr Brunner to take up
Mr Noi.
- (D I would
valuable suggestion that the
Lord Bessborough's
not only the Commispublic authorities in general
should be asked to- apply these techniques,
sion
which- are no longer at the drawing-board stage but
are about to be launched on the market and are inneed of encouragement. I am referring, in particular,
to the application of solar energy for water-heating, a
relatively economical and technically proven system.
Could not the Commission give the lead, not within
the limited confines of the Commission, but by
urging the public authorities of the Member States to
start applying these techniques, which, I repeat, have
already proved their worth, so as to give them an effec-

tive boost

finances ? Otherwise I must agree with the Commissioner that a dangerous precedent will arise as regards
research policy.

Mr Brunner.

(D) In answer to Mr Nod's question,
can say that -we shall be submitting such proposals

to the Council in June.
In reply to Mr Blumenfeld, we have already set up an
innovation group, which will be instructed to look
into these technologies.
No 9, by Mr Price
- Question
Subject : Association Agreement with Cyprus

President.

:

Vill the Commission state the terms of the interim arrangements they intend to make in view of the failure of the
Council of Mrnrsters to grant them a mandate to develop
a second stage of the Assocration Agreement wrth
Cyprus, the frrst stage of which is due to expire on 30
June 1977

Commission will therefore be submitting to the
Council a proposal for the extension of the arrangements for the first stage of the Association Agreement
beyond I July and until the protocol comes into
force.

Mr Dalyell.
- Does there not seem to be something
gap in Community Mediterranean policy as far as

ol a

Cyprus is concerned ? Is the Commissioner aware that
his answer seems very unsatisfactory ?

(D) I must leave it to the honouMr Haferkamp.
rable Member to -decide whether or not my answer
was unsatisfactory. As regards the question about the
gap in the Mediterranean policy, I should be grateful
for an explanation as to what exactly the Member
means.

Mr Spicer.

I would agree with the previous

ques-

- does seem to be a gap in our Meditertioner that there
ranean policy ; but would the Commissioner not agree
that that gap is absolutely essential until such time as
we can achieve a settlement which will give rights to
the minority in Cyprus and can deal with a government of Cyprus that is truly representative of all the
people of Cyprus ?
I make one further point, Sir, very briefly ?
Could we all accept in this House that we have now
seen this question on the order-paper twice; I have
no doubt we shall see it again next month, and it will
continue to be there thereafter; and if the questioner
wishes to put a question like this which shows a
personal interest in this problem, would he please
ensure that he is here to put the question himself ?
Could

?

(D/ \(ould it not be a good idea
Mr Blumenfeld.
- to consider
for the Commission
taking such questions
as have been raised by -y colleagues as an incentive
to set up as one of its services a department on transport technolgy and to provide it with the necessary

I

completed quickly. However, time is so short that the
protocol cannot enter into force by I July. The

?

Mr Haferkarnp, Vicc-Prcsidcnt o.f the Contntistion.
(D) At its meeting of 3 May the Council adopted
- guidelines for the negotiations with Cyprus. The
thc
rregotiatiorrs will begin on 15 May and may well be

Mr Fellermaier.
President, although it is
- (D)aMr
not for me to answer
Member's question duriirg
Question-Time, I find it strange that a member of my
group should be criticized here by a member of the
European Conservative Group even though iq finding
someone to deputize for him, he has acted precisely
in accordance with the Rules of Procedure. But I did
ask for the floor to put the following supplementary
question to Mr Haferkamp: in addition to the normal
development of the agreement with Cyprus within the
framework of the association with that country and in
view of the specific economic situation caused by
adherence to the principle that progress towards the
restoration of peace on the island should be non-political, is the Commission considering the possibiliry of
also introducing political elements into the negotiations aimed at restoring peace to the island and of
doing so on its own initiative and in agreement with
the Council ?

Mr Haferkamp. (D) The first obiective was to
find solutions that -would ensure the continuation of

/
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Haferkamp
the relations we have with Cyprus, in other words to
ensure that no gaps occurred when the agreement
now in force expires on 30 June. This assurance now
exists, the Council of Ministers, as I have already said,
having decided on 3 May on the course to be taken
during these negotiations. Large sections of this agree-

ment, particularly those on the economic sector,
which do not affect the agricultural sector, provide
means to make such progress.

Mr

Haferkamp.

(D) I am

unaware

of

the

- in any of its previous stateCommission ever having
ments come out in favour of one or other part of the
island. \U7hen I spoke of economic importance, I was
referring to the fact that the agreement as a whole has
considerable economic importance

for the

whole

island. This positive economic importance would, in
our view, have positive social and political
consequences for everybody, including ourselves.

Despite the considerable efforts we shall make, we
shall undoubtedly not be in a position by 30 June to
adopt the protocol early enough for it to come into
force on 30 June. Although we will do everything in
our power to speed things up, we have proposed that
the situation as provided for in the present agreement

President.
Before calling the next question, I
should like -to remind the House of the purpose of
Question-time. Question-time is not a debate, but a
matter of submitting questions and receiving answers,
with the opportunity to put supplementary questions.

should continue beyond 30 June so as to provide
continuity with the new agreement that is negotiated.

\U7e have already taken

In

these negotiations the Commission is proceeding

from the idea that it is important for the economy of
Cyprus not to suffer, and this in the interests of social
stabilization and of general political developments,
but for the economic situation to be improved as far
as the relationship between the Community and
Cyprus allows. rUTe hope that this will have a positive
effect on the overall situation, and steps will, of
course, be taken to ensure that, seen as a whole, the
outcome of the negotiations is as favourable for
Cyprus as we can make it.

Mr Coust6.

(F) The renewal of the

association

- Cyprus raises the problem of political
agreement with
sensitivity as well as economic problems. For my part,

I feel that the House should inform the Commissioner responsible of our insistence that the original
date be maintained. I believe that this is possible, in
view of the fact that the mandate was issued on 3 May.
If negotiations do indeed begin on l5 May, it should
be possible to reach a satisfactory conclusion in view
of the fact that it is vital, for political reasons, to establish agreement and renew the association agreement
before 30 June. I therefore have confidence in the
Commission, but I should nevertheless like it to
assure us that it will indeed make every effort to
achieve this aim. June 30 is a fateful day.

Mr Haferkamp.
(D) Ror the reasons that the
honourable Member- has mentioned, we will do everything in our power to achieve this object. However, we
must take the precaution of ensuring that an arrangement exists which can be substiruted if, despite all our
efforts, this objective is not achieved.

Mr Corrie.
\flhen
Commissioner talks about
- of thetheCyprus
the importance
economy, does he
means purely from the Greek side or the economy of

the whole island ? If agreement is reached, is the
Community prepared to see any advantages going
only to the Greek side, to the exclusion of the Turks
in the North ?

55 minutes and have got
through only part of the questions tabled. I must ask
honourable Members to keep their interventions

short.

Question
Subject

No

10, by

Mr Caillavet:

: Frost damage to

agriculture

Is the Commission planning specific and adequate action

to assist European farmers who have once again suffered
from frost, which has severely damaged, and in many
cases ruined, various crops, particularly tree fruit ?

Mr Tugendhat, -fuIember ol the Conn r'.r'.rion.
- Thein
Commission has learned through reading articles
the press about damage caused by frost to certain agricultural products, in particular fruit and wine-grapes.
According to these sources, while frost has damaged
production in some regions, it is too early to tell for
others, so a definitive production report for the year
cannot yet be made. The Commission is of the
opinion that it is the primary responsibility of the
Member States to take adequate measures in the event
of natural calamities. Most Member States have laws or
systems of relief for agricultural calamities of this sort.
These laws and systems have been approved by the
Commission under Article 92 of the Treaty of Rome.

Mr Caillavet.-

(F) The Committee of Professional

Agricultural Organizations in the EEC has suggested
that a special fund be set up with sufficient financial
resources to grant compensation or long-term at
reduced interest-rates. tU7hat response does the
Commission intend to make to this proposal to set up
a special fund ?

Mr Tugendhat.
It is very difficult to answer a
- while the Commission
question of that sort
still lacks
precise information about the extent
if indeed it is
serious
of the problem to which -we are referring,
but in answer to the specific point made by the
nounourable Member about setting up a special fund,
I would remind him that unfortunately all matters of
that kind have to be looked at in the light of the very
stringent demands for economy being imposed upon
us by almost all member governments.
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Mr Liogier.

(F) ln so far as experience has shown
particularly- this year
that there are gaps in the
-regulations relating to fruit
- and vegetables, does the
Commission intend to make early improvements to

the existing regulation by allowing, for example
recourse to the special fund which Mr Caillavet has

iust mentioned

?

Mr Tugendhat.
I would very much like to see the
use of resources, not only
most equitable possible
between different sectors of the economy but also, of
course, between different sectors of agriculture; but at
a time when, as I say, member governments are not
only imposing on us the most stringent economy, but
in which an increasing volume of resources are being
devoted to certain products in surplus, it is very difficult to meet all the demands placed upon us. I wish I
could provide a more helpful answer, but I think that

in all honesty one must look at the difficulties of one
sector in the light of the others and recognize that
when resources are diverted to one area that leaves less
for

others.

Parliament

cies is that we wish to do certain things we call for
certain things, we respond to requests by saying we
would like to do them, and we forget that at the same
time these very stringent budgetary constraints arc
placed upon us. Some of the governments and some
of the local communities within the Community
which are most adamant in demanding restraint, tend
also sometimes to be the ones that want resources
spent in other directions.

Mr Howell.
Mr President, may I urge the Commission to refuse- flatly to set up any such fund ? This is
an act of God, and we shouldn't attempt to deal with
this problem. It is something which we cannot deal
with. We all know that agriculture is a high-risk
industry, and that such things as this and the drought
which occurred last year simply cannot be helped in
the way which has been suggested. We ought not to
attempt any such thing.

Mr Tugendhat.
I wouldn't like to close the door
- my honourable Friend suggested,
to the extent that

I said earlier, I think we must try to treat
everybody equally and there is no doubt that the policies which we adopt at the moment to provide very
considcrable advantage to some sectors of the agricultural community. Perhaps if we could reduce in onc
area, we might be able to do more in another.
because, as

Mr Scott-Hopkins.

Vould not the Commisif we -had to deal with every natural
disastcr from the weather in agriculture, the cost
would be extremely high to the Community ? I do not
know the details of this ; but, as he has said himself,
sioner agree that

this really should be a national responsibility and not
one for the Community, because it might well involve
a vast anrount of money. These are unhappy natural
disasters and hazards that farmers face year by year.

Mr Tugendh^t.

(F) Mr Caillavet's question concerns
Mr Lagorce.
- to farmers affected by natural disasrctrospcctive aid
tcrs. However, would it not be possible, under the
Common Agricultural Policy, for the Commission to
consiclcr a means of harmonizing measures taken
prcciscly possible to introduce a kind of Community
insurancc schemc. Vhat does the Commission think

of thrs ?

have

Mr Tugendhat.

?

No, I am not saying that
I am saying is

that one has to cut one's coat according to one's cloth,

and that we find ourselves

in this difficult situation

where demands are placed upon the Commissiorr to
meet every eventuality and to cover every particular
problem that arises. There arc many eventualitics and
many problems on which one would [ike to do more,
and I am acutely aware of the fact that, we havc not
only imbalances between some sectors and othcrs, but
imbalances within some sectors. These who want thc
ends must also be prepared to vote for mc'ans, and
that is by no means always the case.
Since its author is absent, Question No
receive a writtcn answcr.

will
ll, by Mr Pistillo,

As I am sure the

honourable

tron on thc othcr. The prevention doesn't lie , of
coursc, within our powcrs, but the insurance is a
nratter which nright be worthy of study. In view of

I

Commissioner, you

- of anyone. \X/hat
anything is the fault

President.

- there is all the difference in the
Mcnrl;cr woulcl agree,
worlcl bctwccn insurance on the one hand and preven-

wlrat

(fl

found to these problems

|

can only return to the reply I
gave earlicr: that I- would very much like the Community to bc able to treat all sections of the economy,
and inclced all scctions of agriculture, on an equitable
basis, but thc scarity of funds and the demands for
cconomy lard us impose very stringent limits on what
we werc ablc to do.

Mr Tugendhat.

Mr Carpentier.

replied to a number- of questions by incriminating the
Member States or the Council. lWhat outcome could
such a dialogue possibly have ? Vhat solutions will bc

said carlrcr about trcating everybody fairly and

yustly. I think rt must be said that one of the difficultrcs we all facc in tryrng to construct European poli-

Question No 12, by Mr Veroncsi :
Subiect : Multinannual research

and

dcvclopnrent

programme for basic raw materials

lVhat stage has bcen rcachcd rn preparing the clraft multinannual rcsearch and dcvelopment programmc for basic
raw matenals, and whcn wrll thc clocumcnt, drawn up by
the subcommittee appornted to carry out thc study, bc
available to Members of Parliament ?

Sitting of Tuesday,

(D)
Mr Brunner, lVtnber o.f tbe Contrnission.
- the
You will be receiving our proposals before
summer recess. Last week, on 2 May, these proposals

were discussed in a committee consisting of senior
officials. They were favourably received. \Ve will be
concentrating on nonferrous metals and discussing in
particular the extraction and processing of inferiorquality ores. We will also be looking into the improvement of mining techniques. The Community is pooor
in raw materials. \fle will have to make a particular

effort in this sector.

(I) Is the fact that the document
Mr Veronesi.
will be published- later than originally intended due to
interferences by multinational companies ?
Mr Brunner.

-

(D) No, not at all.

Mr Osborn.
Can the Commissioner indicate what
consultations -are in progress with production engineering and research establishments about the recycling of the more valuable waste materials, and what
work is in hand with the Community's research establishments to develop methods of aerial survey of the
earth's resources ? lU(ill this be dealt
report

with in

this

?

Mr Brunner. (D) At the moment we are investi- Research Establishment in Ispra
gating at the Joint
the possibility of using aerial surveys to pinpoint such
geological resources. 'We have made progress. Our
contacts with experts from industry at present pass

through the Member States. lifle have a proper
programme. I believe that when you have it before
you, you will be generally satisfied with it.
President.
Question No 13, by Mr Kavanagh, for
whom Lord-Murray of Gravesend is deputizing :
Subiect

: Dumping of pottery on the Community Market

Is the Commrssion aware of the adverse effects which the
dumping of pottery from third countries on the Community market rs having on the Community producers and
the resultant unemployment, and what does it intend to
do to combat this problem ?

Mr Haferkarnp, Vice-Prtsidtnt ol tbc Contnti.tsion.

l0
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will consider setting up an investigation into the area
of pottery dumping in the same way as they have
done in the case of soya cakes originating in Brazil,
and one or two other materials, and to do this with
some urgency, because I understand that the dumping
of pottery, in particular in the \Ticklow area, is
causing very serious concern about future employment.

Mr Haferkamp.

(D) There is a

difference

- an investigation into the situabetween carrying out
tion in this or that sector of the economy and initiating a formal procedure such as the dumping procedure. As

I

have just said,

the relevant

regulation

requires such a procedure to be initiated and carried
out in accordance with given rules. It presupposes that
a request has been made, and none has been made. If
such a request was made, we would naturally act in
accordance with the rules laid down in this regulation
if sufficient evidence of dumping was produced. That
is one thing. Another thing is that, as I have already
said, investigations can be carried out at any time into
the situation of a given sector of the economy or even
of regions and so on, and in a different context the
relevant services of the Commission are in the process

of looking into the situation in the pottery

industry.

(4 Apart from decisions on antiMr Coust6.
- with regard to ball bearings, has
dumping measures
the Commission received other requests or enquiries

?

Can Mr Haferkamp indicate which requests are
currently before the Commission

?

(D) I cannot at the moment say
Mr Haferkamp.
exactly what types- of dumping procedure have been
initiated or what progress has been made. There are
undoubtedly very few of them.

Mr Yeats.
I would like to suggest to the Commissioner that -he should not be satisfied with the absence
of protests about dumping, that the absence of protest
is not a reflection of an absence of dumping, but a
reflection of the extreme complexity of the whole
process and the unsatisfactory nature of the antidumping regulations, and that he should therefore
look into this matter.

(D)Under the provisions of the anti-dumping regu-

lation,
anti-dumping procedures are initiated at the
request of Community producers. So far the Commission has not been informed by producers of any
dumping practices of the type described by the honourable Member.

Lord Murray of Gravesend.
First of all, I would
like to apologize on Mr Kavanagh's
behalf for his
being unable to be here today, but in view of the very
urgent problems that this dumping is causing in his
area, he really wanted to have the question asked.
\(zhat I'd like to ask the Commission is whether they

Mr Osborn.

I think Commissioner

Haferkamp

- the cutlery, engineers' hand tools
should know that
and many other industries are concerned at dumping
at the cheap end of their production, and if he is not
aware of it, I very much hope that he will become
aware of it before we have another Question-time.
Mr

Carpentier.

(F) rX./hat at present are the

- dumping, subiect to an early
criteria for defining
discussion in this House on this extremely important
question

?
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is a very simple
- (D)This
President. The
Commission would, of

Mr

'

of the European Parliament

matter,
course,

welcome it if we could discuss this subject here in
detail. If in reply to Mr Coust6's question I have just
said that I cannot say exactly what is going on at the
moment, the primary reason is that I am loath to
quote a figure or the names of products for fear that I
overlook one. If I give you an answer, it must be an
accurate one. I am, of course, prepared to give an
accurate answer to Mr Coust6's question at a later date.

But I should like to make it clear that the rules and
regulations on both the legal and procedural aspects

of the dumping

procedure ate deliberately very
detailed. This applies to international agreements such
as the GATT provisions and to our own provisions

within the Community. The procedural and legal
requirements are clearly defined. And this is necessary, for we must guard against the anti-dumping

instrument leading to a policy of protectionism. Antidumping operations are nothing more than a necessary instrument to keep trade as undisturbed and free
as possible. It is therefore essential that the procedures
be observed.

President.
Sub;ect:

-

Question No 14, by Mr Coust6:

A fresh start on cooperation and

monetary

union

As the monetary situatron in all the European countries

to be stabilizing, and even in some cases slightly
improving, does not the Commission consider that the
trme is ripe for a fresh start both on cooperation and
seems

monetary union

Member States would undoubtedly make for greater
convergence of economic policies in general, the
overall economic trend and thus the trend in inflation
rates.

Mr Coust6. (F) In Rome, the European Council
gave certain -indications which are reflected in my

question, since they concern new efforts towards
monetary union, and above all, cooperation. It is in
this connection that I should like the Commissioner
responsible to tell me whether, since the Rome
meeting at the end of March, the Commission has

actually taken or drawn up appropriate measures.

Sir Brandon Rhys tU(illiams.
\7ell, we are glad
- signs of progress
that the Commissioner sees some
following the Duisenberg initiative. Ve have to recognize that it has virtually come to a standstill. tU7ill the
Commission be absolutely frank ? Is

it one

particular

man, or one particular bank, or one particular
Member State which is holding up progress towards
developing a multi-currency system for the Community on civilized lines ? !7ill the Commission learn to
bring Parliament completely into its confidence so
that we know what is going on in these delicate monetary negotiations behind the scenes and can bring
democratic pressure to bear on the obstacle
whoever or whatever

in this

field

?

it

is

-

and make some progress

?

Mr Haferkarnp, Vicc-Prcsident o.f' tbc Comntission.
(D) As the question states, the situation in the
monetary
sector in the Community has in fact stabilized in the last few months, and this is particularly
true of the weaker currencies r.'is-i-t'is the dollar.
However, rates of inflation continue to differ considerably.

As you know, the Commission has long been in
favour of discussions and proposals on the creation of
target areas for the exchange rates of Community
currencies, a project put forward in particular last year
during the Dutch presidency by the Netherlands
Finance Minister, Mr Duisenberg. So far, however, the
Member States have not felt able to take up this proposal. But they have decided on far greater coordination ancl conccrtation of their monetary and financial
policies as regards balances of payments and rates of
convcrsior-r.

On behalf of the Commission I would stress that we
set store by the observance of clearly defined objectives for the control of the money supply in the
Member Statcs. In this respect we have achieved quite
positive results, particularly in the Federal Republic.
Any approximations and coordination achieved by the

Mr Haferkamp.
(D)Ve could undoubtedly solve
almost all our problems
if we could simply point a
finger at one person. But we cannot do this. We have
all seen what has happened in the last few years and
been faced with the development of the economic situation. The economic realities as regards growth rates,
the differences in balances of payments
on the one
-rates of inflahand surpluses, on the other deficits
- key items that
tion, public budgets and a number of

are determining factors in our national economies
have prevented us from using monetary mechanisms
to achieve the success in which we still believed while
the old Bretton riToods system still existed. All I can
say is that the efforts of the Commission, and to an
increasing extent, of all the Member States are aimed
at bringing about a greater approximation of these
economic bases and at the same time making progress
towards cooperation in monetary policy. It is not true

to say that the impulses that emerged from

the

meeting of the European Council in March represent

a new stage. They are a very important item

and

provide substantial support for the efforts that the
Commission has long been making in very intensive
work with the Member States, and the Commission
hopes that the impulses that emerged from the European Council's meeting in Rome will result in these
efforts being speeded up in the Council of Ministers.

U
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President.

15, by

Mr Terrenoire :
of a long-term

- Question
Subiect : Framing by the Commission
policy lor the textile industrY

How is the brief to negotiate the multifibre arrangement
likely to be affected by the measures which the Commission intends to take to revive investment and preserve
employment in the textile and clothing industries ?

of tbe Commission.
(D) The negotiating mandate for the Multifibre
is at present being prepared. We have
Arrangement
had extremely detailed discussions in the Council on

Mr Haferkarnp,

and be able to start the negotiations'
The principal objective is to extend the existing arrangement for a satisfactory length of time and on terms
satisfactory

to all concerned. !(e feel that if

"r.
we manage to obtain the guarantees which have to be
negotiated within the framework of this arrangement,
we shall be able to assure the industries of the
Community of an adequate share of the Community
market. These guarantees are principally concerned
with keeping within reasonable limits imports which
might lead to disturbances in the market. They are
essential if those who have to make arrangements for
the future in the industries concerned are to have the
necessary confidence, and they are thus the prerequisite for decisions on investments and for decisions on
iobs.

Mr Terrenoire. (F) \U7hat are the direct
if possible, with statistics - of the
consequences
constant rise in imports of textile Products on the
increase

Mr Carpentier.

(fl

Commissioner, what did you

mean by 'share' ? \7hat can we do to resist these
and in my opinion this is the
imports ? Finally
it
is the Council of Ministers which
vital question
will take the -final decision ? Experience has shown
that the Commission is more a buffer between Parliament and the Council than a motivating force, despite
the importance of its activities in all

sectors.

Vice-President

this subject. I believe that we have now reached the
final phase and will very soon receive this mandate

ihat
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in unemployment in the Community

?

!7hile fully appreciating
Mrs Kellett-Bowman.
the difficulty facing the-Commission in reaching a
common negotiating position within the EEC, which,

I

understand, the Commissioner says that he has now
reached, would he not agree that it is the ineffective-

ness of the multifibre agreement in its present form
which is largely responsible for the present unease of
the textile industry throughout the Community, and
would he not agree that it follows that unless the

multifibre agreement is extended, both in scoPe and

in time, the deterioration in our Community industry
will continue ?

Mr Fletcher-Cooke. - Has the Commissioner
appreciated what lies behind the original question ?
The important point here is that when you achieve a
limitation in one sector of the textile industry the pressure is not applied to another sector, and what the

original question asks and which was not, with
respect, answered, is : !7ill the Commission see that
the negotiating position of the European Community
in the Geneva negotiations shows there is a productby-product ceiling on each product ? Because if you
merely have a general ceiling on textiles, the pressur€

will go into the weak places and you will still get the
same flooding of the market as we have experienced.

(D/ I should like to say first of all
Mr Haferkamp
that I may have missed, some of the translation into
German because of technical interference. There was
far too much noise while the translation was going
on ; obviously two microphones were being used in

the cabin at the same time.

I will nevertheless try to answer

the question. As

regards the effect on jobs, it is difficult to give a direct
answer because the change in the employment situa-

tion in the textile industry is, of course, not only

caused by imports. Fortunately, our textile industry is

on the whole not so inflexible and rigid and dead that
it cannot make changes, for example to achieve
modernization, rationalization, quality improvement
and the like. In other words, some changes in the iob
sector
increase

in some cases a decrease, but in others

an

are undoubtedly due to what is happening

itself. I feel, therefore, that a specific
in this industry
investigation should be carried out here and not
simply connected with the agreements we are now
discussing. This would, of course, be for the Commission to do, and one of the obiectives of the negotiations that have to be conducted is to achieve as favou-

rable

a

position

for the

Community industry

as

possible. But I would stress that these are negotiations,
and in negotiations at least two parties are involved. In
the case of the Multifibre Arrangement there are more
than two. This is an international matter in which we
must ensure that our interests are safeguarded, but in
which the agreement of all must be achieved.

It has also been asked what effect this will have on
individual products and what the word 'share' means
in this context. One thing must be remembered here.
This Multifibre Arrangement has numerous siSnatories. It is the basis and the framework for bilateral
agreements which the Commission will conclude at a
later date with individual countries exporting textiles.
And this is what we have already done on the basis of
the old agreement. In view of the experience we have
gained, we intend to conduct future negotiations on
agreements with individual states based on the Multifibre Arrangement more quickly and more intensively.
'We are already in the process of preparing the
mandates for the negotiations with the main suppliers
of textiles to the Community, so that we will be able
to enter into these negotiations without delay and
then translate the Multifibre Arrangement into

tical bilateral agreements. This will be the
important step in this series of negotiations.

Pracsecond
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I should also like to say as regards the question of
market shares that the most important thing to
remember is that if exports of certain products to the

the subjects on which I wanted to speak have been
covered. In our House of Commons, at least, it is out
of order to engage in tedious repetition ; I wish it were
the same here, but unfortunetely it is not. I will therefore try and make a few fairly general observations as
a politician rather than as a technical expert. I hope

Community go on increasing, the market situation
may be disrupted, and that is what we want to prevent.
In this the question of market shares will play a deci-

sive role, as

will the question of timing and

my observations will be reasonably intelligent and
none the less important for representing a layman's

the

increase of shares. Of course, there are products which

in a particularly difficult situation. In such cases,
the rate of increase for imports into the Community
will naturally be far lower than in the case of products
are

where such difficulties do not exist.

I will

point of view.

My first point is that the debate has been so absurdly
diffuse as to be almost totally without constructive
purpose. If we are to get anything positive out of these
debates, we have got to be more specific and narrow

not go into

further detail during this Question Time, Mr

Presi-

dent, since a debate on this specific subject would be
better suited to this purpose.

President.
order.

-

I

call Mr Scott-Hopkins on a point of

Mr Scott-Hopkins.
House, but

it

seems

I don't wish to detain the
to- me that a new practice is now

creeping in, Sir. You have the complete discretion of
this House to combine questions together for
answering by the Commission and by the Council.
This has been accepted : if the Commission or the
Council wish to answer two or three questions by
Honourable Members on the same subject together,
with your approval it is done, Sir. But what is now

happening, what has crept in recently, is that the
Commission and, I presume, the Council too are
choosing not to answer supplementaries and lumping
them alI together, as has just happened, when we got a
long and, I must say, rather lengthy answer to about 5
supplementary questions. This was never the intention, Sir, and it is surely the practice of Question-time
that there should be short questions and short answers

to each individual supplementary question. They
should not be lumped together and a long speech
made by the Commissioner when he chooses at his
discrction. This is not fair on Honourable Members.
(Alrf ld il.\c)

President.
I agree. I have already asked for supplementary questions
and answers to be kept as short as
possiblc. Instead, there have been a lot of long ques-

trons that have been getting long answers. If each
speaker madc an effort to be brief, the proceedings
would run much more smoothly.

The first part of Question-time is now concluded.

7. Encrgl' ltroblcns (contd)
President.

them down somewhat, rather than tolerate the kind of
diffuseness we have had today.

The next item is the resumption of the

The other general point that I want to make is that I
cannot help feeling
and I am sorry if this sounds
cynical, but it is as I -feel
that despite the mouthing
- states are still intent on
of European ideals national
pursuing their own selfish national interests. This
applies to the United Kingdom no less than, I believe,
to the United States, to the Federal Republic of
Germany,

to

France and the other mcmbers

the

describe as juvenile behaviour by the French President
towards the President of the European Community. In
other respects, too, one could repeat the same point.

I was asked to speak specifically on the Bravo episode,
the oil-rig blow-out which occured in the Ekofisk area
of the North Sea. In many ways that episode underlines the dilemmas in which we find ourselves in this
energy problem. !7e are all agreed that we want to

produce as much of our own energy within the
Community as is consistent with safety, considerations
of pollution of the environment and so on, and I
think we are all agreed that when an accident of this
kind occurs we should be neither dismayed nor
surprised. When we are engaging in activities on the
frontiers of technology, it is bound to be the case rhat
considerable risks to life and to the environment are
involved, and we must face them fairly and squarely.

\07e must tell our people what risks are being
run, and
we must try and convince thenr that all possible steps
are being taken to avoid accidents ancl, when they do
occur, to minimize their consequences. It is a trite
comment to say that pollution, whether it be of the
sea or the air or whatever, knows no national boundaries. One of the lessons to be learned from the Bravo
incident is that the problems that were consequential
on that accident must be dealt with, not only on an
EEC basis
because Norway, for instance, is not a
member of -the Community
but on a much widcr

;oint debate on energy problems.
I call Mr Hamilton.

international

Mr Hamilton.
Mr President, I shall be very brief,
- a very wide debate and many
it has becn
of

two counts. First of all,

bccausc

of

Community. We have seen that at the recent Summit
Meeting in London, where we had what I can only

I

basis.

-

was particularly disturbed by thc Elravo incidcrrt on
it madc abundantly clear that
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Hamilton
the ways in which we deal with this kind of massive
pollution of the seas are still in their infancy and, I
suspect, the same applies

if

there is any nuclear explo-

sion at a nuclear power-station. Community or even
international efforts are required on a much more
ambitious scale in that regard than we have had
evidence of hitherto. The attempts to scoop up the oilslick in the North Sea were quite clearly inadequate.

The prevailing winds blew the thing hither and
thither, and man seemed to be quite powerless to deal

with it ; the threat of pollution was first a threat to
Norway and then, with a change of wind, to Scotland,
and so on. Therefore I think it is imperative for us to
learn from this incident, and other, the need to tackle
such problems on an international basis.

The other feature which worried me and, I suspect, a
lot of other people was that when the accident had
occured we did not appear to have sufficient expertise,
certainly within the Community, to deal the actual
blow-out. rWe had to send for people from Texas.
Now they were, of course, highly efficient people, and
I believe they are the only people in the whole world
who are competent to deal with that kind of problem.
But, however much we might like the Americans and
admire their expertise, I, and, I suspect, most
Members of this House, would prefer it if we could do
it ourselves. Ve ought in the Community to consider

million by 1985. The restrictions now proposed by
President Carter are expected to bring that figure
down to 2 400 million, but this would still represent
an increase of. 33 o/o in 9 years.
Estimates in France point to the same conclusion.
Consequently, even if alternative forms of energy are
widely utilized in the industrial sector at the end of
the century, demand will have increased by well over
50 % by comparison with present consumption.

This is the key point : if we do not change our ways,
we shall fail to achieve the object rightly indicated by
Mr Flnmig this morning, when he said that we should
concern ourselves with the future of our children and
grandchildren.

Let us look briefly at what can be produced from
these alternative sources of energy. As regards solar
energy, I would merely inform the House that the
Committee on Energy and Research may shortly be
adopting a report on this subject which will probably
be debated in June. I am also aware that Mr Giraud is
particularly interested in this question. I would merely
say today that the IAEA estimates that solar energy

will

account f.or 2 o/o

of all

Community energy

by

the desirability, the necessity of developing our own
expertise for dealing with accidents such as this.

1990 and 3.2% by the year 2000.
Having studied the subject, I personally believe that if
we do not change our approach and act rapidly, we
may even fail to achieve these limited goals.

I end by saying that happily there was no loss of life
on the Bravo rig, but we cannot be sure that that kind
of happy occurence will repeat itself in the future.
Therefore I hope that the Commission will take such
steps as it can to consider these problems not only
within the Community framework but on a much

As regards geothermal energy, we should single out
the utilization of endogenous fluids, such as warm
water or natural steam, which hold out little hope for
the future : at Larderello, in Italy, we produce half the
energy generated in the world by this process ; its utilization, which began in 1904, continues to be viable

wider scale, because

I

am quite sure that these

are

international problems which demand international
solutions.

IN THE CHAIR: MR

SPENALE

Vicc'President

President.

-

I

call Mr Nod.

Mr Noi. (I)Mr President, Mr Brunner, ladies and
gentlemen,- I shall attempt to provide a few facts on
iust one of the factors bearing on the problem under
namely, the likely significance of alternadiscussion
tive forms -of energy.

In order to appreciate their importance, we must first
of all establish the r6le to be assigned to these forms
of energy if they are to affect the future of industrialized countries such as ours. According to recent estimates in the USA, if measures are not taken to reduce
consumption in that country, its present rate of 1 800
million oil-equivalent tonnes will increase to 2 800

consumption

owing to new techniques for without them the source

would gradually dry up : this process thus makes
modest contribution to our requirements.

a

I recently tabled a question for Question-time
concerning the 'hot rocks' process. This could make a
considerable contribution, but it is difficult to estimate
what can be achieved before the year 2000, given the
extreme difficulty of reaching these rocks, which must
have a temperature of around 300 degrees at consider-

able depths, and splitting them over a wide area
without knowing their tensile strength, which, if
subjected to a tensile stress, might give rise to minor
earth-tremors. Even the extensive tests being carried
out by the Americans at Los Alamos fail to improve
the prospects in this field.
Volcanoes represent another alternative source. Mr
Scelba asked me to examine this field in detail. But
there are substantial difficulties entailed in working in
the proximity of volcanoes, where temperatures are

extremely high and the rocks frequently fractured.
These problems are even greater than those entailed
in the 'dry rocks' technique, where rock formations
may be simpler than those of the magma found in
volcanoes.
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Many years ago great hopes were placed in windpower, but were later abandoned with the arrival of
the steam-engine. In Italy, at one stage, it was consid-

ered possible to produce 800 million kilowatt-hours
annually with no difficulry wharsoever. Two hydroelectric stations which have survived in the Alps today
produce 800 million kilowatt-hours ; but this represents a very small contribution.
As regards tides, it was decided to build a plant on the
Rance, in France, as long ago as the 1940s and 50s,
and I attended tesrs at the Institut Hydraulique
Dauphinois of Grenoble around 1951. Up ro now no
other attempts have been made in this field.

I have been told that at Ispra, in a study to which
further methods may be applied, Euratom is
attempting to calculate the number of years it takes
for a plant to produce the energy required for its
construction. $Thereas a nuclear power-station
produces all the energy used in its construction within
two years at most, the Rance plant will take twenty
years. These are difficult calculations, but this atrempt
is limited to areas with strong tides and does not
concern the Mediterranean.

As for waves, even though there exists an institute
which is carryir.rg out studies with large tanks of reinforced concrete, production from this source, too, is
negligible.

Greater attention should perhaps be paid to waste,
which in theory
at least in Italy
could account

- energy requirements.
- The various
for 5 0/o of overall
types of waste (paper, metal, etc.) must, however, first

be separated, and this operation must be carried out in
the home as at later stages it becomes too complicated. Citizens must thus be specially taught how to

perform this task. Perishable matter conrained in
waste must then be isolated, to be used

in the manu-

facture of fertilizers, with a further saving of energy.
\tr7e should therefore consider the possibilities offered
by waste. However, it is unlikely that we could achieve
a saving of more than 2 0/o, as compared with the

problems involved in transmitting energy, although I
had suggested, not that energy should be transmitted
from Greenland to the continent, but thar it should be
used on the spot. This might be another possibiliry.

The gasification of coal might also make a contribution, but the fact must finally be faced that, even on
the most optimistic hypothesis, we possess only a tiny
percentage of our enormous requirements. In the
present situation, Mr President, this deficiency can
only be made good by nuclear energy. Nor can we be
satisfied with President Carter's promises to supply us
with the enriched uranium used for present systems.
This promise may comfort us over a certain period,
but in the long run we must make a choice to end the
dilemma arising from the fuel shortage : that choice is
between fast reactors and fusion. Last year, the IAEA
of Vienna made an excellent in-depth comparative
study of fast reactors and equipment which might use
nuclear fusion.

Following today's wide-ranging debate, the Assembly
ought to examine possibilities of making progress in
three vital areas: the preparation, for both alternatives,

of a technological
construction
viability.

Finally,

I

system for the presentation and
of equipment ; its safety ; its economic

should like to express my opinion on the

question, brought before the court of Freiburg, of the
reactor at \7yhl. Generally speaking, damage to a
reactor vessel can only lead to a disaster if two condi-

tions are fulfilled: if the vessel breaks
and
to the Rasmussen report there is- a 10-6
probability of this occurring
and if all three
according

cooling-plants fail to operate. Damage
occurring when
the plants were still operating would not lead to a
disaster. These two separate failures would thus have
to occur simultaneously.
I

feel that we should give this subject further consider-

ation at a later stage and that, above all, we should
note Mr Flzimig's warning that we must make a
responsible decision in the interests of future genera-

potential saving of 5 o/0.

tions.

The hydraulic field is virtually exhausted. \7e could
experiment with pumping-plants, but we should

President.

simply be performing useful transfers of energy, rather
than creating new sources.
'We come now to hydrogen, which
is a vehicle of
energy but not a new source. I should like to ask Mr
Brunner to look more closely into one possibility
offered by hydrogen (which, I believe, also interests
Mrs Kruchow), namely, for extensive hydro-electric
use in Greenland, which would make it possible to
produce new energy from hydrogen by means of electrolysis. This hydrogen would nor require, as has been
the case on the continent, the setting up of plants for
the prior production of electric energy. Two or three
years ago, I put a question to Mr Simonet which
produced the reply that I had not considered the

Mr Carpentier.
Mr President, ladies and
- (F)
gentlemen, from time
to time accidents and even
catastrophes occur which remind man of the frailty of

-

I

call Mr Carpentier.

his undertakings.
This is true of what happened at Ekofisk. I return to
this matter after Mr Hamilton's speech, not only
because I consider it to be a serious one, but also
because

it links up with all the problems raised by the

new methods of exploiting energy and
inevitably leads to the question of

it

therefore

safety.

I must confess that I am not satisfied with the statements that have been made, because I feel that, for
various reasons, they were trying to play the matter
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down. People say: 'It is almost bound to happen ;
after all, vse must progress. It is the ransom we must
pay for progress, and progress means taking risks'.
That is my first point.

The second argument put forward is that we must
ensure a certain rate of growth or else we shall regress
to the age of oil-lamps, if not even further. My point
here is that this is a fallacious argument, since there is
no question of a return to oil-lamps. That is not the

problem' The problem is to establish whether, as
regards new energy sources, technological Progress
will be accompanied by equivalent progress in respect

of safety and the guarantees which we must provide
our people against pollution.
A third argument is one that was heard in this

House

not so very long ago:'Norway is not a member of the
European Community'. As if an oil-slick could be
pinpointed in Norwegian territorial waters ! As if it
were possible to control the wind, currents and tides
so that the slick will stay where it is and only affect
Norway ! The slick will obviously move and hence
and
affect the countries bordering the North Sea
this in particularly favourable area for fishing, which
therefore provides thousands of people with a livelihood.

What surprises me is that while specialists were doing
their utmost to stem the flow of oil (4 000 tonnes a
day !), a French newspaper published a photograph
with the following caption : 'The largest drilling plar
form in the world is on its way to the site where it
will operate, towed by five tugs'.

I do think

we should ask
in the near future
the number of off-shore drilling rigs, as they are
Ladies and gentlemen,

ourselves a few questions, because

called, is going to increase rapidly. Should we say 'no'
to these rigs and hence 'no' to energy ? That, of
course, is not the problem. The problem is to esta-

blish whether we shall be able to provide adequate
safety precautions and guarantees to avoid endangering firstly jobs, and then human life.
\7hat can we do now as a Communiry ? Legal obiections are raised in this connection. Of course it is
I would prefer to say country X, since in
Norway
the near- future there will be drilling rigs off the
English coasts and perhaps off the French coasts

that was affected, but the risk is the same everywhere.
\fle could say that the continental plateau uP to a
distance of 200 miles belongs to such-and-such a
country and so no action can be taken. An example
was quoted, emphasizing that there are accidents
everywhere. That's true, but in coal mines, for
example, a firedamp explosion only harms a limited
number of people, it does not harm the environment.
'W'e must therefore realize that

the extraction

!flhat legal steps can we

take

In the meantime, can we, at the European level, draw
up a European convention, which would, of course,
extend beyond the boundaries of the Community,
with a view to reaching agreement on a series of
measures ? There is talk of opening an enquiry : that's

all very well, but the enquiry

always follows the
disaster and seeks to discover its causes. Since prevention is better than cure, what is needed before the
enquiry stage is expertise and control. But what form
will this control take and who will accept it ? For after
all somebody is responsible, although we don't know
who, and they can always take refuge behind some

law or other. \7e therefore run the risk of allowing
this procedure to continue and letting things slip, and
the result will be further disasters in the future.
President, my conclusion is this : we are talking
about a particular rype of growth and I think each of
us is convinced that this requires energy. However, in
my view we evaluate this type of growth far too much
in quantitative rather than qualitive terms, and the
fundamental problem is to see whether we can reconcile these two aspects. Our populations are right to be
anxious. Every day the path we are following puts us
in the position of the sorcerer's apprentice. Shall we

Mr

succeed

in mastering our own power ? This, I

is the fundamental problem which

I

believe,

should like the

Commission to tackle. It may perhaps only be a question of imagination, and imagination perhaps means
seeking beyond the rational for solutions, in particular

to the question of the future of our

populations.

\Thether we are thinking of drilling platforms, nuclear
power-stations or, in the future, solar energy, who can
say that our descendants will not be faced with other

pollution problems ? No

one.

I therefore urge the Commission to study this matter
very seriously and to adopt all the measures needed to
reduce future risks as far as possible; for the faster we
progress the higher the risks and hence the greater
the need for us to provide our populations with extensive safety precautions and guarantees. In fact they
should precede technical progress.
\U7ith that

I

shall conclude, Mr President.

of

nuclear energy and hydrocarbons from the subsoil of
the sea have added a further dimension to the ques-

? Some people will

suggest paying compensation ; that's all well and
good, but compensation to whom and on the basis of
what criteria ? Furthermore, when the experts tell us
that the remedies are perhaps worse than the evil, that
to dissolve or disperse this oil-slick chalk is used to
drag the oil down to the seabed, which, we are told, is
extremely harmful to human and animal life, then we
ate at a loss. Would it perhaps be possible, as Part of
the current discussions on the Law of the Sea, to
insert a clause, a paragraph or two or three paragraphs
with a view to introducing a few rules ? I realize that
this will take a very log time.

President.

-

I

call Mr Jahn.
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Mr Jahn.
(D) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
- to begin by thanking
should like
the Commission
and more specifically Mr Natali and Mr Brunner, who
have given clear and comprehensive answers to questions on sources of energy and environmental pollution, subjects to which I intend to confine myself.

I

The operation of coal-fired and oil-fired powerstations has been a subject of great interest to the
general public in recent months, with everybody, particularly in the Federal Republic, focussing their attention on the nuclear energy sector. The arguments we

have heard from the Commission provide us with

a

basis for making the debate an objective one, which is

what politicians should now be doing. I should like to
make this very clear, since we must, of course, proceed
from the facts available to us.

The operation of coal-fired and oil-fired power-stations undoubtedly results in emissions, particularly of
sulphur dioxide, nitrogen oxide and particles. The
environment can also be polluted by healy metals
such as mercury and cadmium. Mr Natali, referring to
these two sectors, has quoted figurs, which are natur-

ally averages: per tonne of coal burnt, a coal-fired
power-station releases 26 kg of sulphur dioxide, 5 kg
of nitrogen oxrde and 3..5 kg of particles into the environment. This was the case in the past and remains
the case today despite large numbers of filters. \tr7e are
aware that work is being done to improve the situation.
Using the same amount of energy, an oil-fired powerstation releases 3 kg of sulphur dioxide, 7 kg of

nitrogen oxide and

I kg of

particulate matter. A

power-station run on natural gas emits a mere 5 kg of
nitrogen oxide, and the operation of nuclear power-stations involves radioactivity, which, however, is releases

into the environment in quantities which are far
below
I stress, below
the natural radio-activity
which -is already present- in the atmosphere and to
which we are constantly exposed- In fact nuclear
powcr stations normally cause less than I 0/o of the
maximum permissible radiation dose in the Community. They cause less than .5 o/o, I repeat,.5 0/0, of the
dose which the population on average absorbs as

a

result of natural radiation. Radioactivity released

during normal operations thus represents no danger to
the public. That should be stated quite clearly here.
Our third question as to whether there are indications

that prcscnt safety measures in the field of radiation
protcction are rrot sufficient rn the case of nuclear
powcr statiolts already constructed, was answered by
Mr Natali in the negativc. Mr Brunner also referred to
this in his answer. He pointed out thar since nuclear

Furthermore, as Mr Natali said, strict checks on environmental radioactivity are carried out by independent
agencies around each nuclear power station

in

the

Member States.

The last subject I wish to refer to is the safe storage of
radioactive waste. Mr Natali has emphasized that
although the present storage procedures have not
resulted in any major inconveniences, they must
nevertheless be regarded as provisional.
Ladies and gentlemen, there has been a waste storage
site in my constituency l0 kilometres from the centre

of the city of Brunswick for over l0 years, and the
people have lived with it without undue concern. It is

just that recently everything has been so over-dramatized. \7e also have the large mines dug by the old
salt industry, where we could store waste for the next
100 years, perhaps for much longer judging by the
latest scientific findings. I say this because we politicians have not been firm enough in this field to make
things clear to the public and to do so on the basis of
the facts.

Ve have not had a final accurate answer to our question on the practical measures the Commission
intends to propose in the future to achieve the goal of
adequate supplies of energy while simultaneously
ensuring comprehensive protection of our environment As things now stand, such an answer is undoubt-

edly not yet possible.

Mr Natali confined himself ro assuring

Parliament

that the Commission would continue the efforts it has
been making for a number of years to guarantee both
adequate supplies of energy and appropriate waste
disposal facilities.

To

conclude, Mr President, our sense of political
responsibility cannot allow us to agree to the demand,
to which little opposition is now raised, by cerrain

groups for increasingly comprehensive
measures, which would eventually

safety

put an end to the

generation of energy, and this not only in the nuclear
energy sector. The barriers imposed by environmental
protection in the energy production field, must, of
course, protect mankind against predictible dangers
involved in the production process, but they must not
result in a crisis in the Community's mediu
I am not saying long-term energy supplies up to
- we are dependent on
I 990. For better or for worse
nuclear energy and fossil fuels: for the rrext few years
the development of non-polluting alternativc sources
of energy will enable us to meet only a very modest
proportion of our energy requircments.

I should like to express my thanks once again for the
clearly worded documents which have enabled us at
last to conduct an objective discussion on the basis of
the investigations which have been carried out over

in Europe 20 years ago, not a
single fatal accrdent has been caused by nuclear
cnergy itself, a fact that I feel we should note.

twenty

Fronr a study made in the United States, the
we know that nuclear energy
preserlts fc.wer dangers than road or air transport.

President.
I call Mr Alello, but before he speaks I
- it quite clear that the Socialist Group
wish to make

encrgy was first used

Rasnrusserr study,

years.

-
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President
which still has five speakers on the list

tutt

nt i tt

trtc.t' speaking-time left.

-

has exactly

(I)The Socialist Group has considered
the various problems
arising in today's debate and has
asked me to deal with the problems connected with
nature conservation.

In this connection, I would like to express some
concern at the replies which Mr Natali gave during
the last part-session, because they seem to me to give
greater weight to energy supplies than to the protection of the environment. In other words, I think that
Commissioner Natali has to some extent taken over
the r6le of his colleague Mr Brunner, and we are somewhat concerned at this.
The risks of pullution by nuclear energy are certainly
less than those from other energy sources. I would
therefore like to draw attention more particularly to
the danger of accidents and specifically to the
problem of storage, which, as we know, is far from
being solved.
There is almost universal agreement among scientists
that we are still far from having a satisfactory solution
to this problem of storage, which has various aspects,
all extremely important both as regards pollution and
as regards safety and in particular the dangers of
nuclear terrorism. There has been much talk of this,
and even the suggestion of military protection for

of its

own.

This does not mean that we are opposed to the use of
nuclear energy. \7e do believe, however, that it must

be used with great care. Morevover, we believe that
this problem cannot be left only to the scientists, who
in any case disagree among themselves. It should be

dealt with politically. We are not discussing

here

whether development should be speeded up or held
back, but what kind of development we want : frenetic
consumeristic development or some other kind.
Someone once said that consumerism

is the philos-

ophy of selling to people who can'r afford it something they don't want. IUTe would like to stand this on
its head and give people only what rhey want.

In this

sense the conclusions we reach are identical

with those put forward this morning by Mr Fl?imig,
that is, that we should reduce energy consumption,
limit the use of nuclear energy to the minimum,
dcvelop research into alternative sources and, above
all, give priority to the problems of safety. Because if
it is true that, as Mr Flnmig said, we must leave sufficient energy stocks to future generations, it is also true
that we must leave them a world fit to live in.
President.
The time remaining to the Socialist
- been more than completely
Group has now
used up.

I

that item No 25 rests in my
no opportunity for me, as

name. There has been

Mr Ajello.

these nuclear dustbins involves problems

nevertheless remains

call Mr Dalyell on a point of order.

Mr Dalyell.
Mr President, I understand perfectly
- in which you are placed. The fact
well the positiion

spokeman for the Socialist Group, to raise this subject,
and I thought that, in the agreement to put all these
subjects together, it would at least be implicit that the
spokesman of the group who had a question down in
his name should have three or four minutes. That
would be all that I would ask for.

Mr Dalyell, I am bound by what

President.

has

- decided. Your group has used up the
already been
time allocated to it. It was up to the Socialist Group to
ensure that you had a better place on the list.
However, if there are no objections, I shall shortly
allow you two minutes, so that the author of a question is not totally excluded from the debate.

I

call Mr Blumenfeld.

Mr Blumenfeld.

(D) Mr President, the Heads o(
- of the leading
or Government
industrial countries of the western world set up at their recent
London meeting a specialist commission, which has
been instructed to look into ways of averting the
dangers involved in the use of nuclear energy and so
on. It is to submit proposals for improved international controls within eight weeks. I hope that, since
its President attended the London meeting, the
Commission was able to lay claim to its right to be
represented on this specialist commission.
State

President.

-

Mr Dalyell.

I

call Mr Dalyell.

Mr President, point

1:

To give credit

to the Commission
for the arrangement with the

Americans. After all that was said here three weeks
ago, I think that we should give credit where credit is
due.

Point 2 : A question on Dr Brunner's reply. If there
was so little danger, Dr Brunner, why was there the
need for confidentially ?
Point 3: Who actually decided on confidentiality, and
when did they so decide ?

Point 4: Could you enlarge on the question of the
harmonization of safety and security measures ?
Point 5: A question on which you have been given
notice. The Euratom control system is responsible for
ores, source materials and special fissile materials
being used within the Community. As it has the righr
and the obligation to keep a check on such material
leaving one installtation and arriving in another, the
fact that Euratom could not control transport on th€
high seas appears to be merely a technicality. \fould
the Commissioner explain the Commission's responsa-

bility in the light of the Euratom Treaty, and particularly Article 77a and Article 79 (l), questions of which
Mr Natali has been given notice ?
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Dalyell
IU(hat is the competence of the Commission with
regard to Ekofisk in relation to nation States ? Point
No 2, on this matter : Could he explain exactly what
he meant in his statement about the 'display of solidarity' in relation to the Norwegians ? Point No 3 : In
his reference to the private company, what was the
question of compensation involved ? Point No 4:
\7ill he give an answer as to whether there should be
a European equivalent of a Red Adair company ?

\7ith your

I will

This means that we must achieve our objective of
15 o/o energy saved by 1985. It also means that we
must submit to the Council practical proposals for

just finish by saying that if an oil-slick arrived
on the East coast of Scotland, I, for one, would not be
forgiven by

-y

constituents.

(Altltlttsc)
President.

-

I

call Mr Brunner.

(D) As
Mr Brunner, Aiember of tbe Commission.
- like to
the ship is still under discussion, I should first
take up Mr Dalyell's questions.

No one decided on confidentiality. The matter itself
gave rise to confidentiality. \(ie have a control system,
which includes inspections of business practices and
of the books. This is accompanied by confidentiality
in such matters. In addition, we have a control system
which involves Community activity on the one hand
and Member State activiry on the other. As some of
the investigations in this case had to be carried out by
the Member States and as these Member States had to
treat the findings of these investigations confidentially
in order to achieve success, they asked us, back in
1958, also to treat the matter confidentially.

You also asked about the legal position and
mentioned Articles 77 and 79 of the Euratom Treaty.
On this I should like to point out that the control
system works at the level of the Member States of the
Community. The control system cannot eo ipso be
extended to transport on the high seas, this not being
a technicality, as you said, but a question of the legal
and political nature of the whole matter.

I do not want to prolong this debate unnecessarily. I
have tolt' you everything I know. These things
happened a long time ago and to some extent they are

more a subject for the historian than for presentday
politicians. I also wonder why the press should have
taken up this affair now of all times. It could be said
that murder will out, my question is simply: who
discovered the body ? !7ell, I can only tell you on
behalf of the Commission that if we have specific
problems in this sector in the future, we shall try to
convince the Member States involved that Parliament

should be informed in good time in
manner and in a confidential manner
must be very strict confidentially. And -I
like to tell you that we have learned from
have quoted a second case in which a

the

proper

and there
should also
this af.f.air. I
better established system restored order, and that is all that I can

say.

permission, Mr President, perhaps

I

might

now wind up the debate. I do not want to prolong it
unnecessarily. I feel that if this debate has served any
purpose, then it has shown that we must realize that
Europe still does not have uniform enerSy policy. If
this debate has served any purpose, then it was also
shown, that you and we are now aware that we must
make practical progress in all fields in the coming
months and years.

heat insulation, for combined heat and power production and also for measures which will hurt. And we do
not yet know if voluntary action will be enough. It
may be necessary to control these things through
prices and taxes as a back-up to the voluntary effort. If
this is the case and if we put forward proposals which
represent demonstration proiects and cost money, we
will ask you to help to convince the Council.

If this debate has served any purpose, it will have
shown that we must use all the Community's indigenous sources. \7e also need your help in the case of
coal. !(e have put forward proposals concerninS coal
which have not been well received everywhere. I7e
have asked for an initial 50 million u.a. a year for the
financing of pithead stocks. !7e know that there will
be a 30 gigawatt shortfall up to 1985. !7e know we
have to eliminate this shortfall. !7e know that hard
coal is not always competitive in Europe, and we
know that we will also be dependent on imported
coal.

I

therefore consider your proposal reasonable: let us
o/o of these investment subsidies for indigenous coal. To say that only indigenous coal will be
supported would probably be unacceptable to a

hold back 20

number of Member States. \UThen it comes to our
submitting proposals to the Council in June, help us
as regards coal.

The next point is nuclear energy. In their final
communiqu6, the Heads of Government stress that
nuclear energy is necessary. They intend doing everything to promote it while reducing the risks, and they
are also against the proliferation of nuclear weapons.

Those are objectives which we also have in the
Community. But when it comes to actually telling
people that we must use a technology which involves
certain risks, but that we know these risks have largely
been reduced to such an extent that it is possible to
live with them, we would ask you to help us by telling
your constituents the same. If we do not do this, we
will be making great statements, but when it actually
comes to telling the people what is happening, we

will

fail.

And tell the people at the same time that we are not
doing all this iust to achieve economic growth. That is
not the only important thing. Of course, we know at a
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growth rate of only 3 % we have hitherto had a 6 o/o
rate of increase in electricity consumption. !7e know
that we must maintain growth if we want to maintain
employment. But there is a great deal more at stake. It
comes down, after all, to the elementary problem of
the safety of Europe. !7'e must make sure that we do
not put all our money on one horse. S(e must make
sure that we have a large number of sources in case
one or other of them dries up. And dependent as we
are, nothing will help us if we do not use nuclear
energy in some reasonable way.

tell your constituents this, and also tell them
that things will never be the same as they were before
the oil crisis of 1973. Conditions have changed. And
in the future we will have to make increasing use of
technologies which cause some unrest among the
public. This unrest arises because not all the possible
accidents can be predicted in laboratory experiments.
Nobody could have produced in advance an oil-slick
of the size that occurred during the North Sea accident, in order to see if a technique could be developed
to counteract it. But we must bear this unrest together.
'1tr7e
must bear it if we want to ensure that our indusPlease

trial technological society in Europe continues

to

develop at a reasonable rate. That is all. Help us in

this, and help us when we enter into negotiations
with third countries, with the uranium producers, with
the oil producers, with the United States, Canada and

For this reason the reply I gave to this question was
not based on concern about supplies, but tried to give
objective figures as a basis for discussion, so much so
that Mr Aiello will have to acknowledge that as
regards the major problem of waste,

in my reply I

said

that this problem, which is certainly far from being
solv.ed, will have to be studied on a sound and clear
basis, if a suitable solution is to be found.

In my reply to Mr Jahn's question, I nevertheless
pointed out that there were degrees of pollution

deriving from other energy sources, and I pointed out
the need for a Community policy on the environment.

Much of today's discussion has centred on the 'Bravo'
oil-rig, which demonstrates that there are other sectors
and other energy sources which must be watched if
we are to provide that protection
to which Mr
Carpentier referred
against danger -to human life, as
in the case of underground accidents for miners, and
dangers to the environment around us, and under this
heading we can certainly include accidents which may
happen in the course of this kind of exploration.

I would like to say here quite frankly that it is not by
chance that as soon as the Commission heard about
the Efofisk accident it made a statemenr to

the

safeguarding our

Council, in the same way that in this debate it wished
to make its own preliminary declaration.

Mr Blumenfeld has asked if we are to be members of
this group. The answer is that we shall not be for the
time being. After an initial study the Council will

It did this because it believes that, particularly where
the protection of the sea is concerned, which involves
not only problems connected with exploration but
also the dumping of wastes and emissions into the
atmosphere, as I said in my introductory speech, our

Australia,

on

agreements aimed

at

supplies.

then decide whether we as a Community are to participate. I say that we should be members. And I appeal

to you to help us to make sure we become members.
President.

- I call Mr Natali.

Mr Natali,

Vice-President of tbe Commission.

@

Mr President, allow me to make a few final comments
after this very wide-ranging debate. I should like to
point out to Mr Ajello that the question tabled by Mr
Jahn on behalf of the Committee on the Environment asked the Commission to supply information
on the basis of estimates by our departments and
experts
on the degree of environmental pollution
and the- damage connected with the use of nuclear
energy. I have to point out
in reference to a
comment this morning by Mr- Veronesi, echoed by
other Members

-

that for some time the impression

seems to have been growing among the public that, of

the various sources of energy, the only one giving
grounds for anxiety is nuclear energy. I think it was
pointed out in the debate that these views, in the light

of the information in our possession, do not correspond with the facts, and it may be that some speeches
on the political and economic
these.

aspects were based on

action must be intensified.'We therefore call upon the
Parliament to help us ensure that the Community
policy set out in the programme on the environment,
which we are submitting to Parliament, is put into
practice through the passing of legislation.

As regards the specific questions put to me on the
problem of the 'Bravo' oil-rig, I would say that the
means at our disposal to intervene in this matter are at
present non-existent, or nearly so. As regards the
protection of the sea, we have at present: the Barcelona Convention covering the Mediterranean, to
which the Communiry will become a contracting
party within the nex few days, through the signing of
the Convention by the Commission, representing the
Community; the Oslo Agreement on the Atlantic and
the North Sea, where the Community has observer
status (this convention does not cover damage from

accidental discharges or accidents); and finally the
Paris Convention, again covering the Atlantic and the
North Sea, which is a special convention covering
pollution from hydrocarbons. This convention, which
has yet to enter into force and to which the Community is a contracting party, does not cover accidental
discharges.
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From this list

it is clear that the only convention

covering preventive measures and follow-up measures
is the Barcelona Convention. !7e hope that there will
be a series of agreements which will not only lay
down rules on the provision of information but also
give guidelines for a policy which, as has been said
here, will be preventive and not restrictive and which
will deal with problems concerning the safery of installations and related matters.

As regards the demands for the Community to be
represented in this sector, the Commission recently
asked the Council for authorization to participate in
the signing of the Helsinki Convention on the protection of the Baltic Sea. In this sector we are meeting
with some resistance, but we believe it is our duty to
see that the Community, while taking care
through
its policy of research into energy sources- not to
inhibit economic progress, at the same time- develops
a policy on the protection of the environment and the

quality of life,

in

order to preserve the human and

social aspects of Europe.

To Mr Dalyell, who

asked, a specific question on the
term 'a private company' which I used to describe the

company carrying out drilling on the 'Bravo' rig. I
would like to say that I did not intend to make any
distinction between private or public companies, since

it

is clear that when these accidents arise, the fact that
a company is a public or a private one, does not affect
the responsibility.

Moreover, Mr Dalyell,

I

would repeat what

I

said in

my statement : it is our intention to present to the
meeting of the Council of Ministers of the Environ-

ment a series of proposals which, based on the experience of the accident on the'Bravo' oil-rig and also on
the Community's policy on the protection of the environment, will provide for the coordination and initiation of methods of research and intervention where
accidents are concerned.

It is along these lines that we intend to proceed. In
our statements we said that we were already carrying
out studies to evaluate as accurately as possible the
consequences for the marine fauna and flora and we
also said that where social problems arise the Commission is ready to present proposals too.

I apologize, Mr President, for having dwelt rather at
length on this subject, but I believe that if my speech
were to be complete it would probably have to be
evcn longer and more detailed. I think, nevertheless,
that I have managed to convince the honourable
Mcnrbcrs that on this subject we intend to proceed
dccisrvely, in thc certainty that we are acting on the
and aspirations of very nrany European
citizcns, who certainly wish to see progress but also
wish to protcct future generations.
clemancls

President.
The joirrt debate is now closed. 'We
shall now -consider the motron for a resolution

contained

in the report by Lord

Bessborough (Doc.

4s177).

I

call Lord

Bessborough.

Lord Bessborough, rct|Porteur.

Mr President, I
wish
to
thank
those
who
have
supported
the resoiust
lution contained in this report. I am very grateful to
them for having spoken. The resolution has been
endorsed by all three relevant committees, and I hope
therefore that it will be passed easily.

I am very grateful to the Commissioner also for what
he has said, and I should like to take this opportunity
of assuring him that we shall do all in our power to
help him as he requests.

I have little more to say, except, perhaps, to ask him
what chance he thinks there is of the Council's in fact
adopting these proposals. If he can answer that in a
few words I should be very grateful ; otherwise, I hope
the House will adopt this resolution unanimously.
President.

-

Since the representative of the Council
I call Mr Prescott for an expla-

does not wish to speak,
nation of vote.

Prescott.
Mr President, I think we should
- Commissioner, in view of his reply
make clear to the
to our question about the missing ore, that we found
his reply not adequate, that it was indeed somewhat
confused and to a certain extent his suggestion that
the cargo was not important and outside control
seems to be answered by his own reply. lUfle feel that
we should make clear to the Commissioner that the
Socialist Group will have to pursue this matter. If it
was not an important cargo, then we wish to know as
a Parliament why export certificates were issued, why
you sent inspectors to Milan, why you sent three security agencies to investigate and informed the United
States of America. Quite clearly, if it was not an important ore, then one would have thought the Commissioner could in this report have given an indication to
the House of the problems of sea transport which he
talked about today, but there is no indication in any
one of these reports about the problems and techniques of control. That is the very least he could have
done. The Commissioner made it clear that it was
confidentiality that was involved here ; this was an
important matter and others had made decisions that
this House could not be informed of. That is not a

Mr

satisfactory answer,

Mr

President.

(Appluusc .frun thc lc.ft)
Frankly, Mr President, in view of those circumstances

we feel that the answer has been somewhat
misleading, it certainly reflects negligence, it is a
breach of our treaty obligations and we feel that

it

is

more important that the Commission should give us
further information. The only way for us to do that is
to ask that the relevant committee of this House, thc
Committee on Energy and Research, look into this
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Prescott
matter to investigate not only the Commission's propbut Mr Haferkamp, who was in charge at that
time and is a vice-president of the new Commission.
\When you look at the Americans, there has
been clear
collusion involved in these issues. The company
selling the ore got rhe money, but nobody knows who

Bureau. Now, my honourable friend the leader of the
British Labour Delegation has in fact made the
specific and, in my view, very apt and sensible suggestion that a special committee of the Committee on
Energy be asked to look not so much at what

osals

happened 9 tlz years ago but in fact at the issues
involved. For example, one of the issues involved is
how in fact, not having a national government of any
kind, one does inform the Parliament in a confidential way. Dr Brunner has just said, 'I will take steps to
inform the Parliament', but other than the sub-committee on budgets, which is clearly inappropriate,
there is, as we understand it, no vehicle of secrecy in

paid. The press tells us who is involved in it more
than the Commissioner does. To add insult to injury,
the information the Commissioner gave us indicated

that the very company they asked in 1968 concerning
the sending of these ores was in 1969, or just before
then, asking if it could send more money, presumably
after it had been investigated by the security services.
Clearly, collusion is involved. For this House there are
serious implications involved, there is public accounta-

bility involved and therefore I hope that, like the
American Senate, we shall set up our own investigation
in this case, through the Committee on
- and Research
Energy
to ger ro the facts of this

this Parliament. Clearly this is one of the

issues

involved, and therefore my point of procedure to you
is this : in the light of what has been said, could the
enlarged Bureau, which I gather is meeting very soon,
consider the issues and report back to the Parliament ?

-

matter.
(Applau.tc .from thc

President.

President.
Mr Prescott, I was entitled to allow you
- for
to speak only
an explanation of vote. I am not sure
that what you said was one.
Having said that,

I

call Mr Brunner.

Mr Brunner, Mcntbcr

Mr

speaking, a point

lc_l't)

o.f

tbe Connnission.

Mr pres-

I have the feeling rhat I don't get through
very
well in translation, because otherwise it would not
ident,

have been possible for Mr Prescott to say that

I

said at

Dalyell, that was not, strictly
of order.

Mr

Prescott's suggestion is one which everyone can
react to in his own way, and I personally think it
useful, but it has nothing to do with Lord Bessborough's resolution, nor with any answer that might be
given by the Commission. This is entirely a matter for
Parliament. Parliament alone will decide whether to
set up any committee of enquiry.

I

put the motion for a resolution to the

The resolution is adopted.

vote.

I

any given moment that this was not an important
matter. Vhen. did I say that ? And how can you base
your summing up, which was not an explanation of
vote, on such a confused point of view ? I tried to establish clearly the factual and the legal sides. I told you
that in this report, which is a report on the activiries
of Euratom, matters relating to confidential enquiries
which take place in connection with Euratom controls
are never included, and that this is in no way required
by the Euratom treaty.

Council and- Commission on the overall appraisal of
the 1978 budget and the report (Doc. 83177) by Mr
Shaw, on behalf of the Committee on Budgets, on

So, please, let us rest our case in a fair way at the end
of such a debate, and try to show some understanding

the guidelines of the European Parliament on the budgetary and financial policy of the European Community ior

in a matter which is now a happening of nine-and-ahalf years ago. I have tried to tell you in all frankness
how I would proceed if faced with such a matter
today. I have tried to tell you that if I were faced with

such a matter, I would do my best to get Parliament
informed in the due way. That is all I can say and that
is all we can do at present. I would therefore ask you
to show a fair amount of understanding for the diffi-

cult situation in which the Commission is

placed

nine-and-a-half years after the event.
(Applausc .f|ont the centre and right)

President.

-

I call Mr

Dalyell on a point of order.

Mr Dalyell.
Mr President, we all know the imporin this-Parliament of the work of the enlarged

tance

8. Budgctary poliq
President.

lor

1978

The next item is a statement by the

1978.

I

call Mr Barnett.

Mr Barnett, Pre-sidcnt-in-olliu o.f thc Council.
- Mr
I am particularly happy ro have this opportunity to report to the European Parliament on the
President,

outcome of the Joint Council of Ministers of Foreign
Affairs and Finance which was held in Luxembourg
on 5 April 1977. I have already had the pleasure of i
discussion with your Committee on Budgets on this
subject, and I would like to thank its chairman, Mr
Lange, for the kind welcome extended to me by his
committee and your rapporteur, Mr Shaw, for the
excellent report now submitted for your consideration.

'

OJ C

llJ
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The discussion of the Joint Council was based on the
Commission's communication which it had sent
simultaneously to the Council and the European Parliament, and the Council concerned itself with the two
main subjects of this communication
namely, the
- aspects.
budgetary priorities and the institutional

As you know, Mr President, the Joint Council did not
seek to reach decisions about the actual sums of
money to be entered in the 1978 budget. This
meeting was, in fact, quite deliberately outside the

budgetary procedure and was designed neither to
compromise the right of initiative of the Commission
nor to trespass on the budgetary powers given by the
Treaties both to the Council and to European Parliament. The object of this meeting was to enable the

Council

to inform the Commission of its

general

views on budgetary priorities.

preoccupation of the Council was the
unemployment. As you know, in the
context of unemployment and convergence, the Euro-

of

pean Council, at its meeting in March, had agreed that
in order to promote sustained economic recovery and

mitigate unemployment without risking the renewal
of inflation, there was a need for intensified cooperation at the Community as well as at the international
level. The Joint Council, in the light of these views
expressed by the European Council, broadly agreed
with the conclusions reached by the Commission.
These emphasized the need for measures which would

combat unemployment, especially of young people,
promote convergence in the economies of Member
States and achieve greater coordination
tion of structural intervention funds.

cil's views on multi-annual

assessments

of

expendi-

ture.

A main
problem

imported energy. At the Joint Council, it was recalled
that, when the European Council at its meeting of 2
and 3 December 1975 invited the Council to hold
these joint sessions, it had suggested that these discussions should 'facilitate the gradual introduction of
multi-annual assessments of expenditure, which would
result in the improved distribution of Community
resources'. Several members of the Council, whilst
recognizing that this year, in view of the review of the
operations of the Social Fund and the beginning of
discussions about the next phase of the Regional
Fund, it would have been difficult for the Commission to give any up-to-date quantitative orders of
magnitude as background for the Council's discussion,
expressed the hope that in future years the Commission would take seriously to heart the European Coun-

in the applica-

Another important subject was, of course, agriculture,
which accounts for three-quarters of Community
budget expenditure. Everyone was well aware that it is
extremely difficult to forecast agricultural expenditure,
which is largely dependent on, fluctuations in the
market and on external factors such as the weather
and levels of world production. Furthermore, as the
Commission had pointed out in their communication,
Community support is open-ended and containment
of this expenditure in the short term is therefore very

difficult. The Commission communication urged
action on two fronts to reduce the budgetary cost of
the Common Agricultural Policy: on the one hand,
they urged action to reduce structural surpluses and

The institutional questions dealt with in the Commission document are particularly significant this year,
since on present plans 1978 will see the introduction
of the definitive system of the Community's own
resources. To that end, it is hoped that VAT 'own
resources' will be introduced in 1978, and the
Commission have already proposed that the European

unit of account should be applied to the

A further institutional question raised in the Commission document was the question of loans with a view
to improving Community finances. The Commission
have promised to submit specific proposals on this
question. The subject was not therefore discussed in
detail by the Joint Council, although certain delegations did express hesitations.
Mr President, these are, in short, the main subiects
which were discussed by the joint Council. As President of the Council, I am happy to have had the
opportuniry of giving you this report. I am at your
disposal to give you any further clarification which I
can, and I shall, of course, listen to your debate with
the closest interest.
(Apltlause)

improve marketing arrangements, on the other hand,
they envisaged the introduction of the principle of
compulsory digressivity in order to reduce the cost of
monetary compensatory amounts. Vhilst many
members of the Council expressed their views on the

of agricultural expenditure, there was not
complete agreement in the Council on the priority to

problems

be accorded to the two approaches advocated by the
Commission.

The Council also expressed general agreement on the
need for reducing the Community's dependence on

budget.

These changes entail quite considerable amendments
to the financial regulations. The Council is working
hard on these problems, which will, of course, when
and where appropriate, be subject to the conciliation
procedure with the European Parliament.

IN THE CHAIR: MR

YEATS

Vice-President

President.

-

I call

Mr Tugendhat.

Mr Tugendhat, fuIenber of tbe Cornmission.

Mr

- in a
President, it gives me great pleasure to participate
general debate at this time on matters relating to the
1978 budget. It is difficult when talking about the
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budget sometimes not to become wholly enmeshed in

details and

in

figures, and therefore

I

feel that

a

of this sort, before we get into those figures,
can do nothing but good.
debate

I would also like to express the Commission's gratitude to the Committee on Budgets and to their rapporteur, Mr Shaw, for producing a draft resolution which
represents a constructive and useful response to the
assessment of overall budgetary problems presented
by the Commission in March, and which also, I feel,
represents a striking similarity of approach between

the Commission on the one hand and the parliament
Shaw's draft resolution makes its
recommendations under three main headings. There
is first the new budgetary structures, then the 1978
budgetary policy and finally specific budgetary points
of crucial importance. It seems to me that it would be
to the convenience of Parliament if I commented on
each of these items in turn. I will endeavour to be as
brief as possible, following the example of the president-in-Office, but it may take me a moment or two

on the other. Mr

longer.

Under the first heading, new budgetary structures, the

motion for a resolution calls on rhe Council to
complete
,the programme of institutional changes
planned for the 1978 financial year before itre
opening of the 1978 budgetary process. The Commission shares Parliament's concern that this should be
done, and very much hopes that it will. The Commission is also grateful for Parliament's support. There
are, of course, difficulties. In the case of the introduc-

I January for
instance, there is, regrettably, one reservation still to
be lifted by a Member Srate on the Sixth Directive.
Every effort is being made by the Commission, and
indeed by others, to resolve this difficulty in time for
the necessary domestic legislation to be implemented.
The latest indications, I am happy to say, are reasonably hopeful on an early understanding, but the
problem is not yet resolved. Meanwhile, however, the
Commission has forwarded the VAT financial regulation to the Council and the Parliament in good iime
for VAT to be introduced as an 'own-resource' next
year. The proposal for a revised regulation 2l7l vill
tion of VAT as an 'own-resource' on

follow shortly.

I have to acknowledge nonetheless that the remaining
proposed change in the budgetary structure
- namelyii
the introduction of the European unit of account,
also raising problets. Not only are there many technical aspects to be discussed. There is also a difference
of views about the interpretation of Article l3l of the
Accession Treaty. lflhen I too had the pleasure of
appearing before

the Committee on Budgets, as
will recall, I drew their atten-

Members of the House

tion to this outstanding problem.

month after Easter. I hope very much that the
Council will be able to meet rhis deadline.
The motion also calls on the Commission to take full
account of the proposals put forward by Parliament
for improvements in the budgetary procedures. I
assume that this part of the motion refers mainly to
the recommandations which Parliament has made for

improvements in the budgetary calendar, in particular
the request that Parliament be informed of the
substance of the preliminary draft budget soon after

the Commission has adopted it, the proposal to send
to Parliament the rectifying letter for agriculture as
early as possible in September, therrequest for final
consultation between the Council and Parliament to
be earlier than last year, and the demand that the
number of supplementary budgets be limited to a
strict minimum.

I hope I have managed to cover all the points which
were raised. Broadly speaking the Commission accepts

that all these changes are desirable in principle,
although there are, of course, some difficulties in practice and, as the rapporteur himself says, I am endeavouring to tackle some of them in conjunction with
him on an informal basis before we can, as we hope,
reach a joint position.

In connexion with new budgetary structures, the
motion also welcomes the Commission's intention to
improve Community financing capacity by means of
long term borrowing guaranteed by the Community.
The Commission services have already commenced
intensive studies into a wide range of possible initiatives in this area, and as the House knows, and as I
would certainly like to confirm, this is a point to
which we attach considerable importance, and which
we feel may well have useful potential for the future.
Turning the second heading in the motion for a resolution, 1978 budgetary ltolicy, I would like, in particular, to refer to paragrah 5, which states thai the
budget should be determined 'in the light of Community needs and goals, rarher than being determined by
considerations arising from past trends in the GNp,
national . budgets and the price-patterns of
!h.
Member States'. It is of cource, important to be clear,
as I know the rapporteur is, that only one part of the
non-compulsory expenditure, iJ formally
lufeej,
linked to the gross national product of the Member
States.

I

want

to

agrees entirely that

emphasize that

the

Commission

it is the Community's needs and

goals which must be the main touchstone for all deci-

In order to facilitate the swift completion of the whole
programme of institutional changes,

the Commission's suggestion, by the Joint Council of
Foreign and Finance Ministers, held in Luxembourg
on 5 April, that the Committee of Permanent Representatives should report to the Council with a view to
enabling it to take a final decision no later than one

it

was agreed, at

sions on Communiry expenditure. Applying such a
touchstone, I feel, does not mean that we should be
precisely tied to considerations of gross national
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expenditure ; it means that, but it also means that we
must not increase the budget merely for its own sake.
The Commission believes that it is absolutely essential
that we only increase public expenditure at Community level when we have established beyond reason-

able doubt and by exhaustive scrutiny that such
spending is fully fustified in terms of our agreed objec-

Commission is not expected to take a final decision
until towards the end of May. It would therefore, be

to adumbrate in any detail the main
features of the general budget for next year. At this
stage, I have to restrict myself to references to th(
premature

broad outline of priorities which are set out

in

the

Commission's document.

tive.

Here, I would like to repeat further a point which was
emphasized very strongly in the Commission's written

to Parliament. Community action
should not necessarily be an addition to public
activity, spending and taxation. The Community
should not seek to duplicate the activities of the
nation State, but should rather try to do at Community level those tasks which are already being, or will
have to be, undertaken, but which the Community
has had a request from the nation to fulfil. If this is
the touchstone, there need be no net increase in
communication

public expenditure. Indeed, there may even be a net
reduction. The motion calls for proposals which will

catch the imagination and win the support of the
European public, I believe that only proposals which
do not unnecessarily increase the burden of governmentaI taxation upon Europe's citizens, but which
instead provide effective solutions to problems which

individual Member States have been unable
adequately to tackle on their ov/n, can hope to elicit
an enthusiastrc and enduring public resPonse.
course, Mr President, the objective merits of
our proposals will not guarantee their popularity. That
rs very rarely the case. It will also be important for the
Comnrunity's measures to be as widely known and as
widely understood as possible. I can assure the Parliament that we shall do our best to ensure that the

Of our

process of establishing the 1978 budget is as widely

publicized as we can secure. \7e hope efforts will
enabte a wider public to understand both the general
principles underlying the budgetary process and the
concrctc implrcations of the specific proposal that will
bc put forward. It is indeed debates in this course

whrch can convince the public at large that what we
arc talkrng about is of practical relevance to them and
not mcrcly some obstruse and esoteric seminar about
units of account, compulsory and non-compulsory
cxpcndrture, monetary comPensatlon amounts, and all
thc rcst of the jargon that is inseparable from matters
of this kind.

Frnally, Mr President,

I

should like

to make a

few

rcmarks about the third section of the motion for a
rcsolrrtion cntitled :ptc'tftc bttdg(td,-l' point.r o.f crttciul
tntP()t lLt)t.c, which drscusses the specific prioritres
Parlian.rcnt would likc the Community to observe in
thc ncxt financial ycar. Since the Cornmission's docunrent on tl-rc ovcrall assessment of the Community's

budgctary problcms was submitted to the budget
atrtlrorrty in March, the prcparation of the 1978
btrdget has rcachcd

a fairly

advanced stage,

but

the

In addition to the constant need to restrict Community expenditure to the kind of genuinely useful activities, which I have already described, there is at
present, as the Commission document insists,
^
further set of constraints imposed upon expenditure
by the difficulties of the European and indeed of the
whole world economy. With every Member State
under pressure to rein in its pending plans, it is clear
that the Community budget must also be constructed
realistically to include only what can be fully .iustified

by the Community's main economic needs. And
against this background, I want to state my very great

satisfaction that the specific priorities that have been
selected by the Committee on Budge ts correspond

almost exactly

to the broadly defined objectives

already identified by the Commission.

On the agricultural front, the Commission's document
expressed our wish to bring expenditure on the CAP
under closer control. The recommendations which the
Commission made to the Council of Agricultural
Ministers in February were designed to achieve this
object, and also to help retain the related PurPose,
which is stated in the committee's resolution, of establishing a better balance between spending on agricultural markets and spending on agricultural structures.

Unfortunately, the Council of Agricultural Ministers
have to a great extent ignored the Commission's proposal, and have concluded a price settlement which

will

increase the cost of the agricultural budget by fotrr
times as much as the Commission proposed, thus rein-

forcing the imbalances in the agricultural budget
taken as a whole. I think it is very important indeecl,

President, for Parliame nt and for European
opinion as a whole, to understand thc responsibility of
the Council of Agricultural Ministcrs in this mattcr.

Mr

So often

in the Member States, it is assunred that cver-

ything that is done in our Comntunity is done by and
for the Commission. That is not the case, and it is
very important that the responsibility for acts should
be placed where it belongs, and that public opinion
should understand where the responsibility for what
has been done bclongs. \flhen we are responsiblc we
will take the responsibility ; where othcrs are respotlsibte, it is necessary that the responsibility should be

laid at their door.

ln the fields of industry and energy, however, whcre
there is also a close similarity betwcen the position of
the Commission and that expressed in Parliament's

I hope and belteve that our sharcd objcctivcs
receive a much mote constructive rcsponse fronr
the Council of Ministers.
motion,

will
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In reply to the motion's call for improvements in
regional and social policy, I would draw Parliament's
attention to the fact that the Commission has already
announced its intention to increase the activity stemming from the Regional Fund, and also to achieve a
consolidation of the Social Fund's activities. It is
important to remember here that figures are not all

that matters : just as important is the effectiveness
with which the morrey will be spent. The Commission intends to complete its review of the basic rules
of both funds in time for Parliament to assess the
figures which will be presented to it, in the light of
the important administrative changes which will
accompany them.

On the question of priorities, I should like to stress
how grateful I am to Parliament for supporting the
Commission in its concern to maintain the Community's effort to aid the Third World.
In conclusion, I would like to

say how heartened and

I

am by the very considerable measure of
support for the Commission's approach to budgetary
policy implied by Parliament's motion and to say that
I look forward to working very closely indeed with
Parliament on the details of the 1978 budget in the
latter part of this year. !(e got off to a harmonious
start ; I hope we shall be able to reach a harmonious
encouraged

conclusion.

(Altplanv)
President.

-

I

call Mr

Mr Shaw, ntPPortcilr.

Shaw.

Mr President, I regard it

as

a

- rapporteur for Parliament on
great privilege to be the
978
the
budget. I am fully conscious of the fact that
I follow Lord Bruce, who has set a very outstanding
1

record of achievement in the way he put through last
I hope that I shall follow in his footsteps both in industry and in skill. I think I can also
say that the Commissioner will have looked back on
last year and earlier years and noted the very high
standard that his predecessor set in persuading us of
the Commission's views
nearly always, but not
always
in many fields. -I am sure that he, too, will
- persuasive this year.
be equally
year's budget, and

I

must welcome the President of the Council, who
I am sure, that life wherever he goes is one long
budget: from dealing with the national one yesterday,
he now comes to deal with the European one today.
Nonetheless, we welcome him, and I am bound to say
I always feel that he brings a cheerfulness to the most
recondite of subjects or, indeed, the gloomiest of
news. How glad we are to have him with us in this
feels,

debate.

I

believe that we are to have a very important budget
deliberation, although this year we are starting earlier
than ever in the budgetary process with this general
debate. I am quite certain that tl're two speeches which

we have already heard make sure that this

general

debate has been worth while.

The motion for a resolution which is before

the

House sets out the broad political guidelines that the
Committee on Budgets believes should apply in the

Communities' budgetary and financial spheres in
1978. Specific figures obviously are not set out,
because these can only be considered at a later date,
when the Commission has put forward the preliminary draft budget. The political guidelines for the
1978 budget, however, were discussed by our
Committee on Budgets on three occasions over recent
weeks. Account was taken of the Commission's
communication COM(77)20. That text, which, if I
may say so, Mr Commissioner, was a great improvement on those of other years, was referred to Parliament, as one of the holders of budgetary authority, to
enable it to state its views. I submit that the report of
the Committee on Budgets now before the House
gives Parliament's response.
So far as the Council is concerned, we stress that their
work on several crucial issues must advance with the
utmost rapidity if the structures for the 1978 budget
that have been called for by Parliament over the past
year are to be set up in time. I refer in particular
they have been mentioned, but I will mention them
again
to the financial regula- to thetoamendments
tion applicable
the general budget of the European
Community, the introduction of the European unit of
account, and the measures relating to VAT and the
Communities' own-resources system.

Parliament
and I want to put this on the record
- necessary steps,
has taken the
and has taken them -in
good time, to have these actions advanced. For many
months, and in the case of VAT for many years, the
Council has been aware of our position in regard to
these measures. The time for action

on them by the

Council is during the next few weeks.

I

sincerely hope that the Council

will not fail us, and

I welcome what the President has had to tell us this

afternoon, because I know of the tremendous difficulties that have genuinely been faced by all parties in
reaching a conclusion on this matter.

So far as the Commission is concerned, the motion
for a resolution also sets up certain key political orientations in regard to the preparation of the preliminary
draft budget for 1978. The Commission has been
asked to take full account of the proposals to improve
the budgetary procedure, and I welcome the sympathetic response that we have had this afternoon. These
proposals emanate from the ud boc working-group on
certain budgetary questions, an important sub-committee that meets, largely unknown by the rest of Parliament, to try and make the working of the budgetary
procedure more efficient each year, and I hope that it
does. It is chaired by Mr Cointat and it has sat for the
past year and a quarter.
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In particular, the following proposals are brought to
the attention of the Commission: the budgetization of
loans and the rationalization and improvement of the
formulation of borrowing policy; the budgetization of
appropriations for third countries dnd an improvement of parliamentary participation in the granting of
aid ; the presentation of commitment appropriations ;
nomenclature aspects ; budgetary clarity and transparency; the need to avoid supplementary budgets, with
recourse being had instead to rectifying budgets;
finally, coping with the problem of the EAGGF appropriations. All these will be found, if colleagues are interested, in a full statement made on these matters in
Document 97176.

I would next make one or two comments on the
subject of borrowing, which has loomed large in
earlier remarks. It is the view of the Committee on
Budgets that long-term borrowing will add to the flexibiliry of the budget. It will put the Community on the
same footing as other authorities and enterprises, by
enabling it to borrow for worthwhile and carefullyselected purposes. Of course, money borrowed must
be repaid. This underlines the need for a disciplined

approach. Clearly,

the

proceeds

of

long-term

borrowing should not be spent on current-account
appropriations. Investment must be the keynote.
Exchequer transactions and other short-term shock

transactions are

not ruled out, of

course. Such

temporary arrangements may be necessary, on occa-

sion, as a result of the pattern of receipt of the
Community's own resources, but their temporary
nature must be clear both in intent and in out-turn.
IUThat

is needed is a global and coherent approach to
borrowing by the Community, as opposed to the
haphazard practice which is applied at present, and it

must be set out

in

such a way that

it is clearly

apparent. Ve hope that we shall have the Commission's concrete and detailed proposals on this matter
in a short while.

The chairman of the Committee on Budgets, Mr
Lange, who has offered me his apologies for not being

here this afternoon, wants the Commission to set out

clcarly the objectives

of the Community in

the

different policy fields and not to regard the budget as
a series of funds set side by side. There is no doubt
that clear expression of objectives would show us all
where the Community is heading : also, it creates the
conditions most conducive to the efficient use of
Community resources. This feeling is reflected in paragraph 4 of the motion for a resolution, which was
cndorsed fully by my committee. From the outset, I
havc stressed that the 1978 preliminary draft budget
should bc a genuinc fiscal and budgetary document

which conrprehensively covers all expenditures that
are forescen for the year ahead.

The 1978 Budget will, as I think we are all aware,
mark a major turning-point in the life of the Community. Many things are, we hope, going to happen. It
will be the first budget with the sysrem of VAT in
operation. The new European unit of account will
begin to operate, although it will be some time before

it

applies

fully to all

budgetary transactions. The
will apply also
at least

revised Financial Regulation

I

hope

it will.

-

I know, be performed better by the
Community than by the individual nations them-

Some tasks can,

I am glad that the Commissioner did make
this point. This is the reason why, when one is
pressing for other activities, one doesn't necessarily
selves, and

mean that one is pressing all the time for more expen-

!fle are pressing mainly for a better use of
funds, although sometimes it may well be that addiditure.

tional funds are necessary as well. But I do believe
that the budget should not simply mirror past trends

in GNP prices and Member States' budgets; it must
relate, in some greater or lesser degree, to the needs
and the goals of the Community. Thus, within its limitations
and the Commission document spells out
those limitations
quite clearly
it must be courageous and comprehensive, if for-the very reasons that
the Commissioner himself mentioned, namely, that
the individual nations can, on occasion, be too narrow
in their own views and do not always consider the
Community point of view, which, in the long run,
may well be the better point of view for the nations
concerned.

This year we shall see the new Commission producing
its first preliminary draft budget. !(e in the European
Parliament shall expect to see in it
after
- because,
all, it is a new Commission
fresh
ideas and a
- the evolving situarecasting of existing policies to suit
tion. Above all, there must be significant proposals in
many areas so as to spark off a new dynamic in the
Community. People may say that in putting forward
our resolution we are asking too much, but I believe
that in this preliminary debate it is part of our duty to
inspire, to seek to get people to review in its entirety
the future, and future needs, so that one can raise that
fresh interest that is so needed in the Community. In
particular, new proposals will be looked for in relation
to the common agricultural policy, social and regional
policy, industrial, transport and energy policies. If the
1978 Budget is a worthwhile text
and I have every
hope that it will be
lts impact- on the progress of
European union may- be striking. Ve need, as I have
said already, to capture the imagination of the European public, to win their enthusiasm and support,
especially in the direct-election year of 1978.
So, Mr President, without intruding on rhe responsibility of the Commission in the preparation of the

preliminary draft budget the motion for a resolution
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suggests, especially in paragraphs 8 and I 5, those
broad spheres of crucial importance where a particular
effort at restructuring is called for.
research and transport are all closely related.
_Pr..gy,
\U7e should like to see
common policies evolve which
covered these areas in a comprehensive way, and
which were relevant to the future needs of Europe.
Europe must also be able to compete in the industrial
sector, on a world scale, if we are to safeguard the
future welfare of our people. Moreover, such a drive in

this direction is all the more necessary because it is
from the profits earned by a healthy indusrrial sector

that funds can be made available for spending on the
other policies we wish to pursue in the regional and
social fields, as well as in aid to the Third \7orld. In

that regard I welcome the uncompromising statement
made by the Commission in its document that the
main priority must be the attack on unemployment

and the reinforcing

of the

Community's iconomic

structure.
Considerable social as well as economic importance is
attached to helping small and medium-sized enterprises in starting
and even continuing
when
- arise.
- serves
temporary difficulties
Such help not only
to maintain present employment opportunities, it also
serves to encourage new and growing enterprises for
the future. I do not want continuing subsidies; they
are not envisaged. However, loans or grants of a
specific nature might well be appropriate.

One cannot say too much about the need to reduce

Communiry dependence on imported sources of
energy, or indeed about the need to cut out wasteful
use of existing energy resources, but as that has been
the subject of a very long and a very interesting debate
today, I will say no more on that score.

So far as the regional and social policies are
concerned, clearly these must take a new road after
this year, and we hope that a new pattern will emerge

that is better than the unsuccessful pattern that has
been seen in recent years. The key problems to be
tackled are rhe widening gaps between richer and
poorer areas of the Community, the need for action
against unemployment and the need to help the less
fortunate, and especially the young, to finj jobs. In
particular, we are concerned at the slowness with

which proposals have been implemented in the

Nevertheless, we would urge the Commission to keep
this problem constantly in mind when drawing up the
preliminary draft budget f.or 1978.
Secondly, we should never neglect the aspects of the
general budget relating to the provision of staff.
Although seemingly modest in relation to the total of
the budget, nevertheless it touches on a vital element.
The success of the Community will turn to a considerable extent on the calibre and the qualiry of its officials. It isn't merely a question of numbers of rates of
pay. Recruitment, personnel policy, training, mobility,

promotional outlets, the cross-fertilization of ideas all
come into play and must be kept under review.

Now, finally,

I

come

to the subject of budgetary

control. The Committee on Budgets fully appreciates
the importance of control of the implementation of
the budget. It is aware of the responsible tasks being
carried out by its Control Subcommittee. This is a
vital parliamentary role if we are to ensure that the
budget is being implemented as adopted, and if we
are to check that the Community taxpayer gets value
for money. This importance has grown with the evolution of our role
role in regard to the Commu- ourThe
nity's own resources.
new Court of Auditors will
be of invaluable assistance to us in this work.

And so, to conclude : whilst I cannot mention in this
short speech every aspect to be covered, the l97g
budget should be a comprehensive budgetary policy

it should mark a turning-point in the life
of the Community ; it should feature a number of
worthwhile proposals in the crucial spheres pointed
out in the motion for a resolution before the House.
IJ the principal political guidelines set out by the
Committee on Budgets are respected, I have no doubt
but that the 1978 budget will play its full part in
document ;

giving to the Communiry the new impetus *rhi.h it
requires so urgently.

I

beg to move, Mr President.

(Applause)

President.
I call Lord Bruce to speak on behalf of
the Socialist- Group.

past.

Two further points. First and most important, the
securing of price stability must be a key Community
obiective. The problem of inflation is linked with the
monetary difficulties that have so disturbed agricul_
tural markets and have impeded progress towards
moneta.ry union. Steep price rises have adversely
affected the ability to compete and have worsened the
lot of the unemployed.

to fight inflation is largely something that
must take place over the medium term. Thui it is
Action

in the Community's
fourth medium-term economic policy programme.
appropriately a central element

Lord Bruce of Donington.

Mr

president, my

- Mr Shaw on th;
group would like to congratulate
report he has produced on the various proposals that
have been put forward as guidelines by the Commission. lVe do that because, first of all, the ideas are put

with Mr Shaw's customary lucidity, there is no point
on which we would venture any dissent and in fait, as
in the case last year, most of the objectives set out by
the rapporteur under these circumstances ar. srch
that would command the overwhelming support of
the House.
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My group, however, Mr President, has misgivings. Our
principal misgiving concerns, not the content of Mr
Shaw's report, with which we agreee, but the Commission's approval of it, which the Commissioner has just
given. Mr Tugendhat has obliged the House and
indeed the Committee on Budgets by conceding that
he agrees in principle with practically everything that
is contained in Mr Shaw's report, and on that basis the
House should presumably congratulate itself that at
this early stage in the 1978 budgetary proceedings
everybody is in accord and we can look forward, therefore, to putting into practice precisely those principles
which have been enunciated in Mr Shaw's report and

with which the Commissioner has

agreed.

Unhappily, Mr President, we know that this is not

so.

Ve know indeed, whatever has been said by the
and he has spoken in
Commissioner this afternoon
we know
perfectly well from
most felicitous terms
an examination of this- document COM (77)20lfinal of
22 March that the Comrnission have not the remotest

of departing from the policies that they
in 1975, 1976 and 1977. The document
makes it quite clear. Ve all know in this House ad
0/o
in
n.ttt.t((tln that 75
- 80 of the expenditure the
Community budget is going to be spent under the
intention

pursued

agricultural head. The Commission are very pious
about this. They say, and I quote:'The major part of

expenditure must continue to be open-ended
spending on agricultural support'. Mr President, where
is now the Commission's implementation of the very
firm [ead, given by the President of the Commission
in this House in January last, that there would have to
be some overhaul of the agricultural policy ?
According to this, there is nothing in 1978. The major
part of expenditure, say the Commission, must
continue to be open-ended spending on agricultural
support, so rro changes are involved there.
Indeed, Mr Tugendhat himself has already made some

very pungent observations about the action

of

the

Councrl of Agricultural Ministers over the last week or

so. He touched upon them this afternoon, but
as a means of
speaking on 2 May last he said

such matters
outlining the Council's attitude towards
: 'The frankly irresponsible attitude of the agricul-tural

minrsters stems in practice from an institutional
problem which the Community can no longer ignore'.

ister X', he said, observing a very proper
a substantial price increase for
partrcular products to please Minister Y, who will in

'Min

anonymity,'accepts

turn please his colleagues by accepting a rise for other
prorlucts'. The results, declared Mr Tugendhat,

to the extent
proclucc an unbelievable situation
that the agricultural ministers of the- Nine constantly
criticrzc thc increased cost of the agricultural policy
ycar aftcr ycar while they take decisions to increase
thcsc costs and to increase waste. This formidable
inclictmcrrt by thc Commissioner will find very, very
closc support inclced throughout my group, which, as
you krrow, Mr Prcsident, is uniquely representative of
all rratrorrs in thc Community.

Now where does that leave us ? In the Commission
document, they inform us, of course, that just in the
same way as national budgets have to impose national
disciplines, so

the European budget must

impose

national disciplines. \fle know what that means, from
bitter experience in 1975, 1976 and 1977. It means
that the Community budget will be kept in total to
round about 2 o/o ol the gross national budgets of the
Member States of the Community and at or around
0.6 o/o

oI the gross national product of the

aggregate

Member States.
So we have a situation of open-ended expenditure on
the Agricultural Fund, which, the Commissioner very
legitimately complains, is a static feature of the total
budget. So what is going to suffer ? The things that are

in the budget that is going to be
or, if
to us shortly by the Commission
- the
not by the Commission, in the final draft from
will be precisely those minuscule sums
Council
that are supposed
to be spent with the grand object of

going to suffer
presented

reducing unemployment, of alleviating the problem of

the young unemployed, of reducing the disparities
which the Regional Fund is designed partially to
remedy. S7e know at whose expense the budget to be
produced in 1978 will be. There will be very few new

projects, there

will be only a' minuscule

amount

devoted to research and development. rVe know this.
It is all very well for the Commissioner to agree with
Mr Shaw on the general principles that he has enunci-

ated.

I am quite sure that the

Commissioner

is

perfectly truthful about this. I am quite sure he shares
the aspiration, but he knows, and the Council know,
that the Commission have not the faintest intention
of producing a 1978 budget which serves any of the
purposes to which he has paid lip-service and in
which he perhaps sincerely believes.

This is a situation which my group do rrot intend to
allow to pass by silently. It is all very well year after
year the Commission and the Council coming to this
Parliament with budgets which are a mere fraction of
the total resources of the Community, pretending they
are doing something quite extraordinary, pretending
they are in any way contributing to the alleviation of
unemployment in Europe, pretending that they arc in
any way helping with the problem of inflation. In fact,

they are not. Indeed, one of the prime examples of
the Commission's contribution to inflation is the
introduction of this new extraordinary expression
and the Commission are very fond of introducing new

of 'taking steps to
of monetary
ensure the obligatory degressivity
compensatory amounts', which in common parlance
means that they take stcps to phase out monetary
compensatory amounts, which, in their present form,
were introduccd on 27 and 28 Febrtrary 197.5, about
l0 days beforc the conclusior.t of the agrcemcnt at the
Dublin conlerence on the confirmation of Britairr's
e ntry into the Common Markct. What cloes the
Commissioner mean ? He knows perfectly well what
and extraordinary expressions
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happen if that occurs. He knows perfectly well
that this question of ensuring what he calls obligatory

will

degressivity of compensatory monetary amounts
would, in fact, aggravate the inflationary problem as
between the countries with appreciating currencies
and the countries with depreciating currencies. It
would not reduce the convergence between Member
States but would in fact increase it.
Happily, I am able to redeem the Commission, and
with them the Council, because I observe that at the
conclusion of Mr Tugendhat's very learned remarks
on 2 May, he did say
and in this my group has
- hope
hope, very considerable
indeed
that he
believed in future that the agricultural debare
and

that ultimately is what a budget debate is all about
should not be the reserve of agricultural ministers
alone, but be extended to include the consumer and
the taxpayer. \flith that, Mr President, the Socialist
Group most uniquely concurs. It would also like to
pay this tribute to the President-in-Office, however
much he may have been denounced by those that
dance like puppets at rhe end of COPA and Sir Henry
Plumb: it would like to congratulate him on at long
last taking a stand in favour of the consum"r ,nJ
trying to balance the consumer's interests against
those of the producer.

I should

lust like to say that this pleasantness should
not be allowed to cover up the difficulties and that
when we come to the final stages of the debate, things

will no longer be quite so harmonious as they
appeared at the outset.

But first a serious word with the President of the

Council, for I have a feeling that he has done everything, even with regard to the general atmosphere, to
steer the Council's partnership with Parliament into
untroubled waters. I feel that we should thank him for
this.

I

am also grateful to you, Mr Barnett, for what I

consider to have been a very open discussion

in

the

Council on the possible intervention of limiting
budgetary expenditure in the coming year to l0 o/o,
this being an overall limitation, the policy not having
been discussed at all. I am very grateful to you for the
fact that an idea of this kind should become apparent
not only in the background, and I feel that we should
talk about the policy of the Commission, the Community and Parliament. And when we have reached agreement on the political concept, we must also draw the
conclusions with respect to financial policy.

I

should also like to thank the Commission sincerely,
I am not saying this out of mere courtesy. I
believe that this is an excellent paper. It reveals a
realistic concept without the slightest hint of a desire
to accept that the Communify should come to a standstill. I was, however, Mr Tugendhat, surprised about
one point, and I should like to put things right immediately
I did not hear you correctly or ir
- perhaps
was a mistake
in translation : you said
or at least I
- was
understood you to say
that Parliament
inclined
to support the demand- for prices in the agricultural

and

Now, Mr President, I have been somewhat critical of
what I believe the Commission may be about to do on
the bais of the document rhey have produced, what
the Council may be prepared to do on the basis of
what the Council has said, and also the Council's
revised view as expressed at the Rome meeting. I have
passed observations as to what it looks as though they
may do. Now, Mr President, on behalf of my group I

hope that some of my gloomy prognostications,
however well documented these may be, and indeed
they are, will not come true. I hope that the Commission may have second thoughts and that instead of the
dull repetitive dirge that we have had in 1975176177,
after this debate has taken its course and the Commission has consulted its own counsel, we may have a
budget in 1978 which is worthy of this House and
worthy of the people of Europe.

President.
I
to speak on behalf of
- call Mr Aigner
the Christian-Democratic
Group.

Mr Aigner.

(D) Mr

Presidenr, ladies and
gentlemen, everything started out so nicely. The president of the Council made such a pleasant statement.
This pleasantness was then surpassed by the Commissioner's statement. Our rapporteur is, in any case, a
pleasant man and continued in the same vein. This
English concert in the European Parliament has in
fact only been interrupted by my old friend from the
Committee on Budgets, Lord Bruce.

sector

to be brought under control. To

avoid any

misunderstanding, I will read out paragraph 9 of the
report drawn up by our rapporteur:

Considers that, in regard to agriculture, a better equilibrium between the organization of the market and the
structures policy constitutes an element essential to the
safeguarding of the common agricultural policy and
would provide the conditions necessary for progress in
the less favoured agricultural areas; therefore, dimands
that the Commission take these considerations into
account and translate them into concrete budgetary prop_
osals.

Mr

President, what we need is equilibrium between
production and the market. I believe that all shades of
opinion in this House are agreed on that. But this
does not mean that equilibrium can be achieved in
the market by using the instrument of price policy

alone. This instrument has already been used and
failed. The policy failed. Vhat we need is imagina-

tion, something which the Commission has used in

the milk sector. !U7e intend to give that our full
suPPort.
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Lord Bruce, again and again
harsh way

in which you

I

am astonished at the

describe

our

agricultural

policy. I hope that you are fully aware that safeguarding food supplies in the Community today costs
the European citizen less than the policy of subsidization pursued by a country such as the United States of
America with its enormous surpluses of agricultural
and I believe that I am
produce. Just ask your self
now speaking on behalf of -the majority of this House
what speculations there would be on the world
-market if you reduced our agricultural production by
20 or 30 0/, tomorrow and we had to buy an additional 20 or 30 0/o on the world market. After all, you
have had the case of sugar, especially in Britain. Then
only a few
production fell by only a few per cent
- price went
just remember how high the
per cent

up. And- I believe that Britain, above all, was
extremely grateful when the Community made a
subsidy possible for the British consumer, who benefited by the stability of prices in the Community, even
though no provision is made for this in the Treaties.

control activities. !7e shall have to apply the principle
of economy very strictly in our appraisel of the draft
1978 budget.

I

should also like to say this to Parlia-

ment with regard to its own budget. Only if we leave
not the slightest room for public criticism of our own
budget, do we have the right to ask for more in the
case of operational funds than has appeared possible
in the past. I must say that the concept submitted to
generally
and there is no doubt about this
us
- I am very
to our own political ideas, and
corresponds
grateful to you, Mr Tugendhat, for mentioning this in
so many words. I feel that we have a meeting of
minds on this subject.

It is certainly not true to say that in difficult financial
situations the financial volume of the European
Community may not grow at a faster rate than the
national budgets combined. To repeat what has been
said so many times in the past, progress towards European integration means eliminating tasks at national

level where they can be performed more cheaply

Community level than

I should therefore like to say that my group fully
supports every aspect of a policy which aims at
achieving equilibrium between production and the
market, but we are opposed to the use of price policy
as the only instrument in this because that would
remove 20 or 30 o/o of our agricultural produce from
the market. And that should not be the Community's
policy.

I fully endorse the statement made by the Presidentin-Office of the Council. Everything he said can, I
feel, be accepted by us. But, Mr Barnett, if we simply
accepted the declarations of intent by Presidents-inOffice of the Council, we would have full integration
in the Community and would no longer need to even
mention the problems we are discussing today. Declarations of intent are no use to us at all. \fhat we need
in the pragmatic implementation of our policy is
better understanding on the part of the Council of
Ministers or a greater ability to take action. \fhen I
think how many proposals from the Commission and
Parliament have not yet been dealt by the Council,
then I feel the public should note one thing : the fact
that the Community is not making progress more
quickly is certainly not the fault of this House. The

blame lies principally with the inability of the
Council to function properly. lUfl'e know, of course,
that it takes time to learn something. The will is
undoubtedly there. 'W'e hope that, using the necessary
rigour and the scope we have, we can get our policy
accepted during the coming budgetary discussion.

Mr Tugendhat, I feel that we should not remain silent
about onc principle here. The more this Parliament
calls for the availability of operational funds in order
achrevc political progress in the Community, the
nrore strictly must the principle of economy be
observed by the Commission and the Parliament in its

to

There would therefore be a shift,
somewhat abstract terms.

States.

in

at

in the individual
if I

Member
may put it

In the field of

development policy this would be
Vorld would be
grateful to us if we could present it with a clearconceived scheme on which it could also count. \Uflhy,
Mr Barnett, are the Member States not doing this ? It
would not cost the Community as a whole a penny
more, but it would make for greater efficiency. But, of
course, we know how it is. There is a chief of section
here, a government councillor there, a chief of division, a State secretary, each with his little budget, and
every one of them would have to give up a little of his
power if he were to transfer some of his budget to a
new level, the European level.
possible without delay, and the Third

These are the real obstacles, and perhaps a world
should be addressed to the members of the Council
themselves on this. They should not make themselves
so dependent on the officials in their institution. This
is not a criticism of you, but I believe that anyone in
this House who has kept an eye on policy in the last
ten years has often been very disappointed at the lack

of commitment and of detailed knowledge. The
various members of cabinets have come here and
made European policy. In my view, therefore, here,
too, there should be a rather more dynamic European
approach and more independence.
and I am now
As regards the agricultural concept
is to have a
if the public
addressing Mr Tugendhat
clearer picture, it is simply not admissible for sums
running to thousands of millions to be entered under
agricultural expenditure when in fact they concern
subsidies that have to be paid because there is no
monetary policy. That is the cause of the confused
discussion on this area.
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I have one request to make in respect of the consultation procedure. Mr President, we should both undertake to prepare the consultation phase well in each
case and not simply regard the utterances of the other
party as a statement so that we can then pass on to

our own agenda. The consultation phase, which

is

necessary at the moment, means accepting the polit-

ical will of the other parry and the budgetary authority
does not consist of the Council or of Parliament
alone, but of the t'wo together. They are condemned to

success. In this context, Mr Tugendhat, we will
undoubtedly come into conflict with the Commission
if you intend to weaken our budgetary rights, for
example, by not interpreting payment appropriation
and commitment appropriations in the way the Treafy

provides. Nor do I understand why the Commission,
of all bodies, should not fully accepr or even curtail
Parliament's budgetary rights, because it knows very

well that the real political dynamism in the Community comes from Parliament. Curtailing Parliament's
scope in having the last word mean curtailing the
effectiveness of the Commission itself.

I cannot regard commitment
appropriations and payment appropriations as a single
entity. The Treaty only refers to payment appropriation. In this area Parliament has the last word up to
the famous limit, and as regards commitment appropriations, the Council and Parliament are condemned
to reaching agreement. That is the solution to a situation for which no provision is otherwise made in the

That is why, Mr Barnett,

Treaty.

The Community disposes today of a financial volume
of which the public should really take greater noticq
than it has done in the past or does today. If you take
payment and commitment appropriations together,
we are coming up to something like DM 15000
million. This is a sum which cannot be demanded of
the tax-payer, administered and spent without the
sanction of the public. The public must take greater
note of this sum in the future and must use the instru-

ments

it

has to ensure that this information

is

provided more quickly.

I obviously cannot go into all the problems with
which we shall be dealing in the next few weeks; but,
Mr Barnett, what we ask is full financial autonomy for
the Community over the 1978 budget, the introduction of an all-embracing European unit of account for
the whole of the budget and a new financial regulation which takes account of the now extended powers
of the European Parliament and of the European
Court of Auditors.
President.
I call Mr Durand to speak on behalf of
the Liberal -and Democratic Group.

Mr Durand.

behalf of the Liberal and
- (F)I On
Democratic Group,
should like to say that this
debate reveals one of the Community's most interesting characteristics, i.e., that as a construction, an

organization,

it is in the midst of its development.

This is in fact the first time that the Commission has
presented Parliament with the guidelines for the
budget for the subsequent financial year, to obtain its
reactions and take them into account
at least, that
is what we are hoping for
when drawing
up the
preliminary draft.
The response from our group will be frank and based
on the Europeanism which guides us. Any criticisms
we may make will be constructive ones, aimed at
making this budget reflect more closely the European
public's legitimate hopes and aspirations, which we
resPect.

From the point of view both of the budget and of the
process of giving Parliament democratic legitimacy,
1978 must represent a turning-point for Europe, represented by the election of the European Parliament by
direct universal suffrage. There is a definite Iink
between these elections and the Communities' budgetary autonomy, a link which must be constantly kept
in mind during the coming months. The increase in
the budgetary powers of the European Parliament,
elected by universal suffrage, must be accompanied by
the implementation of new structures, bearing in
mind that even the longest journey begins with the
first step : we should therefore tackle the question of
the proposed structures for the next financial year as
soon as possible.
rUTe

must enlighten those who believe that this development will pose no problems. In particular it will be
accompanied by the entry into force of the Sixth VAT

Directive, which will enable the system of the
Community's own resources to be finalized by
applying the new real unit of account, no longer based
on ten-year old par values, and by the setting up of
the European Court of Auditors, responsible for super-

vizing the management of the Community's finances
and the revision of the Financial Regulation to give
the European Parliament increased budgetary powers.
Everything is in fact ready, but what needs confirmation is a definite willingness on the part of the
Council, which has too often reopened discussions on
matters which seemed settled. Bearing

in mind

that

under the Treaty most of these matters require the
Council's unanimous approval, we must taki care to
ensure that potential developments in the construc-

tion of Europe are not

delayed.

I should like to emphasize the importance of the
Sixth Directive. For the first time, European citizens
will be required to pay a Community tax to Europe.

This is, of course a two-edged weapon, but in any
event it is an important step towards the idea of a
Community Europe, which we must implant more
deeply in the consciousness of our people. The
Liberal and Democratic Group will therefore not
allow the principle of financial autonomy to be questioned again, either by a delay in applying the Sixth
Directive, or by a decision not to use the new European unit of account for the next financial year.
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However, we must acknowledge that even when fully
introduced, the system of the Community's own

will be unable to meet all the Community's
requirements, particularly if we intend to fulfil our
commitment to draw up a budget which is not only a
satisfactory financial instrument but also an effective
political tool. i.e. one which reflects the needs and
wishes of the European taxpayer. The budget's traditional resources are dwindling, mainly for short-term
economic reasons : we are going through a period of
budgetary austerity, accompanied by economic stagnaresources

by a number of imbalances. Firstly, the budget is
nowhere near I o/o of the GNP, while the national
budgets amount to 50 % of the GNP. A further imbalance lies in the excessive volume of intervention
appropriations, which account lor 90 o/o of budgetary

the common agricultural policy
monopolizes 70 o/o of. the total appropriations, which
o/o for
may be compared with 2 0/o for social policy, .5
o/o
This
aid.
for development
regional policy and 3

assets. Finally,

the

dichotomy largely derives from market imbalances
and currency distortions. We therefore welcome the
position recently adopted by the Commission which
is aimed at reducing comPensatory amounts.

are proving inadequate and
common customs tariff
are even dwindling at a time when new Community
efforts require a larger budget.

The Liberal and Democratic Group feels that we
should aim not at a disastrous policy based on the

tion, while the Community's own resources
consisting chiefly of agricultural levies and

There is a new and effective means of financing to
remedy this situation : Community loans. However,
we must first and foremost organize and coordinate
these loans, which at present are too disparate and are
sometrmes used in unsuitable ways. The Liberal and
Democratrc Group wrll therefore submit to the resPonsible parliamentary bodies a series of proposals
addressed to the Commission and Council and recommending an effective general loan policy accompanied
by measures for the rationalization of existing mechanisms. Of course, these loans will not be used to

finance capital projects, but

will

represent

a

-cated to other equally important

sectors, even

main they continue to be admrnistered

by the Member

Ve

if in the
not very

have the
these policies, one that I have
emphasized throughout this speech, and that is
Community loans.

effectively
means

for -reviving

States.

I call Mr Nolan to speak on behalf of
President.
- European Progressive Democrats.
the Group of

real

source of productive investments. It is scarcely necessary to point out that these proposals must form part
of a system for budgetizing loans which gives Parlia-

ment thc right of control and the final word on these
frnancial transactions. Finally, this instrument is
conslstent wtth our policy of financial autonomy,
since the Community will contract the loans independently of the Member States. The first political

will be to finance the large sums
Regional Fund. This means that
by
the
rcquired

consequence

account must be taken of the authority responsrble for
incrcasing the resources granted to the Regional Fund,
which are to be decided in the next few days. Loans
coulcl also be used to consolidate the activities of the
Social Fund and finance the measures proposed as
part of thc steel plan.

Onc frnal scctor to which we attach particular importancc rs the energy sector. Too few positrve initiatives
havc bccn fully carricd out in this field. It is therefore
a mattcr of urgcncy for the 1978 budget to provide
thc funcls neecled to implement this policy of relative
rndcpenclencc, or, to be more precise, of a reduction

which is clearly laid down in the
1975-ti 5 plan. There is no point in continuing
througlror,rt the year to discuss the need to rcduce our
clcpcndcnce rf we forget to provlde the necessary
nrcans whcr.t we adopt thc budget.

rn

i.e., reducing the
financial resources of the common agricultural policy
but at proportionally increasing the resources allo-

smallest common denomtnator

clcpcnclcncc,

In conclustor-t, I shall Srve a few statistics. The
Conrnrur.rrtrcs' budget has hitherto bcen characterized

Mr President, I, like other speakers,
Mr Nolan.
welcome this -opportunity of speaking on the financial
polrcy of the Communities for 1978, and I think it is
good that we parliamentarians should have an oPPortunity of discussing it prior to the introduction by the
Commission of the exact preliminary budget. In

effect, what we are talking about is political guidelines
for next year's budget, and, as previous speakers have
said and I want to repeat, money is all-important in
this context, because a policy is sterile if there is no
money to implement it. Equally, money is wasted if
there is no policy to govern its spending. One of the
problems that has been holding up the development

of the Commtssion and the policies of the Community down through the years has been lack of finance.

The previous speaker said that 70 o/o of the total
budget is spent on agriculture. The figurc I have is
58 %, with approximately 2o/o on social policy and
4.6o/o on regional policy. Some people may say that
spending 68 o/o oI the total Community budget on
agriculture is spending a massive amount of moncy,
but whcn we really study this and realize that the total

Community budget

is only

0.6

o/o

of the

gross

national product, then we realize that iI 6ll o/o is spent
on the CAP, it is a small amount, because in some
Member States and rndeed if we take an average of
national budgets take somcwhere
Member States
between 45 Yo- and 50 o of the gross rrational
product. I think thrs should brrng homc to us, thcrco/o for agriculfore, that when we are talking about 58
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ture, we are not talking about 58 0/o for agriculture, we
are not talking of such a great amount in the context

and now the Common Market has been amended into
the European Communiry, which is most misleading.

mentation of the sixth directive on VAT, even though
one Member State has certain reservations about this
because of MCA's. It is not my intention to go into
the implementation of VAT, except to say on behalf
of my group that we hope the sixth directive will be

The Council of Ministers instructs the Commission to
propose measures to solve the problem, yet when the
Commission does its dury it is left without the budgetary resources to implement these measures effectively. I think this was mentioned by one of the
Commissioners in reply to a question today.

of the Community. I sincerely hope that one thing
will happen, and that is that we shall have the imple-

implemented. Nor am

I

going to go into any great

detail about MCA's because, my group has already, on
several occasions, given its opinion on this particular
matter.

Vhat I would like to see, Mr President, is a general
increase in the Community budget with particular
reference to regional and social policies. The Community has serious problems in these sectors, and indeed
so have the Member States. Since the oil crisis in
1973, we have had a recession and this still drags on.
'We have the ravage
of inflation and unemployment.
Industrial development has declined and job creation
has fallen off. The income gap between the richest
and the poorest regions of the Community has continued to widen. No statistics are necessary. \7e all

know that within this Community the income gap
rich parts of the Community and the
poorer has widened considerably. These are the
problems facing the Community at the present time
and they are the problems we must try to solve
through the 1978 budget. A continuation of the
current approach will not work. IUTe know that the
between the

in these areas have failed. \7e
must ask ourselves why have they failed. The answer
is simply that the Community had no power over the
situation because it had no money to intervene. In
such a situation, the Commission is helpless, and
indced is wasting its time in drafting proposals and
policies. All it can do is propose guidelines, make
reports and continue with its limited support for
training programmes. A training programme is the
social sphere, because it is backed up by the Community Social Fund. The Community does not have an
employment policy ; it does not have an anti-inflation
policy; it cannot have such policies because the
Community does not have the money to implement
Community's efforts

them.

'!tr(here,

then, does this responsibility lie ? The

Member States are responsible. They have maintained
the power to solve inflation and employment, and we
all know how successful they have been in solving
these problems ! I do not want to bore you with statistics. You are familiar with them and you know that
the situation is not improving. !(hat I do want to say
is that the Member States are not being honest about

their responsibilities in this matter. They try

to

distract attention from their own ineffectualness by
stating that they are Community problems and come
from the Community. This is commonly known as
blaming Brussels or blaming the Common Market,

The Irish Government has regularly been guilry of
such deplorable conduct. rUTe must state clearly where
the responsibility lies
that is with the Member
- and
State governments. They
have retained the power to
act individually in solving the problems of unemploy-

ment and inflation. If they want a Community solution, they must be prepared to hand over the responsi-

bility and the

money-muscle that are necessary to
provide a Community solution.

In the hope that we may achieve some progress along
I would like to refer in particular to the
problem of unemployment, and especially unemployment amongst young people. This is a growing
problem that calls for Community action. 'We are
these lines,

once again approaching the end of a school year when
hundreds of thousands of school-leavers and graduates

come on the marktet for iobs.

In my own country 50 000 young people will present
themselves. That figure is more than half the official
number of unemployed in lreland. \flhere are they
going to find lobs, when you take into consideration
the fact that many young people who left school two
years ago have still to find a iob ? It is obvious that the
Irish Government have failed these people. The only
hope lies with the European Community for
sign of hope for their future.

some

I am aware that in certain countries a reduction in
working-hours has been discussed. I am aware that,
because of the high income-tax in my own country,
workers will not avail themselves of overtime. I am
aware that my proposal on early retirement has been
favourable received. All of these combined will not
totally eliminate unemployment amoung young
people, but if this Community would implement
those, plus all its other policies, then at least we

should be on the road to solving the problem and in
particular our young people leaving educational institutions would realize that we are concerned about
their future. Don't forget, in the years to come it is
those people who will be speaking here in this Parliament as our replacements. Let us hope that their criticism of this, the last Parliament appointed by Member
States
because the next Parliament will be directly
electedwill
adverse, but realistic, aware of
- thatnotwebehad
to face when we were here

1. J.r;I,.-
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Finance and Foreign Affairs present at that
meeting, together with nine Commissioners ; yet, I
may say, all the public were told about that meeting

Because unemployment among young people remains

for

at the high level of one-third of the total unemployment, we must make an extra effort. This is why I
propose that the Community budget must be used to
provide extra employment premiums to encourage
recruitment of young people to their first iobs. This

was contained

has become necessary because the Member States have

not been able to solve the problem. I would like to see
some proposals from the Commission on this so that
action can be taken. Ultimately, it will rest with the
Council of Ministers to take decisions, but I do think
we must have the proposals. If the Council do not like
them, let them say so and let them take the responsi-

bility.

Mr President, I consider the helping of our youth as a
major policy area that should be developed in the
context of the 1978 budget. I am glad to see that the
rapporteur, Mr Shaw, has included a specific reference
to it in paragraph 12 of the motion for a resolution.

Indeed, my group agrees with the report
and we intend to support it.

President.

I

in

general,

call Mr Bessborough to speak on

Mr President, we have

been

- 9.30 a.m., and I am very
going colrtinuously since
sorry to inflict on the President-in-Office of the
Council and honourable friends, and even one or two
a second
one is left, Lord Bruce
noble lords
speech, but I shan't go into any problems of semantics or digressivity. All I would like to do is to say how
grateful my group is for the statements which the
President-in-Office of the Council and the Commissioner have made, and also how grateful we are to the
member of our group, Mr Micheal Shaw, for his
speech and for his motion for a resolution. He
certainly has a considerable task ahead of him, which
I am sure he will undertake with skill.

I was at first slightly

doubtful about the value of this
particular budget debate. It seemed to me that the
budgetary procedure was long enough already, and
that it nright be difficult to sustain interest from May
untrl December. However, I suppose better too early
than too [ate, but I do sympathize with my honourable friend, Mr Shaw. The Commission document is
very useful as a guide to the present state of affairs in

the budgetary

sphere.

In the guidelines for 1978 the Commission were quite
right, in my view, not to include figures, as this must
wait for the budgetary procedure proper, which
conlmences with the Commission's presentation of
thc prclin.rinary draft.

I

trndcrstand that the Council discussed the document
I understand that there were l8 Ministers

on 5 April.

press release

of three

sentences.

If

Conservative Group would not necessarily expect
to be able to attend, although personally I

observers

am normally an advocate of the closest consultation
possible between Parliament and the Council in every
sector and on every possible occasion.

At that meeting on 5 April,

press reports indicated

that at least one delegation called for a ceiling on
Community expenditure in 1978. This shows, in our
view, a scant regard for the budgetary procedures in
the Community, and such playing to the gallery back
if I may put it like that should in my
at home

- be discouraged.
group's view,

- European Conservative Group.
behalf of the
Lord Bessborough.

in a

nothing else, this present budget debate is worthwhile
in order that the Parliament may be informed, as it
has been, by the Council of the results of its deliberations on that day. Since this meeting was of an executive rather than a legislative character, the European

-

Although the Parliament decided not to invoke the
conciliation procedure in respect of the Sixth Value
Added Tax Directive, in the interests of ensuring that
the own-resources system is introduced in 1978, the
Council still has not approved the draft directive,
owing, understand, to one delegation's not withdrawing its reservation. It is to be hoped that this reservation will be removed speedily, and the Commissioner was fairly reassuring on this point, because
certainly in one Member State at least, the opportunity
to introduce the necessary changes into national legislation will be lost.

The President-in-Office of the Council, Mr Barnett,
left consideration of the Finance Bill in the United
Kingdom to be with us here, and we are grateful to
and I might interpolate here that we
hirn for that
are all also very grateful to him for having reduced the
petrol tax. I think the President will know what is
meant here. I gather from the Agencc Eurupc that it
was in fact Denmark that maintained its reservation.
Now we are a little hesitant about the Commission's
intention to increase its borrowing capacity. Any such
borrowing must be genuine borrowing from the nonbank, private sector, and should go into the general
Community budget, and not, in my group's view, be
earmarked for specific proiects. Otherwise it seems to
us that the Commission would be entering into tasks
far better suited to the European Investment Bank.
I think my honourable
Indeed, there is a case
- for the European Investfriends will agree to this
- expertise on the internament Bank, with its existing
acting
as the agent of the
market,
tional capital
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Lord Bessborough
Commission.

I do not know what

the Commissioner

has to say on this, but that is our view

'act as the agent of the Commission

that it might

- the
in

funds.

sion is drawing up, should be not a mere piece of
accounting, but a genuinely comprehensive budgetary

policy document.

So far, Parliament has only received comparisons
between the size of the Community budget and that
of national budgets. The time has now come to go
beyond these simple comparisons and, as I think has
been advocated by other honourable friends, to make
a beginning on an item-by-item comparison of expen-

diture, so that we can be more sure that we are
genuinely replacing national expenditures by Community expenditures, and not engaging ourselves in
unnecessary duplication. Of course, such comparisons

of

individual expenditures are incomplete, because
some expenditure takes the form of tax concessions
I am glad to say but we should beware of

-national governments who
- berate the Community for
increasing expenditure when they do the same, but
disguised as tax concessions.

Briefly, the guidelines contained in paragraphs 9, 10,
ll and 12 of the motion seem to my group to be
about right and are a realistic assessment of the
Community's scope for action.
Finally, Mr President, I would say this: we must rry to
simplify our budgetary procedure and its presentation,
so that the European public become aware of the
dynamism the Community is capable of. \flith so
many strands coming together
the new unit of
- Community's
account and the system of the
own
resources
1978 is indeed a turning-point.

-

President.
I
Mr Mascagni to speak on behalf
- calland
of the Communist
Allies Group.

An accounting iob
obviously
is the expression
- to
- course
of a passive tendency
follow the
of events,
which, as we are well aware, is dominated not so
much by national interests as by the interests of the
dominant economic groups. A comprehensive budgetary policy document, on the other hand, can signify
the emergence and establishment of a policy which,
through the necessary discussions between the various
political and social forces, looks to the future, that is

which recognizes objectives which are capable in practice
and gradually if necessary
setting in
- a real
- of
motion
process of European
construction,
aimed at overcoming imbalances, recognizing the
common interests of workers and producers, and
making progress on the social, political and cultural
fronts and in the fight against unemployment, which
has been mentioned here by several speakers and
which is the most pressing problem in the Community's situation at present.
The idea expressed in paragraph 5 is in a sense reaffirmed and more clearly specified in paragraph 6,
which says that the budget should be decided on in
the light of Community needs and goals rather than
be determined by considerations tenuously linked
with the static and therefore passive vision of GNP,
the national budgets and the price-patterns of
Member States.

The budget, in other words, should be convinced and
drafted not as a kind of indicator of economic events,
but on the basis of real criteria for reasonable growth
related

'$7e

Mr Mascagnl

(I) Mr

President,

all those of

- debate are aware that what we
who speak in this
will probably have little effect on matters which
already more or less settled

?

I am referring to the 1978 budget. However,
Communists,

like our other

spoken, believe that

us
say
are

colleagues

who

we

have

it is our duty to express views

which may have an effect, however minimal, on this
important document before it is finalized. In this
spirit, we shall begin by saying that Mr Shaw's document, in its very full exposition, shows political,
economic and financial insights of great importance.
We must therefore be grateful to the rapporteur, not
only for his excellent work in bringing all these ideas
together, but also for realistically and responsibly
including various requests, proposals and comments
made by us and others during the discussions in the
Commitee on Budgets.

The general nature of the document and, in a wider
sense, the meaning of the Committee on Budgets'
position are summarized in paragraph 5, which says
that the preliminary draft budget, which the Commis-

to the serious problems it has to cope with.

welcome the fact that many of the comments and
proposals put forward by our group in commitee,

through the very competent contribution

of

our

colleague Mr Spinelli, who unfortunately is prevented

by other duties from attending today, have been
accepted. I would like to stress two of these proposals
of ours which seem to me particularly important,
since they relate to a kind of measure which, if put
into practice, could bring about important

results.

The first, of a general nature, concerns the improvement of the Community's own resources through a
clarification of the concept of borrowing and hence an
increase

in the

use

of long-term loans guaranteed by

the Community, 'thus giving', as the document says,
'added flexibility to the scope for budgetary action in

the spheres of investment and development'. The
Commissioner himself dwelt on this point today.

The second proposal, of a more specific nature,
concerns the request to make funds available to
finance the development of the advanced technology
of European industry so as to enable it to
complete successfully on a world scale.

sector
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I have indicated only two points which

were

I must thank
rapporteur for seeing fit to accept them into
general framework of this resolution. As regards
supported by us particularly strongly.

the
the
the
many other problems which have been raised here, I
will not dwell on them, so as not to waste too much
of the House's time. I will not therefore go on to
examine the document in detail, as it has in any case
been amply explained by the rapporteur himself.

I will, however, make one final comment to close this
brief speech. I wonder whether it is worth while
putting forward a statement of good intentions
concerning the changes to be adopted in drawing up
the budget in order to make a more effective contribution to the development of Community policies. This

is an extremely important question in view of the
state of uncertainty in which we find ourselves. Of
course we must recognize that words are only words ;
but, without overestimating their import, we must

point out that it is only right to have a reasonable
amount of confidence in guidelines which emerge as
the fruit of the experience, the reflections, the debates
and discussions within a body whose responsibility is
to the Community.

Through this document Parliament will be able to
check the resolve and the degree of commitment of
the Commission and of the Council in drawing up
the budget. Both the Commission and the Council
today have said that they are more or less in agreement with the Committee on Budgets'view. It would
be too facile to speak of agreement. My honourable
colleague Lord Bruce has put forward a series of reser-

vations: I believe that these reservations should be
shared if we are to make a practical and realistic assessme

nt.

rVe must, therefore, as a Parliament, without being
deliberately cynical, and without calling into question
what has been said here today, check whether the
good intentions expressed today by the Council and
the Commission are carried out and whether the clear
indications of the Committee on Budgets correspond
wrth the practical reality of the draft budgets which
wilt be presentcd to us. I am not issuing a challenge. I
am .just saying that responsibilities will have to be
acce pted. And Parliament, on behalf of public
opinion, has the duty to demand this from the
Commission and the Council.
President.

-

I call Mr Dalyell.

Mr Dalyell.

Mr President, iust a question of which
gave noticc- to the Commission and which I have
askcd bcforc on various occasions.

I

Thc

r refers to the touchstone for
a project is best carried out with

Commissione

ludging whether

Community money or the money of national States. I
would like to ask him what is the latest Community
thinking about the financing of natural disasters. I do
so because, on behalf of the Committee on Budgets,
Lord Bessborough and I went to Friuli. There were
various purposes of this visit, and I would iust say in
parenthesis that I had the highest admiration for
those people who were trying to do something about
the disaster and particularly those who were in cold,
wet camps that we saw late at night, people who had a
high regard for the work of the Community.

Now it is not the work of the Community that is at
issue ; the issue is whether, when developing its finan-

cial priorities, the Commission now thinks that
Community money is well spent in coping with

natural disasters. There may be political imperatives
involved, but that again is not quite the issue. The
issue is whether the Commission has really thought
about the question of the financing of national disasters, which will recur and recur again.

President.

-

I

call Mr Tugendhat.

Mr Tugendhat, frIentber o.f thc Connlr.r.riorr.
As
Mr Dalyell says, he gave notice of the question, -but as

I am sure he also realizes, there is not a great deal of
time between the moment that he gave notice and the
moment that I am standing up here. I think the best
answer I can give him is that what we did at Friuli
shows, I think, the attitude which the Commission
should adopt. It is, I believe, very difficult indeed to
put into the budget a provision for natural disasters on
that scale, however they might occur. I do not know
enough about the budgets of other member countries,
but certainly I find it difficult to see how the United
Kingdom budget, with which both of us are familiar,
though not as familiar as the Chief Secretary, could
possibly contain provisions of that sort. In think we
can only reply by saying that the proof of the pudding
is in the eating. That is not to say that one ought not
to have a sense, a plan, about what one will do in the
event of disasters; but I don't think that one can actually have a provision in the budget to cover it.
President.

-

I

call Mr

Shaw.

I would like to say a word
Mr Shaw, rdylrortcilr.
- the course. I notice some
to those who have stayed
spoke and then disappeared, but there are some who
have done us all the courtesy of staying with us until
the end. I would like to say to Lord Bruce how nice it
is to see that, in spite of his labours ovcr the year, he
has maintained his voice in full measure and is clearly
no less enthusiastic than he ever was about the affairs
of the budget and in particular the shortcomings of

the CAP.
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Mr Dalyell has raised a very interesting point. I musr
confess that I myself take the view that you cannot
put in a budget an.amount to cover natural or unexpected disasters: this is, I believe, one of the few cases
where it is absolutely legitimate to have a supplementary budget
there is a small fund to deal
- unless
with immediate
operations. In the main, however, I
think it has got to be the subject of a supplementary

9. Licence fees
President.
The next item is the motion for a resolution (Doc.- 75177) tabled by Mrs lValz, chairman, on
behalf of the Committee on Energy and Research, on
the need for innovation and research policy measures to
be taken by the Community in the near future in those
areas in which Member States derive a low revenue from
the granting of licences and have to pay substantial licen-

budget, which we have shown can be pushed through
Parliament very quickly indeed.

I thought Lord Bessborough made a very wise point
when he underlined once again how much importance we attach to getting through the Council the
various processes of VAT so that we can have our own
resources in full measure for 1978. !7e really attach
great value and importance to that matter. Our good
wishes go to the negotiations that lie ahead, in the

next few days, and we hope that they will

be

successful.

There was also talk about agriculture, and I think we
shall discuss that a considerable amount during the
next months. I must give notice that, for my part, we

shall seek to know more not only about what we
intend to spend next year as a Community but also
about what we expect will be spent by the nations
themselves, because if we are to give an accurate
picture we must look at the combined total of
resources that are spent ; we must also look to see if
they are all spent along the same lines and if there is
not a danger that they may be working against each
other. So we see that

in that field, as in

others, there

are many things that have to be done during the
months that lie ahead.

worthwhile report to start the process
budget through this House.

of the

1978

Finally, may I repeat my thanks to the President of
the Council for coming here to take part in our delib-

to further

him here and we look forward
him as long as the

contributions from

British presidency lasts. He

and all other members

of course,
always welcome to
attend our debates. To the Commissioner, who will be
with us on many occasions in the months that lie
of the Council

are,

I would say that we have made a good beginning. Thank you, Mr President.

ahead,

President.

Since no-one else wishes

- for a resolution to the
put the motion
The resolution is adopted. I
'

OJ C

ll3

I

to third countries.

call Mrs Walz.

Mrs Walz,

of the Contmittee on Ene4g
- Cbairman
Research.
(D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, the motion
for a resolution that has been
tabled by the Committee on Energy and Research and
is now before you has a general and specific objective.

and

The general objective concerns the fact that research

results are having an increasing effect on our
economic life. The Member States of the Community,
which at one time exported industrial products, but

then went over to machines to produce

these

products, must in future constantly improve the
quality of the goods and, above all, services they offer
on the international market if they want to remain
competitive and safeguard jobs. As the tertiary sector
grows, so does the number of jobs it creates and will

create.

!(/e must

therefore continue

to

support

research because of the industrial innovations which

it
if we want to continue to exist. However, as
the nine Member States form, or at least claim to
form, an economic community, there must be an
increasing measure of joint action in this field. Fortunately, there has also been growing realization in the
Council in the last few years that the powers of the
Community must be strengthened in the research
produces,

Finally, may I say to Mr Mascagni that this is indeed a
composite report. I hope it is genuinely a composite
report of the Budget Committee. All members of that
committee had the opportunity to add their contribution to that report and many made their contribution
as did Mr Spinelli, on whose behalf Mr Mascagni is
speaking today. \tr7e combined the wisdom of that
meeting, and I believe that, as a result, we have a well-

erations. rVe welcome

ce-fees

of 6. 6.1977.

to

vote.

speak, I

field. As a result, certain conclusions have been drawn
as regards the application of Article 135 of the EEC
Treaty.

The development of our economy compels us to
continue along this course, and it is in particular the
field of industrial innovation for which research
measures are urgently required. That is the specific
objective. In this sphere, we are dependent to a great
extent on the acquisition of licences on patented
processes that have been developed in third countries.
All the Member States of the European Community,
with the laudable exception of Britain, pay more in
licence fees for industrial innovation than they receive
in this sector. The maior surplus countries are Switzerland and the USA. But let us bear in mind that the
number of American, British and Swiss Nobel Prize
winners in the applied sciences is extremely high.
There is a link here, and the reason may be that in
those countries cooperation between university institutes and industry is very close to the benefit of all
concerned.
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There used to be other Member States in the Community besides Britain which made a profit on the
licence business. Those Member States whose reserves
of hard currencies are low are particularly hard hit by
the present situation. To strengthen our economic and
monetary situation we should at least /ry to regain our
former position. Research, particularly in the field of
industrial innovation, must receive Sreater suPPort
than hitherto.

As regards paragraph 5, it should be pointed out that
the Council should welcome appropriate proposals
from the Commission because of the economic
consequences they may have. !7ith the benefits for
the economies of each and every country so obvious, I
cannot imagine the Council saying no or putting
thingp off until another day.

I

to say a last word on Community
!7e have deliberately refrained from making
the distinction in the motion for a resolution between
direct and indirect research. As you know, direct
research is research conducted by the Community
itself. In the case of indirect research, the Community
contents itself with placing orders or with coordishould like

research.

I

should like to give a few practical examples from

these countries which make more than they Pay on
licences, to show you what is at stake. The research

workers of a medium-sized American undertaking
invented a new method of dry photocopying at the
beginning of the 60s. This marked the birth of the
Xerox copying machine, which we all know. At about
the same time, a certain Dr Land invented in the USA
a camera which also developed the film. The Polaroid
system was born. Today's safety-belts, the fixing and
use of which is becoming increasingly compulsory in
cars, are a by-product of NASA research and produce
considerable sums in licence revenues' The same
applies, for example, to the coating of cooking utensils to make boiling a4d roasting and so on possible.
'We
must therefore promote the same kind of research
here, too. It is customary throughout the world for
patents to expire after 18 years. The invention then
becomes free. Consequently, new patentable supple-

mentary processes,

or even new Processes, must

natinS research activities of the States or undertakinS,
and a motion for a resolution such as this is in fact

of research. To be fair,
however, we must say that our own research institutes
at Ispra, Petten and Karlsruhe have developed Patentable processes for the Community from which the
latter derives licence revenues. The Community naturally has a mandate in these research and innovation
fields. \7ith this motion for a resolution, however, it is
our intention to encourage the Commission to pursue
it has made a start. 'S7e are
referring to this latter tyPe

the policy on which

convinced that this policy

will be even more impor-

tant for our future economic life than

it

already is

today.

be

developed all the time so that we maintain any lead
we may have gained.

If we in Europe want to maintain a standard of living
that compares favourably with that of countries with
developing economies, the contribution to be made

The Community thus has the maior, but worthwhile,

by brain-power increases in importance. I would there-

task of coordinating the efforts of individual countries
or suitable groups within those countries' \(e therefore stress the importance of these measures in paragraph I of the motion for a resolution. In paragraph 2,

the Liberal -and Democratic Group.

we put forward the view that Community

President.

I

call Mr Krall to speak on behalf of

research

should be promoted above all in those areas in which
substantial licence fees have to be paid to third countries with surplus revenues from the granting of
licences. In paragraph 3, we go into this in greater
detail and point to industrial development and innovation within this field. This is an area in which
research and industrial policy tend to merge. Industrial policy is increasingly becoming innovation
policy. \tr7e are thus, probably, on the threshold of
what was known as the second industrial revolution
when computers were first introduced.

In

paragraph 4, we then draw our conclusions. The
Commission is asked to put forward proposals for the
promotion of research in areas where we can ourselves
earn revenue from the granting of licences. Thus,

while paragraph 3 refers to research in areas where we
are dependent on licences from third countries, paragraph 4 is devoted to those sectors in which we can
make progress in the opposite direction, in other
words, export more and thus increase our own licence
revenues.

fore ask you to approve our motion for a resolution.

Mr Krell. (D) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
on behalf of my Group I welcome the initiative taken
by Mrs Walz, the chairman of the Committee on
Energy and Research, and in principle agree with
everything that she has said in support of this motion
for a resolution. As she has said, it refers not only to
the problem of balance of trade deficits but, and in
particular, to the need for innovation, for without innovation we shall not be able to maintain our properity.
Every coin has, of course, two sides, and iust as Mrs
I7alz has given examples of welcome developments,
particularly from the United States, we have plenty of
negative examples to Sive from our Community. !fle
all know that we are not in a position to conduct
research on a national basis and develop the new tech-

nologies required.
Even national or bilateral Community proiects have
shown that they do not have the desired effect' I

would refer here to the Community's

airbus

programme, to Concord and also to the develoPment
in Germany of a vertical takeoff aircraft for civilian
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use, which has cost the country a tremendous amount

kind of research. Yes, when it is identified ! Paragraph
refers to the promotion and coordination of research
in other areas concerned with industrial development

of money in

research and development. This aircraft
is today a museum-piece. 'We were not able to esta-

4

blish a ioint venture within the Community, which
might well "have been suciessful and then produced
revenue from licence-fees through the sale of inven-

and innovation.

tions abroad.
Thus,

marks

in the last few years, thousands of millions of
or units of account have been spent to no

purpose as a result of such activities, and I would warn

against continuing in this way. On behalf of my
group, I would therefore say that we support this
motion for a resolution and not only call on the
Commission to ensure that we achieve greater coordination of research in the Community, but I would go
so far as to say that there should be definite cooperation, because only joint projects which are iointly
financed
that is to say, with joint research, development and- then production as well
will in the end

produce

a

common industrial policy,
which

we

urgently need, as was also very clearly said during the
discussions on Mr Shaw's report. The results of today's
research will assure us of tomorrow's properity, and
those who realize this will support this motion and

will in

particular support the Commission in any
it makes in this direction. You may rest assured
that the Liberals will give you full support in this.
moves

President.

I call Mr Osborn to speak on behalf of

- Conservative Group.
the European
Mr Osborn.

Mr President, I willingly

support the
- us prepared by Mrs lValz,
resolution before
but I do
have reservations. If I concentrate on those, the
Commission will understand why I am more than

interested in an answer as to what they are going to
do next. Now the first fact
we have to thank
- and
the Commission, I believe, for
these figures, but they
were available to the committee and Mrs ITalz has
stressed lthis

is that whereas the United States in

revenue and -expenditure have a balance of revenue,
and Britain has got a positive balance, other countries,
particularly the Federal German Republic, Italy and
most notably Japan, are in deficit. Quite obviously, as
an invisible export, royalty payments licences are a
valuable factor in assessing how well a country does.
And therefore the United Kingdom is in a unique
position.

This motion draws attention to the need for laying
down a policy for innovation and research for those
Member States which derive a low revenue from the
granting of licences. In paragraph 2, the Community
is asked to take steps in those areas in which substantial licence fees have to be paid to third countries. The
suggestion that we develop research to recoup the situation might be too late. Paragraph 3 calls upon the
Commission to submit proposals to the Council for

the promotion and coordination of research, the right

Now, in this field of industrial development, management fees, special tools, special design, machinery
sales all fit into the royalty payment. Mrs \Uflalz gave
some examples. Looking back at one experience after
the war, there was a Kroning process of resin-bonded

sands developed in Germany for the production of
small bombs at the time. It was taken up by a British
company which, exploited this and took out suitable
patents. It wasn't until I went to the United States of

America that

I

found that

in the United States the

subject of this patent was not valid because it was a
wartime reparation. But having won a case against this
company, as a user of this process, I found it had such
good contacts all over'the world and had developed
such expertise that as a manager of a project I was
interested in still working with a company that had
developed the know-how, obtained expertise from
other operating companies and was able to give it to
new associates. About that time I was involved in an
engineering company supplying castings for a variety
of companies making pumps, valves and headers for
oil refineries. The products were all identified and
being machined and sold and marketed under licence
to American names. It was my company's task at that
time to go to the foundries and forges which produce
these in the States so that we could get know-how
agreements, and this meant sending people to work
for weeks in American companies and United States

experts coming over

to Britain to

acquire the

know-how. There are many other examples like this
outside my own experience
aircraft engines, deve- and
loping engineering enterprises,
this is where I feel
the licence and royalty system makes an impact. It is
technological transfer and exchange based on research
and development competence.

!7hy, with these reservations, do I support this
motion ? The Council of Engineering Institutions
have a MacRobert Award with a g. 25 000 prize.
Although they had a number of applications for it
it is for innovation in the field of engineering that

- in
not made last year. Now the difficulty
Europe
and Britain has been no exception
- ideas,
- theis
that good
good inventions have not had
technological backup. I was talking to a visitor from
the States today, and the package going around the
new product is still good when it comes out of the
United States of America.
award was

Industrialists giving evidence in Britain have pointed
out that new ideas need finance, backing and development. This has been referred to already. Ten years ago
we called this in political circles in Britain the exploitation gap. Now industry, universities and research
institutions have a difference of approach, but
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industry must be able

to

take an idea and over

develop it. Many countries have the equivalent of the
National Research and Development Corporation,

which is now old in Britain, and is now paying its
way. This is designed to take on new ideas, vet them
and then possibly develop them, or have them developed

in

another company, so that suitable licensing

agreements can be arranged. I think some research
workers in industry regard the NRDC as unadventurous and unwilling to take risks ; on the other hand it
is paying its way. Out of I 854 inventions considered,
the year before last, only 157 were accepted. I think
one of the troubles from their point of view has been
a lack of good projects to back. It may be that people
who say that could be criticized, but I think what is
more important is to consider another approach : it

does no harm for a firm anywhere in the world,
including the Community, to take out a licence of the
technology is supreme elsewhere. Nevertheless, I

support this motion, having had my reservations,
because the Committee on Energy and Research have

If I say
yes, it's a

concentrated their minds on a particular issue.

to take out licenses
- be. What is
of payments deficit, or seems to
essential is that if the Commission or a national
government can promote technological innovation
encourage firms
balance

and expertise and create a complete package of expertise and know-how that can be sold in other countries,
then of course this should be encouraged, and I
believe royalties should be subject to tax incentives for
this purpose. Therefore if the Commission can, with
the expertise from CREST, industry and elsewhere,
evolve a policy to improve the technological competence of our industries with scientific and technological back-up, then I support this motion which Mrs
\flalz has so ably put forward.

President.
I call Mr Dalyell to speak on behalf of
the Socialist- Group.

Mr Dalyell.

\tr7e discussed this, albeit

Mrs \7alz's good intentions
President.

-

colleagues was whether the money should be

that is whether direct monetary
paid in licence-fees
payments should be-made to third-world countries or,
alternatively, there were in effect not to be money
transfers but alterations in the patent law. It was
pointed out that anything that involved alterations in
patent law would lead to ramifications of a very considerable nature.

I don't know whether the Commissioner tonight at
this hour wants to comment on this ; I would just like

I

Mr Broeksz.

in this matter.

call Mr Broeksz.

(NL) Mr President,

I

should like to

- statement. Licences depend on
personal
patents, as we all know. There is an International
Patents Bureau in Geneva. I do not clearly grasp how
the matter stands. As such an office already exists to
defend the interests of patentees, why should we then
also ask the Community to do so ? However, I do not
consider that to be the most important point. The
words at which I am a little alarmed are 'substantial
licence-fees to third countries'. I assume that Mrs
!(alz is referring to industrialized countries, not to the
Third \7orld, since otherwise the matter would be
come a difficult one. Licences are closely related to
royalties, and in the matter of royalties a clear distincmake

tion

a

has been made internationally between the indus-

trialized countries and the Third !(orld. If Mrs rValz
could make it somewhat clearer that she is not referring to the Third \florld of poor countries but to
industrialized countries outside the Communiry, it
would be considerably easier for me to accept her text

if'third countries' is so general that one is saying
to the poor countries: Now, iust you pay the full
if you can ! I should therefore like to ask
amount
than

- to clarify this point.
Mrs !flalz
I

should, for that matter, like

to hear the Commis-

sioner's views on whether in fact it is possible for the
Community to take over this task, since to my mind it
is the responsibility of the patentees themselves. It
surely cannot be the Communiry's job, in this capitalist world, suddenly to take over if the gentlemen
concerned lack the necessary ingenuity. I should therefore be happy to hear more on this matter, since it is
really not clear to me at the moment. I am not at all
keen for the Communiry to take over the role of the
patentees and ensure that their licence-fees are paid.

in a rather

truncated way,- at our meeting last week in Bonn. The
group doesn't doubt either the importance of the proposal or the good intentions behind it. On the other
hand, some members of the group expressed the suspir
cion that perhaps it wasn't as well thought through as
it might have been, and that there were difficulties
involved. The particular difficulty that bothered some

of my

to lay down the marker for the future discussions we
shall undoubtedly be having. As I said, no one doubts

President.

-

Mrs Walz.

I

call Mrs \flalz.

(D)

I

am afraid there has been

a

here. We are not talking
complete misunderstanding
about patent law as such, but about support for our
small- and medium-sized industries so that they can
develop new patents, and this should be coordinated
at European level because these industries can no
longer manage by themselves. Also, the third countries are not, of course, the developing countries but
the other industrial countries.

The situation used to be that we, and that includes
your country, Mr Broeksz, were paid large amounts in
licence-fees for our inventions, whereas today we are
paying America, and that costs us millions and
millions of marks, which is a burden on our balance
of payments. It is not a question of individual paten-
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tees but what a country has to pay for licences from
America because it is no longer inventive enough
itself.
So we are not talking about the Third !7orld here ar
all, we are not talking about changing patent law.
\(hat we want to see is not only basic research but
also applied research being promoted at Community
level, the rype of research that may lead to patents and
thus remove some of the burden from our balance of
payments. A subdivision of research, applied research,
should be promoted so that we become somewhat less
dependent on others, disregarding for the moment the
fact that the tertiary sector is becoming increasingly

important. Britain is the only country in our Community which has a positive balance as regards licencefees, and it is completely immaterial what individuals
hold the patents concemed, because we are concerned
here with the economic situation. !7hat is known as

innovation policy should be promoted, with the
ongoing development of processes, and as this cannot
always be done by one country alone, there must be

of the various countries of the European Community, all except Britain's are negative. If
we look at the United States' licence-fee balance, we
find a positive ratio of patent revenue to patent expenditure of l0 to l, which is very good. But then again if
we look at a country like Japan, we see that it has an
ce-fee balances

extremely negative licence-fee balance,

but it

nevertheless very advanced technologically, remains

is
a

very important competitor on the world market and
has a strong economy.
I say this only to stress that we should not be too
hasty in drawing conclusions. On the whole, however,

I feel that we should look into these things. It is a
good thing that this motion for a resolution has been
tabled. As Mrs lValz has explained it and as I understand it, it seems to me to refer to what is poqsibly an
important aspect of our future work.
President.
no one else whishes to speak, I
- Since
put the motion
for a resolution to the vote.
The resolution is adopted. I

coordination and more applied research supported by

the Commission so that we again develop new
processes and thus obtain patents.

President.

-

I

call Mr Brunner.

Mr Brunner, Llember of the Cornmission.

(D)Mr

- debate
President, the later the hour, the livelier the
becomes here, which is at least a welcome feature. I
find the suggestion good. !flhen this Commission first
took office, an innovation group was set up, and it is
my task to try to get this group to

develop

that where capital links exist, which is
frequently the case in German industry, a negative

states

in licence-fees is, as it were, the price paid to
maintain a high technological standard and so remain
very competitive in exports. If we look at the licen-

for the next sitting

President.
The next sitting will be held tomorrow,
ITednesday,- l1 May 1977, at 10.00 a.m. 3.00 p.m. and
possibly in the evening, with the following agenda:

-

a

programme now. It is quite right to say that we should
not only conduct basic research. \7e should attempt,
where possible, to forge a link between research and
industrial utilization.
I have no obiections to the motion for a resolution. I
should just like to refer to one aspect. It is not
completely true to say that a negative balance in licence-fees represents an economic weakness. The
Deutsche Bundesbank has drawn up a report which

balance

10. Agenda

-

Question Time (continued);
Statement by the Council and Commission on the
London Summit;
Statement by the Commission on the economic situa-

tion in the Communiry;
Joint debate on two oral questions and the report by
Mr Johnston on human rights ;
Radoux report on security and cooperation in
Europe

;

Radoux report on Mutual and Balanced Force Reduc-

tion negotiations;
Oral question to the Council on the Muhifibre Agree-

ment;
Schuilt report on elections to the European Parliament.

The sitting is closed.
(Tbe sitting was closed

I OJ C
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of 6. 6.

1977.

at

8.40 p.m)
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order :
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Alr Spicer; Mr Gundclacb

Point of order: Sir Geoffrey de Freitas

Haferhamp, Vice-President of the
; tuIr Ajello, on bebalf of the
Socialist Group ; .foIr Scelba, on bebalf o.f
the Christian-Denoratic Groult; fuIr Berkbouwer, on bebalf of the Liberal and
Democratic Group i JVIr Riuierez, on bebalf
of tbe Group of European Progressiue
Democrats ; Lord Bethell, on bebalf of the
European Conseraati"^e Groult ; .futr

hlr

Cornmission

Allies Group; JvIr Yeats; lVr Lentoine I lVr
Kunz t hlr Ellis ; fuIr Aigner; tllr Jabn ;
.tuIr Sieglerschnidt ; lllr Haferhamp; Mr
Totnlinson ; lllr Johnston
Consideratiotr o.f tbe notion
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for a

resolu'

tion contained in the report drawtt up

by

A4r Jobnstort (Doc. 89/77):

Antendtnent
preanrble :

to tbe .fiftb indent ol

Mr Jobnston
Antendrnent a.fter the
Sieglerschnidt

tbe

t61
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; llr A.
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8. Agricultural prices (resuntption) :

tllr Vredeling, Vice-President of
Scott-Hopkinr
Point of order: tllr Cou.sti

lVr Spicer;

tbe Comntission ; Mr

Fellcrtnaier; JvIr Laban ;

tllr, A,
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the

Mr

the

Connti.t-siott

Point

Mr

Council and Foreign fuIinitters

lllr Galluzzi ; Nr
Johnston
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(Doc.
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President.
The minutes of proceedings of yesterday's sitting- have been distributed.

Mr

Natali,

t91
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197

for next sitting:
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Are there any comments
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President.

Coustd

Vice-President of tbe Commission; *Ir
Scbuijt
Consideration of tbe motion for a resolu'
tion :
Amendment tu paragraph 4:
llr lllitcbell ; ltlr Schuijt
Adoption of the resolution .

:

at

Yeats; )l4r oan der

Tomlinson;lllr

Pean Conseruatioe Group;

behal.f o.f the Socialist Group; -lVr Jabn, on
bebal.f of the Cbristian-Democratic Group;
tVr Ci.farelli, on bebal.f of the Liberal and
Dcntocratic Group i foIr Scott-Hophins, on

opened

hlr

Scbuijt, rapporteur; Mr Mitchell, on
behalf of tbe Socialist Group ; .lllr llleintz,
on bebalf of tbe Liberal and Dernocratic
Group; Mr Spicer, on bebalf of tbe Euro-

91/77): '

(Tbc sitting u,as

;llIr

lIr

Report drawn up by )Vr

Mr A. Bertrand, cbairman of tbe Political
A.fJ'ctin Connittee ; Lord Brimelow, on

tion
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behal.f o.f tbe European Conseraatiue
Grotlt ; Mr A. Bertrand; hlr Scott-
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,f the Political
on bebalf
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Conrnittee (Doc.
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of tbe Communist and Allies Group; Mrs
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Tomlinson, President-in-Office ,f the
Council; Mrs Dunwoody, on behalf of tbe
Socialist Group ; lllr Scbwdrer, on bebalf of
tbe Cbristian-Democratic Group; itlr
Liogier, on bebalf of the Group of Europeon Progressiae Demorats I tVr
NormAnton, on bebalf of tbe European

Lernoine, on behal.f of tbe Communist and

Allies Group ; frIr Jabn ; hlr Sandri; tVr
Narali, Vice-President of the Commission
Consideration of tbe motion for a resolutiort:
Amendrnent to paragraph t :
fuIr Sicglerschntidt ; lllr. A. Bertrand
Adoption o.f the resolution
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:

llIr

Derek lValker-Smith, on bebalf of tbe
European Conseruatioe Group; Mr

o.f

debate
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Agreement (Doc. 78/77) :

Democratic Group; trIr Cifarelli, on bebalf
o.f the Liberal and Democratic Group ; Sir

Point

Oral question with

180

197

?

call Mr Scott-Hopkins.

Mr Scott-Hopkins. My comment concerns the last
item on the minutes, namely today's agenda. I have to
ask you why there is nothing on it concerning a statement by either the Commission or the Council on the
agricultural price review settlement. We asked for this,
as you know, sir, on Monday. \fle had expected a
request from the Council to make a statement to the

House concerning that settlement, or, failing the
Council, then one from Commissioner Gundelach,
who I understand is here. That is not included in the
minutes of yesterday's sitting and I now respectfully
ask why it is not there ?

Sitting of l7ednesday,

It is up to the Commission or the
- to make statements on their own initiato ask

President.
Council
tive.

I have received no such request from these institutions, nor am I in receipt of a formal request on this
subject from any parliamentary group in this House.
I

call Mr Scott-Hopkins.

there had been a request from either the Council or
the Commission, because that is what I would naturthat they would to come to the House
ally expect
and ask to make a statement. I
at the first opportunity
was wondering if they had done this, and if they had
done it, why it hadn't been included in the minutes of
yesterday. But, as I understand from your answer that
there has been no request, I can say that my group
necessary action

to put down

an

urgent question for debate today, asking for time for

this debate to be held tomorrow, when we have
another agricultural matter to be discussed. I hope
that a representative of the Council and of the
Commission will be here to answer that debate, if the
House gives permission to hold it.
You may forward your request to

President.
Bureau

of Parliament

May

1977
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the Conservative Group has been shadow-boxing here

with the Council and the Commission. I call this

shadow-boxing, Mr Scott-Hopkins, because almost
every day you have fielded various speakers from your
Group on either the minutes or the agenda, although
it would have been quite easy, with a request for
urgent procedure under Rule l4 of the Rules of Proce-

to table a r'wo-line motion for a resolution
calling on the President-in-Office of the Council and
the President of the Commission to report on the
results of the farm price negotiations before the end

dure,

I was asking on behalf of my
Mr Scott-Hopkins.
- included in the minutes that
group, why it was not

will be taking the

ll

the

of this part-session. That would be a proposal in accordance with the rules of this House on which we can
vote and which would undoubtedly have the support
of a majority. I can say on behalf of my Group that we
would have no grounds for objecting. That would then
take the form of what we call a prepared debate. I just
do not understand why you are tinkering with the

minutes like this and then passing the buck to the
President of this House. He cannot put down a debate
here unless the proper conditions are met under the
Rules of Procedure.

President.

via the proper parliamentary

Mr
- I call Scott-Hopkins.

channels.

I

call Mr Howell.

departing from previous practice, why no report was
being made to this Parliament when on all other occasions after the price review a report had been made. I
think that surely I should have an answer to this question which I thought that you took on board and were
going to answer at a later stage. Could I have an
answer as to why the practice is being changed,
because I feel that this Parliament is entitled to a
report ? I think that you are missing the point in

thinking that

Before you reply, Sir, I would, if
may, say that there is no question of the Conserva-

Mr Scott-Hopkins.

Mr President, on Monday I asked why
no statement -had been made by Mr Gundelach on the
agricultural settlement, and I also asked why we were

Mr Howell.

it is entirely up to the Council or the

Commission to ask for permission to make a statement. Surely we have the right to request a report
from either the Council or the Commission ?

President. !7e discussed and settled this question
when approving the agenda for the present part-ses-

I

tive Group's shadow-boxing. !7e are prepared, as I
have already stated, to table this motion under the
urgent procedure today.

is

have been here for
- we
and it seems to me that
it is the natural course-of events, as has always

Today

!flednesday

precisely a day-and-a-half

happened in the past, that either the Council or the
Commission come to this House and make a statement. It never occured to me that they would not

follow that normal procedure. As they have not done
so, as neither the Commission nor the Council are
prepared to come this time, breaking tradition, I have
already stated this morning that it is my group's intention to table this morning a request for urgent procedure under Rule 14. This is exactly what will now
happen.

sion,

For such a statement to be made, it is necessary for
the Commission or the Council to make an explicit
request to do so or for a request to be submitted in
due form by a group.

I

call Mr Scott-Hopkins.

Mr Scott-Hopkins. This
President.

Mr

-

we are doing, Sir.

I call Mr Fellermaier.

Fellermaier.

-

Let me repeat : neither the Council nor
President.
- has submitted such a request to me.
the Commission
Consequently the President of Parliament cannot
oblige anyone to make a statement against his wishes.

(D) Mr President,

I

can only

express may amazement at the fact that since Monday

The Conservative Group, in the person of Mr ScottHopkins or Mr Howell, may submit a request in the
prescribed form. rU7hen I am in receipt of this I shall
consider it and submit it to you for a decision.

il0
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President

Are there any further comments ?
The minutes of proceedings are approved.

2. Agenda

President.
order.

- I

call Mr Fellermaier on a point of

Mr Fellermaier.
(D)Mr President, I am sorry, but
- but
I have no alternative
to speak now, before you call
Question Time, because I should like to explain a
request from my Group for a change in today's
agenda.
IUfle

have got items 35,69 and 70 as a joint debate on
the Oral Questions from the Christian-Democratic
Group and the Socialist Group and the report from
the Political Affairs Committee on the protection of
human rights. \7e then have item 71, the report from
the Political Affairs Commiuee on the Final Act of

the Helsinki Conference and the preparatory meeting

in Belgrade, and under item 72 the motion for a resolution from the Political Affairs Committee on the
Mutual and Balanced Force Reduction negotiations,
MBFR for short.
Mr President, these are all questions which cannot be
looked at in isolation, for in the debate on human
rights the President-in-Office of the Council will
necessarily also have to explain how the Council
proposes to incorporate into the discussions in
Belgrade the European Community's views on the
question of human rights. Conversely, however, there
is also a connection between the Belgrade Conference
and the MBFR negotiations in Vianna, since this is all
bound up with d6tente. In order to avoid repetition
and the holding of separare debates on related
subjects, we feel that it would be logical to take
agenda items 35,69,70,71 andT2together, since, the
questions of human rights and the preparatory conference in Belgrade could then be dealt with in the joint
debate in a manner appropriate to the subiect, i.e. as a
coherent whole centring on the question of the attention given to human rights by the nine governments
of the European Communiry. Therefore, on behalf of
my Group, I submit this request for a change in the
agenda.

President.

I

can now allow one speaker for and

one against -the motion.

I

call Mr Scott-Hopkins.

I shall be speaking against
the proposal from Mr-Fellermaier. I am amized that
Mr Scott-Hopkins.

Fellermaier about combining these debates. !7hy this
sudden ray of light which has come upon him and his

group, that they want to combine these thingB
suddenly ? I7hat has happened ? Is there suddenly
some tremendous revelation that has come to him ? I
really think he is playing with the House. He, above
all people, should know that to try and start changing
the agenda like this is something which needs to be
highly deprecated. He himself many a time has been
saying this.
Over and above that, Sir, there is the point that we are
beginning to combine oral questions and reports, as
we did yesterday, on disparate subjects under a
heading that is a wide umbrella. This is a fact which is
to be deprecated. I know that we have got to try and
streamline our affairs ; but it is a habit which is
getting dangerously all embracing, and I would
suggest that, at this late stage, to make this particular
change in the agenda would not be the right course of
action to take.

President.

-

I

call Mr Broeksz.

Mr Broeksz.
(NL)
President, as always I
- to MrMr
listened attentively
Scott-Hopkins, but I had
hoped that he would say something about the objections. His only objection is that this has come at the
last minute and that Mr Fellermaier has suddenly as it
were had a revelation. Suppose that Mr Fellermaier
has suddenly had a revelation and has come up with a
good idea
what is wrong with that ? !7hy shouldn't
- suggests
we do as he
? I am glad that Mr Fellermaier
has made this proposal, since it is clear that with
items 7l and 72 matters are going to come up that we
shall just have finished discussing, so that everything
will have to be said in this House twice. Perhaps Mi
Scott-Hopkins is keen that it should all be repeated
three, four or even five times. !7e are in general not in
favour of this. In my view it is of no importance that
the proposal has been put at the last minute. The question is whether it is a good proposal. In my opinion it
is. The only thing is that the speaking time allotted to
the various groups will have to be extended somewhat.
It is simply a matter of dealing together with questions that belong together. Mr President, we shall willingly leave it to you to extend the time that was originally allocated so that all groups have sufficient opportunity of speaking on all these questions.

President.
vote.

-

I

put Mr Fellermaier's poposal to the

The proposal is

rejected.

The agenda therefore

remains unchanged.

he is suddenly doing this shadow-boxing himself.
This is not something which has suddenly co-e on to

the order-paper anew. I listened to Mr Fellermaier in
the enlarged Bureau
a word, not a cheep out of
- not
him about combining
these. I listened to iri- on
Monday
not a word from the Socialist Group or Mr

-

3. Questiott Tine (contA.)
President.

The next item is the continuation of

Question Time (Doc. 92177).
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President
'$7e

tence, but I note seriously everything that the honourable Member has said. As I said in reply to the earlier
question, I hope that the remarks he has made to this

start with questions to the Council of the European Communities. The President-in-Office of the
Council is requested to answer these and any supplementary questions.

House receive the attention that they undoubtedly

I

deserve.

call Question No 24 by Mr Broeksz:
ls the Council aware that in Greece conscientious

objec-

Mr Fellermaier.

to ask the President of the

EEC/Greece Association

I am not in a position to rePort
Mr Tomlinson.
to anybody other-than the Council on the deliberations, but I obviously note the interesting remarks that
the honourable Member has made. I shall in fact be
having some discussions with both EEC and Greek
parliamentarians in the course of the next week, and I
will bear seriously in mind the suggestions made by
the honourable Member.

(NL) It is my belief that the question

Lord Bethell.

The Community is

negotiating

most recent
- At the

ministerial

- entry into the Community, and
with Greece for Greek
the Council is a party to those negotiations. Can the
President-in-Office explain why it is he does not feel
able, speaking for the Council, to give an answer on a
matter which certainly seems germane to the issue of
Greece's proposed entry into the Community ?

of human rights

always falls within the Council's
competence. May I ask the President-in-Office, therefore, whether he is prepared to ask the Greek Govern-

ment to Srant a pardon to those who have

as an
agree

Council to point out to the Greek Foreign Minister, at
one of the Association Council's meetings, that the
negotiations might be adversely affected if this matter
is not settled along the lines suggested by my honourable friend ?

Mr Tomlinson, Pre.sident-in-0ffice of tbe Council,
This question does not fall within the Council's
-competence.
Mr Broeksz.

(D)Mr President-in-Office,

goodwill, could you
indication of the Council's

tors to military service, for example those who object on
religious grounds, are not only sentenced to terms of
rmprisonment which are longer than the period of military service but when they have served their sentence
they are once again called up and once again sentenced
to a term of imprisonment, after which the whole process
is repeated ? If so, does the Council think that such a law,
which penalizes people repeatedly for the same offence,
is compatible with human rights and the maintenance of
order in a democratic state and is it prepared to make it
clear to the Greek Government that Greece will not be
accepted as a member of the European Community as
long as this law remains in force ?

been

punished under a law introduced under the colonels'
r6gime ? Some people have been in prison now for
more than ten years under this law. I feel it is high
time Greece adopted such democratic practices as free
pardons. I have no hesitation in saying that this law
must be considered inhuman in this day and age.

Mr Tomlinson.

session of negotiations on 5 April, the President of the
Council assured the Greek side that in the course of
the accession negotiations, we would continue to treat

I can only repeat what I have
- the Council has no competence,
said, which is that
but I am sure the remarks made by the honourable
Member to this House will receive the attention that
they no doubt merit.

on their intrinsic merits all the factors relating to the
application. That applies to this as to all other factors
and we will, of course, treat all these matters on their

Mr Laban.

Council.

Mr Tomlinson.

negotiations

with

(NL)

\tr7e are currently engaged in
Greece on its accession to the Euro-

pean Community. One

of the maior criteria for

this

and one to which the Council has, in principle,
is that Greece must satisfay the require-

-agreed

- democracy and respect human rights as laid
ments of
down in the preamble to the Treaty of Rome.
May I ask the President of the Council whether this
situation is consistent with the democratic rule of law
and with the observance of human rights emphasized
by the EEC Treaty ? In Spain, where there had been a
similar situation, a law has now been passed under
conscientious
which
as in many other countries
- can perform community service
instead of
objectors

military

intrinsic merits. I have noted very seriously everything
this House has said, but at the moment it is not an
issue which falls within the competence of the

service.

I can only repeat that I said the
Mr Tomlinson!
qucstion cloes not- come within the Council's compe-

w'

President.

-

I call Question No 25 by Mr Leonardi

\Uflhat stage does the Council deem

:

to have been reached

by the individual countries of the Communiry in

rati-

fyrng the Convention on direct elections to the EuroPean
Parliament and in drafting the electoral laws ? Does it
May{une 1978
consider that the date proposed
can be adhered to ?

Mr Tomlinson,

President-in-Office o.f tbe Council.
Mr President, according to the information in the

-Council's

possession,

the Member States are in the

process of taking all the steps necessary for the implementation of the Council decision of 20 September

1976 and the adoption of the legislation required for
holding the elections. At this stage there is no reason
to suppose that the date mentioned by the honourable
Member cannot be adhered to.

tt2
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Mr Leonardil
(I) I thank Mr Tomlinson for his
reply, although I-do not consider it completely sarisfactory. The President-in-Office said that there is no
reason to suppose that the proposed deadline cannot

be met. However, in view of the importance of the
matter, which is the subject of repeated press
comment, would the Council agree to inform Parlia-

ment or the public should there ever be any reason to

think that this deadline will not be ret ? I ask this
because I feel that not only we Members of Parliament, but also the executive, should devote considerable attention to the matter and take account of
public opinion.

Mr Tomlinson.

I

can say to the House

and I

- it
in- the House fully understands
that the Council of Ministers have already given the
undertaking to keep the Parliament informed of
progress in the ratification. That undertaking has
already been given and if there is anything further
that the Council can do to assist the Parliament in
hope everybody

this direction, then I am sure we would be prepared to
discuss, through the President of the Parliament, any
steps that could be taken to improve that procedure.

Mr Fletcher-Cooke.
In connection with this offer
- President-in-Office
of information that the
has given,
perhaps he could tell us now which of the nine
member governments have not yet even published the
proposed electoral law for their country.

Mr Tomlinson.

At the moment only two

coun-

tries have actually-prepared their electoral law, and so
at the moment seven fit into the category to which

the honourable gentleman is referring. Only

two

Member States have prepared the electoral law.

Mr

!7ould the President-in-Office agree
that it is important
to make full preparation for these
elections, so that when they do take place they will
Price.

have the full-hearted consent and understanding of all
the electorates in the various countries, and that that

objective is more important than sticking rigidly to

Mr Tomlison, President-in-Office of tbe Council.
I would refer the honourable Member to the replies
which the Council has already given to questions on
the same subject at the January and April part-sessions this year.

Mr Edwards.
I wonder if
President-in-Office
- look at thethe
would have another
problem ? The power
in our Europe is with the Council of Ministers and it
seems this is the one institution within the structure
of Europe that is not publicy accountable. It is
suspected that an awful lot of horse trading goes on
behind the scenes and it seems to me that at least one
meeting every three months could be made public,
open to the press, open to the public, to show that the
so-called horse-tradings are just normal compromises
between government and government. I do not know
how any evil consequences can possibly arise for our
Europe and the nations of Europe by having at least
one meeting of the Council publicly accountable and
open, say once every three months. I therefore hope
my good friend and colleague will have another look

at this problem and perhaps give a more
reply at a later date.

favourable

Mr Tomlins
I can only repeat to this House
what the late Anthony Crosland said in reply to questions here in January 'l am very well aware of the
strong feeling on this matter'. I believe this question
has been raised five times before at least, and I read

with great attention the various

answers and
exchanges which have taken place after the questions
had been asked. There are, I think, very genuine difficulties. Not a large part of the Council's time is in fact
spent on strictly legislative matters. The majority of its

time is spent on other negotiating matters or policy
discussions or whatever it may be. Now can I say to
this House, Mr President, that there are genuine difficulties about any change and if I can speak as a
British Minister, I would remind you of the proposals
which the President of the Energy Council made to

particular arbitrary date next year which was fixed
some time ago ? It is more important to get this right
than to stick to a particular date.

his colleagues about admission to energy ministers'
meetings and about which Mr Corrie put a question
to me on the last occasion I was here. I said on that
occasion that the British presidency would like to see

certainly agree with the first
- I Member's
part of the honourable
statement, that it is

this- issue constructively examined. \Ufle are certainly
well aware of the strength of feeling in this House bui,
as you will realize, any decisions in this matter are for
the Council as a whole to take.

a

Mr Tomlinson.

important that public opinion fully understands and
supports the process of direct election. I do not regard
that statement as being incompatible with the target
date which the Member States have set themselves ior
first direct elections.
President.
Question No 26 by Sir Geoffrey
- I call
de Freitas, whose
place is taken by Mr Edwards :
!(zill the Council reorganize its procedures and practice
so as to have sessions devoted to legislation to which the
public are admiued ?

President.

I

call Question No 27 by Mr Hamilton,

whose place is taken by

Mr Brown :

'What progress has
been made in the last few months to
coordinate policies towards African nations and in particular in relation to the practice of apartheid in South
Africa; and what progress has been made in securing
agreement on the cessation of all sales of military equip_
ment to South Africa ?

Sitting of l7ednesiay,
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President

The Council has announced that this question falls
within the competence of the Ministers of Foreign
Affairs meeting in political cooperation.

Mr Tomlinson,

President-in-Office of tbe iWinisters
The
are particularly
- theirNine
concerned to coordinate
policies on African
problems. This is the subject of frequent discussions
in the political cooperation machinery. The declarations on Africa issued by the Foreign Ministers of the
Nine on 23 February 1976 anl again recently after

of

Foreign Affairs.

their meeting on

l8 April demonstrate the very
of coordination which has

considerable measure

already been achieved on policies towards Africa as a
whole and towards Central and Southern Africa in
particular. Our countries have repeatedly condemned
all forms of apartheid including the so-called petty

apartheid which is a daily insult to millions of people.
members of the Nine already embargo or put
severe restrictions on the sale of arms to South Africa.

All

Mr Brown.
I thank the President-in-Office for
that full reply,-and I do hope that this whole issue will
continue to be closely examined, to ensure that all
Member States do, in fact, honour both the spirit and
the letter of that reply. There is still a feeling that
some Member States are prepared to sell arms to
South Africa, and whilst he is now assuring me that
the intention of member governmenrs is that they will
not do this, I do trust he will be able to assure me that
this will in fact be kept under review in the future
months.

Namibia, South \Uflest Africa, are not being afforded
aid by the United Nations relief organization. Could
you please, sir, give an undertaking that you will look
into this matter and there will be no discrimination
against refugees, whatever their colour and wherever
they exist in the African continent ?

I readily
the undertaking to
- whether give
look into this matter
but t would say to this
House it would be a mistake for anybody, the Nine
meeting in political cooperation or Members in this
Mr Tomlinson.

House, to seek in any way to use the tragic problem of
refugees as some kind of political football and to
separate them into first and second class citizens. It is
something which would concern everybody, I think,
in this House equally that that should not happen.

Mr Corrie.
President-in-Office say what
- Canisthe
the trade balance
between the Community and

South Africa and how seriously it would affect the
Communiry if trade links were cut with South Africa:

Mr Tomlinson.

walking encyclopaedia

of apartheid, which is a flagrant abuse of human
rights, something about which this House is rightly
and properly concerned and will be showing concern
this afternoon. We condemn and reject the concept of

totally separate communities for different races, and
have called upon the South African Government to
take the road towards a truly multiracial society. In
relation to the particular question, I cannot speak for
other members of the Nine on the details of their individual policies against the supply of arms to South
Africa. But Britain takes its undertakings in respect of
the United Nations' arms embargo very seriously

because

I am not a

!

(Laughter)

President.

I

-

call Question No 28 Mr Price

:

!(rill the Council state to

Parliament the reasons why
therr permanent representatives have not yet been able to
agree on the terms of a mandate which would permit the

Commission
Cyprus

Mr Tomlinson.
I can just reaffirm to this House
that the Nine are- unanimous in their condemnation

No sir,

to develop the Association Treaty with

?

Mr Tomlinson,

President-in-Office of tbe Council.
At its meeting on 3 May 1977, the Council gave
-the Commission directives to enable it to enter into
negotiations with Cyprus to determine trade arrangements between the Community and Cyprus beyond
30 June 1977, when the first srage of the Association
Agreement comes to an end, and to determine the
substance of the economic and financial cooperation
to be added to the areas covered by the Association
Agreement. \7hen it gave these negotiating directives
to the Commission, the Council made it clear that
care should be taken to ensure that the provisions
adopted would in fact benefit the whole population of
Cyprus.

indeed.

Mr Spicer.

I

if I

could just follow that
question with- a supplementary relating to the treatment of refugees. Could I have an assurance from the
representative of the Conference of Foreign Ministers
wonder

in no way at any time will that conference
tolerate the classification of refugees in Southern
Africa into first-class refugees who are afforded help
that

and support and second-class ones that are not ? If I
could just explain that : refugees at the moment
fleeing from Angola into Zambia are being afforded
help and aid ; those who flee from Angola into

Mr Price.

I

thank the Council for at last giving

a

- Cyprus. But is the President aware that
mandate for
the mandate was given so late that the Commission
stated yesterday that it will probably be impossible to
actually conclude the new agreements by I July ?
Could he say why such a short period as six months
has been allowed for sherry and agricultural products
and is this short period, as it were, a negotiating tactic
to try and force the parties into a political agreement ?
Could he say whether, if a political agreement is not
reached in the next six months, he can guarantee that
these arrangements will be continued ? Could he also
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Luns procedure, so that the President of the Council
would report to the competent committee of the European Parliament before the broader agreement with
the Republic of Cyprus is signed ?

the Commission be allowed to Press
ahead with financial cooperation benefiting both
communities in the island even before a political
assure us that

settlement has been reached

?

I am sure that the House will
Mr Tomlinson!
- to them quite clearly that the
understand if I say
details cannot be revealed in advance of the negotiations. They include proposals to deal with agricultural
and industrial trade and for a financial protocol.

Ministers did agree the mandate and gave the mandate
to the Commission. That has already been done. It is
not something for future decision ; it has already been
done. The problem now is that the Commission on
the basis of that mandate should complete the negotiations to secure continuity after 30 June.

Mr Giraud.

As I said, this is part of the nego- Council has given to the Commistiating mandate the

sion. The Council obviously take the matter very
seriouly indeed and, as I said in my first reply, when it
gave these negotiating directives to the Commission,
the Council made it clear that care should be taken to
ensure that the provisions adopted would in fact
benefit the whole of the population of Cyprus. \7e are
clearly aware that that is the request and the desire of
Members of this Parliament.

(F) I thank the Council for its
the neSotiating mandate was
that
announcement

Mr

Coust6.

given to the Commission on 3 May. This is all very
well, but what we are concerned about is that the talks
should be concluded before the present Agreement
expires on 30 June. I should like a reassurance that

the Council will be in a position to solve any

problems the Commission has during the negotiations
and to provide further details on certain points in the
mandate which I feel are not sufficiently clear.

I am grateful to the honourable
Mr Tomlinson.
for his- opening remarks. Obviously the

Member

Council are well aware that the present trade arrangements come to an end on 30 June and, as I said in
my opening remarks, we gave the Commission its
directive to enable it to enter into negotiations in
order to determine trade agreements between the
Community and Cyprus taking us beyond that period.
We are certainly aware of the tightness of the time
schedule, and note seriously the comments the honou-

rable Member has made.

Mr

Fellermaier.

(D) Mr President-in-Office,

is

- to involve Parliament under the
the Council prepared

clarify

I am sorry if I did not quite make
Mr Tomlinson.
- meeting on 3 May, the Council of
myself clear. At our

and Cyprus.

Mr. Tomlinson.

Will the President-in-Office

Mr Dalyell.

come into effect at the end of the year, and the
United Kingdom has made it clear that this broader
agreement must safeguard the traditional trade in agricultural commodities between the United Kingdom
(F) Could the Council say to what
can- establish whether these arrangements
really are in the interests of both communities ?

is

for the broader economic agreewhen the mandate
ment is likely to be given ?

may, however, speak as a United Kingdom
Minister, the Government believes that these arrangements are satisfactory in the short term. The Community intends to negotiate a broader trade agreement, to

it

can say that that Procedure

it is certainly the wish that it

should continued to be honoured.

If I

extent

I

Mr Tomlinson.

always honoured, and

/

President.

-

I call Question

No 29 by Mr Coust6:

After its decision to lend $500 million to Italy, can the

Council say what its subsequent lending capaciry will be'
and whether

it

intends to authorize the Commission to

float a number of loans on the international
market

in the

near future

money

7

Mr Tomlinson, President-in-1ffice of the Council.
Under the Council regulation concerning Commu-

-nity loans, Regulation No 397175, loan operations
may not exceed the equivalent in European monetary
units of $: ooO million US. This sum covers both principal and interest. Of this amount, the Council has
already used $l 800 million. In March last year, it
for Italy, $l 000
undertook two loan operations

and it
million and for Ireland, $300-million
recently authorized a further oPeration for Italy
involving $S00 million ; interest amounting approximately to $575 million must be added to these
amounts.

Any further loan operation may not exceed the sum
of approximately $350 million and could be authorized by the Council only on a proposal from the
Commission and on the initiative of one or mote
Member States. \Uflith the exception of the aforementioned operation in favour of Italy, no such initiative
is at present before the Council.

Mr Coust6.
detailed reply.

(F)l thank the Council for its full

President.

I

-

and

call Question No 30 by Mr Pisoni:

Has the President-in-Office of the Council reread the
statements he made at the European Parliament's April
1977 part-session on the subiect of farm prices ? Does he
not feel that they read more like a defence of purely
national interests than a Community position

?

Sitting of l7ednesday,

Mr Tomlinson,

President-in-)ffice of the Council.
In my statement of 20 April on agricultural prices,
-I described the Council's position and expressed the
hope, which, moreover, has since been realized, that
agreement would soon be reached on this issue. I also

fit to explain the position of the United Kingdom
Government to the European Parliament, and at that
time I made it quite clear that I was speaking on
behalf of my government, as the President-in-Office
saw

of the Council is entitled to do on such occasions.
The position reached when I spoke at the last meeting
of the Parliament was that eight Member countries
could accept a compromise formulated by the
Commission, and the United Kingdom could not. It
was natural that, in reporting to this Parliament, I
should report on the United Kingdom position. This
was a consequence of the state of the negotiations and

not of the fact that the United Kingdom held the
presidency.

I

must repeat to the honourable Member what

I said

in my first reply to his question, that when I spoke
here last time I made it quite clear during my remarks
that at the time I was speaking on behalf of my
government. That is a position which, quite clearly,
the President-in-Office of the Council, providing he
makes clear the capacity in which he is speaking, is

to

entitled

take

:

past Presidents-in-Office of the

Council have done so, future Presidents-in-Office of
the Council will continue to do so.
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no way dissent from. I can say to this House that the
agreement reached by the Council at its last meeting
idd, I believe, strike a proper balance between the
interest of producers and consumers, and it should be
remembered in this House, as elsewhere in the
Community, that one of the stated aims of the

common agricultural policy is, and
ensure that supplies reach consumers
Pnces

I

quote: 'To
at reasonable

.

Mrs Dunwoody.

Might the President-in-Office's I

- fact that if there is one thing the
draw attention to the
last price review proved, it is that the consumer is the
last person to be considered ? N7hilst we were truly

delighted with the stand taken by the United
Kingdom government on behalf of all consumers,
would he make some comment on the fact that there
is no political will in the Community as a whole to
change the agricultural policy, and that until that
policy is changed, the Community will neither have a
defensible stance, nor will it be seen in any way to be
protecting the interests of the maiority of the people
of the nine countries ?

Mr Tomlinson.

I obviously note what the honou-

- I must say to this House that some
rable lady has said.
of the comments she made hadn't exactly escaped my
attention. As I said to Parliament the last time I was
here
and I think this is the most important thing

Mr Pisoni.
(I) | am sorry Mr Tomlinson, bur what
- was much
you said here
more of a iustification of the
United Kingdom position than a defence of Community interests. This was not only my impression, but

I -expressed optimism continuously through the
-debate
that a settlement would be reached. That settle-

that of the other Members.
May I also ask whether reiterating this position and
emphasizing those aspects which may prove divisive is
the right way to overcome obstacles, particularly at
one of the most difficult times for the common agricultural policy ? If we succeed in reducing the points
of contention, we may be able to get out of the wood,
but if we continue to uphold sectoral and particularistic positions, I fell this will only increase the gap

The other point I would make to the honourable lady,

and we shall certainly not reach agreement, and
agreement we need now, not disagreement.

it

is

Lord Bruce of Donington.
Is the President-inOffice aware that many of us-in this House and in
Europe as well are most grateful to the presidency for
having uniquely studied the interests of the consumer

of

Europe

?

(Applause)

Is he further aware that many of us also are getting

a

little tired of the very powerful farming lobby in this
House posturing to speak on behalf of Communiry
interests

ment was reached.

in reply to the particular

question concerning the
I think this Parliament

interests of consumers, is that

will

approve

of the fact that the

President

of

the

Council of Agricultural Ministers did meet representatives of consumer organizations, and that is perhaps
something that can be usefully emulated in future.

Mr Scott-Hopkins. !7ould the

honourable

gentleman not agree that after this exchange we have
now had on this subject, it would be much better if he
were to make a statement concerning the results of
the price review ? Did he not say that he came in
April, when, unhappily, I was not present, to make a
report to Parliament concerning the state of negotiations then ? \Uflould it not be more courteous for him
to make a statement concerning the results of that
rather controversial debate that took place here in
April ? !flould he not agree that what we are doing
now is a most unsatisfactory way of going about it ?

?

(Cries ot' 'Hear, bear !)

Mr Tomlinson.
note the question of
- I obviously
the honourable gentleman,
much of which I would in

Mr Tomlinson.
I would not accept that in any
I would- not accept that the Council in any

way at all.

way need a lecture from the honourable Member in
courtesy to this House. I was here at l0 o'clock this

rt6
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morning and I listened for 15 or 20 minutes to the
procedural discussion led by the honourable Member
about why there would be no statement. If this House
wants a statement, they fully know the procedures by
which they should request it, and it is not a matter of
courtesy to this House whether I give one or not.
(A4ixed reactions)

Mr Howell.
May I ask the Minister why he is so
- a statement to this House ? Is it that
reluctant to offer
he is totally ashamed of the performance of his
colleague, the President of the Council of Agricultural
Ministers ? \7hat did he achieve by his stand ? Did he
get any change in the CAP ? As far as I can see, there
was no change whatsoever. And the stand that he
made achieved nothing except a very, very small
concession in the price of butter to consumers in the
UK, who are already buying butter at rwo-thirds of the

in 1955, relative to the
national average wage. Grave damage has been done
to the Community by the awkwardness of the President of the Agricultural Ministers, and surely, to try to
rectify this, some statement should be made to this
House on the outcome of those negotiations.
price they were paying

(Altplausc .front seueral quarters)

Mr Tomlinson.

I in no way accept

the basis on

- Member postulates his hypowhich the honourable

thesis. There is no basis in it at all. If this House
wants a statement on the agricultural prices, as the
President pointed out at 10 o'clock this morning and
in the ensuing short debate, they know the procedures
by which they should ask for it.

President.

-

I call Mr Prescott on a point of order.

Mr

Prescott.
Could the President advise this
- of those who have not been here
House, for the sake

very long, exactly what are the procedures for
delcaring one's interests ? Members of the House of
Commons, of which the last speaker is one, are
advised to declare their interests when they are asking
for information about matters which personally affect
them. Could you give us some advice about that ?

President.
Mr Prescott, I have already turned
down this request
several times during this part-ses-

President-in-Office of tbe Council.
The accession negotiations with Greece which

-opened

last year are progressing in accordance with
the timetable agreed upon at the Ministerial meeting

of the Accession Conference in October 1976. At this
juncture, the first stage
consisting mainly in

- on the most important
defining both parties' positions
problems to be resolved in these negotiations and at
the conclusion of which Greece and the Community
will have to have obtained an overall view of these
has not yet been concluded.
problems
-

The Association Agreement contains provisions on
information and consultation, notably

in the

agricul-

tural policy and commercial policy sectors, which obviously remain in force. Furthermore, at the Ministerial
meeting of the Accession Conference to which I have

referred, the Community delegation, following a
request by Mr Papaligouras, indicated that it was
willing to inform the Greek delegation of developments in the Community, on a regular basis, in order
to enable it to take any measures required to adapt
Greek legislation to these developments, on the understanding that the Greek delegation would remain free

to put

forward observations and the Community

would be free to decide on its own development as
long as the Greek accession had not come into force.

Mr Bourdellis.

(F)

|

thank the Council for this

- I shall pass on to Mr De Clercq.
very full reply, which
(I) Mr President, since this problem
Mr Cifarelli.
to the Community is the most
of Greece's accession
pressing, can the Council assure us that it will be dealt
the
with independently of the other two problems
accession of Portugal, which has already- been
requested under Article 237, and the possible accession of Spain ?
Does the Council not feel that the past years in which
relations between Greece and the Community were
based on the Association Agreement are more than
sufficient to qualify Greece for full entry into the
Community ?

Mr Tomlinson.

I do agree with the basic question
- Member; the Greek application
honourable
will be taken separately, and, as I said to a reply to an
earlier question, will be dealt with on its own intrinsic

of the

sion.

I would therefore again ask Members not to raise
points during Question Time which do not relate to
the questions.
I think Mr Pisoni's question has been dealt with at
sufficient length.
I call Question No 3l by Mr De Clercq, whose place
is taken by Mr Bourdellds:
Civen the progress made in the negotiatrons on

Greek

to the Community, what procedures have been
planned by the Council
even through an rntensificato involve the
tion of the Association -Agreement
accessron

- in
Grcek authorities more effectively
conccrning Community activities

Mr Tomlinson,

?

dtscussions

merits.

(NL) Is it not so that the negotiaMr Broeksz.
- also cover
the rights and liberties of
tions with Greece
Greeks, and if so, why did the President-in-Office
state in reply to the first question in this Question
Time that this matter was out of order, or at least that
it did not concern the Council 7 I would have thought
that the first point on the agenda for these negotiations was whether freedom and democracy had or had

not been reestablished in

Greece.

Sitting of lflednesday,

Mr Tomlinson.
no problem at all in saying
- I have
that there is no overlap
or inconsistency between the
two answers I gave in reply to the first question. It is
quite clear that that matter does not come within the
competence of the Council. In reply to the question I
have just given, what I have done is to explain the
framework within which there is an exchange of information, so that each party can take into account the
views of the other in coming to their own decisionsdecisions which each of them is autonomously free to
make.

President. I call
Normanton:

Question

No 32 by

Mr

Vill

the Presidency convene a Council meeting of Ministers for Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises ?

Mr Tomlinson,

President-in-Office

of the Council.

At present the Council does not have before it any
-specific Commission
proposal which would justify
convening a Council meeting of ministers who are
responsible for dealing with the affairs of small and
medium sized enterprises.

Mr Normanton.
thank the representative of the
- Ibut
Council for his reply,
is he aware that this House
has recently become increasingly conscious of the

growing difficulties which are facing medium and
small enterprises in general, and is the Council also
aware that this House feels that when Councils of
industry and trade ministers meet, the problems of
small firms are, perhaps inevitably, submerged in the
mass of other items on the agenda ? I would therefore
repeat to the representatives of the Council the
request that the Council should respond to this and
reflect the deep concern of this House by bringing
together those ministers from Member States who
have particular responsibility for medium and small
undertakings for consideration of their problems, as
opposed to the broader issues.

Mr Tomlinson.
am aware of the delib- I obviously
erations of this House.
I follow them all with clear
and careful attention. The resolution of this House of
I I May 1976 invited the Commission to pay special
attention to small and medium-sized enterprises in its
programme on industrial policy, and to investigate the
position of these small and medium-sized enterprises
and report to Parliament. Obviously, action on that
side of the resolution is a matter for the Commission
itself.

As far as the part of the resolution directed to the
Council is concerned, it invited the Council to take
decisions as soon as possible on the proposals put
forc/ard by the Commission and of course they were
totally unspecified in the resolution because they did
not know what the proposals were at that stage. Since

then, the Council has confirmed the report of the
Commission recommending continuation of the
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services provided by the Business Cooperation Centre,

which was the only proposal of specific interest to
small and medium-sized enterprises for the Council
to consider. But as I said in reply to the first question,
there can be no reason at the moment which would
justify convening a Council of Ministers to look into
this particular problem.

Lord Bruce of Donington.
May
the Presi- lookI ataskthis
denrin-Office to take another
whole
matter ? It is quite clear from the sixth report on
competition recently issued by the Commission that,
during the last l0 years, there has been a growing
concentration of industrial and commercial power and
that the activities of small and medium-sized businesses are progressively being constricted by private
corporate power, whether this private corporate power
is multinational or otherwise. Will he bear in mind
that what is now required is not the extension of information or consultative services in regard to small and
medium-term enterprises ? !7hat is required
- andbyis
required pretty soon
is a stark political decision
- Council to take far greater and
both Commission and
more decisive steps to see that private corporate power
does not encroach more than it has done so far on the
prerogatives of small and medium-sized businesses.

Mr Tomlinson.

I

obviously take seriously every-

thing that the honourable
Member has said, but the
specific question that was addressed to the Council
was whether we would convene a Council meeting of

ministers for small and medium-size enterprises. The
Council cannot justify convening such a council,
because at the moment we are waiting for proposals
from the Commission and I think it would be unreasonable to expect detailed proposals from the Commission on a motion that was passed by this House only
on May 11. !7e will consider the proposals when they
come forward and take such steps as are necessary in

the light of them.

Mrs Kellett-Bowman.

I7hen the Council

does

meet, would the President-in-Office
draw to its attention the fact that small and medium-sized companies

it extremely difficult ro get hold of cash
for expansion, and will he therefore urge the Council
to support the proposal put forward by the Committee
on Regional Policy that parr of Regional Fund money
should be used to guarantee the exchange risk and
are finding

reduce

the interest rate for small

companies

borrowing from the European Investment Bank

?

Mr Tomlinson,
I
take note of the last
- obviously
part of the honourable
lady's suggestion. I might say
to her though that in relation to the availability of
investment funds in the market, there are perhaps

great divergences

in

money markets inside the

Community, but at the moment in the money market
with which I have been most familiar, rhe United
Kingom, there is no shortage of available investment
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funds. The major problem is a shortage of demand for
those funds.

Mr Hoffmann.

(D) ls the Council aware that an
of small and medium-sized enterprises have been going out of business over the past
two years ? Is it also aware that this is most probably
due to systematic discrimination under our economic

increasing number

system, and does it not therefore feel that this meeting
should be held as soon as possible ?

On a problem as complicated as
Mr Tomlinson.
the reasons, both- economic and otherwise, for the
decline in the number of small companies I would be
reluctant to try to give an answer to this House in two

minutes. This problem has defied the collective
economic wisdom of the Western world for a number

of

years.

(I) Does the President-in-Office not
Mr Veronesi.
think it would -be not only useful, but even necessary,
to have the independent organization for small European business made an official spokesman vis-i-vis
the Community ?
Up till now, the major industrial organisations have
been the official representatives of the small businesses. However, there is a healthy network of small
independent businesses organized at European level
which asks to be regarded as the officieal spokesman
on problems of small and medium-sized businesses.

tion than has hitherto been devoted to them by the
Council of Ministers ? This would also take account of
an opinion passed unanimously by Parliament on this

matter some time a8o after a question put by Mr
Coust6.

Mr Tomlinson. - Again without in any way
from the seriousness of the
wishing to detract
problem, this is not something

however serious

- appropriate for the
that at the moment it would be
Council of Ministers to consider. For us to convene a
meeting of the Council of Ministers to discuss something on which there is a very difficult, complex, localized problem, and on which we have not got Commis'
and I recognize the difficulry the
sion proposals

- have in formulating proposals
Commission will
would, I think, be a mutual waste of time and might
create expectations that could not be fulfilled.
President.
Question No 33 by Sir Brandon
l7illiams: !7hat discussions were held at the Downing

Rhys
Street

Conference of proposals to bring greater stability to the
foreign exchange markets ; and what agreement was
reached to introduce greater freedom of movement of
capital for investment ?

is withdrawn, as

it will be the

subiect of a subsequent

statement by the Council.

I call Question No 34 by Mr Seefeld, whose place is
taken by Mr Hoffman:
Vill

Mr Tomlinson!

Mr President,

I

note the problem

has stated to the House. If I
the honourable Member
could just perhaps slightly elaborate my answer, I
would say that one of the problems is that there is no
Community policy on small and medium-sized enterprises, nor does the Commission seem likely to
propose one, at least in the foreseeable future. The
main problem in this area is the essentially localized
nature of the treatment, problems and needs of small
and medium-sized enterprises in Member States. If I

may lust briefly speak as the United Kingdom

Minister, we have had extreme difficulties ourselves.
In 1971 the report of the Bolton Commission on
small firms was received by the government, and
despite the close attention of successive governments
in the United Kingdom, the only thing that we have
really been able to do is to ensure that government
makes a conscious effort not to take decisions which
have an inadvertent effect on small and medium-sized

enterprises. I note the seriousness with which all
Members of the House have spoken about this, but I
think in relation to the question from which we have
veered somewhat, it is not at the moment appropriate
to consider convening a Council of Ministers to look

particularly at this problem.

(I) Does the President-in-Office not feel
Mr Noi.
that when -the time comes more attention should also
be given to the problems of craftsmen in this connec-

the Council take appropriate measures to harmonize
value added tax systems before the start of the tourist
season, so that a citizen of a Member State who has his
vehicle repaired in another Member State does not have
to pay value added tax both in the foreign country and in
his own country ?

Mr Tomlinson, President-in-Office of tbe Council.
Mr President, the problem posed by the honou-rable Member will be covered by the provisions of the
Sixth VAT Directive. Article l4(l)(0 of this Directive
exempts, and I quote :
the re-importation of moveable, tangible property by the
person who exported it or by another person on his
account, where that property has, while in another
Member State, undergone work which has been taxed
without the right to deduction or refund.

Community fiscal rules defining the scope and procedures for implementing the exemptions provided for
under the Article

l4

exemption on importation will,

however, have to be drawn up. The Council will not
fail to discuss these rules as soon as the Commission
has submitted the relevant proposals.

President.

I call Question No 35 by

Mr

Hougardy ; whose place is taken by Mr Guldberg :
Can the Council indicate what implications the recent
statement by President Carter, announcing measures to
prohibit the use of plutonium, is likely to have for the
future of the 'Ph6nix' programme, and more particularly

Siming

of lTednesday,
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President
the 'Superph6nix', which is due to become operational in
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?

Mr Tomlinson, President-in-)ffice of tbe Council.
The Council does not at present have sufficient
-information
to enable it to assess the implications
which the measures to restrict the use of plutonium
announced in President Carter's recent statement
might have for the future of the Phoenix and SuperPhoenix programmes.

President.

Vill

-

I call Question

detailed question he asked first.

Mr Prescott.
lThilst appreciating the difficulty
- in giving
the Minister has
adequate answers to a
debate we had yesterday about missing ore, can he
give us the assurance that, firstly, he will look at the
problem of whether it was in the Council that the
decision was made that this House would not be

informed that the ore had gone missing,

No 35 by Mr Dalyell

:

the Council make a statement on the latest position
regarding the supply of nuclear materials to the Member
States

will in fact try to communicate with the honourable
Member in some other form about the particular

and,

secondly, would he also consider perhaps cooperating
with a committee of this House in order that it may

investigate what the true facts

of this situation

are

?

?

Mr Tomlinson, President-in-Office of the Council.
The Council has no statistics enabling it to give
-

the honourable Member a review of the current situation regarding the supply of nuclear material to
Member States. However, the honourable Member
could, at a meeting of the relevant parliamentary
committee for example, approach the Commission of
the Communities, which will no doubt be able to
provide him with the information requested through

the Euratom supply

agency.

Mr Dalyell.
we want to know is where the
- What
buck stops for
the Plumbat affair. Is it with the
present Commission,

is with Commissioner Hafer-

kamp in a previous incarnation, is it with the Council

Ministers, or is it with national governments ?
Because 200 tons of uranium doesn't vanish off the
face of the earth by alchemy. Someone somewhere is
responsible. \7ho ?

Mr Tomlinson.
If I could just start with the last
point first, I think- the question of a committee of the
House is really a matter for the House itself, and one
on which it would be improper for me to pass any
observations. \flhatever decision the House itself takes,
the Council, as always, will only be too willing to
cooperate with the House in matters which are within
the competence of the Council. Concerning the
debate yesterday, I didn't have the opportunity to

listen to it all, but I will give the honourable Member
and this House the undertaking that I will take an
early opportunity of looking at all the issues raised,
but I have serious doubts as to whether those issues in
any way come within the competence of the Council
of Ministers. But I give the undertaking, certainly, to
look at it.

of

Mr Tomlinson.
I didn't have the opportunity of
hearing anything- other than the very final few
sentences of the extensive debate you had on this
mattcr in the House yesterday. I really have got
nothing to add to the reply which was given here by
the Commission yesterday.

uranium resources from Canada ? In the previous question, the situation with regard to the United States was
raised, but I would be particularly interested to know
about the situation in regard to Canada, in view of the
framework agreement between that country and the
European Communiry.

Mr Tomlin

Negotiations continue between

the Commission and the Canadian authorities on

Mr Ellis.

Can
Council say whether difficulties
- remainthewith
of any kind
any individual uranium-supplying countries in respect of adequate inspection
machinery under the non-proliferation treaty and its
safeguards agreement, and if this is so, whether the
Council would agree that the most satisfactory way of
resolving such difficulties would be on a Community

basis, making use

Lord Bessborough.
Could the Council say what
the present position -is in regard to the supply of

of the

Euratom inspection
machinery in conjunction with the Vienna Agency,
and applying this to all nine Member States, whether
they possess nuclear explosive capabiliry or not ?

Mr Tomlins
I note the suggestion made by
the honourable Member in relation to Euratom. In
relation to the particular question that he asks,

I

have

to say to him, in all humility, that I just don't know
the answer. I would require notice to find out. But I

a

safeguard agreement which would permit the resump-

tion of Canadian uranium shipments to

Member States.

A

number

of

Euratom

detailed problems

remain to be resolved, but we attach great importance
to the speedy conclusion of these negotiations.

Mr Scott-Hopkins. \7ould you not
yourself, Sir, that

it

agree

is strange that this question has
been maintained on the order paper, as we had a

debate on it yesterday, and it should have been preempted as we agreed originally ? But in view of the
fact that the question is there, will the Minister give
an undertaking that, as far as the future is concerned,
he will consult with this House as soon as the Council
have come to some conclusions, having examined the
debate we had yesterday ? I am concerned not so
much with what has happened in the past as with

of the European Parliament
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Scott-Hopkins
what the Council are doing to make certain that

a

similar occurrence cannot happen in the future.

Mr Tomlinson.

One of the things that

-

whole of my political life

I

in

the

have tried to resist is to sit

looking into a crystal ball trying to anticipate the
trends of the future. Obviously, the Council

will enter

into the fullest cooperation and consultation with
Parliament on the issues on which it is to our mutual
benefit to engage in dialogue. But I would not give
any clear undertaking about any particular set of
circumstances in the future, as I don't know how particular they are going to be.

Mr Noi. (I) - Does the President-in-Office not
Community's discussions with the
think that, in the
uramium-supplying countries, the proposal to have a
joint venture between the Community and these countries for the purpose of enriching the uranium on the
spot might make it easier to achieve some results,
since the value added by the enrichment would make

it

easier to dispose

of the product

?

I
note the interMr Tomlinson.
- !7hile obviously
esting remarks of the honourable Member, can I just
say to him with the greatest of goodwill that, first of
all, this does not really arise from the question, and
secondly that it is a question which is really the principal responsibility of the Commission, rather than
the Council, at this

competence are not the same. I should very much like
the Council to state clearly whether, at its meeting in
June, it intends to take a serious look at my proposal

regarding safety measures. This is a matter of great
importance. It is not sufficient for the Commission to
give an assurance that it will draw up proposals and

do what it can to have these brought up at

the

Council meeting.

I

will also be
of job safety, job

should also like to ask whether steps

taken

to

ensure that

all

aspects

inspection and environmental protection which are
covered by legislation in the various Member States
will be brought within the Council's competence, so
that there is no passing of the buck if anything like
this happens again. There is no point in having a
number of major laws on this field in the individual
countries if, when an accident like this happens, there
is someone who can disclaim all responsibility. I
should like a clear statement whether the Council
really will go into these questions thoroughly at its
June meeting with a view to achieving positive results

as soon as possible. This time it was the North Sea,
next time it could be the Mediterranean and later the
Atlantic. The EEC waters are extensive, and we cannot
disclaim all responsibility for them.

stage.

I say that I very much apprecMr Evans.
- Could friend's statement that the
iate my honourable
Council will cooperate in the fullest possible way with
this Parliament on any investigating committee that
they may decide to set up. Could he tell the House
whether or not that that means that ministers will
come and give evidence before that committee ?

I am not in a position to give

Mr Tomlinson.

It was an excellent statement we heard yesterday, but
the Commission's competence and the Council's

- at the moment. As
undertaking on that

I

any

said, on

matters that are within our competence, we will be
happy to cooperate, as always, with the Parliament in

I can give this House a very clear
Mr Tomlinson.
No. I cannot give the honouand a very short answer.
rable Member the assurance that she is looking for.
The Council, as this House well knows, can only act
in this matter on proposals from the Commission, and
we cannot take the initiative in June in considering
proposals made

by the

honourable Lady

in

her

speech, however important these proposals may be.
\U7e must wait for proposals from the Commission,
and then the Council will give those proposals consideration with all the urgency that they will no doubt
merit.

the closest possible way.

President.

-

I call Question No 37 by

Mrs

Kruchow:
In connection with the oil disaster at the Bravo platform
in the Norwegian Ekofisk field in the North Sea, experts
have stated that safety measures at oil rigs in the North
Sea are inadequate. Does

will it if

the Council share this view and

call on the Commission to draw up a
proposal for a directive on safety measures at oil rigs in
Community waters ?
necessary

Mr Tomlinson, President-in-Office of the Council.
I will try to assist you in that objective. The Euro-

-pean Parliament

heard the Commission's statement
on the Ekofisk oil disaster yesterday. The Council
cannot adopt a position unless and until it receives
such proposals as the Commission may submit to it.

(DK) I am grateful for the
Mrs Kruchow.
but I must say I- find it rather brief.

answer

Mr Howell.
I find the complacency shown by the
President-in-Office
of the Council most disturbing.
He must realize that a great many people's livelihoods
are at stake in the holiday industry and the in-shore
fishing industry. Can he not stress to the Commission
the need for urgency in this matter ? Can he not exert
more pressure than he seems to indicate he intends to
do on seeing that action is taken by the Commission ?
Mr Tomlinson.
I really must say as strongly as I
can to the honourable
Member that he must not in
any way mistake respect for the Treaties of the
Communities
Treaties for which I understand this

- respect, as do the Council he must
House has great
not mistake respect for the Treaties as complacency.
Otherwise it might lead him to make some statements
which, when he looks at them in the cool light of day,
he might well regret having made.

Sitting of l7ednesday,

Mr Dalyell.
If I go back to my constituents on the
- North
borders of the
Sea the next time there is any
kind of an accident in the North Sea and explain that
nothing can be done because of respect for the Trea-

ties or protocol problems between Council

and

Commission
and the feeling has been underlined
- team
by the Red Adair
that insufficient preparations
had been made
if that happens a second time there

- of consequences, one of which is
will be a number
that people like me will simply not be forgiven. !7e

will not be returned to Parliament
that may be the
least of the considerations
but -I must say that we
- Ministers and Commiswill go on and on nagging
sioners until it is clear that the objections that have
been made by Red Adair and others have been met
and in particular something is done about the proposal yesterday that there should be some kind of Euro-

pe-based capacity to deal with another blow-out,
which in one form or another is almost inevitable. For
heaven's sake do something about this

!
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well look into a problem without having to

hide

behind the Commission.
Having said that, my question is as follows : does the
Council think that, on 15 June, it should study a full
investigation into the accident, indicating where
responsibility lies, as has been discussed at length in
the international press ?

Mr Tomlins
I can only say to this House, as I
have already said that, urgent as the matter is, the
Council will give it the serious consideration, attention and, if need be, action as and when they have the
earliest opportuniry of looking at Commission proposals. Having listened to Commissioner Natali reply to
the debate yesterday, I was fully convinced that the
Commission understands the sense of urgency that
everybody shares on this matter
Council no
-andthe
less than anyone in this House
we will look at
the situation with the urgency it -merits when Commission proposals are received.
Lord Bessborough.

Mr Tomlinson!
The urgency of the situation was
fully expressed by-this House yesterday. The Commission has taken most serious note, I have no doubt
whatsoever, of what was said during the debate. But
whatever the situation is

and

I fully

understand the

!7ould not the Council agree
and also the Commission,
since I understand they
-are also answering this question
it might be
- that concerned,
appropriate for the two Commissioners
and perhaps a small delegation from the Committee
on Energy and Research of the Parliament, to go into
the matter jointly together and maybe even make a

fellings of people with-constituencies close to the
North Sea and people close to Norway and people in

visit to Stavanger and look at the rigs concerned

other places where a similar catastrophe could happen
it in no way alters the fact that the Council are not
-at the
moment in a position to consider it until they
receive Commission proposals. The Commission are
fully seized of the urgency and the seriousness with

Mr Tomlinson.
I would not like to get into the
role of being the-arbiter between the Committee on
Energy and Research of the Parliament and the
Commission itself. That is something which I think
you have to resolve directly between yourselves.

which vast numbers of people throughout

Europe

regard this. As soon as the Commission proposals are

received by the Council, they will be debated and
deliberated and acted upon with the urgency that no
doubt those proposals will merit. But let us not also
forget that in the meanwhile there is also a responsi-

bility in relation to many of these matters inside
nation states themselves, and we should not regard
activity in the Community as being the only framework in which something can happen.

President.

I7e turn now to the continuation of

questions to- the Commission.

Since the author is absent, Question
Frtih will be answered in writing.

-

I

acr-ession

to the Community, what procedures have been
even through an intensito involve the

fication of the Association Agreement

call Mr Natali.

Greek authorities more effectively- in

Mr Natali, Vice-President of tbe Connission. (I)l
would remind Members that part of yesterday's-debate
on energ'y problems was devoted to the Bravo accident, and the Commission announced that it would

be submitting proposals for consideration by

No 16 by Mr

I call Question No 17 by Mr De Clerq, whose place is
taken by Mr Bourdellds :
Given the progress made in the negotiations on Greek
proposed by the Commission

President.

?

the

Council of Ministers at its meeting on 15 June.

Mr Cifarelli.
(I) Mr Natali has just anticipated
of my question.
Vithout specifically criticizing

part

the Council, I would point out that, while the Council
undoubtedly needs the Commission's assistance from
the point of view of preparing legislation, it can quite

concerning Community acivities

discussions

?

Mr Natali, Vice-President of tbe Commission.
(I)
It is the Commission's firm belief that there -must
continue to be intensive contacts and an exchange of
information between Greece and the Community
until Greece's accession, but there is no need for
special procedure to achieve this.
Consultations are currently taking place on a number
matters under the Association Agreement, while
the accession negotiations represent another point of
contact. A limiting factor
on which I must insist
is that Greece cannot- be allowed to have any

of
-
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Natali
power of veto on any aspect of Community activity
during this transitional period.

(F) I thank the Commission for
Mr Bourdellis.
its reply, which -I shall pass on to Mr De Clerq,
chairman of the committee.

I
Question No 18 by Mr Brown:
- iscall
rVhat action
the Commission taking to encourage

President.

research into and development of a new generation of
safe foam which will eliminate the high burning rate,
intense heat and production of dense toxic smoke, characteristic of the present generation of foam, thereby safeguarding the consumers of furniture, soft toys and other
goods in which such material is used ?

(I)
Mr Natali, Vice-President of the Commission.
- to
The Commission has not yet taken any stePs
promote research and development for materials of
the type indicated by the honourable Member.
Nevertheless, the Commission is currently preparing
various measures such as, in particular, a draft directive on the safety of toys and which takes account of
standards for the flamability and toxicity of materials,
including plastics used in the manufacture of toys,
and a draft directive on the harmonization of Member
States' legislation on plastic materials and obiects

intended to come into contact with foodstuffs.
will be based on a list of auth-

Subsequently, this latter

orized substances.
May I say to the Commissioner that I
Mr Brown.
think he has- not quite taken the point of my question. This material is an extremely dangerous one. It is
finding its way into the homes of all of our citizens in
the Community. In fact my own government has now
come forward with a safe foam which is currently
being tested and it will be nonsense if, in fact one
Member State is able to legislate for the use of safe
polyurethane foam whilst commodities containing
unsafe foam are coming into that country from other
countries. I do hope the Commissioner will look at
this again, because there are many lives being lost
throughout the Community due to this polurethane
foam. It has an extraordinarily dangerous burning rate,
it has toxic fumes, it is causing death and disaster, and
therefore I hope that the Commission will begin to
investigate the problems involved in the use of the
present generation of foam in order that we can

asbestos fibres

which will be released as a result of work

to be undertaken on the air conditioning system in the
Berlaymont Building

in

mid-May

?

Mr Tugendhat, member of the Commission.
-The
the
is aware of the dangers to which
question refers and has taken appropriate safety
measures. The work on asbestos components will be
done after office hours and during the night. All work
will be done during the continuous expiration of air
using engines of the vacuum-cleaner type. The work
areas will be isolated by plastic foils. From the start of
the operations, the air in the areas concerned will be
Commission

continuously checked by a specialized firm and the air
samples tested for asbestos particles.

Mr Evans.

I am extremely grateful to the Commis-

- very
sioner for that

full and very complete answer. I
he could inform the House as to whether
these essential precautions that he has outlined were
decided upon before or after I tabled this question ?
!(lill he also make it clear to the House that not only
it is essenwill the Commission staff be protected
tial that they are protected - but -also that the
workmen doing the work are fully protected during
the working procedures ?

wonder

Mr

if

Tugenhat.

I

confirm

to the

honourable

was taken before the tabling
Member that the decision
of the question and entirely agree that every possible
safeguard must be made available to the workers who
are undertaking this task.
No 22 by Mr Normanton has
President.
- Question
been withdrawn.

I

call Mr Normanton on a point of order.

Is it in fact correct that my
Mr Normanton.
?
tion has been withdrawn

I

understand there has been reconsideration

ques-

of

the

point under the Rules of Procedure and I have been
informed just a few moments ago that the item still
remains on the agenda. I seek your guidance.
President.

-

I

call Mr Scott-Hopkins.

Since the authors are absent, Questions
President.
Nos l9 and-20 by Sir Brandon Rhys \Williams and Mr

Mr Scott-Hopkins. - Really, Mr President, you
cannot do that. You understandably allowed Question
No 35 by Mr Dalyell, you allowed Question No 37 by
Mrs Kruchow, which were on the two issues we
debated yesterday. If those two particular questions
and I am not
were allowed to be answered now
- my honourable
objecting to the fact that they were
friend's Question No 22 should be allowed too. They
all concern the same issue and they were all raised in

Seefcld respectively

the same debate.

harmonize and obtain a safe foam to ensure the safety

of the people in our countries.

Mr Natali.

(I) |

assure the honourable Member

will be given due consideration by
that his comments
the Commission.

will be answered in writing.
I call Question No 2l by Mr Evans:

Can the Commission tndtcate what measures rt intends
to take to protect Commission staff from exPosure to

Mr Scott-Hopkins, you will remember
President.
this matter on Monday when we
that we discussed
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President

Mr Dalyell.
- Mr President, could I ask you to
consider and reflect on what you are doing ? This is

drew up the agenda and when urgent procedure was
requested for Mr Fellermaier's Oral Question with
debate. At the time it was stated clearly that if Mr
Fellermaier's question was placed on the agenda along
with the other energy problems, Mr Normanton's

delegation
came to this House that there has been any refusal of
such a question, and I strongly support Mr Scott-

question would be withdrawn, and the matter

Hopkins and Mr Normanton

was

settled by the House.

Mr

Scott-Hopkins.
Mr President, I am not
to that, but- what has in point of fact

objecting

happened is that you have also allowed two other questions to be debated which ought to have fallen too. I
know that they were to the Council but that makes no
difference in my view. Those particular questions were
preempted. You allow them, you allow my honourable
friend's. Let's have fair treatment all the way round,

not one rule for one and one rule for t'other.
come

Come,

as follows

Mr Scott-Hopkins, the problem is
- I should
and
like this to be clear, other-

it may- look as if there has been some bending of

the Rules of

Procedure.

Mr Dalyell's and Mrs Kruchow's

questions

on

the

same matter were taken because they were put to the
Council, whereas Mr Fellermaier's and Mr Normanton's questions were to the Commission. This is why

they are being treated differently. However, I agree
with you that we must in future find some way of coordinating things when questions on the same subject
are put to the Council or the Commission.

I

in their plea.
would you reflect on

Mr President,
this :
this is the most sensitive and important
that we shall be discussing for a very long

Further,
perhaps

subject
time, where the direct responsibility of the Commission is involved. If you are seen as acquiescing in, or
conniving at, what looks like a fix
I repeat, what
looks like a fix
to protect the- executive, with
Commissioner Haferkamp
sitting in your presence on
that front bench, how will this Parliament look ? I
appeal to you to allow this question for the good
name of the European Parliament.

!

Mr President.
wise

the first time since the British Labour

call Mr Osborn.

Mr Osborn.

The House discussed this problem on Monday and
decided that the subject of Mr Normanton's question
was already on the agenda, so that once urgent procedure was decided upon for Mr Fellermaier's question,

Mr Normanton's question would be withdrawn.

Mr

President,

what has

now

to my question, which was printed separately ? Do I take it that that has had the same fate as

happened

Mr Normanton's ? Had we not made such good time,
would that have been reached or would it not have
been reached

President.
Mr Dalyell, I shall disregard the second
half of your- remarks and refer only to the procedural
question, since that is all that is involved here. It is
my duty to see that the Rules of Procedure are
observed, and I quote paragraph two of the Guidelines
for the conduct of Question Time under Rule 47A :
'Questions shall not be accepted for Question Time at
any part-session if the agenda already provides for the
subject to be discussed with the participartion of the
institution concerned'.

?

This is what was decided on Monday by vote of Parliament, not by decision of the President, and I must
therefore respect this vote.

Mr Dalyell.
to that point of order, Mr Pres- usFurther
ident, some of
find it extraordinary that procedural

President.
I
not have your question in front of
- do
me, so I cannot
reply at the moment.

rules should be invoked on this particular point
because it might look to be inconvenient. If procedural rules are going to be invoked, let's start by

I

invoking them on less inconvenient

call Mr Normanton.

Mr Normanton.

President, can you give your
- Mr of
guidance for the benefit
myself and the House in

general, because here

in my

question was a specific

question to the Commission on whether there had
been further losses, and that was not answered by the
Commission. In view of that, is it really appropriate to
withdraw this question ?

issues.

Mr Dalyell, I cannot allow you to make
insinuations- of this kind, since the President can in
no way be suspected of acting for reasons of convenience. I would therefore ask you to reconsider what
you have just said. I am here to apply the Rules of
Procedure, not to accept arguments of convenience
President.

which have nothing to do with my duties.
(Altltlause)

President.
case you

Mr Normanton,

I think that in this

will- have to reintroduce your question

more

specifically in another part-session, since when we
drew up the agenda at the Monday sitting, we decided
by a vote of the House that your question would be
withdrawn.

I

call Mr Dalyell.

I

call Mr

Prescott.

Mr Prescott.
Only to put on record, Mr President,
that I support- your interpretation of the matter. As
one of those who took part in that debate, I think it
needs to be said. Clearly it was a difficult situation for
the Chair, but there is no doubt that the decision

was
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Prescott
taken by this Chamber, even though we were not satisfied with the situation as it was. Indeed, the chairman
of the Committee on theRules of Procedure and Petitions, speaking yesterday, agreed that it was not satisfactory and that we should take steps to look at it.

Therefore

I

iust want to confirm that I think your
I fully support it,

interpretation is the correct one and

Mr

President.

pledge themselves

to

action. Perhaps

I

might

summarize these.

First, it was agreed that the most urgent task was to
create more iobs while continuing to reduce inflation.
Special measures for young people were needed.
Secondly, the participants committed themselves to
maintain their targets for economic Srowth or for the

stabilization policies which, taken together, should

President.- Thank

you.

Mr Normanton, if you wish, you may reintroduce your
question at another part-session in accordance with
the Rules of Procedure.
The time allowed for Question Time has expired.
Question No 23 by Mr Cifarelli will be carried over to
the next part-session. Question Time is closed. I

thank the representatives of the Council and the
Commission for their replies.

4. London Summit

v,

The next item on the agenda is the
President.
statements from the Council and the Commission on
the London summit.

I

call Mr Tomlinson.

Mr Tomlinson, President-in-Office of the Council.
Mr President, may I begin by saying how sorry Dr
-Owen is that he cannot be present here himself this
morning, as he would like to have been, but I am sure
the House will understand that he is very heavily
engaged this morning in the NATO ministerial
meeting which is taking place in London.

Mr President, at the invitation of the British Prime
Minister, the presidents of France and the United
States, the prime ministers of Canada, Italy and Japan

and the Chancellor of the Federal Republic, with
finance and foreign ministers, met at No l0 Downing
Street, on 7 and 8 May 1977. On 8 May, they were
joined in discussions of those matters of particular
concern to the European Community by the President
of the European Commission, in accordance with the
decision of the European Council of 25-26 Match
t977.

The purpose of the meeting was to consult,

to
exchange experiences and ideas, and to harmonize as
far as possible the participants' responses to shared
problems. The discussion had the PruPose of agreeing
a comnron analysis and so a common approach'

At the

of the meeting a

declaration,
together with a more detailed appendix, was issued' I

conclusion

have arranged, Mr President, for these to be made
available to thc Parliament Secretariat. The declaration
highlights scven target areas where the participants

provide a basis for sustained non-inflationary Srowth.
If countries concerned seem likely to fall short, they
will adopt further policies to achieve their targets.

it was agreed to seek more resources for the
International Monetary Fund, and to support the link
between its loans and the adoption of appropriate
stabilization policies. Such facilities are essential if
countries now in balance-payments deficit are to main-

Thirdly,

tain reasonable levels of internal activity and foreign
trade.

The leaders committed themselves to work to expand
opportunities for world trade by giving a new impulse
to the multilateral trade negotiations. The aim is to
make substantive progress in key areas in 1977,taking
into account structural changes in the world economy.
The leaders also pledged themselves to Sreater energy

conservation and agreed on the need for Sreater
exchanges of technology, ioint research and development for the efficient use of energy sources, including
the use and production of coal. They also agreed on
the need to exchange nuclear energy to help meet the
world's energy requirements, and are launching an
urgent study to determine how to achieve this while
reducing the risks of nuc{ear proliferation.
Finally, the participants pledged themselves to do all

in their power to achieve a successful conclusion

to

the CIEC and committed themselves to a continued
constructive dialogue with the developing countries.
There was agreement to help the developing countries
towards a just share in the sustained growth of the
world economy by means of aid, trade and finance.
The Comecon countries were invited to do the same'

The leaders agreed to werk through the appropriate
international institutions, such as the United Nations,

the Vorld Bank, the IMF, the GATT and OECD.
Those participants who belong to the European
Economic Community intend to make their efforts
within its framework.
The seven leading industrial democracies, Mr

Presi-

dent, thus pledged themselves to a Programme aimed
not simply at their own future prosperity but for that
prosperity to be more fairly shared in a safe and peace-

ful world.
(Applatsc)

President.

-

I call

Mr Jenkins.
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Mr Jenkins, President of tbe Commission
Mr Pres- Commuident, as the House well knows, the European
nity was represnted during part of the Downing Street
Summit last week-end by the British Prime Minister,
as President of the Council of Ministers, and by
myself as President of the Commission of the
Euopean Communities. This was the first time that

the Community as such had played any part at

a

Western Summit meeting, and I greatly welcome this
important inno.vation. I should add that, at those parts
of the meeting I attended, the r6le and responsibiiities
of the Community were fully recognized by members
and non-members of the Community alike.

I

was happy

to

contribute

to the results of

the

meeting. At the same time, Mr President, I cannot
pretend that the arrangments for the representation of
the Community were either logical or entirely satisfactory. I was able to play a full part in the discussions
on trade and extend that on energy. My staff helped in
the North-South dialogue, and to a limited preparation of these parts of the declaration and its appendix,

and I contributed to the discussion of the final text,
but I was not present for the general economic debate,
on which such vital questions as growth, inflation and
employment, particularly among young people, were
discussed. The House will recall that these were the
subject of a statement at the last European Council in
Rome, when the Commission was charged with
certain tasks. Nor was I present at most of the discussions on energ:y, though I recognize that here there
was overlapping with the wider question of the nonproliferation of nuclear wapons. Given the range of
the Communiry's responsibility, attempts to dlstinguish between the general and specific aspects of our
economic problems are inevitably artificial and difficult. I hope that we shall be able to get a better
arrangement next time.
(Applause)

The declaration, Mr President, with its
speaks for itself, but

I

appendix,

should like to say a brief word
about certain parts of it. I deal first with trade. As you

will

all those at Downing Street endorsed
the giving of a new impetus to the Tokyo round of
multilateral trade negotiations. In the circumstances
which prevail, our explicit rejection of protectionsim
was not an automatic and platitudinous reflex. The
have seen,

world has changed since the multinational trade nego-

in 1973, and each of the participating governments is exposed to heavy protectionist
pressure; but all concerned recognized that the return
to growth and stability lay in the expansion of trade
and the strengthening of the open trading system
rather than through protectionsim. Thus, wi agreed
on certain objectives in the forthcoming negotiations
which we in the Community can only welcome
not just the reduction of tariffs, but tariff harmonization; the reduction of nontariff barriers; the reduction
tiations were launched,

of

r25

counter-productive competition

in

officially-

supported export credits; and the outlawing of those

iregular practices and improper conduct which

have

recently disfigured our trading system.

I emphasize that in working for comprehensive and
balanced agreements
must be comprehensive
- they
and balanced
we shall
seek to ensure that special
benefits

- the non-industrial countries, and I
go to

indeed particularly welcome, beyond these trading
questions, the progress made in our approach to relations with these non-industrial countries in the developing world. The participants at the conference
agreed to do all in their power to achieve the
successful conclusion of the Conference on Interna-

tional Economic Cooperation, which culminates in
Paris at the end of this month. The participants in the
Summit pledged themselves to increase the flow of
aid and other real resources, to facilitate the access of

non-industrial countries to sources of international
finance, to support such lending institutions as the
!(orld Bank and increase its lending capacity, and to
secure productive results from negotiations about the
stabilization of commodity prices and the creation of

a common fund for individual

buffer-stock

agree-

ments.

I lay particular emphasis on the agreement to consider
the problems of the stabilization of export earnings, a
point to which, as you know, the Community and its
members attach particular importance, based in part
on the success of our own schemes under the Lom6
Convention. Commodity prices and export earnings
stabilization musr, I think, be seen as two complementary sides of the same coin.

The weight given to the importance of creating
greater security for private investment to foster world
economic progress is also welcome. Last, under this
heading of relations with the developing world, I draw
attention to the invitation to the Comecon countries
to ioin us in increasing the flow of aid and other real
resources to the non-industrial world.

I

also welcome, Mr President, the emphasis in the
Declaration and its Appendix on the need to conserve
energy, to increase and diversify its production and to
reduce our dependence upon oil. In the Appendix,
the participants stated explicitly that increasing reliance would have to be placed on nuclear energy to
satisfy our growing energy requirements. This is of
particular importance to the Community whose dependence on imported supplies is very great. Here we
come up against the familiar dilemma of how to
promote peaceful uses of nuclear energy while
avoiding the spread of nuclear weapons. There is to be
a study of these issues, including work on terms of
reference, for an evaluation of the international
nuclear-fuel cycle. As I said at the meeting itself, I
trust that the Community, which has much ro contribute to such an evaluation, will be able to play its part
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in it. We greatly welcome the Summit's commitment
to greater exchanges of technology and joint research,
a more efficient use of energy, the improved recovery
and use of coal and other conventional resources, as
well as the development of new sources of energy'
How we now tackle the energy problem will, indeed,
shape much of the future of the Community and our
people. Not only must we expound to them the
urgent nature of our needs in the nuclear field, but we
must also be prepared to respond sensitively to their
doubts and anxieties.

Finally, Mr President, I echo the message of the
Summit as set out in the last paragraph of the declaration, the need for a restoration of confidence in the
continuing strength of our societies and the Proven
democratic principles on which they are based.
(Altltlause)

President.

-

I

President of the
\U7e should thus
brief.
were
remarkably
Commission
like an opportunity to discuss them seriously in the
various committees of this Parliament. It is quite

of the Council and the

unthinkable that the parliamentary committees should
not discuss the implications and significance of these
Community statements on this summit.

Mr Jenkins went into rather more detail and I should
in any case like to invite him to attend a meeting of
the Political Affairs Committee at which, with his
cooperation and with reference to the texts, which we
do not yet have, we can prePare for the debate on this
question.

Bertrand's invitation

Jenkins, do you accePt Mr

?

always happy, whenever possible, to come to the Polit-

ical Affairs Committee, and I would certainly regard a
debate on this issue as being an occasion which would
invite my presence even more pressingly than some of
the other occasions on which I have already attended.

-

Mr Bertrand

call Mr Tomlinson.

Mr Tomlinson, President'in-Office o.f the Council.

Mr President, I obviously welcome the invitation
-extended by Mr Bertrand. !7hat the Council has to do

is to look closely at the dates and see if it is possible
to assist in this meeting. !fle hope we will be able to,
but we will have to look at the dates carefully.
President.

-

I

call Lord Bruce of Donington.

Mr President, will
Lord Bruce of Donington.
the President of the Commission also bear in mind
that Parliament's Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs is also vitally concerned in the pronouncement that he has just made, and may we take it that
his willingness to appear before the Political Affairs

President.

of

-

Parliament

is also extended to

call Mr Jenkins.

I attach
Mr Jenkins, President of tbe Conmitsion.
greatest importance to the Committee on

Economic and Monetary Affairs, though it must be
said that the range of the issues at which I was not
present overlaps that of this particular committee, and
it could clearly be claimed that there are other

committees the

Committee

on

Energy

and

Research is an

which might
obvious example
demand my presence. I will certainly maintain the
closest liaison with the Parliament and all its relevant
committees. But I do not think it would be wise for
me to enter into specific commitments beyond that
which I gave, for certain obvious reasons, I think, to
the Political Affairs Committee.
President.

-

I call Mr Scott-Hopkins

on a point of

\J7e did agree, did we not, on
Mr Scott-Hopkins.
Monday that we would- not have a debate after the two
statements ? I don't quite understand what we are

doing now, except that. Surely this House

will

be

discussing this matter at a later part session, and as we
did agree on Monday not to do so now, may I ask you
to use your president's Prerogative to move on to the

next item

?

I

the

?

the

order.

hope
Mr Jenkins, Presidcnt o.f tbe Commission.
- I
and believe that Mr Bertrand will agree that I am

President.

I

Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs

remark that the statements made by the President'in-

President. Mr

-

Committee

call Mr Bertrand.

(NL) Mr President, as chairman
Mr A. Bertrand.
- Committee, I should like to
of the Political Affairs

Office

President.

?

(NL) Mr President, I do not
know whether he understood me, but the invitation is
also extcnded to the President-in-Office of the

Mr Scott-Hopkins, I would Point out
President.
- at present holding a general debate,
in
that we are not
that only points of order are under discussion.

Council. He need not be afraid of setting a precedent,
will not be the first time that the President-inOfficc of the Council has attended a meeting of a

Allow me to take this opportunity of asking the
honourable Members who still wish to speak to
confine themselves to this specific question.

Mr A.

Bermand.

since it

parliame

ntary committee. My invitation thus

applics to the President-in-Office of the Council.

also

I

call Mr Dalyell.

Sitting of l7ednesday,

Mr Dalyell.
I was going to ask the inevitable question that was- put from a sedentary position by Lord
Bessborough : that if the President-in-Office could
come to the Political Affairs Committee, in the
circumstances why not the Committee on Energy and
Research ? I quite understand from his answer that he
does not want to be peripatetic round all the committees. But could I then ask him if he would give me
some kind of written outline on exactly what the
Summit asked of the Commission in relation to
energy, because it is far from clear to some of us
exactly what the Summit expects the Commission to
do?

President.

-

I

call Mr Jenkins.

Mr Jenkins, President of the Comtnission.
!flell,
- honou-I
think that so far as the procedural part of our
rable friend's question was concerned, I really
answered that in anticipation when dealing with the
question from Lord Bruce. I am certainly anxious to
provide any useful information I can. I am not absolutely sure the Summit was exactly clear what it
wanted the Commission to do about energy. The
Summit is bound to be a body with a wide-ranging
exchange
contained

of views and where it was precise this
in the communiqu6.

President.

-

I

is

call Mr Sieglerschmidt.

Mr Sieglerschmidt.
(D) Mr President, I should
merely like to express -the hope that the President-inOffice of the Council in particular will feel able in the
Political Affairs Committee to tell us more than was
in the extended press communiqu6 he has just
presented.

President.

To sum up these statements on proce-

it is agreed
that there will be contacts between
the Presidents of the Commission and the Council

dure,

and the Political Affairs Committee and, where necessary, other committees.

5. Econonic situation in tbe Community
President.
next item on the agenda is the
- The
report from the
Commission of the European Communities on the economic situation in the Community.

I

call Mr Ortoli.

Mr Ortoli,

Vicc-Prcsident oJ tbe Contmission.

(F)

- on
Mr President, I want first of all to comment briefly
the background to the present economic trend. We
are still in the economic cycle which started in 1973
and which has presented the Member States of the
Community with a series of similar problems. Some
of these problems were of relatively long standing but
they were encouraged and magnified by the increases
in the price of oil.
\(e all know the two major

results of the 1973 crisis.

Firstly, we have had to accept a real transfer from our
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own resources and, consequently, a cutback in our

growth rate and increase in purchasing power, and
secondly we have had to make structural changes, the
far-reaching character of which has become increas-

ingly clear. The result has been a combination of inflation and unemployment, and our Member States, like
most other countries, have had to rethink their
medium and long-term policies in order to achieve a
growth-led elimination of unemployment and
and
equally important
to curb inflation and -restore

equilibrium on the- balances of payments. This
the strategy outlined explicitly

in

was

1976 by the OECD

plan for 1980
and by the Commu-nityininitsitsmaster
medium-term policy -programme. The strate-

gies are identical but the Member States all starred
from different points and have achieved unequal
results. The reason for this is to be found in the vastly
different circumstances which became apparent in
1976. The differences will be less pronounced this
year, but this is a slow process.
The growth which was achieved trom 1974 to 1976
varied greatly from one country to the next. It was
practically zero in the United Kingdom; in three
years it reached only 2.5 7o in Germany ; in France it
was 6 o/o and

it fluctuated between

4.5 o/o and 5 o/o for

the other Member States. This year it should range
from l'5 0/o in Luxembourg to 4.5-5o/o in Germany.

The rates of inflation, too, vary greatly within the
Community. The beginning of 1974 saw a sudden
spread of inflation rates. They still covered a wide
range in 1976, rising from 4'5 0/o in Germany to
l8 % in Italy, and this trend seemed likely to accelerate. Rates in France, Belgium and the Netherlands
were just below l0 o/0. Here too, the outlook for 1977
seems somewhat rosier. Inflation rates should drop
this year, although not as fast as was expected in spite
of the energetic measures taken by all the Member
States.

Thirdly, external disequilibria which the recession had
greatly reduced in 1975 again became more marked
in 1976. The situation worsened in Denmark, Italy

and France, and the United Kingdom remained in
deficit. This contrasted with a stable surplus in
Germany and a larger surplus in the Netherlands. The
outlook tor 1977 suggests a better balance between the
deficit and surplus countries, but there is still going to
be a gap, albeit reduced, between the two groups.
There was, however, a general rise in unemployment
throughout the Community, and the fact that it took
place everywhere is just as worrying as the phenomenon itself. A total of 5 500 000 people are now out
of work, i.e. 0.50 % of the working population in
Luxembourg, approximately 4o/o in Germany and the
Netherlands, 4.5 o/o in France, 5.5 % in the United

Kingdom, 4 o/o

in Italy,

Denmark, and almost l0

6-7 o/o

% in

in

Belgium

and

Ireland. The problem
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of unemployment is all the more alarming in

that

there is little hope of seeing any improvement in the
near future, as the unemployment figures in Germany,
Belgium and the Netherlands are falling only slowly
among women
and the structure of unemployment
also gives cause for concern. The
and young people

however, is still increasing.
number of iobs available,

The situation, then, is full of contradictions' However,
a number of encouraging features are starting to
emerge. \fle are beginning to get policies aligned,
particularly recently. There is now greater agreement
on co*-on objectives and methods, and on their
apphcation. This is a significant step forward in a
world where interdependence is a sine qua non.
Another positive asPect is that we are beginning to see
the resulti of our campaigns on two or three fronts. As
regards rising prices, inflation seems to be slowing
down. This is vital, of course. There should be a real
improvement in the balances of payments in 1977,
with reduced surpluses in some countries of the
Community and reduced deficits in the others.

Things are looking up, slowly, in the Community,
although the main problem of unemployment is still
witl.r us.
There is a third encouraging aspect. The Community
should benefit from the vigorous expansion in the
United States, since this is bound to help the world
ccononric situation. I am not going to dwell on this
point, but all the indications are that the expansion in
ihe Anrcrican economy has taken off again' Industrial
production and employment figures are rising rapidly
and this is not inconsistent with the high level of
unemployment which is, in any case, being curbed by

the steadily increasing number of available iobs'
Productive investment is also likely to increase
strongly in 1977. All these factors provide a very
cncouragrng picture.

On the othcr hand, there is still a danger that inflation wilt acceleratc and this explains why the Carter
Adminrstration decided

to cut back on

the

progranrmc to boost the economy which had been
clrawn up earlier. However, I do not feel that the
rcccnt decrston rlot to glant certain tax concessions
will affcct the trerrd I have just outlined. It seems
likcly that thc United States will achieve a growth rate
of about 5 0/o, and this will be a vital contribution to
cconontic growth in the world.

It has bccn said many times, and with truth, that the
dircct cffect of developments in the United States on
what happcns in the Community is very limited.

Noncthcless, I belicve that the psychological impact
oi a fccling of economic revival in the world can be of
grcat valtte, partrcularly to our own investors' Wherr
b"rnr.,, invcstors, for example, see that the graph of

thc vast Antcrtcan nrarket is moving
r-rpwards arrd

decisively

that American investors are

steadily

increasing their manufacturing capaciry, this must
in my opinion be a powerful stimulus to invest,

- the direct effects of
quite apart from

American

growth.

\7e have to hope too that, following the London
summit, the recovery in the Japanese economy will
also accelerate and help to encourage increased intero/o
national trade, which should be up by about 7'5
more or less the average we saw between
this year
1960 and 1971.

The summit meeting in London was marked by determination and confidence. Like Mr. Jenkins, I want to
stress this fact, since these are encouraging attitudes in
the current situation.
Nonetheless, these positive elements must not blind
us to the fact that the improvement is slow and
limited and that there remains a serious unemployment problem. Growth is still not very rapid. The
Community's gross domestic product is not expected
to expand by more than 3'5 %o this year, after
reaching 4'3 o/o in 1976. lnflation will remain at
around 10 % and unemployment fiSures will remain
high, with between 4'60/o and 4'8o/o of. the working
population out of a job. The figure last year was
4'5 0/0. Consequently, we must not relax our joint
efforts to consolidate the economic uPturn and establish growth rates, in 1977 and the years following,
which will enable us to reduce unemployment and
overcome the problem of divergent economic development which is undermining the cohesion of the
Community. Let one thing be clear : we must be
relentless in the fight against inflation. It is a fight we

in the medium term, and somein the short term, inflation is a basic cause of

have to win, since

times

unemployment.

This analysis of the situation leads me to my first
- conclusion. In line with the Policy endorsed anew at
' the recent European Council -."iing in Rome, it is
now more than ever important for all the Member
States to close ranks and pursue a common medium-

term policy. National economic policies must be
mutually compatible and a return to full employment

without inflation must be given priority. Both groups
of countries, those in surplus and those in deficit,

have particular responsibilities in this respect. Along
with growth there must be a return to a more even
distribution on the external balances. This has to be
encouraged by internal demand in countries with a

surplus

on current

account

in order to

exports fronr the deficit countries.

stimulate

In turn, it is vital

for the countries with a deficit to

concentrate on
boosting exports by making a special effort to curb
rising production costs and giving priority to investments which can make these countries more competitive. It is to Germany that we are primarily looking at

the moment to stimulate the Community economy.
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The Federal Government is aiming at a growth rate of
5 % this year, and in spite of the recent signs of downturn in the indicators of demand and production in
Germany there is no doubt that this target can be
reached. To the extent that they result from statistical
adjustments these indicators are indeed difficult to
evaluate. Nevertheless, if they are a true indication
that expansion is again faltering, we can still expect
the German Government to do what is required to
achieve its set targets, which are of singular importance for the whole Communiry. This is clearly vital.
Secondly, if there is to be a successful conclusion to
this difficult task, there must of course be a consensus.

The new Tripartite Conference which is scheduled to
be held in Luxembourg at the end of June may help
us achieve this. The themes of the conference will be
growth, stability and employment. '\Ufe shall take this
opportunity, with both sides of industry, to review
how far the recommendations of. the 1976 conference
have been implemented and to consider future developments. IUTe attach great importance to these talks.
They have to continue if we are going to find out
what is wrong and work out a common strategy for all
the economic groups. I can assure you that the
Commission will spare no effort to ensure that the
participants at the conference have a sound basis for

frank and useful discussion.
Thirdly, an active policy in the employment sphere is
a necessary ad.iunct to the growth policy. I do not
believe that we can solve the problem of unemployment unless there is a more sustained upswing in the
economy. None of the other measures we plan to
implement can offer a lasting solution to the unemployment problems facing us, which are partly caused
by structural factors. Alongside this growth policy,

which inflation and balance of payments deficits
make difficult to get going, there is nonetheless room
for an active employment policy. Efforts have been
made along these lines at both national and Commu-

nity level, but greater and better planned efforts

are

essential. ltr7e have to improve the operation of the
Social Fund and use it to provide more aid at regional
and sectoral level. We must also encourage measures
designed to respond adequately to the particular needs

which arise from the lack of jobs for women and
young people. I need not stress this last point since
the European Council has paid particular attention to
it and the Commission, quite naturally, recognizes it
as a special responsibility.

I

also want

to mention investments in this overall

review. Investments should be an integral part of our
in the future. In recent years government

growth

investment has varied from country to country, in
accordance with the economic policies followed and
with the budgetary constraints. Most countries are now
attempting to reduce the deficits in their budgets, and
this should lead to more vigorous government invest-

ment in 1977. However, the somewhat hesitant nature
of the upturn has caused some countries, especially
Germany, to take support measures in this field. rVe
welcome these. For some years private investment has
been falling off markedly, except in housing, and this
has meant a considerable reduction in its volume
share of the G.D.P. No real improvement is in sight
f.or 1977. ln 1973 private investment accounted for
nearly 13 % of the United Kingdom's GNP and for
17 o/o in Germany. These were the two extremes. In
1976 the figure had dropped to below 12o/o in the
United Kingdom and to 15.5 % in Germany, a falloff of l'5-2 % GNP.

This means that we have not seen the growth we
should have liked in one of the factors which we
consider vital, along with increased exports by the
deficit countries and a higher level of domestic
consumption in those with a surplus on the balance
of payments. The outlook is thus not yet entirely reassuring. If the investment picture, particularly productive investment, continues to develop in this way, rhe
result may be a long-term weakening of the growth
potential in the economies of the European countries,
particularly since this trend has been accompanied in
a number of countries by a reduced productivity of
capital. We must waste no time in encouraging investments if we do not want to jeopardize our chances of
seriously reducing unemployment in the coming
years. Investment is a factor which can provide an
immediate boost to the economy since it creates jobs
both directly and indirectly. I am thinking of the
services sector in this connection, as we all know that
new iobs are seldom created by an industry itself but
are the result of the development of the industry and

its ancillary

services.

Priority must be given to this matter by all the
Member States, but especially by those wrestling with
the problems of a structural deficit on the balance of
payments. These countries will have to implement a
vigorous medium-term programme aimed at making

their production structures competitive and adapting
them to meet foreign demand more effectively. But if
there is to be a higher level of investment, there must
first of all be greater confidence in the direction the
world economy is taking. This is why I so strongly
emphasized the sense

of encouragement collectively

engendered by the London summit meeting, and by

the economic revival in the United States. In general
terms, what we have to do is to create a climate which
is more favourable to investment. First of all, investors
have to be able to count on steady growth in the
future, without all the ups and downs which make the
realization of investment programmes such an uncertain business. Stable prices and a stable currency have
a primary role to play here. A successful growth policy
depends on confidence in the regulation of economic
activity by our governments, the quality of our mone-
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tary policy and disciplined budgetary management.
Similarly, enterpreneurs can only take rational decisions if laws and regulations, particularly with regard
to prices and profit margins, are not constantly
changing.

recommending and backing national and Community
measures to stimulate investment.

Our Community can in fact help to solve some very

This implies, of course, that the business sector will
take a responsible part in the search for stability.
There can be no denying that in recent years the very

sharp drop in profit margins has intensified the
downward trend in the return on capital invested,
which had already been noticeable in a number of
countries even before the present crisis. The revival
has increased profit margins to some extent

by this

mean company growth margins arising -from the
higher productivity which the revival has stimulated.

I

Nevertheless, in many countries these margins are still
too narrow and the outlook is bleak as regards return
on capital. It is my opinion that we have a task to
perform at Community and national level, not a material or technical task, but the task of understanding

and making others understand that without dynamic
investment and sufficiently vigorous industrial development we shall fail to win the battle for growth and
full employment. I believe that growth has to become
acceptable again, because we need growth, but to
achieve this we must first of all revitalize our invest-

ment capability, our capacity to produce more
powerful and more dynamic industries and,
consequently, our ability to create the services
dependent on industry and which provide jobs.
Furthermore, we must waste no time in thinking of
ways to stimulate directly the creation of capital,
either generally or sector by sector, in line with the
objectives of growth and full employment of our
fourth medium-term programme.

In this context, the European Council has entrusted
the Commission with the task of seeing that the
Community's financial resources are put to better use
irr these sectors. I must point out that the Community

has very few means of influencing

EAGGF. Our contribution may be limited, but our
role is by no means negligible, and involves also

investments

directly. Community investment is provided by the
European Investment Bank, the Regional Developmcnt Fund and the Guidance Section of the EAGGF.
Thcre are also loans to the coal and steel industries.
All this represents iust over 1 o/o of the Community's
gross capital formation. However, there is more to this
figurc than meets the eye, since our aid is relatively
substantial, and probably decisive, in certain sectors.
Take thc coal and steel industries:. in 1976 Community loans accounted for about 30 % of total investments. In addition, when Community investment is
couplccl with national financing it has a greater influe ncc on thc lcvel of investments than the actual
f igtrrcs woukl suggest. In 1976, for example, the
Ilegional Fund contributed .500 million u.a. to investnrcrrt proiccts worth a total of 4 700 million u.a. The
sanre applics to aid from the Guidance Section of the

serious problems and generate more funds than those
at its immediate disposal. This is obviously the

Commission's role, and it is the Commission which
must help to show that there is, at the present time,
plenty of room for vigorous action at national level
and, where appropriate, at Community level, to boost
demand in the medium term and reduce certain struc-

tural deficits

in

trade balances.

I am thinking here

especially of investment to save energy or develop
new sources of energy (this is why we adopted a new

financial aid programme
ago), to create

for

Euratom some weeks

directly or indirectly

employment

- be followed by marked
- inflation, to
which will not
jams
infrastrucures,
and
free log
in the production or
finally to facilitate the reorganization of various industrial sectors. The steel industry is an example of this
last aim, but is certainly not the only one.

The Commission is working on the implementation
these ideas, which seem to have been received
favourably by the Council. The Council agrees that
the Community must make better use of its financial

of

means and has stressed the role

of the

European

Investment Bank in this connection. Our great
concern is shown by all our efforts on coordination,
our measures for the steel industry, the proposals we
intend to make (for example, on regional policy) and
what the President of the Commission has said in this
House.

However, I do not want to pretend that the new or
overhauled machinery for Community loans is some
kind of panacea for all our ills. I am convinced that
there is a gteat deal more we can do, based on a
careful analysis of requirements, of the financial
resources which can be used, and of the sectors in
which the Community can take useful action. And
once again, even if our action is indirect or of limited
scope, it can still be a powerful stimulus.

Let me touch on one final point, the Community's
economic and financial responsibilities in the world.
Two equally essential dialogues have now begun at
the talks between the industrialinternational level
ized nations, and-the North-South dialogue. These
questions also came up during the recent London
summit meeting.

I want to mention only onc point here which is
common to both these dialogues, namely the conditions for a better distribution of inte rrrational liquidity.
In a situation of persistent imbalancc, it is vital to
maintain the developnrcnt of international trade, sincc
this is a major factor in our own growth. It is from
this angle that we must consider the problcnr of the
distribution of international liqurdity. It is in our
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interest

to

see international trade develop and to

benefit from this growth, just as we have always done.
The development of international trade has been a

major element

in the

growth

of the European

econonry, which has been inextricably linked to
increasing exports, since our economy is entirely
dependent on imports.
Since the price of oil increased fourfold, the OPEC
countries have built up a surplus of about 140 000
million dollars on current account. The developing

countries have a deficit of about
dollars, while the OECD countries
United

States, Japan

000 million
excluding the

80

and the Community

have run

up a deficit of almost 50 000 million. -As for the
Community, we had a negative balance of 18000

million dollars in 1974-76, but the situation varied
considerably within the Community, with some countries strongly in surplus and others markedly in
deficit.

This has in fact encouraged closer cooperation and a
heightened sense of solidarity, illustrated by the
Community loan, the most recent example of which
was the decision to grant Italy a further tranche of.
500 million.

It will be some time before things get back to normal.
This is a perssistent problem, but I feel that the
problem has so far been tackled more satisfactorily
than would have been thought possible, four years
ago. Our financial instruments have functioned admirably and there has, on the whole, been an acceptable
degree of international solidarity. The Community
must actively assist the development of international
action in this area. Its first task
which I have

already mentioned
is to help- achieve a more
balanced redistribution of monetary reserves among
the world's industrialized nations. The effort musr
start with ourselves ; it is not simply a question of

I can only touch briefly on these problems,
but it is along these lines, and with our support, that a
pattern is beginning to emerge following the meeting
of the Interim Committee of the International Monetary Fund.
assistance.

I shall leave you with these few ideas, Mr President.
They may be somewhat bleak but they are in keeping
with the times. I cannot claim to have done more
than review the situation and indicate the courses of
action. You know as well as I do that such action will
require a very vigorous effort from our governments
and from the Commission, and a climate inspiring
confidence among the economic groups and the two
sides

of industry.

I have not mentioned the problems
connected with strengthening coordination within the
Community, apart from saying that I did think some
progress was being made here, I am sure that Europe,
as such, has a part to play. Our interdependence and
the strength our unity gives us, as compared with the
weakness of a divided continent, enable us to be a
dependable partner in world trade.
Although

But we are more than that

we are a Community.

- has highlighted the
The crisis we are going through
reality of our economic ties, which can be seen in
each Member State, and the need for solidarity. lVe
must be absolutely determined to reduce our disparities, strengthen our cohesion and make a maximum
contribution to healthy growth. Only in this way can
we overcome the crisis, conquer unemployment and
banish the threat of renascent protectionism which, as
history teaches, has always ultimately led to reduced
growth and increased unemployment.
(Apltlausc)

President.
Thank you, Mr Ortoli, for your statement. It will- be considered by the appropriate parliamentary committee which will then submit a report

financing or making credit available, but of our
capacity to achieve a more satisfactory situation, or
cven a proper equilibrium.

to the House.

The Community must also play its part in strengthening the machinery for financing external deficits,
since
as I said
these deficits will not be quickly
- The Community
absorbed.
must do this, of course, in
a way which allows the countries in question to
pursue policies adapted to a lasting improvement in

Mr Guldberg. (F) Mr President, since the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs will
have the opportunity of discussing what Mr Ortoli has
said, I shall ask only two questions in advance of that

the economic climate. This notion of conditional assistance underlies the progress which we are currently
achieving.

It is not therefore a question of radically changing
what we are already doing, but of strenghtening and
improving the available machinery. \U(ith the help of
the private banking sector, together with the development of public financing, especially by the International Monetary Fund, it has proved possible to meet
all the requirements. But we must find ways of
allowing these international agencies to give more

I

call Mr Guldberg.

discussion.

\flhile I appreciated Mr Ortoli's optimism, I should
like to ask him
in view of the fact that there is a
continuing trend- towards devaluation in a number of
Member States
whether the Commission is of the

- reduces the differences between the
opinion that this
inflation rates in the Member States, or whether it
does not feel that this imbalance is in itself a source
of inflation, which will be passed on by our common
internal market.

President, is somewhat
similar. We have heard several times today that it is

My second question, Mr
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important to emphasize our determination to avoid
the pitfall of protectionism. This being so, does the

Commission not think that it is, in the long run,
realistic to pursue such a policy if we wish to safeguard the coherence of a common internal market
when one of the Member States is pursuing a policy
which is much more inflationary than the others ?
I

President.

- Conservative Group.
European

problems of inflation and unemployment and I have
to ask if the Commission is confidenr that the application of the oldfashioned remedies is working fast
enough ? Are these remedies in fact working at all ?
There is a cloud of anxiety over the whole prospect

for the economic revival which was much talked

about last year. Are we confident that we are going
fast enough towards the revival of economic confidence ? Mr Ortoli spoke of the necessity for us to
awaken world confidence in the future of economic
development, but does not the Community itself have
such a large part of world trade that we ourselves have
a special responsibility to take the necessary measures
which will effectively restore confidence in the business outlook ? For instance, are we doing enough to
restore stability to the exchange markets ? Are we
doing enough to bring investment conditions in the
the

Duisenberg Plan ? If in fact it is dead, what is the
Commission going to put in its place ? Can we not
suggest to Mr Ortoli that it is not enough to continue
the application of the old remedies, that the Commission owes it to the Community
and the Community demands
new departures -which will be ambitious and fresh- in the direction of the restoration of
business confidence.

President.

-

I

States.

My second question concerns investments. Mr Ortoli

nity was created. This analysis should also take
account of the diminished productivity of capital. I
should like to obtain adequate data on this topic since
information in this sector is very important.
Finally,

I should

like to suggest that the time is ripe

to take another look at the proposals made in the
Segre report, more than l0 years ago, on the setting
up of a Community financial market.

The statement we have had from Mr Ortoli is obviously on the right lines and he has shown, as usual,
his convincing grasp of his subject. \7e have these

\flhat has become of

the differences between the various Member

said that the situation is getting worse. I should like to
of investment trends since the Commu-

Sir Brandon Rhys Williams.
President, I am
- Mr
the only officer of the Committee
on Economic and
Monetary Affairs here but I had not intended to speak
on behalf of the committee
I have not prepared to
do so
but rather to put a -question on behalf of the

?

precise definition of this term and to examine
thoroughly the transfers of resources which have
always occurred within the Community. I should also
like the Committee to look at the qualitative change
which has occurred in this respect, bearing in mind

see an analysis

- I call Sir Brandon Rhys Williams.

Community into harmony

a

call Mr Leonardi.

Mr Leonardi.

(I) Mr President, as I hope that the
Committee on- Economic and Monetary Affairs is
going to discuss this matter, I shall ask only one or
two questions here.
Firstly, I should like to ask Mr Ortoli what he means
by 'transfer from our own resources'. I should like the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs to give

President.

- I call Mr Ellis.

Mr Ellis. Mr President, I would like to ask a ques- the very interesting question put by Sir
tion following
Brandon Rhys \flilliams, when he spoke about the old
methods no longer being as successful as one would
have thought at one time. I would like to frame it in
terms of the political issues involved and indeed in
the light of the summit of 7 May which, as I see it,
was an attempt to get some kind of unified political
will behind the economic situation. I suppose one
could argue that the whole of the Western world has

been pulled along since the war

by the

great

American engine, its overvalued dollar, its substantial
deficits in balance of payments, its direct capital
investment and so on, but that, as one commentator
has put it recently, the benign economic hegemony of
the United States no longer presides over the world
situation, ironically perhaps because of the very
success of the Vestern countries in developing their
own economies. Therefore does Mr Ortoli not think
that the crucial requirement
since, as Sir Brandon
said, we in the Community -form a very substantial
part of the world economic order
must be the esta-

blishment

of a really unified political
will in

the

Community before we would ever begin, as it were, to
work alongside America and Japan jointly towards
overcoming the major economic problems that face
us?

President.

-

I call Mr Ortoli.

Mr Ortoli, Vicc-Pre-,iidcnt ol thc Commis.tion. (F)
Mr President, I shall answer Mr Guldberg's questions
first. In my opinion, what we have said about the need
to stabilize the whole economy in an effort to achieve
a healthy revival of growth and reduced unemployment is equally true with regard to exchange rates.
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It

is true that

it is inflation which

causes money to

lose value, and this in turn is a cause of inflation.
\flhat is needed is a strategy for overall stability.

Secondly, there is a definite trend towards protectionism, which is encouraged by differing growth rates
and also by different rates of price increases. I can
only repeat that this trend has to be countered, first of
all internally, within the Community, and then in the
international context.

if the old-fashioned remedies were working fast enough and
whether new departures were not called for. This
would entail lengthy discussion, of course. Nevertheless, I do feel that a change is taking place in the
Sir Brandon Rhys \Tillliams wondered

general approach to economic policy.

Firstly, there can be no doubt that there are some
long-debated aspects which, although they have a relatively modest impact on stabilization and growth policies rn recent years, have now become very important
again. I am referring to monetary policy, in the strict
sense, and to budgetary policy. But it is also true that
other aspects have emerged which cannot be disregarded.

The first of these is the series of efforts which have
been made to arrive at a greater consensus, in the face
of a very confused situation, so that a common understanding of the problems before us and the objectives
we have to set can lead to an economy of effort and
resources. Agreement on objectives and the methods

to be used will help us tap a rich seam of potential
endeavour. It was for this reason that I stressed, for
example, the importance of the Tripartite Conference.

I agree with the suggestion that this whole debate can
be taken up again by the appropriate committee, but I
feel
and the very existence of Europe bears me out

on this

that we are gradually developing new poli-

cies, and- there is no doubt that Keynesian-type policies, for example, are being viewed with considerable
caution nowadays. But I feel they still have some relevance, and that people are rather too ready to discard
old ideas which were new 30 years ago.

However, economic patterns are changing and, I
might add, becoming more complex. There is another
policy element which must not be forgotten : the idea
of international solidarity which has developed. The
Community loans are an example of this. As for
stability on the foreign exchange market, I personally
feel that this is an essential part of the policy we have
to pursue. But half an hour is not long enough to go

into every aspect, so please forgive me if I have not
all the points which no doubt have to be
discussed in this Assembly.
Mr Leonardi asked me to clarify the transfers of
covered

resources when we meet to discuss these matters. S7e
all aware of what happened, namely, that we

are

suddenly found ourselves having to work overtime to
pay for our imported oil which had become very

much more expensive. This is a major cause of the
new equilibrium, or should I say, the maior disequilibrium of our economies.
He suggested we should discuss investments again. I
am more than willing to do so. He referred to the
contents of the Segre report, but since I am not a

walking encyclopaedia either, I cannot be absolutely
certain of its exact contents. However, I can assure
you that I shall read it with a great deal of interest.

It is also true that we are introducing new policies and

President. The proceedings will now

seeing then.r emerge on the international front. I
mentioned very briefly the policy for redistributing

until 3'00 p.m.
The House will rise.

cash reserves. I should also have mentioned, although
I said I was not going to, the new effort to coordinate

(The sitting ual su.tpended at

p.n)

interrrationally budgetary and monetary policies and
also, I hope, exchange rate policies. Reference was

at

It is my personal conviction that this is an extremely important approach

President.

made to the Duisenberg plan.

which has to be studied carefully. But let me also

I

3'10

say

that I think sectoral policies of a more voluntarist type
are needed.

mcntioned energy policy and I shall do so again,
sincc you have often heard me say that I believe this
to be vitally important. 'We are faced with an enornrous deficit on the balances of payment and
if I
- and
may use the expression
an investment deficit,
- tremendous advantage of
herc is a policy with the
envisaging nrassive investment in major projects for
thc saving of enerSy and the development of
rcsourccs. It is a policy which will enable us to reducc
thc dcficit for which oil is chiefly to blame. In my
opinion, new scctoral policies are needed in sectors as
l;rrge as thc energy sector.

be

suspended

-

1.00 1t.nr.

and rcsuncd

The sitting is resumed.

6. Agricultural ltrices

President. I

have received from

Mr

Scott-

Hopkins, on behalf of the European Conservative
Group, a motion for a resolution with request for
urgent debate pursuant to Rule 14 of the Rules of
Procedure, on the agricultural price negotiations (Doc.

t08l77).

I shall consult Parliament at the beginning of tomorrow's sitting on the urgency of this motion.

I call

Mr Gundelach.

Mr Gundelach,

Vict-Prc.sidcnt o.f tbc Contnis.tion.
Mr President, I request in the name of the Commis-sion to make a short communication to the House on
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the question of agricultural prices and related matters,
I understand, may help the House over discussions concerning further procedures.

which,

President.
Mr Gundelach, as you have just heard,
- Group has submitted a motion for a
the Conservative
resolution with a request for urgent debate on this
same question.

Tomorrow Parliament is to decide on the question of
urgent procedure, and I hope that this will be
adopted, so that you can make your statement in the
context of the debate on the motion for a resolution. I
cannot interfere with the agenda today, unless the
House decides otherwise.

I would, however,

remind the House that the debate

on human rights has already been delayed several
times, either for procedural reasons or because we
thought it necessary to give priority to other questions.

I
I

should have to debate a question of such importance

this evening.

I

suggest, therefore,

President, that the agenda

Changes can only be accepted in quite exceptional
circumstances and must not become the rule, as some
people in this House seem to want.

President.

-

I

call Mr Fellermaier.

(D) Mr President, I
with
Mr Fellermaier.
- be intolerable for the aglee
Mr Scelba. It would
debate on
human rights, which has already been put off once, to
be interfered with. Naturally, in accordance with Rule
31, (3) of the Rules of Procedure, the Commission or
the Council must always be heard at their request, but
Parliament is free to decide when and at what point in

the

therefore feel we should not upset our agenda.

Mr

should be left as it is, considering that in the past
Parliament has frequently protested at the fact that
changes had been made in the agenda.

proceedings.

I

propose, therefore,

that

the

On a point of order, Sir. I

Commission's request be dealt with at the end of
today's business and that Mr Gundelach can then
in accordance with the wishes of the Commission make his statement to Parliament.

you yourself, .Sir, who were ten minutes late in
arriving for this sitting. If Mr Gundelach, the Commissioner, is now prepared to make a statement, I
formally will withdraw my motion, which will be

I have received a formal proposal that I
President.
- the House at the end of the debate
should consult
on
human rights on the time at which the Commission's
statement should be heard.

call Mr Scott-Hopkins.

Mr Scott-Hopkins.

have no intention of delaying
the House longer than

taken tomorrow morning.

I should like to hear one for and one against this prop-

(Appluttv .fron tbc European Consert'atiue Group)

If

President.

osal.

we wish to insert Mr Gundelach's

statement at- this point we shall have to change the
agenda.

Mr Scott-Hopkins, would you like the agenda to
changed

be

?

Mr President, I understand
Mr Scott-Hopkins.
without wasting time- that when the Commission
demands the floor the- House under normal circumstances gives it. I hope that there is nobody in the

Housc today, in view of what I have just said
that
- for
my group is prepared to withdraw our motion
urgent clcbate tomorrow, who will resist the suggestion
that Mr Gundelach should make a short statement
conccrning the price-review. This is what we originally asked for, and I would hope the House would
accept this, Sir.

President.

-

I

call Mr

Scelba.

(I) Mr President, allow me recall
Mr Scelba.
- part-session Parliament voted to
that at the last
that the
dcbatc on human rights should take place in the
nrorning so that the afternoon should be available as

lVe have already departed from this
conrmltnrcnt for other reasons, but I would think it
which we
ocld if, in order to insert a further item
we
carr pcrfcctly well drscuss tomorrow morning
wcll if

ncccssary.

-

I

call Mr Laban.

Mr Laban.

(NL) Mr President,

I

would

have

- Gundelach could make a statement
thought that Mr
that does not anticipate the substance of the decision
and is not followed by a debate, but which could open
the way to a satisfactory solution to the problem, so I
which has the power to do
think that Parliament
this
could allow-the Commissioner to speak
- this leading to a debate on the substance. We
without
should thus save ourselves a great deal of trouble and
can then get on with the debate on human rights

without further

delay.

(Applttttc .front tbt Europc.tn Co,t.tol'dtiw Grutf)
President.

-

I

call Mr Bertrand.

(NL) Mr President, I asked leave
Mr A. Bertrand.
to speak in order -to urge Parliament to abide by the
decisions that have been taken. Last month the
Bureau met from 9 o'clock in the morning until I
o'clock in the afternoon and we then all
the
-agreed
chairmen and vice-chairmen of the groups
to make no changes in the agcnda for Tuesday
and
Vednesday. I would ask you to respect this decision
so as not to waste any more time. Any furthcr points
which are now put on the agenda will just have to be
dealt with on Thursday. The agenda for Tucsday ancl
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\Tednesday, however, must be taken as laid down by

the

Bureau.

President.
I put to the vote the pfoposal for postponing until- the end of the debate on human rights
the decision on when to hear the statement from the
Commission.

The proposal is accepted.
I call Mr Spicer on a point of

Once an agenda has been drawn up, we should stick
to it. Both the Commission and the Council must also

fit in with
President.

order.

I do feel, Sir, that the way in which
Spicer.
this House is- conducting its affairs at the moment is
very strange indeed. We have a Commissioner with
Mr

other responsibilities. He came to this House this afternoon prepared to make a brief statement on this point
and that has been overruled. Sir, I make no further
statement except that we should bear in mind that we
work within a Community and not as an individual
unit within that Community. If the Commissioner has
other responsibilities which he has to fulfil, I, personally, would respect those as being in the interests of
the Community and not only in the interests of this
House. But the one is equal to the other and therefore
I deplore this, Sir, and I hope that in other circumstances we shall consider the Commissioner's point of
view and his other duties within the Community as

- I quite agree.

The next item on the agenda is the
President.
-on :
debate
ioint
the Oral Question with debate (Doc. 23177) by Mr

-

Alfred Bertrand, on behalf of the Christian Democratic Group to the Commission and the Council
of the European Communities, and to the Foreign
Ministers of the nine Member States of the European Community meeting in political cooperation,
on the protection of human rights throughout the
world:

In the
ence

declaration on European identity by the Confer-

of

Heads

of

State

or

Government

on l4ll5

December 1973 in Copenhagen, respect for human rights
was recognized as a cornerstone of the European identity.
According to this delcaration, the development of relations with other countries must respect the principles of
the United Nations Charter based on international justice
and with the aim of increasing the securiry of each individual citizen.

I will agree that we must take account
Commissioner's responsibilities. However, I
would ask you take account also of my duty to ensure
the business of this House proceeds correctly.
President.

of the

Faced with an alarming increase in the lack of respect for
human rights and in the violation of the fundamental
rights of the citizens of a great many countries, the
Community must contribute, both within its frontiers
and beyond, towards greater protection of these principles which is the common basis of the European cultural

call Mr Gundelach.

Mr Gundelach,

Vicc-President of tbc Commission.
Mr President, I want to make it clear that the
-Commission did not ask for the floor in order to
fonward its own views, but only to try and help the

heritage.

For these
wishes

House in full respect for the House. Secondly, Mr President, naturally the Commission has always abided by

l.

whatever decisions this House has taken concerning
its agenda. As far as I am personally concerned, unfortunately I have to tell the House that I cannot stay for
a later debate, because I have to negotiate on behalf of
the Community with the ACP countries. I only
intended to make a two-minute statement.

reasons,

the

Christian-Democratic Group

to ask the following questions

:

Are the nine countries of the Communiry ready to
undertake new ioint initiatives to safeguard rights and
protect the citizens of every country against abuses
practised by any public authoriry so as to improve the
situation of oppressed men and women throughout
the world ?

2.

If so, by what

measures do they propose to achieve
Within which international institutions
and conferences will they endeavour to carry out this
task, and how will they iointly impose sanctions when

this objective

(Crits o.f'Hcar, hcar !)
That two-minute statement will then be made when it
suits the House by one of my colleagues on my

?

violations occur, without reference to the adherence of
the country concerned to a particular political bloc or
to the scale of economic and trade relations with that
country ?

behalf.

- I call Mr Pisoni on a point of order.
Mr Pisoni.
(I).- Mr President, if we add up the
time taken -in this House to decide what matters
President.

should be dealt with, we shall find that this amounts
to half the time available. This is a sorry state of affairs
for a Parliament. I would ask you to consider whether
this is not a case for making changes in the Rules of
Procedure so as to avoid all these discussions.

breaks

7. Protection of human rigbts

well.

I

this agenda. Otherwise everything

down in confusion.

3. Are the countries of the Community and the Community itself prepared to recognize the primacy of the
principle of the protection of human rights over that
non-interference in the internal affairs of a State, and
what will they do to put this principle into practice ?

-

the Oral Question with debate (Doc.69177lby Mr
Fellermaier, on behalf of the Socialist Group to
the Foreign Ministers of the nine Member States

of the European Parliament

Debates
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President

of the European Community meeting in political
cooperation, on the protection of human rights in
Europe :
The European Community officially took part in

tion of human rights in Europe. In addition, the signatory states undertook to respect the dignity of man and
his basic rrghts.
:

ascertain in which signatory states human rights have
been violated since the signing of the Final Act of
Helsinki ;

to have occurred at the
Belgrade and insist that they be

raise any vrolations shown

- next Conference in
brought to an end

-

?

the report (Doc. 89177) drawn up by Mr Russell
Johnston on behalf of the Political Affairs
Committce, on the protection and defence of
hunran rights.

I

prisoners are deprived

of their

500 000 political
freedom in varying

circumstances.

thereby assuming a particular responsibility for the protec-

-

this moment throughout the world

the

work of the Conference on Security and Cooperation in
Europe and in the srgning of the Final Act of Helsinki,

Are the foreign ministers therefore prepared to

disposed of. Amnesty International estimates that at

That gives a rough idea of the sad srtuation we

are

faced with at a time when we are about to celebrate, in

1978, the 30th anniversary of the solemn Declaration

of Human

Rights which was signed in Paris on l0
December 1948. I therefore think that this debate is
being held at a crucial moment, with mounting
protests in all countries and the growth of various
movements which oppose the continued disregard for
the dignity of the individual. If we look at the worldwide situation, we shall see that human rights are at
present being trampled on the world over and that

there are only a few democratic countries :

including, I am glad to say, the nine countries of the
Community
where human rights are respected as
- United Nations' Universal Declaration
defined in the
on Human Rights of 1948. Even in large parts of our
European continent there is disregard for the elementary and fundamental human rights.

call Mr Bertrand.

Mr A. Bertrand.

(NL)Mr President, the Christian
Democratic Group- has taken the initiative of tabling
this Oral Question with debate in order thereby to

initiate a dialogue on the subject of violations of
human rights in the world. The underlying consideration here was our concern for the respect of human
dignity, which forms the basis of our Christian and
social doctrine and indeed the foundation of our
whole democratic system. At the same time we are
firnrly convinced that respect for human rights is an
essential condition for safeguarding peace and international coopcration in all possible fields.

Our qucstion is thus concerned with the defence of
human rights throughout the world and not only
within tl.re framework of the Helsinki Agreement,
which Mr Fcllermaier will be discussing in a moment.
Vc warrtcd to put our question in worldwide terms

in human history have
violcrrce, pcrsecutior.l and disregard for the dignity of
nran bccn so widespread as is the case today. If we
look at the reports of Amnesty International
an
becausc we observe that never

organization that is widely known for its untiring
cfforts in rccording violations of human rights
we
are rcminded that this organization has declared- 1977
tl.rc year of political prisoners. After thorough investigation this sanre organization has established that in
1975 and 1976 human rights were being violated
corrtinually in ll-l countries of the world, that in 50
of thcse I l.J countrics torture is practiced on political
prisorrers, arrcsts arc made without any court order,
opponcnts arc climinatcd without trace and even
awkward witrresscs of certain arrests are sinrilarly

I have had a study made of what is happening in the
world at the moment with regard to the violation of
human rights. Africa is deeply divided by national and
ideological rivalries ; in a large number of African
states internal unrest, tribal feuds and a constant state
of civil war are the order of the day. In South Africa a
racist regime is being kept

in power that throws thou-

sands of people into prison by virtue of so-called secu-

rity

measures. In Rhodesia a white minority is
imposing its will on the great majority of the population, and since I I November 1955 purely political
offences have been punishable by death. Senterrcing
in cr.tntrct is a daily occurrence ; more than a thousand people are in prison without any form of court
order. Here too serious violations of human rights are
being committed.

Reports reach us from Ethiopia of the murder of
hundreds of students. They are said to have been shot
down on the street simply because they had demonstrated against the present regime. Moreover, thousands
more students and trade union members have been
arrested, while the country's leaders are signing
contracts with the Soviet Union in order to be able,
despite the people's reactions, to keep certain situations under control at the prrrely political levy. In
Ghana large numbers of political prisoners are being
subjected to brutal and violent maltreatment, while in
Rwanda there is an outright reign of terror about
which we maintain a silence that almost verges on
criminality if we consider that whole tribes are being
exterminated for their religious beliefs or because they
do not agree with what is happening rn the country
politically.
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tion available, there is scant respect for human rights,

remain an exception on the South American continent, but now we find that more than 800 people are
under arrest for their political beliefs. Recently'there
have been a large number of police raids ; th(oughout

which in many cases are simply ignored. In Indonesia
there are said to be some 50 to 100 thousand political

the country people have been arrested and tortured, so
that in Brazil too there is no longer respect for human

prisoners. These people are deported, separated from

rights.

their families and taken to an island 2 000 km from
Djakarta where conditions are so bad that their
chances of survival can only be described as precarious. In addition, tens of thousands of others are being
deprived of their livelihood on account of their

Argentina is living under a ruthless dictatorship and
since 24 March 1976 the country has been crushed
under a succession of arrests, torture and executions.
There are now reckoned to be more than I 000

As to the situation in Asia, on which information is
harder to come by than on the African continent, I
can only say that here too, according to the informa-

membership of a particular party. The number of political prisoners in Iran is put at 25 to 70 thousand ; they

raids in the most ruthless
fashion because they refuse to recognize the legi-

are rounded up

timacy

of the

in police

political regime

in their country.

Reports from Cambodia are indeed difficult to check,
but they too seem to indicate that tens of thousands of

people in that country have been murdered, imprisoned or dispossessed because their religious or polit-

ical beliefs make them unacceptable to those at
present in power.
In the Philippines there

has been a state of emergency
since 1972. It is estimated that since then more than
50 000 people have been jailed in the Philippines for

In this country there is no
longer any distinction made between political
prisoners and common criminals. Those who are

purely political reasons.

under suspicion politically, however, are specially
guarded and subjected to certain treatment from
which thousands have died.
In South America the situation is not much better. In
Guatemala, for instance, a large number of political
murders have been committed recently. The suspects
are generally taken away by armed troops without any
reason or explanation. The victims very often return
after a few weeks as cripples, with parts of their limbs
missing. The majority of these people are simple
farmers, smallholders and agricultural workers. The
large number of disappearances in this country is
really the most flagrant contradiction of elementary
rights and human dignity.
There is a similar situation in Paraguay. Of the countries of South America, this is the one that has cut
itself off most as regards information to the outside
world. Nonetheless, we know that the regime of
General Alfredo Stroesner wants to be regarded as
legitimate. Here too, however, the number of political
prisoners runs into thousands. The Church is being
persecuted. The bishops have protested the
members of the Christian people's party are the most
threatened. And in Paraguay there are also prison

camps

for political

prisoners where torture

is

guerrillas, more than 2 500 missing persons and more
than 5 000 people in various sorts of prison for polit-

ical

reasons.

On Chile I do not need to say much. \fle adopted a
resolution on this country last year. Here too the
number of Political prisoners is put at between five
and six thousand and the state of emergency declared
at the beginning of last year is such that all freedom
movements in the country have been neutralized. And
it is not only in Chile that Chileans are threatened ;
the secret police, the DINA, does not hesitate to eliminate prominent Chileans abroad as well ; just think of
the murder of Orlando Letelier on the streets of
\Uflashington.

Just think of the attack on another prom-

inent Christian-Democratic leader in Rome, of the
prison camps, the torture centres and so on. There has
been such an increase in atrocities and terror in Chile
that one really begins to wonder with horror how

much further

it is possible to go in this direction.

In Haiti it is just the same. It is reckoned that there
are 3 000 people imprisoned there. In Haiti it is
primarily the Christian trade union leaders and active
union members who are murdered or tortured. The
situation there is permanently outside the rule of law,
since there is no such thing as a warrant of arrest and
the police can arrest at will those they wish to get rid
of.

And then there is Europe.

!U7e can see what is
happening in Eastern Europe. I am thinking, for
example, of the treatment of Jews in the Soviet
Union. These people are subject to all kinds of restrictions on account of their religious beliefs, i.e. for
matters of conscience. They do not have the freedom
to leave the country. I hardly need name Vladimir

Bukovsky, Semyor Gluzman, Sergei Kovalyov, Andrei
Tverdochlebov, Sacharov, Amalrik and so many more

who have recently caught the public interest. Russia
does not respect the solemn undertakings laid down
in the Final Act of Helsinki which it signed in 1975.
'We shall shortly be dealing again with the Final Act
of Helsinki when we discuss the coming Belgrade
conference.

an

everyday occurrence.

Just think too of Charta 77 in Pague and all the reac-

it has aroused. Just think of what is happening
in the German Democratic Republic, along the Berlin
wall. It is an eternal reproach to European culture that
tions

In Brazil a similar ghastly process seems at present to
be under way. \fle had hoped that this country would
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human freedom can be violated

in this

way, that

people can be exiled and families torn apart.

all this it is no

Considering

wonder that we feel

obliged to ask the competent authorities in the European Community what their attitude is, whether they
are aware of all these facts, or whether they are acting
as if they knew nothing about it. That is the reason
for our questions. At any rate we want to have this
point explained. \fle must after all realize that we have

a general responsibility. I07e therefore put
following three questions to the Council and

the
the

Commission : are the nine countries of the Community prepared to develop new Community initiatives
for safeguarding human rights and protecting citizens,
in whatever country, against abuses committed by the
organs of the State, with a vew to achieving some

improvement

in the position of the

and women of the world

oppressed men

?

If the Nine are prepared to do this, can they then tell
us what measures they envisage to achieve this aim ?
Through what international organizations and conferences do they propose to make a start ?
Are the countries of the Community and the Community itself capable of appreciating that rhe principle of
protecting human rights takes precedence over that of

non-intervention
State

in the internal

affairs

of

another

Mr President, I do not wish to dwell on the American
President's declaration. That can be left for another
time. I just want to appeal to the governments responsible and the competent Community institutions in
the hope of hearing from them what action they are
going to take with regard to these inhuman and intolerable circumstances.
(Af Pld il.\()

as can be seen on both sides, and we

should

remember this particularly as the Belgrade conference
approaches. For there always remains the danger that
the accusations we make against others are only a
kind of moral self-indulgence
that we pass resolu- think all is well. No,
tions, issue declarations and then
all is far from well, unless people are actually helped
thereby.

Mr President, there are no patent remedies here. rVe
can only decide case by case what particular means
are likely to be most successful, what is the right
moment, what bodies or individuals are best able to
intervene in this or that case. !7hen, after a hard
struggle, we succeeded in getting the clauses on the
respect of human rights and basic freedoms

including the freedom of ideas, the freedom of conscience and the freedom of religion and belief
included in the Final Act of Helsinki, many people
thought that these would remain so many empty
phrases, like the United Nations' Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Thcre were also surely many

view. Things
have turned out quite differently. The Final Act of
Helsinki has become the Charter of the human rights
movements. That is one result of the policy of
d6tente, which would not have been possible without
Helsinki.
Ladies and gentlemen, I think it is important to see
this connection when talking about the follow-up to

Helsinki and Belgrade.

I

-

In the

by the Socialist Group, on
I am speaking, we should like to be
assured that our representatives in Belgrade are

call Mr Sieglerschnridt.

Mr Sieglerschmidt.

(D) Mr President, ladies

and

-shoulcl likc to

make one thing quitc clear in this
contcxt. Thcre are quantitative differences between
violations of human rights in some parts of the world,

such as wcre described just now, and what I am
talking al>out. Thcse differences musr nor be played
tlown, thcy must not be made a question of relative
valucs so that finally
to quote a well-known

- cats are grey, they must
in the clark all

be

clcarly brought
out. Nonetheless, the protection of
Itunrarr riglrts

-

question tabled

whose behalf

- wants to talk about violations
gcntlcmcn, anyone who
of human rights by others should first remember the
olcl English proverb 'Charity begins at home'. In our
own countries, human rights are not entirely lmmune
from violation. Thc mirror that we should like to hold
up to others does not stand out from its surroundings
by rts radiance but
and this we just have to admit
- here and there. However, I
has darker patches

provcrb

If we accept this we shall avoid the danger of
misusing the struggle for human rights as a weapon in
the political arena. That, Mr President, is a real danger,

in this House who took that sceptical

?

President.

of human rights
is and always will be a constant
- too.
task in our countries

and thts means maximum protection

prepared for a stocktaking on this question of human
rights as well. Ve want this subjcct and other declara-

tions

of intent to be discussed without any

pussy-

footing or equivocation.

The human rights movements with which we are
concerned here, Iadies and gentle men, must bc
assured that all democrats in our countries are solidly
behind them, that we are nor leaving them to stand
alone. Making this clear, however, will in the first
instance be a matter for social groups, the mass mcdia

and individual politicians. 'We must not mince our
words here. On the othcr hand, we must recognize
that any attempt to exert massive pressure and make

an8ry accusations through governments

or

parlia-

ments could be used as an excuse for dcnouncirrg thc
human rights movements as agents of !(cstern imperialism and persecuting them cven morc than bcfore
with thc machinery of thc policc statc.
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I

should like

to turn now, Mr

President

to

certain

aspects of the Oral Question tabled by the honourable

members of the Christian-Democratic group. I have
some questions to which I should like an answer'
partly from the authors of this question, but naturally
also from the Commission or the Council, if they feel

it

appropriate.

Firstly, what does the Christian Democratic group

'!fle must, after all,
expect to achieve by sanctions ?
remember that it has so far not even been possible to
take joint action against countries which offer shelter
to international terrorists. I wonder, therefore, how it
is hoped to impose sanctions for internal violations of
human rights in particular states. The question then
goes on to suggest that sanctions should be imposed
without reference to the adherence of the country
concerned to a particular political bloc.

Finally we should not forget that there are countries
where the citizens are primarily interested less in
press freedom than in freedom from hunger and bitter
poverty. Our commitment to the cause of human
rights in these countries is also a question of solidarity
with them, for in showing our solidarity we are
protecting human rights in these countries, and in
lhis conte*t, Mr President, I should like to mention
that we had here in this House in Strasbourg two senators from Uruguay who described for us the terrible
situation in their country, which is probably at the
and
moment even worse than the position in Chile
this in a country that has shown that democracy can
certainly work there. '\tr7e as a Parliament should make
every effort and do everything that is practicable to
combat these appalling conditions in Uruguay, which

include not only the imprisonment of 5 000 people
but also torture of the most terrible kind.

rapporteur, Mr Johnston, has attemPted to
combini in one motion the gist of the four groups'
motion for a resolution and that of the Socialist
Group. I should like to congratulate him on having
succeeded in finding a common denominator for the
very diverse emphases in the two motions. Mr President, I am very pleased about this because I think that
the cause of human rights will benefit if this Parliament can agree on a single resolution that everyone
can support with a clear conscience.

The
Now I recall that even President Carter with his
strong commitment to human rights has admitted
that in certain circumstances security considerations
can be more important than the violation of human
rights in this or that country. I would remind you of
what has been said in this context about South Korea
or the Philippines, for instance. I thus wonder
whether, with the best will in the world, this is a
realistic proposition. \fle cannot make our political,
military and economic relations depend on whether
or not human rights are being violated by our particular partners. That would spell the end of any foreign
policy.

Mr President, this is not to plead for a cynical Machiavellianism, it is simply a matter of recognizing the
limits of our freedom of action in the field of human
rights if we really want to help those concerned. In
this connection I should like to point out particularly
that no-one is helped by virtually inviting a government to abolish itself and commit suicide. Let me
illustrate this with reference to a case with which I am
particularly familiar, namely the question of freedom
of movement in my own country, the Federal Republic of Germany, between the GDR on the one hand
and Berlin and the Federal Republic on the other. rUfle
had here two petitions from citizens of the GDR who
addressed appeals for exit permits to the European
I think, Mr President, that we shall be
Parliament
returning to- this question later. In the Legal Affairs
Committee I said this:

Unfortunately this is the harsh everyday reality, and
we must ask ourselves whether an appeal from this
Parliament can induce the Government there to do
for
is ultimately what it
rway with the Vall
- it isthat
not far better to follow
whether
vould mean
- by the Federal Government last year
he path taken
rrrd, by hard bargaining in individual cases, make it
>ossible for individuals to leave the country.

I should lust like briefly to point out a few aspects of
this motion for a resolution. The first concerns point
2 (b), which draws attention to the link between a
policy of d6tente and the protection of human rights.
I think it is of great importance to realize that the
policy of detente, insofar as it concerns the maintenance and safeguarding of world peace, has absolute
priority, and that we must pursue this policy even if
we can do nothing thereby to Protect human rights'
However,

it

is equally clear

because that is the way

that only by-continuing the policy of
things are
d6tente have we a chance to further the cause of
human rights in all countries.

I shall finish right
A second remark on point 2 (c)
- to the opportuni'
which refers
away, Mr President
ties for taking action in defence of human rights. That
there too we should try everything
is quite right
merely, Mr President, be aware of
possible. Ve should
the limits imposed in an institution in which the
of the
I
say the great majority
majority
- should
are states in which more or less serious
Member States
violations of human rights are practised.
Finally, I should like to announce that we are Soing to
submit an amendment to point 2 (d), which we shall
come back to later.

Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, the Protection of

human rights should be a matter close to the heart of
every politician in our countries, but the implementa'
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tion of human rights at home and throughout the
world remains a matter for sober and persistent endeavour in individual operations both behind the scenes
and in public, and also in the context of developing
political partnership among the countries of thi

world.

-

I

European

Community, approaches this problem.

It is to the credit of Italian and other communists in
the Community that they have of late and to some
extent voiced criticisms of communist crimes. I hope,
Mr President, that this House will not think me
unduly partisan if I say that we would find these
protests more convincing if the Communist Group
was able to associate itself whole-heartedly with these

(Applt utt).

President.

that this is the spirit in which this House, as the guar-

dian and promoter of the democratic

call Mr Johnston.

motions for resolutions.

Mr Johnston,

rltpport?ur.

Mr President, I

hope

- it presumptuous of me
that the House will not think
if. I begin by saying that I regard this debate as being
of n.ruch more than routine importance. Our thanki
are due to the Socialist Group, which tabled a motion
for a resolution on this subject, to the Christian
Democratic Group, the Group of European progressivc Democrats, and to the Conservative Group and
nry own Liberal and Democratic Group, which jointly
tabled another motion on the same subject.
I think it is striking that five out of the six groups in
this Parliament are able to share a view on the importance of this question and even more encouraging that
thc bad old days when the Left tended to protesi only
against the atrocities of right-wing dictatorships, and
the Right tended to protest only against the crimes of
thc Communist dictatorships, seem almost over. At
last thc democratic forces of the Community are
conring to realise that on this question the Jivision is
rlot bctween

progressives and conservatives, radicals

arrd moderates, but between those who respect the
dignity of human beings and those who degrade themsc'lves cvcn more than
pcrse

cution,

their victims by condoning

in both gross and petty

forms,

un

just

inrprisonmcnt, torture and murder.

This debate marks a significant shift away from

\U7e are used, Mr President, to talking
of the Third
!florld in terms of economic and diplomatic position,
but we should realise that the world is also divided
into three by political sysrems. Roughly one third of
the world's population lives under communist rule,
which, while varying in the degree of oppression, is
always based on a denial of fundamental human
rights. In none of these countries, Mr President, is

there freedom of speech, the independence of the judiciary, free elections, free trade unions, a free press, free
universities. In all of them, men and women suffer in
their bodies, or at best in their careers, if they voice
criticisms of the government, practice religious observance or express their artistic gifts in a way disapproved of by official orthodoxy.

Then there is the third of the world's people who are
misgoverned by some other form of dictatorship
military, racial, tribal, fascist, or a combination of any
or all of these. Again the degree of atrocity varies, but

Mr Bertrand noted in his speech, Amnesty International have, on the basis of very careful research,
declared that in something between 60 and 70 states,
torture is an habitual method of authority. That is a
as

depressing thought.
the

cvasiorrs and double standards which, ever since the

llussian Rcvolution, have plagued the campaign for
hurrran rights in thc rVestern world. Today, suitably
cnough in Strasbourg, where the European Court of
Hunrarr Rights sits, and does its great work, democratic politicians are uniting to insist that the ideals by
which our civilization is inspired are indivisible. Ve
are sayirrg that it is not the identity of the criminal,
rror of the victim, but the fact of persccution, pursued
as a policy, which is our concern. In taking this position we arc truc to our best traditions.

in France, Mr President, it is perhaps
to recall the debate in the National
Asscmbly soon after the fall of Robespierre. A
Since we are

appropriate

nrinistcr was proposing draconian measures against
cncnries of thc Republic, there were protests and calls
for jtrsticc. Thc minister replied : yes, justice for.
citizerrs; for aristocrats
terror ! Then, it is recorded

that a grcat cry rosc- up fronr all parts of the
Asscnrbly : l.t itr.rtitt polt tont lt nondt./ I think

Then there is the happier third of the world, of which
this Community is part, where basic human rights are
protected by law and by public opinion, albeit imperfectly. But it is a gloomy and sordid fact that 32 years
after the fall of Nazism and nearly a quarter of a
century after the death of Stalin, the kind of filthy
apparatus which the Gestapo and the Ogpu used to
murder and torture millions is in use in many, even in
most, member stares of the United Nations, which
have signed the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights.

Still there are grounds for hope. Hypocrisy is the
tribute vice pays to virtue, and today nearly all the
criminals in power, from Cambodia to Chile, deny
their crimes and proclaim their belief in democracy
and justice. They are ashamed. They know that there
are peoples who aspire to somerhing better. Today,
and this is a real advance, tyranrly has an inferiority
complex. It is recognized as form of underdevelopnlent.
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Here I would take the opportunity of insisting that it
is part of our duty to expose the falsiry of the assertion

that liberry is the luxury of the rich. No doubt it is
true that a starving man does not care greatly about
the ballot paper. It is equally true that the persecuted,
hunted man is not going to be interested in economic
development. 'S7e were all of us economically backward once, and it is matter of history that the political
development of the \flest always accompanied, and
usually preceded, our economic development. If that
is doubted, let us recall that the mediaeval Swiss, the
Dutch, the Scandinavians, the Pilgrim Fathers of New
England, were all poor. My own country of Scotland
has a long tradition of deep respect for education and
love of democracy, founded in large measure upon the
achievements of what was referred to as the 'lad o'

the lad of parts

pairts'

achievement,

whose poverty spurred

a rejection of- despotism and a love of
freedom. All their prosperity followed the establishment of their free systems of government.

In modern times the astonishing industrial success of
Germany, like the economic prowess of Victorian
Britain, has been based on the parliamentary state. It

is the United

States and

not the Soviet Union

which has even larger natural resources, bear in mind
that is the leading economic power of the world.
-Prosperity may support democracy, but freedom
promotes economic progress. And if, therefore, the
Community expresses its concern to its co-signatories
of the Lom6 Convention about abuses of human
rights, it is not asking them to put unattainable ideals
before bread. It is asking them, in their own interests,
to recognize the interaction between respect for the
rights of the individual and the productivity of that
individual. Gangsters like Amin preside not only over
the dishonour, but also over the economic devastation
of their countries. Nearly half a century after forced
collectivization and the massacre of the kulaks, Soviet
agriculture has still not recovered.

I come now, Mr President, to the detailed points of
the resolution. There can be no doubt, unfortunately,
that there has recently been an increase in the scale of
violations of human rights. True, we are not yet back
in the evil days of the 30s and the 40s. There have
been great improvements in Greece, in Spain, in
Portugal, and a determined repudiation of authoritari-

anism

in

India, which,

I

may remind the

House,

contains a population much larger than those of
Africa and Latin America combined. But the ferocity
and spread of oppression on those two continents, its
persistence in all the Communist countries, sadly even
including Yugoslavia, and the establishment of despotisms in much of the rest of Asia gives ample cause, I
would argue, for profound concern.

I have already mentioned the clear, even axiomatic
duty of this House in these matters as a guardian of
fundamental freedoms. The resolution then recites the

commitments, so often dishonoured but still on the
record, to which Member States and all other European countries are pledged. It recalls in particular
some parts of the Final Act at Helsinki and stresses
how valuable they have been to the victims of persecution in Europe. We should encourage ourselves with
that. At the Downing Street meetings last weekend
the Chancellor of the Federal Republic of Germany,
Mr Schmidt, was able to point out that, by using that
agreement, some 50 000 persons of German origin
have managed, to use Lenin's phrase, to 'vote with
their feet' and have left the Soviet Union and other

Communist countries

I

for the

security

of

German

know that there are still all too many
tragic cases, which again Mr Bertrand referred to, of
families divided by the Iron Curtain and the Berlin
!(all, and I say to the members of the Communist
Group, who may contribute later on : how it is
possible ever to justify not protesting where families
are divided and loved ones held apart from one
democracy.

another, I fail totally to comprehend. One knows that
these cases exist. My colleague, Martin Bangemann,
has rightly drawn attention to them, but if they have
done nothing else, the human rights provisions at
Helsinki would have been fully justified by the fact of
these 50 000 people. In fact, of course, it is not only
those of German origin who have benefited. Many
Jews, for instance, have been helped to reach Israel or
other free countries, by appealing to the Final Act at

Helsinki. And provided we maintain the
many more people can be helped

in this

pressure,
way.

For the lesson of the last few years is that we are not
powerless to come to the aid of the oppressed, even if
they are the subjects of a superpower. The Soviet
Union wants the contents of Basket Two. We can
insist on getting the goods in Basket Thiee and in
doing so we need have no fear of upsetting Basket
One. Here I am glad to be in a position of agreeing
with the Socialist leaders of Southern Europe who
have just met in Madrid. As Mr Mitterrand pointed
out there, d6tente is not damaged by insisting that the
governments of Eastern Europe honour their undertakings. On the contrary, d6tente
the genuine relaxation of tension
requires the-growth of confidence.
Confidence will -not grow if undertakings are violated.
That is the point made in paragraph 2 (b) of the resolution. It strengthens the demand made in paragraph
2 (a) where we call on the foreign ministers in particular to concert their positions at Belgrade. The
Helsinki Conference was a notable success for the
cooperation of the foreign ministers of the Nine. That
success can and should be repeated in Belgrade. But
that will require careful preparation. The details of
violations of human rights will have to be collected. A
detailed dossier, rather than a generalized plea, is what
is needed, as Lord Bethell, who has worked so hard on
these questions, pointed out in this House some
months ago.
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In paragraph 2 (c) we call on the Community to
extend its action on behalf of human rights to other
areas and arenas and notably to the United Nations.
There we can and must demonstrate that we are
equally opposed to the oppression of apartheid, the
reign of terror in Argentina, the sustained cruelties in
Indonesia, to give only a few examples of non-Communist oppression. President Carter,

I

American dictatorships. I hope that the governments
of Member States, including my own, will follow his
example in their relations with the worst of African
regimes, such as those of Uganda and the Central
African Republic. In this connection we should all
welcome Presidnet Giscard d'Estaing's call for the
ending of all military cooperation with South Africa.
We know of course, Mr .President, that a majoriry in
the United Nations is frequently one-sided in its
debates on these matters. That is all the more reason
for vigorous Communiry action to expose the truth in
all its brutality. No doubt we shall pay a price for criticizing racial persecution by Africans and Arabs, as
well as by white people. Certainly if we call on others
to raise their standards, there will be many eager to
catch us in the act of transgressing our own principles.
But that is the price which as democrats, jealous of
our own good name, we should be prepared to pay.

advantages

of the kind of

President.

- I call Mr Tomlinson.

Mr Tomlinson,

President-in-)Lfice of the Council
and Foreign Aflairs fuIinisters rneeting in political

cooperation.
Mr President, I will answer Mr
Bertrand's question
first. Speaking on behalf of the
Council, I can say that the Community has affirmed
the importance it attaches to the protection of fundamental rights. In this connection, the European Parliament, the Council and the Commission adopted a
joint declaration on the matter which was signed on
5th April 1977. ln that declaration they stressed the
prime importance they attach to the protection of
fundamental rights. They also stated that in the exercise of their powers and in pursuit of the aims of the

European Communities,

restricted supranational power, and that these questions are the subiect of the cooperation and concern
of many of our citizens acting together across the frontiers within the Community and with citizens of other
democracies is proof of its obsolescence.

course, Mr President, the bureaucracies of our
respective foreign offices will contain many who will
resist this idea. Bureaucracies are after all not the most
formidable practitioners of self-criticism, nor among
the most observant in detecting anachronisms. But
we, as parliamentarians, have an interest and a duty in
defending and seeking to extend the liberties which
alone guarantee our existence. Next year we are going
to be elected together. Already our states are acting
together in many important negotiations with other
countries. It will be ironic indeed if we do not develop
our cooperation in these matters, from which the
whole concept of a European Community and a parliamentary democracy derives. This resolution is only a

they respect and will

continue to respect those rights.

in the context of political cooperation, the
Nine are wholly committed to the principle of respect
for human rights and have recognized this principle

Speaking

as a fundamental element
sustained

campaign for which this resolution calls, is that it will
educate our own electorates in the importance of freedoms which they are all too prone to take for granted.
Part of that education must be to show that the diplomatic dogma that these are matters of purely domestic
concern is obsolete, which is the relevance of paragraph 2(d). The very fact that this debate is taking
place, that Member States have ratified the European
Convention on Human Rights with its real, if severely

Of

(Applause)

believe, has set

an admirable example in cutting off military assistance to some of the most vicious of the Latin

One of the

modest step forward. \U7e are still at the very beginning of a long and arduous iourney. But by passing it,
this House will tell the world that we intend that our
Community accepts this responsibility to defend, to
enhance and to extend the rights of man.

of the European identity.

Their commitment to it is exemplified by the protection afforded to the individual within the countries of
the Nine by the nexus of law, constitution and democratic political and social order, as well as by the adherence of each government to the European Convention
on Human Rights and by their allegiance to the principles of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
Citizens of Member States of the Community attach
great importance to the enioyment of human rights
and fundamental freedoms and rightly expect the

Nine to promote internationally standards similar to
those that have been achieved in their own countries.
This the Nine constantly strive to do by every possible
means. There are regular and detailed consultations in
the political cooperation machinery of the Nine on
the tactics and substance of their approach to the international protection of human rights through United
Nations machinery, other multinational mechanisms
and bilateral relations. Nor were the concerns of European society expressed only through governments.
The Nine paid tribute to the invaluable role of nongovernmental organizations in this field. The United
Nations has made substantial progress in defining and
codifying human rights, notably in instruments such
as the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the
international covenants on human rights and of the
convention to eliminate all forms of racial discrimination.

Although work of a normative kind procedes in a
number of key areas, there is now a need for a new
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emphasis on the application of standards to particular
situations and on the effective implementation of
existing international instruments. It is unfortunate
that the international community as a whole has not

continue to avail themselves of opportunities open to
them to continue this valuable, but necessarily quiet

shown itself ready to adopt many of the ideas
supported by the Nine and by like-minded countries
that would have had such practical effects. For

to establish a high commissioner for human rights, who in the first place would
render advice, assistance and good offices, but the full

Articles 55 and 56 of the Charter of the United
Nations required the promotion of universal respect
for and observance of human rights and fundamental

example the proposal

freedoms, and member governments are pledged to
cooperate with the United Nations towards that end.

potential
apparent

of whose position would only
in due course,

become

has not yet won approbation

by the majority. The procedure established by
ECOSOC Resolution No. 1503 for considering
complaints that establish a prina facie case of. a

consistent pattein of gross violation of human rights
has yet to prove effective. Efforts to combat torture, an
area of particular concern to the Nine, are making
progress, but more slowly than the prevalence of an
abhorrerrt practice demands.

Mr President, that the
Unitcd Nations Commission on Human Rights

It is

particularly important,

should show itself equal to the challenges confronting
it, and we hope that the recently formed Committee
on Human Rights, which began its work of implementing the United Nations covenant on civil and
political rights early this year, will live up to our expectations. The Nine will continue to Press for improvenrent in these and other areas, but it is misleading to
thin k that particular measures or initiatives can
produce easy answers. The views of the Nine can also
prevail by their seeking with persistence and insistencc to create a climate of international opinion that
will make violations of human rights politically and
socially unacceptable.

The moral imperative that informs the Nine's multilatcral activity on human rights issues, demands a policy
that is at once idealistic, vigilant and practical. The
Ninc believe that violations of human rights should
bc judgcd by the same standards wherever they occur,
irrespcctivc of the political complection or orientation

countries involved. At the same
tinrc, thcy realize that in order to uphold these rights
most effectively in a world where economic and politicaI relations are increasingly complex and interdepcndent initiatives on particular issues must be care-

of thc country or

in order to

ensure that any action
takcr.r is in the best interests of those whose rights are
violated. The Nine, iointly or severally, can and do
hclp in particular cases by exerting pressure in a
confidcntial way through diplomatic channels. The
nraintcnance of diplomatic relations or contacts can

fully

n-reasured

providc a uscful cl.rannel through which such influcnce can be excrtcd without in any way constitu'.illg
an cnclorscmcnt of thc policies of the governments
conccrnctl. Thc Ninc. in furtherance of their general
colrccnr to pronlote rcspcct for human rights, wrll

activity.

The Nine consider that

persistent breaches by

member governments of their obligations are a matter
for examination by the United Nations. These provisions of the Charter, together with other international
instruments such as the declaration and covenants on
human rights, demonstrate beyond any possible doubt
that abuses of human rights wherever they occur, are
the legitimate subiects of international concern.

Mr President, turning now to Mr Fellermaier's question, may I say that the Nine are fully agreed on the
need to maintain a continuing watch on the implementation of all provisions of the Final Act, including
those relating to human rights and fundamental freedoms, in preparation for the forthcoming Belgrade
meeting of the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe. It remains the basic aim of the Nine,
as the CSCE process continues, to encourage all signatory states to take action where necessary, to bring
their practices into line with the provisions of the

Final Act.
President, those provisions of the Final Act
relating to human rights and fundamental freedoms

Mr

are of great importance to Member States, since they
are concerned that d6tente cannot be regarded as a

matter

of

inter-state relations,

but must also be

reflected in the daily lives of the people of both East
and Vest. The Nine remain determined to encourage
the freer movement of people, the free exchange of
ideas and the respect for human rights which are the
prerequisite for a satisfactory development of the
d6tente process. They naturally expect all the States
participating in the CSCE to honour their commitments in respect, both of the Universal Declaration of

Human Rights and of the Final Act. The
meeting which is due to begin

Belgrade

in the autumn of

this

provide an opportunity for a thorough
exchange of views on the extent to which the provisions of the Final Act have been implemented. The
Nine, Mr President will play a full part in this process,

year

will

and will not hesitate to state their views frankly where
they consider the performance in any field to have
been unsatisfactory.

Mr President, if I may now turn to the motion for a
resolution introduced by Mr Johnston, who made
what I may say was an excellent speech in this debate.
I welcome this motion as yet another demonstration
of the European Parliament's Profound concern for
human rights, and I should like, Mr President, iust to
be allowed to make one or two comments on it. With
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regard

to the

Belgrade review conference,

it is

of

only the preparatory meeting which will be
held in June. Since this will nor be concerned with
the substance, it might therefore be better to refer to
the meeting which will take place in the autumn of
this year, rather than that which takes place in June.
The motion also refers to the principle established in
Helsinki
a formula which
only basket 1.
- sure that Parliament'scovers
Since I am
interest is far wider
than this, I suggest that it would be useful to substitute the words 'the provisions of the Final Act'.
course,

The human rights provisions of the Final Act are, ro a
large extent, the result of the determination and
successful cooperation of governments of the Nine, as
well as of other 'Western governments. Our concern,
Mr President, in this area, has been reinforced by the
increased interest of public opinion in other countries.
Planning amongsr the Nine for Belgrade is already
well advanced, and there is general agreement that its
main purpose
a thorough review of the implementation of the provisions
of the Final Act
should be
- however,
both complete and frank. At the same time,
I believe we must be careful to avoid polemics and
confrontation which could damage d6tente and
human rights in Europe. I naturally regret that rhe
resolution does not also mention the international
covenants on Human Rights, the'entry into force of

which early last year is regarded by the United
Kingdom as a major step forward in the field of
human rights.

In conclusion, Mr President, may I say that I particularly welcome paragraph 2 (c) of the motion. The

Nine would agree that the creation of a strong climate
of world opinion against violations of human rights is
one of the most valuable ways of inhibiting them.
This motion and this debate with its clear declaration

of solidarity with the victims of the violation
human rights will help to create that climate.

of

(Applu nsc)

President.

of order.

-

I call Sir Geoffrey

de Freitas on a point

Sir Geoffrey de Freitas.
Last month, Mr presidcnt, I had down a question- to the Council on human

rights and the Lom6 Convention. During the paqt-ses_
sion in April I was notified that my question would
not be called because the whole subject of human
rights would be debated during the week. As a result
of procedural problems this was not possible ; we did
not. debate it. I arranged for my question to be put
during the debate if it was held. Now it is not being
held and I wonder if I could put my question now to
the Council for answer
not immediately
- of this afternoon : of course
but during the course

-

Vrll

the Council ask the Commission, when negotiating the
rcvised Lom6 Convcntion, to take into consideration the

obscrvance

of human rights ?

The

Commission have already replied

to

me,

explaining that they could not initiate this unless they
were asked to do so by the Council.

IUTe shall therefore ask the
President.
Council to
- after
give you a reply
the statement by the Commis-

slon.

I

call Mr Haferkamp.

Mr Haferkamp,

Vice-President

of the Commission.

(D) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, on several
-occasions
in the past few years we have had special
reason to discuss in this House the question of human
rights, and we have always, in the most varied circumstances, found that we were unanimous in our
concern about the suppression of human rights and in
condemning these practices. At the same time we

have always emphasized that there

is no patent

remedy for solving this problem throughout the world
as if by magic and that we must consider each case
individually, with great caution and with regard to the
results for the people concerned. I should like to start
today by making the following points.

It seems to me that we can do little for human rights
with abstract initiatives and that general resolutioni do
not get us anywhere if they are only on paper. \flhat is
essential is to take concrete steps to see that human
rights are respected, and to do this wherever possible
and wherever there is even the slightest chance of
success.

Furthermore, we in this Community should realize
that our efforts, our steps to protect these human
rights, are all the more successful the more the nine
Member States of this Community act together and
present a common front, even though this is not
provided for in the wording of the Treaty but is necessary politically and for the sake of the end to be
achieved.

I

should now like to try and explain what measures

we can take to this end, for as I said just now, paper
resolutions may be important but are not decisive. A
distinction must be made here with regard to questions which- relate to political cooperation. The representative of the Council has just given a detalled
account of this. \(e are concerned here mainly with
what initiatives the European Communities as such
can take. Vha_t opportunities do we have f.or doing
something and not just making declarations ? I sei
basically three approaches.

Firstly, taking human rights into account

in

the

Community's policy on agreements. Secondly, taking
human rights into account in unilateral foreign tradi
and aid measures. Thirdly, support for huma'nitarian
organizations working for the implementation of
human rights.
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lfith

regard to the first category, namely taking
human rights into account in our policy on agreements, we can see straight away that it is relatively
easy to make declarations with a welter of 'considering
that's' and 'having regard to's' etc., but that it is then
rather more difficult to translate these into concrete
action and policies. I shall thus start by asking a few
questions.

Can and should the Communiry, for example, make

the signing of agreements dependent in future on
whether the partner States concerned have ratified the
United Nations Declaration of Human Rights ? That
is one possibility. If you have any other criteria for the
question of incorporating human rights into our relations with our partners, I should be grateful if you

would tell me.

My next question

rience in connection with aid and cooperation ; we
put this into practice, for example, in suspending aid
to give a positive
to Greece, and on the other hand
steps to help
have taken certain
example
democracy develop after the end of dictatorship in
Greece and

in Portugal. I iust mention this in

passing,

but in view of everything we do in the world we must
examine, in each individual case, what can be done to

is : to what extent is

it

possible, for
future agreements for a

example, to make provision in
general human rights clause, which could perhaps
refer to the United Nations Declaration of Human
Rights ? I think the fact that I ask this question shows

you what a complex problem we have here, that there
is no easy answer and we must weigh the political and
legal considerations very carefully, and that the obiec-

tive should be of sufficient importance for us to
consider these questions and find concrete anwers. I
think this also gives an overall answer to the question

of Lom6 II.

Vill

furtherance of human rights in the
context of unilateral measures such as food aid, financial assistance and so on ? Each year the Community
grants food aid and financial assistance amounting to
some hundreds of millions of units of account which
are not dependent on any treaties. I think we should
examine to what extent we can further the implementation of human rights in the world by means of such
aid. !fle have already gained a certain amount of expe-

tion and the

you use your influence

here, at home, in your

to see that these
own parliaments and everywhere
questions receive a favourable answer ? That is, there
should be no agreement unless, for example, the
conditions I have just mentioned are met. This is thus
a highly complex matter to which we should give our
attention, a major and decisive question to which we
must try to find answers together. For the point is that
we should not be defending vague, abstract principles,
but ensuring that human rights are actually respected,
that support is given to the implementation of human
rights, and at the same time contributing to furthering
international cooperation and world d6tente. I think it
is also very important for us always to do that in the
context of the current political situation. So much for
my first remark on the Community's policy on agreements.

I should just like to comment here on what

the

Commission can do and what its task is under the
Treaties, namely to make proposals, while the individual negotiating mandates are be decided on by the
and there you in this House have some
Council
influence, and you have influence in the nine national
parliaments. I think that on the basis of this debate
and future debates you will have to ntake every effort
iI you are to follow a practical policy here and not
stop at gcneral declarations.

Now to the second question or consideration : to what
extent can we take account of the human rights ques-

further the cause of human rights. Let me rePeat once
again that here, too, general principles do not get us
very far, for it is quite possible that the withdrawal of
assistance to a regime we disapprove of will only bring

to people living under this
regime. This aspect must also be considered. This is a
further dimension that we cannot simply pass over

additional suffering

with theoretical

discussions.

Finally I mentioned the possibility and the necessity
of supporting humanitarian activities. Ve all know
the
and we greatly appreciate and admire this
essential importance of many efforts in defence of
human rights, which are often undertaken by a small
number of highly committed organizations. I think
that the activities of these organizations, which are not
government bodies, deserve our full support, and the
Community should examine whether it is possible for

us to grant the material resources which would give
these organizations a broader basis and widen their
scope

of action.

Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, discussing human
rights is an important matter. Doing something to
actually help people is even more important, but also
more difficult, more complicated. That will become
clear in each individual case. Ultimately, however, the
decisive thing is that we should do something. The
Commission is prepared to give priority to this in
future, in the spirit of this debate, in coniunction with
you and everyone, and in accordance with the declarations made here by the Council.
(ApplLtuv)

I call Mr Aiello to speak on behalf of
President.
the Socialist- Group.
(I) Mr President, this debate to which
Mr Ajello.
- given birth after a somewhat difficult
we have finally
period of gestation nonetheless takes place at a very
suitable moment, that is, iust before the preparatory
meeting in Belgradc.
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it is true that only the preparatory work, and
not the Conference proper begins on 15 June, Mr
Tomlinson is too much of an expert in international
affairs not to know that the preliminary phase is as
\Uflhile

important as the actual Conference stage itself. The
character of many conferences is surely decided more
at the preparatory than at any succeeding stage.

This is why the Socialist Group in its

question

appealed to the Final Act of Helsinki and the forthcoming conference in Belgrade, since it believed, and
still believes that this would make the debate more

specific. This is why it called for a recognition of the
link between human rights, the Belgrade and Helsinki
Conferences and the balanced reduction of conventional forces. However, our aim was only to give
greater coherence and completeness to this debate,
and the fact that our request was not granted does not
greatly affect matters. !7e shall make the connection
ourselves now.

It is very interesting to follow the vicissitudes of major
international events, which have a way of developing
differently from what their promoters intended. \U7e
should not forget that the Helsinki Conference was
pushed by the Eastern bloc countries, and that the
western countries were rather less enthusiastic. Similarly, there was a feeling at the Conference itself that

it was the Soviet Union which was deriving most
diplomatic and political benefit, with the acceprance
of the inviolability of frontiers, and moreover in
respect of what was called the'droit de regard',which
'o some extent was conceded to the Soviet Union uriz)-r,ls the 'Western world.

This item which we are discussing today, which is
known as the Third Basket and which relates to the
protection and respect of human rights, was added
virtually as a quid pro quo for all the advantages
gained by the Soviet Union. Yet slowly and steadily
this item in the Finl Act of Helsinki has gained in
importance, particularly as elements emerged that
nobody foresaw. Two of these seem to me of prime
significance
firstly, the growth of dissent in
- of knowledge of the contents of line
with the spread
the
Final Act of Helsinki, and secondly the phenomenon
now universally know as 'Eurocommunism', which
has combined with the birth of dissent to form an
almost explosive mixture. This, on the one hand, has
deprived the Soviet Union of what should have been
the secular arm of its 'droit de regard'exercise, and
on the other has provided a picture of a communism,

'with a human face' as it were, a communism which
declares openly that it wishes to operate within the
rules of democracy and freedom, and indeed provides

, political reference point for any dissidents who may
e tempted to risk a new spring 'i la Prague'.

his combination has, in fact, complicated matters,
if in the debate which has followed, and which
has involved the mass media, the criticisms have all
-'ven

been one way, as if violations of human rights only
ever occurred in the East and nowhere else.

I must say that I am extremely gratified to hear now
an objective discussion in this Parliament ; for the first
time, or at least in contrast to previous practice, as Mr
Johnston rightly pointed out, we have not turned this
subiect into a weapon of propaganda to attack one
side or the other, but have accepted that these violations take place everywhere.
However, this attitude to what began as a side issue
has presented us all with a problem, namely how to

determine the extent to which the defence and
guaranteed respect of human rights is compatible with

the development and growth of d6tente. And

we

consider that, faced with this problem, there are two
wrong ways to go about tackling it. The first is to
believe, as some do, that there should be no attempt
to argue the case for human righs as this can only
lead to an upsetting of d6tente. The second is to try
and push hard on the question of human rights with a
view to using this as a means of destabilizing the
Communist world.

We consider both these attitudes to be erroneous and
cynical. !7e Socialists have debated these problems at
length at the meeting of the Socialist Internarional in

Amsterdam, and we arrived at some fundamental
conclusions, among which was that there is no incompatibility between d6tente and the defence of human
rights.
\D7e

believe that d6tente is fundamentally and indisputably desirable, but we also believe that the rwo things
should be pursued pari passuu. Everything depends
on what kind of d6tente we want. If what we seek is a
static concept of d6tente, i.e. the maintenance pure
and simple of the status quo, and with it all the injustice which exists in the world today, then certainly we

shall have some difficulry in reconciling the rvo
things. If, on the other hand, as we must, we see
d6tente as something dynamic which will help us to
overcome this injustice, and to create together a more
humane and just world, we shall find that the rwo
things go together, and that our efforts will develop

into an element of exchange between the western
the East. !7e must therefore work to
achieve a Sreater respect for human rights in the East,
but we must also strive to attain that greater social
iustice in our own part of the world which we most
certainly require. Ve consider, therefore, that this
concept of d6tente is entirely comparible with this
\U7orld and

definition of human rights, and that there is no question, as some have feared, of interference in the
internal affairs of another State. Admittedly, we gain
little by posing the problem in legal rerms, since the
Final Act of Helsinki is not a treaty, but a declaration
of intent, and so we have no legal leg to stand on
when we call for its implementation. But the value of
the Final Act of Helsinki is primarily political, and at
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the political level, having signed the document, the
Soviet Union recognizes de facto the right of other
States to 'endeavour jointly and separately'- this is
the phrase we find in the seventh principle
to
ensure the respect of these principles, these guarantees

of human rights.
Obviously, everything depends on the spirit in which
we intend to act, whether and how we plan to play a
real part in ensuring a greater respect for human
rights, and whether we do not instead intend to try to

exploit presumed diplomatic

advantages.

'We must be consistent and serious in this approach,
eschewing polemics and propaganda. And above all
we must act in such a way that we have maximum
credibility, or as President Carter has so neatly put, it,

we must begin our campaign for human rights at
home. I have no wish to repeat the list, presented
clearly and carefully by Mr Bertrand, of all the violations of human rights perpetrated in the western
\florld, but I believe that we must do everything necessary to put our own house in order and to begin our
efforts to ensure respect for human rights here in our
own countries. And our action should be specific
we must abstain from mere declarations of principle.
'When we go to Belgrade, we must not imagine that
we are about to appear in a court of law with a view to
trying someone, and read out a list of charges.
Certainly it will be our duty in Belgrade to draw up a
balance sheet to see how the various baskets of the
Final Act of Helsinki have been implemented. And
while as regards the item which is currently before
Parliament, we shall indeed not be drawing up an
encouraging balance sheet, we shall not be drawing up
an entirely negative one either.

Of

course, anybody who cherished irrational hopes
and thought that matters which will take many years
to resolve could be settled in a day will be disappointed. But if we look realistically at the available
data we shall see that some progress has been made.

As I have already said, we must recall that the
Helsinki Agreement was not a treaty and that the
Third Basket posed extremely delicate problems
into the relations between State and State it
introduced the relations between citizen and State,
involving the important and delicate area of individual

because

freedoms. \While we are certainly all agreed on these,
we in the 'West also make a difference between the

abstract affirmation of a right to freedom, which sometimes borders on the pharasaical, and the effective
guaranteeing of the means for exercising these rights,
which invariably entails the necessity of ensuring
sociaI justice as well.
So we must turn Belgrade into an occasion to move
furthcr along this road of d6tente, realizing that we do
not want Belgraclc to be the last opportunity to meet
and discuss thcse matters, but that there must be othcr
Belgraclcs. I anr not, incidentally, suggesting that the
confcrcncc should be institutionalized, or worse that a
nobody
pcrnranclrt sccretariat should be set up
ncecls that.

I believe that one of the important achievements of
the Helsinki Conference was to create this large multilateral forum in which the discussion of the problems
affecting our continent, in which, after all, Europe is
directly involved, was withdrawn from the bilateral
diplomacy of the rwo superpowers and pursued in a
wider context.

It is essential that Europe should perform its role in
the future, as indeed it has to some extent in the past.
And when I speak of Europe I am not speaking of the
Community institutions, whose function was limited,
notwithstanding the Community's participation in the
Conference and signature to the Final Act of Helsinki,
but of the role played by the European countries in
the preliminary phase of the Helsinki Conference,
when the policy pursued by the Federal Republic of
Germany under the leadership of Chancellor Willy
Brandt made it possible for us to be here today in this
Chamber talking of Helsinki and of human rights.
Had Germany not pursued this policy there would
certainly have been no conference and the debate on
human rights would not have made the progress it
has. I feel that we shall never be sufficiently recognizant of the contribution made at that point in the
political history of Germany by that country's leaders
to a more lasting and secure peace in the world.

I therefore believe that we must continue along this
road, in an effort to achieve greater harmonization
among all the countries of the European Community,
so that at the Belgrade Conference the Community
can help establish a new era of d6tente, and that
progress towards d6tente will be matched by progress
in the

defence and respect

of human rights.

(Applause)

President.
to speak on behalf of
- I call Mr Scelba
the Christian-Democratic
Group.

Mr Scelba.

President, ladies and gentlemen,
- (I) Mr
is unfortunately
a sad and painful fact that human
rights are being violated all over the world. It is
certain that most people are living under political

it

on the refusal to grant their citizens
their civil and political rights and on the systematic
systems based

persecution
often by shameful means
- of citizensof
whose only-crime is to call for the recognition
human rights. Dictatorships of both the left and the
right are identical in their refusal of civil and political

rights and

in their awareness that granting these

would mean the end of their rule. This also explains
the increasing persecution of those who, encouraged
by growing international solidarity, have gone so far in
various countries as to call publicly for the recognition
of human rights. Vhile we rejoice at the return to free
systems of European countries which had been under
dictatorships for decades, we note with bitterness that
new dictatorships are being set up in other parts of
the world.
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The reports from Ethiopia of mass executions of opponents of the new, self-styled marxist, regime
and
the victims are young people and students - who
- for
had fought against the old system of the Emperor
a more liberal system, grieve us all the more since this
is a country linked to the European Community
through the Lom6 Convention. These summary executions
they are taking place
are being justified
- if that
- spies for foreign
by saying
the victims are hired
interests and servants of capitalism. This is a wellknown propaganda technique which has already been
widely employed in other countries. Unfortunately,
the civilized world is powerless in the face of these
tragic events, which have been made possible partly
by the solidarity of powerful and interested political
friends in Europe. It is significant, in this connection,
that while the Ethiopian radio was announcing the
executions the leaders of the new regime were being
welcomed with a guard of honour in the luxurious
imperial halls of the Kremlin. At the same time, in
the United Nations, the representatives of Chile and
the Soviet Union were both voting in favour of the
proposal to withdraw United Nations support from
Amnesty International's work in defence of human
rights.

The violation of human rights is also a realiry in
Europe which, not so many years ago, shed its blood
in a war which was fought to regain those human and
national rights trodden underfoot by the fascist dictatorships.

This reality is of particular concern to the free peoples
of Western Europe, since they have traditions of civilization in common with those peoples in the rest of
Europe who are not free, and since almost all the
subject nations in Europe once had free and democratic governments. Their struggles to regain their lost
freedom, and their violent suppression by foreign
armies, reveal the true feelings of these brother
peoples. The Helsinki declarations were interpreted by
them
and in the Vest
as a step towards the

- liberalization
peaceful

of -these dictatorships, and

towards the gradual re-establishment of human rights.
However, experience since then
and I am sorry to
have to say this
has shown the-fallacy of these inter- the Helsinki declarations of their
pretations. To rob
force, there have been denials of their binding nature,

and the term 'undue interference in internal politics'
has been given to the moral solidarity towards those
who, encouraged by their governments' firm support
for these declarations, have come out publicly in
favour of their practical implementation. Vhat is even

worse, statements announcing

the intention

of

adhering to the undertakings given are described as an
attack on the policy of d6tente.

The connection between d6tente, peace, progress and
respect for human rights is already an established fact,
but it was explicitly reaffirmed in the Helsinki declaration And since we want d6tente, because it is a start to

peace and essential for progress, we must reaffirm our

faith in a policy which is unanimously recognized

as

being the only one capable of safeguarding peace and
promoting progress. One element of this policy is the
respecting of human rights. Giving up our efforts to
achieve this respect would only strengthen the inter-

pretation of d6tente as a means of consolidating
regimes which deny human rights. In other words, we
would be confirming a false concept of d6tente which,
sooner or later, would undoubtedly lead to conflict in
Europe and the rest of the world.

The European Community and its Member

States

cannot restrict themselves to mere statements or, even
worse, to a policy full of contradictions. Nor can they
leave it to the United States alone to defend the
human rights of the peoples of Europe. If we are
concerned about human rights all over the world, we
are all the more concerned about human rights in
Europe, with regard to countries adjoining our own.
Our solidarity with President Carter's human rights
policy must be seen to have nothing to do with the
problems dividing the two superpowers. Speaking to
the students of the University of Georgia, US Secretary
of State Vance stated
clearly with reference to dictators in all continents- and of all colours
the
- that
United States intended to use American foreign
aid as
a means of furthering human rights. No-one can deny
the legitimacy of such an undertaking, in view of its

implicit consistency and in view of the fact that no
regime which denies human rights can legitimately
hope to consolidate its own brutally exercised power
using economic aid from the free world. And in this
context I wonder whether it is one of the aims of the
Lom6 Convention to help countries which not only
set up regimes of violence, but also expel the consuls
of Member States of the European Community.

If we do not want our statements in defence of human
rights to remain cries in the wilderness or mere hot
air, we must have a specific policy
one which
- andover
does not even shrink from confrontation
human

rights within the Community, particularly if this
confrontation could prove useful as a means of ascertaining what is going on in the other countries which
signed the Helsinki Convention.
One concrete indication of our resolve to promote
human rights would be to ratify all the international
agreements on human rights and to incorporate these
into the Treaties establishing the European Community. In order to promote the cause of human rights,
we call for a policy which will reduce the divergencies
between, firstly, the Member States, and then between
the regions and classes within these countries. rUTe are
fully aware that the existing major disparities between
and within the countries of the free world are being
misused by political forces whose success is due to
these disparities
forces whose first move, when
they gain power,- is to eliminate the disparities by
suppressing civil and political rights and the mosr
fundamental freedoms of man.
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By taking positive measures to defend human, civil,
political and social rights, the European Community
will not only be remaining true to its inspiration but,
by displaying a human face, it will also become the
focal point for all those independent spirits who are
looking for a valid alternative to the regimes
oppressing them. This is our call to the Council, the
Commission and the governments of the Member

debate as lively as possible. Mr Haferkamp mentioned
Amnesty International in this context. I think that we
ought here to express our great admiration for this
organization, one of those which concerns itself with
the fate of the persecuted, though not the only one.

Amnesty International has modest means
disposal,

but it

pushes ahead

with

at

its

courage and

States.

tenacity, breaking down the doors of repression,
torture and aggression. It has a fine nose for what is

(Applause)

wrong

in this world of

ours.

it is worth asking whether we really ought to call
1977 the year of the political prisoner. This urge to
call every year the year of something or other bothers
me. 1973 if you remember was to be the year of
Europe, but it turned out to be the year of the Arabs !
Europe is not something limited to a year. 1975 was
But

IN THE CHAIR: SIR GEOFFREY DE

FREITAS

Vice-President

President.

I call Mr

Berkhouwer

to

speak on

- Liberal and Democratic Group.
behalf of the
Mr Berkhouwer.

in a

debate

(NL)Mr President, it is difficult

like- this where there is such

wide

unanimity to avoid repeating various commonplaces
which have already been heard. I shall try nonetheless
to do so by commenting mainly on various remarks of
previous speakers. For once at least we can congratulate ourselves on the unanimity which prevails in our
European political landscape. For once we really do
agree, in that none of the three major political
currents are contaminated by any mental reservations

in

of human rights.
Mr Johnston has already outlined the present
trichotomy of the world
one third under
communist rule, one third under other totalitarian
regimes and one third still fortunate enough to know
the privilege of parliamentary democracy. His
comments gave me food for thought. My cogitations
led me to discern one of those remarkable contradictions which have marked the development of our
world in the last quarter of this century. Admittedly,
our world is full of contradictions. Nonetheless, the
most striking is that on the one hand the world is
respect

becoming increasingly dependent for its technological
progress on ever more refined techniques, while on
the other it is being ravaged by ever cruder violence. I
sometimes wonder whether we always use the highly
sophisticated techniques at our disposal to promote
pcace, tolerance and gentleness. Could we for instance
not show rather less crime and aggression on our tele-

vision screens, in a world which is already too full of
repression, violence, aggresslon and torture

proclaimed Woman's Year and Monuments

Year.

These, too, are subjects which cannot be restricted to

?

I

was struck by the words of Mr Haferkamp, who said
that it is quite easy to deliver oneself of fine phrases

and commonplaces, but that the question at issue is,
what do we clo now ? He produced a striking trilogy of
catcgorics in thc form of questions. This is where a
dcbatc likc this scores, since we are not faced with
fixcd presumptions, but with an invitation to think
clecply about the problems. I personally have accpted
thrs invitatron with alacrrty, rn orclcr to makc this

a

year. Now 1977 is to be the year of the political
prisoner. But the prisoners must be our unceasing
concern, not iust in 1977, but in the future too.

I did not mention
In that

1975. That is only just behind us.
year we celebrated the American bicentenial.

Perhaps the finest present that country could have
received was that it again elected a leader who is not
interested only in pursuing Realltolitih, but who is
prepared to commit himsel{ to practical idealism. This
idealism, after all, was fundamental to the great revolutions on both sides of the Atlantic, the American and
the French revolutions, which provided the first great
charters of human rights in the history of the free
'Western Vorld, following of course the example of
Magna Carta in England and other countries.

So now we have the follow-up to Helsinki

in

Belgrade. Naturally this is the central topic of interest

at the moment. Like others who spoke earlier, I, too,
believe that we must not turn Belgrade into a trial in
which certain persons are put in the dock.

On the other hand, there was an attitude in the countries of Eastern Europe which amounted to regarding
the first two baskets as important, and the Third
Basket as a pretty ribbon for the package, a final agreement which was accepted but whose purport ought to
be forgotten as quickly as possible. Something then
happened
and I don't believe we can emphasize
this too strongly
something happened, and that
was that the persecuted
and the dissidents in those

countries began to claim their rights under the
Helsinki Agreement. Nobody had expected that, of
course. But why should that stop us calmly taking our
places alongside these people, and remaining at their
sides, naturally in a spirit of dialogue and not of prosecution ? I recently had an opportunity to discuss this

with a number of leading Yugoslav politicians, and
they shared this viewpoint. I am pleased to see that
this attitude is mirrored in the text of the motion for a
resolution, which emphasizes the simultaneous, equiva-
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lent and parallel character of the three baskets. In this
way we in the \7est can avoid giving the impression
that we are only interested in the Third Basket. !7hy
shouldn't the \West point out what is true, that we're
generous to a fault, but not entirely off our head ? If
all we're good for is to grant loans to the Warsaw Pact
countries we might as well pack up and go home.
Credits to the Eastern bloc are running into astronomical sums, something like 50 thousand million Dutch
guilders, I believe. And we want to go on distributing
largesse
after all, who wouldn't want our credit ?

-

But then we're perfectly entitled to say, okay, there's
the military basket and the economic basket, but what
about the human rights basket ? In other words, as Mr
Haferkamp suggested when listing the possibilities
available in the context of our associations policy, we
must point out in our talks with third countries that
we regard the Third Basket as important, and that it is
not our view that man lives by bread and wine alone,
but that we value in addition to the exchange of material goods the exchange of persons and of the
products of the mind and spirit. I recall, for example,
a thoroughly distressing situation from my own
personal environment. I know young people who have
been engaged for years to girls in Rumania, and these
girls have still not been given permission to join their
fianc6s in Holland. It seems to me, Mr President, that
if one wants to live in a climate of d6tente, and claims

that one wants to promote it, this sort of thing
totally absurd.

I

is

would stress, therefore, that we must

develop all three baskets together.

Mr President, I also fully endorse what the President
of the Council and others have said, namely that our
indignation at the violation of human rights must not
be selective. I am glad that he made this point,
because he belongs to the political grouping which
has occasionally been accused of being selective,
which has sometimes indeed been selective, and I say
that in all moderation. I am therefore very pleased to
hear the President of the Council say that we must
not display any selective indignation. If we are
opposed to totalitarian regimes in South America, no
selectivity is necessary
you will be in no doubt as
to whom I mean. And -there's plenty to be said about
Africa, where some countries are ruled by dictators of
a cruelty unrivalled even by the bestiality of Nero in
the early days of Christianity. Nor must we be selective in continuing the granting of aid, or signing association agreenrents or giving help. Some people object
on grounds of the violation of human rights to giving
assitance to certain countries
and I am thinking
here of Mr Haferkamp's category.
Vell there are
people in the Netherlands, among whom I count
myself, who consider that you don't need to support a
regime which is busy exporting war to the African

continent. You will understand what regime I'm
talking about. And I'd rather give morrey to Spain to
hc'lp democracy on its feet than to Cuba to keep the

dictatorship there

in

power. This is

thinking, Mr Haferkamp.

I

agree

in line with your
with you in the

matter of the associations. You said, or rather you put
the question to the Council, with in the background
the suggestion . . . 'shouldn't we tell our friends in the
Lom6 Convention that things could be calmed down
a bit here and there ?'!fle all know what countries are
involved, and I'm sure thlt there is no difference of

opinion

on that score

between

Mr

Haferkamp,

yourself and me, Mr President. It is naturally very sad
that our association partners include a number of
countries where the human rights situation is none
too rosy. ttr7e acted vigorously in connection with the
association agreement with Greece at the time of the
colonels' regime, when the whole business was put on

ice. But Mr Tomlinson has reminded us, and this is
what often makes it so difficult, that we must distinguish berween the regime and the people who suffer
under the regime. lUfe must avoid a situation whereby
the measures we take have the wrong effect, and it's
not the regime that suffers but the people who are
already its victims.

Mr President, I should like finally to raise one point
which is more or less connected with the internal
policy of the Community. We hear talk now and
again of the possibility of individual recourse to the
Court of Justice of the European Communities. The
Court itself has even made this suggestion in a report
to Mr Tindemans. 'We know too that all the Member
States are affiliated to the Council of Europe, which
has as one of its institutions the Court of Human
Rights. My question then is this. Has the Commission
thought this one through
should these two possibilities be merged, or is an -individual right of appeal to
the Court of Justice of the European Communities,
alongside the possibility offered by the Human Rights
Court of the Council of Europe, likely to be of some
use since there is a lacuna or vacuum in respect of the
individual's right to lodge complaints ? This is a
specific question, and I shall leave it at that in the
hope that I have been able to contribute some points

to this debate which were not already stale from overexPosure.

President.
I call Mr Rivierez to speak on behalf
- European Progressive Democrats. of
the Group of

Mr Rivierez.- (F) Mr President, I should first of all
like to endorse everything that was said by Mr
Bertrand, who rightly mentioned all the violations of
human rights throughout the world, in particular
those committed in Uruguay. \U7e are solidly behind
our former colleagues from that country who
described to us yesterday what was going on there.
At this point in the debate when everything has been
said, Mr President, I shall confine myself to a few
comments. First of all, it was a good thing that, at the
initiative of Mr Bertrand and Mr Fellermaier, these
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problems of human rights were once again brought
up in this House. Our Parliament, which has a certain
duty in this respect, is never indifferent in matters of

I

have found that since 1973 it has
on the subject. On the eve
of the Belgrade Conference it was quite natural to
open this debate which, I am convinced, will hold the
attention of all those who are interested in the protection of human rights
a protection which is increas- of the United Nations declaraingly necessary in spite

human rights and

passed twelve resolutions

tions and the Helsinki Conference.

Mr President, we in this Parliament have a

certain

authority, and the positions which we adopt are not
nrerely academic. !7hen we pass the excellent motion
for a resolution from the Political Affairs Committee,
it will be a political act of major importance. This is a
good resolution. It does not reflect any intention to
provide controversy after the Final Act of Helsinki. In
the first place it proclaims our solidarity with all those
whose freedom and dignity are under attack ; it places

the emphasis on d6tente, which is the aim of

the
signatory states at Helsinki, on cooperation and on the

link between d6tente, cooperation, human
rights and also, let us not forget, information. It must

obvious

bc strcssed that the motion for a resolution quite
rightly doi's not propose any aggressive measures

against Statcs which have their own interpretation of
hurlan rights. In our opinion, this is the way in which
thc battlc nrust be fought if it is to achieve anything.
This battle, as recommended in the resolution, must
be conductcd within the international organizations,
using the procedures available there. In short, this reso-

Iution is a positive step which will have the desired
effect. This brings us to the question raised by Mr
llertrand : must we or could we go further ? Could we
the institutions and Member States to take
furthcr stcps to safeguard human rights and protect
thc pcople, and to seek ways of punishing such violations. Abovc all, can Parliament pass a resolution proclarn'ring
with obvious reference to the Belgrade
aclvise

Corrfcrcnce

the primacy of the protection of

hunran rights- ovcr the principle of non-interference

rn thc interrral affairs of a

state

?

That is why all the declarations, international conventions and agreements do not provide for an authority
with powers which can be exercised inside the states.
The United Nations Charter and its Declaration on
Human Rights only lay down recommendations
no monitoring and, of course, no judges. Basically, the
states undertake to show respect for human rights as
they understand it.
Let us not forget that the Charter, like the League of
Nations yesterday and the Final Act of Helsinki today,
explicitly and formally proclaims the principle of noninterference in the internal affairs of states, and that
the ten points made in Helsinki constitute a whole.
Although the Political Affairs Committee was therefore right not to include in this motion for a resolution the primacy of human rights over non-interference, this remains the hope for tomorrow.

I naturally listened with great interest to the specific
proposals made by Mr Haferkamp in reply to Mr
Bertrand's concerns. It is a good thing that in future,
in our relations with countries to which we are linked
by association agreement or to which we grant aid, we
shall be able to stipulate that they must

respect

human rights. However, if we expressly stipulate this
and we shall be able to do so because we shall have
relations with these states
we

-almost contractual

must also provide for monitoring and for -bodies

which can punish violations.
Indeed, for a long time to come, the only weapons
with which the international community can fight for
human rights are first and foremost moral weapons.
Let us make no mistake about the power of these
weapons, however. It was these moral forces which
brought about the Helsinki declaration on human
rights. Let us not forget that, at the beginning of the
negotiations, certain quarters regarded the fact that we
wanted to include this subject as a form of ideological
subversion. Helsinki roused the hope of those who
were in despair and who were, and still are, faced with

a

Wc could not rcrnain indifferent to all these recomnrcrrclatrorrs arrd, like Mr Bertrand, we recognize first
and forcmost the primacy of the individual. In the
irttcrnational sphere, moreover, Europe has already
dcclarcd this prinracy of hun.ran rights over the prin-

ciplc of non-rntcrfercnce by adopting the European
Convcntion on Hunran Rights. The institutions and
judgcs of thc Convc'ntion have powers inside the
statcs whrch are, in each case, equivalent to the
powcrs of their national judges. This principle is not
thcrcforc sonrcthing rrcw, arrd we have already put it
irrto cffcct in Europe. Howcver, thc Europc'an Convcrrtion, whiclr thus rccognizcs the prinracy of the indivitlual lcnrains a nrodcI for thc rcst of thc world,
wh ich grvcs priority to rron-intcrfcrcnce
.

restrictive conception of human rights, deriving
from the economic, political and social nature of the
regimes in the countries concerned. Those to whom
Helsinki gave renewed hope are now confronting
these states with our own universal, natural conception of human rights which transcends regimes.

I am one of those who believe that, through information, cooperation and d6tente, human rights as we
understand them will triumph in the end. It will
require time and vigilance. \We shall havc to keep on
denouncing violations of human rights to the international community. Let us not underestimate the international repercussions of our judgements, in particular
those of this Parlrament. They have immense moral
force. I assure you that the pangs of conscience felt by
thc whole of nrankind stem from the fact that assem-
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blies and institutions like ours, especially in Europe,
have spoken out against violations of human rights.
(Apltlause)

President.

I

call Lord Bethell to speak on behalf

of the European
Conservative Group.

Lord Bethell.
Mr President, what a joy it is ro take
- where so much unanimity has been
part in a debate
shown by the speakers, not only across the frontiers of
national states but also across the boundaries of political parties ! I am sure that every Member of this

House supports the resolution that has been drafted
and, as far as I can tell from the speeches that have
been made, this is a debate which has caught the imagination of the House and one which we can support
almost unanimously.

I

say 'almost unanimously' because there

is unfortunately the nuclear position of the Communist Group
in this debate. They have not appended their signature to the resolutions, but I hope that this will be
cleared up by the next speaker
by Mr Galluzzi or

- next. I recall
by Mr Lemoine, who will speak

5

months ago raising the question of human rights in
the East European context in Strasbourg, and Mr
Bordu, replying for the Communist Group, said that
he would not make any statement on this matter at
that time, but that he would do so in the future in a
general debate on human rights. Well, Mr Bordu has
not been able to come to Strasbourg today, but I very
much hope that his honourable friends will do so on
his behalf. And I wish, in the most moderate way
possible, to repeat the appeal I made rhen to Mr
Bordu and to his colleagues. The Communist Group
has a unique opportuniry, a unique chance to help
individuals in Eastern Europe who are the subject of

of its organizational links with
the Communist Parties of the Soviet Union,
persecution, because

Czechoslovakia, Poland and other East European countries. There is a great deal that they can do because of
the close links which they have, and it is unforrunately impossible, so we see, for them to share openly
in our statements about the violation of human rights
in that part of the world. But I very much hope that
they will be able to tell us something of what they are

doing, through their contacts with East

European
parties, to help those people who are suffering persecution in Eastern Europe.

But of course unity among the parties is only one of
the achievements which this debate has provided for
us this afternoon. Equally important is the unity
among the Nine, and I am very encouraged to know
it was announced by Mr Tomlinson's predecessor,
-Max van der Stoel, some
months ago
that a deci- take a joint
sion has been taken that the Nine will
stand at the review conference in Belgrade, and will
present

a joint approach in the various monitoring

procedures and checks that will be made in June and
September on the Helsinki Agreement.

But I wonder if the President-in-Office will be able to
tell us a little more at the end of this debate about
how this is going to work, because it will be a very
interesting and unique exercise when his successor
goes to Belgrade. Can he tell us something of the
efforts that are being made now to pool information
about the violation of human rights, to collect information on this subject, to distribute it among the governments of other Member States, and to make sure that
the President-in-Office of the Conference of Foreign
Ministers has every thing available ? And will the President-in-Office's successor, the Belgian Foreign
Minister, Mr Van Elslande, or some other Belgian
minister, speak on the Council's behalf in Belgrade ?
Vill he speak for the Nine ? How will it be organized ? rUfill individual Member States' governments

simply coordinate and speak individually,

separately,

or will Mr Van Elslande or his deputy speak on behalf
of the Nine in the same way as Mr Gaston Thorn
signed the Helsinki Agreement, not only on behalf of
the Government of Luxembourg, but also on behalf of
the Council of Ministes ? Anything that Mr

Tomlinson can tell us about the plans for Belgrade
would be, I am sure, of great interest to the House.

At this meeting in

Belgrade it will unfortunately be
impossible for the Nine, speaking with one voice, as
they will do, to raise every individual case of persecution, of the violation of human rights. As we have
heard in the eloquent speeches of Mr Alfred Bertrand
and Mr Russell Johnston, there are hundreds and thousands of such cases in various parts of the world and it
will not be possible to mention every single one. But
there is one case that I would ask the President-in-Of-

fice of the Council to take note of and to consider

raising on that occasion: that is the individual case of

members of the committee for monitoring the
Helsinki Agreement in Moscow. This committee of l0
individuals has spent the past year monitoring this
agreement, and because of their activities they have
been harrassed and harshly treated by the Soviet
authorities; several of them are now in prison,
including their leader. Dr Yury Orlov. I think this is a
special case and one which, I would suggest, the presi-

dent-in-Office might consider raising at Community
in Belgrade, for the simple reason that they are
being persecuted for monitoring the very agreement
which we are trying to check.
level

(Cries oJ Hear, bear N

It is because of their activities in connexion with this
agreement that they are being harrassed and in some
cases imprisoned. I think this does commend this
special case to the attention of the Nine and of the
Council, and Mr Tomlinson may possibly consider

acting in this individual

case.
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Lord Bethell
Mr Riveirez, in his interesting speech, said that we
had very little in the way of sanctions to impose if our
efforts in Belgrade were unsuccessful. He mentioned
moral sanctions only. \7ith the greatest respect to Mr
Riveirez, I think he is mistaken. We have a number of
sanctions we could impose
some of them
mentioned in the Final Act
if we find that certain
countries persist in their violation
of the human-rights
provisions of that agreement. I refer in particular to
scientific contacts between East and !7est and to EastIUTest trade. These rwo spheres
scientific contacts
and trade
work very much to- the advantage of the
- and I do not think it would come at all
Eastern bloc,

if it were to be suggested, either now or later,
that the devlopment of scientific contacts between
East and '!7est and the development of East-rUflest
trade must depend to some extent on the development of human rights in Eastern Europe and that
these two things will be linked. I do not suggest
linking the question of human rights with that of
arms limitation and disarmament. The Russian dissidents do not demand this, and I agree that it would be
wrong to do so, but in the realm of scientific contacts
there are things that we can do and I will mention
amiss

democracy. This is something which gives us an
opportunity for the future and something on which
we should not keep silent in Belgrade, because to be
silent means to consent to the in justice and to
connive at it.
(Applause)

President.
I call Mr Galluzzi to speak on behalf of
- and Allies Group.
the Communist

Mr Galluzzi.
(I) Mr President, I believe that we all
on one -thing. Human rights, which must be
seen in their entirety and are not lirnited to political
rights, as was stressed during the recent London
Summit, but also comprise social rights, are now
accepted as an element in the process of consolidating
peace, security and cooperation in Europe and the
agree

world.

The inclusion of the Seventh Principle and the Third
Basket in the Final Act of Helsinki is a recognition of
this element, and also of the importance which all the

one specific point.

signatory States attach to it. However, it is an aspect of
a complex and wide-ranging process which can only
make progress if pursued as a whole. In other words, it

There is evidence that Western technology is being

opposed

used by the Soviet police to listen in to telephone
conversations : data-processing equipment from the
Vest is being used to keep control of the citizens of
Eastern Europe. Western technology is being used to
help in the oppression of the citizens of Eastern

It is for this reason that we do not consider it a very
fruitful approach, from the point of view of achieving

cannot be separated from the whole, much

Europe. They do not have the equipment themselves
to do this job efficiently
which they do they have
- may very well; be someto buy it from us, and there
thing we can do to see that this sophisticated equipment is stnctly controlled in the future.

Finally, Mr President, I wish to express my pleasure
again that rhis debate has taken place and has aroused
so much interest among the Members of this House.
It has been alleged many times by critics of our
Community that we are a rich man's club, that we are
a group of nine countries, many of them with former
empires, cour'ltries with very high standards of living,
countries without much of a heart, without much of a
soul, countries which work mainly for material ends
to increase the already high standard of living, to buy
extra cars, extra refrigerators, to furnish our citizens'
houses better, to make rich people richer still : this is,
I thrnk, an opportunity for us to prove that that is
wrong. Human rrghts provide us with a basis for a
phrlosophy which we can develop and use to great
advantage rn winning the hearts

of the Third Vorld

and rn convincrng them that we feel for freedom and

we feel for democracy and that we support the
underdog. Ve do not have to rncur the odium of
being rich men in a poor world if we put our real
efforts into the implemerrtation of human rights and

less

to it.

the complete and rapid application of the Final Act of
Helsinki
this being our common objective
to
turn this question
of human rights into the key -issue,
indeed in some respects the priority issue, of the
Helsinki Agreement. \Ve take this view not simply
because it would lead to relations between the States
shifting from political to ideological confrontation
and I would remind you that this is in flagrant contradiction to the Helsinki Agreement, which was based
on the recognition of the diversity of social and political systems and on endeavours to discover points of
common interest in this diversity
but because this

- closing of ranks
shift would unfailingly lead to a
among the States and within their own confines.
Surely we all agree that this would benefit neither
human rights nor the policy of development and cooperation between States, nor the policy of peace and
d6tente.

Certainly, we are well aware that this question of
seen in its entirety, I must stress that
is far- from having been solved, even in the

human rights

point

- countries. We have said this more than once.
Socialist
But we are convinced that accusations and counteraccusations will not help the cause of human rights,

nor will efforts to show that they are in greater
'$7est.
Instead, we should be doing
ieopardy in East or
alI we can to advance the process initiated in Helsinki,
in the first place promoting a dialogue, d6tente
and security, which far from representing a renunciation or abandonment of the struggle for the defence

and
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of human rights, are the route
shown
success

the legal systems in our Member States, it is imperative that citizens in every part of the Community
should have the same rights.

as recent years have

- and real prospects of
to giving real support

-to this struggle.

In so far as Community law is not affected, the
Member States alone are responsible for the protection
of fundamental rights within the framework of their
national legal systems. As it has been repeatedly stated
in reply to parliamentary questions, the Commission
is to this extent not competent to intervene or to pass
judgement. !7here, however, bodies in the Member
States apply Community law, they are bound to act in
accordance with the guarantees of fundamental rights
which apply under Community law. \7hile some articles of the Rome Treary, for example Article 7, Article
19 and Article 48, do afford some protection to the
individual's rights, the Treaty makes no attempt to
specify the sort of comprehensive protection or
guarantee that one would get in a written constitution.

For the rest this realization is gaining ground even in
the United States of America. And it is gaining
ground with increasing clarity, particularly since the
American President, Mr Carter, in his address to the
United Nations, and in his press conference on 9
March, not only recognized that this is a problem
which affects a large part of the international community, including the United States, but rejected the
so-called 'linkage theory' that is, the direct and immediate interdependence of d6tente and of civil rights. He
stated that the question of human rights must not
block progress in other important problem areas
affecting peace, security and the well-being of nations.
The reason, added Mr Carter, was that the control and
reduction of armaments, progress towards d6tente and
the solution to the problems of hunger and underdevelopment, are all elements in the advance towards
improving the lot of mankind and thereby the enjoy-

It is clear that despite the sporadic efforts of the

of the Court of Justice, there is a clear lacuna
respect of fundamental rights. The
member governments have for too long ignored this
fundamental problem, the guaranteeing of human
rights within the Community.

judges

in the Treaty in

ment of freedom.

For these reasons, and without underestimating but

rather fully recognizing the seriousness of the
problem and the need to demand urgently, as the
motion does, that it be resolved, we feel that the

On the other hand, they have failed, too, to proclaim
boldly to the world, or to give adequate expression to,
the political will and deep moral feelings of our
peoples with regard to human rights. For too long we
have remained silent while situations that we would
never have wished or tolerated in our own countries,
have gone unchecked. \fle did not speak out when we
should have. !fle have for too long taken refuge
behind the lazy and legally sick doctrine of non-interference in the internal affairs of another State. !fle
must, of course, Mr President, protest against persecution, discrimination or torture wherever these occur,
whether in South America, Africa, Eastern Europe or

Community's efforts to defend human rights must be
intimately and primarily linked with the struggle to
overcome the legacy of the Cold \flar, and thus with
the capacity of the European Community and its
member countries to contribute on their own behalf
to promoting a dialogue, d6tente, disarmament and
cooperation between the peoples.
Ladies and gentlemen, this is our position. In line
with Mr Radoux' motion for a resolution, which we
support, wc wish to ensure that constructive progress
is made on the road to development and d6tente in
the process of implementing the agreements signed at
Helsinki. This is also the purpose of the amendments
which we have submitted in respect of Mr Johnston's
reports and which we hope will be favourably considered by this Assembly.

President.

-

I

call Mr Yeats.

Mr Yeats.
Mr President, we must welcome this
opportunity -once again of impressing upon the nine
Member States the need for a charter of human rights
to be solemnly agreed and enforced in the Community. It would be most appropriate that, on the eve of
the democratization of the European Economic
Community by means of direct elections to this European Parliament, the fundamental rights of each
citizen of the Community should be codified at a
European level, in the form of a European charter on
.While
fundamental rights.
such a task of course
presents many problems because of the diversity of

elsewhere. Yet

'

it

is even more important, perhaps, that

we ourselves should be above suspicion. Some legal
proceedings at present underway in this very ciry of
Strasbourg must be a reminder to us that all the
citizens of our Community, in Northern Ireland as
everywhere else, are entitled to, and must be assured
of, natural justice at all times.

President.

-

I call Mr Lemoine.

Mr Lemoine.
(F) Mr President, the time limit
imposed on this- debate is obviously not in keeping
with the value of having the political

groupings
express themselves clearly on this fundamental ques-

tion.
For us Communists freedom is inalienable and indivishuman
rights only when they are committed in Socialist countries, but take refuge in a conspiratorial silence when

ible. Some people denounce violations of

freedom is trampled underfoot in their own country
or in countries controlled by their political friends.
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rWe,

on the other hand, have only one approach : the
fight for freedom must not be subject to any discrimination or exclude any country. !J7e have said this
before, and for us it is a matter of principle : we do
not agree with the use, in the name of Socialism, of
methods which violate human rights.
\We are convinced that, by acting
in this way, we are
contributing ro the progress of Socialism in the world
and, hence, to the progress of all freedom.

President Carter says he is disturbed by the breaches
of human rights in the world. Behind him, the politicians, even the most reactionary, echo his words. .
And yet in the United States ten anti-racist militants,
the Vilmington ten, have been sentenced to 282 years
in prison following a rigged trial, a parody of justice.
.

In France, our party is working all out on the
Committee for the release of Father Ben Chavis and
his associates. In this struggle we are united with all
true democrats in France as well as with the best sons
of America, those who represent its future.
In

dcmanding justice for the victims of this highdo nor feel any hostility towards the
American people, with whom
as with all other
peoples
we want to live in friendship.
This involves
respect -for the inalienable right of our peoples to
choose their future and their economic and social
system with complete freedom and independence.
handedness, we

lVhat we condemn is imperialism, that system
founded on repression and terror. In Chile, Uruguay,
Brazil, Paraguay and South Korea there are thousands
murders, assassinations and disappearances. '$7ho
supports these regimes which systematically violate all
types of freedom ? \Vho keeps the racist regimes in
Rhode'sia and South Africa alive ? Whose voices were
raised in condemnation of the massacres of communists and progressives in the Sudan and Indonesia ?

of

S/ho

rrses

up in protest when Palestinian villages

dynamitcd, when democrats are assassinated

when hired
worke rs

assassins

in Turkey ?

fire on a crowd of

are

in Iran,
unarmed

Let therc be no mistake
we are not fighting the
pcoples of these countries, -for whom, on the contrary,
we have every sympathy, but the system which keeps

thcm in

darkness.

Howc'ver, the world is changing. Through the peoples'

is advancing towards , greater
progress and freedom. Everywhere in the

strugglc, huntanity
dcrnocracy,

workl thc longing for freedom is bursting forth with
tunparallcllcd forcc. Europe is at the heart of this movenrcrrt. Thosc who would like to see the clock turned
back nrusr apprcciate that : things rre moving in the
right dircction, and the nloventcnt must continue.
Thc llclgradc Corrfcrencc must bring progress in this

rlircction. Thrs nccd is widcly felt by our peoples.
Wc clcnrarrcl that all thc provisrons, without exception,
of tlre Final Act of thc Helsrnki Corrfcr'ence be rmple-

mented

in full by all concerned.

'!tr7e

want continued

in d6tente and cooperation between peoples.
This is a major task for all progressive forces, for all
the forces of democracy.
No a priori condition, no political manouvre should
be allowed to affecr this issue. The agenda for
Belgrade cannot be limited to the one topic of the
protection of human rights, but on this question we
progress

wish to point our, quite calmly, the following : within
capitalist Europe, fundamental freedoms are at stake.
In Northern Ireland, with the arbitrary internments.
In the Federal Republic of Germany, with the professional disbarments. In Belgium and France, where

they would like, amongst other things, to make
to stop thinking, and
even within the European institutions, with the
introduction of the scandaous 'security questiteachers think 'correctly', i.e.

onnaires'. . .

For crisis-ridden capitalism, freedoms have become so
many obstacles to be eliminated. For millions of men
and women freedoms stop at the factory gate. !/here
is the freedom for millions of the poor, the unemployed, or the young with no openings and no prospects ?

...

rVe repeat : the reference of human rights is universal.
It must take place everywhere and in all its aspects.

That is our guideline.

In France, we have given an undertaking, before and
on behalf of the people, to develop freedom and
democracy.

This is because we wish to open up, togerher with our
people, a new area of freedom in a pluralist society.
For us, socialism and freedom must keep in step. This
is also the spirit in which we press for a truly democratic Europe, a Europe in which real cooperation will
develop, a truly free Europe in which, in particular,

the right of the peoples to choose their own destiny
will be guaranteed.
Yes, the Communists are deeply attached to justice
and freedom.

That is what one of them, rhe poet Paul Eluard,

said

in his own way when he wrote in he dark days of

the

Nazi occupation

:

'Je suis n6 pour te nommer, pour te servir, libert6'.
President.

-

I

call Mr Kunz.

Mr Kunz.
(D) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
the Christian-Democratic
Group pressed the Council
and the Commission to state how they viewed the relationship between national sovereignty and human
rights. The answer, as I have understood it, is not
entirely satisfactory. However, practical steps can prob-

to improve this relationship in the
of time.
Ve are all aware that the relationship between
natiorral sovereigncy and effectivc protection ol
ably be taken
course
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human rights has only recently been the subiect of
fierce political controversy. I would remind you of the
letter which President Carter sent to Mr Sakhrarov and
of the Soviet reaction to it. In our view, it is not time
to adopt a definite position. In a speech to the United
Nations the American President said that no State
could maintain that the mistreatment of its citizens
was exclusively its own affair. We believe that this
principle applies to us all. There can be no two ways

it. It is current international law.
The lasting desire to bring about comprehensive
protection of human rights is reflected in developments over a number of years. I would remind you of
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights in 1948,
about

the Final Act of Helsinki and the international convenant on civil and political rights. These acts show us
that human rights have priority over the exaSSerated
claims of national sovereignry that are sometimes Put
forward. These international agreements show us that
current international law has developed to such an
extent that every State is subiect to it inasmuch as
no State may
and I quote the American President
its
citizens.
to
mistreat
be allowd

In addition to this legislation to which I have referred,
there are the facts, in particular facts from my home
city of Berlin. !7ith your permission, Mr President, I
should like to address my remarks to the Communist
Group. I come from a city which is the divided capital
of Germany. It is affected like no other city by
constant violations of human rights. I would remind
you that the I7all has been standing for over 15 years,
preventing a vast number of people from seeing and
visiting one another. I would remind you that those
who wish to escape run the risk of being shot. This is
still true today, and urgent changes are required. I

would remind you that in many cases men and
women cannot marry simply because one of them
lives in the eastern sector and the other in the western
sector of the city, that children cannot 8o to their

parents, finally, that children playing near water along

I should like to thank Mr Tomlinson for his remarks
if I remember rightly
on this subject. He said

-

that d6tente cannot be regarded in abstract terms and
can only be measured by what it means to each individual human being. This illustrates the close connection between detente and human rights policy, which
also finds expression in many concrete measures.
Neither does the question arise as to whether we
should champion human rights in a loud or soft
voice. The 'or' is completely wrong. In some cases it
may be better to speak softly, while in others we must
raise our voices. It all depends on the situation, and it
would be wrong to stick rigidly to one or the other
method. If I may, I should just like to stress one more
thing in this connection, namely the point made by
Lord Bethell. He said that we are all morally obliged
to champion, will all the means at our disposal, the
cause of those who have set up a Helsinki Committee

in the Soviet Union
friends, for whom

namely Yuri Orlov and his

like to declare my deep
I should

respect.

(Applause)

President.

-

I

call Mr Ellis.

Mr President, I want to pay three tributes
want- to refer to the situation in one country. I

Mr Ellis.
and

I

make

no

apologies

if, as an obscure back-bench

Member of this Parliament I appear presumptious in
wanting to pay tributes in this particular field, no apologies at all, because as Mr Bukovsky reminded us last
week, the whole question of human rights, human
freedom, begins in the individual human breast. It
may be necessary on the long journey towards a state
of affairs where human freedom is assured, to institutionalize matters. \7e may have to go through our
Helsinkis and our Belgrades, but essentially it begins
in the individual human breast, and therefore, as I say,
I do not feel presumptious at all.

Mr President, I know that many of the honourable
Members are familiar with the situation in Berlin and
have seen it with their own eyes ; if I may, I should

I would like to offer a very warm and sincere
tribute, and at the same time offer my grateful thanks,
to Mr Russell Johnston, not only for his report, but
for what I thought was an excellent speech which
seems to capture the essence of this subject. I listened
to him with close attention and I shall read very carefully tomorrow the printed version when it appears in
the official record of our transactions.

like to earnestly request those who have not yet

Secondly,

the border in my city are frequently in danger of
drowning because exaggerated status-conciousness on
the part of the GDR prevents immediate steps being
taken to rescue them.

to Berlin to go there and likewise

see

been

things for them-

selves.

Allow me to mention one final point, namely the
question which has already been raised in this House
on a number of occasions : how is the relationship
between d6tente and human rights to be regarded ?
My colleague from Berlin, Mr Sieglerschmidt, said in
this House that he regards d6tente as having priority
over human rights. I do not see things the same way.
In my view, the two are closely interlinked. D6tente
based on the violation of human rights is not d6tente
at all !

First,

I want to pay tribute to the President-in-Of-

fice of the Council, more particularly as the British
Foreign Secretary. I ought to say, Mr President, that I
have tried never to speak here mainly as a British
citizen, but more especially as a European citizen, but
on this occasion I might escape the dilemma if I

could be allowed

to

speak as

a

rVelshman about

another Welshman. Because when Dr David Owen
assumed office, in such tragic circumstances, his first
major speech in the British House of Commons was
very largely devoted to this question of human rights,

and

I

am very grateful to him, and

tribute.

I

pay him that
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I want to pay a tribute to that very remarkable organization, Amnesty International. I know that
a number of speakers have referred to it, particularly
Mr Berkhouwer, but I have two special reasons for
emphasizing what Mr Berkhouwer said, because in
this year, which Amnesty International has declared to
be the year of the prisoner of conscience, one thing
stands out very very much indeed about the whole
Amnesty International arrangements, and that is that
it is an organization which is not the child of officialdom. It has come about through the actions of
ordinary
or perhaps I ought to say extraordinary
- and I think this emphasizes the point- I
individuals,
made about human freedom beginning in the individual human breast. And the second reason why I
wanted to pay this tribute to the remarkable skill and
expertise and professionalism which Amnesty International has developed in this field over the years in that
when I casually menrioned to my very good friend
and very extraordinary colleague who normally sits
right here alongside me, Mr Bob Edwards, that I
wanted to pay a tribute to Amnesty International, he
calmly told me that he was glad to say that he was a
Thirdly,

founder member of Amnesty International and that
he had persuaded his union to make available, in the
first instance, substantial funds to set up this very
remarkable institution indeed. And therefore I am
happy for that reason also to pay tribute to Amnesty
In

ternational.

And the fourth thing
situatron

in

I

want to do is to refer to the
Rhodesia, or as Africans increasingly are

coming to call the country, Zimbabwe,

because

Amnesty International is continuing this year with the
campaign it started in April of last year, which was the
anniversary of the decision made in April 1975 by rhe
Smith regime not to announce officially and publicly
in future when executions take place in that country.

The Amnesty Internationl canpaign now continues
for a second year, and Amnesty International in the

of thrs campaign has made available a gteat
dcal of rnformation about the sitution in Zimbabwe.
For cxan-rplc, the fact that last year alone there were
66 cxccutions of prisoners who were sentenced to
dcath, without the announcement being made public,
coursc

for allcgcclly political crimes. This comes, of
from a rcgime which itself is an illegal one.

course,

I hope, in concluding, Mr Presidenr, thar
mcssagc will go out from thrs Parliament to
whocvcr rnight be listcning in Rhodesia, in Zimbabwc
and I am surc thcre wrll be peoplc there
that wc
Thcrcfore

thc

-dcplorc vcry profoundly what ts

- thcre,
happcning

abuse of human freedom, and has really begun to
approach a terrorist regime.

IN THE CHAIR: MR COLOMBO
Pres iden

I call Mr Aigner.
Mr Aigner.
(D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I think we should all be very grateful for
being able to discuss this subject for two hours. I
President.

believe that nobody in this House could pass over in
silence the torture of human beings or the appeals
and the disregard for human dignity. In my view it is

also impossible

to draw up

some sort

of

equation

whereby the torture, beatings and murders which take

place

on both

sides could be offset against one

another. No, ladies and gentlemen, one murder does
not cancel out another but is added to the total, and
torture plus torture does not cancel out but increases
exponentially.

Mr President, we should therefore use this debate to
to all those fighting for human freedom and

say

dignity : hold out. There is always and always has been
throughout history an end to torture and brutality.

Mr President, I believe, however, that this debate is
important in yet another respect. Today, world peace
is based on a terrible formula. One half of the world
: I have so much destructive power, I can
destroy the other half of the world ! And the other
states

half says : If you do that, I will still have enough
destructive power left to do the same to you ! Vhether

it or not, our dignity, our freedom and pcace
in the world is based today on this terrible formula,

we like

this balance of terror and brute force. Do you really
believe that this formula can last another ten of
twenty years ? In fact, we can see that it has already
reached the end.
Mr President, we should take one thing home with us
from this debate, and I would not be here rf I were
not an optimist. I believe that our society is in fact
Sorng through a great period of changc, and changes
always lead either to disaster or to a completely nc'w
dimension. I believe the world has reached a point
where this period of change will lead either to the end
or to a genuinely new dimension
and this can only
- of the balance of
be the balance of justice in place

terror and power.
Ladies and gentlemen, this formula, the balance of
justice, is inconceivable, unworkable and unattainablc,
unle ss the most basic rights of Man and human
dignrty find an unassailable place in this sysrem.

how, lrcgrnning in a comparatively small way 1.5 years
ago wrth thc nccd to transfcr powcr from what was a
llrrtrsh colorrral rlcpcnclcncy to a newly emerging
State, thc various peoplc rn Ziml;abwc having lcginratc political aspiratrons wcrc gradually lcd stcp by

contributron.

stcp along tlrc road to what rn fact now is a

and 26 April said

gross

t

I

was, thercfore, decply disappointcd at

I

woulcl ask him

Mr Lemoinc's

to havc a fc.w worcls

with his colleaguc, Mr Anrcnclola, who at thc nrccting
of the Polrtical Affairs Commrttcc in London on 25

-

arld

I

quotc his cxact worcls

-
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that he regretted that of the many million people
living in the world today, only a small percentage
enjoyed human rights, while the rest were denied
them. He added that human rights were no longer
guaranteed in any socialist country. I would therefore
like to ask Mr Lemoine to discuss this with Mr Amendola. Those are new words, even from a member of a
Communist Group. I do not believe that
Communism, even under the name of Eurocommunism, will ever take on a human face. Communism
is a false doctrine, and there's a snowball's chance in

hell of

I

it

taking on a human

face.

believe, however, that Communists can change and

but they then cease to be
I therefore
think, Mr President, we

become human
Communists.

and this is Europe's real task
should try
- to bring
about this -change-over to a balance of justice. Europe
is more than .iust a geographical concept. Europe has
always been and will always remain a concept of civili-

in which there is no substitute for human
dignity and human rights. That is why I am grateful
zation

for this

debate.

rVe should just like to ask that this appeal be heard,
and that this period of change he understood, even by
those who today believe out of fear for their own existence, that they must resist this appeal. I know that in
the Soviet Union, for instance, there is a complete
social hierarchy, a class sytem with a great number of
privileges. People there will not change just for the
sake of a system or an appeal. If, however, there is
more support everywhere for the cause of human
rights, it will be possible for even this system to
change one day. Then there will not be hate and revo-

lution, but the evolution from power to iustice, to

which our debate today should make a contribution.
President.

-

I

call Mr Jahn.

(D)
Mr Jahn.
President, ladies and gentlemen,
- ofMr
the declarations
intention contained in Basket 3, on
which the riTest and all of us placed the greatest
hopes, have not so far brought the desired breakthrough for greater freedom throughout Europe. Even
in content and form, they were far below the standard

t by the 1948 United Nations Declaration of
Human Rights
which is binding in international
- it has been extensively violated
law even though

se

and the two international Human Rights Conventions
of

1956.

Concrete proSress as
Basket

a direct result of the CSCE

3 resolutions is thus marginal and, so far, out

of proportion to the extensive efforts made
'Western

by

cliplomacy.

In

in divided

Germany, the Iron Curtain
has become not more permeable, but more impenetrable, since Hclsinki. The number of barbaric boobyparticular,

traps has risen to ovcr 2.5 000, and they make the
border bctween East and !tr7est Germany the most

treacherous in the world today. Although there has
been an appreciable increase in the number of
Germans leaving Eastern European countries, eg.
Poland, this increase is a direct result not of the Final
Act of the CSCE but of bilateral agreements.

Moreover, however welcome the increase in the
number of emigrants from the Soviet Union from an
annual average of 5000 between 1972 and 1975 to
9 700 in 1975 may be, these figures are still a drop in

the ocean compared to the total number, ladies and
gentlemen, of 1'8 million persons of German origin

in the Soviet Union. Against this, even after the
CSCE, the numbers of emigrants from Rumania and
the annual rate of Jewish emigration from the Soviet

Union fell to one half and one third respectively of
the former annual rates.
Finally,

it

should not be forgotten that these figures

on the numbers of emigrants still conceal a vast
amount of human suffering. Hundreds of thousands
I stress hundreds of thousands of applications
- and in many
-are submitted,
deferred, not processed
not approved until they have been resubmitted
for the tenth time. The unspeakable human suffering

cases

in the families concerned is inconceivable. Instead of
the emigration applications being processed in a posi-

tive and humanitarian spirit, as laid down in the
CSCE Final Act, the persons concerned of whatever
nation
I emphasize of whatever nation are still

subject-to discrimination, loss of employment and
reprisals. National minorities are still being denied
as also promised in
their collective cultural rights

the Final Act of the CSCE - and this is further
increasing the number wishing- to emigrate.

The key part played by freedom of movement and
freedom to emigrate in the liberalization hoped for in
the totalitarian dictatorships of the East as a result of
the policy of d6tente cannot be stressed enough. On
this point, Professor Andrei Sakharov writes in his
book 'My country and the world' and I quote:
The upholding of the right to leave one's own country
unhindered and to be allowed to return, and of the free
choice of country of residence, is as it were the touchstone for determining the whole tenor of d6tente. The
key problem is freedom of movement and freedom to
emigrate. If these rights are not implemented, half of the
world remains a vast concentration camp threatened by
the other half.

However slight, Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
the achievements of the implementation of the declaration of intent contained in the Final Act of the
CSCE may have been so far, the long-term direct
effects of Helsinki may be far-reaching if we do our
duty.

The text of the Final Act of the CSCE, which

was

published in the newpapers in the Communist countries, was eagerly seized on by people in those countries, and gave the hunran and civil rights movements
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there a boost on a scale unexpected in both East and
\flest. Although these groups were independent of the
CSCE
they were, I stress, already in existence
- CSCE they now had in the Final Act a
br.lorc the

- which to press for human and
new instrument with
civil rights from their own governments.
Since the Final Act of the CSCE became the standard
reference document in the various Communist states

of

Eastern Europe, the movements no longer stand
alone as in previous decades. Their growth now coincides in all the states of the Eastern bloc. In all East
European countries groups are being set up to obtain
observance of the Helsinki resolutions. As Andrei
Amalrik pointed out recently these groups are only
the tip of an iceberg and are merely the spokesmen
for a widespread movement of support among the
peoples concerned.

Neither can this {undamental movement towards the
cn.rancipation of people and peoples based on the principle of freedom be passed off any longer as subversion manupulated by the !(est, as Communist propagarrdn is strll trying to do. The leaders of the Soviet
hcgcmony thus find themselves confronted with an
trnexpectcd boomerang effect of this very CSCE for
which they had bcen pressing for so many years. Like
Hege l, we could call this a trick of history and, paraphrasing Karl Marx, say : there is a spectre abroad in
Eastcrn Europe, thc spectre of freedom, the spectre of
Europcan frceclonr

!

Ladics and gerrtlcmcn, the Final Act of the CSCE
irr fact give the Vest, not only the governments
but also thc opposition parties, the social groups and
irrstitutions of public opinion a solid legal basis with
which to remind the Communist governments not
only to fulfil the specific declarations of intent
contained in the Act but also, based on the list of principlcs to make the whole spectrum of human rights
ancl furrdanrcntal freedonrs the subject of international
rclations and talks.
ciocs

In

Principlc

7 the states participating in the

CSCE

entered into a solcnrn political and moral obligation,
as follows

:

'Thc participating

States

will

respect human rights

and fundamental frccdon.rs, including the freedom of
thought. conscicrrce, relrgion or belref, for all without
clistirrction as to racc, sex, language or religion ...

Thcy will pronrote and encourage the effective

exer-

cisc of civil, politrcal, economic, social, cultural and
othcr rights ancl frecdonrs all of which derive {rom the
inlre rcnt cligrrity of thc human person and ale essentral ior his frcc and full clcvclopn'rent.'

freedom of the individual in the state and international peace are inextricably linked. It likewise reflects
the view of modern international law of the universal

validiry

hunrarr rights withrrr thc Statcs conccrned was thus
rccognizcd irr rrr agrccnrcnt concluclcci by .3.5 States, as
an csscntial 1>ilrt of irrtcrrrational rclations. This signifrcs tlrc rccognltron of tlre fact that respcct for tlrc

human rights and their primacy over

'S7e

must agree with President Carter. 'All the states
which signed the UN Charter', he said on 17 March
1977, 'solemnly pledged themselves to observe and
respect fundamental human rights'. No member of
the United Nations can thus claim that the treatment
or maltreatment of its citizens is solely its own affair.
For the concept of human rights
based on the principles of liberty and the nature - of Europe's Christian and humanist tradition, this-conclusion is derived
from the basic premise of this tradition which stipulates that the State is bound to respect dignity and
human liberty.

President.

Mr
- I call Sieglerschmidt.

Mr Sieglerschmidt.

(D) Mr President, ladies and

- I will show myself worthy of
gentlemen, at this point
which I also warmly
the level of this debate
welcome
by not adding -another monologue but by
trying to -analyze some of the contributions made.
I believe it was the rapporteur, Mr Johnston, who
rightly drew attention to the successes which the
policy of d6tente has had in central Europe, with particular regard to the situation of the people and of
human rights in divided Germany. I welcome this
statement and would like to emphasize it once again
and quote a few figures to support it.
Ladies and gentlemen, last year seven

were able

million people

to travel from the

Federal Republic and
beg you to realize what

Vest Berlin to the GDR. I
that means. The number of telephone connections
has multiplied in the past few years, whereas previously it was not possible at all for years to telephone
from East to rWest Berlin, i.e. in one and the same
city. All that and something else which I shall
mention in a moment has of course only been
possible through a policy of d6tente ; what I wanted to
mention, Mr Kunz, is the really macabre story of the
children who play near stretches of water alorrg the
border. Here too it was impossible, not to eliminate
because the Vall is there and people
this situation
are what they- are
but to find a solution which

-

nevertheless considerably facilitates the rescue of these

they fall into the water. I should like to
make it quite plain that all this would certainly not
have been possible if the Federal Ge;,iian Governnrent had driven up to the \Wall once a week with a
loudspcaker and called 'You are murderers, the \iflall
nrust 80 !' It has only been achieved through a

children

Mr Prcsiclcrrt, ladics and gcntlcntcn, thc protection of

of

national sovereignty, and the demand for protection of
human rights can thus no longer be rejected as inadmissible by invoking national sovereignty and the
principle of non-intervention.
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Sieglerschmidt
consistent and firm policy of negotiation
GDR and the other parties concerned.

Secondly,

Mr Haferkamp asked us a

with

the

question

concerning the ACP states. In the brief time available
I cannot go into greater detail, Mr Haferkamp, but in
view of the situation in those very countries, I should
like to advise great restraint with regard to the imple-

mentation of human rights principles. I do not say
any more. \7e just cannot demand democratic elections in any one of these countries as a condition for
assistance, and we shall have to approach such matters

very selectively, and with a great deal of under-

war would mean. Allow me to make one final point:
Mr Jahn believes that what happened in Helsinki was
only incidental. However, the agreements between the
Federal Republic and Poland on emigrants were naturthey
ally not simply reached by chance in Helsinki
are one of the fruits of the policy of d6tente and, ultimately, of the Helsinki Conference as well.

Mr Jahn, you complained about many thinSs that are
not yet in order. To be sure, we have all realized that
Helsinki did not change the world overnight, but it is
a positive beginning which we must continue to
pursue, because I can see no other way of furthering
the cause of both peace and human rights.

standing.

Finally, Mr Berkhouwer, I would like to say something about the Court of Human Rights in Strasbourg
and its relations with the Court of Justice in Luxembourg and about the protection of human rights by
both these bodies. The Council of Europe last autumn
produced an excellent report, for which I happened to
I say that ironically, of course. It
be the rapporteur
is very important and very difficult to get to grips with
this complex problem. It would therefore perhaps be a
good thing if you were to take a look at the report. In
it I made a number of points and some proposals.
However, I think the following is very important with
regard to human rights in our own back-yard : in the
family of the Council of Europe there are unfortunately still five countries which do not allow their
citizens to appeal individually to the Human Rights
Commission. I see no reason at all why I should not
name these countries here. They are Greece, Cyprus,
Turkey, Malta, and unfortunately also France. I shall
repeat this again and again wherever I can because I
feel it is high time this situation was brought to an
end.

Finally, a comment on Mr Kunz's speech. I found his
basic remarks on the question of international law
which is the issue here quite excellent. However, Mr
Kunz, once the principle has been established that no
State rs allowed to maltreat its citizens, this raises the
question of what happens next. Neither of us wants to
invade the country concerned, and this is where the
problem arises of how to ensure that this principle is
respected.

A final comment on the primacy of d6tente. I think I
should make clear once again what I meant. I am
referring to what Mr Aigner said. I agree with his philosophy. I too am in favour of the balance of terror
being replaced by the balance of justice, but we are
both probably agreed that it will take a very long time
before this is achieved. Until then, this difficult task of
maintaining world peace under extremely difficult
conditions has priority as far as I am concerned. Even
if there would then not be very much progress as
regards human rights
although, of course, I want
progress to be made -in this field
this task has
- a third world
priority, and I do not need to say what

President.

-

I

call Mr Haferkamp.

Mr Haferkamp, Vice'Presidcnt oJ thc Conni.t.tion.
(D) Ladies and gentlemen, I only wish to comment
very briefly on behalf of the Commission.
Firstly, we welcome the debate which has taken place

on this extremely important subject, and secondly,

we

would like to express the hope that we shall very soon
see positive results from the implementation of the
principles debated by us today in this House.

President.

-

I

call Mr Tomlinson.

Mr Tomlinson, Prctitlcnt-in-).llicc

r,t.f tbc Conncil
and Forcign AJlairs tl'l.inisters nrccting in politiul
Mr President, I am sure that everybody
cooperation.
would agree -that it has been a most useful and worthwhile debate. Can I lust reply to the particular question put by Sir Geoffrey de Freitas that was referred to

before we started the debate proper, that is the point
he raised about Lom6, which was also referred to in
the course of his speech by Mr Scelba. The position is
that the Council has not yet examined the commitments which might be contemplated in the context of
the renegotiation of the Lom6 Convention. In fact,

under the second paragraph of Article 91, the
contracting parties will enter into neSotiations in
order to examine the subsequent provisions l8
months before the expiry of the convention on I
March 1980. However, the Council takes note of the
honourable Member's suggestion and will certainly
study it attentively before drawing up in due course
the directives for re-negotiating the Lom6 Convention.

I

would also just re{er briefly to a point which

was

made by Mr Berkhouwer, Mr Rivierez and Mr Yeats to

to them what I said in my opening
: that the Nine believe that violations of

re-emphasize
remarks

human rights should be iudged by the same standard
wherever they occur, irrespective of the political
complexion or orientation of the country or countries
involved, and I re-emphasize that word for word in

exactly the same language as I used in my opening
statement, and I think there should be no doubt or
misunderstanding of that by anybody in this House.
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I

now turn to the contribution by Lord Bethell. He

asked me a specific question about preparations for
Belgrade. As a reflection of the mounting public
interest and concern in the West over the internal

policies and conduct of the regimes in Eastern
Europe, the foreign ministers of the Nine, at their
meeting on 3l January, directed that studies should
be undertaken, preparatory to their consideration at a

subsequent ministeral meeting, of the implications for
the Nine of political dissent and the human rights
movement in Eastern Europe, and that was done in
the context of a particular specific reference to

Czechoslovakia. This is now under discussion and
detailed consideration within the political cooperation
framework by the Eastern European experts working

group. The subject of human rights in the CSCE
context is also under considerarion in the CSCE
working group. Lord Bethell also raised the specific
question of Yuri Orlov and I may say here, specifically
speaking as a United Kingdom minister, that I am
certainly aware of Mr Orlov's reports. I would reaffirm
that there is a legitimate concern about deprivations
of human rights, wherever they occur, and that these
should be considered in the context of CSCE.

I now turn very briefly, to the speech by Mr Lemoine.
Can I just say to him that, although there were parts
of his speech with which I might have some disagreement, I was very pleased to hear in his speech his affirmation of the belief that we must work for the full
implementation of all the requirements of the Final
Act.

To Mr Ellis,

have everything to gain and nothing

to lose from wide-

ranging public discussions.

May I, Mr President, say how grateful the Council of
Ministers have been for the contribution of Parliament
this afternoon to that wide-ranging discussion.

- I call Mr Johnston.
Mr Johnston, rapporteur.
| can also take the
opportunity to be very brief, because
I see no point in
President.

repetition.

I think

we have had an extremely produc-

tive debate. I, like other speakers, was pleased at the
reaction that we had from the President-in-Office of

the Council, and also indeed with the

opinions

expressed by Mr Haferkamp on behalf of the Commis-

sion. I think we have spent a very useful day. I think
we have shown a great deal of unanimity on very

fundamental democratic matters, and I think that we
will look back on this day with a great deal of sarisfaction.

President.

I think that today's debate not only

- credit but is also bound
does this House

to have

an

effect on the other institutions of the Community, as
well as on the national governments and public
opinion.

The joint debate is closed.

We shall now consider the motion for a resolution
contained in Mr Johnston's report (Doc. 89177).

I put the first four

recitals of the preamble to the vote.

These recitals are adopted.

I

can say that I very much welcomed his
speech and certainly the tributes that he paid to the
various people he mentoned were all welcome. I will
certainly pass on thc message that he expressed in relation to Dr Owen, and I would in fact like to say to
him that the message that the British President-in-Office has tried to put forward is quite clear.

I would like to conclude this debate, if I

may, by just

echoing some of the words of the President-in-Office
of the Council when speaking to the Diplomatic and
Commonwealth \Writers' Association shortly after his
assumption of office as Secrerary of State for Foreign
and Commonwealth Affairs. He said :

At timcs the publrc

declaratrons of government will not
be as cxhrlarating as, for lnstance, some of the hrghly articulate statements of famous exrles from Eastern Europe
or clscwhcre. Therr message, as an appeal to indrvidual
hcarts and mrnds to stand up for humanrty, carries convrctron I applaud therr courage and also those rndrviduals rn

our socrcty who respond so generously to therr

appeal.
less declaratory mcssage, for a

Govcrnmcnts may havc a
governmcnt's frrst task rs to help provrde and sustaln the
frame*'ork of peacc and securrty wrthrn whrch human
rrghts can be drscusscd, champroned and enlarged Open
dcbatcs can only decpen unrlerstanding of thcse complex
rssues, and I anr confrdcrrt that thc supportcrs of d6tente

On the fifth recital of the preamble
ment No 5 tabled by Mr Galluzzi

I

have Amend-

:

This recital to be worded as follows :
'- considering that the Frnal Act of Helsinki has
aroused legitimate expectations in all crtizens of the
signatory countries who are deprived of such nghts.'
\Ufhat is the rapporteur's position

?

Mr Johnston, ra|Porteur.
I would simply say that
this particular recital was discussed
ar some length in
the Political Affairs Committee. I think that the
formula that we worked out and laid out in the
motion for a resolution is clearer than that proposed

by Mr Galluzzi, so I would ask the House to retain the
existing text.

President.
I put Amendment No 6 to the vote.
Amendment No 5 is rejected.

I put the fifth
This recital is

recital to the vore.
adopted.

After the fifth recital of the preamble, Mr Galluzzi has
tabled Amendment No 5 :
After the fifth recrtal rnsert the followrng new recital
'- consrdenng that the development of d6tente will
constitutc a major contrrbutron to the future affrrma-

tron of human rrghts.'
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President

I call Mr Sieglerschmidt.

Mr President, I feel that the gist
Mr Galluzzi (I)
- too, was given in my previous
of this amendment,

I
like to give this
Mr Sieglerschmidt (D)
- should
exactly to what we in
amendment, which corresponds
the Socialist Group stand for, my unreserved support.
Moreover, I think it is not just a Socialist amendment
but a product of this debate and as such in fact
deserves the support of the whole House. I should
therefore like to call on you to approve this amendment by as large a maiority as possible.

speech. Moreover this addition that we are proposing
is suggested in the report by Mr Radoux on the preParatory meeting in Belgrade and, given that the two
things are in themselves fairly closely connected, we
feel that inserting this last recital adds to the clarity of

President.

I call Mr Bertrand.

-

Mr President, I should like
- attention to the fact that
to draw Mr Sieglerschmidt's
there is nothing extraordinary about Mr Galluzzi's
amendment. He is, after all, proposing to delete sub-

Mr A. Bertrand (NL)

paragraph (b)

of paragraph 2, and if subparagraph

(b)

is deleted, then this amendment obviously comes in.
But if we retain subparagraph (b) there is thus no
point in Mr Galluzzi's amendment, which we should
therefore reject.

President.

-

\tr7hat

Mr Johnston,

is the rapporteur's position

rdpporteur.

Obviously

I

?

can only

the present motion.
President.

-

!7hat is the rapporteur's position

?

Mr President, I regret
Mr Johnston, rdPporteur.
that I don't really see that it- does make matters very

much clearer. I am not sure whether it is an appropriate use of language to suggest that a Communist
speaker is being pious, but I would suggest with
respect that the suggested new paragraph 2{a) is very
pious indeed. Obviously, the participants at BelSrade
will do their best to make the conference run
smoothly. Equally obviously, none of us in any
possible way can expect complete success : we must
be rational about this, we are not going to get it, so I
am not at all sure about the purpose of putting it
down. As to the existing paragraph 2(a), I think this

- in that the committee
in this regard,
has not had an opportunity of discussing this particular amendment, but it seems to me in terms of
logic, that what Mr Bertrand has said is the case. One
either approaches Helsinki saying that d6tente and
human rights are interlinked and inseparable, and will
proceed in concert together, or one takes the other

covers successfully the proposed new paragraph (b)
and I don't really see that there is any particular merit

view, which Mr Galluzzi appears to be promoting, that
first you have d6tente, and perhaps some time later
you have human rights. I really do not think that that
reflects
and I would ask indeed Mr Sieglerschmidt

Amendment No 4 is reiected.

speak for myself

I do not
also to -contemplate what he has said
think this reflects either the intent of the- motion as a
whole or the general feeling of the House this afternoon, so I would personally argue for not accepting
this amendment.

I

to the

vote.

These are adopted.

On subparagraph (a) of paragraph 1,
ment No 4, tabled by Mr Galluzzi:

I

have Amend-

Replace this subparagraph by the following two subparagraphs :

'(a) to do its best to ensure that the preparatory meeting
to be held in Belgrade in June 1977 runs smoothly
and meets with complete success;

(b) to adopt and uphold at thrs meeting a ioint position
to ensure that all the principles and provisions of the
Final Act of Helsinki are respected by all the signatories ;'.

I

call Mr Galluzzi.

making the change. My objection is not founded

President.

I

-

I

put Amendment No 4 to the

put subparagraph

Subparagraph (a)

of

(a)

of

paragraph

paragraph

2 to the

vote.

vote.

2 is adopted.

On subparagraph (b) of paragraph 2 I have Amendment No 3 tabled by Mr Galluzzi, seeking to delete
this subparagraph.
What is the rapporteur's position

I

put Amendment No 5 to the vote.
Amendment No 5 is rejected.
I put the sixth recital of the preamble and paragraph
President.

in

on any, principles, because I don't see any great principles involved.

Mr Johnston,

rapporteur.

?

This is the argument

- regard to the intended
that we already have had with
new
insertion of a
part of the fifth recital of the introduction, so I don't think there is anything to add to
what I said then. The nwo points are interlinked, and
if you had accepted the change in the recital proposed
by Mr Galluzzi, then you would equally and logically
have had to accept the deletion of this paragraph; but
I don't think you should
accept the deletion either.

you did not accept it, so

President.

-

I

put Amendment No 3 to the

vote.

Amendment No 3 is ,rejected.

I

put subparagraph (b) of paragraph 2 to the

Subparagraph (b)

of paragraph 2 is adopted.

vote.
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President

I

put subparagraph (c) of paragraph 2 to the

vote.

This subparagraph to be worded as follows:

,foIinisters

adopted.

ments:

-

Amendment No 2, tabled by Mr Galluzzi, seeking

to delete this

'(d)

;

;'.

call Mr Galluzzi.

Mr Galluzzi (I)
President.

I

subparagraph

to adopt a common position towards the governments of the countries where human rights are
violated

I

buman

Amendment No 7, tabled by Mr Sieglerschmidt
on behalf of the Socialist Group :

of paragraph 2 is

On subparagraph (d) of paragraph 2 | have two amend-

-

to the gouernnents of the countries wbere

rigbts are uiolated ;and in the amendment proposed
by Mr Sieglerschmidt, it says : to adoPt a common position towards lbe goaernments of the countries ubere
buman rights are aiolated, Now, first of all, we are
not talking about individual interventions, which is
what is Mr Sieglerschmidt referred to at the end of his
remarks, because all this relates back to the leading
phrase at the beginning of paragraph 2: Calls on tbe
institutions of the Community and on tbe Foreign

Subparagraph (c)

-

-

|

withdraw the amendment.

Amendment No 2 is thus withdrawn.

call Mr Sieglerschmidt.

(D) Mr President, ladies and
Mr Sieglerschmidt.
I think that- for the rapporteur's benefit an
explanation is needed. In the Political Affairs
Committee Mr Johnston had in fact proposed an

gentlemen,

amendnrent on this point and as so often happens, Mr

Presiclent, this had very different versions in the
various languages. In tire committee I voted for the

German version, which is now contained in the
Socialist Group's amendment. This version proposes
that the governments of the Nine should have a
common position on the question of human rights.
'What rs in the text we were originally asked to vote
on today goes much further and is not, in the Socialist
Group's view, practical. It refers to interventions and
to representations, in other words actual measures
taken to influence other States. \7e take the view that
it is wrong here to talk of measures to be taken, but

that the inrportant thing is simply to affirm that

whenever the question of human rights
which
should not be so much a question of individual interventions but, if I may say so, rather a kind of working
principle for our governments and the Community

comes up, there will be no going it alone but- a
common position. That is what we want to ensure,
and we therefore ask you to agree to this version.
President.

-

\iflhat is the rapporteur's position

Mr Johnston,

'Vhy

?'

Essentially,

it is a

question

Mr

Yeats

mentioned during his contribution, that really in the
end it is becoming increasingly absurd that we take
up attitudes
sometimes even take up common attitudes, as we -have done today
and then what do we
do ? Ve sit together and we wring
our hands and we
say it is all very sad and we don't do anything about it.
No, this suggestion here is really extremely mild, all
one is saying is that it would be right to forget the old
argument, at least in the case of human rights, that all
these matters are the internal matters of the sovereign
country and not subject to external interference and

that the institutions of the Community, meetinS
together, if they agree that a violation of human rights
takes place, if in other words they are able to achieve
what Mr Sieglerschmidt and the Socialist Group

decide as a common position towards the violation of
these rights, then it is reasonable to allow them to go
it
a step forward and, if they agree it is appropriate
may be public, it may be private, but if it is appropriate
make representations to the government
- to where these violations are taking place.
of a country

That is the point and the object of that part of the
motion for a resolution. I think it is important, and I
hope that Mr Sieglerschmidt would, having contemplated this, reconsider pressing his amendment.
President.

- I

put Amendment No 7 to the

vote.

Amendment No 7 is rejected.
?

Mr President, I

quite
which obviously
understand the Iinguistic problems
beset Mr Sieglerschmidt, but I don't, I am afraid, agree
with thc actual view tl.rat he has expressed now that he
has exprcsscd it. It is true that, quite obviously, the
)'.tplrot'tcnr.

of its .fuIember States meeting in political
cooperation to do these various things, so what is
proposed is that if there are any representations
and there is again a distinction to be drawn between
interventions and representations
the intention was
- together, by the
that these should be done in concert,
institutions of the Community, not by individual countries on behalf of the Communiry. Now you may say

anrcrrdnrcrrt as put down by him on behalf of the
Socialist Group is quite differerrt in intent to the
worcls in thc nrotron for a resolution. I will read them
both otrt, iust to nrakc rt clear in case thcre are any
othcr lingtristic prolrlcrrrs: in the motion for a resolution, it sirys: /(/ l.tt rt',tl.y'to utdkt' jotnt rtfrt.ttttl,t!iorts

I

put paragraph 2 to the

vote.

Paragraph 2 is adopted.

After paragraph 2 I have Amendment No 1, tabled by
Mr Coust6, Mr Schuijt and Mr Scott-Hopkins:
After paragraph 2, insert a new paragraph worded as
follows

.

'2a undertakes to delend human rights and fundamental
freedoms

in its own external relatrons and interparlia-

mentary contacts ; expects initiatives and specifrc
proposals from rts Vorking Party on Human Rrghts,
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President
and instructs its Political Affairs Committee to report
to it regularly on this matter;'.

I

call Mr Coust6.

Mr Coust6 (F)
President, in the course of this
- Mrparticular
debate we have paid
attention to examining
this motion for a resolution down to paragraph 2, in

order to establish what can reasonably be done. I
think it would be a good idea not to forget that we, as
Members of Parliament, can take action ourselves
in the form of the influence this House can exert -in
meetings with other parliamentarians.

That is why, together with Mr Scott-Hopkins and Mr
Schuijt, and with the support of Mr Sieglerschmidt, I
think it would be useful, Mr President, for us to say
that we ourselves undertake to remember, in our own
relations with other parliaments, the importance of
ideas or action for the question of human rights and

fundamental freedoms and that we also expect
concrete proposals from the l7orking Parry on
Human Rights.
President.

-

\0/hat is the rapporteur's position

Mr Johnston, rapporteur.

?

Well, Mr President, this

amendment seems to me to- be very unexceptional. In
other words, I see no reason to object to it. On the
other hand, it has got some positive merit in that, as
Mr Coust6 explained, it is directed towards ensuring

or

underlining that the working party which, as
Members will know, so f.ar has basically been
operating

in

conjunction with representatives from

the United States House of Representatives, should
concentrate on initiatives and specific proposals, and
that in fact the Political Affairs Committee itself also

should keep the matter under regular review. I would
have thought this a reasonable, sensible and construc-

tive proposition; so, personally speaking again

has not been discussed

I

Committee

this
in the Political -Affairs

would argue that the amendment

should be accepted.
President.

-

I call Mr Fellermaier.

Mr Fellermaier.
Mr President, would you be
- (D)
so kind as to tell me
when and by whom a Vorking
Party on Human Rights was instituted in this Housei
I am not aware that the European Parliament has ever
instituted such a workin g pafty.If you assure me otherwise, Mr President, I shall willingly stand correcred,
but I do not think we can vote on the amendment in
its present form.

President.
Mr Coust6, when you mention this
- on
Vorking Party
Human Rights, what are you referring to ? Is it a working party already in exisence or
one that you hope to see instituted ?

Mr Coust6.
(F)
Mr Fellermaier is
- howMrthisPresident,
asking when and
working party was created.

The only one I know is the rU7orking Party on Human
Rights made up jointly of members of the European
Parliament and representatives of the United States
Congress. This is a working party established within
the delegation for relations with the United States
Congress. It is thus in fact very restricted.

President.
Mr Coust6, do you thus intend to
entrust to a -mixed working party the task of coordinating Community action in this field ?

I doubt whether it is possible for us to take such a
decision without, among other things, having
consulted the members of this mixed working party
which as such also comprises representatives of
another parliament.

I would draw your attention, Mr Coust6, to this very
delicate point.
Mr Coust6.
(F) Mr President, there are two parts
to my amendment.
The first part must, I think, be
retained. As to the second part, since the question has
been raised of the consent of the other party within
the delegation for relations with the United States, i.e.

our colleagues from the United States Congress, this
could

and this would be more sensible

drawn.-

-

be with-

It can be introduced

at a later stage, when we feel the
moment is right to go ahead. For the time being, we

can let

it

drop.

On the other hand,

as far as relations with other parliaments are concerned, I think we can retain the first
part. If you wish, therefore, I would suggest that we
have a vote on the first part of this paragraph 2a. As to
the second part, if the House prefers I am prepared to
withdraw it.

President.

Mr Coust6, with the consent of the
I thus- regard only the first part of your amendment as being still before the House.
House,

I

call Mr Sieglerschmidt.

Mr

Sieglerschmidt.

(D) Mr

President,

I

had

- about changing the first
already talked to Mr Coust6
sentence. If it says here : 'undertakes to defend human

rights and fundamental freedoms in its own external
relations and interparliamentary contacts', then I
imagine that if I go with a delegation to an African
State in order to defend human rights there I could
possibly get into difficulties about how to actually do
so with this delegation. This is not at all to say that
the question of human rights should be avoided on
such a trip, but still this wording seems to me to be
rather too strong, and I should therefore like to
propose saying: 'undertakes, in its own external rela_
tions and interparliamentary contacts, to bear in mind
the question of human rights and fundamental freedoms ;'
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Sieglerschmidt
Now there is no toning down here, let us be

It simply

about that.

priate version and

I

clear
seems to me to be a more appro-

should be glad

if

we could agree

on this wording.
President.
Mr Coust6, are you willing to
this change -to the amendment ?

accept

(DM,
there are two considMr Coust6.
- firstly, President,
this is in line with my own
erations here:
thinking, and secondly I should like us to be unanimous amonS ourselves in adopting this undertaking
for our relations with other parliaments. I think in
fact that one must always be willing to consider one's
colleagues' ideas, especially when they ultimately
come down to the same thing with regard to what I
might call illustrating our preoccupations by
defending human rights.

President.

oral change-

If

Parliament has no obiection to the

in the amendment, I would ask Mr
misunderSieglerschmidt, in order to avoid
^ny
standing, to read out what would be the exact wording
of the new version of the amendment.

Mr

Sieglerschmidt.

(D) The proposed amend-

ment would read as follows:
(The slteaker then read in French)

undertakes, in its own external relations and parliamentary contacts, to bear in mind the question of human
rrghts and fundamental freedoms.

I put Amendment No
President.
- vote.
orally, to the
Amendment No I is adopted.
I put paragraph 3 to the vote.

l,

as modified

this point, then many of those people who have been
very active in pressing for this statement will not be
present to hear it, Sir. (Cries of 'Wby ?' fron tbe
Socialist bencbes) They can't be here all the afternoon, that is the reason, and because they are about
other business. (Laugbter from tbe Socialist bencbes).
Sir, as far as I am concerned I would ask you if you
could delay this until tomorrow morning. I am sure
the House would respect your wishes in this matter.
\fle would wish to hear a statement from the Cornmission. It is a sad thing, in my view, that we didn't hear
that statement earlier this afternoon, but I personally
understand, though I do feel the Commission, if I
may say so, was at fault in not informing you before
the sitting resumed this afternoon that that statement,
if it were made, would be a very brief one indeed.

That is my view. Mr Scott-Hopkins, who has fust
arrived, may feel differently about it. As far as I am
concerned, I feel it would be much better if we could
hear this at the commencement of business tomorrow

morning.

Mr Vredeling, could you tell

President.

Mr Vredeling, Vice-Pretident of tbe Connis-tion.
Mr President, I understand the Commission's statement. I am at the disposal of Parliament, and I shall
in fact be here tomorrow. Mr Gundelach

Parliament to decide.

3 is adopted.
I put to the vote the whole of the motion for a resolution, as amended by the amendments which have
been adopted.
I

8. Agricu ltu ral ltrices (resumption)
Before moving on to the next item on
President.
the agenda, -I should like to ask the House to decide
on the problem raised at the beginning of this afternoon's sitting with regard to the Commission's statement on the agricultural question.

I call Mr

Spicer.

of

6.6

President.

-

I call Mr

Scott-Hopkins.

Mr President, I would love to
Mr Scott-Hopkins.
hear Mr Vredeling whenever he wishes to make the
statement. Of course it is to the Council that one
should really be making the statement. If Mr Vredeling wishes to make it and it is the wish of the
majority of the House that it should be made this
evening, I will not stand in the way.

If the Commissioner doesn't mind, then, and as there
is an item on the Order Paper for tomorrow morning,
standing in my name and my group's name, perhaps
it might be more appropriate if he made his statement
tomorrow morning at that time.

Mr President, might I especially ask
Mr Spicer.
and I think
you, rf thcre -is a statement to be made
wc, as a Group, would accept the need for that statethat it should be made tomorrow
ment to be made
- Members of this House can be
nrorning, whcn all
informcd that rt rs going to be made. If we make it at

'OJ C ll.l

has asked me

to take his place. I can make the statement now
or I can
and it will indeed be a very brief statement
leave
it
to
make it tomorrow morning; I am happy to

Paragraph

The resolution thus amended is adopted.

us

whether you -can also be here tomorrow morning in
order to make your statement ?

t977

I consult the House on the proposal to
President.
place the statement by the Commission on agricultural prices at the beginning of tomorrow morning's
agenda.

The proposal is

I

adopted.

call Mr Coust6 on a point of order.
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Mr Coust6. (F) Mr President, I should like to
know whether- we are going to continue the sitting
without a break until we have finished the agenda, or
whether you propose a night sitting.

I

President.

think the sitting can be continued

- is finished without any need for a
agenda
night sitting. However, in order to avoid going on too
late I should like to ask all speakers to be as concise
as possible.
until the

9. Securitl and cooperation in Europe
President.
The next item on rhe agenda is the
- report
debate on the
by Mr Radoux, on behalf of the
Political Affairs Committee, on the preparatory
meeting of l5 June 1977 in Belgrade as provided for
by the Final Act of the Helsinki Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (Doc. 90177).

I

call Mr Bertrand.

Mr A. Bertrand, cbainnan of the Political Affairs
(NL) Mr President, Mr Radoux is
Contnittee.

-

unable to be here today owing to urgent political busi-

ness in his own country. On such occasions it is
customary for the chairman of the appropriate parliamentary committee to replace the rapporteur when
his report remains on the agenda.

Mr President, I should appreciate it if the two reports
drawn up by Mr Radoux could be taken at the same
time since they virtually run into one another. Both
deal with almost parallel sub.iects.

At the time of the Helsinki Conference the Political
Affairs Committee requested Mr Radoux to draw up a
report and to follow further developments. People
generally refer to the Belgrade 'Conference', but what
in fact is meant is the preparatory meeting on l5
June of this year. The follow-up to the Helsinki
Conference provides for a preparatory meeting to be
held on I 5 June 1977
this date is given in the
-to pave
Final Act of Helsinki
the way for a confer-

ence. The agenda for -this conference will have to be
agreed at the l5 June meeting and all the necessary
steps will have to be taken to organize a conference at

a later

date.

'!(e consider that it is exrremely desirable for Parliament to make its views known on the way in which
this second phase of the developments proceeding
from the Helsinki Final Act should be approached.
For this reason the Political Affairs Committee considered it advisable to submit a motion for a resolution
for Parliament's approval in which we ask expressly
that in the evaluation of the Final Act of Helsinki and
the study of the way in which it has been implemented during the last two years, the various provisions of the act should be carefully examined and we
should avoid polemics or confrontation in assessing
what has been achieved.

I7e take the view that priority must be given

to

putting into effect everything that was provided for in
the Helsinki Agreement. This applies both to political
problems, questions of securiry, economic problems
and human rights. For this reason this preparatory
meeting in Belgrade must be seen as a continuation of
the necessary policy of d6tente, but a policy of d6tente
as we understand it within the European Community.
!7e believe that d6tente and respect for and recognition of human rights must go together.

'We must ensure that the Belgrade Conference
does
not take place behind closed doors. It must be a
public conference so that every one can follow the
debates in full.

In addition, a serious and thoroughgoing debate on
the content of the Helsinki Agreement must be
possible. No new proposals should be made for this
would involve a risk that the study and assessment of
the agreement would be neglected. This could mean
that we would end up with a new vacuum.

!7e must also be careful to avoid polemics

which
could endanger the continuation of the talks on security and cooperation, but at the same time we must let
it be felt the dissidents who appeal to the principles of
the Final Act of Helsinki can rely on our normal
support and cooperation. Finally, the Helsinki Agreement also embraces the continuation of endeavours to
achieve disarmament, and for this reason we have
requested that the Radoux report on the reduction of
armed forces should be taken together with the report

on the Belgrade Conference.
To sum up, I should like to say that we believe that
these two motions for a resolution indicate that
Belgrade should be a new phase

of the Conference on

in the

development

Security and Cooperation in
Europe. A balance sheet must be drawn up in
Belgrade listing all the results so far achieved under
the Helsinki Agreement. The aim must be to give a

new impetus

to further d6tente, and to

improve

economic cooperation. The Belgrade Conference must
have the objective of castigating every single violation

of

in the future, and of gradually
the artificial wall which currenrly

human rights

breaking down

obstructs the exchange of ideas and persons, for this is

in the spirit of the Agreement. Finally, the Belgrade
Conference must promote a real d6tente by stimulating and accelerating a reduction in armed forces
and promoting disarmament in the context of the
SALT talks. This, then, is a summary of the content of
the two motions for a resolution submitted to Parliament for its approval. I should like therefore to ask
Parliament to approve these two motions tabled on
behalf of the Political Affairs Committee so that Parliament's opinion may be officially recorded.

Sitting of Vednesday,

IN THE CHAIR: SIR GEOFFREY DE

FREITAS

Vice-Prtsident

President.
I call Mr Sieglerschmidt to speak on
- Socialist Group.
behalf of the

Mr Sieglerschmidt.

(D) Mr President, ladies and
am afraid- you will have to put up with
me as duty speaker once more today, but in view of
the present situation in Parliament, which seems to
indicate that we are only speaking for the benefit of
history, posterity and the handful of political scientists
who study our proceedings, I will be very brief.

gentlemen,

I

Mr President, what are we, particularly the Socialist
Group, expecting of Belgrade ? The Socialist Group,
expects first of all that the question of the implemen-

tation

of the

declarations

of intention in all

three

baskets will receive equal attention and that this will
take place in a spirit not of confrontation but of cooperation, to quote President Carter. Secondly we expect,

as we should, that the

link

between

the Helsinki

follow-up and the 'progress'we hope for in the MBFR
talks will be maintained. This, Mr President, was an
inrportant qucstion even before the Helsinki Conference and we would like to make it clear once more
that the
and thisshould bc done in Belgrade too
which after all is basiquesrion of political security

cally an aspect of the consequences
of Helsinki

-

and the question of military security, cannot be considered in isolation, for they are interdependent.

Might I take this opportunity of pointing out, Mr President, that for this very reason we felt that a combined
debate would have been more useful, i.e. a debate
which are clearly inextridealing with both rights
and MBFR. negotiacably linked with Helsinki
- one advance observations. I would like to make iust

tion on this point.
Is

it

really a good idea for Parliament to make deci-

sions regarding the MBFR negotiations here today ?
This is a serious question, Mr President, and as things
511111
though wc must discuss this in further detail
I
in the- Political Affairs Committee, Mr Bertrand
carr only answer in the affirmative if I assume that the
MBFII ncgotiations can be regarded to a certain extent
as complcnrentary

to Helsinki.

Finally I fecl that what we should do in Belgrade is
try to cnsure th;rt son'retl-ring is achievecl in the direction of practical coopcration, which is in fact already
possrbly in fields such
nrcntionecl in thc Final Act
as crrvirorrnrcrrtal protection or transport. I shoulcl alsc
xnd I will do thrs now as I
likc to tlraw attcrrtioll
to thc
think it nray possibly -shortctr thc dcbatc
anrcrrclnrcrrt to paragrapll .5 of the nlotiorl for a rcsolutron whrch I havc tablcd. I do this with a clcar conscicncc surcc rt is rcally only for tccltrrical rcasolts that it

ll
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was tabled by me rather than by anyone else. Since

this amendment has the support not only of the
Socialist and Christian-Democratic Groups but also, as
I have just heard, of the Conservative Group it may
not be necessary to discuss it at length. It does not
contain anything fundamentally new, but is merely
intended as a clarification of the intentions of paragraph 5 and I should just like to ask for purely terminological reasons that the expression 'countries with
planned economies' be replaced by the usual term
'state-trading countries.'
Finally, we in the Socialist Group would like to draw
attention to the item in the motion for a resolution
dealing with the relations between Comecon i.e. the
Council for Mutual Economic Aid and the European
Community. Ve feel we should stress that these are
two organizations with very different competencies
and internal structures, so that this fact will be taken
we welcome
into account in the future work
- which between
the
and hope to promote
of cooperation
Aid and the European
Council for Mutual Economic
Community.
President, in our view the whole purpose of the
follow-up to Helsinki should be to establish an even
stronger network of relations between the signatories
of the Helsinki Conference, from which it will be difficult for an individual State or group of States to withdraw without damage to itself. Our aim is to make

Mr

in Europe more certain by means of extremely
persistent and tenacious efforts, some of which will
have to be made in all sorts of apparently remote
peace

areas.

to speak on behalf of
President.
- I call Mr Granelli
Group.
the Christian-Democratic

(I) Mr President, this afternoon's
Mr Granelli.
- rights
was on a high ethical and
debate on human
political plane and provides the moral background for

the more specific

issue which

we are about to

examine.

Bertrand and other colleagues of the ChristianDemocratic Group today stated in unmistakable terms
that violations of human rights, wherever they occur,
constitute for us an issue involving codes of conduct
and ideals which is not subject to the rules of propa-

Mr

ganda or cynicism.

In other words, we have no intention of dividing the
world into two parts, one presided over by the forces
of evil and the other by the forces of good, but we do
feel that throughout the world the problem of safeguarding the individual's right to live, work, express
his opinions, think and disagree is one of the fundanrental clenrents of civilization and must be resolutely
upheld whcrcvcr it is threatened
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must attend this conference fully aware of its
importance to public opinion in all our countries.

Mr Haferkamp added during the

rUTe

the differences which exist.

There is a growing feeling that we must go to
Belgrade in a constructive frame of mind, especially
now that a number of organizations, some of them

same debate that we
should also realize that exhortations are not enough in
respect of such an important issue : action, too, is also
needed, but at the same time we must take account of

Countries and ideas vary, as does the approach to
history, and we cannot expect appraisals to be unanimous in this respect. 'We can, however, make a positive and realistic effort to influence the events of our
time and thereby more effectively safeguard these
values which we cherish.
The follow-up to the Helsinki Conference in Belgrade
is, as I see it, a first check on the readiness to back up
with action our desire to see an improvement in the
world situation as a whole.

At this point, Mr

President, ladies and gentlemen, I
should like to mention briefly that before the signing
of the Final Act of Helsinki there were many sceptics,
even in Europe, who felt it was a futile ritual, an agreement which would be meaningless ; indeed, they felt
that it could even jeopardize the development of relations between countries and peoples. Today, a year
later, we see that, on the contrary, everyone
including perhaps those who were most sceptical -is
- of
calling for full implementation of the Final Act
Helsinki.

This is a welcome development and shows that

the

concensus has grown as to the usefulness of an important international act which as Mr Ajello quite rightly

pointed out earlier, is admittedly not a treaty, but
nevertheless calls upon those who signed it to take
steps

to safeguard and protect certain

values.

If

there had been no Helsinki, if we were still in a
climate of cold war and if security were to be equated

with fear, the resulting situation would provide

an

alibi for whoever wanted to prevent the shift towards
peace and d6tente by pursuing a policy of repression.

It

is therefore clear that, far from being a futile exer-

cise, Helsinki has opened the door to possible
improvements in the field of human rights, disarmament, cooperation between countries with difficult
social and political systems, and international d6tente.

It

has helped us to move in the right direction, and
to ensure that yesterday's sceptics do
not now become diehards who could perhaps use
these agreements to return to a climate of tension,
cold war and confrontation which would end up once
again by providing cover for those who take advantage
of a concept of security based on fear to repress dissidents or anyone holding different opinions on the
movement of history.
encourages us

we say at once that the spirit of
Helsinki must continue to advance gradually, both
during the first preparatory stage which begins in
Consequently,

June and during the far more solemn and significant
stage to commence next autumn.

international organizations, have slowly come round

to

accepting the usefulness of safeguarding d6tente,
disarmament, human rights and economic cooperation among the various peoples of the world.

I am referring just to mention the most important
- of Europe, the lVestern European
to the Council
-Union and other organizations which have expressed
similar views.
The European Parliament should today strive to coordinate at the highest level the moral, political and
civil pressures which are pushing us in this direction.

It is right to take account of the pleas made by

all

it should not

be

these international organizations, but

forgotten that we have

a specific responsibility. In

Helsinki the Final Act was signed by the

European

Economic Community in its own right and the European Parliament, which acts as the mouthpiece for all
the peoples of the Community through the various
members, is actively engaged, not in reversing the
trend to follow up what was achieved in Helsinki, but
in consolidating it unreservedly in all its significance.

The first important point is that we must go
Belgrade,

to

as the European Christian-Democratic

Union stressed at its recent meeting in Geneva, with
clear, resolute and constructive aims, determined not
only to avoid prpaganda, but to speak out on the
important

issues.

In the light of this moral approach we feel that the
baskets which go to make up the Final Act of
Helsinki constitute an indivisible whole.

in hand with the protection of
human rights. These rights cannot possibly be
protected unless we also remove the obstacles to the
free movement of ideas and persons from State to
State and country to country. This can be achieved
only if we find also more specific and effective instruD6tente goes hand

ments to back up our policy of economic cooperation.

By the same token, the whole situation could be
jeopardized if, in the context of the mutual and
balanced reduction of armaments in central Europe,
the balance of power and armaments is not replaced
by a balance of trust and security based on peace and
d6tente. Consequently, our request is very specific.
Not a single clause of the Final Act of Helsinki must
be neglected. It must be implemented realistically, but
in full, and, I repeat, without provocative intent but
also without reticence or silence which would be tantamount to an admission of guilt. Rights and freedoms
must therefore be protected, but we must try to avoid
what has happened in some cases, that is, making an
issue of the nature of dissent.

Sitting of Vednesday,
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I do not wish to go into an analysis here of the opinions of intellectuals who hold dissident views vis-)-vis
the State in which they live. Nor do I consider that
the freedom of opinion is controlled or restricted only
in Socralist states or in the Soviet Union. 'We have
been given a fairly alarming survey of the situation

throughout the world. Nevertheless, my own feeling,
based on our moral and political beliefs, is that idea
must be met with idea and dissent with the force of
convrction.

Opinions, disagreements, criticisms and ideas should
not be answered with repression, prison, asylums or
psychiatric hospitals. Similarly, the protection of
fundamental rights should not be used as a pretext for
infringing the sovereignty of States and peoples who
must develop according to their own internal logic
towards the safeguarding of these rrghts.
Consequently, in Belgrade the observance of these
basic rights must be monitored, as must the removal
of obstaclcs to the free movement of persons, ideas,
and cultures. The growth in economic cooPeration,

too, must be

asscssed.

On behalf of the Christian-Democratic Group, I
shoulcl lrke to say that we aPprove the Socialist
Group's amendment which sets out more clearly the
mcthocls, the limits and the scope of economic cooPeration. This cooperation is no easy matter, in that
cconomic systcms which have widely differing legal
bases and crrteria arc required to work together.
Ncvcrthcless, efforts must be madc

in this field too if

wc want the gcneral ncgotiations on the reduction of
arms rn ccntral Europc to make Srcater headway.

Thc ncgotiattons in Vtcnrla are obviously not enough.

As I sec it, thc rcduction of conventional forces in
indisssolubly
in somc rcsPects
ccntral Europc is
important
of thc othcr more
lrnkcd to thc succcss
ror,rncl of talks:
arntaIltcltts.

thc SALT ncgotiatlons on

nuclcar

all rcgimcs.

llc:rl progrcss in thc ncgotiatrons orr thc balancetl
rt:rlrrctron of artrrurttct.tts tn ccntral Etrropc can tllcrctorc go.r lortg way to cttsuritlg that thc two stlPcrl)owurs, thc Sovrct Unron and thc Urritctl Statcs,
rc\turc thq SALT ncSotllltlolls otl nttclcar arnlanlcllts
in a cottstrttcttvc frrrtnc of nltncl.
Th.rt rs whv, Mr I)rcsitlr.'rlt, latlics ancl gctltlcnlcn, wc
fee I thrrt wc nrust go to llclgratlc wrth clc:rrly clcfirlccl
illls.rs reglrtls lttttttatt rrgltts allcl Ilastc frecclonls, as
reg.rrrls trcctloltt of optrttort, tltc frccdonr oi nlovcnlct.tt

ancl

tlrc ircctlont to

Act of Helsinki we are also thinking of the clause on
cooperation and security

tttrtlertakc vtstts

alld

cultural

in the

Mediterranean'

'We agree with those who stated that we must not add
to the agenda as it stands other items which could
divert attention from our essential task of monitorlng
what has been achieved.

However, we are all well aware that there can be no
d6tente or cooperation in Central Europe unless peace
and security is established in the Meditcrranean,
unless the Middle East conflict is brought to an end

und unless the talks on the reduction of military
tension also cover the Mediterranean.

Thc creation of a sense of securrty on our continent is
indissolubly linketl wrth achieving security and cooPeration in the Mediterranean. Thrs is a matter of great
concern to Italy and should bc to the wholc Community since it knows that its future pcacc, coopcr.ltion
and development depcnds on thc Mcdltcrrallcan as
'West.
well as on the dealogue between East and

It is in thrs spirit that we fccl we must and can, with
the inclusion of the amendment that has been tablcd,
wholly approve the resolutions
Naturally,

proposcd.

it will not be easy to 80 to thc

Belgrade

Conference in the f rame of nrind which wc have
outlined. But it is thc only way to fulfil the aspirations
which we have all, in our own ways, proclainle d
during this afternoon's debate'

If, contrary to cxpcctations, Belgrade proves a failure
and thcrc is a return to tcnsion ancl cold war, if it is
shown that the Final Act of Helsinki anrounted to no
morc that a rccord of procccdings alld was not thc kcy
to a bcttcr rcalrty, it will bc a nlortal blow to all otrr
hopcs for improvcmetrt, dcvclopnlent' prol;rcss arrtl
d6tc

Howcvcr, sincc Hclsinkr raiscd hopes that the peoplcs
carr bclicvc in pcacc basccl on trust an(l not on fear, it
is clcar that good will is nceded hcre too; othcrwise
<lctcrrtc coulcl lcacl to a consolidation of thc political
[>locs, rathcr tharr to the rclcase of thc moral, intcllcctr.ral arrrl polrtical cncrgrcs whrch cxist in all pcoplcs
an<l urrtlcr

exchanges, determined to Pursue our policy of
economc cooperation and finally to achieve a reduction of armaments and guarantee Peace.
'When we advocate full implementation of the Final

n

tc.

Conscqucntly, we must go to this confcrence with a
of proportron, but also with dctcrnrination. It
be
prepared carcfully in order to avoid thc risk,
must
mentioncd earlicr, of d6tentc bcing intcrprctcd irl two
ways. Thcre coulcl bc d6tcntc betwccn one powcr ancl
anothcr, which prescrvcs thc .rr.J/r,.t tltrtt and lcaves thc
small- and nrcclium-sizccl natiorls strbordirratcd to thc
powerful nations instcad of frcc to channcl their owtl
nroral cncrgics in tltc right dircction'

sensc

Thrs, howevcr, ts not the da'tcntc which wc nltlst hopc

for. The dctentc to which wc nltrst aspirc is that

whrch lr[;crates nroral arl<l political forccs. Irr sttnr, Mr

Prcstclcrrt, llclgradc ntttst lrc rrcithcr a triburral for
propagancla to lead tts back to a colcl war which wotrltl
lcopartl,rc thc intplcnrcrrtitiorl of thc Helsinki AgrccnrL'lrt, nor a forunt for polntlcss atltl cvastvc acaclcnlic
clcbatc on thc ftrnclanlcntal issues of hunran riglrts,
coo[)cratlon atrcl tltsarnlanlcttt.
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This is how we feel, and we hope that the Commission and the Council of Ministers, with the backing of
Parliament, can show that Europe can make
contribution to d6tente in the world.

,

po.f,iu.

President.
I call Mr Cifarelli to speak on behalf of
the Liberal -and Democratic Group.

Mr Cifarelli.
@ Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I consider myself very fortunate in that
th.e. two reporrs by Mr Radoux have been amply dealt
with during the previous debate by Mr Johnston, as

rapporteur for our Group, and by Mr Berkhouwer in
his authoritative and perspicacious speech. I shall not
therefore elaborate on what has already been said and
shall resist the temptation to quote some of Amnesty
International's findings, to read out what today's issue
of Lt Monic has to say on the arrests in poland and
to repeat what was said at a recent congress in paris
on the subject of the thousands of Jews waiting for
the opportunity to emigrate to Israel.

Any return to the Cold u7ar, Mr Granelli, would
on us only to a very minor extent. As regards
9:q"l{
He.lsinki, ,n9 consequently the two forthcoiring

Belgrade conferences, the preparatory meeting and thi
subsequent meeting of representatives appointed by
the Ministers of Foreign Affairs, the prime objective of
Europe, of the Community
disjointed and still nonexistent as a political entity - must be to avoid being
left waiting at the door. Ler- us nor forget that durin!
the previous talks in Helsinki the president-in-Offici
of the Council spoke on behalf of his own counrry,
but had to make it clear that he was also representing
the. Con.rmunity. This Community inferiority must
end if we want to make an impact on public opinion
and the governments of the Memb., Stut", at these
conferences and if we want the presence of the

Community

in its own right to gain weight.

Those who proposed

the Helsinki Conference, in
other words largely the Communist countries o[
Eastern_ Europe, hoped that it would lead to recognition of the frontiers established after the Second
Vorld Var. This strategy backfired because, by its
Declaration on the respect of human rights, funda_

ntental freedoms and human dignity, Aelsinki has
become a beacon. It has turned out to be a landmine
for. all
I repeat
-- tll political systems which

- basic freedoms. The new piesident
violatc these
of the
Unitcd Statcs has issued a warning on this point. Mr
Cartcr has also pointed out that Russia has built up in
Europc an cxcessivc stock of arms which could well
lead to anothcr cold war. We must therefore hope that
the. two strpcrpowers resume the SALT negoiiations
a.nd that progress can be made as regards tfr'e limita_
tion of arnrs in Europe.
Vith

rcgard to the Helsinki Agreements, particularly
the clausc concerning human rights, we must take
part in thcsc talks free of inferiority complexes and

above all, careful not to be deceived by empty promises and waffle in the place of real progr.ri. On the

economic front our aim must be to improve cooperation which should not involve economic blackmail,
but increasingly well-prepared reciprocal agreements.

Our feeling is that what at prereni .rnornl ro mere
preliminary contacts between Comecon and the

Community should be developed in a far-sighted and
constructive spirit. On the military problems, which
were clearly outlined by Mr Radoux, I should like to

recail that the purpose of the MBFR negotiations
which got under way in Vienna in October tgZ-l is to
contribute to a more stable relationship and to consolidate peace and security in Europe.
As for one part of Europe, the continental parr,

we

must make clear as a Community that any agreement
which gave rise to discrimination, or sltuations of
inequality between Member States of the Communiry,
could prove to be an obstacle to European Union. Lit
us therefore see to it that the Community speaks with
a single voice, and let us keep this essential require_
ment in mind.

In addition, Mr

President,

I

should like to recall that

this determination to reduce gradually the land forces
of the Atlantic Alliance has gained so much ground
under the pressure of circumstances that a pioposal
has been made to fix a ceiling for these forces and to
extend this criterion to forces of other types. In
December 1975, the l7estern nations put forward a
proposal to reduce important nucleai components
coming from the United States and to includi under

'common ceiling' all military
$ir
Europe, including

personnel in
airborne forces. This ij the situation
as the l2th session gets under way in Vienna.
For our part we wonder whether progress can be made

at this session since the geographical factors involved
put us at a disadvantage and since we do not wish to
prolong a situation in which the Varsaw pact coun-

tries, i.e. the Communist countries, have superiority in

conventional weapons over the other countries,
mainly the countries of our Community.

In the face of

these serious problems,

ladies and gentlemen,

implications

*" -uit

for the

Mr

i.e.

president,

not lose sight of their

Community, partlcularly

regards the control and standardization
and the future role of the Community.

of

as

weapons

About a year ago, Mr President, following a proposal
from Lord Gladwyn
then an influentiai member of
- House
parliament ac.loptecl a
our Group arrd of this
resolution

in this connection. -

\Ve feel that our participation in
the Belgrade confer_
ence must be free from preconceived and therefore
unproductive ideas, but accompanied by a realistic
awareness of difficulties which cannot be made less
acute or eliminated by mere words. Above all, the
Community must here too speak with a single voice,
look to its own general interests, gain resiect .s a
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Cifarelli
political errtrty and refuse to accept pre-arranged situaof inequality amongst its constituent parts.

trons

This I know very well to be a particularly thorny
problem in the face of which powers are limited. As
long as Europc continues to be what it is, we will be
ncithcr the third nor the fourth 'great' power in the
nrodcnr world. On the contrary, we could well
bcconre virtual colonies in disguise, or rather restless
protcctorates. It is true that the main justification for
European union and the renaissance of freedom are
bouncl up witlr d6tente. In my view, however, the benefits of d6tente should never be bought at the cost of
surrenclcring one's principles and abandoning the
valucs of frceclonr. Summing up, I should like to say
in a pcrsortal capacity and on behalf of my Group that
wc support the careful and clear-sighted arguments
put forwar(l by the rapporteur, Mr Radoux, and we will
votc for thcsc nrotions for resolutions. 'We hope that
Parliar.rrcnt's public stand will make increasingly clear
to thc citizcr.rs of Europe the importance of European
r.rllron today and thc need for European union

to compliance with the United Nations Charter and
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. As to
fundamental rights, Declarution 7: the participating
states will respect human rights and fundamental freedoms including the freedom of thought, conscience,
religion or belief for all, without distinction as to race,
sex language or religion. As to minorities : the Participating states on whose territory national minorities
exist will respect the rights of persons belonging to
such minorities to equality before the law, will afford
them the full opportunity for the actual enioyment of

human rights and fundamental freedoms, and will in
this manner protect their legitimate interest in this
sphere. As to the Charter, in the field of human rights
and fundamental freedoms, the participating States
will act in conformity with the purposes and principles of the Charter of the United Nations and with
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. May I
remind the Parliament, in the context of the Universal
Declaration, Mr President, of the express terms of
Article 13 (2) : everyone has the right to leave any
country, including his own, and return to his country.

tonrorrow.

I call Derek Valker-Smith to speak on
President.
- Europearr Conservative Group.
bchalf oi thc
Mr President, I am not
Sir Derek Walker-Smith.
going to direct nrysclf this evening to the generality of

thc nratter of

fundantental rights. This has

been

cliscusscd fully in thc carlier debate this afternoon,
arrd I nrysclf said sonrething as to the basic and imperativc rnrport:tncc of thcsc fundanrental rights in my
spcech ln thc March part-session of this Parliament

whcn I had thc honour to commend the n'rotion
atlopting a comnron declaration of respect for funda-

And therefore, thirdly, I submit that

as the agreement

siSnatories, it therefore
follows that the goventments and peoples of the participating States have the right and duty not only to
confer and observe human rights and fundamental
freedom within their own boundaries, but also the

is binding inttr se on the

right and duty jointly and severally to expect and
require observance in the other contracting states.
And that right and duty is vested in, among others,
the nine Member States of the Community, who
should exercise it in close cooperation with other likeminded nations and, of course, with each other within
the framcwork of the Community.

rrcntrrl rights maclc by the tlrree political instittrtions

of tlre Etrrol:cnrt Comntttrtity.
nrakc ortly sonre specific references to the
Helsrnki Agrecnrcnt, arrtl in Particular to its legal
rr.uplicrtiorrs, ancl to thc folthcoming Bclgrade Conferencc which, it rs lroped, will provide the occasion for
Today,

I

I make, Sir, these ProPositiorrs to thc Parlianre nt. First, I submit that thc
Hclsrrrki Agrce nrcnt nlust be read as a whole , as
indced Mr Cifarclli has just observcd in his interesting
spcech. Dcclaratiorr 7 affrrnring resPect for hunran
rights, is at least cqtrally as binding as Declaration l,
rrfiirrnirrg respcct tor riglrts inhercnt irr sovereignty'
frrrther arrcl practical aclvarrcc.

arrd as l)eclaratron

.1

affrrnring thc inviolability of frorr-

ticrs, which is itself, of cottrsc, strbiect to the proviso

rrr l)cclirration I that fronticrs catl lrc changcd in
accor<iarrcc wtth itttcrrratiorral law
irrr<l lly irgrccllrcltt.

by pc'aceftll

nlcarls

Sccorrtlly, Istrbtrttt that Dcclaratiorl 7 is explicit rntl
lrirrclrng iltlt t .\( [rctwce tr tlte stgrtatorres or colltl'il(till8
l)rrtrcs to tlre lglccrrlcrlt. Itt Pitrtrcttlar, tltcrc lrre
sPecrtrc .rrr<l [lirrtlirlg llrovistotls lll thilt aSrecllrent
lcl,rtirtg to rc\[)ect tot lttrtltrttr ri.rglrts, to nttrtoritics and

ln the argument sometimes put forward by the Eastern European states and
their apologists that intcrnational pressures and persuasions directed to compliance with respect for funda-

There is, Sir, no sttbstance

mental rights constitutes an interference in the
internal af fairs of a state or an infringement of its
sovereignty. Of course, it is true that under Declaration 6 of Helsinki, participating states are under a
duty to refrain from any intervention, direct or indirect, individual or collective, in the internal or
external affairs falling within the jurisdiction of
another participating state. But, Sir, that has to be read
in the context of thc Helsinki Agreenlent as a whole,
and in partictrlar of Declaratiorr 7, from which I have
quotc'd. And as particiPating statcs contracl i,tl(r -tc lo
rcspect huntarr rights, it thcrefore becomes a collective
arrcl reciprocal obligatron. Just as the indivisibility of
security is cxprcssly rccognizecl in tlle Helsinki Agreenrent, so by clcar inrplication at lcast, is the indivisi-

brlity of hutttrrr rights, sincc the Agrcement

rccords

that partrcipating Statcs recogrrize thc univcrsal sigrrificanci'of ltunratr rights arrd futrdanrcntal freedoms.
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I submit it is right for Member States individually to be vigilant in this matter and constructively participate in securing recognition of and
Therefore

respect for fundamental rights.

Now it is of course true that pro fonna the Community is not a party to the Helsinki Agreement, since it
is an agreement between participating states. Nevertheless, that duty extends collectively, by implication, to
the Community. As a Community and as a parliament
we can only exercise influence indirectly by way of

action and appropriate representation through

the

governments of Member States. This we do, or seek to
do, and the current example is the motion adopted by

the Legal Affairs Committee as recently as

rights with reference to citizens of the German
Democratic Republic. That motion will, I hope, in
due course commend itself to the Parliament as a
whole. The motion, Sir, adopted by the Legal Affairs
Committee is temperate and persuasive in tone, not
hostile or peremptory. It is also precise in its terms, as
becomes a motion emanating from a legal commitee,

in identifying the specific obligations of Helsinki and
the consequences that flow therefrom in the context
of the lives of individual citizens, and, in particular,
the right of migration.
So far from there being any conflict between d6tente
and the observance of the Helsinki provisions
respecting human rights, they are clearly complementary, each reinforces and strengthens the other. That
they should do so is clearly a matter of paramount

importance. Observance of those provisions of
Helsinki which guarantee human rights is vital and
indispensable. It is a condition precedent to true
d6tente, and would powerfully assist a successful
outcome of efforts at mutual force reduction.

I trust, therefore, that this Parliament and this
Community will do what can to promote these great
objectives and to achieve this desirable result.
Mr Lemoine.
(F) Mr President, the Helsinki
Conference on Security
and Cooperation in Europe
was an unprecedented event in the history of interna_
tional relations. It was an important stage in the move
towards d6tente. \7e should be happy about this, but
there is still a great deal to be done. We have to check
on violations of the agreement, of course. This is something which has not yet been properly done since the
Final Act was signed in 1975. However, we shall have
to look at all the ground that has been covered before
stage.

The principle outcome of the Conference was that the
rules of coexistence for J5 States
especially
- rysi.-s States
with different economic and social
were
- time
laid down very precisely. Not so long ago, at the

of the Cold Var when

The Conference was the high point of European
d6tente in recent years. The path to it was not an easy
one to follow. Just think of the last minute complications which were exploited in an attempt to block the
Conference. But this unprecedented meeting did take
place, because the peoples of Europe took this idea to
their heart and because we, in France for example,
fought for Helsinki.

last

Monday for a resolution on the protection of human

we reach this

ened, there were those who wanted to erase the
systems they did not like from the face of the earth or,
failing that, at least ignore them. Nowadays people sit
round negotiating tables, and in our opinion this is
not a bad thing.

peace was ionstantly threat-

And yet d6tente is still threatened, particularly by the
expansion of the arms race. But d6tente is our only
hope and we must enter the era of disarmament. The

'ltr7arsaw

Pact countries have proposed an agreement
whereby neither side would be the first to use nuclear
weapons. Is this not a good basis from which to start ?

It

has been said that the Helsinki Agreement is an
indissoluble whole and each part is of capital importance, whether it is a matter of accepting the reality of

post-war Europe and committing oneself to developing peaceful relations, increased cooperation in all
fields without discrimination on political grounds, or
the expansion of cultural ties, including cooperation
in the humanitarian field. As for cooperation, there is
still a long way to go, and the attitudes of a past age
will have to be abandoned.

As far as the Third Basket is concerned, we

have

always said rhat any infringement of freedom and
liberty, wherever it may occur, is abhorrent to the
French Communists. Liberty is the weapon in our
fight
it is indivisible. rJ7herever it is threatened in
the world,
we shall defend it, now and in the future.

That is why we are in favour of implementing everything in the Final Act which can help the sfread of
freedom in Europe. We want to help ensure that the
Helsinki Agreement become a complete reality. The

Final Act must not be a springboard for a crusade
wtrich would jeopardize the gains resulting from EastWest cooperation. Peace ,would be at risk, and not
only peace but freedom and the rights of man and
democracy, since history teaches us that tension ancl
the Cold Var have always encouraged anti-democratic

to the interesrs of the people.
Helsinki was a great step forward. We must
-rL. ,ur.
there is no faltering along the way. Our efforts should
now be directed towards the next stage, the Belgrade
policies, hostile

Conference, so that we can make the most of the bene_
fits of d6tente and peaceful coexistence, and so that
we can follow the road of peace towards a settlcment

of the vital problems of our age.

President.

-

I

call Mr Jahn.

Sitting of \Tednesday,

(D) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
Mr Jahn.
according to the Final Act of the Conference on Securiry and Cooperation in Europe the purpose of the
Belgrade meeting is to proceed to a thorough
exchange of views both on the implementation of the
provisions of the Final Act and of the tasks defined by
the Conference, as well as on the development of the
process of d6tente in the future, in the areas covered
by the Conference, namely mutual relations, security
and cooperation in the economic, scientific, technical
and in humaBasket 2
and environmental fields
nitarian and other fields - Basket 3 which we have
already discussed in detail today.

In view of this clear mandate, it seems strange that
many \U7estern politicians reiterate the pointed warnings from the East to the effect that the meeting in
Belgrade should not be a platform for mutual accusations. The question we should ask is, how can the
follow-up conference in Belgrade fulfil its clearly
defined purpose except by means of a calm and obiective stocktaking of how the declarations of intent have
been implemented so far and of the effects of the
Conference as a whole

?

If this overall stocktaking of the results of the Conferand
ence is to show that progress has been made
an
obiecfrom
not
shirk
we
must
will
we hope it

- the facts including the negative
tive assessment of
ones. If we dress the facts up for the sake of the
Eastern bloc this will only result in a sham d6tente,

which will have all sorts of dangerous consequences
for the real security of the 'West and its awareness of
the problems.
\What facts, Mr President, must we start from ? Firstly,

there are the efforts by Moscow to reinterpret and
distort the Final Act one-sidedly with a view to
subsequently 'correcting' the results of Helsinki in
favour of the maximum demands made by the Soviets,
which were not satisfied on that occasion.

Secondly, there is the direct implementation of the
declaration of intent of Basket 3 of the Final Act and
the unexpected extent of the indirect influence the
Vest has had on the dynamics of the emancipation
process in the East and its significance for nrultilateral
East-lVest relations.

Thirdly, there are the effects of Basket 2 on economic
and scientific cooperation in Europe and the resultant
problems.

Fourthly, there are the effects of the CSCE on military

security

in

Europe and the resultant problems in

connection with ensuring Peace, d6tente and
intcrnal development

in
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should take, the struggle since Helsinki has shifted
towards phraseology and reinterpretation, and their
use in everyday politics. Moscow failed to achieve one
of its main aims at the Conference, i.e. the political
consolidation and legalization of the territorial and
political status quo existing since 1945 in Eastern and
Central Europe by its recognition in international law
by the !7est. The rUflest was explicitly opposed to this'
In particular, the CSCE did not become the substitute
peace conference which Moscow had hoped for. The
'West was only prepared to accept the existing territoi'al status quo ternporurily and de facto as a point
of departure for all future East-\West policy in Europe,
in that the affirmation of the principles of international law, listed in the Final Act, of refraining from
the great or use of force, the inviolability of frontiers
and the territorial integrity of States only ruled out the
use of force to change the territorial stalus t1uo. This
does not, however, mean stagnation, as the Final Act
also makes reference in Principle No 1 to the principle of internal and external self-determination of
States and peoples including the sovereign right to
change frontiers in accordance with international law,
by peaceful means and by agreement, in Principle No
8 to the principle of national self-determination of
peoples and in Principle No 7 to the principle of

respect for human rights

which we have

discussed here. There is also the clause

already

to the effect
rights and
the
not
affect
does
the
Declarations
that
obligations of participating States, nor the corresponding treaties and other agreements and arrangements. These are the principles which we have
evolved and which we must follow if Europe is to
change and progress in a peaceful manner.

On the other hand,

however, Moscow

had

to

guarantee the tle .t.lcto accePtance of lhe .ttdlus qttct
on the part of the \iflest by means of concessions in
declarations of intent regarding
increased freedom of movement for persons, ideas and
information, things we have discussed here today.

the form of the

There again, Moscow now wants to use fundamental
concepts included in the list of principles, such as the
respect of sovereignty and non-intervention, to play
down the existence of the self-determination clause.
Since it has been said that the concept of peaceful
coexistence played a role in Helsinki, I might say now
that as a result of \flestern opposition it was not incorporated in the text of the Final Act and cannot be
subsequently read into it either.

the

Mr President, I have nearly finished. Since Moscow
and the Eastern bloc will attemPt to distort the princi-

Hclsinki,

ples in Betgrade and continue the ideological confron-

Eastern Europe.

Thc frrst partial stocktaking shows that

ll

whrclr was a Vest-East compromise, has been a disappourtnrent in many fields. However, since the Confercncc did nothing to change the idcological confrontation, tlrc cxistrng powcr structures and thc conflicting
intcrcsts and idcas about what form post-war Europe

iation, I should like to say how greatly we regretted
the fact that the attemPt made by the French Prcsident when he visited Moscow

in

1975 to complement

political d6tcnte not only with military d6tente, but
also through a relaxation of the ideological struggle,
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was rejected then as now. The inevitable conclusion

I

which the West must draw from this is that we cannot
simply sit back at the Belgrade conference and
meekly accept one-sided misinterpretation of the principles contained in the Final Act on the part of the

put the preamble and paragraphs

The preamble and paragraphs

as follows
5.

uPon.

-

I

Lemoine's speech, the Italian Communists are going
to vote for the motion for a resolution tabled by Mr

in order to avoid wasting time, we
intend to vote for the amendment to paragraph 6

which has been tabled by a Socialist Member. This
does not alter the fact that we want to see strengthened relations between Comecon and the EEC,
provided that better relations between the two
Communities does nor preclude the possibility of bilateral agreements between countries of either Community.
As for the resolution on the Vienna negotiations, I am
sorry to say that the Italian Communists feel they
must abstain from voting on this, even though we
agree with the wishes expressed through most of the
text, since we feel that it is both anachronistic and
Premature.

shall therefore vote in favour of the first motion

for a resolution and abstain from voting on the second
relating to the Vienna negotiations.

-

I

call Mr Natali.

Mr Natali, Vicc-Pretidcnt o.l' the Contnis.tiott. (I)
- I
Mr President, speaking on behalf of the Commission
should like especially to congratulate Mr Radoux on
his two reports, and also Mr Bertrand who introduced

to participate actively in the multilateral implementation of the provisions adopted at Helsinki in
respect of Basket Two in the framework of the
United Nations Economic Commission for Europe

-

ro pursue its efforts to improve the conditions for

Geneva,

business contacts and information

-

to continue its moves towards the conclusion of
trade agreements berween the Communiry and
individual countries with planned economies on
the basis of the Communiry proposal of November
t974.

I

call Mr Sieglerschmidt.

Mr Sieglerschmidt.

President.

Mr

Sieglerschmidt

clearly what we mean by cooperation in the economic
field.

President.
I put Amendment
fied, to the -vote.

Paragraphs

\7e shall now consider the motion for a resolution.

expression planned

but also the last. So if these two changes are made, I
can accept this amendment as a substitute for paragraph 5 in the form adopted by the political Rifairs
Committee, since the amendment specifies more

I

The general debate is closed.

that the

in the penultimate sentence and
that this should also be replaced by State trading.
This therefore involves not only the first paragraph
econonry also appears

because

-

should

Mr A. Bertrand.
(NL) Mr President, I can agree
to this amendmenr,- but I should like to point out to

I am not going to give any further

President.

I

- I call Mr Bertrand.

Amendment No

explanations
feel that both this debate and the Carlier one
have been such as to justify fully the Commission's
favourable attitude.

(D) Mr President,

- again that for terminologjust like to point out once
ical reasons
I hope that all the others involved
-amand
agree
I
asking for the words countries uitb
- econoniet in the first sentence of the amendplanned
ment to be replaced by State-trading countries. lt is
simply a question of terminology.

the two motions. The Commission is particularly keen
to see these two resolutions passed, even with the
amendment which has been tabled.

I

in the economic

field,

even

Furthermore,

-

in

Radoux. Ve shall do this because we feel that it is a
balanced and unbiased document which sets out the
questions to be tackled at Belgrade in a form showing
the interdependency of the various baskets. And there

President.

:

Final Act, is given full effect in relations with countries with planned economies,

Mr Sandri.
(I) Mr President, although we agree
with the general
tone which seemed to mark Mr

IUTe

to 4 are adopted.

ensure that the concept of reciprociry, as
- to
defined in the preamble to Basket Two of the

call Mr Sandri.

is special emphasis on the commitment to seek
greater d6tente in Europe and the world.

to 4 to the vote.

On paragraph 5, I have Amendment No I tabled by
Mr Sieglerschmidt, calling for this paragraph to read

Soviet Union. \We must discuss these principles in the
same spirit as that in which they were jointly agreed

President.

I

I

I

I

is

put paragraphs 6 to

No I thus, modi-

adopted.
I

I

to the

vote.

6 to ll are adopted.
put the motion for a resolution as a whole to the

vote.

The resolution is adopted.

'OJ C ll.l

of 5.6.

1977.

I
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President.
motion.

-

I call Mr Ajello for a

procedural

(I) Mr President, I should like to ask
to Parliament that Mr Guerlin's report
on waters favourable to shellfish growth be placed,
without debate, on Friday's agenda.

Mr Afello.

you to propose
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be briefer than two, that you would regard it as for the
convenience of the House that I should say why the
Socialist Group has authorized me to propose this
amendment.

Document 91177 which is before the House states
that the Political Affairs Committee approves the
motion unanimously with one abstention.

In the discussions in the Political Affairs Committee I
suggested the change which now forms the subject of

President.
proposal

That is

?

-

Are there any objections to Mr Ajello's

agreed.

ll. Mtrtual and

balanccd .force reduction
ntgol iat iont

President.

The next item is a report (Doc.9ll77)

I had been ouwoted, I told Mr
Bertrand, as chairman of the committee, that I should
wish to carry the matter further, and he agreed that I
was at liberty to do so.
my amendment. After

The point at issue is simple. The text of paragraph I
of the motion, both in the original French version
drafted by Mr Radoux and in the English translation,
states that the European Parliament considers.

in

on behalf of the Political
by Mr Radoux

that a reduction of forces and armaments

tion negotions (MBFR).
I call Mr Bertrand.

(a) cannot be effected by measures which could ieopardize the securiry of any of the parties to the neSotia-

Affairs
Committee on the mutual and balanced force reduc-

tions

Mr A. Bertrand, clsttirntan o.f tbe Political A.ffairs
(NL) Mr President, I can be very brief.
Connittct.
'We wanted -to table- this motion for a resolution at the
same time as the one on the Helsinki Final Act, since
the Final Act of the Helsrnki Conference provides

that thc political and military aspects of security
should be conrplementary. In the Helsinki Act it was
cxpressly laid down that the negotiations on force
reductions, the SALT negotiations and the nuclear
rregotiatrorrs should run parallel with those on the
other aspccts of the Act. \We therefore feel that in the
plenary sitting today we must also give our point of

view

in the motion for.Wea resolution on the

MBFR

point out in the resolution
ncgotiations in Vienna.
that the reduction of forces and araments in Central
Europc must take place in the context of a number of
cssclrtial precautionary measures. You can find these
tundcr (a), (b) and (c) of paragraph 1. I need say no
nrorc about these. The text was discussed in great
dctail, and I should therefore like to ask the House
not to prolong the debate too much and to adopt this
nrotion for a resolution in the form in which the Political Affarrs Comnrittee has presented it to Parliament.

IN THE CHAIR: MR MEINTZ
Vict-

Proiltn t

I call Lord Brimelow
President.
behalf of thc Socialist Group.

to

speak on

Mr President, I have tabled an
I to thc motion for a resolu'
nrlntcrtt to paragraph
tion. I assrrnrc that thc tintc fornrllly to move that v'ill
conre latcr when wc arc votirrg, but I think sirlce I am
now orr nry fcet atttl stttcc orrc intcrvcntion is liable to

Lord Brimelow.

anre

Central

Europe

;

(b) cannot be preiudical to the security of other European
countries

;

(c) cannot constitute an obstacle either to the organizatron of the defence of Vestern Europe or to the integrated defence system of the Atlantic Alliance.

My amendment substitutes the words must t ol for the
word cannol in the three places where cclnnot occurs.
It is obvious that if miscalculations were to be made
by the governments participating in the MBFR negotiations or in the agreements which may result from
them, the balance of military power in Europe could
be affected, and if the miscalculations were to be
made by the W'estern participants in the negotiations,
the security of the States represented in this Parliament could be affected, the securiry of other European
States could be prejudiced and the outcome could
constitute an obstacle, both to the organization of the
defence of Vestern Europe and to the integrated
defence system of the Alliance. Now, it was clearly the
intention of Mr Radoux and of the Political Affairs
Committee that this must not be allowed to happen,
but this is not what the text of Document 91177 in
fact says. The text of paragraph I of the motion for a
resolrrtion, in the form at present before this House,
could be taken out of context and used by the propagandists of the Warsaw Pact States to suSSest that this
Parliament is carefree as regards the outcome of the
MBFR negotiations, whereas I believe the contrary to
be the case. I am sure that this Parliament is deeply
concerned that the outcome of the MBFR neSotia-

tions should not have any of the preiudical
consequences mentioned in paragraph I of the
nrotion for a resolution. It is for that reason that I
by the Socialist Group to table
nry anrcndntent suggestirrg that the word r',lrrrtr.rr be

havc' been authorized
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replaced by the words must not. This is so evidently

in

accordance

with the intention of the text that

those

Members present who have before them the German,
Italian or Danish texts will see that the translators
have already, to a greater or lesser extent, anticipated

my though at the expense of the literal accuracy of
their translations.
So far I have been speaking on behalf of the Socialist
Group. I should now like to make a purely personal
comment on paragraph 4 of the motion for a resolution. According to this paragraph, the European Parliament considers that the agreements negotiated in
Vienna should lead on to a gradual reduction in the

numbers

of

conventional and nuclear forces and

weapons throughout Europe. The wording of this paragraph looking forward to 'a gradual reduction of forces
and weapons throughout Europe' might be interpreted
by some as looking forward to a series of agreements

covering successive reductions in conventional and
nuclear forces, not only within the very carefully
defined areas with which the MBFR negotiarions are
concerned, but throughout the whole of Europe. In
my opinion, such reductions might prove highly
dangerous to l7estern securiry, especially if the words
'throughout Europe'were held not to include that part
of Soviet territory which lies in Europe. Because of

their strategic

advantages conferred

on the Soviet

Union by geography, there is a limit beyond which

the reduction of forces in Western Europe cannot
prudently be carried, irrespective of the extent of any
reduction which might be made in the forces
stationed on the territories of the \U7arsaw Pact States
other than the

USSR.

Mr President, I am not going to suggest an amendment to paragraph 4. Its intention is clear. I would
only ask that it should always be read in con,junction

with the

precautionary clauses

of

paragraph

l,

as

in my amendment. I hope that this will meet
with the approval of the House. Sublect to rhe acceptance of the amendment, I should like to commend to
phrased

the House the motion for a resolution put forward by
the Political Affairs Committee. It is in line with
NATO thinking, it is consistent with what has been
said by the Western participants in the MBFR negotiations. These negotiations are mentioned in the Final
Act of the Helsinki Conference. It is appropriate,
since the House has today discussed other aspects of
the Final Act of the Helsinki Conference and since it
wishes that Final Act to be treated as an indivisitrle
whole, that it should express its views on the MBFR

negotiations

in the terms of the resolution

as

amended.

IN THE CHAIR: MR DESCHAMPS
Vicc-President

President.
I call Mr Jahn to speak on behalf of
the Christian-Democratic
Party.

Mr Jahn.
(D) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
I regret that- we are discussing paragraph 4, the CSCE
and military security in Europe at such a late hour,
since in my view this is one of the most decisive
aspects of the entire CSCE and I am extremely
grateful to the previous speaker for the very clear way
in which he stated his views.
Balance of political

of military

will is just as important

power for

as balance

a harmonious

d6tente policy.
Only with adequate deterrent and defence potential
will the rU7est be able to avoid being faced one day
with political blackmail or military threats, and I

should .iust like to remind you what NATO
the
spokesmen of all the members of NATO to be -precise
has had to say in recent months on this question

-of the increasing imbalance in conventional weapons.
Only if we establish a balance can we avoid

Communist dictatorships taking refuge from their
inner crisis in foreign policy or-even i-,ilit..y adventures. To this extent an adequate security policy in the

\7est is also of vital importance to progress towards
the emancipation of individuals and nations living
within the Soviet sphere of control and I should like
to point out that a year and a half after Helsinki it is
perfectly obvious that the CSCE has not promoted
military security in the \7est, nor was it even likely to.
In this respect the Conference on Security
and I
stress Security

and Cooperation

worthy of the name.

in

- is not
Europe

At the preparatory stage of the CSCE Moscow first of
all flatly refused to discuss questions of military security, at the Conference. Finally, on the insistence of
the u7est it reluctantly agreed to the confidencebuilding measures in the military field with which
you are familiar. The small military value of these
agreements was recognized right from the outset.
Since then they have proved equally worthless at the
psychological and political levels, i.e. in their effective-

ness

in building

'\U7arsaw

confidence. Since Helsinki the

Pact States have only fulfilled these obligations reluctantly and incompletely. They have only
given notification of three manoeuvres involving more

than 2.i 000 men and only invited observers from
certain countries, i.e. their immediate neighbours,
Turkey and Denmark. They frequently avoided the
need to give notification of manoeuvres by dividing
them up in space and time. After all, it is quite
possible to carry out six manoeuvres involving J0 000

men side by side l0 or 20 kilometres apart. Not a
single observer from the Eastern bloc was present at
any of the l3 manoeuvres of which notification was
given by the NATO States, in spite of the fact that all
the \Tarsaw States had been invited.
More serious than this restrictive attitude on the part
of the Warsaw Pact States what were described at the
Conference as 'confidence-building measures'
however, is that with the premature breaking-off of
the Conference, the \7est itself abandoned the principle of linking the efforts to achieve political d6tente
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and the stabilization of military security in Europe, i.e.
the CSCE and the MBFR negotiations, both as regards

time and content, even though previously
rightly regarded such a link as necessary.

it

had

The fact that the Soviet Union has hitherto consistently refused to accept that the principle of parity
which it has always demanded in its negotiations with
the USA on strategic nuclear weapons should also
apply to conventional troops on both sides in central
Europe, shows how little hope there is of Moscow
being prepared to see anyone else's point of view
during the MBFR negotiations in Vienna. This is also
demonstrated by the fact that, under the cloak of the
CSCE and MBFR negotiations and preparatory neSotiations which have been going on for years, the Soviet
Union has developed its military potential to an
extent far in excess of its legitimate defence requirements
and its
superiority in Europe is
- everyconventional
increasing
month. In addition, there is the
growing threat to the north and south flanks of
NATO and the increased presence throughout the
world of the Soviet fleet, which is expanding at a phenomenal rate.

The expansion of this extensive military offensive
potential, which could also be used as an instrument

of political blackmail, reinforces our doubts regarding
a genuine policy of d6tente in the military field and
the obfective of achieving a positive outcome to the
MBFR negotiations in Vienna. The western world is
therefore not being unjustifiably suspicious, given

tant and useful to consider the military situation and
the balance of forces. Anyone who thinks that peace is
a gift from heaven is really living up there in the
clouds, and when a State belives it,

it

is sheer suicide.

As for Lord Brimelow's proposed amendment,

I

should like to point out that there is no problem in
the Italian text, in which the word 'debba' already

means 'must not'.

This fact was noted by

Lord

Brimelow.

Turning to paragraph 4 of the motion for a resolution,
I must say that I do not agree with Lord Brimelow's
narrow interpretation of it. Nevertheless, it is the view
of the Liberal and Democratic Group, and my own
view too, that the concept here is that of the advantages conferred by geography. These talks involve the

NATO countries, including Canada and the United
and the Warsaw Pact countries, the Soviet
Union and its allies in eastern Europe. There have
been two states in these talks, the first from 1973 to
1975 and the second subsequent to the 1975 propoStates,

sals.

I am completely opposed to facile pacificism, to the
advocating of peace by unilateral declarations. !7e
have to be very careful not to be hoodwinked in the
realm
sphere

of foreign policy, and even more so in the
of military policy where cunning knows no

bounds.

In December 1975 the lTestern allies proposed a rider
proposal that there should be
equal percentage reductions for each single nation.

these verifiable facts, in asking with increasing insistence in recent months what Moscow's political intentions are with the expansion of these military capaci-

The western powers made a concrete proposal. They

ties.

offered significant cuts

and I should like to end on this
is not- possible without a minimum of
point
harmonization
in the balance of power in Europe, and
without a minimum of mutual confidence the MBFR
negotiations will not lead to any useful political
conclusion. I7e expect that at the forthcoming negotiations in Belgrade and Vienna both sides will adopt
confidence-building measures
there is no doubt
that we shall put them forward - which will be verifiable and based on trust, as advocated
by the Political
Affairs Committee in the various paragraphs of its

armoury, and were ready

motion for a resolution.

Mr Ciferelli.
(I) I intend to be very brief, Mr President, although- not because I feel this is an unimportant matter. On the contrary, it deserves just as much
time as has been given to several other speeches
which were more theoretical than practical.

- eastern European land mass on the other
allies, the
side
existing between the two armies which are
lined-up against each other in central Europe. Associated measures are also scheduled for discussion. The
Communist countries maintain, however, that the
procedural changes they put forward in February 1956
also include a percentage reduction on all sides. This
means that they are attempting to consolidate and
formalize their existing numerical superiority in the
negotiation area, especially with regard to tanks, where
the lrarsaw Pact outnumbers the west.

There is undoubtedly a place for protests and statements of principle. However, it is much more impor-

For their part, the western powers maintain that the
only way of ensuring an equal level of security for all

Political d6tente

(Applause)

President.
I call Mr Cifarelli to speak on behalf of
the Liberal -and Democratic Group.

to the \flarsaw Pact

common ceiling, some

in the American nuclear

to include, as part of the
of the forces in the entire

central European area. These forces were also to
include airborne personnel. This is the situation at
present, as the twelfth round of talks are about to get
under way.

The western negotiators are asking their

opposite

numbers from the Warsaw pact to provide a detailed
and thorough reply to the western proposals and to
discuss the problems relating to the geographical dissi-

milarity

the Atlantic

in the

case

of the

western
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the nations involved in the talks is to establish equal
ceilings for the forces of the two alliances. The only
way this can be achieved, of course, is for unequal
reductions in strength to be carried out, since the
forces are not equal at the moment.

I

realize that this is common knowledge not only to

the Political Affairs Committee but also to

the

Members who are listening to me here today. But our
iob, Mr President, is to inform the public through the
proceedings

of this

House.

These words should convey our full approval of the
motion for a resolution, together with the various interpretations of paragraph 4 which have emerged in the
course of debate. I should like to make it clear that we
want to make progress towards peace with a real and
programmed reduction of forces jn central Europe.

We know that peace is not the prerogative of the
strong, as was once believed, but is the reward for
those who view things realistically and who are never
ready to replace facts with words.
(Applause)

President.
I call Mr Scott-Hopkins to speak on
- European Conservative Group.
behalf of the

Mr President, I regret, as I

Mr Scott-Hopkins.

have said before, that -a debate of this kind is held at
this late hour in the evening, not because honourable
Members are not here
that is their choice and they
have chosen not to be -here
but it is a pity that the
European Parliament's voice- is not going to be heard
to the extent that I think it should be heard outside
this Parliament. I do not agree with Mr Bertrand of
the Christian-Democratic Party who said that there
should be a short, quick debate over in a short time. I
think the issues concerned here are of absolutely

crucial importance and they have not been covered
entirely by the previous debate that we have already
held on this matter.
Everybody knows that these negotiations that are held
in Vienna have been criticized and have dragged on
for ages. Indeed they are the subiect of an article today
in Tbe Times frcm London, where, as you know, the
NATO meeting is taking place. It is reported that the

President

of the United

Mr Carter said that :
was for an early agreement

States,

America's first preference

with the Soviet Union on mutual and balanced

forced

reductions. (These negotiations have been stalled for
some months). But failing to reach this agreement, their
military strength must be maintained.

How right he is. The point is that there has been a
complete stalemate in these negotiations since 1973.
It was at that time that NATO was then in December

1973

to

submit

a

revised proposal, which

was

commonly referred to at that time as the nuclear initia-

tive. It included the offer of withdrawal of I 000
tactical nuclear warheads with 50 nuclear-capable
aircraft and 36 Pershing surface-to-surface missiles

together with 29 000 United States troops. That was
in exchange for 68 000 Soviet ground

going to be

forces and 17000 medium Soviet tanks. The Warsaw
Pact submitted entirely different proposals in February

last year.

The present situation obviously is that we continue to
advocate the fixing of a collective common ceiling,
whereas the lflarsaw Pact countries are trying for ceilings for separate national forces. Now it has already
been said by Mr Jahn and by other Members that the
and I have all kinds of quotes
existing disparity
here of the theatre- of imbalance between NATO and
is such that there is a preponderthe !flarsaw Pact
ance of strenSth -in the l7arsaw Pact, as opposed to
NATO, in conventional forces, both ground and air.
But any type of one-for-one reduction of manpower
or machines as such, would lead to a situation in
which the NATO countries and the'l7estern alliance
would be placed in the worst possible position. I am
sure that the President of the Council will confirm
that this is so, but at the moment the l7arsaw Pact
countries reiect the kind of appraisals we have put
forcrard and they are insisting on their own.
But what is happening is that the NATO and I7arsaw
Pact counries agree that there should be two phases

in this reduction. And in this particular instance, I
believe that the first stage should include agreements
which will be carried out in the second phase. If you
do not have this Mr President, God knotrs where eventually you are going to land up. The first phase should
set a goal for a common ceiling for the ground forces
to be agreed in the second phase which will be the
final

one.

But the main current problem which is blocking

as President Carter said in London only
- is the question of statistics. Nobody
aSrees on the various figures. The lrarsaw Pact countries simply do not accept the NATO figures and we
do not accept those which have been put forward by
the lfarsaw Pact negotiators. This is a situation which
is quite intolerable. !7e have got to come to an agreement on these facts and figures. I do not think that
this should be a stumbling block at the end. I really
things

yesterday

do not.
But there are other problems as well, and they are of
the essence. How do you verify what, in point of fact,
is going on ? I spent a great deal of my life after the
war in dealing with our friends across the other side of
the Iron Curtain, and one of the great problems was
really to accept the facts and the figures as they put
them forward. If you are going to have reductions in
various strengths, you have got to have some system of
verification. How is one going to do this and how is
one going to find a system which is acceptable not
only to western Europe but to the Soviet Union and
the 'Warsaw Pact countries ? That is difficult. !(e are
talking about a central area of Europe and it is too
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easy for the forces which at the moment in central
Europe to be moved to the flanks. This is a reduction
in central Europe but it is an increase on the flanks.
!7hat is going to happen about that ? Does that
count ? It is equally very easy to talk about reinforcements going in and out. !7hat type and kind of reinforcements are we talking about ?

These are all problems which have got to be sorted
out and solved. I do not believe that we can really
expect the present situation to be very favourable for
this. President Carter in his address to the NATO
meeting did not appear to be very confident. And
neither am I. But I think this House should maintain

its position that this is what we intend and this is
I personally accept the
amendment that has been put forward by Lord
Brimelow. I believe that it reflects more clearly and
more closely the views which this House should
express concerning paragraph l. I will vote for his
amendment when it is proposed at a later stage.
what we want. And this is why

It is desperately

important, Mr President, that these
negotiations should start again, and that we should
not 8et back into the situation of stalemate, of cold
war between the two sides, because we are in imbalance at the moment and President Carter said quite
clearly that what will have to be done, if we are not
going to start negotiations again, is that the military
strength of NATO must be maintained in relation to
that of the !flarsaw Pact. That does mean that once
again we have to go back to the situation of the 50s
and the 60s. This I would regret. And so I think this
Parliament, Sir, should do everything it can to reinforce the plea from the NATO Summit Conference,
from the Prime Minister of the United Kingdom and
the President of the United States, that these negotiations should be restarted and that we should be
successful in achieving an acceptable balanced reduction for the future well-being and the future safety of
those countries of the lTarsaw Pact and those countries within the 'Western Alliance and NATO as well.
(Applause)

President.

- I call Mr Bertrand.

Mr Bertrand, Chairntan of tbe Political Affairs
(NL) Mr President, in order not to
Conrmittee.
prolong the-debate I must reply in a few words, as
depury rapporteur, to the comments made by Mr Scott-

Hopkins and Lord Brimelow. It is naturally not easy
when one has to do with experts who go into the
problems in deep and great detail. I have come to
have great admiration for the extensive and profound

knowledge of Lord Brimelow, who has devoted his
whole life to the drafting of diplomatic texts in the
Foreign Office in London. So I naturally pay great
attention to anything he says. But it is all a bit difficult for me because in the Dutch translation of the
amendment I find a comment to the effect that this

amendment does not apply as such

Dutch text, which is

in

to the original

complete conformity with
what Lord Brimelow wants. Lord Brimelow says that
the English text is not in line with the Dutch text of
paragraph I in which we find under (a)'niet tot stand
mag komen', under (b) 'niet nadelig mag zijn' and
under (c) 'geen belemmering mag vormen'. For this
reason he wants to submit an amendment, with which
I am naturally in full agreement if the English text is
then in line with the Dutch text. It is therefore only a
question of translating by 'must not' instead of
'cannot'. The English translation has thus simply to be
made to correspond with the Dutch translation which
he considers to be an accurate reflection of his ideas.
So much for the amendment.

In reply to the comments of Mr Jahn and Mr ScottHopkins I would simply like to point out that the
purpose of our motion for a resolution was to draw
attention to the fact that, given the complementary
nature of the political and military aspects of security,
which is referred to in the Final Act of Helsinki, we as
politicians and Members of this Parliament must state

what points we think especially deserve attention if we
are to make progress with the negotiations, which
have been in the doldrums for a long time now. Our
text reflects all the concern which Mr Scott-Hopkins
has expressed, and I wish to underline that. Mr ScottHopkins says that we cannot of course achieve equal
reduction of armed forces because the ground forces
of the Russians are double those of the NATO Allies.
If we were to accept an equivalent reduction of our
forces we would shortly have nothing left while the
Russians would still be able to call on a large army.
But the objective is a mutual and balanced reduction
of armed forces. Surely that is very clear. In other
words when one side has twice as many troops and
the other only half it is not a balanced reduction if
both sides reduce by the same amount. Surely that is
obvious.

Paragraph 2 states: 'considers that the negotiations on
the reduction of forces and armaments in central
Europe should result in :'
then comes what is
- and'approximate
worrying Mr Scott-Hopkins
equality
between the troops strengths on each side in the nego-

tiation area through the elimination of the present
disparities betveen the numbers of the conventional
land forces of the !flarsaw Pact countries and those of
the Atlantic Alliance.' So that has to happen first. The
text goes on to refer to the fixing of a collective

common ceiling for the forces in question. This was
also one of the things you wanted, Mr Scott-Hopkins,
that there should first of all be a common ceiling.
!/ell, we call for this in our resolution.

I am very grateful also to Lord Brimelow for his interpretation of paragraph 4. Mr Jahn also spoke about
this. I am very grateful because this interpretation
is very clear. If agreements
Mr Cifarelli said so too

-
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in Vienna it will be necessary following
to arrive at a gradual reduction in
the number of armed forces and in conventional and
nuclear armaments, a subject which is not being
discussed in Vienna at the moment. For the Vienna
talks only relates to the reduction of ground forces
and not nuclear armaments. This will have to take
place later, but it will be necessary then to deliminate
are reached

This paragraph to read as follows

these agreements

'1. considers that a reduction of forces and amendments

the negotiating area very clearly.
The text contains the words 'throughout Europe' and
this worries Lord Brimelow because it does not refer
to 'a negotiated area', that is a zone which is clearly
described for both sides, i.e. the two zones applicable
in this context. This is indeed the way to interpret
paragraph 4, and we can thus apProve this paragraph
as such without difficulry. It is for this reason that I
would like to ask for a solution in the form of Lord
Brimelow's amendment to the English text. I can thus
accept an amendment to the English text as long as
we are sure that it is in line with the Dutch text.
President.

-

I call Mr Scott-Hopkins.

As we have the pleasure of
having the company of the President-in-Office or his
representative here, perhaps we could ask him, as a
House, to give his views on the debate which has
taken place. This is an important issue, it is being
discussed in London at the moment, and I am sure he

Mr Scott-Hopkins.

has had telexes and telegrams from

London

concerning it. Perhaps he would give the House the
benefit of the information that he has there and his

view of our debate.
President.

I have not received a request

to

speak

Sir, I would hesitate to go any
Mr Scott-Hopkins.
further, but it is we -who are asking : my grouP are
asking the President-in-office or his representative
here, for whom I have the highest regard, if he would
intervene in this debate and give us the benefit of his

wisdom and knowledge.

The President of the Council does not
President.
seem to wish to speak. The debate is closed.

on a point of

order.

Throughout the speech of
Mrs Kellett-Bowman.
- Scott-Hopkins, the Presimy honourable friend Mr
dent-in-Office was in fact reading and conversing with
his next-door neighbour. Could this be the reason
why he doesn't wish to reply ?
Mrs Kellett-Bowman, it is not uP to me
President.
to examine why the President of the Council does not
wish to speak.
!7e shall now consider the motion for a resolution.
I put the preamble to the vote.

The preamble is

central Europe

(a) must not be effected by measures which could
jeopardize the securiry of any of the parties ol the
negotiations

;

(b) must not be preiudicial to the security of other
European countries;

(c) must not constitute an obstacle to the organization of the defence of western Europe or to the
integrated defence system of the Vestern Alliance ;'.

I

call Lord Brimelow.
Very briefly, Mr President, in my
- underlined the words which the
have

Lord Brimelow.
amendment

I

Socialist Group wishes

to

see changed.

This is not with a view to the underlining remaining
in the final version ; it is just to enable the Members
of the House to see exactly what the ch'ange is and
how small

it

is.

Do I understand correctly that the diffiPresident.
culties relate to the French and English versions ?

I

call Lord Brimelow.

Lord Brimelow.

-

Thank you for allowing me to

speak, Mr President, because under the Rules of Proce-

from the Council.

I call Mrs Kellett-Bowman

in

:

adopted.

On paragraph I I have Amendment No
Lord Brimelow

I

tabled by

I may not speak more than twice without your
consent. There is quite a diversiry between the various
translations. For example, in the Danish translation
under heading (a) it says'can', under headings (b) and
(c) it says'should'. Now I do not know Dutch, but Mr
Bertrand referred to the word 'mag' I do not know
dure

whether that is closer to 'should' or 'must'. In the
German, it is 'darf. !fle talk about the 'Rainbow
Edition' of the proceedings of this Assembly, but we
really have a rainbow edition of translations. I have
considered the point in Rule 29, I have the book open
in front of me at that point and I thought that, given
the diversity of translations, it would be simpler if,
with your consent, the House could agree on a single
text which is not open to the variety of interpretations
of the texts at present before the House in various
languages.

Under the rules relating to the applicaPresident.
tion of Rule-29,'no amendment shall be admissible as
such if it is established that the wording, in at least
one of the official languages, of the text it is sought to
alter does not call for amendment. In that case the
President shall seek out a suitable linguistic remedy

fointly with those concerned'.

I take it that we can agree on a text which corresponds to a French text ne doit Pa.t ?

May
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President

I
i

note that this is so. The amendment is therefore

in the

inadmissible.

largest import market
Economic Community.

put paragraph I to the vote.
Paragraph I is adopted.
I put paragraphs 2 to 5 to the
Paragraphs 2 to 6 are adopted.

It was also designed to take account of the situation in
developing countries and of the need to guarantee
these countries a substantial growth in their income

I

vote.

from exports of textile products. This

Since no-one else wishes to speak, I put to the vote
the motion for a resolution as a whole.

The resolution is adopted.

world, the European

agreement

provided for the setting up of two bodies
- aAstextiles
committee and a textiles surveillance body.
from
1974, the parties to the agreement undertook not to

introduce any new unilateral or bilateral restrictions

1

on trade in

textiles

; the trend was thus towards

increasing freedom of trade.
12. .tuIultifi bre Agreement

I

President.
The next item is the oral question with
- 78174,
debate (Doc.
put by Mr Coust6 on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats to the
Council, on the Multifibre Agreement:
The Multifibre Agreement has not produced the expected
satisfactory results. In fact, since its entry into force, the
Community market has been hit by massive imports of
similar products from a number of third countries.

While there is unanimous agreement on the need for
changes to put an end to this situation and prevent its
recurrence

in the future, opinions differ on the

means of

achieving this goal.
Does the Council believe that the solution favoured by
the Commission, namely, to fix an internal ceiling on

overall volume for a number of particularly sensitive
producs offers the same safeguards against the flooding
of the EEC market with textile products as the adoption

of overall quotas ?
How does the Council plan to ensure compliance by
third countries with such ceilings fixed unilaterally by
the Community

?

I call Mr Coust6.

Mr Coust6.

(F) Mr

President, ladies and

gentlemen, our colleagues are extremely concerned
about the situation in the Community textile industry.
Addressing the Council yesterday, for instance, Mr
Terrenoire expressed the anxiety about the threat to
employment both in his own region of Roanne and in
Flance as a whole.
This debate is important and timely, because the question now is whether
on what conditions
the
- isand
Multifibre Agreement
going to be renewed. -

in 1973 within the
framework of the GATT. It entered into force in 1974
and was accepted by 50 countries, which shows how
This Agreement was negotiated
important

it

is.

It

succeeded the long-term agreement on cotton
textiles. It is called 'multifibre' because it covers all
artificial or synthetic fibres, cotton and wool. This
arrangement was intended to promote the orderly
development of trade, while preventing disruption of
the market in importing countries, in particular the

t OJ C ll3 of 5. 6.1977.

would add that these agreements were negotiated by

the Community because this area is covered by the
common commercial policy.

I shall merely remind you
that Article 2 contained provisions relating to existing
quantitative restrictions, and that the main aim of
Article 3 was to lay down rules for the taking of
protective measures in the Community. Unless I am
mistaken, Article 3 has not been used.
l7ithout going into detail,

Apart from that, what else does this Agreement
comprise ? Basically, Article 4, which has been the
Community's main instrument, since on the basis of
this Article bilateral agreements have been concluded

with a number of countries in order to achieve as far
as possible the main aims of the general Multifibre
Agreement, namely the orderly development of trade

in

textiles.

Seventeen countries which export to the Community
have signed agreements: India, Pakistan, Hong Kong,
South Korea, Singapore, Malaysia, Mexico, Poland,
Rumania and Hungary. In addition, some agreements
were not actually concluded, as they constituted declarations of intent rather than decisions.

All

these agreements had one fundamental principle,

namely voluntary restraint on producing countries'
exports to the importing country or area
- in other
words, basically the European Economic Community.
There was also provision for ceilinp and an annual
growth rate.

It must be said that things have not been as satisfactory for the Community as for the developing countries or for certain industrialized countries. During the
first period in which this Agreement has been in
force, Community imports have increased more
rapidly than in all the other industrialized countries
which are a parry to the arrangement put together. I
shall give you some figures. Textiles : $ 2723 000 000
in 1973, $ t szs 000 000 i.e.6l o/o, between 1973 and
1975. lfhereas we had an overall increase of, 42o/o,
the other industrialized countries
the United States,

- Sweden, SwitzerAustria, Finland, Iceland, Norrray,
land, Japan, South Africa, Australia and New Zealand

had an increase of only 8 % during the same
-period.
The Community thus accounted for practically
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three-quarters

of the total increase in the industrial-

ized countries' imports. Secondly, the Community's
share of the industrialized countries' total imports
thus increased from 33 % in 1973 to 400/o in 1975
I do not have the figures for 1976, which are even

-higher. It is in the Community

that per capita

imports of textiles and clothing have increased the
most rapidly, rising from $ 20'5 to $ ZO.Z berween
1973 and 1975 as against, in the same period $ 17.8

and$ l7'7 in the United

States and

$

15.8 and

$ ll.9

in Japan. These figures are even more significant in

that per capita constmption is appreciably lower in
the Community than in the United States. Another
point : what has happened to Community exports of
textiles during the first period of the Agreement ?

They have shown a very slight increase. Let me give
just one illustration. For textiles an increase of $
426000 000, i.e. 9'3o/o oyer

and for clothing

I

the period 1973-1975,

260/0, i.e.407 000000 over the
same period. Altogether, an increase of $ 833 000 000,

i.e.

13 o/o.

ln

f.act

and this is the fundamental

economic phenomenon
the overall balance of
external trade in textile -products and clothing has
clearly deteriorated, from a surplus of $ 955 000 000
in 1973 to a deficit of $ 402000 000 in t975.
However, Mr President, this by itself is not the reason
for our anxiety nor even for the proposals which we
are going to make. I should like to give you a recent

piece of information regarding 1977. Apparently, the

United Kingdom and Northern lreland, who

were

authorized to fix quotas for imports of cotton yarn for
the period from I April to 3l December 1977 within

limits regarded

as reasonable, also asked

to fix

on imports of cotton T-shirts and synthetic

quotas
fibres.

This quota was fixed at 710 000 items for the period
form 1 February to 3l December 1977, yet during the
first two months of 1977 imports of T-shirts totalled
785 000 items, i.e. they were higher than the proposed
quota for the whole of 1977.

I shall give you another item for comparison and
concern another point. In the bilateral agreement with
Taiwan the quotas for 1976 were fixed at 1738
tonnes. In fact, they totalled 2531 tonnes, i.e.45o/o
more, in that year. !/ith Hong Kong, for example, a
quota of 225 000 items was fixed for women's blouses,
yet imports in 1976 totalled 325 000 items, i.e. 44 Yo
more than the maximum quotas, which themselves
were considerably higher than for 1972, 1973 and
1974. Finally, for South Korea a quota of 564 000
items was fixed for men's shirts in 1976; 899000
were imported, i.e. 50 7o more.
I7e are indeed, Mr President, faced with an alarming
situation, and between 1972 and 1975 Community
textile production fell by I I %, putting 430 000
people out of work ! Thus, in Geneva
and first and
foremost at Council level
the main is obvi- which isconcern
ously to remedy the problem
regarded as the

most important and which is charmingly known

as

'omulative market disturbances'. If the work of Europeans and European firms
i.e. precisely those for
whom we are responsible - were not at stake, we
- charming and almost
might find this definition quite
soothing.

Quite simply, a solution is needed. !7e believe it lies
in the fixing of overall quotas. The main behind our
proposal for overall quotas is to make it possible to fix
quotas for the most sensitive products, i.e. those for
which the rate of penetration for imports exceeds critical levels of the order of 25, 30, 40, 50 and even
60 o/o, and to ensure the survival of our Community
textile industry through a real stabilization of market
penetration rates at the current level, which in my
opinion is already excessive. This demand involves
changes in the Multifibre Agreement. That is why we
have raised the fundamental question for cotton
thread, cotton suits, women's and men's shirts, and
also knitwear.

Our Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
will therefore, Mr President, have to examine a report
prepared by Mr Normanton. This matter is important,
Mr President, because we cannot negotitate quota
reductions and reductions in customs duties within
the GATT and then be faced with a situation like this.
Neither can we think, Mr President, of being able to
discuss anti-dumping measures when in practice they
cannot be applied to these products. I appeal to the
unity of the Council and emphasize that the Council
must give the Commission an explicit brief to ensure
that the renewed Multifibre Agreement moves towards
a real balance between imports and the absorption
capacity of the European Community markets. In this
way we shall truly preserve both the dynamism of our
textile industry and employment which is obviously a
vital necessity for our firms and for the Community.
(Applause)

President.

- I call Mr Tomlinson.

Mr Tomlinson,

President-in-Office of tbe Council,
Mr President, the Communiry has already stated
-that it is in favour of the renewal of the Multifibre
Arrangement which will expire on 3l December
1977. lt has also said that the amendments which
have proved necessary in the light of experience
gained over the three years of implementation of this
arrangement should be introduced together with this
extension. To enable the Community to participate
fully in the talks to be held in Geneva, the Council
has devoted itself over the last few months to drawing

up the negotiating directives for the Commission.
l7hilst agreement has already been reached on a
majority of these directives, it has not yet been

to arrive at a common position in the
Council on the very weighry problem of cumultive
possible

market disturbances.

\
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The solution to which the honourable Member
alludes was suggested by the Commission. Other
approaches, particularly that of including in the arrangement measures (overall quotas) covering all lowprice supplier countries have also been submitted for
the attention of the Council by several delegations.
The Council focused its discussion ar its last meeting
on 3 May 1977 on working out a formula which
would ensure the attainment of the Community's
objectives by means which would afford adequate
guarantees to the Community's textile industry. It is
reasonable to expect that a solution acceptable to all
Member States will soon be found.

President.
I call Mrs Dunwoody
behalf of the- Socialist Group.

to

speak on

Mrs Dunwoody.- Mr President, I am very aware of
the point that you have made about the lateness of the
hour. But part of the difficulty about a subject which
is as emotional as the whole question of textile negotiations is that in fact you are talking about the livelihood of whole areas of the industrialized countries.
One of the charges that is frequently thrown at the
Common Market is that it is very much a protectionist organization and that it seeks only to conclude
trade agreements in terms which are defensible from
its own point of view. Therefore when we talk about
the emotional questions of textiles particularly, we
have to realize that there is a very delicate and difficult balance to be maintained. On the one hand we
must concern ourselves with our traditional industries,
and on the other, we must not do anything which can
be overtly damaging towards those Third I(orld countries who need the trade even more, I believe, than the
industrialized countries of the EEC.
Having said that, it is very clear that what happened
in the Multifibre Arrangement was that we started off,
for a number of historical reasons which have been
rehearsed time and time again, on the wrong basis.
Ve took too long over the negotiations. Having taken
too long over the negotiations, we then found that the
effects of cumulative disruption on the internal
market were such that many people were thrown out
of work in the existing EEC textile industries, and so

far there have not been any dramatic solutions
I must say, by the

produced, either by the Council or,
individual member governments.

I hope that in this negotation we shall seek to lower
the overall quota, that we shall take into account the

the Dutch textile unions, who are deeply concerned
about the whole question, not only of internal competition, but also of export from Third !7orld countries.

And we are in the process of producing a report
precisely because we hoped that we would be able to
come forward to this Parliament with a number of
solutions which would be very largely based on the
problems of the operation of the Multifibre Arrangement, and of the need to protect the workers in the
industry.

As a Socialist I must say to you that I can see very
considerable difficulties internally in the market. It is
still possible, for example, for multinational firms to
move the investment from one factory to another
across the border without any real consultation with
the unions concerned or without any obvious plan.
But I believe that in Geneva, what the Community
has to do is to negotiate a defensible quota arrangement, and I personally would like to see overall
quotas. I would like to see the base rates for which we
calculate those quotas looked at very closely, and I
would like to see some very real input of money to
assist the structural changes that are going to come
about in the textile industry inside the Community,
because it seems to me that it is quite empty to talk
about the problems of imports without talking about
the way that we can actually cushion the problems of
the internal textile industries of the EEC.

I know that the Minister is deeply concerned about
these questions and very well aware of the really
human problems, because behind the figures that Mr
Coust6 was giving us this evening, there is the tragedy
of whole areas that are running down into dilapidated
and abandoned industrial organizations, left in the
lurch by the tide of industrial advance and needing a
great deal of assistance under those circumstances.

I do not intend to overstay my welcome, Mr President,
and therefore I will simply say in conclusion that this
is an urgent problem. Today I believe that the EEC, if
it acts humanely and sensibly, will be seeking to
protect the interests not just of the textile workers but
of those people in third countries working in the
textile industry who are themselves in many instances
grossly exploited, and are in many ways suffering for
the cheap textiles that we get in our shops every day. I
know we can rely on the Minister, and we ask for his
assistance

in this matter.

(Applause)

President.
I
Mr
to speak on behalf
- call Schworer
of the Christian-Democratic
Group.

fact that in many textile industries in the Community
there is no obvious other means of employment, and
if we are to have a constant flow of cheap imports into
the Community, then that is undoubtedly going to be
achieved at the expense of the individual textile firms

(D) Mr President, ladies and
Mr Schwtirer.
- Christian-Democratic
gentlemen, the
Group
welcomes the steps taken by Mr Coust6 and his

and the individual textile workers. The Social Affairs
Committee of this Parliament is at the present time
examining the evidence which was given to them by

Group to press for the renewal of the !7orld Textile
Agreement. Although this Agreement has now been
in existence for four years, almost 450 000 jobs in the
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European textile industry have been lost

in

this

period, and production has dwindled at a time when
other industries have recorded high growth rates. It

might therefore be asked whether an agreement
which has obviously not proved successful should be
renewed. In spite of all its shortcomings we maintain
that the situation without a new agreement would at
all events be worse. There are some who forecast
'chaotic conditions on the world textile market'
Agreement is not renewed.

if

this

!7e say explicitly that this Agreement does not constitute protectionism. The intention is not to Prevent
competition, which will take place in the necessary
orderly conditions. !(e still note (l) that a low level of
wages and social charges in certain producer countries
makes any normal competition impossible ; (2) that

politically determined prices, especially in the Eastern
bloc, are competing with prices of firms which have
to take all the costs involved into account, and (3) that
particularly by large retail
both areas are used
- buy-in as cheaply as possible
not only to
concerns
- the basis for the price of their purchases
but also as
from firms in the Community. And the small businesses with little capital are then often forced, if they
wish to sell their products at all, to sell at unaccep-

table prices, without the consumer's really noticing
these reductions.

'We are interested in preserving the European textile
industry because it is located in particular in economically weak areas, because it provides jobs for women,
as well as part-time jobs and jobs at home which no
other industries can provide, and in this respect, it will
not be superseded by any other industries in the foreseeable future.

Ladies and gentlemen, a sensible renewal of the
World Textile Agreement is an element of small-business policy, an element of employment policy, but
also an important aspect of regional and sectoral struc-

tural policy.

This question of renewal raises two issues : firstly,
should the previous system of bilateral quotas be
retained for imports of textiles, or should a standard
overall quota be laid down for all low-price countries

Mr

?

with your proposal to fix an
of which would then be
separate negotiations. This should

Coust6, we agree

overall quota, the details

worked out

in

prevent the overall quantity being exceeded if any
new supplying countries, e.g. poor developing countries, enter the picture.

and I should like to add that it
- foremost the sensitive products,
concerns first and
which you also mentioned, and for which the proporis that of 'stabilition of imports is particularly high
- has
existed until
zation'. Should the ceiling which
now be raised, and if so, by how much for each
producer country ? Or should the volume of deliveries
be stabilized at the previous level in tirxes of unem-

The second issue

ployment

in the

Community

? The Christian-

Democratic Group favours restricting deliveries to the
previous year's level, although this volume could be
varied if consumption and also prices were to increase.

In this connection there is still

a special problem, Mr
President, which you mentioned in our Group, and I
hope that you will allow me one more minute to
present it to the House as well. Should all producer
countries be treated equally, or should deliveries from

countries with a highly-developed textile industry be
restricted, and these reductions then used to benefit
the poor developing countries ? Our Group would be
very sympathetic towards this latter view, which Mr
Deschamps has put forward.
Finally, there is another important question which has
not yet been resolved : how can it be guaranteed, Mr
President, that the quantities imported will be distributed fairly among the consumer countries of the
Community ? The Christian-Democratic Group is of
the view that, whatever form the new arrangement
may take, the Commission should make proposals as
to the steps to be taken to ensure that certain Member
States are not flooded with cheap goods while others
take only small quotas.

I state once again on behalf of my Group our
sympathy for the action taken by Mr Coust6 and for
the fact that this measure is an attempt to Preserve
necessary and irreplaceable jobs in the Community

for the future as well as the present.

Restructuring

towards high-quality products should be continued.
However, we shall shortly be discussing this question
in the light of the report by Mr Normanton. The
Council and Commission should now do everything
to ensure that the Agreement is renewed, subiect to
the necessary improvements, as soon as possible.
(Applause)

I call Mr Liogier to speak on behalf of
President.
- European Progressive Democrats.
the Group of
(F) In our Community the crisis in
Mr Liogier.
and in the clothing industry in
the textile inJustry
general has not happened overnight. For years now
warnings have been uttered, notably by our Group,
and measures recommended. Torrents of words have
been poured forth in this House and elsewhere, there
has been a great deal of talk, of rhetoric even, and a
lot has been written as well. \We have been generously
treated to a number of very detailed studies, which
with an assurance somewould fill tomes, dealing
with the deeptimes bordering on complacency
- counter-mealying or peripheral causes of the crisis,
sures, the assistance which may have to be provided to

ensure the survival and rescue of this important
industry, formerly so prosperous and now on the
rocks, as well as of its satellite industries. Talks were
opened and negotiations initiated: international arrangement on the textile trade and industry, multifibre
agreement still in force, conferences all over the place
etc.
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In short 'we were promised a lot, that's all I know'.
However,'in all things, the end must be considered'.
In the area with which we are concerned, this end is
tending to become a full stop, i.e. the imminent disappearance of our Community textile producers and
products.

Unfortunately, this has already more or less happened
in the region which I represent in the French Parliament, where the crisis has already swallowed up
almost all the many throwing or weaving mills which
had stood for decades, the length of time which they
had been there proving, however, that they were not

lame ducks. The last major factory manufacturing
equipment and looms
one of the front runners in
- development,
the field of research and
with a number
of smaller-scale subcontractors depending on it
is
very seriously contemplating filing a petition of bankruptcy. This is all the more regrettable in that this

firm is

or rather, unfortunately, was

a regional

- prosperity
mono-industry,
ensuring the livelihood and
of all the others, keeping the inhabitants of difficult
country on the land, and providing a certain degree of
demographic harmony as
throughout the countryside.

a

result

of its dispersal

Discontent, not to say indignation and controversy at
the time of darkest despair are bursting forth in the
face of what people no longer hesitate to call the failings of the authorities. The causes of this state of
affairs
there are certainly many since the
- of which
responsibilities
are divided
must
in the
- subjectbetoanalysed
context of a difficult period
many fluctuations. However, the main cause of the present disarray
is known, i.e. the fierce competition from many third
or State-trading countries whose standard of living and
production costs
that of labour in particular
are

- as our own.
nothing like as high

-

These countries are increasing their production
capacity to the same extent as ours is disappearing,
and are dumping their output onto so-called rich,

come them

; yet we are still lowering them, appar-

ently.

!7hat do we find ? That the power which is currently

still the most prosperous in the world

the United
much-vaunted -liberalism, is
resorting in the case of textiles in particular to an
astounding protectionism with enormous customs
duties amounting in some cases to 200 % of the value
of the imported goods. I do not believe, therefore, that
we can save ourselves by means of quotas
which

States with its

are in any case applied far too liberally
excessively
loose guarantees against disruption of the market, or
even the gradual liberalization

of

trade.

With

a

consumption growth rate for textile products now well

below the growth rate for imports, we are heading
breakneck towards the complete and utter disappearance of our national industries.
Such a situation calls for draconian rescue measures as
a matter of extreme urgency. These measures should
comprise first of all the use of the most rigorous safeguard clauses possible, which, if necessary, we shall
have to impose on our world partners for the whole of
the time required to rectify a situation which has now
become disastrous. If all this were to result
- andat
perhaps it will
in some protectionism, we would
- good company that of the USA,
least be in very
whose reasons for protecting itself- now in anticipation
of better times are not as pertinent as our own.

The time has come to stop procrastinating, to speak
out loud and clear, because the impression so far has
too often been that the Community never negotiates
from a position of strength. This is another bad image
which must be eliminated and replaced by determination and firmness. Effort is always respected and
fortune favours the bold.
(Applaus)

President.
I call Mr Normanton to speak on
behalf of the- European Conservative Group.

developed countries, the main targets being the most

penetrable

of

these countries

or the most pitifully

poverty-stricken of the others. I referred, of course, to
the countries of our European Community which, in
order to uphold its image of liberalism as well as the
virtues of free trade, will not hear any talk of protectionism, except to protect or help the Third or Fourth
\U7orld, even if it means losing part of its own
substance, while a number
though
not
- us withfortunately
all
of those we help repay
ingratitude.

-

I

have frequently pointed out

in this House that well-

ordered charity begins at home, because the way
things are going we shall soon be in no position to
help others. It has already become a matter of extreme
urgency that we help and protect ourselves. \7e have
in fact become the area in the world probably least
protected by customs barriers, which are so low that it
is easy for any number of clever operators to over-

Mr Normanton.

Mr

President,

the

European

Conservative Group-is deeply indebted to Mr Coust6

for introducing this extremely important subiect for
discussion here today. Any failure to find a solution to
the problems facing the European textile industry

could have much more far-reaching political
consequences for the Community in its future than
perhaps some may well appreciate.

I will not waste time recounting the well-documented
and tragic h.istory of the run-down of the European
textile industry over these last 20 years. It was not by
accident, it was by intent, undoubtedly, in the minds
of some governments in Europe. Let me place firmly
on the record that the European textile industry is not
a run-down, worn-out, antiquated industry; it is technically and commercially efficient by any of the generally and internationally accepted criteria.
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The main defects arise from the Multifibre Arrangement. It is like a double-headed coin, or a case of
heads they, producers in the developing countries win,
and tails we, the European consumers, lose. It is the
inbuilt growth factor of 5 % which guarantees a
market to the imported textiles at all times, regardless
of price or cost or conditions of the market in which
they enter. It creates a situation which is best
described as the ratchet mechanism : what they have
they hold, what we lose they hold too. The continuation of this inbuilt growth factor must be replaced by
some form of automatic regulatory mechanism, and
that means an amendment to the MFA. It is the
orderly development of the trade as much as the
volume of it which is fundamental to the future of

both supplier and consumer alike. The Multifibre
Arrangement was signed and agreed to by many, something of the order of 50 countries, but not by all textile-producing countries of the world. It is the existence
of producing countries and potential producing countries outside the MFA which makes it essential to
change the system of quantification of the MFA to the
principle of the global quota. This is the only way in

which we can avoid disrupting outlets for established
suppliers from such handicapped and underprivileged
countries as India.
Many more features of the MFA demand amendment
the computation of the base lines, the categorization,

and State-trading
This meaans that the Community must

burden-sharing, unused quotas,
suppliers.

reach agreement among the nine Member States on a
negotiating stand and here is the really fundamental
political issue. Denmark and Germany, for example,
are prepared to set their sights on the extension of the

MFA in terms of time only, whereas France and
Britain demand major amendments to the MFA,

facing, as these rwo countries are, amongst others, a
serious prospective rise in unemployment. Politically

they simply could not allow either the MFA to
continue in its present form or to lapse. If it lapses,
then one or other or both would, out of political necessity, I feel, be forced to take unilateral action, and it is
the consequences of unilateral action which the
Community must be on its guard against and prepare
for. But should there be developments such as the
inability to obtain a mandate, or should the MFA be
extended unamended, this could signal the breakdown
of the Community as a free trade area and of the
Commission as its negotiating focal point.

'I

have not touched on a whole list of musts for the
very obvious reason of lack of time, but one lesson
this House would be ill-advised to ignore is that the
difficulties faced by the European textile industry for
the last twenty years are but the foretaste of what is or
will be happening to each and every manufacturing
industry in Europe in the future. Ball-bearings, zipfasteners, radios, television tubes, semi-conductors are

of

relative insignificance

to the consequences of

allowing the run-down
continue. The House,

I

of the textile industry

to

am convinced, will certainly

have welcomed the statement of aim by the representa-

tive of the Council this evening. I only hope the
Commission will show to this House conclusive
evidence that they recognize the seriousness of the
situation and have the ability and the resolution to act
appropriately.
(Applause)

President.
I call Mr Sandri to speak on behalf of
- and Allies Group.
the Communist

(I) Mr President, we have to thank Mr
Mr Sandri.
Coust6 for this question which enables us to discuss
this highly topical matter from the point of view of
the economy and of employment.

I

want to take up

in

particular one point which Mr

Coust6 mentioned. He stated that the maior cause of
this crisis was the increase in exports from developing
countries.

I should like to ask Mr Coust6 whether the developing
countries are really the chief culprits. !7hich and how
many developing countries have benefited from easier
access to the western
or rather European
market ? Let me refer to- the same figures, or more
precisely the same source, as Mr Coust6 used.'

It is true that the last 30 years have seen the developing countries increase their share of the world
textile market from 8 o/o to 48 o/o. However, it should
be made clear right away that just three countries
accounted for 80 o/o of this increase : South Korea,
Taiwan and Hong Kong.

It could be objected that these three really are developing countries. However, if we look carefully at the
statistics which Mr Coust6 provided and analyse some
of the figures, we see that Japanese multinational
companies had invested 5l I million dollars in these
three countries by 1974.

By 1970 the Americans were firmly established, wth
direct investments totalling more than 500 million
dollars, and since 1970 we have seen that industrial
giant, the Dow Chemical Pacific, set up in Hong
Kong, with all that that entails.
Do not think we are obsessed with the multinationals.
Nevertheless, it has to be admitted that the three countries in question have in fact become strategic bases
from which to attack the European textile industry.
And the attacks have come not from these developing
countries but from maior concerns. Other Members
have spoken of the benefits which the workers have
gained, but let us not forget that in Europe
the

data can be found in an extremely detailed-report
which Mr Nolan is shortly to present on behalf of the
Committee on Development and Cooperation
there is a country where workers are paid an average
of 5'30 dollars per hour. How on earth can they
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compete with the multinational in South Korea which
pays
- or rather exploits - its workers at a rate of 45
cents per hour ? !flhat we must do in the present situa-

guaranteed minimum annual growth of 6o/o given to
developing countries, regardless of market conditions,

tion is take a broad look at the real causes of these
upheavals in the market. The Americans and the Japanese are not the only ones to blame, however. One

import penetration has risen from 17 o/o in 1973 to
24'7 o/o in 1976 and imports are still rising at a much

major European company is apparently about to move
from France to Hong Kong. And other companies
from other European countries are casting their gaze
on Brazil, Malaysia and Singapore.

I

feel, therefore, that we have to look at the real causes

of the situation

not so that we can indulge in
moralization, but-so that we can determine how to
react. In our opinion, if we want to save the textile
industry in Europe, and if we want to guarantee a
certain level of employment to the workers who are
currently threatened, the Commission must be given a

mandate to negotiate internal ceilings
volume for particularly sensitive products.

on

overall

In the United Kingdom,

faster annual rate than domestic consumption. Now in
some markets, shirts for example, imports take 70 o/o
of the home market. Yesterday Dr Brian Smith
warned that the textile industry in western Europe will
disappear in a few years time if imports continue at

the present rate. He said no country in western
Europe offers sufficient opportunities for future
growth and employment that the decline of such a
major industry could be tolerated, a point made by Mr
Normanton.

The Community, we were told in the House of
Commons on 2l February, has at last accepted the
principle that growth rates should vary

But I do not believe that this will be enough. I am not
advocating a return to protectionism, but we should
start thinking about our system of generalized preferences. !7hen we apply this system to Hong Kong,
Taiwan and South Korea, we are not in fact helping
the developing countries. Instead, we are helping the
strategic bases from which our own industry is being
attacked, while the other developing countries get
poorer and their own textile industries fail to expand
properly.

and I do
and for international
bodies where we can bring up this problem. I am not
referring to the problem of labour costs, or of the
it is inevitable that there
differences in labour costs
Finally, we have to look for legal grounds

not mean legal pretexts

-

is going to be a wage differential between the western
and the developing countries. Vhat I am referring to
is the slavery in its various forms which is the result of
these differences. The fate of the textile industry in
Europe depends on a solution to this problem.

in

inverse

proportion to the rate of import penetration, and very
much hope that this may extend to a negative rate
when penetration to any sector is exceptionally severe.
Moreover, the current arrangements put a premium

on dilatory negotiations, since base levels are fixed at
the time of actually signing the bilateral agreements,
so that exporting countries rush in massive quantities
of textiles to establish an artifically high base period.

The only way to prevent this forestalling is to relate
the base period to the date when negotiations begin
and not when they end. To make matters worse, there
is currently no adequate safeguard to deal with new
suppliers of sensitive products. Each case is to be
considered as it arises and this is a very time-consuming process and leads to cumulative disruption of
home markets as individually small increases in
imports from a larger number of new suppliers build
up into a torrent. I am very sorry to hear today that
this is one of the points on which agreement has not
yet been reached. \7e do need a new method of
preventing this, namely a single quota to deal with all
potentially disruptive imports of sensitive products.

(Applause)

President.

proved quite disastrous.

-

I

call Mrs Kellett-Bowman.

Mr President, I too would
Mrs Kellett-Bowman.
like to thank Mr Coust6 -for bringing this very important subject before the House again. When the Multifibre Arrangement was originally negotiated, I vividly
remember that it appeared to give a ray of light to the
beleaguered textile industry throughout the Commu-

nity. Unfortunately it did contain a number

of

notably the provision for
from developing counautomatic increases in imports
which have proved
tries in good times and in bad
features, as we now see

quite disastrous.

-

Mrs Dunwoody asks for money to assist structural
changes but our textile industry is technically as far
advanced in many parts of the Community as the
chemical industry. It is already first class and still it

our difficulties are further
compounded by the political pricing by State-trading
countries which bears no relation whatsoever to the
costs of production. As a result of all these defects, in
the United Kingdom textile imports in 1976 reached
a peak of l'66 billion, which was a third up on 1975
and 2900000 jobs were lost between 1969 and 1975,
equal to 26'6 o/o of the labour force.
cannot cope. But

But Mr President, the problems of the present will

rU7hen

be

nothing compared with the catastrophe which will

the original Multifibre Arrangement was negotiated before the oil crisis, long-term growth prospects
throughout the Comnrunity were good. Vhen the anti-

face us

cipated growth rates failed

and rapidly expanding economies, swamp our markets

to

materialize, the

in the future as countries such as Brazil, with
their own home-grown cotton and natural advantages
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if nothing is done to stop them. !7hat we need is
action now and we look to the Council, and Commission to provide it.
(Applause)

I call Mr Yeats.

President.

I also, Mr President, would like to
Mr Yeats.
for the valuable service he has
thank Mr Coust6
performed in bringing this matter before us tonight. I
think we can probably all agree that the Present
deplorable situation in the textile industry throughout
the EEC is essentially a reflection of the failure of the

existing Multifibre Arrangement and also

of

the

failure of the Commissions's textile sector policies.
It seems strange nowadays to remember that in July
l97l the Commission stated - and indeed said also
that it had a textile sector policy
to this Parliament
and that it intended to take all appropriate measures
to maintain and modernize the restructured textile
industry as a vital element of the industrial structure
within the EEC. These optimistic words read strangely
in the light of our universal recession in the textile
since that statement was made
trade. Since l97l
leaving the textile industry in
000
had
370
we have
the EEC. Last year, as has already been said, over
400 000 were either out of work or on short time. And

I

might mention that while of course this situation
affects all parts of the EEC, and indeed other countries, my own country of Ireland happens to have, at
l0 Yo, the highest proportion of textile production
workers as a percentage of total industrial production.
That is the highest in Europe, and we suffer correspondingly as a result of the recession.
But the main reason of course for the depression has
been the extremely unfavourable development since
l97l of external trade. The balance of European

textile trade was positive until the year 1973. It is now
o/o
some $ 900 000 000 in deficit and imports arc 30
0/0,
oneof home consumption as against a mere I I
third of the amount, in the United States. As we know
the existing Multifibre Arrangement has a number of
defects which I think should be a warning
defects
to us in- preparing the new arrangement. There were

of administration, the failure of the
Commission to administer the arrangement quickly
and effectively. It was not entirely their fault. There
also defects

were the problems caused by the cumbersome concertation procedures with the national authorities. There
was a lack even of adequate statistical information on
the EEC textile trade. And here again we find that
there is no agreement on national nomenclature. One

had delays

in

concluding the bilateral agreements

between the EEC and the Third World, the Mediteranean Basin and State-trading countries, and the
and this is of course of vital importance
absence
clause and the excessive Srowth rates
of any recession

provided for textile imports. The existing Multifibre
Arrangement was designed essentially on the basis
that there was a continuation of boom conditions. It
has proved entirely inadequate at a time of world
recession.

I have said these things not with a view to casting
blame, but simply so that we can learn from experience in preparing a new arrangement. And that there
must be a new arrangement, I think, certain. It is
essential that there should be, and Mr Normanton is
perfectly right in saying that the results of having no
Multifibre Arrangement would be a sort of chaotic situation, with each country looking after its own interests. There must be a new arrangement. It is the only
way to create an orderly climate in the development
of the world textile trade. \7hat I would suggest to the
Commission is that this new arrangement should last
perhaps 5 or l0 years
longer than the last one
in order for the planning -and implementing of investment decisions to be made adequately, and of course
there should be an escape clause to provide for a
general recession, as we have recently had. I don't

follow Mr Sandri in his political pronouncements
about slave labour, but I think one can accePt his

point that

a

distinction must be made

between

genuinely under-developed countries and those that
are undeveloped in other ways, but have advanced
sectors ; he mentioned Korea, Taiwan and Hong

Kong, which are normally classed as undeveloped.

There must be effective procedures to prevent market
kind of textile surveillance body
disruption
- some
powers and a secretariat that, on this
with adequate
occasion, is no longer ineffectual.
(Applause)

President.

I call Mr van der Mei.

-

(NL) Mr President, Iike the prev- like to thank Mr Coust6 for
should
bringing up this clearly very important problem. I,
too, am in full accord with those who have drawn
attention to the great significance of the textile
industry for our Community.'We need only think of

Mr van der Mei.
ious speaker

I

the 3 million persons employed in this branch, and of
the regions in which this industry is established to
realize this. As we all know, many iobs have disappeared in the textile industry in recent years. The
problem of the textile sector is Partly of a cyclical and
partly of a structural nature. The recession, for
instance, has seriously affected the financial position
a cyclical factor. A strucof many enterprises
- this
tural element is that the textile companies are facing a

market which

is

generally

no longer

marked by

growth. Naturally, other instances of cyclical or struciural aspects could be given, but I shall leave it at that
for the moment. One of the maior problems of the
present time is imports, which have contributed to the
serious erosion of employment opportunities in this
sector. The importation of textile products is not a
new problem. The multifibre agreement has been in
existence for some years, but we know that it has functioned very badly for the Community, partly because
the Community hesitated for a very long time before
signing self-restrictinS agreements. Now we face the
problem of extending these agreements.
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It is my opinion, Mr President, that we must try and
extend the multifibre agreement. The question which
arises in this connection is this: is the Community
moving towards protectionism ? I do not believe that
this is necessarily the case. The purpose of the present
agreement is an opening-up and orderly course of

trade, and I would emphasize that this must remain
the obiective of any new multifibre agreement. !7hich
brings me to my next point
orderly course of
- the
trade. Vell, this includes trade
with the developing

countries. In my view that means that our textile
industry must be given the opportunity, as part of the
orderly course of trade, to adapt to the changed inter-

national distribution of work which is the
consequence of the expansion of trade with the developing countries. However, the change in the international distribution of work must take place gradually.
If it is not a gradual process there will be lnsolubie
problems of employment. In general, I would say that
the problem of the developing countries is one which
concems us, and must continue to concern us, but we
cannot continue with development cooperation if it
means helping the industrialized countries as it were
along the road to economic destituion.

If we allow the
in an uncontrolled manner, i.e. if
we permit unlimited imports, this will be promoting
market to develop

our own economic decline. That is why I feel that a
new multifibre agreement must have an orderly course

of trade as its objective.

I should now like to turn to a number of problems
affecting the extension of the multifibre agrCement. I
only had a few comments from the preseni presidentin-Office of the Council. Perhaps he will be prepared
to say something more later. Our import policy must
also take account

of imports from the

developing

'countries. The question then is
are these all really
developing countries ? I do not- think so. Countriei
like Hong Kong, Taiwan and South Korea, all of
which export relatively large volumes to the Community, are not exactly the type of country we have in
mind when we speak of developing countries. In
other words, we really must distinguish berween the
different kinds of developing countries.

Another problem we have likewise already touched
upon is that of overall quotas for sensitive products. In

my view, the new multifibre

agreement should

include the possibiliry of setting overall quotas. This is
not an easy matter, of course, and I agree with what
Mr Schw6rer said on this. How would the Commis-

sion disribute these quotas among the
States ? And how would it ensure t[at no
State is confronted with a volume of imports

Member
Member

in

excess

of the quota allocated to it ? A third point in connection with a new multifibre agreement is the growth in
imports of sensitive products. I believe, in thi light of
the present difficult economic situation, that it would
be best to stabilize the level of such imports and I

a reduction in imports from
certain countries such as Hong Kong, Taiwan and
South Korea, thereby creating the possibility for new
developing countries to increase or begin sending
could even envisage

exports to our Community. In this way one could aim,
as it were, at an overall stabilization of all imports of
sensitive textile products.

Mr President,

I see your

gavel and shall stop talking.

The time allocated does not allow a long speech and
anyway we shall shortly be receiving the Normanton
repoft dealing with the entire textile problem. To sum
up, I am in agreement with the desire to extend the
multifibre agreement, with some modifications. I
believe that the obiective of this agreement must be
the opening-up and the orderly course of trade in
textile products.
(Applause)

President.

- I call Mr Noi.

Mr Noi.
@ Mr Presidenr, ladies and gentlemen,
- aware
we are fully
been made clear in this
- as hasand
debate
that uncertainty
disorganization will
continue- to plague the textile industry in the Commu-

nity unless the multifibre agreement is renewed with
the certain changes, and it is this awareness which
prompted
Group to giw our support
already
-our

- Mr van
announced by my colleagues Mr Schwdrer and
der Mei to Mr Couste's move. If we do not take a
careful look at the effect this will have on iobs, and at
the social tensions which will be caused if indiscriminate exports from these developing countries
- andto
from the State-trading countries
are allowed
continue to find their way into the-Community, these
social tensions will increase, while the current
economic climate and the state of the money market
in some countries, including my own, will make reconversion
cannot be done just like that
- whichas anyway
impossible
a solution to the problems I have
-mentioned.
The amendments which should be made to the
current agreement have been discussed in the House.
I am not going to waste any more of Parliament's
time and I just want to comment on a couple of

points. Firstly, the overall approach, and I shail give
one example which shows the need for this overall
approach. The Community covers a specific geographical area where products of the same category enter
at a number of points. The decisive information here
is the total volume of these products and their impact
on the particular sector of the economy. lfhat exactly
does this mean 7 Let me give an example.
Suppose we have a tank which is leaking at several
points. It is pointless to examine only one or other of
these leaks. Only when we examine them all and add

them up to we realize that something is wrong and
that the tank is not doing what it Jhould. Vfinat I
mean is that at a certain point there are going to be so
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Noi
many leaks that the tank is useless. In the same way,
our textile industry is going to fail if the Community
starts taking in too many imported goods.

I7e need an overall approach, therefore. Indeed, if
these agreements are to be extended bilaterally
which, of course, will also have to
following talks

- we should

be bilateral

take the oPPortunity of

setting a time limit on them. This is the only way we
can hope to tidy up the situation.

Then there is the major problem of import

quotas.

Since we are dealing with sensitive products, there will
have to be limits.

I

should like to mention at this point two questions
which arise in connection with sensitive Products.
Firstly, this sector should be expanded since the
number of products it covers is too small. Increases in
imports of sensitive products during the term of the
o/o pet
agreement should, in any case, never exceed I
year.

As for the 6 o/o which is allowed for other products,
this too has to be watched carefully to establish just
what the market can take, and there may be occasions
vhen this figure of 5 % will have to be reduced so
that the relevant sectors are not threatened.
There is only one way to tackle these talks, Mr President. \7e must give due consideration to the developing countries, and we must choose carefully, iust as
Mr Schw<irer said and as Mr Deschamps pointed out
during the Group discussion. If we do not do this, the
major report which Mr Normanton is preparing on
the textile industry will no longer be of any relevance.
Unless the Community acts with regard to its external
trading partners, it will not be possible to restructure
the textile industry and the sector will continue in its
severe crisis.

Having said that Mr President, having noted all the
remarks that have been by all the speakers, I can reaffirm quite clearly that the common position which

the Communiry will reach on this subiect will provide
adequate protection for the Community's textile

industry against the threat
disruption.

of

cumulative market

All the other points have been noted, Mr

President, and

will certainly be taken into account by

the Council in their decision-making
President.

-

I

process.

call Mr Coust6.

I too, like the

Mr Coust6.

- (F) Mr President,
dent-in-Office of the Council, acknowledge

Presi-

that this

I believe therefore that,
to give the neSotiating brief, the

debate has been very useful;

it

comes

from all

quarters.

when

Council will heed the advice which has come in fact

The problem may be analysed in different ways; Mr
Sandri's way is most certainly not mine. Nevertheless,

it is perfectly clear that, although our analyses differ,
we
Mr President, we came to the same conclusions

-

wish to safeguard the interests of the developing countries, but we cannot do so at the cost of the destruction, in whole regions or countries, of our textile
industries. '!7e want overall quotas to be drawn up for
control purposes. The bilateral agreements of the
Council cannot fit into an overall context unless there
are overall quotas. l7ithin the limits of the overall
quota, all concerned (i.e. the Community and the developing countries) will know that what they can actu'
products. Furthermore, we must contribute to the development of new producers of textiles. How can we do

-

I

call Mr Tomlinson.

President'in-0ffice of tbe Council.
Mr President, I've listened to the whole of this

Mr Tomlinson,

debate here with considerable interest. Can

I iust say

everybody who is here how much the Council
recognize the urgency of this problem. The urgency
that has been expressed here comes as no surprise to
it is one which is fully recognized and
the Council

to

shared by them.

I think, one of the interesting
debate,

problems.

ally sell on this market, including even sensitive

(Applause)

President.

concern that has been shown by a number of the delegations who spoke here this aftemoon. That fis in
ind accords well with the concern that was shown last
month on the general area of North-South dialogrie

things about this
recognizing the urgency of the situation in the

Community textile industry is that also underlying it
has been the recognition of the legimitate interest and
the legimitate problems of third world countries.
Speaking as a British minister in our Ministry of Overseas Development as well as a minister in our Foreign
Office I may say how much I welcome the underlying

this other than with an overall quota which will
enable the Commission, when the time comes, to
negotiate under Article 4 of the Multifibre Agreement
which we are going to renew, and at the same time to
modify and adapt both Community requirements and
the opportunities for the developing countries ?
It is our duty to conciliate. Mr Barre said to the European League for Economic Cooperation last Friday :
''We are not protectionists, we want an organized
freedom'.

It is to this end of organized freedom that I ask you,
Mr President, of the Council, to give of your best by
deciding in the near future to give the Commission a
clear brief to negotiate the fixing of overall quotas.
(Applause)

President.

-

The debate is closed.
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President
13. Commission information progratnme for
direct elections to tbe European Parliament

Parliament decided to reincorporate the amendment
into the budget by means of Amendment No 4 tabled

by Lord Bruce on behalf of the Committee on
Budgets. On 8 February, Parliament requested the
President.

-

The next item is the report (Doc.

93177) drayn up by Mr Schuijt, on behalf of the Polit-

ical Affairs Committee, on the European Community's information policy, with particular reference to
the Commission information programme in preaparation for direct elections to the European Parliament.

I

Mr Schuiit. Rapporteur.

- (NL) Mr President, the
newspaper which is so kindly provided at breakfast in
this City, announced that we were going to have an
extremely important debate today, a debate of great
topical interest. I would be the last to deny the topi-

cality of this issue, but I should nevertheless like to
point out
and this is not intended as a criticism of

the Presidency
that in view of the importance
which is clearly- attached to this debate, it has not
been particularly well timed.

There is no need for me to argue in this House that
the success of the direct elections to the European
Parliament will be a test case for the political involvement of the citizens of our countries. The authority
and legitimacy of this Parliament, and consequently
the improvement of the democratic structures of the
Communiry by means of a better balance between the
institutions, depend considerably on the size of the
poll in these elections. If they are to be encouraged to
turn out in great numbers the voters must naturally be
well informed. The question of information for the
direct elections was brought up over a year ago in a

motion for a resolution tabled by Mr Bertrand on
behalf of the Christian Democratic Group, which was
referred on 8 March 1976 to the competent
Committee, in this case the Political Affairs
Committee.

debate

on the general

of the European Communiry for 1977, the
Political Affairs Committee proposed that the
Commission's appropriations for information on
direct elections be increased by 500 000 u.a. to I
million u.a. The Political Affairs Committee also
requested that this amount should be frozen until
budget

Parliament had approved the detailed programme of
projects which the Commission intended to carry out
and until this programme had been coordinated with
the European Parliament's own proSrammes in this
field. A draft amendment to this end was approved on

first reading by the Committee on Budgets and

adopted by the European Parliament as Amendment

No

123.

The draft budget adopted by Parliament was rnodified
by the Council, which scrapped the amendment. At

the second reading

March 1977, and asked the Political

Affairs

Committee to report in detail on it during the plenary
sittings of May 1977 at the latest.

The Commission submitted its

information
programme to the Political Affairs Committee by that
deadline, for which we are extremely grateful. It is an
extension of the normal programme of the European

call Mr Schuijt.

In view of the forthcoming

Commission to submit its information programme for
direct elections to the European Parliament before 30

on l5 December

1976, however,

Commission. 65 olo

of the

information activities

carried out under the normal programme in the nine
countries of the Community will deal with the direct
elections. The additional I million u.a. means that

certain activities can be intensified. The European
Commission intends to use these funds mainly for

informing the public and increasing its

awareness.

Any activities aimed directly at the voters should therefore be financed out of the funds for for normal information activities already envisaged for 1977.

The committee studied the information programme
and included it as an annex to its report. The attitude
of the committee is based on the consideration that
180 million European voters must be put in a position

to be able to make a conscious decision regarding the
future of Europe. This means that we cannot wait any
longer for suitable information programmes. The Political Affairs Committee is in full agreement with the
Commission of the European Communities on this

point.

On the other hand, however, the provision of information in this field is not only a matter for the Commission, the European Communities or Parliament.

The Member States themselves have a part to play
since, in ratifying the Convention and introducing
electoral legislation, they have accepted the responsibility of enabling the people of their countries to carry
out their new duties as citizens. One aspect of this
responsibility is undoubtedly the provision of objec-

tive information with a view to promoting a keen
public awareness of the importance of this consultation for all the Member States for Europe and for the
strengthening of democracy.
This is all quite separate from the electoral campaign
itself, which is a matter for the political parties. The
funds provided by the European Community are
intended for use in supplying unbiassed objective

information

in

preparation

for these elections,

and

thus, in my view, have supplementary function. In
deciding how much money should be set aside for
this purpose, we must bear in mind that these activi-

ties cannot be financed solely from Community
funds. But

it is clear that the amounts earmarked

in
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Schuiit

the

Community budget

for 1977 are

grossly

inadequate considering the scale of the operations to
be undertaken in the nine Member States, and the size
of the electorate which must be reached.

Thus the first information programme drawn up by
the European Commission, which is based exclusively
on the amounts currently available, only relates to
what can be done in an initial phase. Your Political

Affairs Committee therefore urges the

European

possibly with the assistance of organito draw up as soon
zations specializing in this field
as possible, and in any case not later than 3l July
1977, an overall and more detailed programme
containing financial estimates which can also be taken
into account in the 1978 draft budget. In this way, the
financial means can be adjusted to match the considerable needs, which can then be assessed more easily,
given that the current level of information in many
Member States is inadequate. We must close this information gap in a relatively short time if the direct elections are to successful. Parliament will also state its
opinion on the information campaign as a whole,
either with a view to a supplementary budget lor 1977

Commission

or on the
budget

lor

occasion

of the debate on the

general

Control Subcommitttee will continue with its normal
activities in this field, as was clear this morning from
the meeting of the Committee on Budgets. Your

committee thought it important that a direct link
should exist between this body and the competent
parliamentary committee i.e. the Political Affairs
Committee, which according to the penultimate paragraph of the motion for a resolution, is to keep the
implementation of the information programme under
review and,
matter.

if

necessary, to report to Parliament on the

Finally, the President is requested in this motion for a
resolution to forward it not only to the Council and
Commission but also to the parliaments and govern-

ments of the Member States, since it contains an
appeal to the national authorities to make funds available for the provisional of objective information on

the need to participate in the direct elections to the
European Parliament. In view of these considerations,

1978.

Just a brief remark, Mr President, on the coordination
of the Commission's and Parliament's information
activities which the Assembly feels to be so important.
'S7e must clearly avoid the two Communiry institu-

tions drawing up and implementing programmes
which are not in line with each other, or which
conflict or overlap, thus wasting money and energy.
Clearly, the two Community institutions and their
services must make as efficient use as possible of the
money available and to this end maintain regular
contact with each other. For this reason, the Political
Affairs Committee feels that it would be useful to set
up a body consisting of representatives of the Euro-

pean Parliament and the Commission

to study and

coordinate the activities for which the special appropriation for 1977 f.or neutral information is to be used,
I should like to stress this
whilst respecting
- and
the competencies and duties of both sides. One might
ask what the purpose of a body such as this would be

and what powers

tion of their many, widely scattered activities in order
to save money and energy while at the same time,
achieving maximum efficiency. In this connection, I
should like to thank the Committee on Budgets and
its chairman for their willingness to put the
unfreezing procedure into action at such short notice.
As regards the actual use made of these information
appropriations, I hardly need to point out that the

it

would have.

I

do not think

we

need make too much a problem of this. It would be a
cooperative body born of necessity as a result of two

institutions including items

on the budget for

the

same purpose, i.e. dissemination of information on
direct elections. All this body would do would be to to
study whether the work of the institutions was reasonably and efficiently coordinated. It would take no decisions but merely advise the individual institutions,
each of which would remain independently resPonsible for the efficient use of the funds. I also think
that we should give a thought now to what might
happen in the future. Some European or even national
organizations involved in providing information on
these elections might also feel the need for coordina-

your committee feels that the political conditions for
unfreezing the appropriations

in question

have been

met, and the Committee on Budgets has therefore
been informed of this in writing.
(Applause)

I call Mr Mitchell to speak on behalf of
President.
the Socialist- Group.

Mr Mitchell. - Mr President, I would like to
congratulate the rapporteur on producing his motion
for a resolution. We accept of course that we have'a
very difficult job ahead, that if we are to interest the
people of Europe in direct elections, then a great deal
of work will have to be done, both by the Commission and by the Parliament.
I

don't know what the position is throughout the
I suspect it's not all that different
from that in my own country, where the interest in
Community, but

the whole question of direct elections is at a fairly low
level. I suspect if I went to my constituency this
weekend and said: \7hat's your opinion about direct
elections to Europe ?, they would say : !flhat ? What
are direct elections ? However some people may think
otherwise, I suspect there is very little difference in
other countries in the Community.
Therefore we do have a very important information
job to do, because whenever direct elections come
and I personally hope that they will come in 1978 at
the target date, although I am becoming rather less
optimistic on that point as time goes along, but I
nevertheless still hope that we can get them in 1978
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Or, if not, in 1979 or 1980 it is important, if this Parliament is to mean anything after direct elections, that
there should be a fairly high poll at rhose elections. It
would be quite disastrous, in my view, if this European Parliament were directly elected on a poll of
30 % or 20 o/o or even lower. There is therefore a
tremendous information job to be done, and I accept
the first item on the motion for a resolution, which
says that the appropriations for this matter in the
current year of 1977 are inadequate. But we are faced
with the problem, we have an appropriation, we have
to deal with it. I hope the appropriations for 1978 will
be a great deal larger than in 1977, because that is
perhaps when the real work will have to be done.

I don't want to repeat all the things the rapporteur has
said. !7hat I would like to do is to concentrate on the
one issue where we differ, as a Socialist Group, from
the rapporteur, and that is on Item 4, where we have
put down an amendment to delete this paragraph.
The reason we asked for this paragraph to be deleted
is not because we don't believe there should be coordination
of course there should be coordination
between- the money available to the Commission and
the money available to the Parliament. Of course it's

important that we don't have both organizations
running a seminar for the same group of people, for

example

there must be coordination. But I would
it was inevitable anyway in the

;

have thought that

general order

of

things, that the officials

of

the

Commission and the officials of the Parliament, particularly those dealing with information, would readily
get together and discuss a common programme. The

maiority

of the Socialist

Group takes this

view,

although I understand there are a couple of my Dutch
colleagues who disagree with the Socialist Group's
amendment and have turned up at this late hour to
express their disagreement. That only goes to show
what I have always said all along, that we are really a
community of nine nations, not a genuine community, and when it comes to a point, national loyalty
always overrules political philosophy, but that's by the
way. !7e feel it is not necessary to create a set body,
particularly one containing parliamentarians, to deal
with this coordination.

!7e think

it

can be done quite simply behind the
of the Parliament. It was origi-

scenes by the officials

nally proposed in the Political Affairs Committee that
there should be, I think six or nine Members of Parliament, plus so many members from the Commission
sitting on a body to coordinate, Once you do that

you're setting up a bureaucracy and you're also
creating a difficulty here
you're in danger of
bringing the Commission -into the political arena.
all what this money is voted for is information services for direct elections. It is not a political
issue. It must be a genuinely non-party-political information service. I can foresee now six Members of the
Because, after

European Parliament sitting on this committee with
members of the Commission, with all the political
arguments that would go on there, involving the
Commission, delaying the whole process, in my view.

It is far simpler to say to the Commission:

get

together with the people in the information department in the Parliament, work out a joint programme,
so that you don't overlap, and get on and to the job.
Don't set up this committee. Now how can we then
monitor it ? I feel we can monitor this quite simply
by having a regular progress report to the Political

Affairs Committee. The Commission has said that
they will come and make regular reports through the
Political Affairs Committee on this matter.

I would hope that the Members of this House would
support this amendment. The whole thing can be
done much more quickly in my view if it is done
informally, rather than by setting up some formal
structure where we would inevitably get involved in
political arguments and all the rest. The appropriation
this year is for information leading to the direct elections ; the job of the Commission is to provide both
sides with information which is not politically-biased
in any way. I am sure we can get on with the iob far
better without having a joint committee as proposed
in paragraph 4. At the appropriate time I will therefore move the amendment to delete this paragraph.
President.- I call Mr Meintz to speak on behalf of
the Liberal and Democratic Group.

Mr Meintz.
(F) The enormous efforts currently
being made -by the maior political groupingp in
Europe and the work being done to establish electoral
platforms and programmes only enhance the importance of Mr Schuilt's report. I should first of all like to
congratulate the rapporteur on his report, which is his
second on this subject, and mention a fev points with
which my Group is in agreement. We joined him in
requesting the unfreezing of this one million u.a. with
a view to getting this campaign
and we all know
- under
how important it is
finally
way. The
Commission, too, should-undertake certain ioint activities with European organizations such as the European Movement, the universities, women's organizations, etc, while we for our part should conduct a fullscale publicity campaign.

Secondly, we share the rapporteur's view that these
appropriations will only cover an initial phase in this
work, and my Group would have been grateful for a
summary of all proiects envisaged up to May, as we
still hope
indeed we are convinced
- that it will
be possible- to hold these elections in May.

Thirdly, unlike the previous speaker, we agree with
the rapporteur that a liaison body consisting of
members of our two institutions and responsible for
coordinating these activities at a very tangible level
would be extremely useful. Mr President, we do not
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in which to make the 180 to 200
million electors in our Community aware of the issues
have much time

involved. !7e know how hazy ideas about Europe are
and we also know that we have not yet succeeded in
demonstrating to the people of Europe that we in the

European Community take decisions which affect
their everyday life.

I call Mr Spicer to speak on behalf of
President.
- Conservative
the European
Group.
Spicer.
Mr President, I shall be very brief.
Having been- involved over the last five years very
much more in campaigns for Europe than many other
Members in this House, because I was closely

Mr

involved in the campaign in the United Kingdom in
1970 to l97l and again last year in the referendum
campaign on behalf of my group I have absolutely no
hesitation in saying to the rapporteur that we agree
with him wholeheartedly on the need for a further
campaign now as we move towards direct elections.

!7e would further agree with him that that campaign
cannot be run by the Commission or by the Parliament alone, it must be run in tandem with both sides
working together as much as they can. I would
disagree with Mr Mitchell in what he has just said. He
said that it is inevitable that if you have these
campaigns they will come together and there will be
no overlapping. He said it was inevitable that the officials would come together and sort the thing out. In
my experience of the campaign in l970ll97l and in
the campaign last year, nothing could be further from
the truth, because officials never like coming together
and there is a natural reluctance. The Commission
have their world, we have our world and never the
t's/ain shall meet if officialdom can possibly stop that

happening.

I would not agree that the

overall

umbrella organization needs to be a very strong one,
but I do think it needs to be in the form put forward
by our rapporteur and therefore I shall support his

position on this.

I would disagree with the rapporteur on one point
that he makes. He talks about the funds available as
being grossly inadequate. My experience is that the
return you get from these campaigns is in inverse
ratio to the amount you spend. The more you spend,
the less value you get from it, and the more we lay
ourselves open as parliamentarians and as a Community to those critics who say : look at that lot, there

they are spending our money. Nine times out of ten
the more you have got to spend, the more badly you
spend it. I personally want to see a tightly controlled
budget being used to the best effect and therefore I
would take issue with you on those two words'grossly
inadequate'. After all, the aims of this expenditure in
parliamentary terms is not to flood everyone and get
everyone sitting back assuming they do not need to
do anything because the Parliament will take care of it

or the Commission will. Our job is to oil the wheels
and to enthuse those pro-Europeans who do exist in
large number
and I know Mr Mitchell will agree

in- Southampton, in Dorset and in other
places in- the Community. These people are there.
They just need to be enthused and to be given a lead,
and so I hope that that is what will happen with this
money and with the Parliament's money.
with me

!7e can use money to oil wheels but we all know
quite well that the central issue here is how to get
public exposure for the whole prospect of direct elections and how to enthuse public opinion. At the
moment
and I make no apology for
from
- Kingdom point of view onspeaking
the United
this
it is
those who are against direct elections who are -holding

all the limelight in the United Kingdom, because we
are on the defensive and we react to what they say.
And therefore I hope that the money that the
Commission has available now will be spent on a positive programme which will publicize what this
Community is doing for the citizens of this Community, and that we do not iust sit back and react to the
anti-market propaganda that is coming out day after
day.

On my final point, I turn to the Commission. Their
role in the next six months is vital It is no use my
saying to BBC television or to ITV that I am available
and would love to do a nationwide broadcast, because
they will say : That's absolutely lovely ; come back
again in ten years' time and we might reconsider the
situation. But if I could get a Commissioner it would
be different. For example, against the background of
the problems we have had with the price review in the
United Kingdom, some people
wrongly in
- quiteup
my view
have been lining themselves
with the
- the consumer and at the same
interest of
time
destroying market identity and feeling for the market.

But

if I

can get Mr Gundelach to do a one-hour

programme in the United Kingdom on probably the
best and biggest station
Southern Television
we
- more
- can
can 8et, in that one hour,
exposure than we
get from the expenditure of f 100 000. And I would
ask the Commission to please examine how the
Commissioners spend their time in this particular
area, because my impression is that, with the best
intentions in the world, they want to help but they go
from A to B to C to D. The impact is nil, because it is
not a coordinated programme and it is not directed
towards public opinion. !(hat they are trying to do at
the moment is their job, which is a very worthy thing,
but there is another aspect to their job and that is to
sell themselves, and, in selling themselves, to sell our

Community. The best way that we can make an
impact on public opinion within the Community is
by the Commissioners setting aside more time for
public appearances properly dovetailed into a
programme and not indiscriminate moves on various
fronts. I think we would all benefit from that.
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I thank the rapporteur. It is a very vital question.
You can see at this stage in the evening there is not
all that much interest in it, but nevertheGss, on behalf
of my group and everyone else in this House I wish
the programme that will be initiated as a result of this
_Sir,

proposal every success over the next year.

will

I am sure it

have.

(Applause)

President.

-

I

call Mr Natali.

Mr _Natali, Vice-president of tbe Commission.
(I)
- bui
Mr President, I too will try to be extremely brief

not

whereas the greatest efforts should be made at the
time of the decisions themselves. Nevertheless
as
the rapporteur pointed out
approximately 65 -o/o ot
- the normal information
the activities envisaged under
programme will deal with the elections to the European Parliament.

the subject is unimportant
- on the
contrary, I think the objectives of the information
programme are of vital significance.
because

I should like to congratulate the rapporteur once
again on the succinctness and completeness of his
report. He was kind enough to mention the contacts
sre have had, the fact that the Commission submitted
the programme in good time, and the extensive discussion within the Political Affairs Committee in Rome
and London. I also feel that the speeches of the
honourable Members
I thank for their
- whom
contributions
dealt mainly
with a number of points
- appears to be total agreement.
on which there
'Itr7e

are all convinced that 1978
we must all
- whichfor
undertake to adhere to as the deadline
the elections to the European Parliament
is one of the

- future of the
dates for the life and

S(e will naturally submit a programme for the iurther
development of the campaign at a later date. The
Commission is aware of its responsibilities and realizes that the major decisions regarding the directions
we should take also depend upon the initiative and
influence of the political parties.

!7e hope that it will be possible for movements with
their own traditions, guaranteeing abiliry, seriousness
and faith in European ideas, to collaborate effectively
in this campaign to make the people of Europe aware
of the issues involved.
!7e therefore clearly

accept the request from the Polit-

ical Affairs Committee that we should submit a
follow-up programme for the future as soon as
possible. I should like to say that, apart from
providing technical assistance, we do not intend to go
round trying to 'sell' Europe. The problem of Europe

is first and

foremost

a problem of promoting the
will of the public.

awareness, the ability and the

In presenting this programme, we are also ware of the
need
in view of the resources available
to work

- method of coordinating financial- commitout some

most important
people of Europe. Vithout wishing to enter into a
discussion on the possible prerogatives, competencies

ments. As the rapporteur is aware, the Commission is
greatly concerned with avoiding bureaucratic encum-

and powers of the European Parliament, it is an incontrovertible fact that the higher the poll the greater will
be the dignity, the prestige and the abiliry of the
elected assembly to influence the future of the Euro-

prevent us from putting our programme into action
soon as possible.

pean Community.

I say this to stress once more that the Commission
does not intend to be a mere spectator in this major
event. Vhilst aware of its own limitations and responsibilities, the Commission nevertheless hopes to play a
part of its own, and feels that one aspect of this
indeed the most important aspect
consists -of
- and of the
providing clear and objective information
problems and major issues which should be brought
to the attention of the citizens, so that their participa:ion
which might otherwise appear a mere
:ormality
becomes a major political factor.
-

We must conduct this campaign to stimulate public
rwareness. 'We are all agreed on this point. The
)rogramme we have submitted first of all to the Politcal Affairs Committee and today to Parliament itself,
'ontains proposals dealing mainly with the training of
hose persons who will be responsible for stimulating

rublic interest.
Ve do not feel, nor have we ever felt, that there is any
eed to conduct a large-scale campaign right from the
utset, as it would probably run out of steam too soon,

brances

and institutional problems which might
as

Clearly the work of the Commission is not limited
-to
nor does the Commission wish it to be limited
drawing up the programme and implementing it after
its adoption by Parliament.

!fle are quite

aware that the decisoons, participation
and awareness of the public also depend in part on

the nature of the policy contained

in the Commis-

sion's proposals, the deliberations of the Council of
Ministers and the debates in the European Parliament.

It is no accident that we are meeting at such a late
hour this evening, as yesterday and today Parliament
has been dealing with a number of major issues
involving the life and future not only of our European
Community, but of the world as a whole. Yesterday
we discussed energy, today we discussed human rights
and possible activities to maintain and consolidate

world
'S7e

peace.

are quite aware
and I am saying this in reply to
the representative of- the Liberal Group
the need
- ofindividual
for the Commission as such, and the
Commissioners, to play their part in explaining any
decisions on policy. However, our job at the moment
is not so much to analyse what might be done, but to
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realize that our legal and political obligations must be

in

preparation for this major event. This
and I should like to finish by repeating this
means
that
point and apologizing for speaking for so long
of
awareness
the
to
stimulate
we
can
all
must
do
we
the citizens of Europe in the light of this major, funda20 years after the signature of the
mental step
towards a new life and new deveTreaty of Rome
lopment for our-European Community.

finalized

(Applause)

President.

-

I

(NZ) Mr President, as is
rapporteur.
by
expressing my appreciame
begin
let
customary,
tion for the support my Mr Meintz and Mr Spicer
have given to my report. I should also like to thank
Mr Mitchell, who goes along with the general ideas
and intentions of this report. Of course' I can hardly
agree with his amendment, but I have no intention of
going into this now as we have already spent five or

Mr Schuiit,

the
6ou.s discussing it in Rome and London
outcome being that the Political Affairs Committee
voted unanimously in favour of this report except for

ii*

two members, one of whom was Mr Mitchell, who
abstained.

'We consider this an extremly important issue, but we
cannot go on discussing it at around midnight after an

I

should iust like to thank Mr
Natali for the penetrating contribution he has iust
made at such a late hour. But we know the Commisit always gets to the heart of the matter.
sion

-

Ladies and gentlemen, the Committee
informed me that, in accordance with
has
on Budgets
paragraph 2 of the Resolution_ adopted by Parliament
on iS .;un. 1976, the 'frozen' budget appropriations
can be released as requested. I shall officially inform
the Council and Commission of this.

President.

We shall now consider the motion for a resolution'

I

put the preamble and paragraphs

I

to 3 to the vote'

The preamble and paragraphs I to 3 are adopted.
On paragraph 14 I have Amendment No I tabled by
Mr Mitchell on behalf of the Socialist Group, seeking
to delete this paragraph.
I call Mr Mitchell.

Mr Mitchell.

Just one word, Mr President, since I

it is late.
Let me tell you exactly what will happen if we
proceed with paragraph 4. The Political Affairs

realize

bommittee of this Parliament will get together to say,
'How do we select the representatives of the European

Parliament to sit on this foint body ?' And of course
they will say : '\Will it be four, five, six' . . No it must
be nine, because every nation will want to be repre-

on it'. That's the first point. You're bound to
have nine Members of Parliament at least, because

sented

will: I

will say,'Ah yes, we've got to have
three Socialists, but of course we only have one Christian-Democrat if we have three Socialists, don't we ?
And if we're going to have Christian-Democrats, we've
got to have one Liberal, we've got to have one of this
and one of that'. N7e're going to end up with the most
Second point. They

utter bureaucracy hll for nothing, all for something

call Mr Schuilt.

e*tremely hard day.

will want one of its own. Oh yes, they
can see Mr Blumenfeld shaking his head, but if
there's no German Member there, I can hear outcries
from the German Members on all sides of this House.'

every nation

which could be done quite simply by two sets of officials sitting down together to deal with this problem

'!7e are going to bring at least nine Members of Parliament over to Brussels, or to wherever it is, at Sreat
expense, all to decide whether the Commission and
the Parliament are running a seminar in the same
place at the same time. Quite frankly, the whole thing
iould be done behind the scenes. That's all I want to
say. I think it's bureaucracy pure and simple, a
complete waste of money and a complete waste of
time.

President.

-

I

call Mr Schuiit.

(NZ) Mr President, I am
Mr Schuijt, ral)porteur'
- painting a picture which
Mr Mitchell is
*eni do*n well enough initially in the Political
sorry, but

Affairs Committee but which later faded completely.
If he reads the resolution now, he well see that the

representatives of Parliament would be appointed, not

by the Political Affairs Committee, but by the

Presi-

Parliament, and that they would not be
appointed because they were German, French, Dutch
or British, nor because they were Socialists or Christi-

dent

of

an-Democrats or Liberals, but on the basis of their
expertise in this field. Furthermore there should not,
in my view, be more than three politicians, assisted by
two very high-ranking officials. \fle really do not need
more than that to ensure effective coordination' The
picture painted by Mr Mitchell is one that was aban-

in fact mean that no
serious work could be done because every document

doned long ago and would

would again have to be submitted

to the

Political

Affairs Committee. In any case the rapporteur of the
Political Affairs Committee should, ex o.f.ficio, be one
of the three appointed exPerts, for purely practical
reasons. The rapporteur of the Political Affairs
Committee would maintain contact with the Political
Affairs Committee and keep it informed of the situation with regard to coordination, so that the bureau-

cratic apparatus of the whole Political Affairs
Committee does not have to be set in motion every
time to draw up a rePort which must then be put

before Parliament to be adopted again by the
Assembly. Of course no-one can work like this, and if
but he
it were the case Mr Mitchell would be right
is tilting against windmills which fell down long ago'

Sitting of lflednesday,

President.
- I put the amendment to the vote.
Amendment No I is rejected.
I put faragraphs 4 to 6 to the vote.

4 to 6 are adopted.
put to the vote the motion for a resolution as a

Paragraphs

I

whole.

The resolution is adopted. I
14. Agenda

for next sitting

President.
Ladies and gentlemen, before closing
this sitting I- should like to thank the representatives
of the Council and the Commission, as well as you
yourselves, for having attended this long sitting. I
should also like to thank the staff and the interpreters,
who, despite the late hour and a tiring day, have
carried on doing excellent work.
The next sitting will be held tomorrow, Thursday, 12
May 1977, at l0 a.m. and 3 p.m., with the following
agenda

:

ll

May 1977
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-

Vote on the urgency of the Scott-Hopkins motion for

-

statement by the Commission on agricultural prices

report by Mr Lezzi on the improvement of living and
working conditions

-

common agricultural policy

-

a resolution

report by Mr Adams on the European Social Fund

report

by Mr Cointat on fraud relating to

report by Mr Laban on the modernization of farms

oral question with debate to the Commission

on

Italian control of currency in cash form
report by Mr Notenboom on turnover tax in interna-

tional travel.

The sitting is closed.
Qhe sitting uas closed

'

the

OJ C

ll3

of 6. 6.

1977

at

11.30 p.m.)
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Questions

to the

not be answered
with written ansuers

Commission, whicb could

Question b1

Mr

duing Que*ion Time,

Zywietz

Subject: Flight safery

In the

Commission's opinion, what measures would be expedient and necessary to bring about a
in flight safery, both in civil aviation and between the civil and military sectors

marked improvement
in Europe ?

Ansuer
The Commission shares Parliament's concern with regard to flight safety. Commission studies and
proposals in the field of aviation have hitherto concentrated more on the problems of production
and requirements in aircraft construction than on the highly technical and specific questions of
flight safety. However, when the Council has taken a decision on the Action Programme for the European Aircraft Industry, submitted by the Commission in October 1975, the Commission will be able
to examine in greater detail the field of application for a Community initiative on flight safety.
Question by

lVr Pistillo

Subject: European Youth Forum

Vhat action

has the Commission taken on the decision to set up a temporary Youth Secretariat to
carry out the preparatory work for a European Youth Forum ?

Ansuer
Following the Council decision of 29 June 1976 to make 50 000 u.a. available for the setting up of a
provisional Secretariat to prepare the way for the creation of a European Youth Forum, the Commission invited the leaders of youth organizations ro Brussels on 23 July and 25 October.

The purpose of these meetings was to reach agreement on the activities and methods of the provisional Secretariat. The second meeting resulted in unanimous agreement on the estabtishment of the
Secretariat, which is made up of l0 members who reflect the interests and different political affiliations of the national and international youth movements. The role of the Secretariat is to encourag€
consultation, provide progress reports and draw up proposals concerning the obiectives, structure and
methods of the Forum. The provisional Secretariat has met frequently; two general meetings were
held on 20 December 1976 and 26-27 Apr-il 1977.

The independence of the Secretariat's discussions and activities has been respected to the letter by
the Commission which has nevertheless remained in close contact and given the necessary assistance. It is expected that the Secretariat will shortly nominate a Secretary-General. An office can then
be opened in Brussels and work can g€t under way.

Question by lWr Friib
Subiect

:

Feedingstuffs legislation

!7hen does the Commission intend to supplement the provision to the effect that aid for skimmedmilk powder under Regulation No 804/68 can only be granted where the mixed feedingstuffs
concernett (milk substitutes) contain at least 60 0/o skimmed-milk powder by stipulating that for the
PurPoses of feedingstuffs legislation the production of such milk substitutes may only be based on
whole milk or skimmed-milk powder ?

Sitting of l7ednesday,

ll

May 1977

Ansuer
The Commission grants subsidies for the use of skimmed-milk powder in calf-feed only where they
contain a minimum of 60 o/o of skimmed milk powder. This encourages the use of skimmed-milk
powder, but the Commission is not at present intending to make the use of it compulsory.
Question by Sir Brandon Rbls l%illiams
Subiect : Tripanite Conference

'!7hen and where will the next Tripartite Conference take place and what will be the principal items
to be discussed ?

Ansucr
The next Tripartite Conference is to take place on 27 June in Luxembourg. The subiect of the conference will be growth, stability, employment opportunities, stocktaking and prospects. In preparation
for the conference, the Commission is to adopt a discussion document next week in which information is given on what has become of the obiectives laid down at the last conference. The document
will also contain a brief analysis of the present grave socio-economic problems, put forward some
suggestions for the policy which should be pursued, and lastly set out a number of problems to
which neither the governments nor employers and employees nor the Commission have yet found
complete answers and which thus require closer study.
Question b1 ivlr Seefeld

J

Subject: Checks on currency carried by tourists.
steps can the Commission take to ensure that the checks still made by some Member States on
cuffency carried by tourists are abolished as soon as possible, so that at the start of the holiday season
travel within the Community is no longer hampered by bureaucratic obstacles ?

Vhat

Ansuer
The complete abolition of currency checks at national frontiers will be possible only when the free
movement of capital in all the Member States has reached a much more advanced stage. This stage
has not yet been reached in a number of Member States. In addition, in view of balance of payments
difficulties, some Member States (ltaly, France and the United Kingdom) have been authorized by the
Commission in accordance with Article 108, (3), of the EEC Treaty to place restrictions on all or pan
of the capital transactions which they had hitheno accepted should be unrestricted.

This authorization, which is reviewed at regular intervals by the Commission, allows these Member
States to check that the relevant provisions are not being flouted. These measures include cheking at
frontiers the amount of currency in the possession of resident and non-resident tourists, as it is well

known that capital can be illegally exported by this route.
The Commission would like to emphasize, however, that it makes every effort to have eliminated,
simplified or made more flexible all checks and formalities between Member States which, though
they cannot be described as infringing the rules of the Treaty, are nevertheless, in the eyes of the
public, an absurd and uniustified anachronism at national frontiers within the Communiry.

In reply to the honourable Member's question the Commission assures him that it has already approached the Member States which perform such currency checks and that it will continue to do so with
the purpose of urging them to be as flexible as possible. The honourable Member will be aware that
the Commission has already taken the matter up with the Italian authorities.
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Laban, rapporteur
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13. Oral question witb debate:

of currenE in cash form (Doc 77/77)
Burkq member of tbe Commission;

Lange; Sir Brandon

Rbys

Vice-President

President.

at

10,00 a.m)

The sitting is open.

l.

?

call Mr Dalyell.

Mr Dalyell.
Mr President, I refer to a point of
which I have-given notice to Mr Paul Heim, and I
hope through him, to you, namely the minutes of
yesterday's proceedings PE 48.890, page 6, and particu-

larly Question No 22 by Mr Normanton, to whom I
have also given notice, on the loss of uranium oxide
in transit. It says that the question 'became void'.

President, the loss

of this question is about as

strange as the loss of 200 tonnes of uranium oxide,
because, Mr President, as I understand from Mr John
Taylor, the Director-General of Research and Documentation, it is the first time that the European Parliament has ever allowed a question which has actually

on the order paper, ready for answer, to be
declared void. This, as I understand it, is something
that is absolutely unknown.
been

240

Economic Relations (Doe
24r

e

Burke,

member of tbe Commission

242

Adoption of resolution

244

16. Agenda

for next sitting

245

Now the reason that was given for this is that in fact it
has been superseded by events and by a debate that
had taken place. !flell, Mr President, we have to be a
bit consistent, because, as you very well know, there
are many questions that pertain to a subject on which
we have just had a debate or are about to have a
debate. And indeed, iust as an example, there were
questions yesterday on human rights, raised by -y
honourable friend, Mr Broeksz, and others. Now why

is

Are there any comments

Mr

2N

Burke

it that...

Approual of tbe minutes

President.
The minutes of proceedings of yesterday's sitting-have been distributed.

I
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lllr

tllr llfiar tin I li, rapp o rteur
lllrs Dunwoody; Mr Dalyell; IlIr

lllr

IN THE CHAIR: MR BERKHOU$TER

(The sitting was opened

Notenboom, on

67/77)

Zeyr on bebalf ,f tbe Cbristianlllr Nlborg on bebalf
of tbe Group of European Progressioe
tllr

in interflational

- tbe Committee on Economic and
behalf of
lllonetary Affairs (Doc 68/77)
Mr Van der lllei, deputl rapPorteur

on Exterrral

Democratic Group;
Democrats;

lllr

15. Regulation on tbe additional protocol to
tbe EEC-Israel Agreement
- report by
.tuIr ,fuIartinelli on bebalf of tbe Committee

Italian control

lllr

report b1

Adoption of resolution
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President.
You
make a speech. You must
- pointcannot
come to your
of order.

Mr Dalyell.
My point of order is : first of all,
- .. .was
by what method
the question declared void ?
Secondly, there was an unanswered element to the
question, namely losses of fissile material since 1958.
That posed a new subject; it was not covered by
Commissioner Brunner in his answer.

I looks to many of us as if someone 5qmss,rtrsls
and I raised this with my political group
does not
- of order
want this subject raised, and the precise point
is : will someone from the chair make a statement
tomorrow morning at the start of business as to why
this question was not allowed, and how it suddenly
happens that apparently the Bureau reach a decision
which they have never reached before ? There is no
precedent for this. Nor, as I understand it from
Research and Documentation, is there any rule
governing the withdrawal of questions once they are
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before the Parliament and perhaps the property of the
House.

Mr President, I think there are serious issues involved
here. I am hoping that there will be a statement
tomorrow morning.
(Cries

of 'Hear t

President.

-

I

bear

Regulation concerning the conclusion of an agreement between the European Economic Community
and the United States of America concerning fisheries
off the coasts of the United States and establishing the
provisions for its application, which is dealt with in

Mr

Hughes' report. I7e worrld therefore like to
propose that both reports be put on tomorrow's
agenda because they are regarded as urgent matters.

!)

call Mr Normanton.

Mr Normanton.
I am
to Mr Dalyell for
- of hisgrateful
having given notice
intention to raise this
matter of my question on the order paper. May I
suggest, Mr President, that at the very earliest opportuniry you have a discussion with the President of Parliament and see if one can establish a better means of
dealing with this kind of event. I am far more
concerned with the matter of principle, in fact, than
with the loss of the 200 tonnes of uranium. That
matter, I am satisfied, will be clarified very quickly
and no doubt reported upon appropriately to Parliament. But it is the procedure which I think must take
priority in our consideration and it should be dealt
with by the President and in the Bureau, not in open
plenary.

President.
I put to the vote the proposal to
include in tomorrow's
agenda the Liogier report on
the wine sector (Doc. 109174
without debate
- (Doc. I l0l7n.
and the Hughes report on fishing
That is

agreed.

3. Veification of credentials
President.
today the Bureau veri- At itsof meeting
fied the credentials
Mr Erik Holst and Mr Geoffrey
'Their appointment, by
Rippon.
the Kingdom of
Denmark and the House of Commons of the United
Kingdom repectively, was announced on 9 May.

I

propose that these appointments be ratified.

Are there any objections

The question about uranium

President.

was

declared inadmissible
yesterday by the President on
the basis of paragraph 2 of the Guidelines for the
Conduct of Question Time under Rule 47 A :
Questions shall not be accepted for Question Time at
any part-session if the agenda already provides for the
subiect to be discussed with the participation of the institution concerned.

This rule was applied yesterday by the President and
Parliament agreed with the decision. I cannot rescind
this decision today. I am prepared to adopt the suggestion made by Mr Normanton and to discuss in the
Bureau the relevance of this rule which was applied

by the President

These appointments are ratified.

4. Membersbip of

Are there any objections

?

This appointment is ratified.

5.

Urgency

on

Are there any other comments on yesterday's minutes

2. Agenda

committees

President.
I have received from the Socialist
- for the appointment
Group a request
of Mr Erik Holst
to the Political Affairs Commirtee and the Committee
on Energy and Research.

yesterday.

of proceedings ?
The minutes of proceedings are approved.

?

Plesident.

of motion for *resolytion

agriculfiralgifu

The next item is the request for urgent

- motion for.a resolution tabled by Mr
on the
Scott-Hopkins on behalf. of the -European Conservative Group on the agricultural price negotiations for
te77 11978, .(Doc. 108/7ft
n''
I call Mr s*1-,tl9.nfg3
._.,I-,>' ' 'debate

_

President.
motion.

-

I

call Mr Martens for a procedural

Mr Martens.

on

(NL) Mr President, the Committee
- had to
Agriculture
hold a special meeting

yesterday afternoon to discuss two regulations, the first

being Regulation No ll63/75 regarding the granting

of a conversion premium in the wine sector, a reporton which has been drafted by Mr Liogier. This matter
is very urgent. It is proposed that this item be added
to tomorrow's agenda. It may be possible to deal with
the report without a discussion. Secondly there is the

t

Mr Scott-Hopkins.

Mr President, as the House
item No 87 -on the agenda is to be a statement by the Commission, which is in fact half of
what my group wanted, namely a statement in this
House after the settlement of the price review. The

will

see,

other half of course has not been satisfied, because the

Minister is not going to make any statement for the
Council. I regret that, but nevertheless there is no
point in pursuing this matter and in view of the
circumstances, and since the principle has been established, we would wish to withdraw our motion.

Sitting of Thursday, 12 May

The motion for a resolution on agriculPresident.
tural prices -(Doc. 108177) is therefore withdrawn.
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communication from the Commission of the European
Community to the Council on the review of the rules
governing the tasks and operation of the European Social
Fund.

6. Agricultural prices
President.

I

call Mr Adams.

The next item is the statement by the

Commission on agricultural prices.
I

Mr Adams,

call Mr Vredeling.

rdpporteur.

-

(D) Mr President,

and gentlemen, under Article I

Mr Vredeling, Vice-President of tbe Cornrnission,
(NL) Mr President, on Mr Gundelach's behalf, who
cannot be amongst us today as you know, I would like
briefly to bring Parliament up to date about how

things stand in the Council regarding the Commission's proposals on agricultural prices. At Parliament's
last part-session in April, Mr Gundelach gave a full
report on the proposals in the interim stage which
were in the nature of a compromise. The proposals for

agricultural prices and related questions were
discussed in detail in the Committee on Agriculture
and in plenary Assembly. Mr Gundelach's statement
was followed by a full debate in Parliament and then
Mr Gundelach answered a large numer of questions.
Next, on 25 and 26 April last, the Council approved
the proposals as they then stood with two changes, the
only amendments which the Council made to the
Commission's proposals.

The Commission had proposed to fix the butter
subsidy for the United Kingdom at 30 u.a. per 100 kg
up to and including 31 December 1977 and at 25 u.a.
per 100 kg from then until and including 3l March
1978. ln a last attempt at a solution, the Commission
had amended this proposal to 33 u.a. per 100 kg for
the period from I May 1977 up to and including 3l
March 1978. The Council decision was taken with the
tacit agreement that there was no obligation to Srant
butter subsidies after 3l March 1978.|f these subsidies
are continued next year, they have to be degressive
and completely disappear by the end of 1978.

Lastly, the ceiling for existing national butter subsidy
regulations with part-contributions from the European

Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund is raised
from 50 to 57 u.a. per 100 kg. As Parliament will
know, the only country to make use of this facility is

ladies

I of the Council Deci-

I February l97l on the reform of the European Social Fund, the effects of the reforms are to be
reviewed after 5 years ; at the same time, the Commission of the European Communities is called on to
deliver its opinion, by I May 1977, on any difficulties
which may by then have emerged in the fund's operation and to submit proposals for functional improvements. The Commission has fulfilled this obligation
by submitting a communication to the Council on the
review of the rules governing the tasks and operations
of the European Social Fund. I would like to take this
opportunity to express the committee's thanks to Mr
Vredeling for having discussed this reform of the
Social Fund with the Committee on Social Affairs
immediately on taking office.
sion of

In my view, the new Commission's

proposals for the

improvement of the efficiency of the European Social
Fund and the active involvement of this Parliament
have more than ordinary significance for many of our
people in the Community and for the Communiry
itself.

Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, 1977 is, after all,
the year in which we are preparing for general direct
elections to the European Parliament. The Communiry must therefore face up to the question of how it
and its institutions are going to meet the real needs of
its citizens. There is no point in issuing highsounding statements, balancing out the conflicting
interests of the member governments and meeting the
demands of whichever pressure group happens to be
the strongest at the time. \Ure in the European Parlia-

ment must make it clear to the citizen that the
Community is the place where his daily life and his
future are steered along the road to satisfaction. This
brings us to the field of employment and social order

Ireland.

which is central to our concerns. tU7ith this reform,

The effects of these two changes on the budget are, on
a yearly basis, 12..5 million u.a. for the increase in the
butter subsidy to the United Kingdom and I million
u.a. for the contribution to the Irish butter subsidy.

the European Social Fund, whose primary PurPose uP
to now has been to provide aid for vocational training
and retraining, takes a step in the right direction,
namely towards a more active and direct contribution
to the creation and maintenance of jobs.

Mr President, I believe that this adequately sums uP
the situation.

7.

Tasks and operation

of thc European

Social Fund

The next item is the report (Doc.
President.
8a177) by Mr Adams on behalf of the Committee on
Social Affairs, Employment and Education on the

In this way it becomes an instrument of employment
policy and will help to supply the economy with
skilled manpower, though in altered conditions, by its
support for vocational training, further training and
retraining. However, your Committee for Social
Affairs, Employment and Education stresses that, to
implement the Commission's proposals, which it
supports, there has to be a qualitative improvement in
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the possibilities open to the Fund. This

applies

equally to its administrative procedures, management
staff and financial resources.

Your committee therefore also agrees with the
Commission when the latter emphasizes that to
enable fuller use to be made of the European Social
Fund in the solution of employment problems, it
must not in future be confined to merely a few areas

of

It

must rather develop, as we have
proposed in paragraph 3 of the motion for a resolution, into a global and effective means of bringing
about structural changes. Vith this in mind, it is vital
that the Regional Fund decided upon by the Paris
Summit Conference, the relevant measures financed
by the Agricultural Fund, the Investment Bank and
the Social Fund should be coordinated under a
activity.

common policy. However, to achieve effective coordination and so contribute towards shaping a forwardlooking policy, there must be a significant improvement on the basis of comparable data. The
Committee on Social Affairs, Employment and Education has referred to this matter repeatedly, principally
because the different working methods of the national
administrations may favourably or adversely influence
the effectiveness of the fund and hence help to main-

tain or create imbalances.

Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I would now like
to refer briefly to what your committee considers are
the principal technical improvements proposed, but,
for further information, I would refer you to the
committee's report and the detailed Commission document. The changes envisaged relate firstly to a shift in
the distribution of aid under Articles 4 and 5 and the

higher weighting

to be given to the

regional and

sectoral significance of the measures supported by the
fund, secondly to the introduction of different rates of
intervention by the fund on the basis of regional,

sectoral and general economic policy factors and
thirdly to a more flexible system for administering the
fund.

Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, the objective of a
forward-looking European social policy must be to
secure social security for those who have become or

are likely to become victims of structural economic
change. S7orkers must be enabled to adjusr in good
time to changes in economic structures. For this there
must be a joint
I repeat a joint economic, finan- context we have
cial and social -policy effort. In this
not singled out specific groups that are at risk, such

as

migrant workers, old people in employment or the
young. !flhat mattered to us was the fact that the
problem applies to all the five and a half million workless currently registered in the Community.

Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I would like to
contradict most emphatically the view of social policy
as a kind of fire brigade intended purely ro correct the
distortions generated by unsuitable economic policy

measures and here let me refer you, in particular, to
paragraph 3 of our motion for a resolution. In our

view, social justice and social security are equally
imperative for both social and economic policy.
Admittedly, a successful economic policy will create
the decisive conditions for social justice but the
harmonious development of our industrial society can
be achieved only through the perfect dovetailing of

social and economic policy obiectives. At the
moment, unfortunately, the European Community
can hardly be said to have a successful economic
policy.

It is my opinion that the tasks of economic policy for
the future are similar in all nine Member States :
namely that rates of inflation and inflationary expectations must be further reduced in order to achieve
greater convergence between cost and price trends in
the Community. The process of adaptation towards a
better balance of payments at European an interna-

tional level must finally begin. The propensity to
invest among business firms and the short-term
driving forces of recovery need to be intensified, as Mr
Ortoli has already indicated, but above all, as I see it,
we need to reduce unemployment through an employment policy taking due account, in the medium term,
of structural changes in the European national
economies. We shall not be able to defeat unemployment using the resources of classic economic and
social policy because, in the Community, these instruments are primarily designed purely to make the

consequences of unemployment bearable. Instead
what we urgently need, Mr President, is a consistent
policy for combatting unemployment.

Our

objectives must

be:

economic growth, full

employment and fair shares for all. The extrmely unsatisfactory situation on the employment market in the
Member States compels us to exploit the opportunities
of economic and social change in the Community
and to avoid its dangers by means of a resolute growth
policy coupled with a stepped-up, active sectoral structural policy. It is my opinion, Mr President, that if we
fail to halt the present course of development, Europe
and with it the European Communiry will not, in the
long term, be able to escape economic collapse.

The Community must work with indefatigable resolu-

tion and energy to be establish full employment and
then safeguard it. Only if the Commission and the
member governments really learn from the mistakes
of the past will they be able to avoid even worse unemployment with a further shrinkage of economic

growth and escalating inflation. All short and longterm measures of economic policy, sectoral structural
policy and social policy have to be measured by the
yardstick of whether they will defeat unemployment
now and in the long term.'We have to create jobs by
forward-looking economic policy. We must secure
social peace by social equality and encourage Member
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States to guarantee social security by developing their

social systems.

With this proposal of the Commission, Mr President
and ladies and gentlemen,

I

that this Parliament must be concerned to have clearly
defined policy objectives which, if they imply the
need for financial resources, must be appropriately
represented

in the

budget for the relvant budgetary

believe we are taking a
step, albeit a modest one, in the right direction and I
also think we should take this opportunity to remind
the Member States of their duties as well.

year, and that these clearly-defined policy objectives
must be recorded on the explanatory side of the
budget and then we can help ourselves to what is available in the shape of funds
Social Fund or Regional

In conclusion, I would like to draw your attention

Fund

to

the fact that the drafting committee for the Commission's proposal was the Committee on Social Affairs,
for which I acted as rapporteur, and that the
Committee on Regional Policy and the Committee on
Budgets were also concerned. The Committee on
Regional Policy gave the document its approval and
the Committee on Budgets has, correctly in my view,
referred to those matters that should be looked at
from the Committee on Budgets' viewpoint. \7e
accept the views it has expressed.

I call Mr Lange to introduce the
- Committee
of the
on Budgets.

President.
opinion

or

Development Fund

or Agricultural

Fund,

Guidance and Guarantee Sections. Then we can draw
up a budget that really meets the requirements of
budgetary truth and clarity and in which all the policy
objectives of our European Communities will be set
down.

My

request in this connection, Mr President,
to the representative of the Commission, is

addressed

that this question of the abolition of the fund and the
clear definition of policy obiectives, should be studied,
in coniunction with the formulation of the budget, so

that we may take a step forward in the direction of
budgetary truth and clarity perhaps even for financial
yeat 1978.

I would like to state with full
I am aware of the concern of many
colleagues that the Committee on Budgets might

Mr Lange, cbairntan of tbe Committee on Budgets.

One thing that

(D) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I am depufor Mr Caro, rapporteur for the Committee on
tizing

emphasis, because

Budgets.

develop into the guardian of all the other committees.

Let me first of all say that I support unreservedly the
policy considerations and conclusions which Mr
Adams has presented on behalf of the Committee on
Social Affairs. I might feel tempted
I shall
- though
resist the temptation
to add a couple
of economic
policy comments but -I feel that after what Mr Adams
has said this is not necessary because we are

in

total

aSreement.

Now, Mr President and ladies and gentlemen, we are
dealing with a further reform of the Social Fund, one
of several funds we have in the Community. In its
opinion, the Committee on Budgets has pointed out
that this term 'fund' and funds in general are a some-

Ladies and gentlemen, this will not happen. The
Committee on Budgets has only one task, namely to
secure, or to help secure and expand, the responsibilities of this Parliament in the fields of budgetary policy
and budgetary law. It must see that, through certain
decisions, this Parliament loses no budgetary powers
in relation to the Council and also the Commission
the latter problem is less critical because
-it isalthough
hardly probable
to that extent, ladies and
- and on
gentlemen, the Committee
Budgets will perform
its policy task. It will be careful, Mr Adams, not to
want to perform social tasks or any other kind of
policy

tasks.

what problematic subject if we consider budgetary
truth and clarity and if we remember the difficulties
that have arisen in'transfrontier traffic'with regard to
various rules, including those of the Social Fund and
specifically Articles 4 and 5. Mr Adams has said, and
rightly in my view, that with the steps that the

Let me point out however, ladies and gentlemen, that
everything that has something to do with financial
consequences and policy objectives automatically, of
course, concerns the Committee on Budgets and that

Commission is now proposing, we shall go some way
to overcoming these difficulties but that at the same
time the specific character of a fund is disappearing.

for instance, says no to something that someone holds
dear or thinks important be€ause, among other things,

and

regard to the financial consequences are not available
or these financial consequences are not yet measurable. Only to that extent, ladies and gentlemen, does
the Committee on Budgets have to make its presence
felt, among other things to preserve the rights of this
Parliament. So let there be no fears that it would like

However, allow

me to point out, ladies

gentlemen, that the wording in the relevant itirms-of
the budget is still 'New Social Fund, Article 4 ; New
Social Fund, Article 5' so we are still in the straightjacket that we really do not want. Now this week, on
Tuesday

if I rightly

remember, we discussed the guide-

lines for the 1978 budget and, in this connection, Mr
Shaw made the point
he did this on behalf of the
- and Parliament
Committee on Budgets
approved

-

members of other committees should, therefore, give

little more thought when the Committee on

the

necessary information

a

Budgets,

and clarification with

to develop into another committee's guardian or, as
will not

som€one once said, a supercommittee. This

be the

case.
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The chairman of the Political Affairs

Committee

thinks he has a bone to pick with the Committee on
Budgets. Now anyone who takes budgetary responsibil-

ities on himself will come into conflict with the
Committee on Budgets even if he does so unknowingly. I do not say that this happens out of illwill and
so there is no further difficulty, Mr Bertrand, in saying
this quite clearly once again. You saw this yesterday.
!7e had been dealing with information policy from
Monday until yesterday but it all worked out more or
less all right even if it gave some of us a headache.
But here I would like to urge the Commission once
again to treat this comment of the Committee on
Budgets seriously and really have the matter studied
in the Commission. On that proviso, and bearing in
mind what Mr Adams has said, the amendment tabled

by Mr Caro on behalf of the Committee on

Budgets
Committee on

loses its purpose. On behalf of the
Budgets I therefore withdraw this proposed amendment on condition, however, that we are all prepared
to study together this question that the Committee on
Budgets considers to be so important with regard to
budgetary transparency and truth and clarity of policy.

President.
I call Mr Kavanagh to speak on behalf
- Group.
of the Socialist
President, I would like to
congratulate my comrade
and colleague, Rudy Adams,

Mr

Kavanagh.

Mr

for his excellent work in producing this report. I

should also like to take this opportunity to thank the
Commission for having presented this review of the
Social Fund within the S-year limit set down,in the
original new Social Fund in 1971.

!(hen I

spoke to this House on 2l April last on the
Caro report on the operation of the ESF for 1975, I
said that we would have an opportunity of discussing
the review of the rules of the ESF when we debated
the Adams report and this would present us with an
opportunity to range more comprehensively over the
problems created in the Community by the depression.

The most important problem facing the Member
States of this Community remains unemployment,
which is at a higher level than has been endured by
any country in the Community since its establishment
two decades ago. Over 5 million people are out of
work, with the accompanying hardship for the families involved. Millions more are on short time. That,
my colleagues, is the background to the report which
Mr Adams is presenting today. The present crisis has
highlighted the inadequacy and, indeed, the irrelevance of the funds available for dealing with unemployment, including the Social Fund. !7e now expect
a period of growth to commence and we should not
allow the present downturn to sap our idealism in
seeking to create a better society for all the peoples of
Europe.

The present European Social Fund was conceived
during the period of growth of the '50s with the
emphasis on training rather than unemployment as
such. It follows therefore that the fund has little real
impact on unemployment in the short term. The
Regional Fund of course has a more direct impact on
the creation of jobs, but even that fund is capital-orientated to a very large extent. In revising the rules of
this fund I believe our main objecs should, however,
be to ensure that the limited resources are channelled
to the areas of greatest need. I therefore welcome the
introduction of differential rates of assistance in
certain areas which I called for in my report last year.

I

would like to mention one further matter which
might be examined in connection with the fund's revision. The original social action programme proposed
by the Commission listed as an objective for the fund,
the establishment of Community-aided schemes of
income support during retraining and the subsequent
iob search. This was not supported by the Council of
Minsiters at the time of the adoption of the social
action programme, but I believe this possibility
should be re-examined, possibly in the framework of
actions at the 35 o/o rate.

I

have spoken so far about the problems of great
importance for those in the work force who are
affected by the present world-wide recession. The
Social Fund, however, makes provision for Commu-

nity

assistance

to those whose

prospects

of employ-

ment and of a full and rewarding life are affected by
various physical or mental handicaps. The development in all the Member States of training schemes
which cater for the needs of handicapped persons, and
help them to find and to hold jobs on the open
market, is something which must be regarded as most
important if our Community social policies are to be
genuinely social in content. It is essential that this
element in the working of the fund should continue

to

receive due priority. However, the Commission
in future aid for training the handicapped for employment should be available only
under Article 4, and in a much more restricted form.
The effect of this would be to remove the handicapped from the privileged position which they have
enjoyed since l97l under Article 5. If the Commission proposal on this matter is adopted, it would make
it extremely difficult for certain regions to obtain help
from the fund for training the handicapped for
employment. I refer of course to regions such as
Ireland, where we are still building up our normal
training facilities and where it is not possible to
devote scarcest financial resources to the demonstradon-rype project to which Article 4 applies. I am
concerned that confining aid for the handicapped to
have proposed that

Article 4 will simply mean that money previously
available to less-favoured regions under Article 5, to
help meet the cost of basic training, will in future be
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diverted to the more wealthy States who can afford to
engage in such demonstration projects. I hope the
Commissioner will be able to assure us that this is not

I call Mr Van der Gun to speak on
President.
- Christian-Democratic
Group'
behalf of the

the

Mr van der Gun. (NL) Mr President, the Commission's proposal is- important because it introduces
major changes regarding the operation of the European Social Fund. I would not like to to give the

case.

I am sure that my colleagues here today will join with
in saying to the Commission that it is not our
wish that the worthy efforu being made by the
Commission to aid unemployment in some sectors
me

should operate so as to lessen the opportunities available for those who have the double misfortune of
being both unemployed and handicapped. !7hile on
the subject of the handicapped I would like to ask the

if in fact the Commission has yet
to the Council on the subiect of sheltered

Commission
reported

workshops, which it undertook to do some two years
ago. I raised this question last year when I asked for

special consideration

to be given to this particularly

disadvantaged group who work in sheltered workshops. I7e need to give our attention in all the rele-

vant institutions of the Community to financing of
social policy activities for the benefit of less favoured
groups who constitute part of the work-force but who,
most of all, should be seen as citizens of the Commu-

nity who can and do suffer from the impact of

its

economic performance.

Finally, Mr President, the proposal produced by the
Commission should remove some of the problems
which have become apparent in the operation of the
fund. rVe can therefore be grateful to the Commission
for their work. It must, however, be reiterated that in
terms of overall resources the fund remains
inadequate. If social policy is to become an expression
of Community solidarity and is to enjoy full credibility among the peoples of the Member States, the
fund must be substantially increased. May I take one
example to illustrate this inadequacy over the last few
years: in respect of training of young Persons, the
applications for assistance outweigh the funds and
resources available by at least l0-fold.

My words here today are directed particularly to the
Council. I would ask those representatives of the
Council who are present to take heed. It is absurd that

the Council of Social Affairs Ministers continue to
approve new areas of fund intervention while at the
same time the Council of Finance Ministers refuses to
vote the funds needed to finance those new extensions. Where the funds available to help reduce social
inequalities in the Community are inadequate, it is
essential that these funds be coordinated so that
together they make the greatest contribution possible
to providing all people with a good and improving
standard of living. In this connection I would ask the
Commission to ensure that the actions of the Investment Bank, the Agricultural Fund, the Regional Fund
and the Social Fund are all aimed at achieving the
maximum benefit in the social field.

As spokesman for the Socialist Group I can say that
the group whole-heartedly suPPorts Mr Adams's
rePort.

impression that, in the past, the necessary activities
have not been pursued; on the contrary. But we have
to admit that the knowledge of these activities is too
often confined to the 'insiders'. When we see in the
Commission's explanatory statement that 2 million
people have already been able to benefit from the
possibilities offered by the European Social Fund
whereby occupational and geographical mobility have
then we really wonder
both become far greater
should not pay more
whether our information services
attention to facts and figures of this kind so that the
populations of the Member States are made a little
more aware of what is done in this field.

In my opinion, the modifications now proposed by
the Commission are more drastic and of a more fundamental and structural nature than the l97l changes;
in itself this is not so difficult to explain. Unfortunately, however, the economic situation has not only
changed but has become far more unfavourable than
in l97l and it is obvious that this is reflected in the

modifications now proposed

by the

Commission.

Three points come out very strongly in these changes.
Firstly they imply a better adjustment of the fund's

to the demands of the labour market.
Secondly we see a more efficient and flexible perforbut I shall be
mance of these activities. And lastly
activities

coming back to this in a moment because this point
the possibility
is certainly not the least important
is brought up of the introduction of new forms of aid
and new activities.
On the first point, better adiustment to the labour
market, we have to note that the distinction between
Article 4 projects and Article 5 projects is maintained'
The Commission sys that this was the result of a
compromise that was reached at the time. rVe are
ready to follow this reasoning and to continue with
the distinction as it prevailed in the past. The
Commission rightly notes, in this connection, that the
main weight of activities will be displaced to some
extent towards Article 4 projects. In this connection, it
is proposed, among other things, that the condition
that at least 50 0/o of available resources should go to
Article 5 proiects should be dropped. This gives
greater scope to give Article 4 proiects the necessary
attention and, in our view, this is indeed a right decision. Neither do we agree with the stand taken by a

number of Members who feel that this step will mean,
in practice, less attention being given to the regions. It
ought really to be said that the opposite is the case
because the Commission rightly points out that the
shift does not mean merely that the necessary attention will be paid to regional aspects within the framework of Article 4 ; regional aspects will continue to be
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given the necessary consideration in relation to Article
5 as well. On top of this, the regional aspect will be
further reinforced by the fact that the Commission
proposes to grant a subsidy not of 50 but 55 % to
certain regions to be determined by the Council on a
proposal from the Commission. If these proposals are
seen in coniunction with the Commission's proposal
for greater coordination between the various instruments and funds in this field, then I believe that we

may rightly conclude that the regional elemenr
emerges strengthened rather than weakened from
these reform proposals, and that is a development
which has our hearty support particularly on the
grounds of the solidarity that we in Europe, according
to our way of thinking, should be exemplifying.
!7hat we find to be still a problem is the fact that, in
practice, the switching of money from Article 5 to
Article 4 projects is the same as it always was, in the
sense that the approval of the Council of Ministers is
necessary at a certain point in time. !7e would have
preferred a budget item combining both Article 4 and
Article 5 projects but over which the Commission
would have some freedom of control so as to be able
to allocate money on its own judgement to suit the
needs of a given moment. In this way we could forestall the problem that has occurred repeatedly in the

past, namely that a number of projects had to be
turned down because the kitty for them was empty
whilst there was still money at a certain moment for
other proiects. !flith the rules of the fund as they then
were, this situation, in practice, led to money for the
Social Fund being lost at least for 5 years. This is why
we once again urge the Commission to give further
consideration to the advisabiliry of creating the necessary possibility for the shift from 5 to 4 or from 4 to 5
at any given moment, depending on requirements,
without the need for concrete approval on the part. of
the Council of Ministers.

The second point, namely greater effectiveness and
efficiency and greater flexibility with regard to the
operation of the fund, we support wholeheartedly. The
governments of the Member States have certainly
complained about this in the past; they found that it
took all too long. But the Commission is also right to
appeal to the governments of the Member States themselves, because the new system will be able to operate
properly only if the governmenrs of the Member
States are also prepared to provide the contribution
and cooperation that is needed from them.

And now the possibility of a new form of aid. As I
have already said, this is not, in our view, the least
important of the Commission's proposals. We are very
pleased that possibilities are to be provided of aid for
maintenance and for the creation of iobs and that
grants are to be made whereby incomes may be maintained, at least temporarily, on loss of employment,
short-time working or inadequate unemployment

benefit regulations.

In this

way the general problems we are confronted

with in Europe at the moment can be far better dealt
with. !7e can understand that the Commission is not

in a position to produce concrete measures on this
subject in the short term but, however this may be, it
has had the courage to introduce a new activity better
tailored to present needs and those that are likely to
arise. It is indeed to be feared that we shall have to
struggle with these problems for many years yet. For
this reason too, we are gratified at the

European

Commission's initiative because we see this as a first
and truly fundamental step in the growth of the Euro-

pean Social Fund into an institution for a more
general fight against unemployment that will also
work on finding solutions for structural problems.

The consequence of these new activities, of course,
could well be that the financial contributions will
have to be considerably increased. 'We are ready to
accept these consequences and consider that they
should be accepted by everyone, because those who
are not prepared to accept them would be well advised
not to expect too much from the new activities of the
fund.

Another point on which I would like to dwell is the
fact that in the Commission's proposals some attention is also given to the problems of the relations
between the European Parliament and the Council in
the deciding phase. This is an important point and
the Committee on Social Affairs has not
mainly for
- in our view
lack of time
given it the attention that
- in the motion for a resolution. This
it certainly merits
is a highly important matrer of principle. This is why
we propose, in an amendment tabled, among others,
by our Socialist colleagues, that this should be
included in the resolution.

Then there is another important point in this connection, namely that we are doing away with the five-year
period, or at least that is what we have understood. At
all events, the Commisssion proposes that the possibility be created for a transitional modification to the
basic resolution and that new tasks be entrusted to it
and it is our view that this is completely in line with
the requirements of the present situation as regards
employment. In all the Ifestern democracies the solution of this problem is a prioriry. For this reason the
operation of the European Social Fund should also be

in sense that it should not be automatically
tied to a given situation and structure for five years,
'Sfle are
therefore grateful to the Commission for
coming forward with these radical proposals so
quickly after its appointment. The speed at which
things went was too fast for our comfort and also
flexible

forced the pace to such an extent

in the Committee

on Social Affairs that, to some extent, we ran out of
time.
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The thanks of the Christian-Democratic Group naturally go, in the first instance, to the Commission for its
proposals but also to Mr Adams who had to produce
the commentary on these radical proposals under
extraordinarily difficult conditions. He managed to do
this within the time and has produced a report of
high quality, enabling the matter to be put on Parliament's agenda within the time limit set by the European Commission. For this, Mr Adams, our renewed
and heartfelt thanks.

President.

I call Mr Cifarelli to speak on behalf of

the Liberal -and Democratic Group.

Mr Cifarelli.- (D Mr President, I would like to join
both in the thanks to Mr Adams, the rapporteur, and
in the appreciation that we have just heard so authoritatively expressed of the excellence of the work now
being done and the difficulties associated with it.
This problem of the Social Fund, which could be
numbered among the traditionally important but not
most significant debates in the life of the Community,
has become, because of the circumstances that have
arisen and forced themselves on our attention, the
number one problem that must be solved urgently so
that the Community may avoid repercussions tending
to break it up and at the same time because not only
the constitutional policy significance but also the
socio-economic and, I would say, civil importance of
this great undertaking that we are embarked upon is
clear to every citizen of the Communiry.

Creating European union among the nine nations

making up the Community, building

it

without
warfare, usurpation of power or the spilling of blood is
an extremely exceptional historic event. But clearly

this edifice cannot stand on shifting sand or

ground :

it

soft

has to become a real structure.

Vith next year's European elections in view, we often
wonder how to inform the public and educate them to
see in Europe the reality of tomorrow. Here, the operative principle is ex opere operato, in other words in
achievements lies the demonstration of the existence
and importance of the task to which one is called :
from Europe's achievements will spring concensus for
Europe.

rVhat better basis for this than all the achievements
connected with the Social Fund ? Here I would make
the point that what was envisaged in Article 3 of the
Rome Treaty and which is slowly being put into effect
is rightly under critical examination today in the presence of a situation featuring 5 million workless and
posing a whole series of questions regarding the
problem of young people in the nine Member States.
The importance of the fact that the heads of State and
government, at their Downing Street meeting, should
have given priority to unemployment among the

I

young and the problem of the first fob will not,

am

sure, have escaped anyone.

But this is only one part, although

in my

view the

most sensitive and most worrying part, of the complex
problem of unemployment and the social crisis as a
whole.

At this point I would like to refer to an event from
the history of my country. !(hen Italy was unified a
hundred years ago there were backward and underdeveloped areas like the Kingdom of the rwo Sicilies.
There were others that were more advanced and closer
to Europe such as Liguria, Lombardy and Piedmont.
!flell, our forefathers believed that if they put all these
areas together and provided free movement

of

goods

and people and the same civil, penal and financial

law, prosperity would spread and

development

become general. It isn't true ! If an advanced area is
brought into contact with an underdeveloped area, the
poorer one tends to get poorer still and the other to
grow, even beyond its physiological boundaries.

This is not only an Italian experience. In my view,
two conclusions can be drawn from it : the first is that
social action and regional action are inseparable.

Today, as the result

of the development of

the

Community, we have two funds : the Social Fund and
the Regional Fund. The activities of these funds
including, in addition, the Guidance and Guarantee
Fund
have to be coordinated, otherwise we might
behave- like physicians treating the human body, one
specializing in arms and disregarding the rest, and the
other treating feet only and likewise ignoring

anything

else.

Now, referring again to the facts of life in Italy, when
was a question of obtaining certain grants or advantages, the area that was more alive, more sensitive,
better informed and more capable of organizing itself,
came up with its own projects, put forward its own
applications and used up the funds before the others
were even aware that they too could use them. The

it

Italian Government provided funds for building
; the mayors of the most advanced boroughs,

schools

like Milan or Florence, immediately applied to use the
funds, whereas those of small places in the southern
Appenines or in Sicily did not even know they
existed.

The same is happening to the Social Fund.

If

not adopt clearly-defined selection criteria, and
Commission does not add

we do

if

the

to its proposals practical

possibilities for drawing distinctions berween the
various applications, intervening at both strategic and
tactical levels to overcome difficulties, create new jobs,
facilitate the redeployment of manpower and the
employment of young people and to offer prospects of
work to the young, the resources of the Social Fund,
though far from being vast, could well be wasted.
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Thus the criterion to which we Liberals attach particular importance is that of selectivity or, in other
words, coordination.

I should add, ladies and gentlemen, that we consider
that these new rules should be allowed a certain lifetime. !fle cannot innovate every year. Nowadays,

Member States' budgets themselves, in all fields, are
ceasing to be annual and to be longer-term. It is not
possible to make a programme for one year only. It is
the distribunot possible
we believe
- to organize
States within a single
of individual
tion of the finance
year; planning has to go farther than that.

I assume that everyone - from Liberals to Manrists
are convinced of the need, with economies as they
-are today, for planning under democratic control, with
a plurality of political and union forces, whereas in
some countries this does not happen. But that does
not mean that planning and programming should not
be governed by objective criteria and an overall view
in which account must clearly be taken of regions that
are in difficulty and sectors having difficulry as well.

I heard many Members from many
and particularly from
countries in the Community
countries that up to then were- highly advanced induscomplaining at the inadequacy of the multitrially
and pointing out the difficulties of
fibre agreement
the textile industries in various Communiry countries.
\flell, if I had been a Member of Parliament from the
north of Italy I too would have added my voice to
those of my colleagues who raised these problems.

Yesterday evening

But it is impossible to proceed without overall
ments.

If

assess-

we were to give the Social Fund the sole task

of keeping the textile industry on its feet wherever it
is and whatever its state, I think we would be guilty of
actinS unilaterally and we would perhaps be adopting

an anachronistic position in relation to the forces of
history requiring that certain sectors of industry have
to be transferred to other countries in a kind of distribution of international effort, but controlling any
deviations, abuses and above all the dumping of exploited labour which is no less dangerous and no less to
be repudiated than the dumping of concessions

granted

in

violation

of the

Community rules or

customs agreements.
tU7ith these comments,

Mr President,

I

think

I

have

explained the basic terms in which we express our
agreement with Mr Adam's report.
and this is the last comment that neverthethat iust as
to me to be the basic one
you cannot make war without arms, just-as you cannot
embark on an undertaking without having the necessary resources, in the same way all Member States and
the Community as a whole have to make provision for
adequate expenditure for this Social Fund.

We

say

less seems

In my view it is in this field as in that
to a greater extent

-

and perhaps

of regional policy- that the effec-

tive solidarity among the nine countries, the nine
nations, the nine regions of the European union that
is now bcing built can best express itself. It is clear
that, this being an internal problem, it is easier to
cope with that osmosis that is necessary to promote
prosperity and create advantages and sounder
economic conditions. You are familiar with the argument in which some Community countries are
opposed to others. !fle ltalians, for example, together
with our British colleagues would like countries like
Germany or the Benelux countries to take certain
measures

to

accelerate economic development that

would draw other countries in its wake. The reply
given to us by those with economic responsibility in
those Community countries is that they are not lightly
disposed to bring in measures that could have inflationary effects. Inflation is a cancer that, once set in, is

extremely difficult

to bring under control before it

destroys the organism.

It is clear, however, that since these social needs are
evident in every single country, asking not purely and
simply for economic and general policy measures but
for physical support in budget appropriations, loan
commitments and contributions to the Community
budget means asking for something that is more legitimate, more'Community' more modern and, I would
say, more logical and easier to defend in the face of
public opinion in each single country and in the
Community in general.

It is on the basis of this assessment that we consider
that this struggle for the reform, improvement and
better organization of the Social Fund will help
greatly to unite the Community and in this struggle
we consider that all the democratic forces of the
Community should draw their inspiration from the
guidelines given by the Community in its institutions
and above all those declared and laid down by this
Parliament.

I call Mr Bouquerel to speak on behalf
President.
- of European Progressive Democrats.
of the Group

Mr

(F) Mr President, ladies

and

the Committee on Social Affairs, Employment

and

Bouquerel.

gentlem'en, I too would first like to join in the congraland
thanks
addressed to Mr Adams for the
utations
very full report he has submitted to us on behalf of
Education.

In this

discussion,

I

feel that

it is necessary to recall

that, since the policy compromise of 1971, the European Social Fund has become a vital Community
instrument in the employment and training field. The

volume and variety of its activities unquestionably
imply that its operation should be reviewed five years
after it was first launched. On this subject, on behalf
of the Group of European Progressive Democrats, I
would like to make three observations.
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First observation. The l97l decision was based on the
distinction drawn between two types of activity, firstly
those under Article 5 serving mainly to help eliminate
structural unemployment, particularly in the most
disadvantaged regions and secondly the others, under
Article 4, intended to deal with the consequences of

certain Community policies or problems on the
Community scale. In this way the rwofold concern for
solidariry with regard to the most disadvantaged areas
from the standpoint of employment and experimenta-

tion with

Community training and employment

actions adapted to suit the situation in specific sectors
or populations was given a balanced form.

This is why the Group of European Progressive
Democrats would like this compromise and distinction to be maintained since, in our view, they enable

the fund to be operated in accordance with

these
tasks. It is along these lines, incidentally, by means of
a series of specific decisions of which the most recent

relates to young people looking for their first job, that
the spectrum of our means of intervention at Community level has widened.

Second observation. One may well wonder about the
master criterion that should guide intervention by the
Social Fund and regret a certain dispersal in the activities encouraged in the recent past. The Commission's
proposal gives priority to the regional criterion, which
is tantamount to introducing a general priority in the
choice of applications, the scaling of intervention rates
and the balance between Articles 4 and 5 in favour of

the most disadvantages regions. l7hilst not
discounting the importance of this kind of thinking
we feel that there are grounds for questioning the
value of systematizing this approach. Regional development and vocational training are not always indissolubly linked. In some cases even the contrary is true. It

to us that it would be more functional and
more in conformity both with the fund's objectives
and with such elements of Communiry employment
seems

policy as we have, to aim at some concentration in the
fund's activity at two levels.

Firstly there should be

a more definite link

with

employment in the programmes that are submitted,
giving a more clearcut priority, for example, to certain
categories or economic sector : young people, women,
the textile industry, etc. Next, the choice should be
based

on the quality of the programmes

proposed,

particularly with regard to the training offered. The
point is that regional policy is only one respect of
employment policy. The European Regional Development Fund was instituted after the Social Fund was
set up. The resources of the European Social Fund are
limited. This is why it is better to do what can and
should be done than to eventually transform the fund

into a supplementary regional aid instrument. I therefore think that as regards any new missions that might
be given to the European Social Fund we should

proceed with great caution in view of the vague nature
proposals that are made on this point at the
moment and the financial resources available to the
Fund in relation to aid whose cost would be extremely

of the
heavy.

Third observation. The attitude of our group

towards

measures to be
applied in order to improve the administration of the
Fund is marked by the same pragmation. For us, moreover, it is not just a matter of personnel. !7e fully

the

administrative

and financial

share the judgment of the Comnrission and most
Member States on the recent operation of the fund
and we are therefore very much in favour of accelerating the payment procedures for approved applications. Similarly, we would like to see a simplification
of the aid system without, however, its definition disappearing from the rules of application. All this, in our
view, is aimed

in the right direction.

But it is not possible for us to agree with a compulsory lump sum system, which the experts, in their first
studies, have shown to be complex and even impracticable, nor
and this is more serious still
with the
institution-of a system of applications grouped
by
Member States and negotiated with the Commission
before consideration by the Fund Committee. Our
first reason is that his would mean an end to any real
competition between applications, our second that the
Fund Committee and the social partners, more particularly, would be robbed of any real power of evaluating
the projects submitted to the Social Fund and our last
that the Member States with the most decentralized
training and employment structures would be penalized and that a quota system by States would implicity
be instituted, which was never the intention of the

Social Fund and would, moreover, take

all

the

Community character away from the political
followed in this sector which is precisely where we are
attempting to move towards Community action.
That, Mr President and ladies and gentlemen, is our
group's opinion on the lines along which the reform
of the European Social Fund should be considered.
President.
I call Mrs Kellett-Bowman to speak on
- European
behalf of the
Conservative Group.

Mrs Kellett-Bowman.
may I first
- Mr President,
of all say to the Commissioner
that, having crossed
swords with him on a number of occasions, it is a
particular pleasure today to be able to congratulate
him on this excellent revision of the Social Fund,
achieved with such expedition. I should also, of
course, like to congratulate Mr Adams on getting
through a report in almost record time as far as this
Parliament is concerned.

Mr President, the activities of the European Community become known to the majority of people in the
Nine in two ways : through harmonization proposals,
which receive much publicity and some laughter, and
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whose benefits are not always immediately apparent,
and through the Community's common policies and
funds. The common policies, as we know all too well,

enemies of the
Community plenty of ammunition to use against it.

at times unfortunately offer the
However

the Community's funds

Social

and

which form part of those -policies offer us
very important opportunities indeed to show how
Regional

Europe can benefit individuals in each of our member
In the run-up to direct elections I would
submit that this is of vital importance. The most

countries.

importance criteria for aid from European Community funds are that should be effective and recognizable. I believe, as Mr Adams has indicated, that the
new rules for the fund should help towards both these
aims, although I have some observations to make on
how the Commission has approached the problem.

to be maintained, my group are glad that the division

will henceforth be more flexible and the allocation of
resources between Articles 4 and 5 will be settled
annually in the course of normal budgetary procedure.
Now

I

can see the logic discontinuing the current

arrangements for helping the disabled under Article 5
and instead expanding the Article 4 scheme for them,
since clearly, alas, the disabled are not confined to the
hard-hit regions but occur all over the Community. I
hope very much that this change will not result in a

reduction of aid to the handicapped and I feel that
this point, Mr Commissioner, wants watching with
particular care.

I

believe very strongly too that some handicapped
people can never take their place in open employ-

ment. In this I slightly disagree with Mr Kavanagh.
And I think that those who cannot take their place in
There are two main parts to the Commission's review.
The first deals with the modification of the rules
under which aid is granted under Articles 4 and 5. I
particularly welcome the decision to introduce a variable rate of intervention from 50 % to 55 0/0, but I
cannot quite understand why the step is so small.
!(iould it not be possible to vary the rate further, to

perhaps 90 c/o rt necessary, in the worst-hit regions ?
The need for financial support of the projects

submitted is bound to vary enormous, and the coun-

tries with the worst-hit regions very often cannot
afford their share, though they need it most.

I believe that I am not alone in saying that I find the
maintenance of the distinction between the two Articles
4 and 5
confusing and possibly unnecessary
from-what I have- heard today, most groups still appear
to support the distinction with varying degrees of
enthusiasm. I fully accept the Commission's statement
in paragraph 3 of the First Part that the distinction
was originally necessitated by political considerations.
Sorhe, of course, we wanted the fund to accompany
Community policies and some wanted it to constitute
an independent aid to Member States to make up
their permanent structural deficits. But it now seems
that in both Articles 4 and 5 the Commission is
placing stress on aid to the regions and this I fully

support. Since this is the case, I cannot see any point
in maintaining the difference. Article 5 always was

the creation of employment and
in poorer regions, but now we find
that the Article 4 interventions will also be angled
towards regional aspects of schemes to aid specific
concerned with
training schemes

sectors to the economy such as, for example, textiles
which we were discussing yesterday. The continued

division, therefore, seems to me something of an artificial one and in support of this view I can quote the
opinion of a previous director-general of Social Affairs
at the Commission who wrote in a recent Neu Federalist paper that the division berween Article 4 and
Article 5 is outmoded. But at least if the distinction is

open employment should nevertheless be enabled to
obtain sheltered employment in sheltered workshops.
This, of course, will require a change in the rules. It is
a point I have brought up on many occasions and I
very much hope that somehow we can squeeze it in

this time.

I welcome the Commission proposal to make arrangements under Article 5 to assist operations designed to
help the self-employed and to facilitate the employment of women, and in particular to sponsor courses
to enable women over 35 to acquire a qualification or
a skill or to update a qualification or a skill or to
update a qualification or skill acquired earlier. This is
particularly vital in view of the latest figures for
female unemployment which show that, although
there was a reduction of male unemployment
compared with a year ago, that for women increased

by no less than

I

13 %.

am glad the Commission intends to recommend

extension of the assistance given to textile workers
beyond the July deadline in view of the despereate
state of the industry. I am concerned that, as time
goes on, the social aspect of the Social Fund is
becoming submerged by the overwhelming problem
of unemployment. We ourselves in the United

Kingdom last year had the highest totals of young

unemployment in the Community, both in terms of
actual numbers and as a percentage of total unem-

ployed: no less than 515000 young unemployed
persons compared with only 174000 in 1974 and
almost 50 o/o more than ltaly, the next biggest total.
All too many of our governments' job creation
schemes have been mere palliatives, utterly devoid of
any long-term value or training content, such as the

scheme to feed ants affected by the drought, which
really the mind boggles at. This money, allied to EEC
money, could surely be far better used to provide the
training in skills which will be needed in the national
economies once the long-awaited upturn comes. It is
only by having a sufficient number of properly trained
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people that we can avoid the bottlenecks and overheating which so often bring expansion to a grinding
and very expensive halt.

The second part of the Commission proposals relates
to some much-needed simplification of the procedures under which aid is approved. It has long been
apparent that the inordinate delays before money was
received by the applicants was having a serious detrimental effect on applications. Clearly, if money was
needed, it was needed at the time when the project
was being got off the ground, and the new proposal to
make an advance payment of 30 % when half the
operation has been completed, is a big improvement
and greatly welcomed by my group.

rVe also welcome the decision to calculate expenditure on the basis of unit costs instead of actual costs,

which will be a great incentive to the efficient planning and execution of the projects. I am not, however,
happy about the suggestion for grouping applications.

I recognize the bureaucratic convenience of group
applications, but I would like to draw the attention of

the Commission to one simple fact : the European
Community will never win the hearts and minds of
the people of Europe if it continues to conceal the
good it does for them. Additionality plus a policy of
grouping applications will increase the difficulty of
identifying the proiects and areas where Communiry
funds have made a difference to the lives of ordinary
citizens.

I

welcome very much, as

I

have already said,

the fact that advantages will be granted as soon as
operations have begun, and that the Commission will
check up on the effectiveness of aids, but I hope too,
that it will be stressed to the Community's information offices in all the Member States that, whenever
Community aid is obtained for any project this fact

is

publicized as effectively as possible.
Finally, and without much of a fanf.are, the Commission, as Mr Adams has noted, has built into the new
rules the possibility that interventions at the rate of
35 % may take place independently of the regions
where operations are carried out, in order to support
better employment conditions and the creation and
maintenance of employment. I am surprised to find
that this idea has been criticized this morning. The
Commission expands upon these proposals in para-

graph

58.

Now since the ECSC is mentioned in this paragraph,
would like to draw attention yet again to one very
important fact: the ECSC can help in a very positivi
way in increasing employees' mobility by offering

I

housing loans. Even though it is clearly intended thai
the Social Fund should concentrate on providing
employment in the poorer regions, there is often still
the problem, even within such regions, that jobs will
be created beyond the geographical reach of the

people who need them most. \Uflhy cannot the

Community, therefore, examine the possibility
and
- lowI ask for no more than that first of provid'ing

cost housing loans

in

- problem
certain

areas-, and

secondly providing a once-for-all mobility grant for
the unemployed person who needs to move house in
order to find work. Of course I realize that in all
Member States grants, subsidies, loans and arrangements of some sort can be made to cope with the
problems of housing and the mobiliry of workers, but
these are not fully coping with the problem. I would
ask that more should be done.

But we need to make up our minds : are we
attempting to construct a real Community social and
regional policy,

or are we merely giving

national

governments EEC funds which will be submerged in
their normal budgets and policy-making, as happens
with the Regional Fund ? If, as I believe we should, we
are constructing a Community policy, then we cannot
ignore the fact that the Communiry concern itself
with the whole problem, not merely of creating the
jobs, but of housing the workers, as the ECSC does,
and of seeing that they can reach the place of employment. The willingness of the Commission to concentrate more upon the poorer regions makes such a
global approach much more feasible now than it has
been in the past. I hope that the Commission will
take these suggestions seriously and comment upon
them. I also hope that it will answer some of the ciiti-

cisms made in the opinion by the Committee on
Budgets, which my group feels to be a very valuable
commentary uPon the proposals.

President.
I call Mr Pistillo to speak on behalf of
- and
the Communist
Allies Group.

Mr Pistillo.

(I) Mr

President, ladies and

gentlemen, the document submitted by the Commission to the Council regarding the review of the rules
qovernlng the tasks and operations of the European
Social Fund and on the basis of which Mr Adams, the
rapporteur, has drawn up the motion for a resolution
we are considering does not, as far as the Community's European social policy is concerned, contain
any notable innovation as compared with what it has
become customary to call the l97l reform of the
Social Fund.

The modifications or innovations that are proposed
mainly concern the acceleration, or an attempt at
acceleration, of the intervention procedures and iome
easing of the situation with regard to decisions on
payments, in view of the wide gap between commitments assumed and payments actually made each
year. Apart from this there are many statements of

good intentions such as:

the Commission should bear in mind the need to make
the Social Fund one of the instruments of employment
policy.

The inadequacy of the resources of the Social Fund
are recognized but no proposal is put forvrard to alter

this situation, which is certainly the main obstacle to
the development of a social policy in the Community
capable of coping increasingly effectively with the
present difficulties.
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For this reason, the view taken by the Communist
Group on this Commission paper is highly critical
and it is itself a sign of the serious situation in which
our Communiry now is.
In view of its character, we therefore take a similar
view of Mr Adams' motion for a resolution.
So the first serious contradiction is that between the
gravity of the present social situation in Europe (we
refer primarily to the unemployment problem) and
the package of proposals that have been put forward'
These proposals are substantially the same as the 1971
proposals in a situation which, as other Members have
already pointed out, is radically different'

The unemployment figure in the EEC countries
- as
is running somehas already been pointed out
where between 5rlz and 6 million. More than 2
under
25 and future prosmillion are young people
pects appear nothing short of critical, being aggravated by the inflation affecting the majority of our
countries. Much has already been said and written
about the gravity of this picture. At its recent session
in Rome, the European Council set as the main task
of Community policy that of
reducing the serious unemployment in Member
without creating the risk of fresh inflation.

States

The final communiqu6 after the recent summit conference in London, again with regard to this serious
problem, includes the statement :
Our most urgent ask is to create more iobs while continuing to reduce inflation .. . \(e are particularly
concerned about the problem of unemployment among
young people... there will be an exchange of experience
and ideas on providing the young with iob opportunities.

Most appropriately, again at the London summit, Mr
Andriotti, President of the Italian Council, stated that
'the fundamental human rights include that to work,
which we should be in a position to provide for all,
particularly the young', whereby Mr Andriotti helped,
to some extent, pose the problem of human rights
with his feet on the ground'
shall pass over other statements and declarations for
lack of time and 8o on to a few brief comments.

I

this is the question I
Do we or do we not realize
would like to put to myself -and to all of us here
the vast gap between the seriousness of the employment situation in the Communiry and the resources
and instruments at our disposal ?
Hence my first conclusion : down with fine words and
declarations of goodwill ! Either the Social Fund is
given more resources or else there is little point in iust
talking about it. \We need to tackle this situation, we
now wholly
need to bring the Community budget
titled in favour of agriculture or, to be more precise, in
favour of the particular interest of certain sectors of
back into balance.
agriculture

\7e do not say that this equilibrium can be
re-established overnight. \(e understand that it will

not be easy or quick but we have to establish the new
trend with vigour or otherwise have no effective EEC
social policy.

Nor do we claim that the EEC can or should take the
place of national policies which remain the decisive
instrument for tackling the serious NATO crisis but
we need to establish a policy of coordination, integta-

tion and support lor certain options rather

than

others.

And here we come to my second point which I shall

deal with quickly : dispersal of intervention. In the
Commission's proposals we read that : 'there is a
constant danger of dispersal of intervention'. !flell,
this dispersed intervention should be replaced by a
global action, planned in accordance with an interuen-

tion policy that is not purely the result of certain
applications but stems from requirements genuinely
verified in the individual countries and in Particular
areas and regions.

substance this policy I am appealing for is that
proposed by the European Trade Union Confederation and whose object is to reconcile regional and
sectoral criteria and the requirements of the neediest
categories of workers in the Present situation. Set
against this planning and intervention policy to be
implemented on a global basis, the division of intervention as provided in Articles 4 and 5 of Decision
7ll66lEEC seems and is artificial. !fle all know that it
was the outcome of a compromise which the facts are
proving to be not only harmful but paralysing in is
;ffect on the European Social Fund's intervention
capability at the present level of its financial resources'

In

The alternative could be intervention on a pilot basis
in certain particularly badly hit regions in order to
have some real impact on the present employment
situation. This too, as you know, is a proposal made
by the European trade unions.
Unfortunately the conclusions we draw from a careful,
calm and objective study of the Commission's proposals compel us to consider that they are not only
say this with the utmost
inadequate but
- let me
based on a policy that we do not hesitate to
clarity
define -as mistaken.
The time available does not allow me to deal with any
other points. I feel I have brought out what, in our
opinion, are the most important points in an overall
opinion that in our case, as I said at the start, is highly
critical. This view that we have endeavoured to
explain in all frankness, as is our habit, does not
prevent us from trying to amend some Parts of the
motion for a resolution in order to introduce some of
the lines of thinking I have referred to. !7e have therefore, Mr President, tabled a few though, in our view,
improving amendments in a constructive and positive
spirit.
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It is not a verbal campaign against unemployment
that we want but concrete facts, more resources made
available and above all a line of action that has a plan
and a programme.

step which we approve), the possibiliry of new tasks
and the proposed 35 7o intervention in favour of a
certain type of region where conditions of serious

employment problems or disparities of development
are found.

President.

-

I

call Mr Pisoni.

Mr Pisoni.
(I)W President, ladies and gentlemen,
I shall speak- briefly just to make a few general points
but above all to explain the amendments that I have
tabled on behalf of the Christian-Democratic Group.

Nothing has been said about these things and this I
regret a little. !fle have not, as Parliament, said what
these new avenues for action should be and what new
aims the fund should set itself. Even though the fund
is small, perhaps it may take on some new objective,
particularly if it is considered in relation and in coordination with the other funds.

'S7e

are discussing the Social Fund, one of the few
instruments available to us to try to inject
I
- do nota
say into social policy but into policy in general
factor helping to correct the growing imbalances- we
perceive as the days go by. It is clear that we cannot
solve these disparitites by relying purely on the Social
Fund or by reliance on social policy alone. As we have
said so many times in this Parliament and elsewhere,
we believe that general policy should make itself
responsible for these problems and that if it does not,
then neither will social policy be able to do much in
its attempts to solve them. This is one of those times
in which the employment crisis is becoming graver
and what concerns us is to see the number of jobs lost
every day. What is more, if we look carefully, even
where unemployment seems to be falling, this is not
because the number of jobs is increasing, it is either
because more jobs are becoming vacant or people are
retiring earlier, or
happening in many coun- as is Switzerland
tries including Germany,
and others
because migrant workers are being sent home. If we
had exact statistics
which, incidentally
- we have
asked for
about -the precise number repatriated
we

- the drop in the number of jobs that we
should see
have had in the various countries and we would see
how the reaction to this has, in part, been the repatriation of migrant workers. This is one answer, and a
very simple one, but which does not really solve the
problem.

Having made this point
in
view, a basic one
- on my
we cannot, in this debate
one of the few instruments at our disposal, say clearly, without further
evaluation, whether some degree of make-believe is
not creeping in as regard the fund's resources or its

intervention potential.
'We are trying
to load with significance a thing which
has significance but which is almost entirely ideal, not
practical, in nature, in other words not such as to give
a policy of progress any operative meaning. \U7e need

to

say these things so as not to be deluded into
thinking that, with this debate, we have come a long
way forward towards solving the problem. What are
the changes which the Commission has proposed and
about which Parliament has so far been silent ? Let
me draw the attention of Parliament itself and the
Conrmission to them : the change from 50 to 65 o/o (a

This is my basic point because in the end it seems to
me that, of all the reforms
from the shift
- apart
from 50 to 65 o/o, the acceleration
of the procedures
and the logical end to the distinction between Articles
4 and 5 to which I shall return later
the basic
theme of the reform is this, it is centred -in the fund's
new tasks which we have not, however, yet defined.

'We have
confined ourselves to repeating that the situa-

tion is serious, the crisis grave and that the fund
should intervene, but how it should intervene apart
from the ways in which it has done so up to now has
not yet been said in precise terms. Above all, however,
the intention to intervene has not been given backing
in terms of money, financial coverage or appropriation. Asking the fund to intervene over an even
broader spectrum than before and failing

to give it

any further resources means asking it to fritter away
the little money it does have and therefore to weaken
intervention itself.
Now a few points on the four amendments that I have
tabled on behalf of the Christian-Democratic Group.
The first amendment proposes a change to the

wording of paragraph 2 of Mr Adams' motion for

a

resolution, not because there is anything wrong with it

but because it seemed to me that we should reconsider whether paragraph 2 should be connected with
paragraph I in terms almost of cause and effect. It

would be better to divorce them and to separate them
in substance. The amendment is a new wording for
paragraph 2 which does not add very much. It would
delete that part in which Parliament doubts whether it
will be possible for the Commission to keep to the

timetable. I say let us have no doubts and act as
though the Commission will really keep to the timetable

it

has given.

Amendment No 6, which proposes the addition of a
new paragraph 2a, states clearly that Parliament is

it is a declaration of good intent, a declaration of principle if you
like. It has no immediate operative outcome but it
says: we ask the fund for a concrete, proportionate
effort, not, therefore, limited to deploring the crisis
but assuming a priority task in proportion to the seriousness of the crisis.
concerned about the crisis and says so:
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Amendment No 7, which proPoses the merging and
new wording of paragraphs 7 and 8, concerns the
subject to which I referred at the outset regarding the
proposed abolition of the distinction between Articles
4 and 5 of the fund. I propose that this distinction
should not be suppressed and that the appropriations
under Articles 4 and 5 be kept seParate' not because
we do not want coordination, not because we do not
recognize that at certain times it may be useful to be
able to transfer appropriations from one article to the
other, not because we ought, from necessity, to maintain the two decision procedures (one left to the
Commission and one left to the Council), but because
the reasons why this distinction was made still prevail.
!7hat is at the root of all this ? One article relates to
sectoral or sectoralized intervention, in other words for
the
those sectors that are in difficulties
- shipyards,
textile industry, agriculture, clothing, the minorities,
in other words a whole series
emigrant women, etc.
- article, however, covers interof this kind. The other
vention in regions that are structurally weak. It should
not be forgotten that for regions lagging behind in
structural development, the growth gap is steadily
increasing. !7e do not want this help too, however

small

it

be,

to fail these regions. \(e shall not elimi-

nate disparities through the Social Fund but if those
disparities have increased since the time when we
began to concern ourselves with regional and social
policy, it means that the fund has counted for very
iittte. I would therefore like this task to be maintained

and, since no alternative proposal has been

made

enabling this priority to be safeguarded in an attemPt
to restore a better balance in the structurally depressed
regions, I feel that, at the present time, we should not
get rid of the distinction between Articles 4 and 5 but
that we should maintain this general and dynamic
approach.

The other amendment is not so important.

Its

purpose is purely to add a sentence to paragraph I I
where reference is made to the fund's resources. Its
-intention is to bear witness to the fact that the Social
Fund's resources are at the moment wholly insufficient for the tasks it is called upon to perform.
I appeal to Members to make these concerns their
own and to adopt these amendments; I consider that
they are improvements. I would like to hope that Parliament will have an early opportunity to discuss the
Social Fund's new tasks. I also hope that the amendment tabled by Mr Caro will be approved which
proposes a certain method for increasing the fund's
resources. These are indispensable conditions if our
words are not to be invalid and our efforts wasted and
if, instead, all our discussion is to result in something

anxiety about the inadequacy of the
Sotial Fund to deal in particular with the huge

expression

of

problem of unemployment, but also with the related

difficulties which people are facing

all over the

Community in their careers. Nevertheless, I would
like to widen the debate somewhat to take in longerterm considerations of social, industrial and economic
policy, because I think that this is the appropriate
moment, when we are reviewing the performance and
future of the Social Fund'

have this very clear problem, all over the Community, that inflation is not reacting to credit restriction.
Unemployment is not responding to credit expansion.
Governments which are swithering between credit-

Ifle

restriction and credit-expansion policies are in danger

of achieving nothing. Stagnation in the countries
which are holding their economies back is creating
social problems as well as industrial obsolescence, and
economic growth, where it is occurring, is not drawing

workers back into employment, but is stimulating
technical change instead. lTorkers no longer find that
they acquire a lifelong skill when they complete their
education, apprenticeships or technical training: all
too often they find that by the middle of their
working lives their skill is becoming obsolete and
they have to retrain in order to continue to earn to the
limits of their capacity in the second part of their
earning lives. So we have problems to tackle in
dealing with unemployment which are unfamiliar and
which require totally new thinking about the ways in
which we are to tackle our economic difficulties.
There is no doubt that the world needs our goods and
services ; we have to Put our economy into good shape
again for the sake of humanity as well as ourselves ;
but technical change demands a new aPProach to the
organization of work.

I

have three questions

in particular for the

Commis-

sion this morning.

!7ill the Commission give thorough

study

to the

effects of contraction of the working week, either the
3O-hour week or the 4-day week, and the whole ques-

tion of

part-time working

? !7hat would

the

consequences really be of the widespread adoption ol
shorter working hours and, in particular, what would
the effect really be on the unemployment problems ol

different industries and services

?

concrete.

IN THE CHAIR: MR COLOMBO
President

I

call Sir Brandon Rhys !flilliams.
I am sure that all
Sir Brandon Rhys \Williams.
President.

-

the Members present must wish -to join in Mr Pisoni's

will the Commission give particular study to
the trend towards attracting married women with
young children into employment ? In Britain, foI
Secondly,

example, the tax structure is such that families are at a
disadvantage, but married women who go out to work
have decided tax incentives, and yet we have seen that.
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in the growth of unemployment in recent years, it is
the women that have suffered most, and this leads one
to question whether we are right to continue with this
trend towards attracting married women with young
children into employment.
Thirdly, will the Commission consider the whole
phenomenon of simultaneous inflation and unemployment in its human, rather than the theoretical or
mechanical monetary terms ? Our economy is a manifestation of the sum of millions of individual decisions
made by workers, entrepreneurs or salaried managers
all over the Community. Ve have to study the financial and social and psychological factors which go into

the making of these millions of personal decisions. I
don't believe that we can find the answers to our
economic problems by academic disputes about the
effects of different forms of money supply or the
effects of different national tax-policies, or governmental intervention. I think we have to go right to the
individuals who make up the European economy and

which are applying classical remedies to these diseases
and in so doing seem, in fact, to be weakening their
economies rather than catching up. The Community
is in danger of falling apart. Of course, from month to
month, and even year to year, we are leaving these
problems unsolved. I believe that it is not enough to
go along with the consensus and keep saying that we
are trying remedies, we are fighting inflation, we are
taking a stand against unemployment, when in fact
what we seem to be doing is valueless and may even
be making matters worse.

to the Commission to stimulate new
thinking about these questions ? I have taken the
opportunity to raise these points while we were
debating the future of the Social Fund, because the
fund itself can never be more than a palliative. The
So, can we look

cure to our economic and social sickness can only be
found through the application of fresh ideas.

I call Mr Schyns to introduce the
of- the Committee on Regional Policy,

President.

find out what is guiding them to take decisions which
are adverse to their own interests in the long

opinion

For instance, what makes a business decide to defend

Mr Schyns, draftsman.
(D) Mr
I rather
- for thePresident,
regret that, as draftsman
Committee on

[r:.,

its profits by raising its prices rather than

by

expanding its production ? High interest rates and the

lack of market confidence induced by classical
methods of fighting inflation through conrraction of
credit may well be contributory causes of inflation,

they force businessmen to take refuge in
higher profit margins rather than in higher turnover. I
think that this is a subject on which the Commission
should express a view, and if they haven't a view
today, then they should make a study of this aspect of
because

business psychology.

Secondly, what makes a worker decide to strike for
higher wages rather than to collaborate in work-saving

technical innovations or work substitution schemes,
which would reduce costs and thereby strengthen
their industries ? These attitudes are very understandable, but we haven't given enough attention to the
effect on the European economy as a whole. Perhaps

it is the very dread of unemployment, at a time when
unemployment is rife, which impels workers to press
inflationary wage-claims or otherwise to weaken their
employers' competitive position, thereby aggravating
the very problem they wish to avoid. We have to
understand these paradoxes at the level of personal
attitudes to work and individual decision taking.

It certainly appears that the loss of business confidence and the growth of unemployment are plagues
that are now feeding on themselves. Traditional remedies are making matters no better, and may even be
making our economic weaknesses still more

acute,

and so we see the effect within the Community that
countries which are relatively strong in resisting infla-

tion or unemployment seem to be drawing still
further apart from those countries of the Community

Regional Planning and Transport.

Regional Policy, Regional Planning and Transport, I
was not asked to speak before now. Still, better late
than never and so I would like briefly to state my
views on Mr Adams' important and forwardlooking
report
I congratulate him and to add
- on which
a few specific
points.

I agree with the Commission when it says that the
elimination of regional imbalances, in the long term,
will remain one of the Communiry's vital tasks. In so
doing, the Commission is stressing the importance
attached to regional problems in this document and it
is to be hoped that in the future, the broad interpenetration of social and regional Community policy will
be taken into greater account than before when proposals are framed. It is about time we stopped shelving
this problem and introduced proposals with teeth in

is what Parliament has already been
in countless oral and written questions,

them. This
demanding

resolutions and reports. It therefore hopes that the
Commission's basic approach will be filled out with a
more comprehensive conception of economic development, taking into account the human factor, since the
needs are not only economic in nature but also relate
to education and training. The measures proposed in
the Commission's document concern a number of
requirements which the committee that I represent
has often put forward.

Firstly there

is the coordination of the various

Community financial instruments. We take the view
that there should be a greater measure of coordination
in this respect, in other words closer cooperation
between the European Regional Development Fund
on the one hand and the European Social Fund, the
EAGGF Guidance Section, the European Investment

2t8
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Bank and the ECSC Fund on the other. This point
has already been made

in the report on certain asPects

of the Community's future regional policy (Document
35177) and in Mr Caro's report on the 4th Activity
Report on the European Social Fund for 1975 (Document 578176) which, in paragraph 8 of the motion for
a resolution, points out that resources from the Social
Fund would permit more effective measures if their
distribution was coordinated with that of resources
from the other EEC funds.
'We

are gratified that the Commission has put Parliament's views on this subject into effect, firstly by
a kind of intersetting up a special task force
- improve coordinato
departmental working party

- instruments, and by
tion between the various financial
giving a special coordination assignment to Mr Giolitti, the new member of the Commission. Secondly,

however, there must be an effort to concenrate
Community aids and carefully avoid any frittering
away of our sparse resources. The Committee on
Regional Policy therefore welcomes the fact that, in
paragraph 49 of its explanatory memorandum the
Commission states that Decision 7l166 must enalbe
the Council to determine eligible areas, which means
that Community criteria can be used instead of

the Commission and also the Council. Day in day out,
gentlemen, we read in the Official Journal a quantity

of regulations providing for the free movement of
goods in our countries, but what we do not find is
regulations concerning people, people as workers in
these nine countries and with whom we have to deal.
Unfortunately we find no regulations to help migrant
or frontier workers at social level. There are too many
different legislations in our nine countries. Here something really needs to be done to create equality in this
as in the
field as well so that progress can be made
towards making all workers equal in
trade sector
the EEC and- entitling them to the same social privileges and conditions in the performance of their work.
Some of our countries, you see, find it very easy to
conclude bilateral agreements with countries from
which they receive manpower or even basic commodities but they cannot manage to sign multinational
agreements in the framework of the EEC in the interests of workers. So here I would like to ask that the
Commission and the Council should take the initiawhich a(ter all are
tive to have Regulations 3 and 4
reviewed and that, in this area, we should
obsolete
not only -tackle the unemployment problem by means
of financial aid but also do more to secure generalized
and improved social legislation in our Community.

national yardsticks.

I

call Mr Bersani.

Thirdly, special importance must be attached to the
help for regions where the most imPortant sectors of
the economy are in decline, with particular reference

President.

to the requests that Parliament has already addressed
on many occasions to the Commission. Here, for
example, we are thinking of various areas in Scotland
and in the North-rVest of England, which not only
have to grapple with difficult redeployment and
retraining problems and with obsolete and inadequate
infrastructural facilities, but are also afflicted, because
of their leeway economically, with serious social diffi-

gentlemen, I too have to thank Mr Adams who has
been following this problem with great attention for
many years. With this report he has once again made
a particularly notable contribution to our deliverations
and our proposals. I would also like to exPress my

culties, such as an intractably high level of unemploy-

ment, a considerable degree of migration and
disquieting increase in alcoholism and criminality.

Other industrial sectors should not be

a

forgotten,

either, such as the textile and clothing industry, shipbuilding, mining and, not least, the iron and steel
industry. \U?e are convinced that, with the help of energetic measures in favour of industrial problem areas,
the growing gap between the various regions in the
European Community can be gradually reduced and

we hope that the Community institutions will

bear

these requirements in mind so that the regional social
imbalances in the Community may be largely elimi-

nated

with the

economic Europe

objective

in

of a united social and

view.

These, Mr President, were a few comments which I

wished to make on behalf of the Committee on
Regional Policy, Regional Planning and Transport.
\X/ith your permission, now that I have the floor, I
would like to add a personal comment addressed to

-

Mr Bersani.

appreciation

to

@ Mr

President, ladies and

Commissioner Vredeling

for

the

industry, imagination, resolution and courage he has
shown on so many occasions and I therefore feel that
he deserves from us a vote of confidence at this time
when he is preparing to launch certain reforms
though limited and in our view absolutely inadequate
to the Social Fund.

-'We

are quite clearly all aware of the extent to which
proposing a new dynamic role for the Social Fund to
make it not only an aid-providing and marginal instrument but capable of effective structural action stands

manifest contrast to the limited nature of its
finance and the serious inadequacy of its resources.
That is something that all Members have fully

in

stressed.

Even so I would like to try and find room, between
the lines of the Commission's proposals, to accommodate the suggestions that may come from this
Assembly. In any case, in the last part of its proposals,
the Commission asks Parliament not merely for
general political support but also for precise indications and concrete proposals with regard to the
dialogue it proposes to undertake with the Council on
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the question of the so-called'new tasks'for the Social
Fund.

Other Members have recalled the main stages in the
development of the Social Fund from the first phase
in which it was an instrument of 'buffer' intervention
to the l97l reform that many Members have referred
to. I would like to take up just one poinr of the 1971
reform. Because it has been brought up by so many
Members it will help us to understand the progress
implied by the new proposals and on the basis of

resources might be allocated, be welded into a first
instrument of Communiry solidariry to cope with the
greatest problem of our society, that is to ensure stable

employment at a lair level of income for all our
citizens. Mr Marjolin recently returned to this proposal which stemmed from a group to which you also
belonged and to which I also made a certain contribution to the best of my ability. I feel that the way in
which he brought out and reproposed this idea of his
should receive wider support from us.

which we may hope to work, together with the
Commission and the Council, for the future. The
l97l reform helped us to go beyond those tasks I

In conclusion, I feel that in answer to the Commission's request for our ideas regarding the new tasks for

have referred to. Certainly the measures to enlarge the

working should primarily be the following.

vocational training activities and above all to introduce concertation by coordinating intervention in
favour of the particularly disadvantaged regions and
sectors in critical situations such as the textile industry
for example, represented an interesting and important
development.

rVith regard to Articles 4 and 5 I would not agree
with those Members who said that this was a question
of a compromise, mainly governed by matters

connected with agricultural problems. In actual fact
the wording of Articles 4 and 5 was dictated, at a time
when regional policy was launched, by the need to
give particular emphasis to this policy and to highlight this first coordination between measures capable
of exerting structural effects and which help, in my
view, to give the Social Fund, if we are capable of this,
a central role in catalysing the resources of the European Bank, the Regional Fund, the EAGGF Guidance
Section and so on. These are measures and instruments enabling us to go beyond the aid-giving phase
and reach the stage of restructuring and development,

particularly

in

regions

in

particular need

of

such

measures.

Now, in my view, without disputing the need under-

lined by the Commission for projects to be grouped
together, for having more pertinent objectives at the
structural level, and to have all this better dovetailed
into plans for regional development, this distinction
still has grounds for being kept in existence and may,

if correctly interpreted, favour

and not work against
that more general policy of-planning and coordina-tion on which I believe we are all basically agreed.

Vhat Mr Pisoni, with whose amendments I am in full
agreement, said is true, namely that the new fact is the
allocation of 35 o/o of this flexible Fund to assist
primarily sectors passing through a temporary employment crisis or to help specific projects.

Mr Vredeling, you will remember that in a certain
debate you, I and others were in agreement with the
then Commissioner Marjolin in hoping that measures
against unemployment which did not seem urgent in
boom and development periods might, in a kind of
regional fund to which some percentage of national

the fund, the directions in which we should

be

The first is certainly that of unemployment among
the young. Initial coordination already exists at the
European level; every one of our countries has
adopted national measures. In this I believe we have
acquired sufficient experience recently in our countries to show that it is possible to achieve results.
The second is that of the development of proiects,
especially in the most depressed areas and also in

other areas in mountainous and hilly districts. I am
also thinking, for example, of cooperation with a
capital C to which no-one here has referred but
which, in my view, deserves closer attention, that is to
say the problem of the cooperative movement in the
production sector.

In Italy we are finding that, whereas a whole series of
sectors arc in crisis, the cooperative movement
between workers and certain intermediaries is developing investment, creating new jobs and becoming
an extremely dynamic factor precisely in those zones
and sectors that appear to be in the most critical situation. This phenomenon therefore proves that this
sector, not
up to now
helped in
special way
- that up toanynow
by anyone, -has its vital forces
we have
pushed aside and disregarded.

The third is certainly the problem of projects at
regional level. This is where the answer might be
found to the problem of the dispersal and limited
scale of our resources. You are right, Mr Vredeling, in
proposing that it is necessary to group proiects. Here,

in my view, dialogue with the

regions,

the

surmounting of the dispersal problem and fitting in
with certain specific local situations is possible. In this
sense the speech by Mrs Kellett-Bowman regarding
the value of the infrastructures and the significance of
the intervention by other structural funds could have
fresh importance.

I would therefore like, Mr President, to urge Commissioner Vredeling, who is working with a very narrow
instrument, to try to broaden it with these new prospects and hopes.

If,

however,

we limit ourselves to these financing
to these marginal, supplementary and

schemes and
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primarily aid-distributing schemes we shall be unable

to offer an adequate answer to the serious
problems existing

in the

social

Community's present situa-

tion or to the moral and political responsibility that
we have assumed in this matter.
President.

I

-

call Mr Ellis.

it iniected a lot of direct capital into the
Community, and the key to it all, it seems to me, was
that there was in the Western world for a considerable
period of time what I called'a benign economic hegelued dollar,

mony'. There was a unified political will and this
essentially is the key to the whole issue of unemployment, the fact that there was a positive policy being
pursued by hegemonic power, as
essentially haappened

President, I am a little apprehensive
Mr Ellis.
- Mr
about speaking because I do not claim to be an expert
on the administration of the Social Fund, or indeed
on the affairs of the Committee on Social Affairs,

Employment and Education but I have read these
I have read Mr Adams' report - I
and the opinions from the
congratulate him on it
- Policy, Regional Planning
Committee on Regional
and Transport and the Committee on Budgets. But I
have got up mainly because I have been inspired to
do so by Sir Brandon Rhys \flilliams' speech and
partly also by what Mr Pisoni said.
proposals and

Sir Brandon always makes, in my viev, interesting
his speech today was typical; it had

speeches and

some very, very interesting and useful suggestions to
make and he talked in particular about the problem of
unemployment. !7hile I do not want this to develop
I would be
into a broad debate on unemployment
nevertheless
I would
out of order if I were to do so
like to try, as it were, to put the concept of the fund as
I see it, and indeed as many Members have referred to
it, in the whole context of the problems facing us in
respect of unemployment.

it

seems to me
success of countries

it

were. !7hat has

in the last few

years has been

that partly because of the very

-in the Communiry and elsewhere
world,
this hegemony no longer exists.
in the l7estern
The summit that was held last week-end, it seemed to
me, was in one sense to be regarded as an attempt to
restore somehow or other sufficient collaboration as to
have once again a unified political will.

-

'S7ell now, this brings me to the whole question of the
proposals on this fund, because the significance that I

attach to the proposals is that the Commission is proposing, for the first time since it was formed, really to
begin to act in a single unified way. I remember the
former Commissioner, Mr Thomson, in one of his last
speeches before he retired last December, making the
and he illustrated the point with a number of
point
statistics
that so many of the actions of the

- had worked to militate strongly against
Community
each other, and that whereas we were trying, as it
were, to improve the position in some of the regions
with the Regional Fund, the consequences of the agricultural policy were working in an absolutely diametrically opposed fashion and that there was a lack of
coherence, a lack

of unified political thought within

certainly in the early
Mr Pisoni took, I thought
- a sombre view of the
part of his speech
rather
- of the fund, and I feel he was
fund, a pessimistic view
too pessimistic. If I read correctly what has been

the Community. This, it seems to me, has been the
great weakness of the Communiry in the last three or

hope the Commis-

And I go along greatly with another former Commissioner, Mr Dahrendorf, who said in London not long
ago that the first Community is dead, long live the

proposed

I

may be wrong,

I

there is
sioner will- tell me that I am right
- toI think
quite a step forward, and I would like
explain how I
see it.
Bearing in mind always that the longest journey has
to begin with the first step and while we all accept
that the
and a number of people have said this
and
indeed
in
a
sense
all
the
fund is marginal,
Community funds are marginal to the problems of
unemployment, nevertheless it is important that we
take the first step along what I call the right road. In
order to try and explain what I mean by the right road
I would remind the House that yesterday, when Mr
Ortoli, Vice-President of the Commission, gave us an
account of the economic situation in the Community,
I made the point to him in a question that one could
regard the economic history of the Vestern world
since the war as in a sense being a picture of the great
American engine drawing us along all behind it and

all of us prospering in the wake of the movement

inspired in America by the dynamism in that country.
For example, America had substantial deficit for a
long time in its balance of payments, it had an over-va-

four

years.

second Community. That is, the original bureaucratic
systemic Community which came along in this
economic growth period, which worked simply by
passing various regulations, is gone. It would no

to develop a political
Community. The fact that in this fund the Commission is prepared, for example, to name specific regions
is, it seems to me, quite a substantial step forward,
because it is in a sense contrary to many of the attitudes adopted by the nations-states. That one fact
alone, if I am reading the whole thing rightly, is much
more important than whether there are 600 million
units of commitment appropriation, or whether it is
50 % or 65 0/o because, in any case, the actual sums
involved as many people have said, are marginal. But
we do, it seems to me, have here the first start of this
coordinated policy.
longer work, and we had

In the opinion by the Committee on Budgets it says
that 'nor is there any mention in the review of the
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dovetailing of the work of the fund with that of other
funds'. tVell, that may be so, but I would have thought
that we must have confidence now in the Commis-

sion. There have been

a

number

of

speeches by

Commissioners, including the President of the
Commission, who have said quite categorically and
specifically that they do intend to try to dovetail the
various funds and the various policies, and we must
allow the Commission therefore some flexibility and
we should not expect to have everything spelt out in

of this, Mr President, because the
Commission itself had in fact drawn up a very tight
timetable and I am very pleased that Parliament and
the committees of Parliament and the Economic and
Social Committee as well were ready to work to this
strict timetable to make it possible to meet the wish
of the Commission and also of the Council that the
reform of the Social Fund be discussed in the Council
of Ministers of Social Affairs at the end of June.
special point

some kind of regulatory way.

Therefore, to conclude, and in reply partly to Sir
Brandon, who spoke about the need to have all kinds
of things, new ideas
we need in a
- indeedtowhat
sense, is a Brookings Institution
do the studies that
Sir Brandon was suggesting
I would say that the
key thing is to develop this -political movement, and
that peoples of the Community in the end are going

to insist upon it. The nation-state in Europe, the
classic l9th-century European nation-state, is
outmoded in so many fields, so many sectors of our
economy. It is demonstrably outmoded and when the
people of the Community begin to realize that it is
only by having a unified political will, in what is a
major chunk, a major sector of the world economic
order, the Western economic order, that they are
going to do something, this is the first step on this
long road, and I therefore take an entirely different
view from the pessimism expressed by Mr Pisoni, and
a number of other speakers.
President.

- I call Mr Dalyell.

Mr Dalyell.
Mr President, I am just prompted by
the speech of- my colleague Tom Ellis, to make one
observation. As a draftsman of the view of the
Committee on Budgets last year
and I say this with
some diffidence in the presence- of Erwin Lange, the
chairman of the Committee on Budgets
I think
- we
that Tom Ellis has a good point. From what
have
drafted, it may give the impression of being less than
flexible.

Now in one

sense, as an earlier draftsman, perhaps I
myself bear some little responsibiliry in the matter,
but I think that Mr Ellis is on to a good point, and
that as far as some members of the Committee on

Budgets are concerned
I don't presume to speak
for all my colleagues - we would welcome a degree
of flexibility. I just wanted
ro make it clear that I
thought he was, with justice, making an observation

on the attitude of the Committee on
President.

-

I

Budgets.

call Mr Vredeling.

Mr Vredeling,

Vice-President of tbe Conrmissiort.
President, I would like to begin -by
expressing my thanks to Mr Adams, the rapporteur,

(NL) Mr

and the draftsmen for the various committees who
were consulted

in

preparing the report submitted by
I want to make a

the Committee on Social Affairs.

To my mind it is because there has been a joint effort
by the committee and this Parliament that we have
come so far.
Before I make a number of comments with regard to
the various speeches, permit me to emphasize again a
few points from the Commission's proposals. In the
first place, the Commission felt that the fund had to
be given more elbow room in order to direct the inter-

vention financed from the Social Fund towards
specific groups of problems when this was required,
from time to time, by the employment situation
within the Communiry. This implies, translated into
the language of the resolution, that the Commission
wishes to intensify intervention under Article 4 of the
fund. This covers activities designed particularly to
help specific categories of workers or specific industrial sectors that are in particular difficulty in connection, for example, with structural adaptation within a
given economic sector. I think that it is also the
logical consequence of this that the Commission has
proposed that greater flexibility be given expression in
budgetary practice. That is the reason why we have
proposed that the rigid fixing of appropriations, as was
originally the case in the fund's first form, in the
sense that Article 5 intervention had to account for
50 % of the total, should no longer be required and
why we therefore proposed that it should be abol-

ished.

At the

same time

second shift of emphasis

here I come to a
- theand
Commission wants to

intensify the regional operations
of the fund. The
implication here is that a certain priority should be
Siven to regions with a permanently weak structure

and where the unemployment situation is at its worst.
In this connection, I would like to draw your attention to the fact that we have proposed
has also
- this
been pointed out by various speakers but
it cannot be
repeated often enough
that a certain priority be
- in
given to the named regions
the framework of intervention under Article 5 but that this should also be

done

and this is new

for intervention under

- very clearly declared, in
Article- 4. Moreover we have

our proposals, that the share of intervention of a
regional nature shall not be less than has been the
case hitherto and that it is the intention
this I
- and
can say to Mr Van der Gun who asked
especially
about this
it is the intention to carry this out in
- : firstly
various ways
through the budget proposals
themselves that are submitted each year to Parliament
and the Council, and secondly in the framing of the
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criteria that applications for aid have to meet. It is also

our intention to incorporate the principle of regional
aid into intervention under Article 4. On top of this
we have also proposed, for a limited number of especially depressed areas, which we also proposed should
be named (a point, Mr Ellis did not fail to notice) that

the percentage of the contribution from the Social
Fund should be increased from 50 to 55 %. This
applies in particular to regions that have very Sreat
leeway to make up in comparison with the better-off
areas of the Community.

Naturally we must see all this against the background
present Social Fund which is limited in its
'$7e can also call on the
purposes to its own objectives.

of the

Vocational Training fund and we have already
proposed to broaden the field here ; but we are not
holding a general debate on regional policy. !/e are
that
the Social Fund
dealing with a limited field

naturally has to fit in with the general regional policy
of the Commission and the Community'

In that field we want to strike out in a new direction
by introducing new forms of aid in addition to the
rsual standard objectives of the fund' !7e want to
)pen up new possibilities in the area of vocational
:raining, removal assistance, installation allowances
rnd so forth, and that is not so astonishing because we
Taturally have to react differently at the
Present time,
n face of the vast unemployment Problem, ftom 1971
rvhen the fund was brought into being and when we
vere in the middle of boom conditions'

we put forward this proposal in what is, I will readily
admit, a difficult time for the Council as well.
Precisely because of the present difficult situation we
are in with regard to employment the Commission
feels it has a duty to put forward this proposal. !7e
have to make the new forms of aid that we have introduced subject to specific rules. !7e have to work them

out in more detail. I7e have indicated the direction
that has to be followed. If the Council gives its agreement in principle, it will be necessary, in consultation
with this Parliament's committee and with Parliament
itself, to give our policy concrete content. This will be
possible if the Council, among other things, aSrees to
certain action in certain sectors or SrouPs of sectors.
In this connection, we are already working out certain
measures for the steel sector and the Council is, in

principle, in agteement.
last part of our proposals relates to the simplificaI shall not say
much about this at this time ; it is not such a sPectacular subiect but we badly need to get away from the
present situation, marked as it is by a great deal of
unproductive administrative fuss and bother, into a
somewhat less bureaucratic organization of the fund
not that this needs to attract much attention. I see
-it as one of my most important tasks, in the roughly
3% years left to me as Commissioner, to make the
Social Fund a more efficient and action-ready instru-

A

tion of procedures and administration.

ment than

it is today.

I shall now make a number of comments regarding
what has been said by the various speakers. I would
like to begin with a comment on Mr Lange's statement which he made in his important caPacity of
Chairman of the Committee on Budgets'

\t

that time the iron and steel industry and shipruilding, just to name those two, were flourishing

activiry. Since then these
;ectors have got into serious structural difficulties. In
.his connection, we may wonder whether the large;cale retraining operations that we undertake as such
;ectors

of our economic

rnd other associated measures are indeed the most effi-

:ient and profitable ways of bringing about the restruc:uring that is our object. For what is the use of being
well trained if afterwards it does not helP you to find
work. In some sectors of our society that is already the
And therefore a coherent and well-balanced

:ase.

package of measures is needed enabling us, for
example, to give selective employment subsidies. In
that connection, I must say that I am not wholly in
agreement with what Mr Pistillo said on this subiect to
the effect that the new proposals for the Social Fund
are in fact less than what we did in 1971. I would
point out that we have added new dimensions which,
if they are agreed in principle, will be worked out by
the Commission in more detail. I fully agree with
what Mr Ellis said on this point. \7e could take the
sceptical view and wonder whether the Council will
be prepared to approve it. I agree with Mr Ellis that
this will probably be a long journey but we cannot
even start the long iourney unless we take the first
step, as he said himself. He has guessed precisely why

He referred to the special position of the Social Fund
in relation to the budget. In fact, Mr Lange's request
has already been heard because the Social Fund,
unlike the Regional Fund and the European Development Fund, is a part of the budgets. It simply forms
two separate items in the budget.

Mr Lange wondered whether we should not do away
with this system and whether we could not simply
discuss this matter in the framwork of the budgetary
procedure. Should the Social Fund policy not be justified in the explanatory notes to the main budgetary

headinp ? In my judgement, no, not even formally,
for the simple reason that, under the Treaty, we have

to make certain binding regulations.

I also had the impression that Mr Lange took a stand,
in dealing with the relationship between the Social
Fund and the budget, that was somewhat special to
him. Suppose the word 'fund'was dropped. It is not a

'fund' at all, it is simply a budget heading like all
other budget headings. So the fund has no special
status or what you will in relation to the budget as a
whole. And now Mr Lange has asked that we should
look more closely into this matter once again.
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I- would like you to know that one of the new thinp
that we have introduced in order to make matters at
least clearer, is that in the spring we shall come
forward with a document indicating the main lines of
this policy. These lines of policy will be given for the
following financial year so that the Mimber States
making their plans for the following financial year
can allow for the lines of policy that the Commission

will

have laid down. It will, so to speak, be the explanatory statement to the budget for the following year.

I

believe that we

in

will

largely have met the wishes

particular by Mr Lange by producing a
document, when the 1978 budget comes up for
debate, in which the policy that we intend to apply
expressed

through that budget is clearly outlined for several
to come. The fact is that it is our intention to

years

work out lines of policy for a three-year period and to
adjust

it

year by year.

Mr Kavanagh made a number of remarks that I
readily support. He has pointed our that the fight
against unemployment is a priority in our Community. This has been repeated on every side. Mr pistillo,

for

example, rightly recalled

Council meeting

in

that the

European

Rome adopted a detailed resolution in which this point takes a central position. Mr
Cifarelli rightly recalled that the recent summit conference in Downing Street also made the fight against
unemployment a central topic. Now it is a question of

drawing the logical conclusions from this. If the
people at this high political level are ready to issue
this kind of statement then
and here I agree with

what Mr Van der Gun, Mr Cifarelli,
Mr Pistillo and Mr
Bersani have said
it is now up to the Council of
Finance Ministers. They must not just make fine statements, or have their prime ministers and heads of
state make them, but they must also take the action
this calls for in the budget. !7ith unemployment at its
present level this is more than ever necessary. Neither,
once that happens, will the Commission hesitate to
produce specific proposals, again in the framework of
the budget.

Mr Kavanagh touched on another point that was particularly dear to him, namely projects for the handicapped. Up to now these can be proposed under
Article 4 and also Article 5. !7ith the object of a more
concentrated effort from the Social Fund in the future
we have proposed that such projects come solely
under Article 4

in the future.

demonstration projects, in other words proiects which
can be developed in the right direction in the longer
term. These we shall be pleased to help finance. This
means that, under the new Article 4, opportunities are
opened up for the handicapped along the same lines
as the criteria now being applied under Article 5.

I can also add, as set out in the Commission's proposal, that we shall, in so doing, give effect to regional
priorities so that, in my opinion, we shall be meeting
the concern rightly expressed by Mr Kavanagh at the
fact that proiects for the handicapped are being cut
back too much, especially in his country. In its proposal, the Commission has taken care that this shall
not be the case because, for one thing, we largely leave
policy as regards the approval of projects in countries'
own hands. I can assure Mrs Kellett-Bowman that it is
absolutely not our intention to reduce our support for
projects on behalf of the handicapped. On the
contrary, we shall, as far as the modest resources of
the fund permit, certainly increase our aid in this
direction. For example, we intend to subsidise the
so-called sheltered iobs, referred to by Mrs KellettBowman, for people who are handicapped and who
cannot find work on the normal open labour market.
These sheltered jobs can be given their own place in
the framework of the Social Fund. I already said this

in an earlier part-session. At the moment we are

studying ways in which this can be done. !flhen we
reach positive conclusions we shall tell you what we
have done on this subject.

One single comment on Mrs Kellett-Bowman's question regarding the special problems of women and

their vocational training. The present system

is

oriented towards the entry or re-entry into working

life of

women

of over 35 who

come onto the

manpower market either for the first time or after a
short interruption and whose skills are no longer what

they were before and also no longer fitted to
present-day requirements on the labour market. The
aid the fund is designed to give to these categories is
tied, at the moment, to certain restrictive conditions.
This is connected with the regions where certain
industries may be going through structural adiuitment. Technical progress is then one criterion. The
strange thing is that, so far, not one application has
been made to the Social Fund for a proiect with the
specific purpose of improving the skills and vocational training of women. Of course women may
already have benefited from Social Fund grants in the
framework of general projects for regional development and for the textile sector, for example, in which
many women are employed.

This classification is

necessary, for the reasons that I
have already referred to, in the interests of administrative simplification and clearer wording of the regula-

tions on which the submission of applications is
based. Under Article 4, we do not want to limit our

support for projects for the handicapped to those with
a demonstrative purpose, as is primarily the case at
the moment. \trre want to extend intervention under

Article

4 to include measures which follow up the

No applications have yet been submitted, however, for
special projects ained at solving the specific problems

of women wanting to enter working life.

Sir Brandon Rhys l7illiams referred to the very
special problem of women with children. If the
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Commission's proposal is adopted by the Council it
will be far easier to get rid of the restrictive conditions
and to grant aid for special projects related to the
specific problems of women. It will then be possible
to give courses for women entering or re-entering
working life to improve their basic knowledge and to
brush up on earlier exprerience or on exPertise they
used to have.

called political compromise and that we did not want
to interfere with. Moreover, this does not Prevent us
from making a much better iob of the scheme whilst

Secondly, we have proposed that employment opPortu-

I feel that, in this transitional period, this imperfect
situation in which, for that matter, the whole Community finds itself, we should be able to live with this

nities for women be considerably extended. The traditional occupations, like housekeeping and the other
careers that are assigned to women in our society
should not be the only ones open to them. Vocational

maintaining Articles

4 and 5. IThy should we take

days over a somewhat theological discussion arguing
with which I
that there should be really one article
situation, in
find
that
the
to
agree
only
personally
practice, is just the same as it is now ? I would lose all
interest before I started if, from the pragmatical standpoint, it could have no effect whatsoever. In any case,

kind of compromise.

training for women must be organized on a far

broader basis. Women must have access, if they so
desire, to the iobs that up to now have generally been
carried out by men. Women must be given the oPPortunity. This will be possible if we subsidize proiects
designed for this purpose and if the Council agrees.

Finally, we have given thought

to the training

of

advisers, instructors, and specialists in the placement
of female labour. Projects of this kind we shall also
help to finance.

Mr Pistillo spoke about the European trade union
movement. The European trade union movement,
which is represented on the Economic and Social
Committee, received the Commission's proposals'con
A representative of the CIGL was also present
at the time.
amore'.

Mr Van der Gun, Mrs Kellett-Bowman and

others

spoke about information. Mr Van der Gun asked why,
in the case of the Social Fund, we hid our light under
a bushel. !7hy was more publicity not given to the
activities of this fund ? !7e have given thought to this
point and our first step will be to improve the presentation of our annual report. '!7e are going to include
in it a summary of the situation in the Member States.
In addition we propose to draw up yery clear lines of
policy for a three-year period. Mr Cifarelli referred to
this as well. !7e propose to give far clearer details
about the various projects and the various sectors for
which the proiects are proposed. Mr Pisoni already put

a question on this subject in an earlier debate. In
short I agree with what Mrs Kellett-Bowman said : we
must ensure that the Social Fund works efficiently
and is credited for what it does. Vith this I am full
agreement because that is really necessary

She has shown evidence of a constructive approach,
for which I have the greatest admiration, and she has
also made a concrete suggestion to the effect that we
ought to use the Social Fund for the problem of
or
cost housing loans' as she said
housing
grants'. I have heard Mrs Kellett-Bowman
'mobility-'low
speak about this before and I have positive admiration
for her dogged efforts in this field. Although she is
not present I would like to encourage her not to
change her terrier-like ways. I would like to remind
her of the fact that a Member of Parliament I know
very well succeeded, through his tenacity, in having
housing loans at low rates of interest introduced in
the coal and steel sector. I admit that circumstances
were very different at that time because the ECSC had
its own resources. Nevertheless, I see no reason
whatsoever why this should be possible only in the
coal and steel sector and not in others. Here again we
are faced with the long journey that Mr Ellis referred
to and where it will be necessary to take the first step.

Certainly,

Mr

President, one might

well

wonder

whether this is possible with the Social Fund as it now
is, but that is another question. However this may be,
therefore, I find it an example of a new activity.

In the steel

sector we have quite a different example,
will be possible if
the Council accepts our reformed scheme for the
Social Fund.
i.e. early retirement pensions, which

if the Social

Fund is to become a living notion, not least among
the people benefiting from these aid facilities.

Now a few comments regarding the interminable
debate on Article 4 and Article 5. The question has
been asked from various quarters: why this artificial
distinction, why has the Commission maintained this
compromise that was reached at the time ? !flell, it
did so for pragmatic reasons. I know that there is
certainly in polimore between heaven and earth
- ; there is a thing
tics
than strict and rigorous logic

-

Mrs Kellett-Bowman has in fact done what Mr Pisoni
and Mr Bersani only spoke about. Both of them said
we may have new possibilities, but no-one made any
concrete suggestions. !7ell, Mrs Kellett-Bowman has.

A further example is the taking of measures to stimulate the creation of alternative employment and other
thinp of that kind. Mr Bersani gave one example that
I shall look into with care. He said that we should
direct our attention to new experiments at the local
and regional level. He spoke about production cooperatives and the efforts of the unemployed to create
productive work themselves with help from the authorities. The Commission and I myself are following all
this with the greatest interest, but the difficulty is that,
so far, we have had relatively few viable projects come
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in on this

subiect. Nevertheless, we shall continue to
keep a watch on this and as soon as we consider that

more attention should be paid to it, including the
granting of extra subsidies, the Commission and I
myself will not hesitate to make the necessary proposals.

ters for Social Affairs who are to hold a meeting on 29
June, just before the European summit, devoted especially to the Social Fund. I shall leave thingp at that,
for the moment, Mr President but I would just like to

thank Parliament for its positive reaction

Just one comment regarding the very interesting
speech by Sir Brandon Rhys l7illiams who made an
effort to lift the debate out of the somewhat workaday
worries of a Social Fund. The temptation to reply is
great, but then I would be well and truly out of order.
In any case the subjects that he referred to, and which
Mr Ellis also dealt with, going further in some ways,
are all subiects that belong to the theme that will be
discussed at the Tripartite Conference at the end of
June.

Another comment is that I do not believe the difficulties we are in to be solely of a psychological nature
just because the United States has lost some part of its
hegemony as Mr Ellis called it. I think that more
serious and more st'ructural factors are involved, such
as the energy crisis and the very steep increase in the
prices of energy and raw materials making new initiatives necessary on the economic and monetary level. I
also have the North-South Dialogue in mind
- iust
think of the question of the recycling of petrodollars,
and so on. I am going too far, Mr President, but we
have to talk about these things if we want to discuss
the employment situation in the Community. The
econo-ic problems that are the origin of unemploy-

ment are not confined to the Community. It is a
worldwide problem with which all the industrially
developed countries, like the United States and Japan,
have to grapple and which is causing them all the
greatest possible difficulty.

the

Mr Dalyell.
Mr President, it may be I shall be
thought to be-by nature a male chauvinist pig, but I
listened throughout the debate extremely carefully to
the Commissioner, and, I must say, in what he had to
say about women, with mounting dismay. I do not
know whether in fact, it was out of gallantry to Mrs
Kellett-Bowman who is not here. Incidentally, I do
not want to rhake a party point about this but in our
national parliament if people who have asked questions of a senior Minister did not bother to turn up for
the answer, they would get short shrift. I think it is a
matter of manners, at least when you have asked the

That, Mr President, brings me

to the end of

the

comments made by the honourable Members. I would
like, however, to close by making just one comment

the situation in which we now find
and I can boil it down to one sentence. If

regarding

ourselves
the European Council of Ministers meeting

in

Rome

adopts a resolution in which the Commission is
invited to do something special for young people and
for women and is asked to make special physical
effort to promote employment; if the Community,
present at the summit meeting in London hears
people like President Carter declare that the heads of
government of a number of countries and also the
Commission of the European Communities must do
something iointly regarding the fight against unemployment, then it is impossible that such declarations
should fail to affect the Social Fund.

this hope in mind I would like, following the
ITestern summit in London and looking forward to
the next European summit at the end of June, to
address the remarks I have just made over your heads
if I may, but not without your support, to the Minis-

a

of questions and made
the circumstances you jolly well
ought to be here to hear the answer.
Commissioner

series

speeches, whatever

But having said this,

I

would really like to ask Mr

Vredeling a serious question. Is he being gallant, or is

it

really

a matter of political priorities that

funds

should be set aside for the re-entry of women into the
labour market ? I have to tell him that in the area that
I know in Scotland, this is a long way down the list of
our priorities, and indeed if it was published that this
was high on the priorities of the Commission, a lot of
people would think it very odd, because the truth of
the matter is that there is no serious female unemployment problem at all. There is an extremely serious
male unemployment problem. And people would
naturally ask whether it is really the priority of the

Commission

!(ith

to

Commission's proposals.

to give

money

for training schemes.

Such projects have never been put forward before, and
I am not entirely surprised, because I think it is very

I do not think the Commissioner
should be surprised that he has had few projects.
difficult to do this.

And people would ask whether this is the priority
rather than, for example, paying women to take parttime jobs as youth leaders. I come from an area where,
last week, the local authority had to sack 233 parttime leaders because of my government's economic
policy on public expenditure. As a result, all hell has
been let loose and the idea of the European Commission coming forward and earmarking money where
there is no need would be thought a very odd choice
of priorities. Therefore I ask the Commission how
serious they are about giving the re-training of women
a priority in all parts of the Community ? !7ould it
not be better, at any rate, to tailor funds to the needs
of each region ? It may be that in Holland this is the
priority. It is certainly not rhe priority in Scotland and
therefore I do ask for an assurance or a comment that
in fact priorities will be determined according to the
needs of the area and not on basic generalizations.
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I do hope that the new Commission will not
kowtow to all this new, rather fashionable business

tedly, a successful economic policy will create the decisive conditions for social iustice but the harmonious development of our industrial society can be achieved only
through the perfect dovetailing of social and economic

And

about equal opportunities and equal rights for women,
because, as I say, I may be a male chauvinist pig, but
there are quite a number of people who think we have

gone overboard on this particular subject and rather

left reality.

policy obiectives.

By that, Mr President and ladies and Sentlemen, I
mean that a number of contributions made to the
debate this morning would have been better addressed

President.

I

-

to the governments in the individual Member

call Mr Vredeling.

Mr Vredeling, Vice-President of tbe Commission. (NL) Mr President, I can be brief. !7hen Mr Dalyell
I shall not repeat the rest of his
said 'it may be'

- yes, you certainly are !. It may of
I thought
course be true that there are no projects in this field

words

in Scotland but I

speak to other categories, as well, not

just men but women, too, and then I hear

a

women make up
completely different note
- and
about half our population. In a word, I find Mr
Dalyell's viewpoint old-fashioned.

Regarding Mr Pisoni's contribution I am somewhat
surprised that Mr Van der Gun, raPPorteur and
spokesman for the Christian-Democratic Group,
presented a completely different view on this report
from that expressed by Mr Pisoni, the other spokesman for the Christian-Democratic Group. This will
come out more clearly in connection with the amendments that we still have to discuss but I am firmly
convinced that this is not a question of the group, for
which I have a high regard, but perhaps a misunderstanding between Mr Van der Gun and Mr Pisoni'

(Laugbter)

Our standpoint has nothing to do with freaks of
fashion and following the craze of the day. This is not
my nature at all. \fhy women at the moment want to
take a greater part in social life than before is a question you had better ask women themselves, Mr
Dalyell, and those that are organized in the trade
unions. You will get a very clear answer from them, a
far better one than I can give.
(Laughter, applause)

President.

-

I call Mr Adams.

Mr Adams, rapporteur. (D) I have been congratulated for the record time in which I have presented
this motion for a resolution and the report. Though
we may finish the debate this morning, I doubt
whether it was right to produce the report in this
record time. Perhaps a number of contributions to the
debate and several amendments that have been tabled
would have been superfluous if we could have
discussed this very important problem a little longer
in committee. I would like to reiterate, with emphasis,
what I said when presenting the report. I stated that I
wanted to contradict the view that social policy was a
kind of fire brigade whose purpose was purely to
smooth out distortions caused by unsuitable economic
policy measures by the Member States, or in other
words I wanted to warn against using this Social Fund
purely to correct the economic policy mistakes of the
Member States. This really would be a waste of
money.

I would like to add that the uncmployment problem
that we all know cannot, of course, be solved just with
the resources of this Social Fund and then I said this:
ln our view, social justice

and social securiry are equally
imperative for both social and economic policy. Admit-

States.

President.

-

The debate is closed.

We shall now consider the motion for a resolution.

I

put the preamble to the

The preamble is

vote.

adopted.

On paragraph I I have Amendment No I tabled by
Mr Pistillo aimed at the addition of the following at
the end of this paragraph:
.; programmed intervention is necessary to counteract
the serious social situation in the Community;
..

!7hat is the rapporteur's position

?

(D) Mr President, in this
Mr Adams, rapporteur.
amendment Mr Pistillo refers to programmed interven-

tion. In committee, the maiority voted for

our

wording, which says that the committee recognizes
that, given the conditions at present imposed by the
world economy, it is not possible to solve the
problems facing us solely with the resources of the
free market. Then, in paragraph 3 of the motion for a
resolution, we say that global measures are necessary
in order to find an answer to these questions. In my
oral report I referred to four problems that, in my
view are particularly important at the economic and
political level. I am firmly convinced that these four,
depending on which country is concerned, are not
enough either. I would therefore propose that the
House reject this amendment. If we refer to only one
measure then that is iust as negative as listing out
three or four. !fle would need to give an even longer
list. I therefore recommend the reiection of this
amendment.

President.

-

I

Amendment No

put Amendment No

I

is

reiected.

I

to the

vote.
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President

I

put paragraph

I

to the

vote.

Paragraph I is adopted.
On paragraph 2 I have Amendmenr

Mr

Pisoni

3. Wishes to stress from the outset that the Social Fund
can make an effective contribution to our employment policy only if it is provided with much more
substantial appropriations than hitherto.

No 5 tabled by

on behalf of the Christian-Democratic

Group:
2. Welcomes the swift reaction of the new Commission
in pushing ahead with the reform of the Social Fund
with a view to supporting national employment policles ;

I7hat is the rapporteur's position ?
Mr Adams, rapporteur. (D) Mr President, what Mr
Pisoni had to say in connection
with these amendments was very pessimistic, whereas the committee is
pessimistic in only one paragraph, namely paragraph
2, which reads :
doubts, however, whether it will be possible in practice to
abide by the timetable laid down by the Commission.
In my view, we ought to reject Mr Pisoni's amendment.

President.
I put Amendment No 5 to the vote.
Amendment- No 5 is rejected.
I put paragraph 2 to the vote.
Paragraph 2 is adopted.
After paragraph 2 I have Amendment No 6 tabled by

Pisoni on behalf of the Christian-Democratic
Group and aimed at the insertion of a new paragraph
worded as follows:
'2a. Acknowledges that employment in general, unem-

Mr

ployment among young people and the repatriation
present constitute the most

of migrant vorkers at

serious problem and that short-term solutions
cannot be found; therefore calls for absolute prioriry
to be given to this matter with due regard to the
graviry of the situation

i

!flhat is the rapporteur's position ?
Mr Adams, ralrporteur.
like to ask Mr
- (D) I would
Pisoni to withdraw this amendment
although I understand his concern. \fle have just heard from Mr Vredeling that, in the framework of this reform of the
Social Fund, it is not the purpose of a motion for a
resolution to appeal to specific groups, but to tell the
total of 5 1/z million workless that we are at least
trying to help them with this reform of the Social
Fund. It will, however, be one task of the fund to take
these specific groups into account with regard to
certain activities. I would therefore like to ask Mr
Pisoni to withdraw this amendment, but if not then I
would recommend that you vote against it.
President.
I call Mr Pisoni.
Mr Pisoni. - (I) Vlith this amendment my primary
intention was- to put the emphasis on employment in
general, on unemployment among young people and
on the repatriation of migrant workers, these being
three aspects that are not sufficiently highlighted in

the motion for a resolution.
I feel that Parliament should insist on these three
aspects in the present period of crisis, otherwise we
may let this important opportunity slip by.
President.
I put Amendment No 5 to the vote.
Amendment- No 5 is adopted.

On paragraph 3 I have Amendment No 2 tabled by
Mr Pistillo:

\(hat is the rapporteur's position ?
Mr Adams, rdpporteur.
(D Mr

President,

I

share

Mr Pistillo's concern but -we have already voiced it in
paragraph I

say

I

of the motion for a resolution where we

:

Commends the Commission's proposals for improving
the procedure of the Social Fund, but points out that they

can be effectively implemented only

if

the fund

is

of adequate financial resources.
therefore ask that this amendment be rejected.
assured

I

- I call Mr Pistillo.
Mr Pistillo.
- (I) The amendment I have tabled
expresses a broader conception than that contained in
paragraph l l of the motion for a resolution. Because
President.

this is one of the points that has been a feature of the
whole of our debate I must insist that this amendment
be maintained.
President.
- I put Amendment No 2 to the vote.
Amendment No 2 is rejected.
I put paragraph 3 to the vote.
Paragraph

3 is adopted.

Mr Pistillo has asked for a separate vote on paragraphs

4,5 and 6.

I

put paragraph 4 to the vote.
Paragraph 4 is adopted.
I put paragraph 5 to the vote.
Paragraph 5 is adopted.

I put paragraph 6 to the vote.
Paragraph 5 is adopted.
On paragraphs 7 and 8 I have 2 amendments:
Amendment No 3 tabled by Mr Pistillo aimed at
replacement of these paragraphs by the
following:
'7. Advocates in principle the division provided for in

- the

Articles 4 and 5, but feels that the aid should be coordinated as far as possible on the basis of general
criteria and planning, to curb the serious negative
tendency towards the fragmentation of the aid ;'

Amendment No 7 tabled by Mr Pisoni on behalf
Group aimed at the
replacement of these paragraphs by the following

- of the Christian-Democratic

new paragraph:
'7. Appreciates the thinking behind the Commission's
proposal and the need for improved coordination but
nevertheless takes the view that since the differences

in

development between the various regions persist
in many cases, are increasing, the distinction
berween Articles 4 and 5 should be maintained in

and,

order to avoid the risk of depriving
regions of aid from the fund ;'
What is the rapporteur's position ?

less-favoured

Mr Adams, raqporteur. - (D) \U7hat Mr Pistillo is
asking with regard to criteria, generality and planning
is, in my opinion, contained in paragraph 3 and I
therefore recommend the amendment be rejected.
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!(lith regard to Mr Pisoni's amendment proposing that
paragraphs 7 and 8 be replaced by a fresh paragraph I
would like to point out the contrast between Mr Van
der Gun and Mr Pisoni in this question. Mr Van der
Gun spoke in favour of more flexibility, as is also
proposed in the committee's proposal. So here there is
a contradiction between Mr Van der Gun and Mr
Pisoni.

I

since its resources are at present totally inadequate (or
the tasks allocated to it;

...

Iflhat is the rapporteur's position
Mr Adems, rdpPorteur.
amendment.

President.

would therefore ask that both amendments

be

reiected.

I put Amendment No 7 to the vote.
President.
Amendment No 7 is rejected.
I put Amendment No 3 to the vote.
Amendment No 3 is reiected.
I call Mr Pistillo.
(D I would like to ask for paragraphs
Mr Pistillo.
- put to the vote separately'
7 and 8 to be
On paragraph 7 we shall abstain, not because we
partly agree with it but solely because we agree with
the priority that it gives to the social policy aspects of

put paragraph
Paragraph ll is

?

Mr Adams, roPporteur.
- (D) Mr President, I would
like to plead for the reiection of this amendment. In
my belief, paragraph 9 says in other words what is
contained in Mr Pistillo's amendment. In addition, to
be honest, I am not quite clear what Mr Pistillo has in
mind with this amendment. I think he is implying
that certain changes should be made to the structure
of the Social Fund but, in paragraph 13, we have said
that we should not stop at the chanSes that are specifically decided here but that the structures of the Social
Fund as a whole should be changed in the foreseeable
future and decided afresh.
I therefore maintain that what Mr Pistillo means and
wants is contained in our resolution and I recommend
reiection of the amendment.

I put Amendment No 4 to the vote.
President.
No
4 is rejected.
Amendment
I put paragraphs 9 and l0 to the vote.
Paragraphs 9 and l0 are adopted.
On paragraph 1l I have Amendment No 8 tabled by

vote.

so amended to the vote.

adopted.
vote.

After paragraph 12 I had 2 amendments:
Amendment No 9 tabled by Mr Caro on behalf of
- the Committee on Budgets aimed at the addition

of a new paragraph worded as lollows

:

'12a. Considers that, in view of the difficulties that have
arisen in the management of the Fund and the
problems connected with the effectiveness of

Community funds in general, the Commission
should state its position as soon as possible as to

whether the very existence of these funds should be
called into question, in the light of the need for an
overall intervention policy based on a proSramme
proposed by thc Commission, the appropriations
required for the implementation of this programme
being made available by a decision taken by the
budgetary authority in the context of a new procedure for the adoption of the budget.'

9. Acknowledges that the planning of aid to combat the

lUhat is the rapporteur's position

I

put paragraph 12 to the
Paragraph 12 is adopted.

paragraph 7 to the vote.
- I put
7 is adopted.
I put paragraph 8 to the vote.
Paragraph 8 is adopted.
On paragraph 9 I have Amendment No 4 tabled by
Mr Pistillo:

Commission;

I

I

Paragraph

in the Communiry more effec'

put Amendment No 8 to the

I

President.

tively should be primarily the responsibility of the

I

(D) I am in favour of this

Amendment No 8 is adopted.

the intervention to be decided upon.

serious social situation

-

-

?

This amendment has been withdrawn.
Amendment No l0 tabled by Mr Van der Gun on
- behalf of the Christian-Democratic Group and Mr
Kavanagh on behalf of the Socialist Group aimed
at the addition of a new paragraph worded as
follows

:

with the Commission that the nature of its
is such that if the Council intends to
depart from the opinion of the European Parliament it will be necessary to oPen a conciliation
procedure with the European Parliament;

12a. Agrees

proposals

IThat is the rapporteur's position

Mr Adams, rapporteur.
amendment.

President.

-

I

Amendment No

-

?

(D) I am in favour of this

put Amendment No

l0 to the vote.

l0 is adopted.

I

put paragraph 13 to the vote.
Paragraph 13 is adopted.
I call Mr Pistillo for an explanation of

vote.

Group aimed at the addition of the following to this

(I) l wish to state that our group will
Mr Pistillo.
be abstaining- for the following reasons. Although a
slight change has been made to the wording of the
motion for a resolution, we see that it still contains

paragraph

many negative points.

Mr Pisoni on behalf of the Christian Democratic
:
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Pistillo
I(/e must, however, say that, in terms of the objectives
we have set ourselves to reach a genuine reform of the
Social Fund, this motion for a resolution also contains
elements that should not be thrown out altogether.
For this reason the Communists and Allies Group will
abstain.

I put to the vote

President.

the motion for a reso-

lution as a -whole as amended by the various amendments which have been adopted.
The resolution as amended is adopted. I
I call Mr Dalyell for a procedural motion.

Mr Dalyell.
I
would be courteous to the
- thinktoitsay
House, Mr President,
that some of us would
hope to raise what has happened in the last 40
minutes with the Committee on the Rules of Procedure. Mr President, it is no fault of yours, but why on
earth should serious men like Commissioner Vredeling and his colleagues on the Commission take this
Parliament seriously, when there is a sort of spasmodic vote of a few people who tend to be present ?
Frankly, if we are to be a Parliament at all, then we
have got to do something about our voting procedure.
This is a prime example of how not to do thinp.
Some of us, it would be courteous to tell you, propose
to raise this with the Committee on the Rules of
Procedure.

President.
I would point out, Mr Dalyell, that if
you had any- obiections to raise about the method and
the time of the vote, you should have spoken earlier. I
think that your comments at this time are somewhat
superfluous.

As regards the attendance in the Chamber, I agree
with you that we should ensure in future that we are
more numerous.

The proceedings will now be suspended unttil

3.00

p.m.

The House will

at

1.40

and resumed at

3.00 p.m)

IN THE CHAIR: MR

ADAMS

Vice-President

-

The sitting is resumed.
8. Agenda

President.
motion.

-

I

call Mr Martinelli for a procedural

,Mr Martinelli.
(f Mr President, I requesr post- debate
ponement of the
on the draft regulation
concluding an Additional Protocol to the Agreement
of ll May 1975 between the European Economic

'

OJ C

ll3

Should the Assembly not be willing to accept this, I
would ask it to do everything possible to ensure that
this debate takes place this evening. The reasons for
my request are the following : my report was originally entered on the draft agenda for today, and I
failed to point out that tomorrow I would have to
return to Italy on important parliamentary business

and that this question could therefore not

be

adiourned to tomorrow.

The debate has already been entered on the agenda
and postponed rwice. In view of this, Mr President, I
therefore submit my request to you and ask for the
decision of the House.

President.
Martinelli, we do not want to
- Mr
change the order
of business which was discussed for
several hours. In any case a report can be considered
in the absence of its author.
(I)
Mr Martinelli.
I put this request
- suchMra President,
to the House since
case is provided for in Rule
32 (d) of the Rules of Procedure.

it is sometimes the practice to
discuss matters in the absence of the rapporteur. I
believe it is only proper to discuss all reports in the
presence of their rapporteurs in the interests of the

You told me that

seriousness

of the

debate.

At all

events, if the House does not wish to follow the
provisions in Rule 32 (d) of the Rules of Procedure, I
shall have to concur. At the same time I must state
that if I were not present for a debate on a matter for
which I am rapporteur someone might believe that I

for political reasons. And this is
I would request you to postpone
this debate or to bring it forward to this evening.

was doing this

another reason why

rise.

(Tbe sitting was suspended

President.

Community and the State of Israel and a Financial
Protocol, on which I am rapporteur.

of 6. 6.1977

President.

-

I

call Mr Yeats.

Mr Yeats. Mr President, I wonder if, in order to
help Mr Martinelli
in his problem, we could perhaps
achieve a compromise. Obviously, were we to put his
report on to the agenda today we might run the risk
of running late again tonight, which clearly we cannot
do
it would not be fair to the staff to have another

late- sitting. But could we compromise perhaps and
to put it at the end of today's agenda on the
basis that if it is not reached by a certain hour
half
- in
past seven, eight o'clock whatever
it would then,
the normal course of business, -be held over until
tomorrow morning ? That would be a compromise
agree

which would mean that we would not run

late

tonight. !fle could do that, and after all today's agenda
is, I understand, on the basis that anything we don't
finish today, we finish tomorrow. \U7e could put it ar
the end of today, and if we can't finish it today we will
take it in the morning.
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Ladies and gentlemen, I will now
President.
consult the -House on whether it agtees with this
compromise that Mr Yeats has suggested, i.e. if we still
have enough time this afternoon to consider this item,

we should include it in the agenda.
Does anyone wish to speak against the proposal
I call Mr Cifarelli.

?

(D Mr President, I believe that this
Mr Cifarelli.
will not solve -the problem which is that the raPPorteur is not available tomorrow.
In my opinion, if Mr Yeats will allow, we should do
the following: either the debate should be held this
evening or, if that is absolutely impossible, it should
be deferred to the next part-session, since there seems
to be a logical link between the two requirements of
dealing with the matter in question and dealing with

it with the rapporteur present.
Then my proposal in brief is to modify that Put
forward by Mr Yeats as follows : either this evening,
or, if this evening is impossible, postponement to the

Vice-President's seat which has become vacant as
result of the resignation of Mr Espersen.

a

As no other nomination has been submitted, I believe
the European Parliament will wish to elect Mr Holst
by acclamation pursuant to Rule 7 (ll of the Rules of
Procedure.

I

declare

Mr Holst

Vice-President

of the

European

Parliament.

of the Socialist Group Mr Holst will
in the order of precedence of the
Vice-Presidents and Mr Zagari will take fifth.

At the

proposal

take sixth place

Are there any objections
That is

?

agreed.

10. Regulatiofl on d European Foundation for tbe
improaement of liaing and working eonditions

next part-session.

I

President.

call Mr Laban.

as far as we can see,
Mr Laban.
- (NL) Mr President,
although you can never be entirely sure in this Parliament, the two items on this afternoon's agenda will
not give rise to long and extended debates. So Mr
Martinelli's report could be taken in the course of the
afternoon; I would however follow your proposal that
we should first see how the debate goes on the items
which are now on the agenda and then take a decision
later but I would have thought it possible for Mr Martinelli to introduce his report this afternoon'
President.

-

Mr Vredelin

I call Mr Vredeling.
g, Vice'President of tbe Commission of

President,
the European Cotnmunities.
- (NL) Mr
the financial cooperation between the EEC and Israel,
which is the subiect of Mr Martinelli's report, and the
agreements between the EEC and the Arab Republic
of Egypt, the Hashemite Kingdom of the Jordan and
the Syrian Arab Republic, which are dealt with in the
report by Mr Pintat, are subiects of great importance
as anyone who knows anything about politics will
realize. They should be dealt with simultaneously. I
would therefore like to request Parliament if it is at all
possible to deal with these reports during today's

sitting.

I should like to point out to Mr CifaPresident.
- situation is not as he has described it.
relli that the
Parliament can discuss a report in the absence of the
rapporteur and vote on it.
I put to the vote Mr Yeats's proposal that Mr Martinelli's report be placed on today's agenda.
That is agreed.
9. Electiott of a Vice'President
I have received from the Socialist
President.
of Mr Erik Holst to fill the
Group the nomination

next item is the report (Doc.
President.
- The
18/77) by Mr Lezzi on behalf of the Committee on
Social Affairs, Employment and Education on the
proposal from the Commission of the European Communities to the Council for a regulation amending Regulation (EEC) No 1355/75 on the creation of a European

Foundation for the improvement of living and working
conditions.

I

call Mr Lezzi.

Mr Lezzi, rapporteur. (I) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, in its motion for a resolution, which Parliament is now to consider and vote on, the Committee
on Social Affairs and Employment requests the
Commission to withdraw its proposal. The Committee
on Budgets has reaffirmed is own negative opinion.
The Commission had proposed an amendment to
Regulation No 1365/75 oL 26 May 1975 on the creation of a European Foundation for the improvement
of living and working conditions to the effect that a
second deputy Director's post should be added to the
one laid down under Article 5 of the Regulation'

I would like to take advantage of this opportunity to
express some observations of a general nature on the
Foundation, on its structure and its activities in this
first year of its existence.

It was in fact only on 9 March 1976, the date of the
first meeting of the administrative board, that the technical, organizational and operational machinery was
first set in motion to give concrete expression to the
constituent regulation and to the complex rules which
govern its operation.

Although the organizational and institutional struc'
tures have been laid down, these being the Administrative Board, the Committee of Experts and the Direc-
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Lezzi
torate, questions relating to the employment of
personnel, the installation of the headquarters, and a
number of other fairly complex technical and logistic
requirements are still in the course of implementation.

it can be concluded that at the level of
implementation of institutional tasks, and because of
delays in the formulation and then implementation of
legal instruments the foundation is not yet fully operative. This is not intended to be a criticism but rather
to underline the importance of the foundation within
the framework of the European institutions, at the
same time inviting it to make every effort to proceed
towards the realization of its institutional tasks as
speedily as possible and also in due course with a
As a result

larger staff establishment.

It may seem superfluous, since every one of my
honourable colleagues will be aware of them, certainly

more than I myself, but I consider it my duty to
remind the House of the far-reaching political and
institutional objectives endowed on the foundation.
These are in fact the improvement of the quality of
life in the various aspects of living and working conditions. The declaration of the Paris Summit conference
long ago as 1972 and the social action programme
had defined a new target which had raised great hopes
for a new model of European development in which

as

the human qualitative element was given greater
importance, if not pre-eminence, with regard to
purely economic and productive elements. !flithin
this framework the reduction of the physical and
psychological burden of work, the development of
transport, new relationships between work, school and
leisure time, and a more diverse utilization of land
represented and represent a first approach to the
ensuing problems of the quality of life. And
consistent with these tasks Articles 2 and 3 of the
1975 regulation set out indications of what work was

to be done by the foundation and how it

was

to

be

done.
IUThile acknowledging that economic and social

diffi-

culties may have slowed down action towards these
obiectives at the Community's operational level I can
only confirm their importance and the importance
which the foundation can and must have as regards
carrying them out.

Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I believe that this
explains the reasons for the Committee on Social
Affairs'request that the Commission should withdraw
its proposal concerning a second deputy Director at
the present stage at which the foundation is only just
becoming operational and at a time when
- in ittheis
opinion of the large majority of our committee
less appropriate to make a formal assessment -of the
adequacy of the foundation as a whole to its institutional task.

I would also like to add that the proposal to make one
director responsible for questions of living conditions

and the other for questions of working conditions
introduces

a

dichotomy which

is not immediately

desirable.

The unity of the problems resides

as, was

pointed out

by this Parliament in its resolution of 12 June 1974,
in the environmental factor which should constitute

the meeting point of problems of the living and
working conditions in which man is constantly
involved.

President.

I call Mr

Meintz, to speak on behalf of

the Liberal -and Democratic Group.

Mr Meintz. (F) I shall be very brief because I
believe that the discussion on the justification of a
second deputy directorship for this Foundation should
not take up too much time in our Parliament.
The Liberal and Democratic Group entirely endorses
the motion for a resolution in Mr Lezzi's report. \7e
are of the opinion that the Commission has not given
enough reason for us to agree to the recruitment of a
second deputy director for the European Foundation

for the improvement of living and working condiit is improper to present a
proposal for an amendment to a regulation, for the
tions. I7e also consider that

creation of a new post since this constitutes a contravention of the budgetary procedure of which we are the
proud protectors, especially as this year the publication of the budget for this Foundation has violated
this same budgetary procedure.

Although we are greatly interested in this Foundation,
we are not prepared to accept the creation of a new
post which could prove necessary in the future: the
time will come to make this decision in due course.
This will probably be the case when we present on
behalf of the Committee on Social Affairs, Employment and Education, the report on humanization of
work, since this will result in an increase in the Foundation's activities and may justify the creation of new
Posts.

For the time being, however, we approve the motion

for a resolution submitted by Mr

Lezzi.

President.
I call Mr Yeats to speak on behalf of
- European
the Group of
Progressive Democrats.

Mr Yeats.
Mr President, my group also wishes to
support the- resolution before us, and we thank Mr
Lezzi f.ot the able and comprehensive way in which

he introduced this matter, but I think that I should
make it quite clear that we do so simply from a technical, budgetary point of view. As has already been
said by Mr Lezzi, and again by Mr Meintz, this proposal to deal with this matter through a regulation is
not in accordance with correct procedure. It should be
done in the budget and indeed one hopes it will be
done in the budget for the coming year.
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On the basic issue as to whether there should be a
second deputy director, I and my group are wholly in

of the proposal. And indeed it is a little
puzzling that Mr Lezzi in his report and his
committee should have come down so strongly
against it, when one considers that in the explanatory
favour

statement they say that the committee shares the view

that the foundation's work 'would undoubtedly be
rendered more effective by increasing its staff. In the
following sentence, they say that 'on closer examination this assumption proves to be the only argument
in favour of approving the proposal' I should have

thought it was an excellent argument, even if it was
the only argument, to say that it will undoubtedly be
rendered more effective by increasing its staff. I think
there is no doubt about it, particularly in view of the
sort of dichotomy that one has in this foundation
between living and working conditions. In addition,
the creation of a second deputy director would enable
a much better balance to be achieved between the
three social partners. So I am entirely in favour of he
proposal for a second depury director and I speak on
behalf of my Sroup in this, birt we feel simply that it
ought not to be done in the way it has been done and
to that extent we are in favour of the resolution, and
we feel that the Commission ought to bring back this
proposal in the correct way in'the next budget.
However, I do think that of more importance than the
somewhat limited question with which we are specifically dealing is the general matter which was referred
to in passing by Mr Lezzi, namely the progress to date
should I say lack of progress
of the founda-tion.orOf
- referred to by
course there have been delays,
Mr Lezzi, for various reasons, and speaking as an Irish
Member of this House, I regret that the greater part of
the delays would appear to have been caused by quite

inordinate procrastination on the part of the Irish
Goternment. I would like to put certain questions
with regard to the situation to the Commissioner.

It

would seem that there were long delays originally

in housing this foundation, in deciding upon the

site

for it. There was a long delay on the part of the Irish
Government, who are responsible for this matter, in
offering a site. Complete and highly suitable buildings
were offered by various local bodies and authorities in
the west of lreland, but for some reason it was decided
instead to house this foundation in a very old building
near Dublin. I would like to discuss this matter briefly
with the Commissioner. These premises are totally
inadequate, at the moment at any rate, to the needs of
this foundation. They are, I understand, in bad repair.
I understand there is not yet even final planning
permission, which is necessary for the change of user

of the buildings concerned.

I

understand that the stalfs working conditions are
bad, that in a number of cases offices are in an old
library and this, mark you, in the case of a foundation

for the improvement of working conditions ! there

is

yet no conference room, an essential part of such a
foundation. There is not even, I understand, any decision as to the precise extent of the site concerned.
as

There is another matter that I would like to comment
on. It would appear that the posts billed for the
working of this foundation were not advertised. Now I
am not suggesting that there is anything particularly
wrong about this. The staff who have been recruited
would seem to be excellent, but it appears to be bad
practice that posts of this kind should be filled
without advertising because, after all, there may well
be equally excellent people who would like to have
had a chance of applying and were deprived of it. In
any event, I understand that even after all this time
recruitment is not yet completed.

I would like to ask the Commissioner what they can
do to try and remedy these problems and to get the
foundation under way at full speed at last. I would like
to stress again that there is no reflection being cast on

the foundation itself. They have definitely done their
best and certainly, as Mr Lezzi has said, they will do
excellent work in the future as soon as they are able to
get going properly.

Responsibility

for the

problems that have

arisen

would appear to lie primarily at the level of the Irish
Government and I would urge the Commission to
exercise whatever pressure it can to impress some
kind of urSency on the authorities concerned, to
persuade them to abandon what at present seems a

most lackadaisical approach.
President.
I call Mrs Kellett-Bowman to speak on
- European
behalf of the
Conservative Group.

Mrs Kellea-Bowman.
On behalf of my group,
- support
Mr President, I am able to
Mr Lezzi's motion
for a resolution. But I must say I have considerable
sympathy

with Mr

Yeats when

he said that

as

employers we must set an example. Nevertheless, referring to the opinion of the Committee on Budgets, I
do entirely agree that we could only reach a different
decision if a progress report on the initial activities of

the institutions were submitted to us. On those
although I regret to have to differ slightly
from my-very good friend, Mr Yeats
we do in fact

grounds

support this resolution.

-

President.
call Mr Lange to speak on behalf of
- Ion
the Committee
Budgets.

Mr Lenge.

(D Mr

President, ladies and

gentlemen, I feel bound to speak again because an
attempt is being made here to play down a number of
things which cannot be played down.

It

is not that there have simply been irregularities as
regards the publication of establishment plans and
budgets, but that this proposed amendment of the
original regulation contains no adequate iustification
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for the request for a second depury directorship. And
on Budgets is responsible for posts

as the Committee

and staff, this must be accepted here as an overriding
reason. If we are given a corresponding report with an
appropropriate justification for an increase in posts
which is plausible, then the Committee on Budgets

quiet, rural environment. I must deny that the staff is
badly accommodated. Of course various things have to
be done to the building. It is true that there are some
difficulties with the transfer operation and on behalf
of the Commission I therefore urged Minister
O'Leary, on the occasion of my visit at the beginning

February, to exert his influence in the matter to
expedite the establishment of the formal possession of
the house. He promised me his support. It is now May

will be prepared to discuss it. But as things stand we
should avoid creating extra posts if there is no reason
for them. This is a decisive point in itself and I would

of

refer again to the letter written by the Committee on
Budgets to the Social Affairs Committee, which the
Commissioner responsible was also able to read.

and I would like to avail myself of this opportunity to
repeat my request made in February to the appropriate Irish minister to observe a certain urgency in

President.

this case.
So much for the observation that the staff is badly

Mr Vredeling.
- I call

Mr Vredeling,

The accommodation is somewhat
but I can tell you that I was in that

Vice-President of tbe Cornmission of
Mr President, I
tbe European Communities,
- (NL)
would like to begin by saying
that I see why this
matter has been brought up in Parliament and indeed
the Commission has usually been more fortunate in
its proposals than in the present case. This is a
heritage from the previous Commission for which we
naturally remain responsible. But I consider that the
Committee on Budgets is right and that it is going a
bit too far to submit a special proposal to amend an
existing regulation simply to ensure the appointment
of a deputy director. In order to avoid any misunderstanding I would like to explain to all including Mr
Lange, that this is not an extra post. !7hat is
concerned here is the promotion from A5 to A4 of an
official already in service. !7e are familiar with such

accommodated.

cases.

proposal by the Commission.

The institution requires a second deputy

director for the foundation for the improvement of
living and working conditions which is established in
Dublin.

Then the foundation would have the same number of
officials as the Berlin Institute for Vocational Training
which also has one director and t'wo deputy directors.
As I have already admitted, however, the procedure is
unfortunate. I agree with Mr Yeats that it would be

to proceed via the normal budgetary
The consideration of the 1978 budget

much better
procedure.

provisional

building myself and when I saw the rural surroundings I would like to tell Mr Yeats what I said at the
time

I

reach the age of 65, and retirement, theu
was very impressed by the
surroundings and I believe that it is wrong to say that

-'iflike to live here !'. I
I would

the staff is badly housed.
Finally, I would like to repeat my request to Parliament that, if the procedure allows, the decision on
this matter should be deferred. I7e shall then make a
concrete proposal in the framework of the 1978
budget.

President.
I cannot myself give a decision on that.
I must ask -the rapporteur whether he agrees to this

I

call Mr Lezzi.

Mr Lezzi.
Bearing in mind the remarks which
- (I)
I put forward
to the Committee on Social Affairs, I
believe that the proposal put forward by Commissioner Vredeling could be considered without further
ado. The important thing however, is that the procedural problems should be resolved and that this Parliament should have a report on the activities of the
Foundation, whose development we continue to call

would then be the proper time to take a decision on
the matter if the Commission maintains its proposal
and if Parliament insists on its viewpoint.

for. !7hen we talk of development, o( course, this

I think then that I could be so free as to request Parliament not to take a decision on the matter at the

to fulfil, which are so important for mankind.

moment.

I

promise you that when the budget comes

up we shall make a proposal consistent with

the

wishes of the Committee on Budgets. The matter can
then be looked at critically in the course of the
normal procedure. If the Parliament then tkes a negative ecision the situation will be different and we shall
have to consider whether we should withdraw our
proposal.

I would like to make a few brief remarks in answer to
Mr Yeats. I was very fortunate in that the first foreign
visit in my new capacity took me to Dublin. I visited
the Institution about which we are talking. So I know
what I am talking about. I can still visualize the fine
park in which the foundation building is situated in a

refers also to the need to put at the Foundation's
disposal enough staff to advance the tasks which it has

President.
Mr Lezzi therefore agrees in principle
that no vote- is taken on this motion for a resolution.

I

call Mr Lange.

(D) Mr Vredeling's proposal is naturMr Lange.
ally unusual -but why should we not take an unusual
in that case however, Mr Vredeling
course for once

- statement to this House that the
must make a binding
Commission will insist that the Council should not
act on this proposal. If this guarantee cannot be given,
this House must take a decision : otherwise we are
able to agree that the report put forward by Mr Lezzi
should be suspended along with everythinS connected
with it.
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of the European Parliament

call Mr Vredeling.

Mr Vredeling, Vice-President of tbe Commission.
(NL) I thank the rapporteur for his helpful attitude
and I believe indeed that we will have to take an unorthodox step here in view of the unusual situation in
which we find ourselves.

Mr President, I can promise Mr Lange that we shall
inform the Council of the fact
let me just formu- has not delivered
late it properly
that Parliament
an opinion on this matter. If we do this the Council
cannot make a decision, as Mr Lange well knows.
So on the basis of this proposal, Mr President, we can
now hold the matter in consideration. I therefore

this report unanimously, I would also recommend this
House to adopt the motion for a resolution contained
in the report of my colleague Mr Cointat.

President.

The next item is the report (Doc.
- Laban on behalf of the Committee on
Mr
Agriculture on the
President.

79177) by

proposal from the Commission of the European Commu-

nities to the Council for a directive amending Directive
72ll59|EEC on the modemization of farms.

call Mr Laban.

irregularities relating to

Mr Leben, rapporteur.
(NL) Mr President, I would
like to introduce this report.
On 17 April 1972 the
Council established three structural policy directives
including one on the modernization of farms. This
directive creates the possibility of granting larmers
who do not yet enjoy an income comparable with the
income of a trained industrial worker in the region
where the farm is established temporary investment
aids, in as far as the farmers in question do not qualify
for payments in connection with cessation of farming
which is dealt with by one of the other directives. The

the common agricultural policy, with reference to the
third report by the Special Committee of Enquiry on

This period therefore expired on 17 April. After this

ll.

Frauds and irregularities relating to tbe
cotTrnon agricultural

poliq

President.
The next item is the report (Doc.
88177) by Mr- Cointat on behalf of the Committee on
Budgets on
measures

to combat fraud and

beef and veal.

I

speak, I

12. Directioe on tbe modernization of farms

I

President.
The House is therefore agreed that the
vote on this-motion for a resolution will be held over,
pursuant to Rule 32 of the Rules of Procedure.

to

vote.

The resolution is adopted. I

record that, partly on the basis of my suggestion, Parliament does not wish to deliver an opinion at this
stage but wishes to wait for our proposal in the frame-

work of the budgetary procedure.

Since no-one else wishes

- for a resolution to the
put the motion

call Mr Lange.

Mr Lange, cbairman of tbe Committee on Budgets.
(D) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, once again

I- have to stand in for one of our rapporteurs
prevented from being present.
brief.

I would like to

who

is

be very

The Committee on Budgets and the Committee on
Agriculture agree in this matter. There were no diver-

gent opinions

or

divergent positions within

the

committees. We are all convinced that possible irregularities or possible fraud should be prevented and that
the Member States should exclude the possibliry of
such frauds or irregularities occurring in the future by
concluding appropriate agreements on the simplification of administrative procedures and also agreements

on joint controls.
I would recommend my colleagues to give careful
study to the report by Mr Cointat. It would otherwise
be possible to speak for an hour on the matter if we
wished to consider this fully once again. At the same
time I would recommend you to read attentively the
opinion of the Committee on Agriculture which is
attached to this report. As the two committees are in
agreement and the committee responsible approved

temporary aid was to be paid for a period of five years.

period the Council was to undertake an assessment of
the results of this scheme, on a proposal from the
Commission. The Commission reports once a year on
the overall agricultural structural policy to the Council

and Parliament.
The object of the Commission's present proposal is to
combine the assessment of the results of the scheme
with the general survey. Consequently the Commission believes it would be appropriate to extend the
temporary aid until the end of this year.

!7e know that in the framework of the general assessment of the results of the structural policy there is
every possibility of extending or amending the
temporary support system. Parliament can take a deci-

sion on this in July. The Committee on Agriculture
has considered this matter. The representatives of the
Commission have provided a number of extra details.
The present report is in fact a typical example of a

report which has been amply studied

by

the

Committee on Agriculture and adopted by the largest
possible majority, with only one abstention. It is therefore a rypical case where the parliamentary phase
could take place without debate. I would therefore like
to request Parliament to accept the standpoint of the
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Laban
Committee on Agriculture without further debate so
that we can help to ensure that Mr Martinelli has
enough time to present his report here today.
President.

-

I

call Mr Burke.

Mr Burke, .ll1ember of tbe Commission, Mr President, Directive 721159 introduced a system of investment aids for farms after completion of a development plan to produce a level of earned incomes

comparable to that received in non-agricultural occupations of the same region. Because of the selectivity
introduced by the directive, Member States were authorized by derogation and for a period of five years, to
grant investment aids to farmers who could not reach
the modernization objectives and who are not eligible
for the retirement annuities provided for by Directive
721160 concerning measures to encourage the cessation of farming, and the re-allocation of farmland for
the purposes of structural improvement' The authorization in question is provided for by Article 14 (2) of
Directive 721159. Some Mernber States have made use
of this authorization and currently grant aids. The five-

year periods specified

in the article terminated on

April l7 last. Five

years after their adoption, the three
structural directives of. 1972: Nos 159, 150 and 16l
must be re-examined by the Council on a proposal
from the Commission. This re-examination is being
carried out this year. The occasion for this re-examination will be the submission by the Commission to the
European Parliament and to the Council of its annual
report on agricultural structure policy. This rePort, the
second one, is due before I August next.

The Commission is of the opinion that the derogation
provided for in Article l+ (2) (a) of directive 721159
should be prolonged to cover the period during which
the re-examination of the three directives takes place
in the European Parliament and in the Council. This
would allow the Member States who use the authoriza-

tion, to continue doing so for a further temPorary
period. If this is not done, a situation would arise in
which a part of directive 721159 would be dropped,
even while the directive as a whole was being re-examined. This is the background to the Commission
proposal, which is to extend the provisions of the
article in question until December nextSince no-one else wishes to speak, I
President.
put the motion for a resolution to the vote'
The resolution is adopted. I

v

13.

Italian control of cunency in

casb form

The next item is the oral question with
President.
debate (Doc. 77 177) on behalf of the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs to the Commission of
the European Communities on Italian control of
domestic and foreign currency

t OJ C ll3 of 5. 6.1977.

in cash form

:

On 8 July 1976 the European Parliament debated the
effects on integration policy of the ltalian control regula-

tions conceming domestic and foreign curency in cash
form on the basis of an oral question by the Comminee
on Economic and Monetary Affairs to the Commission
(Doc. t95176).
The Vice-President of the Commission, Mr Haferkamp,
explained, inter alia, that in the Commission's view the
application of control measures should cause as little
disturbance as possible to free movement into ltaly. The
Italian authorities had, moreover, rePorted at the end of
June that official inquiries would be initiated into the

possibility

of

errors having been committed

control and confiscation

of

currency.

in

the

It was agreed,

furthermore, that the sums confiscated would be returned
to their owners except where attempted fraud could not

be ruled out.

The Commission is asked to inform Parliament of the
results of the inquiries instigated by the Italian authorities.

Mr Burke, llember of the Commission. Mr President, the European Parliament's Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs has addressed to the
Commission this oral question with debate on the
rules in force in Italy on the control of domestic and
foreign currency movements.
As the Commission stated in its reply on 8 July 1976,
in answer to oral question 36176, the rules applying in
Italy on currency movements may be summed up as
follows : Not more than 35 000 lire may be imported
into ltaly. Foreign currency in cash or securities may
be imported without restriction. This foreign currency
may then be changed into lire. The export or
re-export of foreign currency equivalent in value to
more than 200 000 lire is not allowed. However, nonresidents may re-export, without any restriction as to
the amount, any foreign currency imported into Italy
and subsequently not used, provided that they had
form V2
dectared the sum on the appropriate form
when entering ltaly. The following may also be
-re-exported without any previous declaration having
been made : petrol coupons, letters of credit, bank
cheques, travellers cheques, eurocheques and cheques
denominated in lire and issued abroad, etc.

Administrative and penal sanctions are provided for
where these rules are infringed. As regards this question, the Italian authorities emphasize firstly that the
complaints in question relate to the period when the
cutrincy-control regulations were first introduced, and
that these new regulations had not yet been given all
the publicity that would have been desirable. The

Italian authorities are emphatic that

appropriate

to ensure that
were informed of the rules on

measures were taken subsequently

foreign tourists
importing and exporting currency in ltaly, and that
th; V2 form was available for declaring imports,of
currency.
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No other complaint has been brought to the Commission's notice since the case in quistion. !flith regard
to the details of the complaint, and the results oithe
enquiry into the cases by the Italian authorities, inforbe

(German Motoring Association) that in a number of
cases the people concerned are still waiting for refund
of their money. I can only hope that this refund will
be implemented soon and I request the Commission
to do everything it can to ensure that it is effected.

with the provisions of
*"s

Finally, I believe that the ltalian Government itself
has the greatest interest in ensuring that tourists do

mation provided by the Italian authorities may
summarized as follows

taken to couq

in

law No 159 of 30

: Three of the tourists were

accordance

Apil

1976, and their iurrency

confiscated. Two of them were subsequently acquitted
by the Bolzano tribunal on the grounds of insufiicient

proof. The surhs confiscated were returned

to

them.

The tribunal imposed a fine on the third tourist, who
launched an appeal. The sums illegally held by the
other tourists were not 'confiscated', nor were the tourists taken to court. The sums were deposited with an
italian bank, and the cases were referred to the Italian
Exchange Office.

not run the risk of having their money confiscated

when they leave the country, since the ltalian Government is naturally very keen that a large number of
tourists should find their way to Italy this summer.
!7e are now at the beginning of a new tourist season

and I believe that tourists should be given much
clearer information about currenry provisions. And
anyone who inadvertently tries to take'out amounts
exceeding the minimum amount should not be
exposed

Although the tourists were found, upon leaving Italy,
to be in possession of sums which exceedid the
amount allowed, and which had not been declared
when entering ltaly, attenuating circumstances, such
as

insufficient awareness on the part of foreign tourists

during the initial period after the foreign exchange
regulations had been introduced, and the fact that
there were no proper interpreters, have been taken

into account, so

as

to make application of the

tions as flexible as possible,

in

regula-

accordance with- the
wishes expressed by the Commission. Thus, all the
sums confiscated from the tourists have already been
returned or are in the process of being returned. In
the latter case, the sums in question havi already been
freed, and the owners will be able to withdraw them

from the bank with which they had been

deposited.

President.
to speak on behalf of
- I call Mr Zeyet
the Christian-Democratic
Group.

Mr 7*yet.
President, ladies and gentlemen,
- (D) Mr
the Commission's
reply is unsatisfactory. i believe it

overlooks

the fact that this question has several
I must, first of all, point out that the

different aspects.

currency provisions promulgated by the Italian
Government represent an obstacle to the freedom of
movement of goods and capital. Unfortunately, the
Commission says nothing in its reply about wirether

and to what extent it has examined this question and
whether it is of the opinion that it should urge a

dismantling of these provisions. I think that in considering this question we should bear in mind the letter
as

well as the spirit of the

Treaty.

Secondly the Commission, in the form of Mr Haferkamp, claimed in its first statement on this question
in Parliament in July last year, that the Italian authorities had agreed to return the confiscated amounts to
their rightful owners. It is now being said that this has
happened in most cases, although- the Commission
admits in its reply that in so-e c"ses it has not, and I

learn from

a

communication

from the

ADAC

to the risk of having these amounts confis-

cated.

In conclusion, citizens who

are subject to exit controls

should not be exposed to pressure by the authorities
carrying out these controls. This has unfortunately
been the case, as ADAC reports show. !7e believe thal
the Commission should look at this matter again and
should in due course report to the commiitee and
possibly to Parliament once again.

President.
I call Mr Nyborg to speak on behalf of
- European
the Group of
Progressive Democrats.

Mr Nyborg

(DK Mr

President,

the

question

- control of currency movements
concerning Italian
raises a number of very general problems. First and
foremost, it must be considered an obstacle to businessmen and tourists if Italy lays down such strict
provisions that the traffic flow over the Italian border
is hindered or, if the worst comes to the worst, even
stopped. I realize full well that a single Member State,
in this case Italy, may have such great economic
problems to contend with that it may be necessary to
take strict national measures to overcome the difficulties. But at the same time it should not be
forgotten that such measures can cut two ways, especially in respect of the tourist industry, since italy ian
hardly be interested in cutting down the number of
tourists visiting Italy, simply be introducing rules to
curb or complicate activities which are unresirained in
other countries.
A second more general aspect of,currency restrictions
is that they prejudice the free movement of goods,
services and capital within the Common Market. Mr
Haferkamp, who represented the Commission at an
earlier debate in Parliament on this subject, assured us
that there was no reason to believe tirat the Treaty
provisions had been breached in connection with the

laying down by the Italian authorities of provisions on
currency movements. But the way in which the provisions are administered has clearly provoked slveral
complaints. In view of this it should be borne in mind
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that unilateral legal measures

however necessary

should
they may be from a national point of view
be considered from a Communiry viewpoint to ensure
that they do not produce protectionist tendencies
which may damage the Community in the long run.
In principle no obstacles should be created to movements in the Common Market and any disturbances
should be kept to the minimum.
The Commission's reply on the Italian authorities'
investigations into possible mistakes relating to the
control and confiscation of currency is awaited with
what we have in mind here is an
great interest
extensive answer which would be more comprehensive than the one we have received from the Commis-

sion today.
For the sake of completeness allow me to finish by
saying that various Members of Parliament were told
at the last meeting in Rome that they could not
change Italian lire into other currencies, and this
could have caused inconvenience for some of us. And
again for the sake of completeness I should add that
things are rather the same here in France, where
although one can exchange foreign currencies into
French francs the reverse process is only possible with
the greatest of difficulty. I hope that the Commission
will look into this question and I hope also that Parliament's administration will make it easier for Members
to travel in these countries by ensuring reasonable
conditions of payment for Members.
(Applause)

President.

-

I

Mr Lange.

call Mr Lange.

(q Mr

President, Ladies and

On this, Mr Commissioner, the Commission has
nothing to say in its reply. Of course the Italian
away

in

will hardly admit that they have led people
handcuffs and that they have threatened

people as if they were criminals, (with revolvers) and
thereby provoked them into criminal behaviour. This
is a matter which is not to be tolerated under any
circumstances. And can somebody tell me whether
there is a Common Market and the dismantling of
frontiers within the Community etc., etc.

I

more carefully.

It is not simply to pass the time of day that we are
asking what happened and why tourists are being
treated in this way. If they are criminals, allright, they
should be treated like criminals. Only all the cases
which are known to us, and the people who have
complained to us and to the Members of this House
are, in my opinion and in our opinion, not in the
criminal category. This is something we should put on
record.

Then we have a further basic question which has
already been raised in part does the Commission
consider that this ltalian legislative practice of cash
controls is consistent with the Treaties ? Various other
currency controls which the Italian Government has
introduced in the past have been abolished. Only this
control of cash carried by tourists has been maintained.

Do you know what this reminds me of, Mr Burke ? It
reminds me of those times when travellers from the
Federal Republic o( Germany and from the !7est, in
transit through the Federal Republic, had to declare to

the control authorities o( the German

Democratic

Republic when crossing the internal German frontier
what they were carrying in the way of ready money
and such like. And I believe, Mr Burke, that no democratic state should be allowed to do thingp which a

dictatorship can. And nobody can tell me that the

Gentlemen, Mr Commissioner, the reason why the
Committee on Economic and Monetary affairs has
tabled this question is to be found in the manner in
which tourist who are alleged to have contravened
Italian laws are treated. These tourists have been
treated like criminals or gangsters.

authorites

the Community for the victims of the Friuli earthin the country concerned
quake
- that authorities
have worked against each other and not with each
other. One authority is unaware of what another is
doing. The same may be true here, and if it is I
believe that the Commission should look into matters

believe that here the Commission must make more
serious efforts to look into these matters ; I greatly
fear, Mr Burke, that the replies given to you by the
Italian authorities, although I don't know what they
were, were more than unsatisfactory since we ascertain
I would like to give a single example which is
-notand
in the same category, namely the help given by

cash carried by tourist can endanger the currency situa-

tion or balance of payments of Italy in the manner
implied by ltalian authorities in their legislative, administrative and legal measures.

I

would therefore ask you, Mr Commissioner, to
pursue this matter and in due course report back
possibly to the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs so that we can then decide whether we
wish to discuss the matter again here. I also believe
that you should raise the matter in the Council of
Ministers to encourage the Council to create equal
treatment of all citizens of the Community, even as
tourists, in the individual countries.
President.

- I call Sir Brandon

Sir Brendon Rhys Williems.

Rhys Williams.

I

regret, Mr Presi-

I was unfordent, that because of a misunderstanding
tunately not able to be present at the start of this
debate and I do apologize to those who have spoken,
including the Commissioner. I wanted to make a
point which, I think, perhaps is valid in itself because
it is a general point which arises out of this particular
question of the Italian currency restrictions.
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I

feel we have to be sympathetic with the Italian
in its difficulties with the pressure from
within Italy to take currency out by speculators, who

the different bourses. People with funds in Germany
in ltaly, in Britain, in Holland must feel that at any
moment they can move their capital for investment
purposes from one quarter of the Community to
another and that they will not run into restrictions or
barriers of any kind. At the moment the central
banks, and the Commission too, are so orientated
towards the problems of the day-to-day movements of

Government

perhaps are very ill-advised; there has been undoubt-

edly an attempt to evade the regulations by people
who were exceedingly anxious to take the currency
across the frontier. This has created an unnatural and
highly undesirable situation, but we do have to sympa-

thize with the Italian Government.

foreign exchanges, even hour-to-hour or minute-to-minute variations in the maior exchange rates, that they
forget about the fact that we are making no progress

The conclusion I think we can draw in particular
from this difficulty is that the controls imposed on
the natural movement of market forces very often
create their own demand to break the controi. If the
controls were not so rigid, the pressure of movement
against the system might not be so strong. People
would have more confidence that they could retain
their currency in one particular form of paper, if they
did not think they were in danger because of the way
the controls are applied. If we could perhaps work
towards a freer system of movement of currencies
within the Communiry, on the way to an ultimate

at all in

harmonizing the capital market of the
Community. I think that we have to call on the
Commission to make a change of aim here and if we
do that, then we shall find that we leave behind altogether the sort of problems the Italian Government
has encountered and which have given rise to this
question.

President.

I believe I am right in saying that this was certainly
the experience in France when restrictions were
relaxed there some years ago. The pressure to break
the restrictions was found to have been artificial all
along and the movement of currencies was not so

Secondly, may I say that I agree with the approach of
the last speaker, Sir Brandon Rhys !flilliams, in the
two major points he made. One, that we must have a
certain sympathetic attitude towards the difficulties in
which the Italian Government finds itself. After all,
we are a Community, and it is within that spirit that
we approach these matters. I agree with him fully that
if the matter, were seen in the context the overall

context of European Economic and Monetary
Union
then the particular problems that have arisen in
-this case, as he suggests might no longer arise. I agree
with him fully that taking off the regulations in this
matter would in certain senses remove the pressures.

Member States to work towards a currency union in
the proper sense.

finds itself in.

I think we need to place much more emphasis on the
establishement of a free capital market in the Communiry. I do not iust mean the freedom of movement of
paper currency in suitcases or in the backs of cars. I
mean real movement of funds for genuine investment.
ltr7e must see a harmonization of interest rates : we
must see complete exchanges of securities between

call Mr Burke.

proportion.

frightening when liberalization was allowed. I think
this is certainly true in sterling as well. The Bank of
England for very many years has operated an
extremely tight and efficient system of control over
capital movement and currency movement and I
believe that we might well find that we could relax
these rules without causing an avalanche. I think that
we do need to bring pressure to bear, not iust on the
Italian Government, but on all the governments of the

will defy the controls and we shall find ourselves back
in the situation that the wretched Italian Government

I

Mr Burke, lllember of tbe Commission,
- Iinwould
like honourable Members to place this matter
perspective. There were 8 millions tourists who passed
through the Brenner Pass : of these, complaints were
received in respect of ten. This is iust to put it in

economic and monetary union, I believe we should
find the illegal pressures would die down.

I have often drawn attention, and I think this is the
right moment to draw attention again, to the fact that
an economic and monetary union does not simply
rest on exchange rates being stable. !7e have to stabilize the other factors as well and if the market forces
deny us equilibrium, for instance in interest rates,
between one centre and another, then market forces
will have to be defied by controls and human nature

-

I

would like specifically to reply to Mr Zeyer on nls
first point, in which he asked me about the compatibility with the Treaty of the matters with which we
are concerned. Now as far as compatibility with the
Treaty is concerned, the rules applying in Italy should
not be seen as ratione materiale being contrary to
Community rules and the free movement of capital.
Community rules provide for the liberalization of
movement of such capital as is necessary for commercial transactions and financial operations.

I think this answers one part of Mr Nyborg's supplementary question, when he asked me whether this
applied to merchandise. Merchandise, I would like to
inform the House, is totally free of these restrictions,
because payments are made through banks.
I also say, in reply to the other points raised by
Mr Zeyer, that the Commission would in fact be very
May
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of time which

have reduced the value of
in real terms. Secondly, the replacement

vigilant to see that any sums taken from tourists
which have not already been returned will in fact be

course

returned.

of the unit of account used hitherto by the European
unit of account. The consequences would be namely
that in most Member States there would be a reduc-

I would like to emphasize, though, to Mr Nyborg that
this is a question of control of tourists, not a question
of control of merchandise.

I

was interested in the other points raised by Mr.
Nyborg, when he made reference to other countries: I
can assure him that the Commission will look into
these matters and will communicate informally with
him with regard to what it finds in these countries.
May I say generally about this matter that Sir Brandon
Rhys lTilliams, as I have said, has struck the right
note. W'e must have a sympathetic attitude towards

the difficulties in which a Community government
finds itself, while at the same time being vigilant to
see that the Community regulations are, as far as

exemptions

tion in the amount exempted. For these two reasons
the amount of the duty-free allowance should be
increased.

The motion for a resolution tabled today by

the

Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
proposes that this directive should be approved, and
that we should agree to the replacement of the unit of
account used hitherto by the European unit of
account with annual adjustment of the exempted
amounts in line with a Community index and with

possibe carried out.

the annual review of the conversion into national
currencies of the exempted amounts as expressed in
European units of account.

I

The importance of this somewhat technical

would like to thank all those who have contributed
to the debate, and to say that this has highlighted a
very interesting aspect of Community operations. But
at the commencement of my remarks I gave you the
figures: l0 cases out of 8 million. It is not a major
problem ; it has to some extent been exaggerated ; but
it is good that we have had the opportunity of
discussing it.

President.

-

This item is

closed.

14. Directiae on turnoaer

tax in

international trapel

The next item is the report (Doc.
President.
68177)by Mr Notenboom on behalf of the Committee
on Economic and Monetary Affairs on the

'

proposal from the Commission of the European Communities to the Council for a directive on the harmonization
of provisions laid down by law, regulation or administrative action relating to the rules governing turnover tax

and excise duty applicable

I

in

international travel.

del>uty raq|orteur,

(NL) Mr

Pres-

ident, as Mr Notenboom is absent I -have been asked
to take on his task as rapporteur, a request with which
I gladly comply. The matter under debate is the
harmonization of provisions laid down by law, regulation or administrative action relating to the rules
governing turnover tax and excise duty applicable in
international travel. This is both a somwhat technical
matter and a matter of importance for the citizens of

Community. The Commission proPoses an
increase in the duty-free allowance for travellers

our

crossing frontiers within the Community. !7hat are
the reasons for this ?

Two arguments are put forward

But at the same time we must not over-estimate the

significance of these measures. An exemption of this
kind is after all an expression of existing imbalances
in the taxation and duty systems of the Member
States. Or in other words this measure, which will no
doubt be welcomed by the European citizen as such,
will only give the illusion of the existence of a

Common Market.

call Mr Van der Mei.

Mr Van der Mei,

adjust-

ment is that exemptions from duty and excise charges
naturally facilitate travel. This of course has its attractive side for the citizens of our Member States. And it
is something which should not be under-estimated.
Of course it will make them more aware of the existence of the Communiry, a Community which is
expanding in some respects and which could thus be
made more real in the minds of the people. If we are
to give real shape to the Community, its existence
should be reflected as far as possible in the everyday
life of citizens, an everyday life in which travelling has
become an increasingly important element. This
exemption from tax and excise duty in intra-Community travel will contribute to this.

in

favour

increase: firstly, that of general price increases

of
in

this
the

So the present directive should not divert our attention from the fundamental problem of the harmonization of turnover taxes and excise duties. More energetic efforts should be made to achieve such harmonization so that it will help to bring about the necessary
strengthening of the Community. Only in this way
will it be possible to record real progress with our
Community.

Two remarks to finish with. The quantitative restriction on duty-free imports of non-sparkling wine is to
be increased from 3 to 5 liters. The Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs believes that it would
have been better to begin by harmonizing the excise
duties and turnover taxes on non-sparkling wines especially as in recent times the excise duty and turnover
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tax rates of the various Member States have tended
rather to diverge than to converge.

the Communiry, is, in a certain sense, a fight against
inflation. This opinion was shared by the Couniil of
Ministers when, as is shown in this decision of 14

The Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
also regrets that the third proposal for a directive on
tax-free shops has been withdrawn.

March 1977 adopting the fourth medium
economic policy programme, they assented

I

requests the
Commission to submit a new proposal on tiis matter.
The elements which

view also.

The Commission shares the opinion of the rapporteur, for whom the harmonization of excise duties
applicable to still wines would be preferable to an

I

have referred to are to be found
resolution adopted by the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs with a
large measure of unanimity. I would ask the Members
of this House to adopt this motion for a resolution
with the same large measure of unanimity.

in the motion for a

President.

I

in the quantitative exemptions. The increase
quantitative exemptions in the case of wines is,
however, dictated by two considerations. The proposals for harmonization of excise duties have bien
presented to the Council. They have, however, neither
been discussed nor adopted by the Council organs.
There is a wide disparity between the levels of iates
increase

of

- I call Mr Burke.

Mr Burke, lllember of tbe
dent,

Commission.

applied by the Member States, both in relation to
excise duties and to VAT. !7e cannot yet envisage a

Mr presi-

- rapporteur
would like first of all to thank the
-he

in the difference between ,ates. The
Commission has therefore proposed a more modest
and a more realistic step, limited for the moment to
wine. It reserves the right, however, to present new
proposals in the same direction for other products
subiect to low rates of excise duty.
reduction

for the clear and comprehensive report whici
has
presented and for the constructive attitude which he
proposes Parliament should adopt in relation to the

Commission's proposal.

The

p-ractical importance

to

of the tax exemptions

travellers in intra-Communiry lravel,
frequently underlined by this parliament, hai led the
Commission to put forward a new proposal aimed at
increasing and improving the system of exemptions

granted

on the one hand by establishing them on the basis of
the European unit of account, and on the other hand
by insulating the exemptions against a deterioration in
purchasing power.
I_

cannot agree with the rapporteur when he says that

these exemptions

in

themselves create for the European citizen no more thant the appearance of the
existence of a common market, permit me, on the
contrary, to point out that in practice they allow intra_
Communiry frontier checks to be simplifed and allow

the reduction,

if not the abolition, of the intensity

of

these checks, as far as taxation is concerned. To ihis
extent it_could be argued that tax exemptions granted
to travellers constitute an anticipated achievement of

the final objective of the harmonization of indirect
taxes, which is, as you know, the elimination of fiscal
frontiers.

I should like to underline the fact that this proposal

Finally, on the question raised about tax-free shops.
The legal situation of tax-free shops is regulated in

principle by Article 5(l) of the 1959 Directive, which
obliges Member States to take measures to avoid
granting tax remission on deliveries to travellers, but
they can benefit from import exemptions. The proposals presented by the Commission in 1973 tL d-eal
with this problem in detail had to be withdrawn in

the face of opposition by the Member States. It is clear
that the increase of exemptions makes the problem of
tax-free shops more acute, and that a Community solution is necessary. In the absence of such a solution, we
run the risk of an atea which is sensitive, as far as
public opinion is concerned. The firm support of the
European Parliament will be to allow us to-arrive ar a
satisfactory solution. And I am appealing to its parlia_

ment to give us this firm support.
President.

You will permit me to add that, from an economic
point of view, tax exemptions can play an important
role in the fight ^gainst inflation in the Community.
Large price disparities exist between Member Statis
for identical or similar products. The development of

the opportunities available to consumers to bly where
they want to, particularly in other Member Siates in

to speak, I

vote.

15. Regulation on the additional protocol
EEC-Israel Agreement

will

know, we had a considerable success
recently in getting this text adopted by the Council.
This shows clearly that the Commission never lost
sight of the fundamental problem of the harmoniza_
tion of turnover taxes.

Since no-one else wishes

- for a resolution to the
put the motion
The resolution is adopted.

was prepared at a time when discussions on the sixth
VAT Directive were taking place. As Members of the

House

term
this

to

to tbe

President.
The next item is the report (Doc.
by Mr- Martinelli on behalf of the iommittee
on External Economic Relations on the
57177)

dralt regulation of the Council fo the European Communities.concluding an additional protoCol io the Agreement befween the European Economic Communiry-and
the State of Israel and a financial protocol.

I

call Mr Martinelli.

'

OJ C

ll3

of 6. 6.1977.
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Mr Martinelli, rapporteur.- (I) ln

1975 an agree-

ment was drawn up between the Community and the
State of Israel which came into force on I July and
had as its general objective the progressive realization
of freedom of trade in the industrial sector and import
concessions for a certain number of agricultural
products originating in Israel.
One new element at the time was the provision in the
agreement for cooperation, but as a complementary
factor to trade. This agreement was drawn up before
the cooperation agreements with the three Maghreb
countries which were to be signed almost a year later

in

1976.

I would like, however, to underline that the agreement
marks the beginning of the realization of the Community's Mediterranean policy designed to strengthen the
bonds of cooperation with all the Mediterranean coun-

tries. The European Parliament approved the agree-

ment

in

December 1975, pointing

out that

the

so-called 'growth clause', incorporated for the first
time in an agreement drawn up with the Community
would make it possible to extend reciprocal relations
between the Community and Israel : it was to this end
that Parliament requested the Council to take an early
decision on the Commission's recommendation to
conclude in due course an additional protocol with
Israel on economic and financial cooperation between

the two parties. On the basis of this vote by Parliament, the Council and Commission proceeded to
negotiate the additional protocol and the financial
protocol before us today, which constitute a further
notable step forward in relationships between the
Community and Israel. The new protocols are
intended to extend and reinforce the cooperation
already instituted, indicating a number of sectors in
which Israeli industrialization is to be fostered by the
development of exports. But the list of sectors is
wider : it includes protection of the environment and
cooperation in the agricultural and fisheries sectors, to
achieve a certain level of complementarity between

24t

money the Community will participate in the
financing of projects and other operations, the aim of
which is to contribute to the economic development
of Israel.

I should underline that these are loans under normal
if I may be
terms and nothing more ; in contrast
- the financial
the provisions in
allowed to digress

protocols concluded

with the Mashreq countries

specify much larger loans and other forms of financial
assistance, interest subsidies and special loans and
gifts. But in granting financial aid the Community
had to take account of a number of economic facts
which I will sum up briefly. And I shall sum them up
because Israel, through its Foreign Minister, has
declared that the amount set aside for financial cooper-

ation is inadequate, justifying this claim by the fact
that Israel has a considerable balance of trade deficit
with the Community. This is clear from the figures
for the first nine months of 1976: Israel exports to
the Community | 623 million dollars ; Israeli imports
from the Community: I 165 million dollars: But
there are other circumstances to be considered : the
average per capita income varies between the Mashreq

I to 9 while at the
same time the ratio of the number of people in the
Mashreq countries to the population of Israel is 14 to
I ; the ratio between the different territorial areas is 60
to I and as for the negative balances of payments of
the Mashreq countries, it would be better not to
mention these at all.

countries and Israel in the ratio of

This all goes to explain why the Communiry has
accorded nine times as much financial aid to the
Mashreq countries as to Israel. But this does not
prevent us from examining in depth the import/
export situation with Israel as repeatedly put forward
by the Israeli authorities on the occasion of a mission
undertaken by the European Parliament ast October,
if I remember rightly, and led by President Sp6nale.

the economies.

Now,

it is the extended

application

of the growth

clause which has led to the widening of relationships
between the Community and Israel. In the 1975 agreement the growth clause referred exclusively to trade,
whereas it now extends to all industrial cooperation,
since agreement was drawn up on the basis of forecasts regarding exports from Israel to the Community

which have not been fulfilled.
There has been an increase, but only of 7'5

0/0,

while

exports from Israel to other countries increased by
7'2o/o in the first year. Taking account of inflation
this represents a reduction rather than an increase.

The financial protocol lays down that the

European

will make available to Israel a total
amount of 38 million units of account. !flith this
Investment Bank

!fle do not yet have complete figures tot 1976 and we
must note that there is now total exemption from
customs duties and equivalent charges on imports into

the Community of industrial products originating in
Israel. But despite this development we must
remember that the deficit on the Israeli balance of
trade with the Community is still very appreciable
and the desire for the 3'5 million Israelis to increase
their exports to a market of 250 million Europeans,
who in 1975 absorbed 37 o/o of their exports (worth
732 million dollars) while exporting to Israel goods
worth I 947 million dollars, that is to say 50 % of all
Israeli imports, seems to me quite understandable. So
we should not iudge Israel's request for help with the
improvement and extension of its industrial structures
as excessive, but we should take account also of the
enormous amount of imports (50 %) which Israel
takes in the form of EEC industrial products.
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Martinelli
I wish to comment briefly on the particular features of
the agreement. There are the organs which are to
supervize their operation : the new protocols make the

replaces the Joint
Cooperation Council
- which
for seeking ways and
responsible
Committee
means of establishing cooperation. This is a very wide
which
gives great latitude of action to the
concept
council, which includes not only representatives of
the Community and Israel but also representatives of
the Member States and represents a formula similar to
that provided for in the agreement with the Mashreq

the difficulties of acceding to such requests in view of

the fact that Egypt, Jordan and Syria have also
presented similar requests, and in view of the
comments which our respected colleagues on the
Committee on Budgets will presumably express from
the point of view of increase in expenditure, we

cannot presume that this argument on its own will
settle the problem satisfactorily. Israel, for instance,
notes that the delegation will be a very important
instrument in the implementation of the agreement;
it is not absolutely true to say that we only have dele-

countries but wider than the Council of Ministers
provided for in the Maghreb agreements.

gations in the larger countries since we also have one

The protocols are subiect to ratification and come into
effect on the first day of the second month following
the date on which ratification is notified; but with
respect to their duration a controversy has arisen
which, in my opinion, the Community organs have

there are great financial, economic and' social
problems and the institution of a delegation in each

resolved intelligently : like the Mashreq countries,
Israel did not wish to follow the Commission's proposal to give the financial protocol a duration of five
years from the date of entry into force and requested

that this period should be reduced. The Council
a general rule both for Israel and the

decided, as

Mashreq countries, to fix the date on which the financial protocol is to expire at 3l October 1981, in other
independent of whether the
words on a fixed date
various countries ratify the protocols quickly or not
a date which coincides with the expiry of the financial
protocols with the Maghreb countries. In this way it
will be possible to adoPt on this date instruments for
all seven of these Mediterranean countries.

The motion for a resolution takes account of the
points I have made and notes Parliaments' satisfaction
at the fact that protocols have been concluded in line
with Parliaments' own recommendations. I would like

to take this opportuniry of

recording particular

recognition of the work carried out by Commissioner
Cheysson.

The third paragraph of the resolution requests the
Commission to keep Parliament informed of progress
made with regard to the envisaged cooPeration : and
there is implied in this paragraph Parliament's readiness to ensure that the agreements do not remain
solely on paper.

In the fourth paragraph Parliament underlines the

of the exchange of technical
knowledge in the agricultural and industrial spheres
between the Community and Israel to their mutual
advantage. This is one of the points which was continparticular importance

ually raised in the exchange of views held during the
official visit of the delegation from the European Parliament to Israel.

The sixth paragraph may seem to be no more than a
of courtesy, suPPorting the Israeli request to
institute a permanent Commission delegation in
Israel, but thrs is not so. Although we cannot overlook

gesture

in Chile. Nor should we only sign

agreements, we

should also put them into practice in countries where

of these countries would certainly make an important
if not indispensable contribution to the implementation of the policy envisaged in the agreements.

I

would conclude by inviting Parliament to

aPProve

these protocols which extend the sphere of action of

the first agreement and which are to constitute an
important foundation of this grand overall policy of

cooperation with all the Mediterranean countries
which we are in the process of putting into practice.
(Applause)

President.

Mrs Dunwoody.
- I call

Mrs Dunwoody.- Mr President, I am delighted to
in this debate because apart from anything
else, this is in fact one of the most imPortant protocols that we have debated in this Assembly for a long
take part

time. I am deeply distressed that we should be doing
so in a very empty chamber indeed. Given the considerable problems that we have had during this week, I

am perfectly prepared to believe that many of my
colleagues with a dual mandate have got very consider-

able difficulties with being in two places at one time,
but I would nevertheless like to put on record that I
am astonished that there should be only one member

of the

European Conservative Group present, and
hardly any of my own colleagues of nationalities other

than the British, athough

I

am delighted we

have

some German colleagues present. I believe that if we
are to talk about what after all is practically the only
democratic state in the Middle East and if we are to
talk about the political implications of the Financial
Protocol, then we should do so in a full Assembly
with Members who are aware of the political implica-

tions of this subject.
The EEC now has completed a number of Protocols, a
number of agreements with the Mashreq and the
Maghreb countries, but it is still true that Israel is
closest to our understanding of a democratic state, and
that it is a country which has a consistent and very
meaningful association with the countries of the
Common Market. For example, Israel is in an almost
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permanent deficit position

in relation to

her

economic agreements with the countries of the EEC.
She has within her very tiny borders a wealth of both
research and scientific ability from which we could
benefit tremendously, and there is, I believe, Bteat
^
field in which we could enjoy a two-way traffic.

I

would like to ask the Commission, if I may, a
number of questions. 'We have, inside the EEC, very
specific undertakinp about any aspect of financial
trade which in any way inhibits commercial relationships between one state and another, or between one

company and another. !7hat is the attitude of the
Commission towards the maintenance of an Arab
blacklist on which there is a number of names of
working companies inside the EEC, with the sugges-

tion that

if

should not

they trade with the state of Israel, they
any way be supported in their trade

in

with other Arab countries

? What is the attitude of the
Commission towards the expansion of trade with
Israel ? I was very honoured to take part in the delegation that went to Israel, but one of the very noticeable

things that we discussed on that occasion was that
Israel, in many instances, turns towards Europe for her
commercial expertise and I think has a right to expect
that we should seek to offer her not only technical
assistance, but very considerable financial assistance.

Very

considerable discontent

has already

expressed with the size of the offer

tance that

of financial

been
assis-

is being made by the Community,

and

indeed when you look at the overall trade balance it is
extraordinarily niggardly ; when you look at it in relation to the existing trade arrangements with the Arab

it is even more extraordinary that this is
the very best that we can do. I hope the Commission
will have a number of very definite statements to
states, then

make when they come to comment on the debate.

Finally, may
report, which

I

I

compliment Mr Martinelli on this
think is not only very exhaustive, but

also exceedingly constructive. Sometimes inside

a

Community which is largely dominated by an agricultural element, we seem eternally. to be discussing
matters of politics in wholly negative terms. I realy
welcome the very positive tone of this working document, which I think is a tremendous contribution to
the general political discussion of the whole problem

of

Israel and

its

relationships

with the

Common

Market.

May I just say Mr President how much I look forward
to an expansion of trade between Israel and the EEC.
I believe that it is in the interests of all democratic
socialists to support a state which has for very many
years existed on the basis of universal suffrage and of a
very specific attempt to bring stable government to an
area which is not noted for its deep involvement with,
or even, on occasions, its understanding of the democratic principle. I welcome this report, I welcome the
efforts that are being made by the Commission, I shall

look forward to seeing the work of the joint
committee between the Israelis and the EEC
producing some very practical results. But I do hope
that I may put the Commission on a certain amount
of notice that this is a step in the right direction, but
it must not iust be a gesture. If there is to be any real
balance between our relationships with Israel and our
relationships with the Arab states, we must understand
that there is not iust a political involvement, there is
an economic, and a commercial involvement and

there is, indeed, I believe in many instances, a very
specific reason for seeking to develop these particular
aspects

of our policy.

In conclusion, Mr President, I welcome this report. I
welcome the opening of constructive relationships
with Israel, and I trust that this will be the first of
but
many debates that we have in this House
debates which can, in the future, report many more
practical results than we are able to produce at this
particular time.

President.

- I call Mr Dalyell.

Mr Dalyell.

Mr

President,

my friend

and

colleague, Gwyneth Dunwoody, has drawn attention
to the numbers that are present, and as I had something to say on this subject at lunch-time after the
consideration of your own very important report,
which some of us sat through and listened to, I will

say no more on that, other than that, Mr President,
some of us feel that you and others have put in an
enormous amount of work into the report.
(Cries

of 'Hear,

bear

)

it is an extremely important sub,iect. I say
this not to flatter you, because I have no need to do
so, but to convey that you have done work that the
and that

European Parliament should be doing. You have really
sweated at it and it really does behove a few more of
us to be present on these important occasions.

In another sense, however, I suspect that the fortune
is mine, because it gives me an ooportunity to put a
question that I might not otherwise have had the time
to put if many others had wanted to sPeak. \flhat I
wish to say is this : if we are going to have a wider
debate on Israel, let us ask the Commission what they
propose to do about a subiect which is on the top of
the minds of many Members of this Parliament,
because in the corridors of this House there is a
we will put it no higher
knowing feeling
- that
the missing 200- tonnes of uranium that somehow
vanished off the face of the earth by alchemy in 1968
found its way into Israeli hands. I do not know the
rights or the wrongs of this situation. All we do know
is that the efficiency of the Israeli Secret Service is

legendary, that they are determined, that they have

resources, and that time and again in the last two
decades they have performed some very remarkable
feats. I make no comment as to whether they were
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right or wrong. All I observe is that it is hardly
beyond dispute how efficacious they have been.

In these circumstances, if we are going to talk about
financial assistance to Israel, could I voice a blunt
question which many of us are asking ? Namely, in
the discussions with the Israelis, or as a matter of
urgency, will the Commission, who have accepted
responsibility on this delicate issue, ask the Govern-

ment of Israel for an official and

considered

Of course, if there is an official and considered denial, some of us would be very disposed to
accept it, but at least the question ought to be put,
because if we are to have friendly relations with the
Israelis we ought to ask them bluntly, as friends, if
they can help us at all in finding the destination of
comment

?

that missing uranium, because the stakes here are very
large
unless the Commission can come up with a
good -deal more satisfactory answer than Commissioner Brunner gave yesterday.

This has been the subject of study, and my colleague,
Lord Brimelow, this morning spent a great deal of
time translating, for those of his colleagues whose
German is not so good, what in fact the Commissioner said. \We have been looking through this very
carefully. Here is a copy in English of what Commissioner Brunner said, and I say to his Commissioner
colleague that in no circumstances is this adequate.
have got to go a great deal further than this document that Commissioner Brunner gave the House
before we stop raising this subject. And it is no good
saying, 'Ah, but you make relations difficult with the

'rD(e

Canadians

!' The relations

were difficult with the

Mr Lciwenthal
in Vienna, so do not let us have

Canadians from the very moment that

opened his mouth

that as an

excuse.

lVhat I say on this subject is that the issue of the 200
tonnes of uranium has got to be cleared up, because, if
it is not cleared up, there will be questions of trust
and questions of getting uranium to the nation-states
of \Western Europe, to the Federal Republic, to France
and to the UK. It is as important as this. Let us therefore ask the Israelis what they know about it, if only

to eliminate them from the mystery. I would like a
not in any detail,
statement from the Commission

simply that, having heard the request
that has been
made, the Commission will consider, as a matter of
urgency, since it is their responsibility, going to the
Israeli Government and asking them if they know
anything about the missing 200 tonnes of uranium
oxide, because this is a subject that Parliament will
not let go of until the mystery is cleared up.

did not call you to order but I would like to point out
that you are completely free to put this subiect on the
agenda again at the next opportuniry, in the form of
an oral question with debate.

I

call Mr Burke.

Mr Burke, Member of tbe

Commission.

Mr

Presi-

- his report,
dent, I wish to thank the rapporteur for
which analyses the Israeli economy and suggests that
investments in Israel should be assisted in order to
promote industrial development and improve Israel's
balance of payments. The Commission shares this
opinion, but points out in addition that the promotion of investments in Israel is only one of the means
of close cooperation at our disposal. Other means
include cooperation between firms, the transfer of
technology, sub-contracting and exchange of industrial information, points which were raised by Mrs
Dunwoody in her contribution.

Now the joint Israeli-Communiry working group will
meet at the beginning of June to examine possible
actions and to prepare the decisions to be taken by
the joint committee provided for under the agreement. As far as Israel's balance of payments is

will be
felt in the longer term. There are, however, already
some encouraging signs, for example, the Community's surplus with respect to Israel amounted to $ I
billion in 1974. ln 1975 this was halved to a figure of
$ 519 000 000.
concerned, the effects of the actions envisaged

I

noted with interest the contribution by Mrs
Dunwoody, who asked the Commission to give a clear

indication of its position. I intend to give that, to say
that the Commission has come out, without reservation, against any boycott of European firms which
have links with Israel. Commissioner Cheysson has
made a number of statements to this House on the
matter. Such action is contrary to the measures being
taken to improve the global cooperation benveen the
Community and the Arab countries. For example, the
Maghreb/Mashrek agreement includes a firm undertaking not to discriminate against or between Communiry firms. Any failure to keep this undertaking will
be a violation of the agreement and the Commission
will insist on strict respect of the undertaking. I noted
the request for a statement by Mr Dalyell, but I take
my cue from you, Mr President and say simply that I
will convey the substance of the remarks to the

Commission and in particular Commissioner
Brunner. I will not attempt to answer such an important question at the end of a debate of this nature.

President.
no-one else wishes to speak, I
- Since
put the motion
for a resolution to the vote.

President. Mr

Dalyell,

I

cannot stop you

constantly raising this question and expressing your
dissatisfaction with Mr Brunner's answer, but I do not
think this matter is relevant to the subiect in hand. I

The resolution is adopted.
, OJ C

ll3

of 6. 6.1977.

I
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for next sitting
President.
The next sitting will take place
13 May 1977, f.rom 9 a.m. to 12
tomorrow, Friday,
16. Agenda

noon with the following agenda:

-

Procedure u:tthout report
Klepsch report on eels (without debate)
Guerlin report on waters favourable
growth (without debate)

-

shell-fish

Liogier report on the wine sector (without debate)
Bangemann report on the conference

the

on the Law of

Sea

Pintat report on the Cooperation Agreements
- berween
the EEC and Egypt, Jordan and Syria

-

to

245

Hughes report on fisheries

The sitting is closed.
(The -titting ,aas clored

at

5 p.tn.)
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IN THE CHAIR: MR MEINTZ

'

President.

statement to Members of this Parliament so that they
can be interrogated. I would therefore ask the
enlarged Bureau to consider Commissioner Haferkamp's actions at their next meeting and report to
Parliament.

Vice-President

Qhe sitting was opened

at

9,05 a.m)

Thirdly, Mr President, yesterday morning there was no
kind of a serious answer provided as to why Question
22 was suppressed and declared void. The answer that

The sitting is open.

l.

Approoal of tbe minutes

President.
The minutes of proceedings of yesterday's sitting-have been distributed.

Are there any comments

I

247

I was given could be applied, if it is a serious answer,
to many other questions that appear regularly on the
order paper of this Parliament. So the procedure was
extraordinary. And the only explanation is that some
people somewhere do not want Parliament to ventilate

this inconvenient issue, which is not only of histor-

?

call Mr Dalyell.

Mr Dalyell.
Mr Presicient, I have given notice that
I would like -to refer to page l, item l, Approoal of

minutes. I would first of all like to ask for any report
from the enlarged Bureau on the discussion of what
was to have been a special meeting of the Committee
on Energy and Research on the issue of the loss of

ical, but, many others believe, of great contemporary
importance. Indeed it is so extraordinary that the
enlarged Bureau, Sir, must take special care in what
they do
and not only in what they do, but in what
they are-seen to do. And I will explain to Parliarnent
why appearances are of such grave importance in this
matter. Our President must be seen to be whiter that

It will be within the recollection of the House that
during Question Time on \ilednesday, I specifically
asked Mr Haferkamp, who was on the Commission
front bench, if in view of his own responsibilities it
would not be appropriate for him to make a statement
on the Plumbat affair and the disappearance of 200
tons of uranium oxide. On that occasion there was no
response from Mr Haferkamp and afterwards I was
told that since Commissioner Haferkamp held a
different portfolio from that in a previous Commis-

white and not to do anything as President of this Parliament to inhibit discussion on this matter, because
the fortuitous fact is that our President of Parliament,
in a previous incarnation, was Finance Minister of
Italy from 1963 to l970,by common consent one of
the central figures in the Italian Government of the
time and by common consent one of the ablest and
most powerful politicians in any of our nation states
over that period. And from August 1970 to February
1972 he was Prime Minister of ltaly. Now even taking
into account the principle, that many of us understand in these matters, of security based on the principle of the'need to know' it is inconceivable, frankly,
that the Italian Secret Service did not inform Mr
Colombo at some stage of the uranium loss and the
Plumbat affair, and it would be shocking if they had
not done so...

sion, he could not be called to account for his actions
I understand this argument, because supposing by chance the

President.
Do you consider this last point
way relevant- to the approval of the minutes ?

200 tons of uranium oxide.

I would like to raise what in the House of
Commons
I gather in the Bundestag
- andtoalso
would be referred
as a matter of parliamentary priviSecondly,

lege.

during the time of that Commision. Now

Commissioner had been Mr Lardinois or Mr George
Thomson, that would have been understandable.

in

any

... The fact is, Mr President, that

Mr Dalyell.

There are these changes of portfolio. And this is a
tenable point of view. But lo and behold ! !flhat do we
find happened yesterday ? Yesterday in Brussels Mr

- must have known at a time when he
Emilio Colombo
was central to the Italian Government, and this fact

Haferkamp holds a press conference and answers questions from th- press corps in Brussels on the Plumbat
affair. Now he cannot have it both ways. Either he has
no responsibilities or he has responsibilities. If he has
responsibilities he has no business at all to go
answering questions to the Brussels press corps.

biting discussion

(Hear, Hear

makes it imperative that Emilio Colombo in
different role, as President of the European Parlia-^
ment, must in no way be seen to be party to inhi-

President.

)

If

in this matter. I put it that the

enlarged Bureau should discuss this.

-

I

call Mr Schyns.

he has responsibilities, it would at least be courto put it at its mildest, to this Parliament, to
make some kind of a statement when he is directly
asked. Therefore I submit that this is at best offhand
and cavalier treatment of the European Parliament

from further -comment at this stage and to put these
questions to the President when he is here to defend

and that Commissioners, when asked, should make

This is not fair play, Mr Dalyell:

teous,

a

Mr Schyns.

(F)

l

would ask the speaker to refrain

himself.
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The fact that the President is not here

on a Friday morning is his responsibility and not that
of the Members who stay.
Mr Dalyell, you are in any

Mr President.

case

- to the first item of the minutes
mistaken in referring
of yesterday's sitting; it is, in fact, l7ednesday's sitting
that we are talking about.
I

Mr Cheysson, lWember of tbe Commission. (F)Mr
President, the honourable Member has attributed the
attitude taken by one of my colleagues, when questioned about the disappearance of 200 tonnes of

of

uranium oxide, to the change

portfolios

in

the

Commission.

On this first point I wish, Mr

President,

to make a

categorical and precise statement on behalf of the
Commission. The Commission is a collegiate body. It
is responsible collectively, as a body, for all its actions
and the actions of previous executives. Thus a
Commissioner can never disclaim responsibility for a

it

does not fall within the
province of his particular portfolio. Secondly, I am
told that it is true that Mr Haferkamp did not wish to
answer the question that was put on this subiect on
\flednesday but the reason was that a lengthy debate
had been held on this subject on the previous day,
during which the Commissioner concerned, who

matter simply because

knew all the details of the case, explained the various
of the affair and even answered such difficult
questions as'what would you do now in a similar situation ? ! Mr Haferkamp felt that Parliament had been
fully informed of the matter and thus he, who was
much less familiar with the details than Mr Brunner
or myself, would only have been able to rePeat
probably in a manner less satisfactory to the Assembly
what had already been said. In other words, the
-Commission did not inform the press before Parliament, since Mr Brunner, the Commissioner responsible, replied to the question on Tuesday in the course
aspects

subject.

if Parliament considers it necessary to hold
a further debate, the Commission is of course at its
disposal for the next part-session and any other partsessions that the Bureau may wish to organize.
Secondly,

President.

-

I

call Mr Dalyell.

Mr Dalyell. - I shall ask one question of Mr
Cheysson and then I will stop. If it is true that there is
collegiate responsibility and if it is true, as he was
interpreted as saying, that he knows the details as well
as Mr Brunner, he really ought to . . .

President.
Dalyell, we are not going to reopen
- Mr
the debate on
this question.

I

call Mr Prescott.

Mr Prescott. Mr President, this is a difficult situa- intention whatsoever neither has
I have no
my group
of continuing the debate- on this particular matter, but I think you could have perhaps
tion.

informed the House, as my group was informed, that
the request to the President to hold a special emergency meeting of the Committee 'on Energy and
Research had been replied to by the enlarged Bureau
in a letter. The letter said that the committee, through

the vice-chairman, I think, Mr Normanton, had
decided that, in their opinion, this was not an emer-

call Mr Cheysson.

of the debate on this

r . z;

Parliament

gency matter and that the President had not acted
himself. So, clearly, these things could have been
avoided if the President himself had taken action.
Clearly there are avenues available to us and one does
not want to make this issue any more difficult here
this morning, except to put on record, Mr Vice-Presiand I know you will take this back to the Presthat if he had acted as requested we could
have avoided
these issues and Mr Haferkamp would

dent

ident-

not, as

I

feel, have been treating this House with
will follow the issue further.

contempt. !7e

President.

-

I

call Mr Klepsch.

(D) Mr President, I should iust like
Mr Klepsch.
- observation on the order of business
to make a general
in this House. I do not think it is very desirable for us
regularly to hold debates in plenary sitting which are
really more suited to enlarged Bureau meetings. I
want to stress this point and I greatly deplore the fact

that this has happened on several occasions during
this part-session. In my view, this detracts from the
image and dignity of the House.

I would also say to my colleagues that it must not be
the custom in this House to make unsubstantiated
insinuations particularly if they are defamatory to

I mean this very serithat before the next part-session we
should all reflect how this House can impress upon
the public that it is giving serious consideration to
problems and not spending a large part of its time
wrangling about the order of business.
colleagues who are not present.

ously and

I think

(Applause

from certain

the rigbt)

President.

I

-

I

bencbes

in tbe

centre and on

note your statement, Mr Klepsch.

call Lord Bruce of Donington.

Lord Bruce of Donington. Mr

President,

following the remarks of the last speaker may I, as an
ordinary back-bencher in these matters, seek your
protection, because the inference contained in the
remarks of the last speaker was that there were certain
matters that it was proper for the enlarged Bureau to
discuss and certain matters that could be left to Parliament.

Mr President, the good name of Parliament is at stake
in this case, and unless action is taken in regard to
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Lord Bruce of Donington
this 200 tonnes of uranium, the people of Europe will
to the conclusion that Parliament itself is
involved in a massive cover-up that must have taken
place over this whole affair.

to be carried out by Member States on
cattle production (Doc. 103177)
surveys

come

This document has been referred to the Committee
on Agriculture as the committee responsible and to
the Committee on Budgets for its opinion ;

(Aiixed reactions)
President.

-

Are there any other comments

-

?

The minutes are approved.

the proposal from the Commission of the European Communities to the Council for a regulation
amending Regulation (EEC) No 471176 in rcspect
of the period of suspension of the application ol
the condition on prices governing the importation

into the Communiry of fresh lemons originating

in

2. Procedure witbout report
President.
At the sitting of Monday, 9 May, I
- proposal from the
announced the
Commission to the
Council to be dealt with under the procedure without
report laid down in Rule 27A of the Rules of Procedure. Since no Member has asked leave to speak and
since no amendments have been tabled, I now declare
approved the:
proposal from the Commissron of the European Communities to the Council for a regulatron opening, allocating
and providing for the administration of a Communrty
tariff quota for fresh or dried hazelnuts, shelled or otherwise, falling within subheading ex. 08.05 G of the
Common Customs Tariff, orignatrng in Turkey (Doc.

(b) from Sir Derek l7alker-Smith, on behalf of the Legal
Affairs Committee, a motion for a resolution pursuant
to Rule 25 of the Rules of Procedure on the protection of human rights with reference to citizens of the
German Democratic Republic (Doc. l07l77l

This document has been referred to the Political
Affairs Committee

-

3. Documents submitted

ments

:

-

-

the proposal from the Commission of the European Communities to the Council for a regulation

implementing in respect of the own resources
from VAT the Decision of 2l April 1970 on the
replacement 'of financial contributions f rom

Member States by the Communrties'

own

resources (Doc. 100177)

report by Mr Liogier on behalf of the Committee
on Agriculture on the proposal from the Commrssion of the European Communities to the Council
(Doc. 72177) for a regulation amending for the
fourth time Regulation (EEC) No 1163176 on the
granting of a conversion premium in the wine
report by Mr Hughes on behalf of the Committee
on Agriculture on the proposal from the Commission of the European Communities to the Council
(Doc. 52177) for a regulation concerning the
conclusion of an agreement between the European Economic Community and the United
States of America concerning fisheries of f the
coast of the United States and establishing the
provisions for its application (Doc. ll0l77);

(d) from the Commission

This document has been referred to the Committee
on Budgets;

-

:

sector (Doc. 109177);

I have received the following docu-

(a) from the Council, requests for an opinion on:

-

;

(c) from the committees, the following reports

32177).

President.

certain Mediterranean countries (Doc. 105/77)

This document has been referred to the Committee
on Agriculture as the committee responsible and to
the Committee on External Economic Relations and
the Committee on Budgets for their opinions ;

:

the proposal from the Commission of the Euro-

a letter concerning the maximum rate of increase
for non-compulsory expenditure in the Budget of
the European Communities for the 1978 financral

pean Communities to the Council for a regulatron

year (Doc. l0al77);

-

on the application of the provrsions of the Frnancial Protocol concluded with Malta (Doc. 101177)

This document has been referred to the Commlttee
on Budgets.

Thrs document has been referred to the Committee

on External Economic

-

Relatrons

;

the proposal from the Commission of the European Communrties to the Council for a regulation
temporarily suspending the autonomous

Common Customs Tariff dutres on a number of
agricultural products (Doc. 102177)
Thrs document has been referred to the Committee
on Agrrculture as the committee responsible and to
the Committee on External Economic Relations and
the Committee on Budgets for their opinions ;

-

the proposal from the Commisston of the European Communrtles to the Council for a drrective
layrng down addrtronal provrslons relatrng to the

4. Authorization o.f report.t

At its own request and pursuant to
- the Rules of Procedure, the Committee
Rule 38 (3) of
on Regional Policy, Regional Planning and Transport
has been asked for its opinion on the question of the
present state of relations between the Community and
the state-trading countries of Eastern Europe and
President.

Comecon,

on which the Committee on

External

Economic Relations has been authorized to draw up
rePort.

a
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President
5. ACP-EEC Consultatiae Assembll

7. Directiue reloting

President.
I have received from the chairmen of
the political- groups and the non-attached Members
the names of the Members of the European Parliament who will be appointed to the ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly. They are:

President.

Galluzzi, Mr Geurtsen, Mr Glinne, Mrs Goutmann, Mr
Hamilton, Mr F. Hansen, Mr O. Hansen, Mr Herbert, Mr
Holst, Mr Hunault, Mr Inchausp6, Mrs Iotti, Mr Jakobsen,
Mr Johnston, Mr Jozeau-Marign6, Mr Kaspereit, Mr Kava-

Klepsch,

Mr de Koning, Mr Krall,

Mrs

Kruchow, Mr Laban, Mr Lagorce, Mr Lezzi, Mr Liicker,
Mr McDonald, Mr Maigaard, Mr de la Maldne, Mr
Martens, Mr Martinelli, Mr Meintz, Mr H.-!7. Mtiller,
Lord Murray of Gravesend, Mr Nolan, Mr Normanton,
Mr Notenboom, Mr Nyborg, Mr Osbom, Mr Pianta, Mr
Pisoni, Mr Prescott, Mr Price, Mr Pucci, Lord Reay, Mr
Rivierez, Lord St. Oswald, Mr Sandri, Mr Santer, Mr
Schmidt, Mr Schuijt, Mr Schwabe, Mr Schw<irer, Mr
Seefeld, Mr Sp6nale, Mr Spicer, Mr Spinelli, Mrs Squarcialupi, Mr Vandewiele, Mr Vernaschi, Mrs I7alz, Mr
'Wawrzik, Mr !?iirtz, Mr Zagali,
Mt Zeyer.

The number of' appointments corresponds to
number of seats to be filled.
Are there any obiections

the

on behalf of the Committee on the Environment,
proposal from the Commission of the European Commu-

nities to the Council for a directive relating to the qualiry
requirements for waters favourable to shellfish growth.

I

Parliament

that the

constituent

6. Regulation on a tariff quota for certain

eels

Mr Jahn.
(D) Mr Presidertt, we should remove the
- from the
Guerlin report
agenda because it contains a
printing error. If we vote on it as it stands we shall
include a criminal law term in the resolution instead
of one relating to distortion of competition. But if, as
the Commission has just informed me, we can simply
alter this later on, then I withdraw my request and ask
for a vote to be taken on the report. The Commission

is agreed that we should alter the word in question
afterwards.

President.
sion

proposal from the Commission of the European Communities to the Council for a regulation on the opening, allocation and administration of a Community tariff quota
for certain eels falling within subheading ex 03.01 A II of
the Common Customs Tariff
30 June
July 1977
r978).

(l

Does anyone wish to speak

The resolution is adoptedl.

-

Are there any objections to this oral amendment

That is

The

?

agreed.

I put the motion for a resolution, thus amended, to
the vote.
The resolution is

-

8. Regulation

adopted.

of 6. 6.1977.

on tbe granting of a

prernium
President.

conaersion

in tbe wine sector

The next item is a vote without debate

- (Doc. 109177) drawn up by Mr Liogier,
on the report
on behalf of the Committee on Agriculture, on the
proposal from the Commission of the European Communities to the Council for a regulation amending for the
fourth time Regulation (EEC) No. tl63l76 on the

?

granting of a conversion premium

Does anyone wish to speak

I
'

!7hat is the opinion of the Commis-

-

Mr Cheysson, .fuIember of tbe Commission.
Commission can accept that.

I put the motion for a resolution to the vote.

ll3

?

The next item is a vote without debate

- (Doc. 80177) dravtn up by Mr Klepsch,
on the report
on behalf of the Committee on External Economic
Relations, on the

OJ C

call Mr Jahn.

replaced by the words distortion of competition.

meeting of the ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly will
be held in Luxembourg from 8 to 10 June 1977.

President.

The next item is a vote without debate

President.
The words unfair competition in paragraph 2 of- the motion for a resolution should be

?

The appointments are ratified.

I would remind

for

Public Health and Consumer Protection, on the

Bersani, Mr P. Bertrand, Lord Bessborough, Mr Bordu, Mr
Bourdellds, Mr Broeksz, Mr Brugger, Mr Caro, Mrs Cassanmagnago Ceretti, Lord Castle, Mr Cifarelli, Mr Covelli, Mr
De Clercq, Mr Delmotte, Mr Deschamps, Mr Dondelinger, Mrs Dunwoody, Mr Durieux, Mr Ellis, Mr Fellermaier, Mr Fioret, Lady Fisher of Rednal, Mr Fliimig, Miss
Flesch, Mr Fletcher-Cooke, Sir Geoffrey de Freitas, Mr

Mr

requirements

- (Doc. 96177) drawn up by Mr Guerlin,
on the report

Mr Adams, Mr van Aerssen, Mr Aigner, Mr Albers, Mr
Albertini, Mr Amadei, Mr Baas, Mr Berkhouwer, Mr

nagh,

to qualitl

uater faoourable to sbellfisb growth

in the wine sector.

?

put the motion for a resolution to the

The resolution is

adopted.

vote.
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9. Conference on tbe Law of the
President.

Sea

next item is the report (Doc'
- TheMr Bangemann, on behalf of the

82177) drawn up by

Legal Affairs Committee, on the Conference on the
Law of the Sea as it affects the European Community.

I

call Mr Bangemann.

Mr Bangemenn,

rapl)orteur.

Mr
-is submitting
to the
(D)

President,

the Legal Affairs Committee
House a report and motion for a resolution on the
Third Conference on the Law of the Sea, in particular

with a view to the forthcoming session to be held in
New York at the end of May, because it feels that the
European Community, which has indeed participated
in this Conference on the Law of the Sea so far but
perhaps not sufficiently actively, should make clear
which of its interests are involved, and because Parlia-

ment should take the opportunity of submitting its
own proposals on the most important matters for
negotiation which also concern us and our interests.
This report, therefore, does not deal with all the very

for negotiation which have been
far in the various Conferences on the
Law of the Sea. It is confined to the most significant
questions of importance to the Community.

detailed matters
discussed so

it is quite proper that an attempt is being
made at this Conference, which by definition has an
immense task to fulfil and which has set itself a very
ambitious target, to resume the whole chapter of
First of all,

problems concerning the Law of the Sea in one
common legal act. It is perhaps understandable, and
this we should acknowledge, that given the
complexity of the material and the target, no result
has been achieved. On the other hand, this is still
regrettable because there is a great opportuniry of
making a breakthrough in this area for the rule of
international law. There is a certain logic to international law being accepted in this area, because many
of these questions are controversial issues which have
resulted from traffic between the various countries.

cipant ; efforts must be made for the Community to
be a signatory to the agreement which, we hope, will
be approved at the end of the debate.

At all events we

must ensure that Member

States

make every effort to enable the Community as such to

be a contracting party to the future convention. This
is, of course, not merely a legai matter, but one
dependent also on a political decision.

The legal matter concerns, the fact that so far the
United Nations has not recognized communities
which do not have the traditional character of a
nation state. This should not be insuperable from a
legal point of view, especially since the European
Community is in no way comparable with an international organization. It is of course a legal entiry in its
own right, perhaps not in the traditional sense of a
nation state, but neither is it an international otganiza'
tion of the kind we have seen before. The European
Communiry is somewhat superior in its legal status to
the international organizations.
Apart from this legal question, there is also the political question of whether the Member States will
support the Community and ensure that an apPropriate clause is inserted in the text of the Treaties to
allow the European Community as such to sign this
convention.

These preliminary remarks lead to the proposals
proper which are made in this report. I should like to
mention that this report was adopted almost unanimously in the Legal Affairs Committee with only a
few votes against. In the Committee on Energy, a
favourable opinion was adopted unanimously, or so I
am told. Mr Liogier, who forwarded it to me, is unfortunately not able to deliver it himself this morning.
There are two essential proposals here, the first of
which refers to procedure. Of course I am aware, Mr
President, that a Parliament which does not participate in this procedure should only make proposals
concerning procedure in the most extreme case. !7e
did not intend this to be an official proposal, but
rather as a consideration which might be submitteC to

At the Conference our achievement so far is that the
Member States have taken a common position on a
large number of problems. This is due in large
measure to the work done by the Commission. So on
behalf of the Legal Affairs Committee, which has
pointed this out very clearly in its discussions, I
should first like to thank the Commission for its
commitment in representing the European point of

the Conference in the Commission's opinion or in

view.

a proposed amendThe problem. Mr President
- and
once again with parament by Mr McDonald deals
graph 8 of the motion for a resolution in which this

in the opinion of the

Legal Affairs
Committee, the Community as such must make a
greater impact on the Conference ; not only must the
Member States, with the assistance of the CommisHowever,

sion, align their views and take up common positions,
but the Community as such should be more strongly
represented at the Conference and not only as a parti-

the position taken by the Commission or the Member
States. \7e should consider whether the previous
procedure, which is based on a kind

of package deal

covering all problems, and leading finally to a joint
text, should not be slightly altered so that those parts
which have already been accepted can be given a solid
basis

in

law.

not
we reiect the packproposal is submitted
- is that
age-deal procedure as such. Of course, every international conference endeavours to achieve a consensus
by the do ut des procedure, as we might express the
term 'package deal' in Latin. But the question we are
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debating is whether or not in certain individual cases,
the participants in the Conference negotiations could
not simply accept regulations in practice instead of
basing them on a legal foundation which might be
possible. A very obvious example is the 200-mile
economic zone. During the Conference, Mr President,
it has emerged that most participants agree with this
new principle of the Law of the Sea, although it did
not exist previously. But it has not been codified or

legally agreed, and international law has not been
extended by this matter, but instead, each state,
including the European Communiry, has simply set

up this

200-mile zone without any legal

basis

whatsoever.

This means that in the field of the Law of the Sea we
have exactly the same situation as before. Action is

taken; it becomes accepted; a kind of prescriptive
right grows up and the nations get along with each

other instead of concluding an international convention in a very important area where agreement exists
and saying : yes, we all agree that this 200-mile zone
should be set up and we therefore give it a legal basis.

Mr President, the Legal Affairs Committee's reservation is the following : that during the Conference,
which may well last for several years, we may increasingly introduce the agreed results de faoo, but not

must agree on international regulations, so that this
'heritage of mankind' can in fact be made available to
mankind.

will

In this context, an International

Authority

have to be set up. There is no alternative.

The decisive question for the Community, however,
concerns the rules of procedure according to which
this International Authority will work, and here again
we see that these rules of procedure must safeguard
access for all countries, with the provisos which have
already been agreed, and that there must be an opportunity to exploit the sea bed, not only for states, but
also for companies, when the International Authority
grants the appropriate rights. Of course it is important
that decisions taken by the Authority must be taken
according to a fair procedure and that no group can
pressurize another, for, if this possibility existed, then
the International Authority could surely not work
effectively.

What is very important, and also possible in the sense
of an anticipated regulation, is the settlement of
disputes. Mr President, if we are agreed in this important procedural area, why should we not then
conclude a convention which states that we shall
settle disputes according to the following rules, and
then set out details of the procedure for settling
disputes

?

draw the consequences de jure, so that

afterwards,
when we want to turn to this famous package deal and

the Final Act, there will be nothing left to codify. And
so this consideration was included in paragraph 8 of
the motion for a resolution. It is very vague in its
wording and of course it is not a binding instruction
which of course we could not give, but it does express
this point of view and I should like to ask Mr McDo-

nald, with whom we have naturally discussed this
matter in the Legal Affairs Committee, to bear in does
once more that the proposal does not aim at altering
the principle of the give-and-take procedure, but says
that in those fields where a consensus has been
attained, this consensus should be codified in order to
give more power to international law.

a few proposals are made concerning the
matters which are to be discussed here and which
must be settled. For example : the question of the
form of this 200-mile zone, what we must do in the
context of the Conference in order to settle interrelated questions, the very important question of the
exploitation of the international sea bed. A few proposals have been made here which are in the interests of
the Community, at least in the opinion of the Legal
Affairs Committee, for, as regards the international sea
bed, we shall not be able to avoid recognizing the

Then

basic principle, even if we so wished, that these
resources of the international sea bed are a 'common
heritage of mankind' when they lie outside the zones
which are set aside for the exclusive exploitation by
one or other of the coastal states ; if this is so, then we

The question of the freedom of navigation is of course
of especial importance for the Community. It is stated
here once again that despite all the zones which are
being set up and despite all the measures required to
conserve fish stocks or to reduce pollution or to

exploit the resources of the sea bed, despite all these
important economic purposes, the basic principle of
freedom of navigation must not be infringed, because
otherwise this would be a step backwards compared
with the present legal situation.
Finally, reference is made to the fact that above all, as
regards the pollution of the sea and the utilization of
the results of scientific research, we feel that two
important aspects can be regulated which are of great

importance

for the future of mankind. As

regards

pollution, we only need to refer to recent events. If we

do not succeed in putting a stop to pollution then

these future prospects, these horrific prospects painted

by some futurologists, could

become realiry: the

whole balance of nature could be upset in such a way
that human life could no longer exist. This emphasizes the importance of the seas at present and, if we

make further progress

in

scientific research

and

- we
then
legal bases need to be set up for this too
must say that the seas are the most important preconditions not only for the environment but also for
mankind's nutrition, his future well-being. Of course
human beings live almost exclusively on land and we
cannot imagine that biological changes will occur so
rapidly that we could return to the sea, but in future
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we shall have to exploit more fully the resources of
the sea if we wish to continue living on the land.

In other words, Mr President, we do not live in the sea
but we are living increasingly from the sea, and we
must bear this in mind when we are considering this
resolution. This is a report which of course will be
adopted on the eve of the resumption of the Conference, and by adopting this report Parliament will
make a contribution which could strengthen the
Community's position at this Conference, a position
which above all supports the Commission's position,
so that we can assume that solutions will be found in
all these important questions and that the Community will prove in an international conference that it is
a reality. I believe that this on its own would justify
the acceptance of this report.

I call Mr Prescott to speak on behalf of
President.
the Socialist- Group.

Mr

Prescott.

Mr President, the Socialist

Group

would generally- endorse the philosophy embodied in
Mr Bangemann's report, on which we congratulate
him. There is a number of points that we would wish
to bring to the attention of the House. There is a
point we would like to amend. IUTe hope Mr Bangemann will consider it as a matter in which there
seems to be a certain contradiction, as I hope to point
out.

At the same time we must recognize the very broad
and important political principles involved in this
document. It is absolutely essential that we are agreed
on the general principle among all parties here on
matters concerning the Law of the Sea. Perhaps I
could best put that by bringing to the House's attention what my group has said in a report that we
produced as a policy document, after a delegation,
which I was on, from the Socialist Group, visited New
York during the last negotiations on the Law of the
Sea conference. Having talked to the various delegations involved, and indeed the EEC Commission delegation, I would like to put on record that I admired
the ability of the delegation and the competence of
the Commission's delegation in New York. I thought
they well understood the issues, but were operating
under considerable difficulties.
Certainly nation states in many ways have very fundamental differences amongst themselves as to how
these principles are to be interpreted, either in the
short term or the long. To give one example : Mr
Bangemann's own country has a difference of view as
to how the shipping should be shared out between the
Third Vorld and the Western world. I happen to
agree with the view taken by the German Sovernment
rather than my own on that issue, but I am bound to
say that it does not necessarily mean that all the
nations will agree on a common positron in regard to
these principles. But there certainly are matters on

which there is agreement and, indeed, where the
Community can advance a broad position within the
negotiations, taking more into account the global
problems of nations, whether it is the Group of 77,
identified as the poorer nations of the world, or the
\flestern countries, split between those that take a
more radical view, such as that articulated by Mr
Eversen of Norway, and those who take a more conser-

vative view, particularly as articulated by my own
country
one that I personally do not totally agree

-

with.

I would like to put on record a statement of the principle that we think governs this. Indeed this is embodied

in Mr Bangemann's

report,

in

paragraph

12,

which clearly endorses the principle that the international sea-bed and its resources should be regarded as
the 'common heritage of mankind'. Now that's one of
those declarative statements to which everybody can

: yes, we agree. It's when we begin to divide

say

the

it is substantial

boory and money we're
that the differences come about. But
talking- about
I would like to- put on record in this House the basic
principle that governs my group in the matter of the
it is not very long, but I
Law of the Sea. I quote
wish to make clear to the- House our basic, principled
approach to these matters :
booty

and

The era of uncontrolled exploitation of the sea is ending,
the mere maintenance of the freedom of the seas, of laissez-faire in the oceans, can no longer be the aim of any
developed country, let alone one guided by socialist principles. The efficient use of scarce resources and the recognition by socialists of the need for the redistribution of
the newly created wealth to help the Third'{florld equally
demand that we should support a new system of interna-

tional control.

That is, we wish to see implemented the principle,

as

Mr Bangemann has indicated in his report, that no
longer will the wealth of the seas be exploited so that
the strongest and the quickest in developing the technology get the best advantage. That can only mean

that the rich nations will get richer and the poor
nations will get poorer. On that argument, we cannot
win in the end in a world which is becoming increasingly interdependent. Therefore, we are motivated in
our approach to these matters by that basic principle
endorsed in the Socialist Group's policy on the Law of
the

Sea.

I therefore, Mr President, would iust like to make one
or two quick comments about three or four points in
the document, with regard to the common position.
Perhaps I have been particularly slow this morning,
having been told by the interpreters that

I

am far too

fast in attempting to present my points. I shall
attempt to correct that in order to make things somewhat easier for the interpreters, especially on a Friday
morning.

The EEC clause is the clause whereby we agree, as a
group of nations to act as one in negotiations. As Mr
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Bangemann has pointed out,

it is quite clear that the
in regard to the

EEC has competency, particularly

negotiations with third countries. In that area the
competency is clear. But in other areas, clearly it is
not. In fishing it is highly disputed what the course of
action should be, but on the essential principle of 200
miles at least, we are clearly agreed. As I understand it,
there is no difference between the nations of the
Communiry in agreeing that an EEC clause should be
added to the document when it is finally agreed. As I
understand it, while there are divisions on certain
matters of principle, in regard to our being a signatory
to the final document there is no dispute. No doubt
the Commission will inform us one way or the other.
But there is one very important point that one has to
take into account. !/hilst there may be recognized
areas of competency on which nations can agree, you
must recognize that the international convention on

the continental shelf gives the legal right ro the
coastal states to exploit mineral wealth. And that is
the legislation that applies internationally, and the
Rome Treaty does not override the recognition of the
coastal state's right, as embodied in the continental
shelf act, in regard to the exploitation of mineral
wealth. I think in that area there is general agreement.

which we have declared to be the common wealth and
heritage of mankind. I therefore do not think this is a
practical proposal to make, neither is it new because it
was put forward by various countries at the breakdown
of the last negotiations on the Law of the Sea

although

I don't like using the word breakdown,

because it is a continuing process of negotiations that
we have embarked upon. But in that situation the
attempt was made to achieve that, and I believe that,

owing to the very comprehensive nature of the principles involved, it is not possible to seek to do so. This,
therefore, is somewhat a detraction from the report
itself.

The main issue here, which is not mentioned in the
resolution, is the problem of mining rights. !7e
believe as a group that frankly there nrust be agree-

ment about the International Authoriry. That
to distribute those

authority should have the right

resources and act as an international body, rather than

the proposal produced by the Americans, that you allocate one area for the Third !7orld, one area for the

!7est. It may look fair on paper, but the fact is the
!7est has technology, the !(est has the multinationals,
it has the resources; the Third !7orld does not have

to give it equal chances in different
competing areas is not to give any advantage except
an advantage to the rich world to exploit to its level.
them. And

Although there are important principles on which
differences of opinion are clear, a generality of ideas

is certainly developing within the
Community. I might add that one of the things that
impressed me in New York was that most countries
sent delegations to talk with their own delegations
and opinions

about the progress

of

negotiations, the bargaining
shall come to in a minute in
connection with Mr Bangemann's proposal about
whether we should sign separate conventions
almost in pieces
until we get the final agreement.- I
think this House- may well do itself a service if the
committee would consider sending a delegation to
discuss with the EEC Commission negotiators and
various Community negotiators this process of negotiation on the Law of the Sea.
factors. This is a point

I

The last two points Mr President. On paragraph 8 I
am predisposed to listen to what Mr Bangemann has
to say, but I would ask him to reconsider taking out
paragraph 8. In paragraph I I of his report, he argues
that they would give the right to extend beyond the
200-mile zone. Again I think we must make clear that
that encroaches on the wealth of the continental shelf
that really should be distributed in some form to the
Third !7orld. Here is a chance for us, particularly here
in Europe, and particularly for Britain, to give up
some of the new wealth that we have within our reach
to the Third lTorld. \7e are not being asked to share
what we have produced with competing areas. It is a
new source of wealth that could be given to a very

impoverished
The second point concerns procedure
separate- the
convention argument as advanced by Mr
Bangemann.
Mr McDonald has taken this up in his amendment
which I tend to bupport, and which, I am bound to
say, embodies the essential principle that it is not
possible to achieve separate conventions, certainly at
this tage. This is why the United Nations could not
agree on the 200 miles, although there was general
agreement from all concerned to advance the 200mile principle. The process of negotiations was such
thar in the main the Third Iflorld countries were
say:rlg : we will not agree on a matter like that, which
is to your advantage, until you are more precise about
what your position is on the International Authority.
The International Authority, as we know, is the body
through which we hope to redistribute the wealth that
is to be found in these areas outside the 200 miles,

third part of the world. To

extend

beyond the 200 miles only means that there would be

more wealth again for the richer community. Mr
Bangemann does say that these conditions could be
considered and therefore I have no strong objections
to that.

My final point Mr President, is Amendment No 2,
which concerns paragraph 18. The point made here,
which we fully agree with, is that however you may
extend the areas of 200 miles, whether it be an
economic zone, a territorial right
all those matters
we are considering in the Law of-the Sea conference
should nevertheless be a guarantee of the
-rightthere
of innocent passage. Mr Bangemann is correct to
emphasize that, and it is a crucial point that we
should observe. But it is the last part of it to which we
address our amendment.
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To make clear that there should be a right of
access, freedom

free

of

navigation over these areas is
correct. But to go on to argue that there should also
be an equal freedom to lay underwater cables and
pipelines
I read it from the English text, and
- as
this may not
be the complete intention of Mr Bangemann
is another matter. That would mean that
once

it-had been

decided that certain areas had rights

rights, if you like,
- ortheCommunity
but I prefer to keep
argument to coastal state in
regard to mineral wealth, because that is the basis of
the international obligation and right at the preient
time
one country could say: we exploit in that area
up to-200 miles and another country : I have the right
to come along and to begin to lay underwater cables
and pipelines. That would seem to me on the surface
at least to be a contradiction. To give someone else
freedom to begin to drill, to dig, to exploit the seabed
as a coastal state

itself, which is what this means, would be a contradiction. And therefore I think that we should take that
point out. If you are to give the right for controlling

pollution to the coastal states in this case, or indeed
the Community, it still would require that the control
should be with one body. There should not be
complete freedom for these activities, which, as we
have pointed out

in the amendment, may well lead to

pollution. That undermines the essential authority
invested in one state or in one community to protect
itself from the problems of pollution and, indeed,
from problems caused by others being free to exploit
the mineral wealth.

And so, Mr President, we do generally endorse the
report. \U7e think it is important that the House
should endorse the report. These very important negotiations that are going on are absolutely crucial
as
much so as the North-South dialogue that we-hear
about so much here. 'S7e congratulate Mr Bangemann
on producing this report and hope that he may take
into account the points we have made.

I

President.

call Mr McDonald to speak on behalf

of the Christian-Democratic
Group.
Mr McDonald.

Mr President, it gives me much
pleasure to compliment
Mr Bangemann on the
amount of work he has put into compiling this very
comprehensive report, on a most difficult subject. The
truth of that statement, I think, is borne out by the
fact that there are so very few amendments to the
Bangemann report, and therefore I think that the few
amendments that have been tabled must be treated
with the greatest of respect.

subsoil thereof, beyond the limits of national jurisdiction, a precise definition of the area, and a broad
range of related issues, including those concerning the
regimes of the high seas, the continental shelf, the
territorial sea (including the question of its breadth

and the question of international straits) and contiguous zones, fishing and conservation of the living
resources of the high seas (including the question of
preferential rights of coastal states), the preservation of
the marine environment, (including, inter-alia, the
prevention of pollution) and scientific research.

Now at this Conference, which the Commission has
so far attended as an observer, the basis for discussion
is a Single Negotiating Text, drawn up during the
third session held in Geneva lrom 17 March to 9 May
1975. The Single Text consists of four sections: the

first section, prepared by the Chairman of the First
Committee, deals with a regime for the seabed beyond
the limits of national iurisdiction ; the second section,
presented by the Chairman of the Second Committee,
deals with territorial seas, straits used for international
navigation, the economic zone, the continental shelf,
and these
the high seas, land-locked countries and
are very important, I think there are at- least 28 of
archipelagoes and the regime for islands
them
- the and semi-enclosed
and enclosed
seas. The third
section, presented by the Chairman of the Third
Committee, deals with the protection and preservation
of the marine environment, marine scientific research
and the development and transfer of technologies ; the

fourth section, presented by the

Conference

Chairman, deals with the settlement of disputes in
regard to the interpretation and the implementation
of the future convention.

In the entire area of this Conference, you will see that
there are many difficult and diverse problems and the
suggestion in paragraph 8, that they should be dealt
each in their separate ways, would mean that it will, in
my opinion, be more difficult to reach a final artd
satisfactory conclusion, and I have tabled an amendment to delete paragraph 8.

At the fifth session of the Conference held in New
York from 2 August to 17 September last, the Single
Negotiating Text was redrafted, on the basis of the
positions adopted by the various delegations, as a
Revised Single Negotiating Text.

December 1970. The aim

Now the Conference has many complex problems to
deal with, problems which at first sight appear to be
mutually incompatible. For this reason, it is perhaps
unfair to criticize the Conference for its relative lack
of progress. Vith problems as seen by the economically powerful states, problems of nations with weak
and under-developed economies, problems, as I said,
of the 28 land-locked countries, progress must be

establish

slow,

The Conference on the Law of the Sea was convened
by the United Nations General Assembly on 17

of the Conference was to
equitable international regime
including an international machinery
for the area
- floor,
and resources of the seabed and the ocean
the

an

if

the weaker and poorer countries and the

emerging nations are to get a fair deal. This point has
already been referred to by the previous speaker, Mr
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I

concur entirely with his views. To

make real progress, it must be slow and deliberate and
a real consensus must emerge.

The conservation of marine resources forms an important subject of discussion in the Conference. Rapid

advancements in science and technology have
changed the whole pattern of fishing, to the point
where entire species of fish are in danger, and for this

reason it is vitally important that the Conference
should reach acceptable and workable agreements on
marine conservation measures. Because of the importance of fish conservation for the whole Community,
the Irish Government, for example, have felt
compelled to take an initiative in conservation by
unilaterally declaring a conservation zone in which

large trawlers
including, I might add, Irish trawlers
cannot operate.
This question has been referred to
-the Court, therefore I cannot comment as freely as I
would like at this time, but I would simply appeal to
the Member States to abandon their policy of eradication through reckless and systematic over-fishing, and
not to aggravate the situation by ignoring the Irish

exclusive zone pending the decision of the Court. In
this regard I should like to ask the House to support
the amendment tabled on behalf of my group by Mr

for a new paragraph 6a
which 'calls on the Council and Commission to make
renewed efforts to work out common rules for fishing
zones in the Community'.
Miiller-Hermann, asking

Mr President, science and technology have now made
it possible and economically feasible to win minerals,
oil and gas from the sea bed. This potential for gain
has raised the problem of ownership or territorial
rights with regard to sea areas, pollution control and
surveillance and indeed new opportunities and, of
course, problems for the coastal states. Mr Bangemann

has dealt

with many of these problems very fully in

his report and my group support this report and I
entirely support his views, except for paragraph 8 of
the motion for a resolution, because I believe that if in
the sixth session the four sections are considered in
isolation, some problems will inevitably be lost sight
of and the conclusion will not form a logical and
coherent whole.

The problems awaiting agreed solutions are divided
between the areas where consensus can be reached
quickly and those thorny problems where progress is
slow and which will prove indeed more difficult to

The Conference, to my mind, will become a
contest between those countries who are expected to
give and those countries who want greater benefits
and yet have little to offer in return. Therefore, Sir, it
is my considered opinion that progress can only be
realized if negotiated on the basis of the Single Negotiating Text drawn up during the third session held in
solve.

Geneva.

crucial that all the problems related to the Law of the
Sea should not be finally considered in isolation, but
should be treated as proposed in 1975 and solved in a
spirit of international goodwill and cooperation and a
spirit of compromise in which national self-interest is
submerged for the good of all people, their children
and for future generations.

President.
I call Mr Hughes to introduce the
- Committee
opinion of the
on Agriculture.

Mr Hughes.
The Committee on Agriculture recognizes very clearly
the enormous amount of useful
work done by Mr Bangemann and the great value of
this report. On the central problem of whether one
goes for a regional set of bilateral agreements or waits
for the International Law of the Sea Conference to

come up with a solution, I am afraid the Committee
on Agriculture can be described either as rather more
realistic or slightly more cynical. They see little possibility of concrete results coming out of the Law of the
Sea Conference in the short term and every indication
that individual nations are creating new laws of the
sea day by day and that to mouth pious hopes that an
international solution will be found, while you know
that every day a series of national solutions is being
imposed, is to live in a rather curious world.

In the next item on this morning's

the

Of course, if

as the Committee on Agriculture in
the end do - we support Mr Bangemann's paragraph
- that there are very considerable diffi8, we accept
culties associated with it
the difficulties in
- procedure
obtaining the agreement to the
by states
whose interests lie in the more contentious issues.
Clearly, if you try to settle this bit first, as is proposed
in paragraph 8, a number of states will find them-

selves frozen out and they will not want to be so
treated. Secondly, there is a danger of a breakdown in
the coherence of the provisions of the text if you
adopt them separately
a problem which has already

Conference
in previous sessions.
Clearly, any such lack of coherence would give rise in
the future to international disputes. Nonetheless,
emerged

In conclusion, might I say that progress is continuing
under the four sections of the text and I feel that it rs

agenda

agreement between the Community and the -United
States
one finds that the United States has, by an
act of -internal legislation, materially affected the Law
of the Sea in the area within 200 miles or slightly
more of its Atlantic seaboard and that the Community, when they came to discuss maritime and marine
matters, found that their hands were tied by unilaterally, perfectly legally performed acts of the United
States Congress. Although one might hope for a
gentlemen's agreement via consensus, there is also the
fear that the search for consensus leads to a sacrifice
of precision in the end product. You can end up with
the lowest common denominator, woolly aSreements
without any precision associated with them.

at the
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having accepted these difficulties the Committee on
Agriculture is of opinion that it should support paragraph 8 of the Bangemann report.

In order not to delay the House further I would
simply also refer to paragraph 17 and the need to
settle on a convention allowing for arbitration proceedings. This appears to be a crucial element in the
Bangemann report and the need for an early settlement on arbitration proceedings is one of the most
crucial requirements in any discussion on the Law of

the

Sea.

The dangers of not having adequate procedures are
growing. Our fear in the Committee on Agriculture is
that the Conference next month in New York may
well fail to produce any real movement at all. I would
therefore like to ask the Commissioner to say, when
he comes to reply, what contingent plans the Commission have in the event of the failure of the Conference
on the Law of the Sea to achieve anything real in the

of improvement in the next session, because I
think the whole House accepts the need for the
Community clause to be included in the negotiating
text. I would like to know where the Community
likely
as we fear
envisages going itself, in the
possibility of the Conference -on the Law of the Sea

way

going nowhere.
President.

Mr

-

I

call Mr Fletcher-Cooke.

Fletcher-Cooke.

It is a great credit to Mr

- seems
Bangemann that everybody

to

agree

with

all

this long report and long motion, except for one, I

consider, rather small matter. I support the inclusion
of paragaraph 8, which is not asking for very much.
All that Mr Bangemann asks is that this House 'suggests that consideration should be given to the Conference adopting a new approach to its work, which
could consist in drawing up and concluding separate
conventions on subjects on which general consensus
can be reached'.'suggests that consideration be given'
that is not asking very much. Are we not to be
-allowed
even to do that ? It seems to me that it is a

most sensible, if rather tentative, manner of

event, turn out like that. But why not try and
Why not attempt the other approach, which is

in the
see ?

all that paragraph 8

Mr

Prescott.

Mr

Fletcher-Cooke.

small countries, the land-locked countries, those with
little to give and much to get, will not permit this
method, because then they would be throwing away at
an early stage somc of their bargaining power. That, I
think, is thc way it rs put. And it may be right. It may,

-

!fle

..

.

have tried it

!

Try it again, try it

again

!

The conferences go on-year after year. Meanwhile, as
Mr Hughes has said, unilateral action is taken by one
country or another, usually by powerful countries, like
the United States. Various procedures for such vital
topics for the wealth of the world as ocean rrrining are

now being adopted on a national, rather than an international basis, and you cannot altogether blame them,
because these are mineral resources that need to be
exploited, if the world is to live and to grow. !fle must
get on, and if we cannot get on globally, let us at least
try piecemeal. And I think that Mr Bangemann
deserves the support of the House on this paragraph,
as on all his othei paragraphs, because I personally
reject the philosophy which I regard as one of desPair,
namely, that because you cannot agree about every-

thing, you should not even try

to

agree about

anythinS.

Mr Jakobsen.- (DK) Mr President, my modest and
humble nature makes it difficult for me to ioin in this
debate. It is a pure formality that my committee has
done me the honour of appointing me draftsman of
an opinion in connection with Mr Bangemann's
report. So far my committee has not had time to
discuss it and this is therefore a purely personal statement, supported by conversations I have had with
experts on the committee's staff. It is true we would
have to make a great effort in order to find something
to object to. It only remains for me to express my own
personal very high respect for the great work which
Mr Bangemann has performed in this report and my
very great respect for the valuable speeches which
have been made here today. My contribution is only
to carry out here the formality that my committee
should give its opinion and we wish the affair the best
and most speedy progress possible.

President.

proceeding.

This great Conference was set up seven years ago.
Nobody thinks the next seven years will find a conclusion to all the problems that it embraces. Some
subjects have barely yet been touched upon at all.
Vould it not be sensible to try, at any rate, to see if
one could proceed subiect by subiect, and try to get
some agreement on some of them ? I understand from
Mr Prescott, and from Mr McDonald, that that
method of approach is unlikely to succeed, that the

suggests ?

Mr Cheysson.
- I call

Mr Cheysson, hlentber o.f the Contnr.ulon. (F) Mr
I should like first to refer to an amendment
tabled by one of the political groups which is not
directly related to the sub.iect we are discussing. I refer
President,

to amendment number 2, which the commission fully
supPorts.

I now turn to the specifrc subiect of today's debate.
The Commission notes that four committees have
taken an interest in thrs subject and expressed opinions. This clearly demonstrates the European Parliament's continuing interest in the matter. I also note
that Mr Bangemann seems very much at home in this
in many others ; I admire his ability for hard
work and his sound judgement, and I wish to make
area, as
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clear that we agree with most of his conclusions, espe-

cially his view that this is one of the most important
series of negotiations taking place at international
level at the present time, since it will have an effect
on the whole future of the human race. Not that I
expect to see the human race reverting to the initial
stage in its evolution and turning back into fishes, but
if human beingp are to continue to survive in their
present state, then the exploitation of the sea is going

to be of fundamental importance.
These are ambitious negotiations
many speakers
- ascover
have pointed out
because they
all
- its resources. There isalmost
aspects of the sea and
first the

setting up of the fwo hundred-mile economic zone.
The extension of national authority to 200 nautical
miles has already been adopted in principle by the
majority of the coastel states. But the principle has

still to be codified and regulating provisions adopted.
It will also be necessary to arrange for non-coastal
states to get a fair share of marine resources and to
have access to the high seas.'!7e also have to deal
with a number of related problems associated with the
extension of national authority to 200 miles ; these
have been carefully detailed in Mr Bangemann's
report and in the resolution; they include freedom of
navigation
and all speakers have agreed that we
must take -a very firm position on this
which
should also apply in the territorial l2-mile -zone, and
the freedom to lay underwater cables and pipelines, as
laid down in paragraph 18 of the Motion fora Resolution. I am bound to say that I was rather surprised by
what Mr Prescott had to say about this. In the Revised
Single Negotiating Text, which was drawn up with
considerable difficulty during the conference on the
law of the Sea, Article 45 states that the freedom of
navigation and over-flight and freedom to lay underwater cables and pipelines must be recognized in the
exclusive economic zone. That is paragraph l.
Paragraph 3 covers precisely the situation to which Mr

Prescott referred:

In

exercising their righs and perlorming their duties
under the present Convention in the exclusive economic
zone States should have due regard to the rights and
duties of the coastal state and try to comply with the laws
and regulations enacted by the coastal states.

In other words, the freedom to lay underwater cables
and pipelines is asserted, but this freedom is subiect to
the conditions laid down by the coastal state within
the 200-mile economic zone.

This, provision, Mr President, is one which it would
seem the Commission ought to uphold on the basis of
the Revised Single Negotiating Text itself. It would
therefore cause the Commission some anxiety if the
reference to this were removed from paragraph l g of
-be
the Motion for a Resolution, since that could
interpreted by some of our partners as the withdrawal of

our requirements in this connection. The Commission would therefore be grateful to the Assembly if it
would reject the amendment tabled on this matter.
Other matters must be dealt with, both within the
200-mile zone and beyond it. These include pollution
problems which several Members have referred to, and
the right to conduct marine scientific research. The
conditions for carrying out this activity and benefiting
from the proceeds must be specified.

But there is an even more ambitious theme to this

conference. For the first time in the history of mankind an attempt is to be made to achieve internationally organized exploitation of our common heritage
the seabed in international waters beyond the 200-mile
limit, with the sole exception of the natural
extension of the continental shelf in regions where
agreement has already been reached on drilling opera-

tions.

An

International Authority

with

extensive

powers is to be made responsible for the exploitation
of this common heritage. This already seems to have
been accepted in principle by all the countries of the
world. To have a world executive authority supervising
activity in an extremely important area of the globe
will mean considerably greater progress than has ever
been made before.

The interests of developing countries must be safeguarded by this International Authority and, as some
speakers have pointed out, some of the benefits of the
activities concerned should go to these countries. This
would mean that for the first time certain resources
could be recognized as the developing countries'own
resources. That would be an important step forward.

of fundamental
to the Community, which is more

These vorldwide negotiaqions are

importance

dependent than any other industrialized region for its
supplies of mineral resources and has a great deal at
stake

in all

aspects

of this Convention.

!fle must have no illusions about the difficulty of the
negotiating process. There are three fundamental
objectives. First, not only must we draw up a convention, we must also agree on worldwide arrangements
for settling disputes, as paragraph l5 of the Molion for
a Resolution rightly points out. Secondly, there can be
no doubt that the countries represented in New york

have fundamentally different interests. There

are

coastal and non-coastal states, there are industrialized
and developing countries, there are weak and strong

countries, there are fishing countries and countriei

which have no fishing interests. Given all these
different interests, it could be tempting of separate

areas, each of which would lead to a distinct conclusion. Mr Prescott correctly noted that it would be

unlikely that the weaker countries, the ones that have a
lot to receive and little to give, could accept that. But,

Mr President, I wonder if it would be in the Community's interest to preceed with such a division, even
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supposing it were possible to do so. Because there are
areas where we are asking for a great deal. Freedom of
navigation is one of those. It would be an extremely
serious matter if, for example, agreement was reached

on matters of concern to countries controlling strategic'sea passages, if no agreement could subsequently
be reached on freedom of navigation. It would be
equally serious considering our own shortage of
mineral resources if certain interests were to gain
control of the most favourable areas of the seabed
before general agreement had been reached on this
question, which is probably the most difficult one of
all.

Mr President, although the rapporteur has displayed a
great deal of skill in drafting the text, I have to say
that the Commission has some reservatio+s about paragraph 8. !7e feel that it would be difficult to conclude
separate conventions, and we doubt whether it would
be in the Community's interest to do so. I am therefore bound to say that I disagree with the rapporteur
and with Mr Fletcher-Cooke, who also spoke on this
matter, and that the Commission would welcome the
adoption

of

amendment

No l,

tabled

by Mr

Mc-

Donald.

Mr President, both the report and the Members who
have spoken refer several times to the need for the
Communiry to adopt a common position. This is
emphsized in paragraphs 3 and 4 of the Motion for a
Resolution and has been taken up by several
Members. It has to be admitted that things started out
very badly. At the beginning of the Conference, the
Nine behaved very irregularly with hardly a thought
to mutual interests. But things have subsequently
improved and with regard to overall guidelines, the
Commission can now state that there is a common
Communiry position. One difficulty just referred to by
Mr Prescott is not covered by the Conference, since
the problems of maritime freight sharing come under
a different series of negotiations those on the Code of

Conduct of Liner Conferences.

It is nevertheless

the

April, after consulting Parliament, the
Commission forwarded a communication with a view

case that on 20

to drawing up guidelines for the forthcoming meeting
of the sixth session, and I am glad to be able to
inform Parliament that COREPER has accepted a
modest but satisfactory text which will be submitted
to the various governments in the next few days. I
would point out that it makes provision for participation by the Community as a single negotiating partner
in the forthcoming convention. Our mandate therefore includes that requirement.

less reason to expect them when we bear in mind
that, on the express wish of the industrialized coun-

tries, this Conference, unlike many other United
Nations conferences, sets out to achieve a concensus.
There will be no voting at the Conference on the Law
of the Sea, nor do the industrialized countries want

there

to be voting.

'We want

all

countries

to be

committed. To get concensus among 140 or 150 countries is an extremely delicate operation, but we feel it
is necessary. Mr Hughes wondered what we would do
if we failed. I am unwilling to contemplate failure,
because this is an ambitious project which deserves to
succeed, and there will be no other way of solving the
problems raised in the Conference on the Law of the
Sea if we do fail. Of course, in areas like fishing we
can set up exclusive zones and negotiate on mutual
rights, and we have in fact begun to do so. !7here

petroleum and pollution are concerned, we

have

already concluded several conventions which although
hardly satisfactory, are at least a point of departure.
But how can we handle problems affecting the waters

outside the 200-mile limit, whether it be pollution
control or recovery of marine resources ? How can we
handle the desire of Third !florld countries to share in
the exploitation of this common heritage ? How can
we cope with the requirements of the non-coastal
states without a world-wide impact, and that is why
we must succeed. I will not try to answer questions
about those areas which can only be dealt with on a
world scale. !fle must count on this conference being
a success. It will be hard going but when this Parliament is willing to devote a long debate to this subiect,
as it has done this morning with an outstanding
report and the opinions of three committees, its
support is extremely valuable. I thank the Assembly
for its assistance, and hope that the text before it will
now be adopted.
President.

-

I

call Mr Bangemann.

Mr Bangemann, rapporteur.
(4 M^y I make one
comment on the proposed amendments.
Mr Cheysson
has already mentioned
and this may impress and
- his Group that freedom
influence Mr Prescott and
to lay underwater cables and pipelines-within the 200mile economic zone of course is subject to compliance with all provisions issued by the country which
undertakes economic activities in this zone and of
perhaps we should add this to make it clear
course
the -rights belonging to the l2-mile territorial zone
-are not infringed, that is, this freedom is subject to
compliance with all the provisions in force in this
zone.

We must have no illusions about the fact that negotiations will be prolonged. The Conference began four
years ago, in May 1973 and has now reached its sixth
session which began on 23 May and is expected to last
for nearly two months. This is too important a subject
for us to expect rapid conclusions. !fle have all the

And a last word on the question as to whether a new
paragraph 5 (a) can be added. Yes, it can be done.
There will be no problem there.
And a final word on the question as to whether paragraph 8 should be deleted. Of course, I fully respect
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what the Commission has said on this point and am
also aware that Mr McDonald is correct in his various
arguments. However, I should like to refer to what has
been said by its supporters in the debate.

Mr President, we are not dealing here with a binding
proposal which would make a certain procedure
compulsory for the Community's delegation or any
other delegation; this is, if you like, a political consideration and to confirm this political consideration at
this juncture by a decision of this Parliament may
prove to be very useful as the Conference continues.

This is the sense of this proposal and I would ask you
to reject the proposed amendment to paragraph 8.
This I am doing on behalf of the Legal Affairs
Committee. As Mr McDonald knows we have just
held a very exhaustive debate in the Legal Affairs
Committee on this point ; the present wording corresponds to this debate and was accepted by the Legal
I must ask you therefore to reiect
this proposed amendment to paragraph 8.

Affairs Committee.

President.

a resolution.-

I

\07e

shall now consider the motion for

put the preamble and paragraphs

I

to 5 to the vote.

I

to 5 are adopted.
have amendment No 2, by Mr

The preamble and paragraphs

After paragraph 5, I
Miiller-Hermann, on behalf of the ChristianDemocratic Group, calling for the insertion of a new
paragraph

will

have agreed very easily on

the minor matters, about which there is no contention, while on the important problems before this
Conference
shelf, the minerals
- the continental
under the sea-bed
there is deadlock and there will
- Community countries, having
be deadlock. The
worked out the pros and cons of the problems in the
four separate committees, should give a lead by going
into the Conference, at the next session starting this
month, in a spirit of cooperation, of give-and-take, in
order to ensure that, having looked for a solution for
seven years and achieved slow but definite progress,
every government will be able to return home and
say : 'Nfle achieved this and that,'. They can leave it to
their own opposition people to indicate the areas
where they had to give way. This is the way it
happens, at least as far as democracies are concerned.
If paragraph 8 remains as it is and I thank the

rapporteur of the Political Affairs Committee
for weakening paragraph 8 as against the original text
- there
may be a prolonged wrangle on whether or not
they
should open up new discussions, and we shall have
seven more years of fruitless argument. I would appeal
to the House, therefore, to take out paragraph 8, so
that we can have a true international convention

signed in a spirit of international cooperation and
goodwill where every government, whether of a landlocked country or of a country with extensive contin-

ental shelves,
progress

to its

will be able to go back and report
electorate.

:

5a Calls

on the Council and Commission to

make

renewed efforts to work out common rules for fishing
zones ln the Community.

I put amendment No 2 to the vote.
Amendment No 2 is adopted.
I put paragraph 7 to the vote.
Paragraph 7 is adopted.
On paragraph 8, I have amendment No l, by Mr
McDonald calling for this paragraph to be deleted.

I

because the convention

call Mr. McDonald.

Mr McDonald.
Mr President, may I again outline,
very briefly, the-reasons for my desire to have this
paragraph deleted ? It has been very clearly stated
during the course of this interesting debate this
morning that there will be many divergent views at
the Law of the Sea Conference. It boils down to this
that there are some states with considerable claim
-to territorial waters, other states with less territorial
seabed, and some states which are completely landlocked. As well, you have the powerful, industrially
developed countries with plenty of muscle, you have
the small countries with weaker economies and you
have the emerging nations. And it is my opinion that,
if you have four conventions based on the four
subcommittees which have been working for some
to give, but

will find

some countries with a lot
absolutely nothing to receive in return,

years already, you

President.

-

!7hat is Mr Bangemann's view

?

Mr Bangemann, raPporteur. (4 Mr President !
- were true, then we
Mr McDonald, if what you say
would not have been allowed to set up 200-mile
economic zones. It is of course true that there are
countries with different interests. But the European
Community has interests too, and these are at a disadvantage compared with the interests of other countries, but that is only to be expected. The land-locked
countries have gone home and said : we still have no
common result; we do have a Revised Single Negoti-

ating Text, but nothing beyond that. But

in

the

interim, coastal states have set up a 200-mile zone. In
other words, we are faced with just what you don't
want them to do. And so it is quite reasonable to
consider concluding unilateral conventions in those
cases where no consensus can be reached.

Let me give you another example : what prevents us
from concluding a convention on the settlement of
disputes ? That is surely

in everyone's interest. Such

a

procedural provision is quite independent of whether
a country is a land-locked state or not, whether it is
rich or under-developed. !7hy should we not do this ?

I can't see why not. At the Conference, why should
we not consider saying : now, let's just consider, let's
draw up a summary, what has happened in the past
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seven years ? !7hat have we achieved ? And then we
realise : we haven't achieved anything because we tried

achieve everything. Instead of international law
being strenthened, a few countries are acting on their

to

own and bringing about completely new situations'
That's the problem And so I cannot agree with the
Commission's point of view however much I aPPreciate the Commission's work. Mr President, let me say

it once again, this is not a matter of life or death but a
political argument which we ought to introduce into
these negotiations. That is my feeling.
put amendment No I to the vote.
Amendment No I is reiected.
I put paragraph 8 to 17 to the vote.
Paragraphs 8 to 17 are adopted.
On paragraph 18, I have amendment No 3 by Mr Prescott, on behalf of the Socialist Group, calling for the
deletion of the words :
President.

-

I

and freedom to lay underwater cables and pipelines.

I

point we were trying to make

is

preting from this document. The position has now
teen made clear by Mr Bangemann and by the

Commissioner. Forgive me for not reading all the
texts of the United Nations, and remembering what
each part in every one of those voluminous documents says. Nevertheless, the point is that there is the
coastal states'ri8ht in this mqtter to see that things are
observed.
assurance, we withdraw

the amend-

ment.

The amendment is withdrawn.
I put paragraphs 18 to 24 to the vote.
Paragraph 18 to 24 are adopted.
I put to the vote the motion for a resolution as
President.

The agreements can, of course, be revised. They will
be examined and improved in line with the experi-

what the details of the provisions for technical
economic cooperation are, because this
what this means in practice.

will

and
show

Provision is made for the Community to participate in
the efforts made by the Partner countries to develop
their production and economic infrastructure. In particular, the marketing and sales Promotion of products

participate in exploration, production
and also the opening up
programmes
and processing
of the partner countries' resources and that it should
also cover the fields of science, technology, protection
of the environment and the fisheries sector.
companies

a

whole.

The resolution is adopted.
10. Coopcratiort ttgrecntents bcltt'cen tbe EEC and
Egypt, Jordan and SYria

The next item is the report (Doc.
President.
99177) drattn up by Mr Prntat, on behalf of the
Committee on External Economic Relations, on the

draft regulations of the Council of the European Communlties concludlng Cooperation Agreements between the
European Economic CommunitY and

the Arab Republrc of

adjustments can be put into effect as from I January
1980. Ve welcome this because in this way the experience that we gain from these agreements can be put
to practical effect. It is perhaps quite important to say

exported by these countries will be promoted and
industrial cooperation increased. It is hoped that, as
part of this industrial cooperation, Community

-

EgYPt

the Hashemrte Kingdom of Jordan
the Syrian Arab RePublrc.
I call Mr Bangemann.
(D) Mr Presidcput.l' rLtplrortcur.
dent, we have here three cooperation agreements with

Mr Bangemann,

In overall terms, the agreements contain the following
sections : objectives, economic and technical cooPeration, financial cooperation, trade cooPeration, institutional machinery and general provisions.

is to be held at the beginning ol 1979 so that any

- The
that freedom was defined in the way we were inter-

In view of that

countries.

ence obtained over the next few years. The first review

call Mr Prescott.

Mr Prescott.

Egypt, Jordan and Syria, which have been concluded
pursuit of the Communiry's global Mediterranean
policy. These agreements are of Sreat importance for
the Community and, of course, for the countries with
which they have been concluded, because they represent part of the Community's Mediterranean Policy.
One can say with justification that such agreements
are the foundations for a North-South dialogue which
deals with the problems which are also considered in
these agreements. It is, of course, particularly important for us that these three agreements rePresent a
further step forward in the dialogue with the Arab

in

will

exchange of information on the economic and
financial situation will enable a iudgment to be made
of these individual measures so that all in all I can say
that this cooperation involves not only cooperation
between States but also private enterprises, and this
may be very effective.

An

It is also important to emphasize that these agreements are linked with financial aid, since this was a
point of difference at the outset of the negotiations. I
believe that the three Partner countries, were correct
in pointing out that without such financial aid, cooperation was nothing more than an expression of goodwill. Anyone who doubst that should iust look at the
basic figures which are set out in an annex to the

report, particularly as regards Egypt. One should
realize that 32 o/o alone of exports of goods and
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of this country have to be used to cover debt
servicing. One can imagine what a cooperation agreement without a section on finance would be in fact no
good at all, only an expression of goodwill.
services

Financial aid has been provisionally set at 270 million
; this will certainly be changed in the review, and
it will be given in three different forms : Firstly, loans
granted by the European Investment Bank from its
own resources, subject to the terms set out in its
statute at the interest rate currently applied by the
bank ; secondly, loans on special terms granted for 40
years with an amortization period of l0 years at a low

between the partner countries themselves or also with
other Arab and African countries, so that this is not to
become a bilateral relationship but a first step towards
multilateral efforts. I think that this is much more
likely to be successful than the classical type of
development aid which is to make such Agreements

u.a.

bilaterally.

of I o/o, and therefore a very considerable
financial aid and finally, non-repayable grants,
possibly in the form of interest rate subsidies for the
loans I just mentioned. These loans, Mr President, will
certainly make it possible to finance the ioint indi-

This also means that our Mediterranean policy, which
is after all defined as a global approach, will be
extended beyond the Mediterranean area and that
even within the Mediterranean a certain differentiation will appear. This is already shown by the fact that
those countries, which are in association or who are
preparing for accession, such as Turkey, Greece, Spain
and Portugal, have a different relationship with the
Community from that of, for example, the Arab countries with which these agreements have been

It should also be noted that an effort will be made for

what this global approach in the Mediterranean area
and we must also expect therefore that the effects of

interest

vidual enterprises which are contemplated here.

the complete abolition of customs duties on imports
into the Community of industrial products from the
partner countries to take effect from I July 1977. This

concluded.

!7e therefore have to differentiate

some-

this policy will make themselves felt beyond the Mediterranean area.

in fact, to be mentioned here since it is really
an additional form of financial aid. Certain products,
which are considered sensitive to the Community, will
be subiect to a transitional regime to ensure there are
no sudden disturances in Community production.

One last remark, which is a personal one. Mr President. I cannot make it on behalf of the Committee on
External Economic Relations nor within the context
of this report. However, since I have taken on the task
of presenting this report this morning, please allow
me a small personal observation, almost as a compen-

As for the institutional machinery, one might point
out that a cooperation Council is to be established
and measures taken in order to facilitate the necessary

sation.

needs,

cooperation between the European Parliament and the
representatives of the National Assemblies of the
States in question. This is naturally an area which
affects us in particular and the Bureau ought
this
proposal is included in the report
to make -contact
as quickly as possible with the representatives
of the
National Assemblies of these countries in order to set
this creation of institutions in progress. S7e know
from the examples of Turkey ans Greece that these

parliamentary institutions can perform very useful

I remember

myself once a member of
- I wasCommittee
the Joint Parliamentary
of the EECwork.

Turkey Association
can speak much more
- that one
freely in these institutions
and therefore, when any
disputes arise, one can make a very useful contribution to removing them or at least sotto aoce make

them much easier to

bear.

Finally, Mr President, I should like to stress the particular nature of these agreements because the European Community has once again, as in the Lom6
Convention, set an example for the rype of development aid which will in future perhaps be practised
more widely. The cooperation which is attempted
here is not only a cooperation berveen the European
Community and the three countries but the Agreements are expressly directed towards encouraging
internal cooperation, that is to say cooperation
_

Mr

President,

I

am of the opinion that we should

pursue the dialogue on the political problems as
regards the Arab countries much more strongly. It is
true the European Community began a dialogue by
attempting to limit it to purely economic questions,
cooperation, financing and so on. It was clear to me
from the beginning that this would not work. I think
that now all the participants have realized that it is
impossible to evade the political problems. !(e have
also realized, however, that at a time when we do not
want to avoid these political problems, they are
becoming solvable.

Only as long as one believes that one can avoid them

by talking only about financial

protocols

and

economic agreements and tariffs will they remain
unsolved and therefore, Mr President, I allow myself

the personal reflection : all the conflicts, particuiarly
the conflict in the Near East, which plagues the relationship of the Arab countries with Israel, are solvable
if the European Community becomes aware of the
responsibility which falls upon it in political questions
as well. If, therefore, it was no longer to obiect to the
demand of these Arab countries to become involved
in political problems, as was the case at the beginning
of the Euro-Arab dialogue, I would welcome it, iust ai
and here I come back to the arguments of the

-Committee

on External Economic Relations
these
three agreements are extremely welcome- to the

committee.
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I call Mr Lange to introduce the
- Committee on Budgets.
of the

President.
opinion

Mr Lange, Cbairman

of tle Conimittee on Budgets'

(D) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen. As depury

-for'the draftsman of the Committee on Budgets'
opinion, Mr Ripamonti, who unfortunately cannot

be

prescnt today, I should like to make a few comments
on behalf of the Committee on Budgets.

Mr Bangemann has dealt with the problems of these
three agieements in their entirety and in his explanation he used a key phrase: financial protocols' I7e
have accepted previously similar financial obligations
towards oiher countries expressed in virtually identical
words.

Ladies and gentlemen, you are aware that by a decision of this Assembly we are demanding from the
Commission and the Council in the first place that
these obligations should be duly entered into the
budget. This means not only foreseeable expenditure
but also the reduction in revenue which may well
result from customs concessions. We must keep in
our mind a clear picture of financial develoPments as
they affect both revenue and expenditure. In this case
I should like to remind the previous Commissioner

Mr Mitchelt. - Mr President, I think the whole
House will welcome this agreemen( because, as the

it is a complementary one to
thoie concluded with all the other countries of the
Southern Mediterranean. I think now that, with the
exception of Libya, we have probably an,agreement
with nearly all countries bordering the Southern Medirapporteur has said,

terranean.

I think it is also important that the EEC should have
the closest possible relationship with the Arab States
in the Middle East, because I believe that somewhere
I hope, at an early date - we shall
in the future
have a peaceful solution to the problems of that area' I
think it is quite possible that the EEC at that stage
will have a part to play.
One particular question

I

would like to put to the

Commissioner is this : when negotiations were taking
place prior to the conclusion of this cooperation agreement,-was the question of the Arab boycott, and in
particular the secondary boycott, raised at all, and in
ihe opinion of the Commissioner is this in any way in

conflict with the non-discrimination clauses
aSreement

in the

?

financial implications, both negative and positive,

I draw attention to the fact that there seem to be
two lines missing, at least in the English text of paragraph 9 of the motion for a resolution ? I hope they
U. included in the final draft when it is made.

in the budget.
No doubt for good reasons, the Committee

President.

responsible for this field and the present CommisMr Cheysson, that we have agreed that all

sioner,

must be visible

on
External Economic Relations has not taken account of
the proposal from the Committee on Budgets to
p.opose its own wording here. Therefore the
bommittee on Budgets ProPoses that we should first
express our opinion on the customs concessions, that
is, the reduction in revenue, secondly that we should

comply with previous decisions and confirm these
decisions of Parliament by entering in the budget the

appropriations made available for these cooPeration
agreements by means of the financial protocols
and the Committee on Budgets is very keen to have
this done if at all possible for I January 1978, that is,
and thirdly, that, as we agreed
next year's budget
when we debated the Maghreb
previous
occasion,
a
on
and Malta agreements, the financial aid available
should be coordinated between all three Community
Commission, Council and Parliament
bodies
- opening of the negotiations. These three
before the
I won't
requests, Mr President, are contained in the
in the supplemencall it a proposed amendment
tary proposal to the motion for a resolution.

I

it if

Parliament acted consistently
with its previous decisions and endorsed this proposal
should appreciate

from the Committee on Budgets, adding this paragraph to the other paragraphs in the motion for a resolution. I hope that the deputy raPPorteur will also be
able to aSree to this procedure.

President.

-

I

call Mr Mitchell.

May

",iti

-

I call Mr Normanton.

Mr Normanton. - Mr President,
points I would like to make.

there are two

First I would like to extend a warm welcome to the
if any further
report itself. It is indeed evidence
.uld.n.. were at all required - -of the outwardlooking philosophy of the European Community, and
this iJ something which should be welcomed and

which we should do our utmost at all times to
promote. It is only by promoting world trade that we
are going to help the maior areas of the world to
develop, both economically and socially, and undoubt-

edly this regulation will be a steP

in that

direction.

The second point is really more of a caveat. At all
times we have to be on our guard against entering
into any kind of agreement with, or giving any form

of recognition to, governments other than legitimate
governments. That, of course is exactly what arises
here : legitimate governments ; under no circumstances, either

by direct negotiation or, what is more

by implication, should we

establish any
lini< with organizations whose sole aim and political
object is to destroy or damage the economy of the
peoples of another State with which the Community
maintains relations.

important,

I

am obviously referring in this particular context to
Israel. There have been many references to this, both
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in the

report and in the oral introduction by Mr
Bangemann. I was going to add a reference to the
Arab boycott, but this point has been made by Mr

Mitchell and is therefore no longer necessary.
However, I should certainly think that the House will
expect to hear from the Commissioner when he

replies that this point of the Arab boycott is very fully

taken into account.

'What

I think we have to avoid in the long run is
entering into negotiations with countries and

concluding agreements with them when we know full
well that all of these countries are in fact going to use
the Community to furher their political objectives, the
one against the other. I earnestly hope that by signing
these particular agreements with the Arab Republic of

Egypt, the Hashemite Kingdom

of Jordan and

the

Syrian Arab Republic we are not going to fall into that

particular trap.

!flith that caveat and looking forward to hearing the
views of the Commission on the points which have
been raised in this brief debate, I should like to
extend a warm welcome to the regulation.

President.

- I call Mr Cheysson.

Mr Cheysson, l/letnber of tbe Commission. (F)Mr
President I should like first to rhank the Committee
on External Economic Relations and to ask Mr Bangemann to be good enough to convey our congratulations to the rapporteur on the excellent account he
has given of the agreements, which enables me to
dispense with describing them here, and on the
conclusions reached in his report, which Mr Bangemann has outlined and supplemented.

In view of his very complete account of the situation I
hope I will be forgiven if I do not comment in detail
on the agreements but concentrate instead on certain
points raised by the motion for a resolution before
Parliament.
Paragraph 2 of the motion for a resolution regrets rhat
the agreements were not signed
the respective

in
and in paragraph I of his explana-

partner countries,
tory statement Mr Pintat offers an explanation for this.
I am sorry to say that this explanation is not quite
correct. The real reason for the agreements having to
be signed in Brussels and not in the capitals of the
countries concerned is
it is one which gives
-thatand
me great satisfaction
the three Arab countries
prepared to sign the agreements
that you now have to
approve, wanted to make a ioint gesrure of solidarity
in cooperation with the Community.

Our approach to these agreements is similar to that
under the Lom6 Qnvention, but the Arab countries
could not accept a'single agreement, as did the ACP
countries. They have concluded separate agreements.
The Community shares the anxiety just expressed by
Mr Normanton and wishes to ensure that cooperation

with these countries will be also an encouragement to
cooperation between them. I have said before that

even if the Community will not go to war for you, it is

probably the best ally that could be found by states
that want to live at peace with each other. To get the
separate agreements with the three Maghreb countries
signed meant hopping from one capital to another,
and included crossing the sealed frontier between
Morocco and Algeria. 'We were therefore extremely
pleased when these three Mashrek countries, despite
certain political differences, decided to sign the three
agreements iointly at the same table, although each
aSreement is distinct. But if there was only to be one
table it could only be in Brussels, because none of the
three was prepared to impose the duty of playing host
on either of the others.

In paragraph 7, the rapporteur considers it desirable
for permanent Commission delegations to be set up
in these countries. Mr President I should like to thank
the Assembly for stating quite clearly what is indeed a
necessary step for the implementation of the agree-

ments. Our dealings with these countries include
financial cooperation. It would be hard to imagine
how financial transactions could be conducted with a
country without having a representative there. Our
dealings with them are complex and intricate. It will

be essential for us to have permanent, on-the-spot

in the countries that are
to the Lom6 Convention. This has also

delegations. We have these

signatories

been agreed to

in principle for the Maghreb countries

and the Commission will include proposals to this
end under the usual budgetary procedures in the next
few weeks.
Paragraph 9,

in the French version, at least

and this

- it
will also be true of the English version when

has

been completed
stresses the need for the Commu- position
nity to take a firm
on the principles of nondiscrimination. The relevant provisions are considered
in detail by Mr Pintat in paragraphs 23-25 of his
explanatory statement, and I shall not therefore, dwell
on this. But I do wish formally and solemnly to go on

record in the report of procedings of this House as
saying that the Commission, in accordance with the
instructions it has repeatedly been given by this Parliament, will insist scrupulously on the observance of the
Articles in the agreements relating to non-discrimination. Non-discrimination is a fundamental principle
in the Community. It is inherent to the structure and
creation of the Community as such, it is a mutual obligation on and between its members and in relations
with Third Countries in the case of global cooperation
agreements. !7e hope, therefore, that where there is
any suspicion of discrimination se shall be informed
at once. I would also point out that there have been
no cases of this to date. And I therefore undertake
before this Parliament that should a case of discrimination arise that was in conflict with the text of the relevant articles of the Treaties, the Commission, the

Community

will

take immediate action

to

ensure

compliance with the relevant provisions of the agreement.
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Paragraph ll, which the rapporteur included initially,
but subsequently withdrew has been reintroduced in

the form of an amendment tabled on behalf of

the

Committee on Budgets.

Article I I concerns the budgetary aspects. There are
three main points. As regards the first of them, the
Committee on Budgets is entirely right to raise this
matter with the Commission because we have indeed
failed to keep our promise to give Parliament the
opportunity to assess the budgetary consequences of a
proposal. In this case we have failed to provide Parliament with an assessment of the budgetary costs
resulting from the tariff concessions. The work is been
done within the Commission and should have been
forwarded to you. A communication will therefore be
sent to the Committee on Budgets within the next
few days. It is indeed overdue and should have been
sent earlier. You are right in noting this in paragraph
I

I

(a).

Subparagraph (c) causes me rather more difficulty, but
we will of course accept it if it is adopted by Parliament. The difficulty is in negotiating with foreign

governments where the exact sum covered by the
financial protocol is publicly and irrevocably fixed in
advance. This is a delicate subiect which we might do
well to.discuss again in committee. However, the
problem will not arise again in the immediate future
since we have already concluded the series of overall
cooperation agreements in connection with the Lom6

blished fact. It has already been written in as regards
the Maghreb appropriations, it will be submitted in
the Commission's proposals for the 1978 budgets for
the Mashrek countries, and we should be sorry if the
logic of this process, which has already been accepted
in principle by the Council, were once again called in
question.

I shall now turn to some of the more general aspects
of these agreements. Mr Pintat and, on his behalf, Mr
Bangemann, have stressed that this

is a matter

of

global policy. As I have already said I don't think
there is any point in giving another detailed account,

I could perhaps make some comment on what
has been said by Mr Bangemann. In the first place,
this has to be seen in the context of what is called
global Mediterranean policy. I am grateful to Mr
Pintat for having clearly stated that there are two
fundamental aspects to our Mediterranean policy :
policy in the Northern Mediterranean, the policy of
but

in the Southern
the policy of cooperation with the
Third !7orld. Both are of course related in certain
European integration, and policy

Mediterranean,

but the motivation and the political outlook
in each case, and it is right to say so
clearly. The rapporteur has correctly stated that the
Community's Southern Mediterranean policy is more
aspects,

are different

than the sum of a number of identical bilateral agreements. There is a philosophy behind it, and it is the
same as the philosophy behind the Lom6 Convention.

Convention.

the same principle as the
Commission has repeatedly asserted to the member
governments in the Council for several years. All
forms of Community expenditure should be entered
Subparagraph (b) asserts

budget, including those arising in connection
with foreign policy. In other words, the cooperation
appropriations should be budgetized. The time has
long since passed when this Community had to have
recourse to national budgets to cover some of its
external expenditure.

in the

Mr President I think the struggle is now over, largely
thanks to this House, because in the 1977 budget the
Council, after lengthy discussion, accepted the inclusion in the budget of the cooperation appropriations
for the Maghreb countries.
surprised at the timidiry
I am therefore
- for once of the Committee on Budgets, for it is in effect giving
the Council an opportunity to reverse a decision that
has already been taken on the budgetization of the

cooperation appropriations. It is unlike the
Committee on Budgets to adopt a wording from
which it might be supposed that the budgetization

may not, in fact, be carried out, and yet that is what it
is in effect doing in calling for a conciliation procedure to be opened. The Commission does not want to
even consider this possibility. As far as the Commission is concerned the budgetization is already an esta-

are aiming at a global approach to cooPeration. In
the case of the Southern Mediterranean countries, that
should be all the more obvious in that the agreements
have been concluded for unlimited time, except with

!7e

to the financial

arranSements. The global
to financial cooPeration- One
Member has pointed out rightly pointed out that

regard

approach also applies

without such cooperation, the agreements would not
be global agreements. However, the volume of finance
involved is at present relatively low compared with the
real needs of these countries. That is a fact. Nevertheless, we can now begin to undertake a series of operations and I would hope that the larger operations
would be conducted in conjunction with an Arab fund
or a petroleum-based source of finance. The latter
would provide substantially larger sums, so that our
participation would act as a catalyst and a guarantee of
security, which are essential if the proiects are to
succeed.

Our cooperation extends to trade cooperation and, as
the rapporteur says, this is essential to these countries
whose trade deficit with the Community is causing
anxiety. Mr Pintat has pointed out while the 20 Arab
League countries have a loint annual surplus of l0 000

million dollars in their balance of trade with the
Community, the l0 Arab countries with which we

have now concluded cooperation agreements have a
joint deficit of 3 000 million dollars in their balance
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to

of trade with the Community. That is a situation that

been submitted

cannot continue.

months later. I am sorry to say that last remark applies
in particular to one national parliament with which I
could be identified in terms of nationality, and which
is not represented here today.

!7e are now covering ten Arab

League countries

comprising ll0 million people out of 140 million, a
substantial part of the fuab world. !7e are now in a
position to conduct specific and intensive projects
within the general framework of the wider Euro-Arab

President.

dialogue.

As Mr Bangemann noted

he made this as

a

- with him speaking on
can agree
behalf of the Commission
our relations with the
Arab world necessarily imply- a political factor. 'I7e are
personal point but

I

too close to each other. The conflicts that divide us
have too direct an effect on them, as the past has
shown ; the conflicts which divide them have too
direct an effect on us, as the present is showing, for us
to be able to avoid contact at political level. The real
import of the Euro-Arab Dialogue will become clear

when the political motivation for

it is

expressed

clearly. Now that we have a framework in the form of
agreements on joint cooperation with certain Arab
countries and their neighbour Israel, on a multilateral
basis we must make clear what our political expecta-

tions and our political intentions are,

if a peaceful

settlement is to be achieved because that is where this

Community, which is an ally
equipped to play a full role.

for

peace,

is

best

That is the overall context of this cooperation. That

is

a further reason why the institutional cooperation laid
down in these agteements, in particular cooperation
between this Parliament and the Parliaments of those
countries
because the countries we sign agreements
with have -their own Parliaments
is a matter of vital
importance. I(ith your approval, -a date could be fixed
for the first parliamentary contacts with these countries; perhaps even
and why should I not make a

personal

- ? - an initial parliamentary

suggestion

meeting to which all four neighbouring Arab countries would be invited simultaneously.

All of this of course fits into a much larger framework,
as Mr Pintat notes in concluding his report, of relations with the Southern countries as a whole, as
reflected on a global scale in our participation in international conferences, and also at local level in the
shape of specific agreements, as characterized by the
policy of the Lom6 Convention.
The Commission would greatly appreciate it if Parliament adopts the motion for a resolution, possibly
approving the minor amendment which I
with regard to the budgetary arrangements

I

should like

to

take this opportunity

suggested

of

asking

Members to try to ensure, through their national parliaments, that the agreements are ratified in good time.
I would point out that the agreements concluded with
the Maghreb countries on 25 April 1975 have still not

certain national parliaments l3

- I call Mr Lange.

Mr Lange, rapporteur.
Mr President, ladies
- (D)
and gentlemen. Mr Cheysson
has criticised two points
in the Committee on Budgets' supplementary proposal. However, I should like to leave paragraph I I (c)
as it stands. '$7e can discuss the procedure, but we
shouldn't negotiate in public, because this would
weaken the position of the Communiry's negotiators.
This is quite clear, but in some way or other, Parliament must be involved before the opening of negotiations. This is the reasoning behind subparagraph (c).
And that is why we cannot yield on subparagraph (c).
But we can discuss the ways and means.
As for paragraph I I (b), Mr Cheysson considers that
the Committee on Budgets has spoken timidly. This
seemed unusual to him, because the Committee on
Budgets usually speaks in a forthright manner. But he
too spoke his mind here. If you read Mr Ripamonti's
opinion, you will see that he refers to an entry being
made in the 1977 budget, although it was only a

token entry. From 1978 we want to see this item
in figures, and if the Council believes this is
impossible, then we shall have to open the consultation procedure. And we shall state what has already
been agreed, we shall not start fresh negotiations. Ifle
can of course do that in connection with the budgegiven

tary procedure, there is no problem there, since the
matter is raised during the budget consultations. If the

Council makes difficulties, then we shall have to
make this clear to them in no uncertain terms.
Therefore I have no qualms about giving way on the
issue of whether to delete subparagraph (b) after the
semi-colon, but I should like to point out that this is
not a sign of reticence or weakness, quite the reverse.
The Council will be called to account every time it
attempts to hide behind the status quo
you, Mr
- ifand
Cheysson, know at least as well as I do,
not better,
that there are certain trends visible in the Council
which give rise to such fears. This being the case, Parliament must watch all the Council's actions relating to
Parliament's budgetary powers very carefully during
this development phase and jealously guard against
any diminution of its powers and authority. And this
proposal is designed to do this. So I have no qualms,
as I said, about deleting paragraph I l(b) after the semi-

colon, but apart from this, please adopt the
Committee on Budgets supplementary proposal as it

stands.

President.

- I call Mr Mitchell on a point of order.
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Mr President, when you come to the
Mr Mitchell.
- to ask for a separate vote on paravote, I would like
graph 2 of the motion for a resolution, because, in
view of what the Commissioner said, it seems that this
is based on inaccurate information and, frankly, it
if I interwould be far better if it weren't there

preted Commissioner Cheysson correctly

in

his

I

The next item is the report (Doc.
- up by Mr Hughes, on behalf of the
ll0l77) drawn

Committee on Agriculture, on the
proposal lrom the Commission of the European Communities to the Council for a regulation concerning the

put the preamble and paragraph I to the

The preamble and paragraph

I

put paragraph 2 to the

Paragraph

I

2 is

Paragraphs

I

are adopted.

vote.

l0 to the vote.

3 to l0 are adopted.

After paragraph 10, I have amendment No I by Mr
Ripamonti, calling for a new paragraph to be added.

l

Considers that an assessment of the financial implications of these agreements should be based on the

following principles
(a)

:

the Commission and Council should make
serious appraisal

a

of the budgetary costs resulting

from the tariff concessions provided for in the
cooperation aSreements and submit this appraisal
to Parliament in good time
(b)

;

the effective budgetization

of the cooperation
with the 1978

appropriations must commence

Budget; failing this, the conciliation procedure

with the Council should be opened before
agreements enter

the

into force ;

(c) Parliament must be consulted on the financial aid
provided for in these agreements when the
Council actually decides on the amount of the
aid
in other words, as a general rule, before
the -negotiations commence.

Mr Lange has iust proposed that in subparagraph (b),
the words : falling tbis, tbe conciliation procedure
with the Council sbould be opened before tbe agree,nents enter into force should be deleted.

Are there any objections to this oral amendment
That is

I

Amendment No

I

?

agreed.

put to the vote amendment No

I

is

l,

so amended.

adopted.

put the motion for a resolution as a whole to the

vote.

The resolution is

and establishing the provisions for its application.

I

call Mr Hughes.

Mr Hughes, rapporteur.

vote.

rejected.

put paragraphs 3 to

I

conclusion of an agreement between the European
Economic Community and the United States of America
concerning fisheries off the coasts of the United States

\Ufle

shall now consider the motion for
a resolution.- I should like to thank Mr Mitchell for
drawing our attention to the fact that in the English
version, part of paragraph 9 is missing. This technical
error will be corrected in due course.

I

Regulation concerning a fisbery agreement
between tbe EEC and tbe United States

President.

remarks.

President.

l.

Mr President, this parti-

cular agreement with the -United States is the first of
what will be a series to be presented to this House
over the next few months between the Community
and third countries. In this particular case, the United
States Congress, as was mentioned in the earlier
debate, laid upon the executive of that country an
extremely stringent and strict negotiating position
from which there could be no deviation and the
Community had only the choice between agreeing to
their terms and having no fishing at all. That is scarcely the way one would wish to have negotiations
normally carried out ; nonetheless, that was the position facing the Community. That is why, while we
recommend to this House the approval of the
Commission's proposals, ve insist that this agreement
and the form of its negotiation should not be used as
a model for future agreements. N7e express deep
concern at the manner in which the United States
confronted the Community with these requirements,
we need closer consultation between the Community
and the United States in the future, and in fishery
matters general overall trade relations should be
brought into play as well as specific fishery considerations.

It would not, I think, be to the benefit of this House
this morning to go into great detail on the relative
cost or value of skate and shrimps fished off French
Guyana and the coast of America.
rUflith regard to the change to Article 7 of the proposals, where the Legal Affairs Committee wanted Parlia-

ment to be consulted at all

stages, the Agricultural
Committee has suggested that where there is a failure
to get a majority in the management committee and
the Council, acting by qualified majority, takes, or
proposes to take, a different decision, at that point and
under those circumstances Parliament should be
consulted : not where there is no disagreement, only if
there has been a disagreement.

In any case, Parliament should receive an annual
report on the implementation of this agreement, on
changes in quotas, etc., and this should form the basis

of annual
adopted.
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ments.

reports

on all such third-country

agree-
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With those very few brief remarks, Mr President,
commend this report to the House.
President.

-

I

I

call Mr Cheysson.

Mr Cheysson, hlember of tbe Contnis.eion
- (F)Mr
President the Commission would like to thank Parliament, and in particular the rapporteur, Mr Hughes, for
the trouble it has taken to consider this text, for the
reasons which Mr Hughes has explained. The matter
was indeed urgent.
The extension of the United States' exclusive fishing
zone to 200 miles took effect on I March 1977. On 4
March the Americans informed the Community that
they had completed the internal procedures necessary
for the entry into force of the agreement. This put us

in the

position

of

having

to make the necessary

internal arrangements for issuing fishing permits to
Community fishermen. Just how urgent the matter is
can be seen from a few dates. German fishing operations are due to begin on 15 June, a month from
now; the French are to follow suit shortly afterwards,
whereas the ltalians have already been forced to
abandon American waters in the absence of this regulation. It is an extremely urgent matter and we are
grateful to you for having agreed to being consulted
today.

The regulation proposed by the Commission is based
on Article 43 of the Treaty of Rome in accordance
with an opinion delivered by the Court of Justice in
the Kramer affair in July 1976. !U7e are grateful to the
Legal Affairs Committee for having supported this
judgement, thereby recognizing what we hope Parlia-

ment will confirm

that Article 43 and

the

- which is based on it give
Common Fisheries Policy
the Community the necessary comPetence to undertake commitments under the agreement. This is the
first time this has happened, and it is an important
matter.

The content of the agreement is outlined in the report
and has been described by the rapporteur, so I shall
not dwell on it. I shall confine myself to taking up
two points which caused a certain anxiety during the
debate in the Committee in Agriculture, and continue
to do so. The first point concerns the quotas allocated

by the Community f.or 1977.I would like to stress
that these quotas are the same as those previously
negotiated between the Member States and the United
States through ICNAF. As regards the nature of the
agreement as such, it is true that we in fact faced an

impossible situation. 'We were confronted with a
predetermined agreement which the negotiating Executive was unable to change, since it was derived from
a decision of the United States Congress. It is therefore extremely important that this agreement should
not be taken as a precedent for subsequent agree'
ments. The Commission can guarantee that fully to
Parliament. It would also like to stress that on other
agreements those already signed with Sweden and the

Far6e Isles, and those which are being negotiated

its position has been and is different.

-

In the case of the agreement we are now considering,
we were doing all the asking and had nothinS to offer
in return because it concerns only American territorial
waters and the allocation of surpluses. With all the
other fishing agreements, there is reciprociry in the
advantages conceded by one side or the other, so that

we do have a solid basis for negotiation. !(ith the
support of Parliament we will use it to the full. Of
course this agreement can in no way preiudice the
position we will take on this, or on related subjects, in
the Conference on the Law of the Sea which we have
already discussed at length.

A final point is one raised by the Committee on Agriculture in accordance with the opinion of the Legal
Affairs Committee. It concerns the Management
Committee procedure, in particular the procedure to
be followed if the Management Committee decides by
a qualified majoriry against the measures proposed by
the Commission. In that case, the proposed regulation
states that the Council should not be authorized to act
on the dispute in the Management Committee before
consulting Parliament.
President, this is highly embarrassing for the
Commission. On the one hand it must stress that it is
a matter of the most basic management, a question of
choosing between different boats if the number of
vessels proposed is not reasonable in relation to the
quotas. It will be a question of reaching a decision on
technical specifications for boats, fishing methods,
species of fish, all highly specialized matters which

Mr

are hardly appropriate subjects for Parliamentary
debate. !7e will also be required to reach decisions
because on no account
fishing operations be delayed

within very short time limits,

must the start

of

through failure to inform the Americans of the fishing
permits they will be asked to Brant. !7e therefore feel
that consultation of Parliament will be difficult in
these circumstances. On the other hand, Mr President,
the Commission is obviously on Parliament's side in
seeking to ensure that the Council observes the Treary
provision authorizing the Commission to manage and
implement the budget and also to take the necessary
management measures when budgetary factors are not
involved. I therefore think you will allow me, Mr President, to express some doubt as to the procedure the
formal consultation of Parliament
House proposes
by the Council,-before a decision is taken. At the
same time, we hesitate to oppose this, in the first
place because we have no right to do so, and in the
second, because we obviously agree with your reluctance to see the Commission's management powers
restricted, contrary to the Treaties.

President.

-

I

call Mr McDonald.

Mr McDonald. Mr President, I iust want very
- to this debate and to compliment
briefly to contribute
Mr Hughes on his work.
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McDonald

I would mention, in paragraph 4, a slight inconsistency with the thoughts of the Committee on Agriculture in relation to this matter where they

say

:

.. . and insists furthermore that the overall trade relation-

ships with the United States should be taken into
account at the time of such re-examination
as is provided for r'wo years hence.
I think this is the same principle I was trying to argue
on the Bangemann report, and I think we should at
least look for consistency from the committee.

I

agree

?

12. Dates of tbe next part-session

President.
agenda.

-

There are no further items on the

I thank the representatives of the Council and
the Commission for their contributions to our
proceedings.

13. Adiournment of tbe session.

President.

I

declare the session

Parliament adjourned.

with the report.

President.
Does anyone else wish to speak
I put the motion for a resolution to the vote.
The resolution is adopted.

The enlarged Bureau has proposed that Parliament
should hold its next part-session from 13 to 17 June
1977, in Strasbourg.
Are there any objections ?
That is agreed.

of the European

14. Altproual of the ntinutes

President.
Rule 17 (2) of the Rules of Procedure
requires me-to lay before Parliament, for its approval,
the minutes of proceedings of this sitting which were
written during the debates.
Are there any comments ?

The minutes of proceedings are approved.
The sitting is closed.
(The sitting was closed

at

11.40 a.m.)

